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The Sex Slaves of Borlunth
On the ancient, peaceful and pastoral world of Kassidor there
once rose a culture that reveled in sexual predation. Today the
name of their land, Borlunth, is a worldwide metaphor for
sexual excess. Only one eccentric professor had studied this
culture in depth, but now that the stargate was open, people
came from other worlds who were interested in that culture.
Would their monogamous religions send them to destroy the
artifacts of so debased a regime? Or was their alpha-male
culture here to resurrect it?
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The Year 1102342
The stargate from Centorin to Kassidor has now been
operational ten local years, one Earth year. The Kassikan
understands the Centorin culture more than the Centorins
realize and is acting aggressively to control access to the
planet, thinking it is in their interest that the Centorins should
bring as few changes as possible to the worlds of Kassidor.
The worlds are not well known to each other in spite of six
hundred years of radio communication. Each side knew the
high points of each other's culture and history. Literature had
been exchanged, and each had enlightened the other to their
science. But now they are starting to mingle in the flesh, at
least in Kassidor Yakhan, the city where the Kassikan and the
stargate are located.
Since the gate opened, large amounts of data could be
exchanged, a lot of details could start to be worked out. Until
they were worked out however, once you crossed from the
gate room to the Kassikan, you were pretty much in a
different civilization.
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Message on a Suntower
On:

Nightday of Zawmathii, 1102342

To:

Dettamythrin
Researcher, Booltong Council of Antiquities
14A The Elliwisha, Kastas, Booltong, Prvest.

Hi,
I don't think I told you but I've been hanging out with one
of the guys from the stargate. He's really tall but not too
tall in the peg. Anyway he works screening people
coming thru the gate. Three years ago he detected three
guys bringing in explosives, probably plastique, but was
told to let it go. Now that in itself was of concern to me,
but beyond that it seems that those people were on a
mission to find none other than Professor Viosaign of
Borlunth. I thought you might be interested in that since
you knew of him.
If that is not enough, yesterday another group of three
came thru carrying nuclear materials and he was also
told to let it go because they are authorized. You may
have guessed the other part, they are also on a mission
to see Professor Viosaign in Borlunth.
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I think I can get him to give me pictures, if so I'll send
them along if I can afford it. DemisExenhardt (that whole
sentence is the name of the guy I'm seeing) is really not
our enemy, even if his people are somewhat screwed up
in many ways. The vast majority of the Centorins who
come here are just rich tourists who want to see people
naked on the beaches. He will help me because he does
worry about bad people getting thru the gate. He thinks
the Kassikan is stupid to put so much faith in the Instinct
and I think he might be right.
From: Yolan
Playgirl
3321-51 Akongalak. 7thA4 4.61N, 0.2E
Kassidor Yakhan
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1. Servant of The Margue
Carsir was almost numb from the cold, but he needed to
get away from the others for awhile. He couldn’t take the
endless bickering, instead he sought solace in the device
they’d brought with them, a device that he was glad to get by
the Kassikan and the gatekeepers. A device that was smarter
than his crewmates he was sure. A device that was older than
their nation.
He held the ragged shards of rusty metal gently, was even
more careful of the collapsed metal blades that could slice off
his fingers before he even felt them. He peered into the edge
of the single lens, wondering what he could see of the mind
inside, wondering how hard he would have to work to bend
that mind to the prophet’s will. There had to be a way to use
this device to overcome the infectious programming by the
demonic wizards that ruled this world.
Carsir Tzebenko was in the entourage of eBonnet
Nukishma, Margue of the West Sayans. They had started this
trade mission seven and a half years ago. eBonnet's mission
was one of the first of his nation to get to the planet of
Centorin. Centorin was very developed, far surpassing what
Earth had become, but it seemed small. They had stayed
seven years on Centorin, knew neighborhoods in each of the
three major cities and what the agribands between looked
like.
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Six months ago they left Centorin, where ancient art was
scarce and security was tight, and came to this world where
ancient art was too common to have value and security was
just about unknown. They could have stayed in the junglecovered megalopolis at the gatehead and never exhausted the
supply, but the Margue was given a mission and because of
that they were bound on an endless quest thru a land so alien
that its plants and animals were not of Earth origin.
The culture of Kassidor City was beyond any hedonism
he had ever dreamed of. The women looked sexier than
houris, everyone was promiscuous, they petted and even
mated in public. In addition to the licentiousness, they drank
and were intoxicated in public. They worked one or two days
out of three, eternal youth was free, hedonistic music was
everywhere, food was cheap, electronics and tubes were
expensive. There were no languages he had ever seen before,
but they offered to invade his mind to give him their language
in a pill! It was a relief when the Margue bought a luxurious
yacht and they left that immense whirlpool of decadence.
They had been immediately overcome by the wealth they
had on them just in such things as eyelets, lapel pins,
anything with any metal at all. The Margue’s immediate
impulse had been to live in such sybaritic luxury that it made
Carsir uncomfortable. On Earth, precious metal had worth.
On Centorin, metal was what you had to refine from the ore
in order to make soil, it is a waste product. Because of its
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scarcity here, metal was a medium of exchange and of
enormous worth. A small piece of titanium could buy a major
corporation.
The Margue is not sent to scout for commodity products
however. In any society, the most truly precious items are the
masterpieces of any culture's art. Those treasures are now
beyond price and are kept under guard in the secret lairs of
the very most wealthy and powerful. Nowhere on Earth or
Centorin today would any authentic artifacts be found in a
museum open to the public.
They had stopped at every city to purchase precious
objects for all the months they had been here, needing only
small packets of metal beads to do so. A month ago they'd
stopped at a city on a great brooding mountain in the middle
of a flat plain that could take the bottom out of Earth's market
for cultural treasures. Earth's finest museum collections were
for sale as drinking vessels, room screens, wall hangings,
clothing. They bought only what an old set of captain’s bars
would buy, but even so they had to buy a native cargo ship
and send Ramot, his best friend, back toward the gate with it.
The Margue intended to circumnavigate this globe before
he went home, but Carsir feared now that an infinite lifetime
might not be long enough. They were just about a quarter of
the way around right now, but two thirds of the way to
Borlunth. The most recent wonder they encountered was a
series of locks that raised them five miles from a heaving
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green sea to a winter worse than that of the Sayans.
Looking out at this winter, he was worried this might be
as far as they got. The icy wind howled around the railings
and caused the whole vessel to shudder. Carsir scraped the
frost off the window and showed his pocket light thru. Snow
was still horizontal in the air. The fact that there were only
two or three more weeks of winter wasn't obvious from this
view. Carsir was able to understand intellectually that a day
was a week here, one woke and slept three times for each
time the sun went over the sky, normally two days while it
was light and one while it was dark. That didn't mean it felt
normal to him, quite the contrary, it was another one of those
things that made him feel even less at home on this world
than he had on Centorin.
This vessel had been built in the megalopolis at the
gatehead where winter came for a few hours every week.
There was a kitchen stove and thick quilts to cover the
windows. This land was like the Western Sayan's, forested
hills. One needs a well insulated cabin and plenty of wood to
survive a winter there, or here.
They could not leave their treasures unguarded and could
not haul them into the nearest inn, five miles from here thru
forest filled with several feet of snow. They were forced to
winter over here, three locks from the top of 'the ladder' and
only eleven locks from the first one taking them back down.
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The empty ship was creepy in the dark. The furniture had
all been piled around the cook stove and they were camped
within that pile of furniture. One had to put on winter furs to
come outside into the cabin. His comm told him it was
thirteen degrees Fahrenheit in the cabin right now. Even so,
the cooking fuel was not free of fumes and the air was cleaner
here, even though it felt like nails driven into his nostrils. Of
course outside the cabin it was at least that much below zero.
He wondered what this cold was doing to some of the
artifacts they had picked up. They were stored above the area
where they stayed, but it was still way below freezing in
there. He wondered if the hulls would hold under the pressure
of the ice, or would they sink to the bottom once it melted?
The lock had ceased operation for the winter while full, the
water only froze to a depth of six inches they were told, so
they thought they were storing heat.
He wondered at eBonnet's foolhardy attempt to make this
crossing so late in the season. His personal theory was it was
atonement for the extra week they'd spent in the rowdy fiord
town of Tudwook so eBonnet could have a few more trysts
with a snippy native woman. All their passengers and crew
thought it was too late to cross the pass, all agreed they would
be walking back if necessary on the first week the snow didn't
melt. The two native women who came with them as
passengers on this adventure were prepared to continue on
foot and had ominously thick furs, knee-high boots and
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snowshoes in their packs. There had been a large basin at the
level of frost and all the other boats with them pulled into
there to winter over. It looked like a stout little town built up
around it with big piles of firewood near every porch. Still
eBonnet went on, the first couple weeks were sunny and
crisp, but the snow melted by the noon sleep in each of those
weeks and they pressed on. They advanced another twelve
miles and another mile of altitude up the zig-zag chain of
locks they were climbing.
They knew the third week's snow would not melt and
most of the crew began to hike back to frost level. The two
women who still rode with them strapped on their snowshoes, thanked them for the ride this far and prepared to hike
those five miles to the TduunCrest Inn. During the dark of
that week, the locks were shut down for the winter and they
sat, watching the lock keepers hiking past until well into that
first dark. What crew remained, left them then. This was the
third dark since then, but there had been little light the last
two weeks, enough for only one day.
Before the cold drove him back into the pile of furniture,
he spent a few minutes with the ancient Tibetan assassin dart,
four hundred years old but still in working order. Even in this
temperature its programming display showed ready.
"Operational status?" he asked. The dart knew Tibetan,
Stannish, Hindi, Pashtoo and Farsi. Carsir was the one to
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program it because he had grown up with Stannish and not
learned Yak til he ran away to Shashbeek..
"Unarmed, explosives at 68% full, arming system
functional. Propulsion damage free, charge at 87%,
navigation functional, warning - terrain match at .13%."
He didn't exercise it further. It's charge was good, but
there was no way to replenish it here. He really only wanted
to make sure that the cold hadn't hurt it. It shouldn't, it was
meant to be used from the Ganges delta to the Siberian
tundra. He spent a few minutes learning a few more of the
commands used to program it. Very soon his fingers hurt and
he needed to crawl back inside. He packed it back away. With
a device this old, LaPoint was leery of it so they kept it as far
from them as they could in case it accidentally went off.
He was glad to get even these few minutes out of the
choking hole in the pile of furniture and blankets they were
camped in. He could not take the cold for long and they had
not brought furs like those native girls had. When he parted
the blankets that formed the door of their winter encampment,
LaPointe was just shouting, "It's the only chance we've got."
It was the argument they had been having for three weeks
already.
"Those were the shortest two weeks of the year, the
solstice was in the dark between them," eBonnet said.
"That is the beginning of winter," LaPoint retorted.
Carsir made as little noise as possible slipping back onto
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the couch that had been his home for the last three weeks.
"We should eat something today," eBonnet said, changing
the subject.
"Why?" LaPointe badgered, "if you keep us here to freeze
to death?"
"Fuel for body heat. We have only two weeks fuel
remaining for the stove, we need to fatten up."
"The crew's toilet is the only one that isn't frozen,"
LaPoint said, "And how long until it does?"
"It won't, it's below the ice," eBonnet said. "You'll see
some melting this coming week."
"We should be gathering supplies for the hike," LaPoint
said.
"IF we hike," Carsir said, "I vote we hike to the inn. It is
only five miles. We can make it in daylight, even laboring
thru snowdrifts. It is at least twelve miles back to frost line,
that's where we will find the closest shelter in that direction."
"And what of our ship?"eBonnet said.
"We can return much sooner to it here,” LaPoint was glad
to have an ally for any destination, “we can return before we
want to, after a few weeks and with replenished supplies, as
the natives would say, in time for the thaw."
Carsir was no fan of hearing what the natives would say.
They are a shifting sea of minnows, giggling pretty children
older than the prophet. They only outwardly look human, they
are not human in their minds, especially the women. The
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women here are just frat boys with cunts. They have the same
values as adolescent men, they move in the same circles as
men. The men here weren’t really men either, just girls with
dicks. Carsir figured that the women here were so insatiable
because the men were so effeminate.
Carsir longed for a woman, not a man with a cunt. A
woman shy, with the flicker of fear in her eyes. A woman who
resisted and had to be taken. A woman who made him feel
like he had picked a flower instead of using a whore. Because
his own mind had been tampered with, he could not even
come up on one and surprise her and take her before she had
time to consent.
"I will compromise with you on Carsir's plan," eBonnet
said to LaPointe. "We hike to the inn, hike back as soon as
we're properly equipped and provisioned."
*
The new week was bright as eBonnet predicted. They had
gone thru all their baggage and eventually found some ski
outfits they had been given on Centorin. These and the little
night-furs they had from the city at the gatehead were enough
to set out with in this daylight.
The path was along the canal. There were steps going up
at each lock. There was a foot of snow on them but the
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railings were clear. His hands were freezing from those
railings before they reached the top of the lock they were in.
Their boat was very small in there, it was meant to carry big
river barges that could come across in calm weather.
They might leave their art treasures, but Carsir was not
leaving the dart there to be found by a native. He didn't tell
the others he was taking it with him, but slipped it into a side
pocket on the voluminous Centorin jacket. Centorin clothing
was usually very good for hiding weapons.
By the time they got to the top lock of the ladder, Carsir
was only a world of cold. He had been cold like this before, it
was colder the day before, but he had not been out in it as
long. Even as a poor runaway child in the slums of Shashbeek
he had always been able to find a fire and endear himself to
someone strong enough to let him stay near it.
Now it was just him and the elements. He cursed himself
once again for going on this trip at all. He had studied cultural
arts all his boyhood for the opportunity to serve the Margue
on this mission. The fame and wealth it would bring him
would be no use to him when he froze to death on this hike.
There was light and it was not snowing, but there was wind
and he clutched at the fur to keep the blowing snow out. His
fingers were frozen into claws he might never unbend from
that purpose. The Centorin gloves were of little use. He could
not enjoy the view of this sunny winter wonderland with the
wind and snow in his eyes.
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There was a short canal ahead of them, only a quarter
mile, then another couple locks. That would be five, six more
after that. He wondered where he would die. LaPointe's
people were from Kebec on a migration that had come thru
after the oil age when the Warlord of Pennsylvania conquered
their homeland and they took jobs for Tibetan masters. He
was adapted to cold, and didn't seem to be feeling this much.
eBonnet had something of a Mongol look about him,
something of a Slav in spite of being mostly African. He
seemed to be able to endure it without harm. Carsir's people
had come up to the Sayans in the warmer climate of the late
oil age, from the hot deserts of ancient Talstan. He was not
ethnically adapted to this.
Somehow he kept trudging. None of them talked. The
only sound was the swish of their footsteps and the sigh of the
wind in the shaft-like trees that adorned these peaks. How
like parts of his homeland it was. All but the details of the
leaves and the color of the sunlight. How he wished some
twist of the Centorin's stargate would have them find a
woodsman's cabin beside the path where they would find they
could catch a hanger to Shashbeek from the village at the next
paper mill.
It was torture having to hold a railing again but he had to
because the steps were so deep in snow. The little wooden
gate at the top was frozen shut. He stood and shivered below
them as they worked on it. LaPointe eventually had to climb
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over. Carsir was feeling sick in his stomach by now, feeling
the need to throw up but being unable to, both because of the
numbing cold.
Somehow they moved on. His phone said it was twenty
eight degrees, it might even get to freezing some time this
light. They had been gone only an hour and climbed five of
the eleven locks already. He stumbled thru the gate they
finally had open and saw the canal ahead of them went farther
til the next lock, and that there was only one lock in sight. It
seemed to curve to the left after that.
Carsir's chest hurt, his feet had stopped hurting, so had his
fingers. He could not open his hands when they reached the
next lock. He had to lean against the rail. eBonnet said
something to him, he croaked a response. He had to keep
going.
They did turn, getting more sun and less wind. It was
another quarter mile to the next lock. It was a half mile to the
one after that, more into the wind again, but the wind was
dying down. It was there that he fell the first time.
"Are you OK?" eBonnet asked again, with more alarm in
his voice this time.
"I can't feel my feet so I don't know where I'm stepping,"
he struggled to his feet, they saw how stiff his fingers were.
LaPointe said, "This is not good my friend, we need to
hasten our pace."
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With their help he walked on, clutching the fur around his
shoulders again. It was a mile to the next lock. He fell twice
more. They helped him up the steps. It was only another
quarter mile to the last lock. They were on each side of him
by now. He was no longer cold, the day had become hot but
they wouldn't let him take off his coat. They carried him up
those steps, they set him down at the top, panting. The last
thing he worried about as he lost consciousness was that they
would find the assassin dart on him when he died.
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2. The Gate at Kassikan
Dorrick O'She was only a few minutes early to meet his
boss and start his next field assignment. After only a few
months the capital seemed crowded and dull. It was tense,
there were lots of political machinations going on and he tried
to stay out of them as best he could. He wished the mission
on Naiho could have gone forward, but the political situation
there was so tense the university decided to pull out.
He and Klevin had met before, there had been months of
planning and a few team meetings, but today it was time to
actually make the passage and begin the new mission. He
wouldn't have been surprised at a long wait, he was here even
before Klevin's rather cute and flirtatious assistant was in. He
had barely settled into the most comfortable chair in the
departmental waiting room with a copy of XenoArcheology
News when the door opened. He rose when Klevin Millen,
the man he would report to on this assignment, entered the
waiting room. "I see you're ready to go," he noticed.
Dorrick was packed with a large duffel that had two pair
of sturdy hiking boots hanging from it. This assignment
would be on another primitive planet, the literature said it was
even more primitive than Earth. Even so, Dorrick was ready
to go. Kex was getting stifling and he wanted to get into the
field again. This assignment promised to a lot more relaxing
than the last two since the planet was said to be peaceful in
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spite of being primitive. The last two assignments had been
on Earth, first the ruins of America, then the ruins of Talstan.
Both had been hot and dry. Armed locals with hungry
children and malfunctioning ancient automated weapon
systems made those assignments even more unpleasant than
they should have been.
"It looks like you're coming with me," he said as Klevin
carried a valise. Interstellar travel was quick and convenient
now, but still expensive, two months of his current salary
each way. It wouldn't be much more going out, since they
would share a tube car, but Dorrick knew Klevin would not
be passing quarantine and so would be by himself coming
back. The university would pick it up, but they wouldn’t be
happy about it.
"Yes, just a little culture clash," he said. "I'll come down
with you and see if I can smooth it over for now." He held the
door and Dorrick preceded him into the hall. "We're picking
up your team at the Kassikan, I hope you don't mind."
"No, that's fine," Dorrick said. Centorin culture had heard
of the Kassikan. Their campus was on the far side of the new
stargate, and they had operated the interstellar radio link since
before he was born. Now that the gate was open, that was the
most sensible place to meet after all.
The tube station on this floor was only a few feet down
the hall. It was still early and there was no one in. He felt a
little loss at that, he was going away for a year on site and
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wanted to say good by to a few people. Klevin had their
destination address pre-selected and beamed his comm at the
call button as they walked up. The interstellar routing took
only a few tenths of a second longer than normal and in less
than a second they dropped away. There is a moment of freefall getting in and out of tall buildings in Kex, but weight
returned smoothly as they entered the three hundred mile per
hour switching rings buried in the bedrock below the city.
Dorrick saw it on Klevin's face when they actually passed
thru the gate. The only thing to notice was the gravity. As
they passed thru the thirteen light year jump, gravity was
suddenly ten percent higher. Klevin wasn't ready for it and
lurched. Dorrick had studied their destination, the latest world
to be added to the tube system. It was opened to general
traffic only a year ago, the gateship Almon's Crossing was
still laying in orbit here, though it was rigging to boost toward
Kinunde, which would be the last known human world to be
connected.
"We're in it now," Klevin said, "I'm glad I'm not staying.
Is it far to the terminal?"
"I think not," Dorrick answered, knowing Klevin would
not want anything more added to his already considerable
bulk. "You can feel the decel already."
"Yes, and it's pretty steep."
"Yeah," Dorrick agreed. He was glad Klevin would be
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their contact back on Centorin and wouldn't have to slow
them down here, where muscle power was still the norm.
Klevin was a field work coordinator at Kex University
Department of Antiquities. Antiquities was the study of any
human history before the breaking of the dome on Centorin.
Dorrick was a field supervisor on his way to his next
assignment. Now that he felt this gravity, he didn't think he
was going to have a problem. He understood that the
conditions here were primitive but if he could cope with the
ruins of Ellay and war-torn central Asia, he should be able to
cope with this.
The guy who had handled his security on those baking
plains of cement dust and sun-dried coyote bones would be
meeting him at check in. The other person they would
rendezvous with was a respected archeologist who had also
worked in America, but in the east, a land of seasonal jungles
and three waves of civilization in only two thousand years.
He had worked more on the later Pennsylvanian civilization
not the Early American or Imperial American.
Earth had been the first old world connected to the tubes,
twenty nine years ago, in 3789. Most of Earth's technological
capacity was destroyed in the war with the Angels over
fourteen hundred years ago, a war Earth's peoples now called
'The Extermination'. Nearly every existing culture on the
planet has a folk tale of those days. It is a biblical event like
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the flood.
Dorrick was born on Centorin, the most successful
terraforming project yet. It was a project undertaken by the
Angels, from the early 2100's til almost 2400. Centorin was
the birthplace and still the home of all the great Houses. It
was the center of technology and industry in the spreading
human sphere of the galaxy. The settlers of Centorin had been
carefully selected sixteen hundred years ago to provide great
souls to the Angels. The humans of Centorin society know
better than to allow a silicon-based society to grow up again
for obvious reasons, but the hindsight of history never
explained to 21st century mankind why it wasn't a good idea
to have no understanding of how your logic devices actually
work.
The car opened inside a knock-down, a small industrial or
warehouse building. There was a security checkpoint. There
were a couple offices set up in here, and a restroom, beyond
the security checkpoint. Dorrick knew he was going to have
to kiss some ass here with Alton’s assay kit. He could always
hope that such a low-level source wouldn’t get picked up on
these instruments. The main board looked like a lot of tiny
beads woven on thin monofilament.
Any hope of sailing thru was dashed when a whole square
of tiny orange beads around the control panel lit up at once,
orange beads in the middle of the panel lighting up in the
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radioactivity symbol.
He noticed Klevin looking at him questioningly. Dorrick
was already opening his duffel to get the package and the
paperwork. “Geological equipment, nuclear assay kit. Level 1
licence...” he looked at the paperwork.
“Do you mind if I read it? I see three or four of these a
day,” the young man said in perfect Centish. Dorrick thought
he was a native, but up close he saw he was from the
subcontinent, within the last couple generations anyway. He
handed over Alton’s license. “Thank you,” the young man
said.
Klevin was subjecting him to a cutting cross examination
with his eyes and brows, “A friend of mine is already
studying out here, in the Elven Old Lands. We’re going right
by him so I told him I’d drop it off.”
Klevin only nodded and frowned.
The young man chatted on his pocket eye in Centish. He
was turned away and talking softly, but Dorrick heard Alton’s
name mentioned. Klevin began tapping his foot. The
gatekeeper slapped his comm closed and came back over,
“Thank you for your co-operation, sorry to detain you.”
“I’m sure this whole planet thanks you,” Dorrick said.
“They don’t have much else protecting them.”
He shrugged, said, “I live here now also.”
Dorrick re-packed his duffel and slung it back over his
shoulders. He walked right by Klevin to the front gate of the
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knock-down, a hanger door almost. Outside the door was
gently lit, like in a greenhouse. He’d read up on this planet
before agreeing to this mission. It was pretty amazing
reading.
This planet was formally discovered by Brasil in 2332,
tentatively discovered by an expedition from the Christial
Church in 2251. It was settled when the oldest cave-art was
painted on Earth, with a written history going back ten
thousand years.
Once he emerged from the knock-down enclosing the
gatehead onto the pavement of this planet, his eyes told him
to believe what he'd read. Both he and Klevin had to stop
right outside the little tin hut, well actually plastic in this case,
that housed the portal and stare, as did most other first time
arrivals. The whole knock-down enclosing the tubehead and
everything connected to it was inside an enormous dome. The
quality of the sound was unique, a huge space softened by
thousands of years of dust, the traffic sounding like a brook in
an enormous cave. The dome seemed to be constructed of
various kinds of glass, a framework of smokey glass that
branched organically into smaller and smaller struts looking
like the stylized branches of trees. Glued between them was a
mosaic of stained glass portraying the leaves and colorful
flowers and brightly-winged creatures on those branches,
letting in just enough light to make the inside comfortably lit
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but not bright.
Right thru the stained glass he could see the color of the
sun. Sol and Alpha are almost indistinguishable from each
other. Tau Ceti, the sun of Naiho, was noticeably orange
compared to Alpha, 61 Cygni was almost red compared to
Alpha. Though the sun was nearly at zenith, the light had a
quality of evening. The dome seemed delicate, all the way
around, all the way to the base. It was delicate and detailed
glass vines that had crawled over all of the surface of an
imaginary dome. It spanned free at least nine hundred feet, a
wide and flattened parabolic arch that must have been four
hundred feet high in the center.
Building a dome like this was certainly not beyond the
ability of Centorin architects today, though none would
suggest the expense of casting fibre-reinforced glass in such a
pattern and scale. No, the most awe inspiring thing about this
dome is that it had been there for some time. The pieces of
stained glass were of all different ages, like they had been
replaced several times. A few were missing now, especially
near the center. Pockets of soil had collected in the crooks of
the veining, real plants grew out of them. Generations of
water running down had eroded the stained glass.
This dome looked like it had once held a stadium for
athletic competitions, some kind of fights he guessed because
the field was small, flat and round with a raised circle in the
middle which took up a great deal of the floor. The remaining
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floor was flat but had stairways down to a space below that
had various levels and passages within it. The tube exit's
knockdown was on the floor near that stage or rink. There
was a fifty foot circle of open space around the stage, before
the rows of seats began, the tube portal took up little of it. He
saw two other knockdowns with streams of people coming
and going, many stopped staring as they were. Those would
be other tube exits, judging by the traffic and the fact that
most of the people were Centorin, on average noticeably
taller than the natives of this world.
The whole stadium might have held eighty thousand
spectators at one time. As he followed the stream of people
coming thru that gate, he passed up one of the aisles in this
ancient amphitheater. The benches were cast fibro-cement,
now crumbly with age and mossy everywhere it hadn't been
polished down to limestone by the sweat and activity of ages
of butts squirming and screaming in these seats. He could see
at a glance that this was older than the Kensenduum. He
never got close to the dome itself, it might have been added
two thousand years later to protect these ruins for all he knew,
like the one they put up back on Earth over the ruins of an
ancient stadium. He still thought the dome was older than the
Kensenduum and the oldest parts of the Kensenduum had
been built by Angels.
On one side the ancient seating was being torn out and he
could see the framework of a large tube station under
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construction. These were all standard parts, there would be
several dozen portals in this station in ten or fifteen rings
when it was complete. It was dwarfed by that dome of vines
soaring at least a hundred feet over it.
"Their plan," Klevin told him when he saw him looking at
that, "Is to put all interplanetary tubes into here and remain
with the fifty one inch system they've already started."
"So you'll always have to change here?" Dorrick asked.
"Maybe they'll be other stations someday, but they want
to preserve the current gauge, cities all over the planet have
standardized on it in hopes that their systems might one day
connect."
"We can connect them with twelve foot," Dorrick said,
they can just buy it, we can ship the parts in and assemble a
mile a day... then he stopped. There was the size of the planet.
He was assigned to procure transportation for a scientific
party to an eventual destination that was thirteen thousand
miles from the gate over the surface of this planet, something
he hadn't worried about too much til Klevin hit him with the
following piece of news.
"Yeah," Klevin was saying, "in thirty years you'll have
your tubeway. In five hundred years you might have it at their
rate of construction. Meanwhile, I regret to inform you that
there is a situation going on about using shuttlecraft on this
planet. You may have to take local transportation for the
immediate future." Dorrick tried to fathom what that might
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actually mean.
His studies had already told him that this world was
populated with a biologically advanced but materially
backward, eternally stagnant civilization worshiping ancient
scientists, what they label with a word better translated as
'wizards' than anything else in modern Centish. It had
changed little from what it was when the Angels first
discovered it fifteen hundred years ago. Those same ancient
wizards were still alive and still ran this educational and
business institution from a great pyramid in this city, in the
same compound as this dome he thought. This city was on a
great dam that built an upland fresh-water sea that was bigger
than any other engineering project ever taken on by mankind
until the terraforming of Mars. His studies told him that this
one planet actually supports more than half of all humans
alive in the year 3818, over forty billion of them. Up until
now that had all been informative text. This ancient dome had
a lot more impact than a text file.
On this planet the cure for aging had been discovered over
four thousand years ago and a good percentage of the people
born since then were still here. But more profoundly than
that, on this planet the foundations of human nature had been
altered, the human mind had been re-programed to eliminate
wars and violence, eliminating governments and most large
organizations and almost all progress in the bargain.
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The great families of Centorin were at a loss for a policy
toward this world. There was no one in charge in the
conventional sense. The institution of the ancient wizards that
had provided the location for the stargate had considerable
influence and economic power, but was unable to control
even their own employees as a first order approximation. That
institution and the whole civilization had an inertia that had
never been imagined in times before this. You can't rule a
people who don't grasp the concept of one human in charge of
another except as voluntary employer. Trying to change or
even govern this world would be like trying to empty the sea
with a pitchfork.
The planet and all it's population were loaded with
artificial retro viruses that were the mechanism of age and
mind control. If large numbers of people were to ever emerge
from this planet untreated, it was a sure bet that human
societies would be transformed on all worlds. As of now it
was unlikely that many natives would be coming across as
tourists because of monetary differences, but he was worried
it might prove difficult for him to get back. All who had
returned from any extended stay were STILL in quarantine.
The medical scientists all agreed that they could not
guarantee a person's genes had been scanned for all viruses,
the changes Kassidorian viruses put in the cell's nuclear
chromosomes are packages of alleles, a few unknown alleles
here and there. There are many loose plasmids, they are tiny
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and efficient and obviously well designed. Ninty two base
pairs cause women to act like males sexually. Only seventy
one substitutions turn an important part of the Species
Immunity Complex into the gene that turns a common
monkey fever into the AIDS virus.
As he and Klevin stood aside and looked up at the scale
and the age and the cultural inertia in the dome holding this
end of the Kassidor stargate, he first began to feel some doubt
in the invincibility of Centorin might, especially if there is
some problem with using a shuttlecraft here. There was no
nation on Earth or Naiho that would even dare discuss
limiting Centorin shuttlecraft.
They soon went into a tunnel in one of the stadium aisles
and in about eight feet they were inside something that bore
no approximation to any working space he knew. It was, if
anything, even warmer and staler than the air in that dome.
That's right, there is no air handling machinery in use here.
This was not empty space, it was full of pretty little people
busy with racks of paper hanging in loops, illuminated tables
with layers of tracing paper on them, often with little balls of
beaded strings in their hands or hanging from their wrists.
People gazed into crystal balls and moved their fingers over
racks of glass beads, some of which were loose and some
were not. The light was a quarter as bright as it would be in a
normal office anywhere else in human space. Centish was not
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in use for anything, only the local language was heard or seen
and Dorrick was suddenly very glad he had studied it.
Everywhere else he had gone, the form and function of
furniture pretty much followed the Centorin standard. There
was a slightly different style on Naiho or Earth, but it was
obvious what was what. Here that was not the case. There
could be no doubt now that they were in a different culture,
one who's roots could not be traced back to Earth. He'd seen
pictures, read up on it, researched it as much as he could but
still the differentness was disorienting. The designs were
more different than most movies pictured a non-human
culture would be.
The people are small, many women aren't five feet, most
men aren't six. The men average well under two hundred
pounds in their gravity. A guy who's five-ten and one eighty
eight is big. At six one and two fifteen in Centorin’s gravity,
he was a giant, a professional athlete’s size. He felt
empowered by that, usually he was just big enough to
participate in any kind of action. The difference in height and
weight between the sexes was less than he was used to. The
people working here were all very young looking also. Most
looked like college students. Though Centorin science could
now prevent aging, thanks to instructions radioed from this
world centuries ago, he and his men looked ten years older
than these people.
The procession of visitors went around a very long
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circular aisle that must have been under the stadium seats,
there were waiting rooms all along here. A very pretty young
woman in a skimpy, thin jersey, dyed in brilliant organic
patterns, directed them into one of those waiting rooms.
"There are medical tests required for entering university
grounds from other worlds." She said in the local language.
He wondered what happened to people who came here
without studying it? "Would you each please lick the shiny
spot on one of these." She gave them each a small slip of
paper. "Please write your name in the box any way you'd like
so you can read it." As she took the licked slips back, she
slipped a thin film of cellophane between each and ushered
them to couches that were actually big bags of stuffing up in
wicker frames.
His crew was already here and this was the first chance he
got to talk with them since their transit. He knew Jason
already. He thought a military guy wasn't going to be needed
here, but if the available data was wrong about that, Jason
was the guy. Tommy M'Kaster was the scientist this trip. He
knew him only from his work, a couple of his lectures and the
mission planning meetings.
He saw he shouldn't try to force himself on them right
now while they were getting acquainted with what the native
women call office wear. Jason acceded to his authority the
way the military submitted to civilian authority. As long as
Jason was the combat leader, he would acquiesce. Tommy he
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didn’t know, but he didn’t seem like the submissive type. He
would avoid getting into a confrontation with him as long as
possible. He would try to keep his involvement to banker and
guide as long as he could.
There were two girls working close by, they both wore
thin, tight, jersey wraps in brilliant organic patterns that
covered them from shoulder to thigh. They were thin enough
and tight enough so you could see they both had beautiful,
healthy nipples and did not cut their pubic hair. In fact they
had probably never cut a hair anywhere on their person.
"Wow they're hot," Jason said in Centish, "in spite of the
hair."
"I wonder how many times a week they get raped?"
Tommy asked, continuing in Centish.
"Rape is unknown here," Dorrick told them. "They will
probably be telling us something like that when the results
come back." Though she addressed them in Kassidorian,
Dorrick wasn't ready to concede that these girls knew no
Centish, they could be just testing them to see if they knew
Kassidorian.
One of the girls had already stood up when she heard the
word rape. "Hi," she said in accented but intelligible Centish
as she sat higher on the cushion between his men with her
arms around their shoulders. "Yes, unknown it is, a gene there
is that prevents one human from doing violence to another.
We ‘Instinct’ it name. That to you give if you have it not."
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"What if we don't want it?" Jason asked.
"I'm sorry but Kassikan will allow admission not, hurt
someone for your advantage they fear."
"So we are quarantined?" Jason said.
"Please, your people diseases rampant would not allow?"
She had him there. The quarantining of Kassidorian genes on
the other end of this tube hadn't gone down well with the
Kassidorians that knew about it, not just the Kassikan. This
girl was certainly an employee of the Kassikan and probably
pretty well educated on the intricacies of interstellar politics.
He had to remember that she could very well be much older
and more experienced than a college student. “Ability to
another human hurt a harmful condition is we think and you
please let us it treat before grounds you enter. If you other
harmful contagions have, allow removal also we ask. A
mutated species complex there is that loath to admit we are."
"I see," Dorrick said. He could understand how they
would be as uninterested in visitors changing their way of life
as the great families of Centorin were in this world changing
theirs. As of now this institution was controlling their access,
but he wondered how long they would be able to keep that
monopoly? The Kassikan had been very eager to help with
the stargate all thru the project until the gate was in place.
They had been so helpful that the stargate had somehow
wound up deep underground under Kassikan control. Dorrick
was not sure that had been a good idea. They were as much as
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telling him that he would have his mind tampered with
genetically if he was going to set foot on this planet.
"All your genetic condition we will also inform if you like
to know," the girl was saying. "Their full retro-viral
classification maybe not known to your people, seldom
cleansed have they. Those services available to all interstellar
visitors without payment as a goodwill gesture temporarily
the Kassikan is making, but payment asked sometime will be.
Normal eight irons and forty is for treatments given to all
interstellar visitors without payment now." She had her arms
around Jason and Tommy's shoulders and was letting their
shoulders enjoy her chest. They were both swallowing hard.
This was something they knew about this world's culture
from radio contact and something the high command of the
gate service and Planetary government was nervous about.
There were still those who advocated coming thru with troops
and establishing martial law here. After seeing that dome and
how small that gate is down in that ring, he already knew that
was impossible. Centorin would interact with this world as
this world wished to be interacted with. This hoary and
fossilized old university had already proven to be a match for
the might of Centorin, as they had for the might of the Angels
fifteen hundred years before.
"What do you have to do to us to cure it?" Jason asked.
"If visitors attractive and male are, sexual union my
favorite way to administer genes required is."
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He looked to Klevin and Klevin's eyeballs sank in his
face. Now what was a general going to say to his troops about
that?
*
Klevin had already gone back home after trying his best
to negotiate some better deal on surface transportation. All he
really got was a better explanation of why shuttles weren't
accepted. Dorrick especially liked the part about drawing
crowds of wacko occultists. Klevin had not had the genes
administered.
Both Dorrick and Jason were doing their best to stop
Tommy from feeling like the new guy because they had
worked together before. Dorrick had seen Tommy before this
expedition, he had attended a couple lectures Tommy gave
when he was teaching. He felt it would work out fine.
The relay to communicate back home was difficult. The
local phone system was more of a mail system, it wasn't
practical to have a two-way conversation using it. The
gateship was already embarking cargo for it's next run, the
run from here to Kinunde. There would be a ring of three
geosynchronous orbitals left, but it would be three Earth years
before they were fully operational and correctly positioned.
They would have to retain gear of their own manufacture to
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contact them, nothing on the native market would even detect
them, almost nothing of the native system would work during
dark. After only these few hours he was finding it hard to
believe they had been in radio contact with this planet for
over five hundred years and had never gotten the feel of it.
They were in a court in the depths among high vine-clad
stone towers. The gaudy orange and purple sun was well past
zenith and soon this area would be back in shade. The
structures above seemed to be apartment towers with a few
old battlements among them, even though the walls of the
Bastille had been stormed more recently than these. The base
of the enormous pyramid shaded this court, for it was raised
on immense pillars that pierced the ancient buildings, it’s base
floating up to thirty stories above the ground. The sun had
come out from behind the pyramid as the slow day wore on.
He saw many people on their balconies above them. The
architecture was nearly devoid of rigid lines, everything but
the pyramid always had a slight curve or taper, even the
leaping truss work, making it look like the buildings grew
into position. Every surface was incised with flowing and
sensuous ornamentation and the moss or lichen like growth
on every surface said it had probably been there longer than
anything on Centorin outside the Kensenduum.
The walls of this courtyard were carved deeply, as if it
was a deep grotto in a cave, but much more uniform and
stylized. In the walls were reliefs of what could only be
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classroom and laboratory scenes, though the devices in the
labs were unfamiliar. Scattered around the courtyard among
some tasteful plantings of beautifully flowering shrubs were
statues of what appeared to be teachers lecturing. It was a
scene of some reverence, but this institution was first and
foremost a center of learning, at least in their presentation. Its
economic importance came from starting businesses using the
technology developed in their labs.
This was probably the most important institution on the
planet. It had certainly had a significant influence on the
society of the world since the time of classical Greece, and by
having the stargate open only into their grounds, they now
had complete control of their world's trade with the outside
universe.
He could read the native signs, it wasn't really that
difficult and they had been known to Centorin for centuries
now since pictures could be sent across the thirteen light
years between them. There had been scholars on Centorin that
could speak Kassidorian since the late 3200's. The writing
used here had picked up a certain naughty-but-nice cachet in
Centorin society as the gateship drew near so that many
people could use them phonetically and you even saw them
spelling out product names in ads. To be on this mission he
had to actually learn the local language, since the characters
represented sounds. Luckily the same common language had
been in use on most of this planet since Earth's year had three
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digits and mass-market printed media had been in general use
over most of this planet since Earth's year began with a '1'.
The accents and slangs might be a little difficult in some
regions, but once you learned the language you could pretty
much go anywhere.
If you could get there.
"So how long do you figure these negotiations will take?"
Jason asked about the main negotiations going on between
House Caldiss and the Kassikan over a transportation
concession.
"Let's see," Tommy began, holding his chin and rolling up
his eyes, "I think we were told the founders of this institution
had all been at their posts a mortal life time when the most
likely site of Atlantis sank into the sea."
"All but one of them are still at their posts," Dorrick
added.
"All but this one," Tommy said from the front side of the
nearest statue where he was reading the inscription on the
base. "Lord Elrond of the original star of founders. He died
conducting medical research on himself in an effort to
rediscover the cures for aging." He poked 341241 into his
comm's date translator, "before the Dead Sea Scrolls were
written."
Dorrick looked around. "That looks like a common theme
in the cause of death of these statues. That is probably what
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this courtyard honors." They all looked around, felt the
atmosphere, and decided that was probably true. There were
some seconds of silent reverence on that knowledge.
"This institution is this world's metaphor for a fossilized
institution," Tommy continued, going back to the original
subject, "They might decide the question needs to be studied
under the effects of stellar evolution."
"In this K dwarf star," Dorrick added with a chuckle, also
knowing it had fifty or sixty billion years to go on the main
sequence.
"So they might study it at length," Jason said.
Thru the next couple civilizations to venture this way,
Dorrick thought without belaboring the point. No doubt
they'd refused the Angels rights to use shuttlecraft on this
planet. Centorin was the second wave of interstellar
civilization the Kassikan had dealt with, the last one had been
the same civilization that terraformed and settled Centorin.
The contact with the Angel civilization had given Kassidor’s
photovoltaic industry a boost and the Brazilians had caused a
media stir. He wondered if Centorin civilization would cause
any greater impact on this institution.
"We should at least look at this tube system they are
talking about," Dorrick said after this lull.
"I know what it's like," Tommy said, interested in seeing
it even if it couldn't get them to Borlunth. "I worked on them
in the Pennsylvanian ruins about five years ago. I'd love to
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see one in operation." They were an obvious predecessor of
the current design but without the suspension and so small
they couldn't be used by the claustrophobic.
"Why would it be like one in Pennsylvania?" Jason asked.
Tommy seemed flattered that Jason was interested in what
he had studied the last five years. "This institution, the
Kassikan, corresponded with the nation of Nwinglan in the
31st and 32nd centuries, before we established contact with
Tibet. Neither nation of Earth knew that humans had survived
on Centorin when this communication transpired, but had
known of Kassidor since before the extermination. Kassidor
began their tubes following the Nwinglan scale and used
them only for urban transport. Nwinglan itself broke up soon
after, only Tibet and Baikal maintained interstellar contact."
"So we can use it to get there?" Jason asked.
"I think they said it goes as far as the major suburbs,
about fifty miles in the direction we want to go," Tommy said.
"Leaving twelve thousand nine hundred fifty or
thereabouts remaining," Dorrick added.
"So what alternative do we have to get there?" Jason
asked.
"The natives travel by boat and coach, if not on foot,"
Dorrick said.
"We can hike it in five years," Tommy said, "If the roads
are straight and we don't get lost."
"I'll take the boat and coach," Jason said, "we already
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know we don't have to worry about money."
"That will still take years," Tommy said, "there's got to be
something faster."
"There's some kind of balloon," Dorrick said, "that's
supposed to be three times as fast."
Tommy thought about that, "That's still close to walking
speed." He got to his feet.
Dorrick got to his feet also, still pleading their case. "It's a
different way of life here, they're in no hurry. Don't forget,
most of this world's population has no idea what it is to get
old. Besides that, there are a lot of them and that tube is very,
very, small and very, very long. The only trump card we have
is the gateship and that leads to stalemate." Dorrick drew a
deep breath and continued. "I think we should leave the
politicians to their deliberation and begin our journey with the
best available transportation."
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3. Out of a Contract
TongSu used her size and strength to block Milrai's path.
She was too angry to try any wrestling moves on him, she
would get the Instinct. He wasn't a friend any more. She
thought he was, until now, but now she knew it had only been
business.
"They produce too much of their own lab gear in Lasnar
now," he said as he tried to get out of the room, "and even if
they didn't, we can just send the specs by suntower."
TongSu dodged in front of him again, "But what am I
supposed to do?" she asked.
"Carry passengers," he said, "no one can send them by
Suntower."
"Yeah, right," she said, knowing that her balloon was
really only set up for cargo. She would have to buy a sedan,
she would have to do something about her balloon's
coloration. No rich man was going to want to sit in a cargo
net beneath a drab green balloon twice the size of anything
else carrying people around. She would have to wear a
uniform and she certainly wouldn't be entertaining herself
with racy magazines and a few toys while over the lake if she
had some businessman in a sedan behind her. Besides that,
the rates she was getting paid had gone so low she really
didn't have the money to buy a sedan.
"I'm sorry TongSu," Milrai said, "but the work just isn't
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there, we can't pay you to fly as charity."
"You could have given me some hint."
"We did, for decades we've been telling you how little
there was. You can always free-lance again, there has to be
someone with use for your services."
"There weren't many." She hadn't really looked around for
a couple decades. She knew that the Kassikan had lost a
couple of their balloons, she could ask around over there.
There had to be other cities in the Westlands that didn't have
all their own laboratory equipment. She could go back to
doing medical emergencies in the city. She really wanted
longer trips however. Maybe she could find some gene packet
work. She'd like to get another mission to Kyeb or Zhlindu or
the Korst. Maybe she could just work her way to one of those
cities and find work there? But they were up to a year's flight
away, she didn't have money to eat for that long, much less
drink. It wasn't like she could just eat from the garden any
more.
"Now please," he said, trying to squeeze by, "I've got
places I've got to be." Numbly she stood aside. "I'm sorry," he
said once again as he closed the door behind himself. It was
irrational of her to try and stop him, she should know better.
She stood for minutes staring at the inside of her door. It
was rather tawdry wasn't it? The wood was cracked, it should
have been refinished a decade ago. This home wasn't much, a
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two floor town home on a small back street. No canal or
garden space, just a little patio behind it in the center of this
block. It's only recommendation was the free tie-up space she
got on an industrial chimney just three blocks away.
She still had a cupful left in the skin she filled at
Gnaigelle's. She emptied that into her everyday flagon and
wandered those three blocks. The chimney was one of many
between Fourth and Fifth Canal. When one can fly it's
location is not inconvenient, but it is over a mile to either
main canal on foot, almost two miles and two locks paddling,
and it’s a quarter mile to the nearest canal.
The chimney is over Mokitahn's Works, his factory makes
hand tools and hinges, locks and such. They use high
temperature kilns and quite a lot of firewood. There are
fourteen guys condensing stuff out of that stack, and at least
twenty working off the boards at Mokitan's every day, twice
as many Nightday. She’d have to be in that line if she didn’t
get something soon. She actually gets the tie-up from Lroza,
who has a soot trap near the top of the chimney. Her girl is
tied to his top room rail, which faces west just a hundred feet
from the very top of the stack.
Lroza was barely up from Noonsleep by the time she got
there, and he looked like he was less rested than when he
went to bed. Other than the rumpled bed and the extra plate
being out, there was no sign of any reason he got so little rest.
She could climb a rope from a public court below to get to
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her balloon, but there were times when it could be
entertaining to get there from his balcony but she wasn't
going to even ask about that today.
"Hi, yeah, it's Afternoonday isn't it?" he said after he told
her to enter. "I hope I haven't held you up?"
"I just got here," TongSu said, "and it looks like I might
not have anywhere to go for awhile."
"Why's that?"
"The contract with Milrai just ended," she said.
"Oh no," he groaned, then asked, "You need something
more for that cup?"
"I might, I didn't know what I was really coming here for,
nowhere else to go I guess. I mean, they told me to start
flying passengers."
"You not fitted out..."
"How aware I am of that," TongSu said.
"So what were you going to do here today?"
"Hope she gives me some inspiration?"
An hour later they were joyriding over the smallholds
between Fourth and Fifth Canal. She lived eleven miles from
the canyons out here and neither canal presented a building
wall above her ceiling this far out. Lroza did what he could
with his hands and fingers to get her out of her funk. It didn't
really help. Oh he got her body to respond, but it didn't take
her mind off it much.
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She shouldn't have gone into cargo in the first place, it
was already dwindling when she got into it. The only reason
she had was because there was so much less investment
required. "I'd have to work two days a week at a career for at
least a decade to afford what I'd need on her to carry
passengers."
"So your mind's still on that?"
"I'm sorry, you can see my flesh appreciates your
attention." He was a great admirer of the love flower and hers
was rather lavish.
"Yeah, but I'm not helping your soul."
"Sorry I'm so distracted about it."
"You might not really have to put a sedan on her. The
view thru the net is actually better."
They were laying in the front net, her control cabin since
it contained her girl's control bulb. The middle net was four
times as big and had a net with holes and rope twice the size.
That was where she carried her cargo and there were pulleys
and a winch to draw it up. She could lift a ton at lake level,
but they were flying a hundred feet above lake level here and
the cargo net was empty. The third net was her camp, where
she slept when on a run and where she kept a few spare
clothes and a couple quilts.
"Then all I would carry is casual tourists over the city. I
like to travel. I liked the Lasnar run. The lake keeps it warm
enough to stay aloft a little longer in the dark."
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"So you want to take important people to distant places?"
Lroza asked.
"It comes down to that doesn't it?"
"That's a lot of investment, not just in your balloon but in
yourself."
"How do you mean?" TongSu asked.
"It's just that guys like that have probably enhanced
themselves..."
"I can hide a pretty big one," TongSu said with
confidence.
"Not just that, but they're used to women who are also
enhanced. You see the women they like on the beach, they
can't tend crops or do day work, but they can stir hormones."
"Yeah I see em. I don't think my equipment's that shabby
either. I know I inherited these tits, but my grandmother had
them done."
"You still look very Enurate."
He teased unmercifully about her race. "Not all are as
bigoted as you," she teased in return. In truth she'd had no
problems in Elf country, other than a little teasing and the
sexual opportunities she lost because of her size.
"You know they're a lot more. If they're going to be
cooped up on a balloon with a woman for weeks, they're
going to want some golden nymph who also gives head."
"I'll hire one as a hostess."
Lroza laughed, "Those guys are the ones that will fight
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you the most on price."
"You haven't dealt cargo," she told him. "The ones that
quibble about hundredths of pennies per ton-mile of cargo are
the same ones who spare no expense when their personal
comfort is concerned."
"Do you think you can land any of them?" he asked.
"No," she said with an obvious 'of course.' "Whether or
not I get modified into a golden nymph or give blow jobs,
those guys are not going to sit for weeks in a cargo net."
"Right, and no one is going to send someone to a far basin
to negotiate important contracts who would sit in a cargo
net," Lroza pronounced. He did know some important
business people, a lot more than she did.
"In the Zhlindu basin no one has a sedan on their floater,
they all have nets."
"Is that the farthest you've ever gone?"
"Yeah," she said, "and it's everything they say."
"I mean to get there some day."
"I could carry passengers there," TongSu said. "I'm sure
they pay a lot less, but there's less enhanced bodies and it's
cheaper to live."
"Shall we run away to Zhlindu?" he asked.
She thought about that. Zhlindu was pretty party and she'd
gotten pretty blurry while she was there. She wondered how
she would handle an extended stay or even living there.
Besides, Lroza was not someone she wanted to have to spend
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all her time with. A few hours at a time, but for weeks on
end? Come to think of it, she couldn't think of anyone she
wanted to be cooped up in this balloon with for a good
fraction of a year. She was too accustomed to flying alone.
She wondered if she was even able to have a real relationship
any more.
She looked at the land they were over. It was still
smallholds but most of them would support a person and
some would support a couple with some to sell. She missed
that. She should have bought farther from a canal so she had
the land to fall back on. Because she could fly, she could still
be on that rocky acre and a half where she spent her first
twelve centuries, it was only a three hour flight from the
center of the city. Of course if she could afford the tubes it
was only a half hour flight and a forty minute tube ride.
Lroza noticed her preoccupation and all but gave up
attempting to converse. For too much of the flight she thought
about giving it up. A full grown floater like hers had some
value, if she sold it and her little place in the city, she could
buy land again. She wondered how close to the city she
wanted it to be? She thought about flying a day to the
southeast where the land was more open. She could probably
afford two acres only two hours from the canyon. She was
really missing the land in a lot of ways.
Before long Lroza started wondering when they were
heading back. "I'm really sorry," she said, "this has given me
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a lot to think about."
"And you don't want to think out loud?"
"I don't know how to put it into words." She looked
around, "You see all this?" she waved at the countryside
below them as she brought the balloon around. "It hurts to
think about giving it up."
"So don't, you said you could go fly passengers in
Zhlindu."
"I could, but I'd have to find something to do to pay my
way there. I'm going to have to work off the boards if I don't
get a flight soon. I can go a few weeks but that's about it."
"I wish I could give you a contract."
"You do more than enough for me already. You give me a
place to park my girl plus quite a lot of great sex, you
certainly have done your part to improve my life."
"The sex is mutual and an occasional joyride like this
more than makes up for the parking. Besides, if it wasn't for
you I never would have learned to wrestle."
"Why'd you give it up?" she asked.
"I had a third disqualification," he said, "no league wants
me back."
"Yeah, you got to keep it friendly, people get hurt if you
don't." One gets disqualified for getting the Instinct, one gets
the Instinct when one means to harm the opponent instead of
compete with them in a friendly athletic contest.
"There were so many assholes on that league."
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"A lot of people in second tier use that strategy, make you
so mad you get the Instinct. Their whole persona is part of it."
"That league was full of them."
"Should have stayed in the third tier," she said.
"It's small change."
"I'd rather win a little money than lose big money," she
said about her strategy of usually winning in a small time
league instead of taking the chance at a big wager but usually
losing. For her it was a much more interesting workout than
dumb pumping. If her winnings were only enough for a round
of cups for the league, That was all she needed. With the
wrestling and her cargo work she seldom saw a compressor
room and still kept her strength.
"You're so low key. If you bragged a little about your
balloon and your skills you would probably get a lot of
contracts."
"I'll ask around, but I'm not going to brag."
Once her balloon was tied up again and they got down to
a tap near Mokitan's back door, she felt a little better about
life. Lroza got lost in a game of darts with some regulars at
the kilns, but nTadm came by and sat with her awhile. She
turned her top down and leaned back on him and gave his
hands a nice work-out while they talked about her business
needs. He's a big guy or she couldn't lean back on him.
nTadm can let their bodies enjoy while thinking about
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something else. "So I'll keep my eyes and ears open," he said,
"but I still think the best plan is to start a camp tour thing into
the countryside for people without so much money. You could
carry six or eight people and their gear. People who could pay
a couple irons wouldn't mind laying in the net looking at the
world below for a few weeks. You might even find passengers
from here to Lasnar if you made the rates low enough. I'd pay
four irons if I had to get to Lasnar in a week."
"I can beat a lakerunner by a day unless I have weather
problems. For half that price and a stylish stateroom and fine
food I think most people will give up the day and go by
water." Modern sailing vessels were fast and comfortable,
most of the fare was the food and the lines needed less of it
with the speed they made today.
"You can beat anything on the water by a factor of four if
you flew the Chessanishaw to Zharvai route."
"That's an option," she thought. All the fine sailing design
in the world didn't help when the canal was so crooked that
the water distance was more than twice the air distance and
most of the route the ship was under tow. She'd have to talk to
people at the lakerunner docks in both cities. With the right
coordination the time to Kugenzglaw could be cut to under a
year.
Bemish came by and looked at nTadm. "That sure looks
like a lot of fun."
"Yeah, wanna try it, my fingers are getting tired."
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Bemish flopped into the seat beside her and she turned his
way. "Wow, you feel even better than you look."
"Yeah, my shoulders are wide so my size isn't as apparent.
I don't think I'm way out of proportion."
"You're the prettiest wrestler I've ever met."
She looked up at him, "and how many have you met?"
"Ppp, a hundred at least over the years, but at least
seventy were male. But let me ask, have you made plans for
Dusksleep?"
"I haven't even made plans for duskmeal," she answered.
"You in for a three way?" Bemish asked nTadm.
"We should probably ask TongSu," nTadm replied.
"Yeah? You in?" he asked her.
"A special event to celebrate losing my contract?" she
asked Bemish as a way of turning the conversation back to
that. She spent some time on it again, getting Bemish's ideas
and enjoying his slightly lighter hand. Instead of coming up
with something new, nTadm sold him on the Chessanishaw to
Zharvai run.
"Then I'd never see you guys," she said, and pressed the
back of her hands to the boners they had started.
"Except when we came thru," nTadm said.
"So how many times have you been to North Lake,"
TongSu asked him.
"Well... Not yet, but I mean to see it sometime."
"Yeah, and you?" she asked Bemish.
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"I'd come up to see you on vacation sometime."
"Other than that you never even meant to see it some
time?"
"No, when I get away I take a lakeruner to Yernine and
then hike into Dromedia, find an isolated inn and fly-fish for
a year or so."
"Ah," she said. There was a pass thru those hills that she
could fly that brought her out halfway down the Dromedian
arm. She couldn't carry a load over it, but on an all-day
joyride she had done it.
"It's a long way til Dusksleep," Bemish said.
"And you don't want to wait that long for that three way
do you?" TongSu asked.
"I bet you don't either," he said.
*
They had duskmeal together after, quite a few others
joined them and they drank too much ale and not enough
yaag. She gave an impassioned sloppy speech about how she
needed a flying job, letting too many people know more
about her financial problems than she would have if there was
more yaag and less ale.
Somebody must have brought her home, it looked like he
had stayed for awhile, her quilt needed to be washed. He
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wasn't there when she could honestly say she was conscious
again. Her head hurt but at least her twat wasn't sore, it hadn't
been one of those sleeps.
Her place had a glow panel in each hallway with motion
sensors and a fourteen minute decay. That was enough to find
a candelantern she'd bought when she was in Zhlindu. It took
standard mass-market candles and focused the light in a spot
that could be aimed very precisely, usually on a book or
kitchen work space. It was much stronger than it looked with
plastic and glass fittings. It was easy to clean and gave her a
harvest that could be added to Lroza's.
She had her music on a data cube, she had an adapter. She
had to focus the candlantern on that. She called up her most
soothing performance and started it. The weights felt heavy
today and she flopped on the cushion when it started. Her
system can do about eight songs on a pull of the weights. She
was trying to settle in for that time and let her head rest.
"TongSu are you up yet?"
It was Baundren, he'd been down at the Chimney Room
last evening hadn't he? "Yes?" she croaked.
"What happened to you?" he asked as he came in. The
stairway was open to the second level and he was already on
them.
"Too much ale," she said, "I'm as hung over as a scrounge
today."
"I thought you were coming downtown to look into the
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genetic courier business," he said.
"Did I say that?" she asked.
"We talked last evening."
"I should have kept notes, I usually drink yaag, I guess
my cup got away from me."
"I told you all about the courier exchange on Second and
The Latchway."
She remembered it, vaguely. Something about
laboratories looking to transport packets of programmed virus
to distant cities. That work was usually taken by much
smaller floaters, but really, when the creature is powered by
sunlight, it didn't cost any more to fly her balloon than any
other. "Yeah, now I remember."
"It really doesn't matter any more, you've been abed half
the day, we couldn't get down there and back with what's left
of the day."
She couldn't fly in the dark, at least not late in the dark. A
floater makes enough sugars in the light half of the week to
move slowly thru the dark, but the freeze stops them
completely. It isn't pleasant riding on a public late in
Nightday, moving along at ten miles per hour makes the wet
air on the canals feel even colder. Nevertheless, "We could
make it if we really wanted to."
"I was going to put in a shift at Rizicor in the packeting
room, I'll be too late for even a half-shift now." Baundren
liked to take day work in genetics companies. There's one up
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on fourth canal that he usually hikes up to, but the ones nearer
the center of the city usually pay better, but not usually
enough to even make up what you'd pay on a you-paddle for
the distance, much less the hours it took.
"How about I fly you down next week, you might find the
rates a bit better on a Morningday." It was only an hour's
flight to the center of the city from here.
"I'll take that deal," he said, "but how sure is that
promise?"
"I'm sure," she said.
"That's what you said yesterday."
"You know I can't fly on Nightday."
"But we planned to go first thing today. How do I know
you won't make some other plan for Dawnsleep that leaves
you torn up."
"I'm staying away from alcohol."
"But what about Dawnsleep?"
"You don't want me for Dawnsleep," she said. He usually
didn't, he said she scared him. He was a cute little Elf a
couple inches shorter than her with smooth skin and small
features.
"You look like you'll be down to my speed this week."
"Ah," she said, "you're probably right."
She was, she wasn't ready for great bouts of sexual
athletics even by the time Dawnsleep rolled around and
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Baundren was just about right. The dawn was chill and they
couldn't get started as early as he hoped, but the cooks were
still serving breakfast when she dropped him off at Rizicor.
He got a lot of comments, not many who work off the boards
get flown in.
The courier exchange was as he promised. The rates
weren't great, but enough to pay expenses and keep her life up
to what she had grown accustomed to since she moved to the
city. The problem was it wasn't what she was used to,
schedules and contracts. This was very much like working off
the boards for a floaterrier. The destination, rate and weight
was posted, and the first one to get there to pick it up got the
job. Pay was on completion, the packets were blind coded and
therefore valueless to anyone without the codes transmitted as
data. She hadn't come set to go on a mission.
Most of the trips were local, back and forth in one light,
and the rates were really squeezed for that. The longer trips
were more lucrative, it looked like three irons per dark,
although weather was at the floaterrier's risk. This week there
were missions North for Entisonggass, Eizigor and
Kugenzglaw on the board, and south to Gorazai and
Dysonuur and east to Chesendowah, Miolyra and Exmere.
She would take any one of those runs if she was prepared.
While she was down here she was determined to ask
about flights for the Kassikan, and since that was only a few
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miles up Second Canal, she drifted that way. Down here the
buildings are so tall and form such complete walls that they
are above her ceiling and she has to fly above the canals and
lockways like a second layer of shipping. There are quite a
few floaters, most of them little one or two man single-tails
and she had to be careful. Traffic had sorted out by levels so
she had to duck under some to find a berth at the Pyramid's
floater court.
She was hoping the people she would have to see would
be in the offices near that court. No, they were the caretakers
and their supervisors and record keepers. There was a Gnome
in one of them with no window and no light, keeping those
records. They reported to people in Facilities but most of the
floaters were used by Medicine and Mechanics and they
weren't sure which committee members she should see. They
directed her to an information booth down the hall inside.
Though she could not remember ever being inside the
Pyramid, she'd seen many pictures and was prepared for it in
real life. It was still a little dazzling, the artwork of the cast
limestone interior is very well done. The glowing ceilings are
among the worlds oldest and brightest. The girl at the desk
was one of those golden nymphs Lroza warned her of. She
had a desk ball that she could use effectively however and
sent TongSu three shafts of elevators up and down two long
halls to Sorcerer Aimnode in Photovoltaics. He was actually
in. He was tall and elegant with long dark hair and a serene
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face, a type common in the north and the Salvador.
"I have no idea why she sent you here, we haven't carried
hardware data by air since quantum encryption went into
service. The guys at the court should know who use the
floaters."
"They just said medicine and mechanics."
The sorcerer slumped his shoulders. He was really not an
intimidating person after all. "Of course they wouldn't know,
people probably barely say 'hi' when they come thru." He
swung around to his own desk ball, it was huge, maybe even
one of the originals from the Energy Age. He patted a few
keys. He read off some names, none of them meant anything
to her. At least one was someone that Aimnode knew. "We'll
go see him, he used one recently, he'll know more about it."
He got up from his chair and lead the way into the hall, "I
didn't mean to interrupt important work," TongSu said.
"It's an excuse to stretch, I'm just writing out a lecture I'll
be giving later this evening."
"Oh," TongSu asked, "What on?"
"Encapsulation theory."
He must have seen TongSu's blank look.
"The symbolic math associated with the formation of
event horizons, virtuality horizons, stuff like that," he
explained.
TongSu knew her look couldn't have gotten any less
blank.
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"So you're a pilot?" he asked TongSu.
"With floater, for hire."
They were back to the elevator. They went up another
shaft and a half. They took a long hallway to the surface of
the pyramid and into a large office bathed in light.
Three men were sitting at the desk, but none were the
sorcerer in question.
"He used a floater recently," TongSu said. "I have a floater
for hire."
"When we need one we just call down to the court," one
of them said. "You should see the guys in facilities."
"Do you know who?"
"Well Rammy is the scheduling clerk," That was the
Gnome at the court where she started, "but Rallor and Astris
are on his council. One of them should be in."
"And where are they?"
"They're not in the pyramid, the facilities office is in the
eruption."
"Where..." TongSu started to ask.
"I know Astris," Aimnode said, "I'll take her over, I've got
time."
The guy arched an eyebrow and said, "and if he doesn't, I
do."
"I don't have that much time," Aimnode said, "I have a
lecture before dinner."
"Who comes to this lecture?" TongSu asked.
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"Virtuality theoreticians mostly, some information
theorists will probably show up and hack me to bloody
ribbons, but I have to accept that. There's even a few
biologists signed up."
"It that unusual?"
"I should expect that. The theory that conscious selfaware life creates information is somewhat controversial."
"And that's your theory?"
"I gave it some manipulatable symbols so we can use it in
quantum calculations. I'm NOT the one that linked it to
cosmic inflation, I'm not sure I follow that theory."
"I'm not sure I do either," TongSu said.
"So you follow physics?" Aimnode asked.
"No, I'm sure I don't follow at all. You figure out the
plutonic horizons and I'll look for work flying my girl."
He laughed a little. "I'm sorry, I can be so dull."
"I'm sure the audience will find the lecture exciting."
"I don't know. With all the information horizons we're
discovering, we may know a lot less than we think."
"But still a lot more than me."
Three shafts of elevator down, then the longest walk thru
the pyramid so far. The hallway changed character abruptly,
suddenly instead of cast limestone it was brick and thick dark
wood, hung with tapestries and overlooked by balconies with
fancifully turned railings. "We're out of the Pyramid here if
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you hadn't guessed."
"I can follow that much, sorry I can't make intellectual
conversation."
"Do you love flying?" Aimnode asked.
"Yes, it's my way of being above it all. All the problems
of the ground seem so small from up there. Although I will
admit the pyramid still looks huge." Her ceiling wasn't far
above it's base. With no load she might get even with the
sixteenth level or so.
There was one member of the committee in, Egnzeer. He
knew Aimnode by reputation but not personally. "So you wish
to hire on as a pilot?" he said, and went right on with, "that is
a career position at the Kassikan with contracted hours of
coverage and a sense of responsibility."
"I have my own ship."
"So we'd have to budget a purchase..."
"I want to keep it, I want to hire it out for runs."
"That's not the way it works here. We have a floater pool.
An authorized faculty member requests persons, weight,
itinerary and we supply the craft and pilot."
"I'll camp at the Pyramid floater court, or even the back
one if you want." She might have to go down to the next
lockway to get to third canal, she didn't think there was a path
that she could fly across campus.
"It doesn't work into our calculations that way. The pilots
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need rest, the floaters are plants that convert sunlight into
energy as the sunlight hits them, just like a yingolian crystal."
"So you never hire out drivers and their balloon?"
"I didn't say never. You said you would camp here?"
"Yeah, for food and bathroom while I'm here, and your
standard pilot rates when in service."
"Our standard pilot rates are a fifth level housing
assignment, an iron a week in spending money to start and
30% of the markup on the cargo."
"I'll take it."
"I'll bring it up at the annual meeting," he said, "that's
only a few weeks ahead. But we know our pilots, we have to
trust our pilots. We may need to know a lot more about you to
add you to the floater pool, especially on your terms. We are
not so rigid that we can't consider it, but we will consider it
carefully. If there is interest, there will be detailed discussions
and documentation"
"I guess that's fair."
She didn’t go back to the floater, she had many hours
before Baundren would want to be picked up, so she thought
she’d head up to the north end of campus on Second where
there are quite a few good kegmen on duty and maybe some
lunch. She spent the long walk up Mathematics Colonnade
wondering what the bureaucrats would think of what they
would find about her. Ten centuries with her mother on a
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rocky but large and pretty acre and a half on a hillside west of
Chardovia. Two more centuries after her mother left. They
would find out about her wrestling, no doubt her sexual
preferences and practices. Would they think her trustworthy
enough to work for them? She thought not actually. It was not
that she was really afraid of the Kassikan or a critic of the
Kassikan, but she had never been a follower of the Kassikan
either, and she guessed they would probably want that. They
would hardly want someone who treated such a large and
important organization with indifference.
She emerged from the campus on the north, it was mostly
students at this end of campus. There were lots of watering
holes along this the street the colonnade eventually opened to
at the far end of campus, and some of them were as much part
of the street as along side. The street was three stories up here
but you hardly noticed because the bridges were wide and the
ground-level streets were narrow. There were crowded
intersections.
She was just about to unhook her cup and look over who
was pouring what around here. It would be all yaag and no
ale today. She didn't get down here often, but she did know
people here, and when someone called her from one of the
kegs nearby she wasn't terribly surprised. It was Kumong,
who was a pretty good lay himself and he had a tall guy with
him who shouldn't be put off by her size.
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4. TongSu
Dorrick was having lunch at a native lunch counter a
couple native 'weeks' after reaching this planet and going over
what he had accomplished so far and what he still needed to
do. The weeks here looked like days to the naked eye but took
more than three times as long as an Earth day and four times
as long as on Centorin. Two of them made just under a
Centorin week. Tommy and Jason had spent the time finding
them temporary quarters on the city's main beach and
studying the biogenetic science on display in the women on
the beach below.
Dorrick had spent the time learning to use the native data
system and investigating their destination. As soon as he sat
at one of the terminals, he knew the devices of local
manufacture were every bit as 'smart' as those of Centorin
manufacture, but the user interface paradigm was entirely
different. It was a giant library with mailboxes, the OS user
interface was to type in requests or queries. It was very text
oriented, photos and pictures were very much separate pages.
There were no discernible separate sites, or apps, more like
everything on there was in one giant database, you could ask
for more detail on anything, but there were no special links.
He typed "Professor Viosaign"
It responded with - 'Professor Viosaign' is neither a
request nor a query. 'Professor Viosaign' is the title and name
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of the researcher into the Pikosas cult of ancient Borlunth.
Author of...- It went on with stuff that was known about him
on the far side of the gate. He had read the books, the last one
in Kassidorian, as much to hone his proficiency with the
language as to study the content.
The best part of their information was a mail address that
he could use to send a note from this terminal. The service
provided would print and deliver thru the mail if the person
did not have a video mail account. That was a property of the
address and not apparent to the user except in the price of
sending the message.
He composed a detailed message to the renowned
professor, one who was already famous for these studies
before interstellar communication was established. He
described their mission and their study objectives and their
equipment. He said that weight would be a problem and
asked what equipment would be hardest to replace there in
Borlunth. The professor's address had an option that told him
that he promised to check his electronic messages at least
yearly, but picked up paper weekly. He opted for paper, the
'very steep' additional charge left change from a little rusty
iron ball bearing.
Next he typed, -What is the route from here to Borlunth?It responded with a map as if from a scanning satellite
that mapped a strip of ground. The native screens are unique
in that it is like looking into a crystal ball to some degree
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because they are magnified on a big lens from chip-sized
screens. The viewer is sensitive to where you position your
head so you can 'look around' in the lens and you lean toward
it to zoom in. It didn't look too bad from a comfortable level,
but when he got in close enough so the scale of miles
matched things he had the feel of, it scrolled on impossibly
long.
When he was done with that map he knew there were two
routes that they could take, one was thirteen thousand miles,
the other eleven and a half. On the longer route, they could
fly all the way, on the shorter they could fly only the first
eight thousand miles, then they would cross a high pass, then
they could fly the remainder if they could find a floater to buy
or hire on the far side, which was said to be problematic. As
he was originally told, it would take three standard months at
the very least, probably four. Two years of the local planet,
short as its years are, orbiting this tiny star.
The city of Borlunth was so close on a cosmic scale, in
distance less than twice as far as Kex to Navorkensville. That
is a journey of little over two hours in average traffic. In the
local language, Borlunth was two years away by air. As the
logistics and planning guy, he was supposed to solve that
problem. He'd listened to more of Jason's arguments for a
water-borne expedition, but it was Klevin who said they
should go by the fastest practical means. So he'd been all over
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this endless city looking for floaters, as those flying creatures
are properly called, with pilots willing to go as far as
Borlunth. He'd talked to a couple who were willing to take
them to that pass, and feared they would have to take that
alternative. Jason could have his water route from then on.
He had been all over the city on the tubes, a few places on
a motorboat that was a lot like a racing shell slicing thru the
local kayak traffic. He wasn't going to make it back to where
the guys were staying for lunch. He was trying hard to think
in Kassidorian, it sure was total immersion here. He hadn't
seen a Centish translation available since the waiting areas
under the stadium, there certainly hadn't been one on that
map.
He was having his lunch at a busy cook's counter
overlooking Second Canal beyond the north wall of the
Kassikan. The footbridge on the floor above lead to the tube
station across the canal. He needed his navigation system to
tell him where he was. He found that he was only three and a
half miles from the place on the beach that Jason picked for
them to stay while Dorrick arranged transportation into 'the
interior' as the Centorin colony in this city spoke of the parts
of the planet beyond the tubeway system, 99.9975% of the
land area.
There were rows of tables with waitress service behind
him, but he was in a taller stool at the counter. There were
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very pretty girls grilling fileted eight-legged lizards in various
flavors, which they chopped with slices of vegetables in
various flavors and colors. As they were ready they pushed
them up where people at the counter and waitresses for the
tables wrapped them in what looked like papyrus mats. Those
in the know would dip the roll in a syrup or two and hand it
back to a cook they knew by name for a re-toast.
He didn't try to have his re-toasted. His hands were greasy
enough as it is and hot water wasn't free. The food was great
anyway. He could turn away from the counter and see the
masts of ships gliding by in the canal, towed by teams of
kedas three floors below. Beyond them the far side of the
canal was residential, layer after layer of balcony til above his
view. It is still built up like the north side of Navorkensville
island out here, and then grown over with twenty more stories
of apartment trees. He had found that every great canal had a
tube line following it, and went for many miles like this.
He wished these little mini-tubes actually connected all
the way to Borlunth. As it happened, there were no tubes even
in the city of Borlunth, the closest tubes to Borlunth were in
the city of Prvest, fourteen hundred miles before Borlunth;
and Trenst, twenty eight hundred miles farther on.
A taller than average native, with long, soft brown braided
hair and beard took the next stool. He scratched himself up a
good fat wrap and uncapped a fuming cup that must have
come from the keg right across from the grill. After
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introducing himself as Kumong he asked, "You're from that
stargate ain't you?"
"Well, uh, yes." Dorrick didn't know it was that obvious.
"So what's that like? Hey, I'll buy you seconds and a cup
of this to hear about it."
"That's nice of you, that's one thing that's different,
Centorins stand off more from each other."
"Yeah, I heard about that. That's because there's no
Instinct there so everyone's afraid they might piss someone
off and get hurt."
"It's more complex than that, it has more to do with status
than fear but that is certainly a factor in some situations."
"So if I was to go to Centorin, no one would ask me about
it?"
"Just the media."
"The first guys from the gateship were pursued by the
media, you should have been here then..."
"I'm glad I wasn't."
"Anyway, even after ten years, you're the first Centorin
I've seen personally."
"How could you tell?"
"Height, chin and especially those coppers pounded into
the corners of your pockets."
If there was ever a dead give-away for someone from the
stargate, Dorrick knew that was it. Things you never think
about, you don't even notice. You see the directions, make
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sure you have plastic zippers, beltbuckles, the whole
checklist. And here were the rivets of his jeans, looking like
someone sitting at a lunch counter in a diamond tiara in the
native economy.
"Don't look so stricken, not everyone notices and not
everyone thinks they're real. So anyway, what's it like on
Centorin?" he said and took a big bite of his wrap.
From then on they had a good meal while Dorrick told
him about the struggle for money on Centorin, the great
Houses and the poor of the land. Laws and government
Kumong found hard to understand, at least at the gut level.
Because coercion is impossible here, he'd never heard of it,
never met anyone who'd experienced it.
He talked a little about their mission on Kassidor and the
problems he was having finding a flight to Borluth. Kumong
knew the current tube system in use in the Yakhan could not
be extended to distant basins because there is no air in the car
other than what people take with them when they get in.
Dorrick had to go into the technology of the stargate more
than he was supposed to and more than he actually knew. All
he really knew is that there was a spinning ring singularity at
each end that had been split into two by the gateship. The
distance on the outside was whatever distance the gateship
flew, on the inside the distance was exactly zero He should
have had Tommy here, he was the technology geek. He really
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didn't know any more than was in the popular press. He went
into all Centorin's other technologies with him, but since
knowledge had been shared for centuries, he didn’t really
know anything else new.
"Sounds a lot like YingolNeerie in the starship age," was
his comment as the lecture wound down.
"I'm sorry," Dorrick said, "but what is YingolNeerie?"
"Ah, Szol, in your language I think."
"Earth's sun."
"If Urrth is the planet at YingolNeerie," Kumong said. "So
what's it like being here?"
"The pictures sent across prepared me somewhat, but I
never thought it could ever feel so ancient. A human foot first
touched the planet where I was born in your year 55,24,15."
"Whew," he said with a big exhale, "that was way back
when I was living up in that cabin south of Ebmemboz with
that dark lowlander. I've forgotten her name but I never forgot
how her hips would roll." Kumong went thru a bit of the
motion of riding those hips. "But speaking of which, I got to
introduce you to someone." He looked away, cupped his
hands and barked "TongSu!"
One of the native women turned around, she was tall and
a bit wider than average, but seemed to have just enough
smoothness to hide the muscle. She was quite attractive none
the less, with a proud, firm figure, thick, long, lazy, dark hair
that she might get to brushing sometime later. "Yeah? What?"
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she turned and said.
"These guys need to hire a floater to Borlunth."
"Borlunth?" she said, "That's at least two years away."
She started walking their way however.
While she walked Kumong told him, "TongSu's got one
of the biggest floaters anyone has for hire. She does a lot of
cargo work with it and you were complaining about the small
amount of gear you could bring."
"True," Dorrick admitted. He was watching her as she
approached. She was nice and streamlined, but if he didn't
miss his guess, she probably bench-pressed something in the
two hundred range. He was reminded of the antique posters
from the days when the women's pro football teams were
glamorous. There was something Native American or Pacific
Islander about her he thought, something about her walk that
left him sweatier than ever in this heat.
"This is Dorrick," Kumong told her when she was close
enough to hear him, "he's come thru the gate."
"Oh? What for?"
"To study and help preserve the ruins at Borlunth."
"Yeah, Borlunth, that's where they have those ruins with
the big stone dicks ain't it?" she asked.
"Yes, the cult of Pikosas," Dorrick told her.
"Oh I'll take your word for it on the historical stuff, I've
just got a green thumb for floaters and a thirst for a flagon of
what Kumong's drinking." As she said it, Kumong passed it.
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TongSu tipped it back. She wasn't objectionably wide, her
waist was narrow and her abs were well defined but smooth.
Her chest was round and firm, as wide as her shoulders, the
curve of her hips was symmetrical, her butt was strong. She
passed the cup back to Kumong empty. "Well I've been
around with my balloon but I admit, I've never been to
Borlunth before," she said to Dorrick.
"Few have, as we've discovered. The Eyes tell us there are
over seventeen hundred commercially available floaters in
this city but I think there might be sixty big enough to take all
of us."
"How much is us?" TongSu asked.
"Three people and a lot of luggage."
"Your size? Like two hundred pounders?"
"With three hundred pounds of luggage each."
"A ton. My blimp can just lift a ton here on the lake, but
won't make much speed with it. I bet she can lift three, maybe
four ton down as deep as Borlunth. You know, I might not
have been to Borlunth, but I do know the way. It's a long trip,
and it's got its rough spots. You have to go thru all the Old
Lands, and there's some pretty treacherous passes out that
way. I'd take the shore route around the Igjarmines, the
Ttharmine's pretty much cleaned out in those arms now so it's
not likely anything big enough to take us down is going to fly
up out of there. It's about another two weeks getting into
Valindor I think, going that way. It's no different in time if we
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shot right past it toward Hrrst, but if you're into history and
old ruins and stuff I'm sure you'd want to stop at Valindor.
"Hrrst is as far as I've been to the east," she said, “and it’s
a cesspool of a city, hot enough to kill you if you ain’t
careful.” She kept going, not really pausing to let Dorrick ask
for any details. "I know it get's dicey in spots farther out that
way. You've got an arm of the Ttharmine to cross to get to the
plains of the Pewpspway where there’s a lot of Orc blood in
most people. Once you get up beyond the headwaters of the
Pewpspway you're out on the Borgoth plains on the way into
the Knidola basin. Knidola itself would be out of the way, but
there's some prehistoric ruins up there somewhere."
"There will doubtless be hundreds of expeditions sent thru
the tube to all the important archeological sites." Dorrick told
her. 'I hope to be away from here before they over-bid me for
your services,' he thought. "Considerable detail has been
transmitted between worlds in the last year and our scientist
has specialized in the study of the culture found in Borlunth. I
have read many writings by a scholar I hope to meet once I
reach the city."
"Borlunth." She pulled a mug of her own from a little
shoulder bag and handed it to the owner of the keg across the
aisle, along with one of the little plastic chips that passed for
pennies here. "You know it'll take two years each way, I'd
guess you'll want a ride back also?" She had to speak loudly
across this aisle, and people going by wondered what they
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were talking about.
"We may be there some time, ten or twenty of your
years."
"I'd have to sell my house." She came over and stood
beside them out of traffic once she got her cup, an arm around
each of their shoulders on their stool.
Yes," Dorrick said, "I can understand that such a journey
will change your life. All I can promise in return is as much
wealth as you desire."
"I could find a way to desire a quite a lot. I can tell you
right now I won't undertake this for an aluminum."
"How about your weight in aluminum?" Dorrick said.
"What?" That clearly got her attention. She drew a deep
breath and stood up straighter. "My weight in aluminum and
you've got yourself an adventure my friend. But I warn you,
I'm no lightweight."
"You are light enough for me," he said with an admiring
smile.
She must have seen his eye, "Yeah, that's another thing, I
need to get adequate sex on this expedition. If the other two
of you are women and they use you up, we'll have to make
much more frequent stops."
"We are all male."
"Hetero?"
"All of us."
"Far Out!" (What she said, ‘Kiyee,’ is literally 'Great
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Run!' but it is used in the slang of the Yakhan at the time as a
rather dated affirmative exclamation.) "You've got yourself an
expedition. When can you be ready to leave?" she turned to
Kumong and said, "You heard him, MY weight in aluminum."
"It's nothing for them," Kumong told her, "They can
supply Mount Ekisa's weight in aluminum."
TongSu drew her head back and thought about that, said,
"That would be too much aluminum. It would make
aluminum worthless, people would start using it to build
with." He admired her basic understanding. "My weight in
aluminum, and don't send the mountain here."
"We could put tubeways from here to Borlunth," Dorrick
told her, "then you could get there in hours."
TongSu seemed to understand that, knew how fast a
tubeway went and appeared to do some math in her head
before answering, "Well... maybe in a week but then you
wouldn't need me. What would I do with my big green girl
then?"
"I took a short ride with a pilot, I think they're a nice
tourist ride to see the local city."
"Nah, that's too short, you can see the whole city in a
week or two from the air. Not every canal, but all the sights
people usually come to see. I like a run that's about a year out
and back, to a year out and a year back," TongSu told them.
Dorrick converted to two to four months, not one to two
Earth years as this trip would really take. "We are talking
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about twice as far as you've been before."
"Oh yeah, all of that," she said. "We have to cross an arm
of the Ttharmine you know, that's the first major thing you hit
past Hrrst. Can't say I'm looking forward to that, but the
winds in the Polywunks are too dangerous if we try to go
around it. At least the clear zone's a lot wider than it used to
be. Anyway, that means we're going to need some good
strong crossbows. You can all shoot can't ya? You being
Centorin and all?"
"Shoot a crossbow?" he asked.
"Yeah," she said. "But wait, you guys have blasters
right?" Her face said that she was ready to try one.
"We didn't think weapons were allowed here. I thought
this whole planet was peaceful. We had to receive a virus
which makes it impossible for us to hurt anyone."
"That Instinct don't work for dactyls. They can't catch it
and might not be smart enough to use it if they could."
"Dactyls?" Dorrick asked. He was noticing that her body
felt good against his, in spite of her strength.
"Yeah, you know, big flying knots of fangs and claws,"
she held out her hands and flapped her thumbs. "They'll tear
my girl to shreds and peck us up out of the brambles."
"Sounds bad."
"Yep, dactyls are bad." She nodded in agreement. "Even
worse when you're flying than when you're sailing. So lets
see, if we get past that we have the Pewpspway. I don't think
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there's any problems there now that the Orcs have the
Instinct, but it can get lonely and boring and there's only ass
rags for plumbing. We might have to camp some darks so
we'll need supplies for that, and gear. We might find some
Torilites out there so we'll have to have some tea."
"Torilites?"
"Yeah, they're one of the tribes of plains nomads. They're
terrifically strong, very tribal, and like tea as much as the
Gnomes do. It will loosen the ways of trade with them and
keep us from drinking their tea."
"That is important?"
"It gets us fresh eats. We could be a week's flight from
anything else out that way, unless you wanted to go around
down into Knidola. I understand that's a pretty nice place, a
little clannish, but they like bonfire celebrations so they can't
be that bad. I mentioned before there's some ruins out that
way, really old ones that no one can understand.
"After that," she breezed right on, "we get down into the
Prvest basin I think. I'll look this all up again to be sure in the
weeks before we leave. That's pretty civilized. It's a midlands,
Dwarvish I think. The climate's seasonal so they grow a lot of
thesh and vedn. I hear they make good, cold beer over that
way. I don't know much about the country way out that far,
but I do know that from Prvest you go down into Borlunth.
Borlunth is deep, maybe five or six miles below us here. The
air's thick and you have to be careful how you breath."
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Dorrick wondered what that might be like, this air was
already as thick as that of Navorkensville or LA. "You don't
feel like you're breathing fast enough, but you're really
getting more air than you do breathing faster up here. All I
really know about it is, when your fingers start to tingle,
you're probably breathing too fast."
"It sounds like quite an adventure."
"Oh it is, but like I said, we'll do a week's preparations
here. I need to look up the route and print maps and see what
the elevations are and stuff like that. There's a list someone's
put up of current slang in most areas, I think I should write
some of that down. We can't just go a third of the way around
all the lands blind you know, unless you want to pretend
you're the first explorers here or something like that."
"No," Dorrick said, "we just want to get to Borlunth. I
would be happiest if we could go to the tube, key in Pikosas
Museum, Borlunth, Kassidor and spend a pleasant few hours
gliding thru the tube and emerge there in time for Noonmeal."
"It's tomorrow there," she said, "It'll be Duskmeal."
"Which ever dinner." He wished their language didn't
need to have a different name for each dinner in the week.
So what was he getting into? The journey to Borlunth
would require weapons, local trade goods, weeks of planning.
This sounded like something far more primitive than Earth
was even today. It sounded like the voyage of Navorken or
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Magellan. After all, Earth still had aircraft and had embraced
the idea of Centorin businesses putting in a modern tube
system. True, the problems on Earth were more likely to be
the trigger happy warlord's men or urban martial artists. Here
it was the wildlife and the overwhelming size of the place at
the available speed.
He spent the after-lunch with this couple talking about
Centorin, Kassidor (which he suspected meant the Highlands
to them) and all the worlds between here and Borlunth. He
found that TongSu's first cup of yaag was not her last. Before
they left for dinner he came to understand that she would be
testing the 'adequate sex' part of the contract this Noonsleep.
When she told him where she lived, he noticed she was
one of the next pilots on his list to inquire of. She took him
back thru the Kassikan campus on the way to her balloon,
which was parked in their front floater court. He had taken a
tourist ride in one already, but that had a cabin and pulled up
to the top floor of a building to board passengers. Hers had
only nets and a rope ladder to board it. The middle net was
big and tough and had ropes and ratchets to lower and raise it.
He was a little nervous but tried to hide it. The rope ladder
wasn’t very long, even with the third floor above where the
balloon was parked, which was itself eight or ten floors above
the ground. She came right up behind him, seemingly
confident that the ladder could hold them both.
She sent him to the rear, gave him a brief tour. The ship
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was empty except for an inflatable mattress and some duffel
bags in the tail net. The main net was for cargo, and was
attached to the skeleton of this floating plant. There were
some bags hanging between the front net and the main net
that held some tools, lots of ropes, the rope ladder and some
bottles of patching solution.
“I’ve got to pick up a friend of mine, he’s doing a shift at
a genetics packing plant today.” She climbed into the front
net. “You can come on up here and stay close enough so he
doesn’t have to ask if I have plans for Noonsleep.”
Dorrick was actually too enthralled by watching the city
go by from the tenth floor to pay as much attention to her as
he probably should have. He learned that the little bulb
growing out of the chin of this flying plant is like a joystick
and throttle. He learned they could not fly over the buildings
that lined the canal close to the center of the city, and had to
turn over a lockway to get out to the area where she lived.
Off the canals they flew over townhomes and tiny plots of
farms. They dodged occasional tall apartment trees on the
shores of smaller canals that wound among the streets and
linked many tiny pools. He could see there was nearly a street
grid of small canals filled with two man kayaks.
They tied up at a tall and skinny little mountain coated
with small homes grown from smaller brush than the big
apartment trees. It was someone’s apartment balcony that
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they tied to, and they couldn’t get over it like they did at the
floater park. From here he had to climb to the edge of the net
and hand-over-hand twenty feet to the balcony rail. It was at
least ten stories thru small branches and off roofs til he would
come to anything solid. TongSu swung across like it was
nothing more than walking down a corridor in an office
building. Her friend waited for him.
He wiped the sweat off his hands the best he could and
grabbed the rope far enough back that he could take a couple
grabs inside the net. He tried to keep his weight off his legs as
he did so he could get a feel for what it was like. He knew
Jason could handle this without a problem. He would
probably complain unless it was combat conditions, then he
would expect this. He didn’t know about Tommy, what his
capabilities were. He looked rugged enough, and he had been
in the field on Earth, but he had no idea what the part of Earth
he was in was like today. He found this was more of a
workout than he expected, he had to go uphill to get to the
railing. He missed a grab.
“Watch it,” the guy behind him said. He had not come out
on the rope, that was good.
TongSu turned around, he was still to far away to grab. He
compensated for the slope of the rope, grunted a little. “I hear
the gravity is higher here,” TongSu said. “It throws you
timing off, you have to concentrate on little things like this.”
If this was a little thing, he wondered what the difficult
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parts of this trip would be like. The second time he missed a
grab she was close enough to grab him. She practically pulled
him over the rail with one hand.
“Here you go,” she said and gave him a quick smile. He
knew there would be complaints if this was the normal means
of getting in and out of the balloon. Just the rope ladder was
going to draw comments.
They had Noonmeal and a more than a few too many cups
at a little public house in the base of the small mountain.
After that she lead him down some back paths and a long
walk down a narrow lane to a row house. It was grown into
the base of moderately large trees, there seemed to be four
trunks across the front of her unit. He made the mistake of
keeping up with her drinking and wasn't sure he was seeing
everything right.
This woman had been all over him with her body since
they first started talking. She continued as they entered the
house. They were in a nice kitchen/workroom and dining
area. She took him up a spiral stair to the floor above, a
magnificent bedroom with the bed on a dias with draperies.
Dorrick had heard the bed and bath were often the focus of
the home and the room in which one entertained in this
culture, this bed certainly was.
"Hang out here a bit, I claim the bathroom first," she said.
"There's some music on the shelf above the pillows." With
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that she disappeared back downstairs. The toilet and sink
were there, the tub was up here.
So he would have a sex test, after all this drinking? He
looked at the strength and voluptuousness of this woman and
wondered if he had any chance of passing. He assumed that
their trip to Borlunth would be canceled if he failed. The guys
would really razz him on that, 'We could have had a flight all
the way if Dorrick wasn't such a lousy fuck.' Then he would
have to go back to plan B, he thought, going to the high pass
and taking surface transport from there.
He should have had one of them do it. Jason was always
good with women. He had that certain something that made
them need him, or at least, made him sure they needed him,
he had been mistaken a couple times. Dorrick had never been
sought by many women, and he certainly hadn’t acted like
much of a man this evening, starting with his troubles with
the rope and being lead around like a new puppy ever since.
When TongSu came back upstairs, nude except for a quilt
unrolling over one shoulder, he looked at her and knew he
would not fail this test for want of trying.
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5. Starmen Aboard
As TongSu suspected, the place where they were staying
was above her ceiling at this time of the week. It was near the
top of one of the ritziest, old money towers of North Beach
overlooking the lake. Not that she wanted to load their gear
over the balcony rail anyway. The winds were really a bit too
frisky this Morningday and her girl was prancing in them.
She had to tie to one of the tall lanterns on Nartenblaid Cook's
Court and let down the ladder. The air was still pretty brisk
and the few who were strolling the beach this early were still
in Nightshirts, though they had nothing below them.
Dorrick was already in the lobby of their building. It
wasn't really apartments, it wasn't really an inn, more like
tourist homes it looked like, people who were down for a year
or two.
"This is most of our gear," he said, pointing at a pile of
square boxes.
She could see that even though they were painted over,
the corner-guards were metal. She began to get more
confident that getting her weight in aluminum for this
expedition might even come true. She was sure they could
pay her way for the time they would be gone, and as long as
she got that, she was content. The money she got for her town
house would be here for her when she got back, if nothing
else she could get some land she could live from after this
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was over. She didn't say anything about that, all she asked
was, "What's the total weight?"
"Nine hundred eleven pounds. We've still got personal
effects to bring down, and six hundred seventeen pounds of
passengers. Mine's that duffel there, but Jason and Tommy are
still getting theirs together."
She'd only met the other two a couple times and that
bothered her a little. "Let's trundle that out onto the court,"
she said,"I'll have to lift it from there. She's still a bit sluggish,
it was pretty cool this dawn." There had been only an inch of
snow but it lingered in the shadows. She grabbed the handle
of their baggage cart and started pulling. The stones are
unfinished along here so she had to lift it a bit.
"I've got to stay here and wait for the guys."
"They won't see the balloon?"
"I have to make sure they get on it."
She had already cranked that cart full of cases into the
cargo net and was setting the riding ties when she heard them
approach. "...Yeah but I thought we were going on some sort
of ship or something, this is some kind of aerial jellyfish."
That was the short and wide fire-plug of a man who spelled
his name Jason but pronounced it Jeisn. She had only known
two people before with that name. Even the girl who
pronounced the name he spelled was female.
"You faced a lot more danger from that firebase than you
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do from this floater," Dorrick told him.
The guy named Tommy (pronounced Tahmee) was
trailing along behind with a big duffel on his shoulders and
two more big instrument cases, one of which had it's own
little wheels built into the corner of the case. He was lean and
perched up on very long legs wrapped in long tubes of blue
denim. His ass was tiny and tight and he had the most hair of
any of them and even a neat beard. "Where do we sit on
this?" he asked, squinting up at her.
She was almost above him lashing the net to the root tray
frame, "In the nets," she called down to him. “None of them
have spacing that will let you thru and they're all slipless
tied."
He looked up and squinted again, "There's no cabin or
anything? What if it rains?"
"We can fly in a gentle rain," she said, "and that will
collect in her root tray, but if it's tall clouds, we have to put
down."
"What if we have to take a crap?" he asked.
"Wait til we're not over houses." She hoped he had done
so already, it would take several hours to fly out of the city.
"What's the reason we're taking this?" Jason asked.
"Saves about four local years in travel time," Dorrick told
him. “Takes about a third of the time it would take on the
ground.”
“And keeps you off the ground you don’t want to be on.”
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TongSu added. They’d see what she meant even before they
got to Hrrst.
She had the ladder down from the front of the rootframe,
the only really solid structure a floater grows. The main net
has to be suspended from that, the others are suspended from
ladder straps over her body.
"How do I get these cases up there?" Tommy asked.
"As soon as the net's belayed I'll drop a rope," she told
him. It was only going to take her a couple more seconds.
With their big pile of cases in the net there was plenty of
room to klizhorn-walk thru the net. She grabbed a coil of
three-eights line out of her rope bag and dropped it to him.
"There, just tie them on."
"These instruments are delicate."
"They won't be touching anything but air til you get up
here to take them," she told him.
It looked like Dorrick had to order Jason to go up the
ladder and it didn’t look like Jason was real sure he had to
take Dorrick’s orders, but they had their voices lowered and
she didn't really hear anything. They might have been
speaking Centish anyway. Tommy stood beside him looking
up at them and squinting at the sky, though Kortrax was still
not very high and they were still in the shadow of the beach
wall. "How will I get them off the rope?"
She was already hand-over-handing the cases aloft. There
was a lull in the wind but that could change any second. They
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were moderately heavy, probably close to a hundred pounds
altogether, so the effort could be heard in her voice, "I would
probably untie them," she said. She wondered if they all had
robots doing everything for them back on Centorin.
Jason was finally coming up the ladder, Dorrick wasn't far
behind. A little breath of wind came and her girl began to
turn. "Woah!" Tommy yelled.
"Come on up while you can still reach the ladder,"
TongSu called. Jason was already climbing onto the net. He
was looking around a little nervously, but handling himself
well for one who had never been in the air before. Dorrick
was relatively agile for one who had only been on her balloon
twice before. That was the day they bought the crossbows. It
was an hour flight to a field large enough to try them.
Tommy was on the ladder, about halfway up. He was only
twenty feet above the court when a stronger gust came and
her girl veered around sharply. "Woahoahoah!" he screamed
and clung to the ladder rigidly.
She couldn't worry about him, she had to get untied
before the wind swung her tails into the bottom of the fifty
story wall of knobby balconies fronting this beach. She would
have to climb over him to get down the ladder, instead she
had to jump into the fore-net, grab the starboard nose rope
and swing down. Her girl was already halfway around when
she gave up on trying to get the nose-rope untied and grabbed
her rigging snip and left the knot there. The rope immediately
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yanked her up and over the cook's court and out over the
beach. She had to get up the rope quickly to get to the control
bulb. First she had to stuff the snips back in her pocket and
then get her other hand back on the rope.
The guys were yelling about something by the time she
got to the fore-net and the control bulb. It was probably about
Tommy who was still clinging frozen to the ladder, but a lot
of it was in Centish and until last week the words, 'I don't
speak Centish' were all she knew of that language. She
grabbed for the bulb and goosed her girl hard and around. She
had to get away from the balconies. Most of them were
covered in Larorlie and a lot of it had grown thick and
knobby in the fourteen cenrturies this wall of balconies has
stood here. There were people on some of them and they
started screaming. She was heading into the wind, it was
stronger away from the wall, coming out of the south. It
whipped her around and sent her out over the lake. She
needed to gain altitude or Tommy would be snared by the
rigging of the ships on the lake. She wasn't sure she could get
over them, there was a lot of weight on board and her girl was
already generating hydrogen at her maximum rate.
"Can you guys haul him up?" she called back to Dorrick
and Jason as calmly as she could. It wasn’t easy when they
were in danger from several sides at once. She spun her
balloon as quickly as she could. The ships anchor at least a
quarter mile off North Beach, so she had some room. She
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brought her girl around and got control of her flight.
Jason and Dorrick hauled Tommy only a few feet when he
started climbing again. When they saw how close he was to
the rigging they pulled as he climbed because if the empty
ladder below him caught, he would suddenly be riding a giant
yandrille string. She couldn’t pay attention to them, she had
to try and get her girl turned before she got out over the ships.
They were all aboard by the time that gust spent itself, but
Tommy's luggage was still dangling from the rope. She
couldn't help them until she got to a canal, and they had been
blown to some locks two thirds of the way up North Beach.
She stayed as low as she could without getting tangled in the
barge traffic or pedestrian bridges on the lockway. Her girl
already had all the Up she could take so all she could do was
rotate the control bulb and try to point her higher and drive
her as hard as she would go to gain a few more feet.
She was pretty nervous that another gust would come up
before she was completely above the lockway. She thought
one did, at the end she seemed to need to steer a little harder
to the left. The lockway was narrow and long and deep. Three
hundred foot apartment trees lined it on either side, a thin
bridge spanned it three hundred feet above in the canopy of
the beachwall, she flew under that easily. There was a
pedestrian bridge ahead on the tenth floor and with all this
weight aboard, there was no chance of getting over that
bridge. She had to drive down just a bit to get under that one
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too. The cases weren't hanging much lower than the bottom
of the net, but even so they might catch on something so she
yelled to them to pull them up. There was a yacht basin
beyond so she had to immediately drive her up as hard as
possible and many masts reached for them and Tommy’s
cases. They hit a rope on a moored yacht with a sthwung as
they passed over, the cases spun and swung.
They were yelling at each other in Centish, TongSu was
too busy fighting the control bulb to pay that much attention,
especially since she couldn’t understand it anyway. She
wished they would get those cases off the rope. Jason was
pointing at her a lot, she didn't like that. She really should
have got to know them better before they left, but the only
one she'd really interacted with was Dorrick and his vibes
weren’t so bad. There was still something that made her a
little uneasy, but nothing she couldn’t deal with. She wasn’t
so sure about the others.
They should have at least seen the balloon before the day
they left, that was a big mistake but they had seen others so
they didn’t think they needed to. They each took the tourist
ride on the high altitude special that boards on the fifty
second floor at Second Canal and South Canyonway and
probably thought hers would be a sedan-ship like that.
First Canal was pretty calm, but there was a definite
headwind, they were barely moving faster than the barges
being drawn in this direction. Once she was above the wide
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part of First Canal she could put the clip-strap on the bulb for
a minute and let her girl swim in a straight line. Then she
could climb back to get those cases. “Well we’re on our way,”
she said as she reached for the first one and handed it to him.
"I must say," Tommy said, "this is quite an exciting trip so
far."
"Don't worry," she said with confidence as she lugged the
second, heavier, one into the net, "it'll get boring."
"Do we have to leave everything in this position?" Jason
asked.
"Just don't bend up her root tray," TongSu told him and
pointed to the ceiling.
"This big upside-down duckweed pad?"
"Yeah, we want it flat and level so all her roots stay moist
in there."
"Gotcha," Jason said. "We're flying on a plant?"
"Yes, a lonoid, it has a nervous system, but no senses
except me and which ever others of you want to learn how to
drive."
"You can show me," Jason said.
"Good, because this canal ain't this wide for long."
There isn’t much to explain about the mechanics of
steering a floater, it was all about the reaction time. "I'm
going to make a turn into Fortemech lock right up here, we'll
get a few feet more headroom and maybe get out of this
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wind." Usually the dawnwind comes from the East and is half
of this speed. She wondered if there was another major
eruption in the Golibar like the one in the 105th?
"There's an art to making this turn,” she told Jason, “you
have to know your balloon's reaction time, see I'm making a
sharp turn here even though we have a few hundred feet to
go. That's because I know a ship this big needs time to react."
"Ocean ships have the same reactions," Jason said, “even
slower than this, she's starting to turn already. She's turning
faster than I thought, but we're still going to be past it."
"That's because of the wind acting on us, and we won't be
past it for long."
"We're aimed right at that balcony wall," Jason aid
nervously.
"But drifting by it." She gave her girl a goose forward.
She got enough of her body into the lockway that the wind
turned her a little to correct.
The lock is wide but not very long, only a half a mile to
Second Canal and another mile to Third. Forty more feet of
clearance was welcome, but even on Third she was hemmed
in by the balconies in the canopies. The headwind was less
than half as bad on Third as it was on First and they were
outrunning the needle boats at last. It still took half an hour to
get to the Kassikan where she could take North Canyon
Lockway.
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An hour after casting off, they came out over the walls of
Canyon Lake. Now they were above the towers, and the
tower walls on this end of the city are taller and spaced more
closely together than they are on the lake. At the very top of
the canyon it is close to a wall twelve hundred feet high. The
wall gets down to two or three hundred feet, miles in the
distance. Other canyons like it join it, and a great bridge that
she would fly under crossed it.
She heard them ooo and ahhh as they came over the
canyon wall. She crawled over and dropped a little Down in
her girl's tray and they sank six hundred of those twelve
hundred feet. By the time they got down this far, this was the
tops of the crystal. Out over Canyon Lake she was in calm air
at last. Kortrax had been here a bit longer and her balloon was
getting livelier with the warmth. These guys and their stuff
did not seem so heavy out here. The dawnwind was abating
above.
"OK," she sighed, "Now we're really on our way." After
this it will get boring.
"That was tricky flying," Jason said. "It was all in slow
motion..."
"That's what makes it tricky," she said.
"But tricky just the same," Jason finished. "So you would
rather if she responded quicker?"
"Yeah, like the games on the Eye," she said. "Those are
fun."
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"What's the Eye?"
"Far Seeing Eye, all the knowledge of the crystal in the
Kassikan, as well as messages from others and interactive
amusements. You should know of them, they came from
Centorin over the Suntowers since the early 104th."
"I thought I spoke your language but I guess I don't."
"Dorrick has a pocket-eye that he calls a comm, it can
translate the date, I can't. I think he said it's 3818 now, I don't
know how to translate that to the 104th."
"What year is it now?" Jason asked.
"1102342," TongSu answered him. "I looked it up
yesterday."
"Do you know the Centorin word for what you're talking
about?"
"Videyow Geimz I think, but that's only from when they
were first advertised back then."
"Ah, yes! Those I know about."
He sure did, he went on about them for an hour. He had
brought some with him and a solar charger so he could play
them and went back to the rear net to get it. They had some
fun for awhile but he was far too competitive in the weapons
aspect of the game while she was only interested in the flying
part of it.
“You’re not even playing the game, you’re still in the
practice screen.”
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“This is the fun part of it. The only bad thing is the
scenery comes around again too soon. “
“Yeah, the model of Naiho that they use in this is only one
hundred miles in circumference, but the game is the battle,
that’s the only way you can score.”
“I don’t care about scoring, I just care about flying. Be
nice if we could get this balloon to go a hundred times faster,”
she said.
“We could get to Borlunth in a day, except a Mace can
only stay in the air about four hours without loading
deuterium and the turns are really up to ten g’s at that speed.”
“Yeah, but it’s fun like this... it just went black.”
“The battery is old in that thing. There’s no reactor in it,
this technology is almost two thousand years old, going back
to Earth. I need to get the charging strip.”
They had their duffel in the cargo net, everything was still
in a big pile in the middle making the net slope. He came out
with a solar panel and wire. A long wire. She had seen wire a
few times in her life, a metal string like an ancient yandrille
string but with a plastic coating. The wire is usually
circulation-grade copper, like this wire was.
“It won’t charge fast enough to play it with the strip down
here. It looks like I could climb that ladder strap and get it on
top of the balloon. Does that work? Does that hurt it?”
“The wire can hurt it. Think of this floater as a bag of
cooking gas, we don’t want any sparks at all.”
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“The charging strip only generates twelve volts, we’re not
going to get much of an arc off of that.”
“A cloud can bloom over a thermal quicker than you
could go back up there and get that off of there, especially
when you see how scary it really is to climb up there.”
He didn’t want to back down. His chin worked. She
noticed a feeling, a tension that went with a certain dull
sharpness in his scent. She felt uneasy, she was glad the
Instinct was present. “Whatever you say,” he said, but his
throat worked double what it needed to say it. “It will take
three times as long to charge as it does to wind down.”
To change the subject he asked, "So what is this thing
we're flying in?"
"Dorrick didn't tell you?"
"It's some kind of blimp, but it looks more like a twintailed inflatable fish. I understand it's alive?"
"Yes she is, a variant of ylotzen in particular, a modified
tjareme of the balloon-leaf class in the lonoid phylum."
"I think I heard you say it's a plant."
"Most lonoids are photosynthetic, as my girl is. All
lonoids have some kind of nervous system and hers is pretty
rudimentary. Ylotzen have no eyes but they can tell where the
sun is and have a decent sense of direction. They all have a
wind sensing organ that's been modified into the control bulb
on floaters. The largest naturally occurring ylotzen are about
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half this big."
"But it's got a framework," he said.
"Yeah, lonoids have a cellulose gene. Natural ones have a
rim on their root trays, the breeders have just elaborated them
a little with some lifting eyes and stronger lengthwise struts."
"This was bred?"
"Well, I'm not really a genetic engineer," she admitted. "I
don't know the gene numbers and allele codes or anything
like that. I know her seed was sold under the name
BlueValue, strain 5541 and I read up on them by size and
performance specs and nutritional requirements. I was after
the most lifting power at lake level."
"But this creature was engineered?"
"Yeah."
"When?" Jason asked.
"Oh hell, before I was born."
"When was that?"
"Somewhere in the 52nd," she answered.
"And it's now the 110th?” Jason asked.
"Yeah."
"Yo Dorrick, when was the 52nd?"
Back in the main net Dorrick dug out his Centorin pocketeye, 'comm' as he called it, and poked at it awhile. "From
1419ad to 1649."
Jason spent a long time staring at her after that, but it
wasn't with lust unfortunately. Maybe she should relax a little.
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The voyage was just getting pleasant, there was no
emergency brewing. She took out her clip strap and put it in
the net so she didn't have to hold the bulb. She could settle
back in the net now like it was a hammock. She'd heard the
Centorins are somewhat uptight about sex play so she
refrained from asking him if he'd like to wet his fingers. She'd
looked up what she could about Centorins. They will do it,
but the reference said not to expect anything but one-on-one
and a lot of oral. She wasn't a mouth girl, but she was fine
with hands.
He was still sitting up in the net. "Is that another city
ahead of us?"
"Technically we're over the city for the next four or five
hours. The first fourteen locks down the Testigar are urban
land back to the Yakhan. You can see that the whole shore of
this lake is houses and there's many stories in the trees along
the canals and main roads."
"Do the taller places have their own names?"
"Yep, this one is Canyon City, the next one is Testigar and
so on down the river."
"How long would it have taken us to come this far by
boat?" he asked.
"Depends," she said. "If you were going for speed you'd
take a streetcar thru each city and lakerunners on the water.
You MIGHT make it to Miolyra in the light of a week that
way. If you stayed on the same canal boat thru every lock it
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will take you the light of a week to get thru those fourteen
locks. The light of the next week would get you to Miolyra,
but we'll be there by Noonmeal."
"So this is two to four times faster."
"Oh yeah, except I can't fly thru the dark, but with all the
money you guys got we can stay at inns til we get deep
enough to fly thru the dark. That should take us thru the first
year anyway."
Jason just stared at her.
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6. On a Flying Plant
Now that they were underway, Dorrick was getting used
to the strangeness of their transportation. The creature was
really a plant, a lighter-than air plant, a hundred feet long plus
the tails, over thirty feet wide and forty feet thick at this
altitude. It would get thinner as the air got thicker. It was
motile, with a pair of opposing tails like those of giant
goldfish that beat together, then apart, propelling them over
the landscape at the breakneck speed of fifteen miles an hour
in still air. If they could keep this up just during ‘the light’ as
the natives called the light half of their week, they should
arrive at their destination in only a single local year. TongSu
had assured them that they would not be able to keep this up.
Dorrick was having some insta-bite for lunch. They didn’t
have enough to do this very long, but they might as well use it
while they could. Jason was with him, back from sitting with
their pilot for the last few hours.
“So you were showing her the fine points of Aerial
Defender?” Dorrick asked.
“Some of them, she’s weird, she only wants to fly around
in the entry, just flying over the terrain and exploring the map,
she had little interest in the game itself.”
“Their minds have been altered here, it may show up in
many ways,” Dorrick said.
“I think it’s mainly because she’s female. She tries to act
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like she’s not, like they did in the American Age, but this is
one way it shows. She’s not competitive, just a little curious.”
“How’d she do?”
“Oh she can fly perfectly, she’s a hundred percent natural
at that, but she never powers up weapons at all. Even when I
got her into a competitive game, she won by out-flying me so
bad I crashed chasing her.”
“So she won without powering up weapons.”
“One game.”
“Then what?” Dorrick asked.
“The charge ran down. She got all pissy about putting the
charging strip on top of the balloon.”
“Any spark...”
“She set you up with the same speech?” Jason asked.
“What is this?”
“She didn’t set me up with anything,” Dorrick said.
TongSu had taken her lunch in the front net.
Tommy was looking that way, but was still sitting with
them. “What’s she like?” he asked Jason.
“More like a guy than a woman in some ways. A tom boy
I guess you could call her, even though she’s ancient, from
their 52nd century, and this is the 110th.”
“How much of this do we believe?” Tommy asked.
“It’s accepted by science,” Dorrick said. “We’d all be
dead or elderly if it wasn’t for their science.” They knew that
fact, they couldn’t argue it. If Jesus had been born here, he’d
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be alive today. A Christ a little older is alive today.”
“I’ve heard the stories too,” Tommy said. “I’m inclined to
believe it. I think we’re going to find this planet to be a lot
more complex than we thought. I think you can agree that city
at the gatehead pretty much proves that point.”
“I thought the dome proved that point. I mean until I came
outside that knock-down I thought we were going to come out
on some packed-ground field with beasts of burden around us
and urchins hawking stolen goods.”
They both smiled. He was the only one who was trying to
carry on the conversation in Kassidorian. The other guys were
still using Centish whenever possible. He doubted their pilot
could hear anything more than the rhythm of their
conversation from here, but he wanted to include her in as
much of their conversation as possible, while the other guys
seemed to want to exclude her as much as possible.
“Save the insta-bite tray’s,” Dorrick said, “They’re worth
a fortune here.”
They each folded theirs. Tommy looked thru the net and
said, “So the country looks fertile, even more than eastern
North America.”
“Spots were very fertile in western North America,”
Dorrick said, “but most of it was pretty barren.”
“How much a problem was it to understand the women
there?” Tommy asked.
“I have a feeling it will be harder here,” Jason said.
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“There’s no quiver in this girl’s lip.”
“No,” Dorrick said. When they all looked at him he said,
“She’s from a culture where equality has been a fact for at
least a thousand years.”
“Can either of you deal with that?” Jason asked.
“I can give it a try,” Dorrick said. “I can’t promise.”
“If anything our scientists said was true, they should
secretly wish they weren’t treated as equals because they
know they can never be a true equal, burdened by childbirth
and lactation as they are.”
“I’m pretty sure TongSu doesn’t feel burdened by with
either one.”
None of them knew her position on those issues. In the
thousands of years she had been alive, she could have had
several children and lost track of them all. He wished she
wasn’t in the front net by herself, but he didn’t want to be the
only one to talk with her.
“I’m glad you took the time to talk to her,” Dorrick said,
“Thanks.”
“No problem, she’s much more civilized than that Caribe
girl.”
“Sorry,” Dorrick said about one of the biggest mistakes
he’d made on their expeditions to Earth.
“Oh, I’m glad,” Jason said. “This woman understands
language and isn’t just making squeaking noises she hopes
other humans will mistake for speech.”
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“She wasn’t that bad,” Dorrick said feebly.
Jason just shook with one silent silent chuckle. Tommy
looked on with interest. Jason told him, “A furry animal
followed him home one day and he thought he could keep it
as a pet.”
Dorrick chose not to rise to that. “We’d been in the desert
heat too long,” he said by way of excuse. He was just
finishing his lunch and started to fold his tray. “We’ve got
quite a down payment on her weight in aluminum just with
these wrappers.”
There was a bit of silence. Jason was out of sight on the
far side of the pile of baggage. They were being careful not to
push up into the root tray. Jason was moving an isotomometer
stand to make sure of that. Dorrick could see only the top of
his head over the pile.
Tommy moved a little closer in the net. “You slept with
her didn’t you?” he asked.
“It was an ‘adequate sex’ test. I probably should have
taken her to you, I know, but I figured you guys would be
exploring everything that beach had to offer.”
“It’s got everything you’d ever want to watch on offer, I
can tell you that, and it’s grouped into parts, like family and
hard-core, but there wasn’t much of what I want out there and
it was public only.”
“For what it’s worth, there was none of what you want
with her.”
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“Did you ask?”
“No,” Dorrick said.
Tommy looked at him like he was less than a man, like he
wanted to call him pussy whipped, but he held it back.
Dorrick looked away. Even when the women were technically
their captives on the back of the South Side of Navorkensville
he found himself unwilling to ask for oral, or to force the
woman. “What’s she to you?” he asked.
“Pilot, guide and friend.”
“Is she off limits?” he asked with a sigh, looking Dorrick
directly in the eye.
“No, and if she was, there’s no way I could enforce it
here, even if I thought it was worth going you and me, which
it isn’t, we couldn’t because of the Instinct.”
“But would you want to?” he asked.
“It’s not in their culture. You read up, you saw the part
about ‘variety’ and the Species Immunity Complex.”
“I’m not asking the wizards,” Tommy said, “I’m asking
you if you want me to stay back.”
“Go for it,” he said, “with my blessing.” He tried really
hard to sound sincere, but whatever modifications the wizards
viruses had made to his mind, enough of his soul remained
intact that he really didn’t want to give her up. He’d studied
the society here intellectually, but serial monogamy was still
imprinted in his mind, and he’d enjoyed the two sleeps he’d
spent with TongSu. He’d enjoyed not just the sex, but the
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company. She was a native that wasn’t prejudiced, who taught
what she could and excused misunderstandings and
differences with genuine interest.
As he thought that, Tommy did go for it. He asked if she
minded company and got a positive answer because he went
right on up to the front. Just moments ago he was wishing
they would all try to make her feel included and comfortable,
now he was secretly wishing he had her to himself. He put it
down to Centorin cultural conditioning and tried not to dwell
on it. Looking at them getting close would make that hard. He
wrenched his eyes away and found Jason looking at him.
“I heard him ask if she was off limits.”
“We can’t do that here,” Dorrick said.
“I’d honor it.”
“They believe promiscuity is a medical necessity.”
“We know it’s not,” Jason said. “I think they like that
excuse.”
“Sometimes there are cultural necessities that have no
physical basis.”
“I think it’s because they wiped out all the real men. Look
at her, she’s twice the average man here. I think none of these
women ever get what they really want, and I don’t mean only
what they get in their vagina. These people may have
forgotten there is more to sex than the genitals.”
“What are these women missing?”
“Strength, toughness, leadership.”
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“You think the local men can’t lead because they don’t
have twenty inch biceps? We report to Klevin Millen and
neither one of us would have any trouble with him in a
physical confrontation.”
“Leadership that sets the agenda, picks up the tab, handles
the functionaries.”
“But you barely know the language,” Dorrick said.
“So I’m not handling much of the functionaries yet, but
you know what I mean. These boys aren’t Men, they don’t
even smell like men.”
“While we smell like flowers.”
“I don’t think I’m ready to go without deodorant,” Jason
said. “I’m afraid I’d smell a little too manly.”
The natives didn’t use deodorant, but had a naturally
milder scent. “I’m not saying you should.”
“I still say the women here are frustrated. If they had a
real man at home they wouldn’t be going out all the time.”
Dorrick let that go. He didn’t feel that was the reason, but
maybe he was accepting the Kassikan’s propaganda at face
value. The Kassikan was probably the closest thing to a
government this planet had, though it is said that half the
planet’s population doesn’t believe in the Kassikan and thinks
it’s a media fabrication. He was also bothered by the fact that
two thirds of this planet’s population thinks that Centorin and
it’s colonies are media fabrications. That was more people
than there were on Centorin and all it’s colonies, more than
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the population of any other planet.
Looking thru the net, he could well understand this planet
having half of all known humans in the galaxy, gardens and
fields covered every square foot of the land but occasional
clumps of trees, and those were big homes or small villages.
There were thousands of people visible at any one time.
Almost every little patch had one or two people in it. They
were dressed in long tee shirts, a few still with sleeves or
leggings. They were an equal mix of male and female, and
from this distance aloft it was hard to tell much else. They
weren’t under any duress, almost all the land was worked by
it’s owners. All the crops he could see were doing well, as far
as he could see.
“We didn’t really decide what we were going to do with
this luggage did we?” Jason asked. That was another thing
they talked about at lunch. Jason wanted to compartmentalize
the ship for privacy, Tommy wanted the rows in the direction
they were flying, mainly for aerodynamics, which Dorrick
wanted to support but didn’t want to cross Jason. They had
been thru so much on the previous two missions that he owed
him his support. So he’d kept quiet.
“We decided to put it in two rows so we’d have space in
the middle.”
“You’re supposed to be the boss here,” Jason said.
“His plan is more aerodynamic, and our present velocity
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isn’t measured by the mach number.”
“No, when the vegetable’s muscles operate by chemically
generating and condensing hydrogen we measure it by the
walk, and if we’re lucky we have an air speed of about five
walks is that right?”
“Instead of the ships that are making one or two walks.”
“Or seven,” Jason said. It was true there were passenger
liners in the Yakhan that would leave an Altaic Regatta racing
cat in it’s wake and get one to the ends of the metropolitan
area in less than a week.
“We wouldn’t get that speed very often,” Dorrick said,
“and once we got off the lake we wouldn’t get any.”
“You know I must say I’ve been thru some shit on two
different planets, but I never would have guessed I’d have
followed my good buddy onto a flying plant for a ride to the
far end of never never land.”
“Never never land?” Dorrick asked.
“Doesn’t it look like that to you? Doesn’t this country
look like it should have fairies and leprechauns and flying
unicorns. I mean just the colors look like a fairy tale.”
The illumination did lead to different colors than Earth or
Centorin. The greens were dark and thick, the water in the
chain of lakes they followed was darker blue. It was the
colors of what photographers call the ‘magic hour’ at sunrise
or sunset, but here they were still approaching midday. The
effect they had noticed in the dome, but seen from above over
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verdant countryside.
“So what’s it going to be on the cases?” Jason asked
again.
“I’ve got to vote with the aerodynamics,” he said, worried
at Jason’s reaction.
“You think it will really make any difference? And how
much? I’d be willing to take another day to have a little
privacy.”
“The duffel bags let you take a crap by yourself,” he said.
“I’ll hope for a restroom along the way, but we still have
to change our underwear now and then, brush teeth, all those
things.”
“The back net is fine, putting this gear crosswise isn’t
going to make much difference. We can put up a curtain or
something when you’re at your bath.”
Jason stared at him awhile. He really hoped he hadn’t hurt
their friendship doing this. “I’ll live with the curtain,” he
finally said. “I see the need to get there faster.”
“UK is investing almost two years in a one year mission,”
Dorrick said, “it would be over two years if we went by
water. It could take an Earth year each way. We might be
more comfortable but I think we’d be getting bored with that
also. Besides, we get a much better view from up here.”
“And a magnificent piece of woman flesh for a guide,
even if she is pretty weird in ways.”
“We really don’t have any other Kassidorians to compare
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her to,” Dorrick said.
“The ones we met on the beach.”
They had talked about them, to the extent that they heard
less about TongSu and the preparations for this trip than they
should have. When they should have been talking about what
the floater was like, they were talking about what enhanced
tits were like and how easy it was to get a handful of them.
Never had anyone mentioned anything about the people that
were carrying those tits around. If they hadn’t made any effort
to learn about the people, they might think TongSu was
weird. Then it could be that the people who enhanced
themselves had personalities enough like whores and
strippers they had known that they hadn’t seemed weird.
Their conversation turned more toward the countryside
they flew over after that. They spent hours being tourists over
lush farmlands until they were in the air over twelve hours
and had covered just about two hundred miles. That was
about as well as they could ever expect. But then the heart of
the Highland Elf ‘nation’ was the most civilized part of the
planet.
TongSu and Tommy came back from the front net. “See
that big clump of super tall archwoods near the middle of the
dam?” she pointed ahead of them. “That’s Miolyra, we can
certainly get a great noonmeal there and a place to tie up on a
tower. We’ve come far enough down the Testigar that I can
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now fly to the tops of the buildings.”
“Does the fact that the buildings are half as high have
anything to do with that?”
“I’m sure, but we can dock in any of the floater parks.”
Here they were far up on the buildings, not near the bases
as most were in the Yakhan. The city looked like a pointed
mountain of forest, too tall to be natural forest. It extended a
few miles along the dam and a few miles down the river
beyond. Dorrick tried to see the tall trees as buildings, to
guess how big of a city this was. If none of them were wild
forest, it could easily be the third largest on Centorin, the one
at the gatehead was at least as big as Navorkensville, but this
probably wasn’t as big as Kex. It’s arms reached all around
this lake and down the shores of the next one. Big roads
reached into the countryside and there was heavy traffic on
them.
“What are we going to need for cash?”
“Probably thirty penny for the tie-up, if they allow short
times. If not, then it will be a whole iron most likely. We
could do another iron for all of us to eat. We could pay more
if we wanted more waiters and sweeter yaag, but if we pay
iron I’m sure I’ll be full and happy about it.”
“You’re the guide,” Dorrick said.
“Just so long as I get some feedback. We can sit down and
have a waitress for another forty penny, it’s all in what you
guys want to do.”
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“You’ve been here before?” Jason asked.
“The old timers where we’ll tie up remember my name.”
It was a little scary pulling up to a platform in a tree as tall
as a forty story building. Somehow being five hundred feet
above dense pedestrian traffic with the leafy balconies of the
apartment tree reaching down to a vanishing point seemed
higher than two thousand feet above lush farmland.
He was glad they were pulled over a platform where they
could flip out of the net and onto their feet without a long
drop below them. TongSu sent Jason down the ladder first,
then Tommy. TongSu turned to him and said, “I want to tell
you that Tommy and I made plans for this sleep, sort of like
his turn. If you need something, try for a quickie while we’re
here.”
“No, I don’t ‘need something’ he said, a little hurt. “I only
make love out of affection for the person, we don’t have
‘variety’ on Centorin, or Earth either for that matter.”
She didn’t say anything and he couldn’t read the look on
her face.
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7. Culture Clash
A while later they were past Testigar. The Centorins had
some stuff they called insta-bite for lunch that looked like it
was packaged in aluminum leaf. It also heated itself, that was
pretty much magic in her eyes. TongSu had some dried fruit
and nut mix out of a trail bag that was completely magic free
and cost pennies. They conferred in Centish thru most of
lunch. They were sitting in the net around their pile of
packing cases and trying to talk around them. Tommy asked if
he could come up to the front.
"Yeah, a girl could feel left out all by herself up here."
"Especially with us speaking Centish."
"You're probably more used to it."
"Very," he said.
He still had his long denim tubes on. She had noticed his
small ass before, she didn't notice how much he had in the
front of his pants until he lounged in the net beside her.
Already he made her feel less uptight about sex than Jason
did, but he still had that something else, like a tension around
him. She didn’t smell any nervousness, it was just something
peculiar to Centorin she figured, it was already starting to
wear off of Dorrick. When she met Dorrick she hadn't yet
looked up Centorins on the Eye so she just asked him to
Dusksleep like any normal person. She wondered what he
thought of that now. At the time his eyes had gone wide, but
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he had accepted the invite, so Centorins do fuck.
"This net's more comfortable."
"I've tied it up in a few strategic spots." Like a hammock
with back support and head support. Not really enough head
support without a pillow.
"It's a smaller mesh and stretchier ropes," he said. He had
turned toward her a little. "Where are we now?" he asked.
"LongShelf Lake, I hope you guys aren't going to get into
two years of 'are we there yet?'"
"No, I'm afraid I'll forget why we went to Borlunth by the
time we get there. After three day... I mean weeks, I was
ready to just stay there on North Beach with the women and
the yaag."
"I looked up Centorins and it said you are sexually
repressed."
"Centorin?" he waved his knuckles, "don't even think it in
public. It's all secret among the wealthy, rough among the
poor."
She tried to get some idea of what he was talking about. A
few movies from Centorin had made it over in suntower days
and she saw them. Concrete and rusty strips of steel of all
sizes and directions, little pock-marks in everything, people
shooting projectile weapons and blasters at each other. It was
as incomprehensible as the horror scenes now synthesized in
any video studio.
"Where do you stand on the issue?" she asked, "how
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should I behave with you?"
"Like the girls on the beach," he said.
"Were you in dry or hard-core?"
"I saw it all," he said. "I didn't say I did it all, but I saw it
all. I didn't really believe the stories until I was there."
"You and I are alike. I've walked that beach and seen it
all, but I haven't done it all. I'm not a public performer, I go in
for private showings."
"We do think alike," he said.
"So shall we do Noonsleep?" she asked. If he'd been on
the beach three weeks he certainly understood what that
meant.
"Yes, but where?"
"I think we can go in the back net, Jason and Dorrick can
sleep on each side of the cargo. You know you guys can
arrange that cargo however's comfortable as long as you
balance the weight on each frame arm and don't press her root
tray up."
"We're thinking about it, that's a big part of what we were
just talking about."
"By the way, I think that pimple on the horizon is
Miolyra. We should be there by noonmeal."
"So we'll stop there?"
"For noonmeal, I know a place on a tower. It's an iron for
the meal and the show, but that's like one rivet in one of those
cases."
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"We don't need to bust up the cases, that's no problem, but
we won't spend the..."
She wasn't sure what he was trying to say, but she
explained that, "She can fly thru Noonsleep, fly's best in fact.
The air's the calmest then, we can leave her on the clipstrap
and sleep in the air."
"So you use the back net as your bedroom?"
"Yeah, when I'm on a long trip."
"And that's private enough for you?"
"They can't watch. I got my duffle and gear in the way. I
got a springflate mattress in there..."
"They'll certainly know what we're doing."
"They'd know what we're doing if we went into the same
room in an inn."
"But they wouldn't hear it."
"What if the inn has a slatstrap bed in it hey? Then what?"
"I take it that's a noisy bed."
"Very," she said.
"What if they slept up here? It's a lot more comfortable."
"Then I might as well sleep up here, at least I know how
to drive if we need it."
It was on the way to noonmeal that she had to explain to
Dorrick that it was Tommy's turn. He seemed a little more put
off than he should have been, especially after being so polite
with her when they were making their preparations. She and
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Tommy did take the front net, Dorrick went behind the gear
pile, it sounded like Jason took the rear net and the mattress.
She went after Tommy tits first, slipping her top down and
busting him in the mouth. In no time Tommy opened that
denim and unleashed a magnificent long boner that TongSu
knew she was going to have to be careful with.
"Go right ahead and wrap your lips around that," he said.
"At least finish getting your pants off,” she said. “I don't
even have my lips out."
"I meant these lips," he said and quickly kissed her.
On the mouth. Now she wasn't one way or the other on
the issue of whether oral sex can bypass the species immunity
complex and increase mutation instead of fixing it. She just
didn't like it, to her it was just the woman servicing the man
because she got no turn on from it. She wanted that boner
where there would be mutual pleasure. She didn't even like
tongue, in spite of how much she liked finger, because that
seemed like the guy was just servicing her. “Sorry I don’t
suck,” she said.
“Oh come on, the way you were looking at this boner?
You looked like you were ready to swallow if not deep throat.
I could see you were into it, you can’t deny that.”
“Not that into it. I’m into it going where it’s supposed to.”
"It seems you are more inhibited than a Centorin in this
regard," he said. Like with Jason about the charging strip, she
sensed him having a really hard time backing down on this.
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She wondered how this conversation would go if there
was no such thing as the Instinct. She couldn’t even imagine
how people could have conversations if they had to worry
about violence. She didn’t know how to worry about it, she
just said, "Yep, I guess so, if Centorin girls suck. I don’t
consider myself inhibited in most regards, but I have only one
opening in my body equipped for receiving semen."
“What would you take for a nice blow job, one where you
make me believe you’re into it?”
“What do you mean?”
“I’ll buy it from you, what would you want?”
“Sex is not part of the monetary deal as far as I’m
concerned. I never agreed to that and Dorrick never even
asked me about it. As far as I’m concerned we can make a
one eighty because I’m not sucking cock for my weight in
aluminum or the planet Centorin’s weight in aluminum. Sex
to me is outside the money economy.”
"On Centorin just about any landless girl will do it for
twenty credits, the ugly ones will do it for five."
"How much is twenty credits?" TongSu asked him.
"One sitting of the meal we just had," he answered. "A
week's common food for her and her child." He had let go of
her by now.
"So does that mean you're oral or nothing," she asked.
"I didn't say that, but I’m willing to say no oral, no
vaginal."
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TongSu just laughed, turned over and started for the other
net. She was just going to yell, ‘next’ when he grabbed her
ankle. She could have made him get the Instinct or let her go,
and if it wasn’t for the Instinct there was no doubt in her mind
she could make him let her go.
"Wait,” he said, “I'm just having a slight cultural
adjustment crisis," he said. "I noticed it was hard to find a
good blow job in all but the raunchiest clubs and beaches, and
then it was public. Don't Kassidorian girls ever like to show
their man appreciation?"
“I’m not really a Highland Elf but I’ve lived among them
all my life. To us it is an act of submission, a statement that
we are weaker, inferior, incomplete, while it is the male who
is incomplete, being unable to birth or nourish offspring. On
the reverse, Highland Elves generally do not want your
tongues in them either. They were militant in striking out
sexism at one point, that is something that has remained with
them. Other than that they have the most active sex scene on
this planet.”
“I could very well have a hard time adjusting to this,” he
said.
“We’ll be out of Elf country in a year or so,” she said.
“I’m sure you’ll have no trouble finding girls who will do it
for the fun of it, once we get to Hrrst. Of course they’ll be
Goblin girls, not Elf.”
“But you will not?” he asked.
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“I believe in that spiel I gave you about equality and
symbol of dominance. By sucking your cock I am submitting
to you, I am showing you that you are my dominant male. If I
suck your cock I’m calling you an Alpha Male.”
“Isn’t that what you want?”
“The Highlands is where the peace plague originated. The
Peace Plague was a carefully orchestrated attack on the alpha
male, designed to remove them from the population and make
humans back into a two sex species. My ancestors caught it
before they even migrated to the Elven Lands back in the
42nd.”
“Are you some kind of sociologist?” Tommy asked her.
“This is all common sense, you don’t need no wizards to
figure this stuff out, just a day school history text.”
“I guess that explains the slow population growth,” he
said.
“Why?”
“A woman really only wants to get pregnant when she
believes she’s bearing the child of an alpha male.”
“The peace plague wiped that out, the whole alpha
pheromone effect was reversed, it was changed to girl
repellent. You guys must have it, because I feel a little uneasy
about this, more so with you and Jason than Dorrick.”
“So you’re more at ease around him because he’s a
wuss?”
“He’s not a wuss, except when it comes to crossbows.”
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“Jason said he was good with a blaster,” Tommy told her.
“Crossbows are too primitive for him. He just doesn’t
appreciate that it’s a brute physical device with no protocols
or arming sequences.”
“I think I can understand the concept,” he said. “I’m
understanding less of this peace plague and the thing against
alpha males.”
“The Kassikan believes, right or wrong I’m not taking
sides, but they believed the drive to be an alpha male and
claim an unfair share of breeding rights, was responsible for
most violence among humans. There is a theory that there is a
pheromone the alpha male produces. It inhibits other males
from producing it, and reduced their male pheromone
production and makes them submit to the alpha. In females it
stimulates them to orgasm and makes them submissive.
“The Kassikan isolated the pheromone, traced it’s
metabolic pathways and reversed many of it’s effects. It made
males less submissive and repelled females, made them see
the alpha male as inferior. In less than ten generations alpha
males had all but disappeared from the population and the
population no longer produces the hormone, conveniently
making it impossible to verify the theory.”
Tommy gazed at her in horror. “Will I catch it?” he asked,
“and what will it do to me?”
“I think you’ve giving off that pheromone already,” she
said. I can’t be sure because I don’t have a snifter, and there
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are some populations where it’s never been observed, such as
the Highland Elves and anyone who’s caught the Peace
Plague.”
“How do I keep from catching this Peace Plague?”
“Don’t have unprotected sex with anyone native to this
end of the stargate.” She knew how impossible that would be.
Anyone out for variety would need to be sure the sex was
unprotected. His face made it obvious that that was no longer
an option. “So that tells me you will accept vaginal sex?”
“I’ve encountered this before. I’ve never had someone
explain the sociology behind it before, at least not so bluntly.”
“Sorry I’m not good at measuring my words,” she said,
“But I’m a floaterrrier, not an interstellar diplomat.”
“You’re probably a more astute interstellar diplomat than
most who would get hired for the job. You’ve explained to me
why I’m not going to get what I want in Elf country and how
long I have to wait. I’m glad the years here are short.”
“Centorin has it’s own year that is not the same as your
calendar?”
“Our calendars are based on Earth’s year, but Centorin
takes a few dozen hours more than sixteen months to orbit
Alpha, and its poles are tilted thirty degrees, not twenty
three.”
“Eleven,” TongSu corrected him.
“I was comparing it to Earth....”
“Sorry, who cares, we’re going to use the years of this
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planet while you’re here, and it will take two of them to get to
Borlunth and at least the rest of this one to come to a place
where you’ll find plenty of oral. I'm sure you'll find plenty in
Borlunth who'll do it and probably along the Pewpspway, but
a lot of the girls have fangs out that way."
"Fangs?" he looked seriously scared.
"Lotta Orc blood in those parts," TongSu told him.
She could see him cringe at the thought. He changed the
subject to, "What are we over now?" It was verdant
countryside intensively cultivated with spreading archwoods
for homes and villages, intricate and haphazard vine-covered
fencelines and tiny lanes they could hardly see from up here.
"The upper Testigar Valley, some of the most Orc-free
country you'll ever lay eyes on."
"Do Orc's have the Instinct?"
"Well," TongSu mused, "there aren't any known pure
bloods left, so no one knows if a full blooded Orc would
catch it. If they've got any human in them they do, and since
the Dark Lord never made any female Orcs, all their
descendants have some human in them." She removed the
worker she had worn to dinner, so she was completely nude.
"Now look, I don't mind a little conversation but I want to
have sex this noon, if nothing else, it really helps me sleep. If
we're not going to at least start petting, I'll send for one of the
other guys."
"Oh no, I'll take vaginal over nothing, especially if you're
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good with hands."
"I'm very good with hands," she said and began to show
him.
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8. Over the New Midlands
Dorrick watched the third noon of the journey spread
across the lush landscape. This was the third week they flew
over this same countryside, differing in detail in so many
ways, but always the tiny farms and villages that look like
clumps of trees on a vine-laced savannah. They were in one
of the most prosperous and civilized areas of the planet.
Indeed when they stopped for the last two darks they found
comfortable quarters, good food, live and broadcast
entertainment and educated people who could carry on
interesting conversations. It was true that the natives didn't
have the energy at their fingertips that even the poorest of
Centorin had, or even the average of Earth, but almost none
of Earth and few of Centorin were fed and entertained as well
as these peasant villagers they were passing over. Few of
Centorin or Earth were as attractive and healthy as these
people, even if they weren’t quite the supernatural beauties
that they saw on North Beach. They also hadn’t lacked for
company in those inns, but still he spent last Dusksleep in the
inn with TongSu and enjoyed that the most of the four sleeps
they’d spent in inns so far. He’d told her so, and could see it
meant something to her.
They were still drifting over a landscape of gently rolling
green hills. The entire landscape as far as they could see in
any direction and as far as they had come was covered with
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small gardens interspersed with occasional clumps of trees
that were large homes or small villages. People in this area
tended to live in small groups of a dozen couples or so with
fields around them. There were tiny cart paths linking the
trees together. Trellised vines or rows of brush demarcated
boundaries. There was almost nothing built and only
occasional scraps of worked stone. There were irrigation
canals following the contours just about everywhere and the
trees clumped on them. Patches of woods near rivers or ponds
were really larger towns with several paths leading into them
large enough to take carts and coaches.
Because everything is grown, it is not as obvious that the
countryside below is thickly settled as it would be in a
Centorin neighborhood like this, not that there are many.
Rows, fences and paths are not straight, crops are not
uniform, even the homes don't have many straight lines about
them. One would think there was little if any human presence
here, except that the people themselves were plainly visible in
large numbers. They were in their gardens the first 'day' of
each week. They were lounging in the shade the second day
of the week. For the dark day of the week they were out
drinking, making love and generally enjoying themselves as
best they could.
This area was known as 'the New Midlands'. 'New' was a
relative term because this area had been settled since about
the time of Alexander the Great in Earth's history. Dorrick
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was beginning to feel a bigger and bigger cold hole in his
bowels as he wondered at the vastness of this world and the
length of time it had basked here. Centorin now seemed like a
very small place because one could get anywhere in just a
few hours. Here all the square miles of territory between any
two places was shoved in your face. This was their third
native week in the air and they weren't out of the land of the
Highland Elves yet.
All this country had been settled because of the Kassikan.
They had trapped the water that filled the rivers that irrigated
this land and made it fertile, prosperous, and made the New
Midlands home to at least nine hundred million human
beings, four times as much as all of Dlondai in 3818, a city as
large in area as all the farmland in this region.
If one was flying over Dlondai today, instead of lush
growth one would see mile after mile of tin-shed factories and
pre-fab business courts thinly spread across the dull grey
landscape. That and residences covered most of the land, but
the miles of unused land in Dlondai was the heavy grey dust
it had always been, just radioactive enough that you need a
metal fence between you and the wilds. Once the radioactive
elements had been harvested, the tailings were safe to walk
on. There were plantings around some residences and some
open-air plazas among the business buildings, but little grew
in the hostile soils of that region and the landscape was so
ugly that one usually was glad for the metal fence because it
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blocked the sight of it.
He could project a globe from his comm and mark their
progress on it. It was just a little scratch so far, the projection
stretched out in all directions, they hadn't even come to a
feature yet when he set the magnification so he could see the
size of the world. When he magnified it so he saw only their
immediate basin, he saw they were following the Testigar
River valley that would lead to the next basin, one called
'Carpvyinggi' which meant 'Uttermost West'. It was good that
they were only going thru a corner of that, that region was
four million square miles, twice as big as the New Midlands.
Jason had busied himself re-arranging their gear this
Morningday, finally giving in on the orientation and getting
that done. "There," he said when he finished, "now we have
room to sit."
"As long as these cases stay in their piles," Dorrick said.
"We need to strap them by the handles," Tommy said.
They could all see how quickly the cases would fall out of
their piles when the floating creature was buffeted by winds.
"I'll use some of this layout cord." He began on the nearest
pile.
Tommy was fitting in well with them, if anything Dorrick
felt like the odd man, almost like they thought he was as bad
as having Klevin in the field. It was probably because he
made a lot of excuses for the natives, and especially TongSu
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and her balloon. He was willing to accept their culture for
what it was. He didn’t expect swank service like an old time
zeppelin. They had better get used to this world’s way of life,
they had flown over a significant fraction of Centorin’s
population already and they were only starting. They had
another year and a half of it to endure.
By arranging their instrument cases into two rows on each
side of the center of the net, they gave themselves enough
height so they could sit in the space between them. The cases
barely touched the belly of the gas-bag plant/animal they
hung beneath, mostly their weight stretched the net down. It
was possible to stand in the net, but your head pressed firmly
against its belly when you did so.
"I'm going to get some music going," Jason said. "I know
some songs our pilot won't object to." There had been
discussions of 'motorbeat' as Jason's favorite genre was called
here. She hated it. This wasn't 'motorbeat' but it would be
loud enough to prevent her from hearing what they were
saying.
"Can she even hear that from there?" Tommy asked. The
rope and tackle bags were in the way, the player was hanging
from the ladder shackle right between the nets, she should be
able to hear it better than they could. Tommy was behind the
first pile now, tying them together and to the net.
The music Jason started was something from this world,
something haunting and complex. It had a beat to it,
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something that was missing in many of the local genres, but
this had some rhythm, even though it was somewhat slow by
Centorin standards. Once Jason had it going, he sat up, facing
away from the front net that was under the creature's chin.
TongSu was lying in that, watching their progress across the
verdant countryside in occasional peeks up from her
newsprint novel.
"Now that we have a place to talk," Jason began, "I have
something I think we should talk about."
"TongSu," Dorrick guessed.
"And what she's doing to us," Jason continued.
"What is she doing to us?" Dorrick asked.
"Turning us against each other." Dorrick understood what
Jason was getting at. He didn’t feel it as much as the others,
but they weren’t comfortable with taking turns. One evening
at a frat party with hookers maybe, but not like this. Dorrick
didn't think that the sleep they spent together at the last inn
should have counted, he thought only the ones in the air
should be counted as a turn. Jason resented the whole concept
of taking turns, and that was what he was really talking about.
"You're taking her too seriously," Tommy said, "just say,
'that's the way they are' and enjoy it. If you're not talking
about children, women are amusing gratification, not
important resources. Now if they would only give me what I
need."
"I'm sorry," was the only thing Dorrick said, "About that
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and about thinking this week was my turn."
"What do you think she should do?" Tommy asked.
"Pick someone and get it over with." Jason said, "like one
would expect a woman who doesn't call herself a prostitute to
do. If they are human beings, their culture can't be that
different. If she can’t do that, we should all abstain like in any
business arrangement. This is clearly sexual misconduct
between employer and employee."
Tommy was moving to the opposite pile of instrument
boxes so he could get that end secured, Jason had to hold
them for a second while he was moving the net so much.
"Do you think she's still trying to make up her mind?"
Dorrick asked, ignoring the employer/employee aspect, which
he could probably bring up with Klevin if he wanted to. He
could just imagine her speaking to Klevin about it, ‘Well if
they can’t fuck me then I’ll leave them off here,’ and take the
gear and head back to the city. "I don't think that's what she's
doing at all, what I've read of the native culture makes me
guess she's just being fair with us. I think sharing equally with
all of us is considered the polite thing to do in the situation.”
"She's slept with each of us now," he said to Dorrick, “and
twice with Tommy.” Tommy had joined her for Dawnsleep
when he couldn’t find a blowjob and she couldn’t find anyone
bigger then five six and one sixty five. Jason wasn't counting
the times he'd spent the sleep with her before they left.
"The pattern I see," Dorrick said, "Is that she is just
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rotating and will probably continue to do so as long as the
journey lasts. If you think she’s counting the ones in the inn,
then you’ll be next."
"So she's never going to settle on one of us?" Jason asked.
"I would think that would be against their custom,"
Dorrick said. "She probably thinks it's only fair, seeing that
she is the only female among us."
"So does she see making love as an exercise or does she
see herself as our whore as well as pilot?" Jason asked.
"Maybe that word was a bit harsh, but really, is emptying our
testes a social duty she is supposed to provide because she is
physically equipped to do so? Is it aid to the needy for her?"
Dorrick knew Jason saw sex as a holy bond between a
man and some women to make children and that sex for
entertainment should be business. He believed in the custom
of the man of a House may have multiple wives, but he would
never accept the reverse. But he did accept it in his
prostitutes, who each had multiple guys who paid them
handsomely. Jason was ready to accept the modern custom of
serial monogamy, at least for the woman, but this was
probably too much for him.
"I'm not sure how she sees it," Dorrick said, "But I don't
think any native custom prevents our asking her."
"If she is doing it as a favor to give me exercise, I don't
want to participate," Jason said.
"I'm enjoying my turns too much to ask why she's doing
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it," Tommy said. “Her twat’s better than some mouths I’ve
been in.”
TongSu was quite attractive in a husky way, fun to be
with and quite good at sex. Dorrick didn't blame Tommy for
thinking that way, but he hated to hear it. It was as if Tommy
thought that if he can’t get what he really wants, he might as
well get the best regular sex he can get. In Dorrick’s mind
TongSu was that. Not the fastest or the roughest, in spite of
her strength, but the best. She had the most fun with it
anyway, that was the dimension he used to measure best.
"So you're saying you'll take anything you can get?" Jason
asked him.
Tommy knew about Jason's Christianity by now, they'd
had many days in these nets and local inns to get to know
each other. They spent both Nightdays at a bar watching the
locals and talking. Tommy knew better than to deliberately
offend. "I'm saying I can physically enjoy bowing to native
custom and enjoy pleasure with native women who are not
pledging themselves to me," Tommy said. “I guess I think of
them as free prostitutes.”
"And you?" Jason asked Dorrick.
Once again he was surprised by Tommy’s callousness, but
bit back saying anything. Scions of the Houses are taught to
be that way, to feel so inherently superior that every
commoner exists only for their convenience like their robots
and appliances. "When in roam," was his answer to Jason.
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Dorrick didn't know what that old idiom actually meant, but
didn't get distracted pursuing that.
"Yet you would have taken this noon," Jason said.
"Thank you for pointing that out and please forgive me."
"You will allow her to take her turns and not try to butt
in?" Jason asked.
"Yes, now that it's out in the open, I agree that it is the
only fair approach in this society and very likely the accepted
thing to do."
"Yeah," Jason said. “I still say it’s against God’s will and
an insult to manhood. You and I and you,” he included
Tommy also, “should not have to share a vagina. No man
should have to share a vagina, that’s what all the rules of
civilization are about...”
“If we had one hooker on this flight we’d share a vagina,”
Tommy said.
Jason ignored Tommy completely and continued,
“Acknowledging that we aren’t going to share vaginas and
working out rules to make that happen without constant duels
to the death is what civilization is about. The remainder is just
a by-product.”
“I’ve seen others say a civilization is all about it’s wars,
but you’re saying it’s all about fist-fights over women?”
“The fist fight itself is ritualized combat designed for the
express purpose of settling mating disputes without life
threatening injuries. In real fights in the wilds we don’t use
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fists, only civilized people use fists.”
“Do you think we should have fist fights to determine
who gets her?” Tommy asked with some incredulity.
“Of course not, I think the only civilized thing and moral
thing to do in this situation is agree that she’s off limits to all
of us.”
“No.” Dorrick heard it before he knew he was the one
who said it.
Tommy considered milliseconds longer and responded
with the much longer and more thought out, “No fuckin way
man, we’re consenting adults and if I’m willing to give her
what she wants I’ll be glad to oblige.”
“Neither one of you has ever met Jesus Christ,” he said.
“Not personally,” Dorrick said, “but I think even he would
see the futility in trying to contain a few more drops of semen
on this planet.”
“It would make a river the size of the Navorken,” Jason
muttered.
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9. Jason Says No
As Noonsleep approached, TongSu saw the Testigar go by
below them, they were about to pass the end of the Mountains
at the End of the World. From here they would cross a corner
of Uttermost West. It would be dry prairie most of the way til
they got into Thulia, which would be next Afternoonday if the
weather held. Down in Denistor and Exmere it was a lot more
humid and tall clouds often built up on Afternoondays. They
would make better time over the plateau.
She thought this noon would be Jason again. He wasn't
the best sex of the bunch, but he had a little game screen that
they played with a little while, she might like doing that
again. On that she could fly a thousand times faster with
instantaneous control. She wished it was more real than a
little flat screen.
She put on the strap clip and went back into the main net.
She noticed some tension among the Centorins. They had
been conversing in their own language for awhile today. She
was going to have to learn to speak that before this trip was
over, but only Dorrick actually taught her any, except for the
controls on Jason's game screen.
They had tied their cases into rows on each side of the
net, leaving an opening in the middle at least six feet wide
and twenty feet long. They were all laying in the net watching
the ground, by far the most interesting thing to do while
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flying. You get a better view laying in a cargo net than you do
sitting in a sedan. She moved closer to Jason. Dorrick was to
one side of him, Tommy was right behind them, still watching
the landscape with the telescope and trying not to intrude on
their conversation.
"Want to come up to the front net soon?" TongSu asked,
"I'm getting pretty sleepy and she's on auto for Noonsleep."
"Are you saying that to me because it is my turn?" he
asked. He asked it quietly, and with a touch of humor that
sounded forced.
"Your turn? You mean to sleep with me?"
"Yes."
"I think it is. Is that OK?" she lowered her voice even
more. "Or does your captain get to decide who's turn it is?"
"He has no command over either of us in these matters.
We are not in the military. He's in charge only because he
represents the money that sent us here."
"I see. Then it is my choice to share myself equally
because I have enjoyed each of you and none has done or said
anything to make me think you haven't enjoyed yourselves
also."
"You can be considered a tease if you prolong your
choice.”
"I wasn't planing to make a choice, but this is a long trip.
There is no telling what can develop between people who are
with each other as much and as closely as we will be in the
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upcoming years."
"You have lain with another since we were together.”
“And?” TongSu asked.
“You were quite passionate...” Jason didn’t know how to
continue. She could tell he didn’t like having this
conversation here in the main net, but he was the one who
wanted to have it here instead of coming to the front net. That
meant he was directing it at the other guys as much as her.
"We were getting it on. When I make love, I make love
with a purpose. Did you want me to be more reserved? Did I
hurt you?" She was genuinely worried. He seemed tough, but
maybe he wasn't?
"No, it's nothing like that at all. I think it's a bit of culture
shock is all. We Centorins are serially monogamous."
"Yeah, I guess I've heard that around somewhere, maybe I
didn't pay as much attention as I should have?"
"It should have been known for centuries from the
microwave link."
"Yeah, I guess that's how it finds its way into jokes, that's
where I heard it from." He didn't like that, but too bad, most
of them were ephemeral still, she knew. TongSu continued,
"So what does this all mean to me, would you rather opt out
of your turn because you object to our culture?"
"I prefer to say I find myself unable to adapt to the culture
of your world as quickly and easily as they do. I find myself
unable to consider making love to a woman as merely a
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pleasant form of exercise."
"Yes. Gee, I'm sorry. I like you fine, I mean you're a
Centorin and all but you're real, you're warm and smell good
and join like a fine craftsmen. But your leader is a sensitive
and caring man and your scientist is a very fine ride.” She
kept her voice down as much as she could but floaters are a
little louder than books as human machinery goes so it was
hard for the others not to hear. “A monogamous relationship
would mean you were my special sex toy or life partner, I
don't think either is warranted so far.” He was much too tense
to be her life partner and a B+ sex partner. “I'm enjoying what
you've been to me so far and hoped you were enjoying what
I've been to you, part time sex partner, pilot and guide."
"So you feel the sex-partner is part of the duty to earn
your for..."
"Oooh no no no. My weight in aluminum is for the guide,
pilot and floater. The sex partner is strictly for my own
entertainment and whether or not I do that with all of you or
any one of you has nothing to do with the piloting fee we
agreed on. I'll ask your money-man now if you argue with me
on that."
She turned and looked at Dorrick, he told her with a smile
that, "The fee is for pilot and guide, sex is strictly voluntary
and not part of the agreement. If you marry one of us or never
sleep with any of us, the pilot and guide fee is the same, one
hundred fifty seven pounds of aluminum bead.”
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"So you're giving me my turn of your own free will?"
Jason asked.
"When was it anything but? Sorry I don't understand you
Centorins well enough, but if you're going to come thru a
stargate to the worlds at this end, you might be on the lookout
for misunderstandings like these. I don't think it should be all
up to me, up until I ran into Dorrick at that cook off Second,
the stargate and Centorin were just distant curiosities on the
news to me."
"Yes," he said, "You're right. Still, I don't see myself
adapting just yet. I'm from a church that expects one to no
longer have congress with anyone who has multiple partners."
"Woah. Ok, well I get you. You're saying it's exclusive or
no."
"I'm very sorry. I don't mean it as an insult..."
She would see that Jason was thinking about the fact that
there wasn't much in the way of fundamentalist religion
around here. The Elves had always been nature worshipers
and she was from the new Elven homeland. "No is no, Jason
of Centorin. Your conditions for joining with you are that I
not join with both Tommy here, and Dorrick, is that correctly
interpreted? I don't know how to say it in Centorin actually."
"U hav ahy morl plej," Tommy translated.
"Do you accept my customs?" she asked Dorrick.
"I've tried to explain them to him," Dorrick said. "We all
read up, I guess I understood what I was reading. I'm not
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complaining about your customs at all."
"Well good, I'm retiring to the forenet, and you’re next on
the rotation.”
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10. The Pass of Marsaris
They had already come nearly three thousand miles from
the gate head, more than three weeks had passed back on
Centorin. When Dorrick considered that the vehicle they were
using was a genetically modified plant, he thought they were
actually making very good time. The weather was with them,
she would never fly if there were tall clouds around, but had
been grounded only one Afternoonday so far. They still had a
huge distance to go, it would take them all of the time they
had allotted, maybe more.
They had spent Noonsleep and Afternoonday crossing a
nearly featureless prairie in the region called Uttermost West
but found that once dark came again, they were in thick
enough air that the creature could remain aloft in the dark.
Until now it grew still soon after dark so they had to plan
their parking places. Now it flew much more slowly in the
dark, but the wind was with them so that by the time dawn
came again they were in what the maps called the Old Lands.
They were in very different country now, they'd crossed one
small mountain range and come to an area that was thickly
settled with small farms, seemingly more crowded than the
first country they had seen, but with little more than half the
actual density of population. The cart paths cut deeper into
hillsides, canals were further apart and wider but lined with
uninhabited trees along their banks, while the people lived in
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vine-covered cottages of whitewashed stone and had barns
built of painted plank.
As the second day of that light ended they approached an
astounding mountain range looking like the Great Spine of
Centorin. "Them's the Igjarmines up ahead," TongSu told him
when she found him staring at them thru the scope, "they
divide the Old Lands into east and west." As cultural regions
on this planet go, the Old Lands are relatively small, just over
a million square miles.
Dorrick thought it was time to bring up his friend Alton
and the package he had for him. "There is someone I must see
up in those mountains, he's working just the far side of the
pass of Marsaris."
"I was hoping not to have to go thru there," she said and
backed it up with a frown. I did it once before when I was out
this way and she could hardly get up there. With you guys
and all this gear, I don't know."
"My maps tell me it is thru that opening." He pointed to a
gap that came all the way down into the foothills. "I can't see
anywhere that's higher than where we're flying. We'll wait til
next week of course."
"You got that right, she's only got about three more hours
up here. What you see there is just the beginning of that pass,
it goes another hundred miles beyond what we can see from
here."
"Can we go that way?"
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"We'll have to look for land in a couple hours out that
way, if we'd stayed out of the mountains we could have kept
going thru dark again."
"I need to land," Dorrick said, "it's been two weeks aloft."
"One and a half," TongSu corrected.
"Still, we would all enjoy an inn, a nice mountain retreat
of an inn."
"I do know of one," she said, "It's been a century since I
was last up this far, but if you get the scope you can see a
little band of cliff along the far edge of the pass over there.
That cliff's about a thousand feet high and there's a really nice
place up there where only the rich go. They know how to care
for floaters too, so if you want to be pampered and rested
when we attempt to get thru the pass I would suggest pulling
in there."
"So you'll go?"
"For my weight in aluminum I'll give an attempt at
Narrulla my best shot."
"But you advise against it?"
"It would depend on the weather, how she's feeling, how
I'm feeling. It is your turn this Dusksleep, make me feel really
good and I'll be more interested."
"And Tommy's for Dawnsleep."
"If he wants it," she said. "All he'll have to do at Goan's
Resort is flash that length of hose and ask the ladies to
politely form a line."
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"As you may also ask the guys to politely form a line."
"Oh I don't have those things that easy," she sighed. "It
takes guys as big as you Centorins to be easy around a thicklimbed thing like me."
"I find you quite attractive," he said, "I think the lack of
dimorphism between the sexes is something that attracted me.
Centorin women aspire to it, but here it has been attained."
"Among Elvish races by the males being more equal in
strength to the females instead of the other way around."
"I don't mean this as an insult, but you are a lot stronger
than most males around here."
"I am not insulted, at least I am not stronger than you
giants from the stargate."
"Maybe not by a lot," he said.
They were spending late Afternoonday in the forward of
the three nets that hung from the belly of TongSu's Balloon.
Tommy and Jason were lounging in the cargo bay watching a
native movie that they could barely hear from here. They only
watched them for the sex, there are very few without at least a
few sex scenes. Dorrick was very content to lie here in the
forward net and casually cuddle with a woman as strong as
he. Did that make him homosexual in some way, he
wondered? He didn't think so, especially considering how
female the parts he was enjoying were.
The controls of this craft consist of a little wooden stalk
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with a knob like a walnut on the end if it, growing out of the
ceiling from the front end of the root tray. The first few feet
adjust it's position in the room like a gooseneck mic, the last
few inches is a joystick. The autopilot consists of a piece of
string tied around that stem just above the walnut and to
someplace on the forward net where it was wrapped and
clipped with a little plastic clothespin. The tighter you pulled
it, the faster it went, straight ahead or with windage that you
could arrange by clipping the autopilot string to different
points in the net.
The Resort of Goan, as he actually drew his sign, was on
one of the highest points around. It was built of ancient stone,
as purple with moss as the mountainside itself. It was laid out
as a few crystal spires among rock gardens. There was an
elaborate carriage road up a zig-zag course chiseled out of the
cliff face, then back up this crag to here. The resort was just
off a high road that continued beyond here into the sparse
settlements of the pass. The pass with that carriage road was a
thousand feet too high in altitude for her airship to navigate.
Most of Goan's trade actually came in on those carriages.
From here the mountain commanded a view of the whole
central part of the Old Land of Thulia. The Berian Lakes were
near, the legendary isles in them were visible, but even the
shore of the times of legend was not visible, even from here.
Behind the inn, rounded peaks of grey rock and purple moss
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bulked higher in the southern sky. A valley ran between them
to the east, carpeted by stunted shaftwoods and big boulders.
The sun was low over the sands of Uttermost West by now,
and maybe the sand gave it a little yellower cast. It was a
scene of eerie but powerful beauty.
They were greeted by beautiful ochre-skinned maidens
wearing circlets of lavender ribbonleaf blooms in their
flowing yellow hair. One took care of the floater, another took
their preferences for lodging and dining and recommend that
the catch of coriscamp had been excellent lately, she believed
seven had been brought in this week.
"These are Mountain Elves," TongSu told him when they
were alone, "You can tell by the bright yellow curls and the
rounder nose and ears. It's a much older race than the
Highland Elves. This resort is a recreation of course, actual
stone structures from their day would have to be protected
from erosion, but this was typical of their villages, except for
the modern amenities."
"Are there many Mountain Elves?" He knew there were
about eight billion Highland Elves, a much more populous
ethnic group than Centorins.
"Goan's might be the only pureblood family left or there
might be twenty million in the Igjarmine's alone, I never
looked it up. Goan's is the only pureblood family I know, and
fine representatives if you ask me. It looks as much like it did
as I can remember it, but more authentic. Just a century more
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moss on these stones makes it look a lot more like it must
have in ancient times."
The ancient Elves had perfected things like the rich,
fuzzy, purple moss that grew on stone and insulated it from
the chill of dark at high altitudes. Almost all the stone that
wasn't walked on was coated with a thick layer of it,
insulating the stones of the structure from the strong
temperature swings of the week.
The coriax, the Dusksleep, Nightday's entertainment and
darkmeal of vedn cakes and lentosaur broil had all been
superb. During that time he never got a chance to really
explain to TongSu just where he had to go and how much
farther it was to go all the way around. He tried to get the
coach thru to where Alton stayed and found that all seats were
already claimed. After daylight returned they could reserve a
seat on the next coach out, that would get here by the next
dusk, leave with the next dawn, delaying one more week. He
meant to talk to TongSu about that. If he did that, she could
go around and meet them in or around the city of Valindor,
over six hundred miles farther on. It wouldn't actually take
them much more time. He was reluctant to tell her because
for three weeks they would be apart. That meant that for three
weeks long dong Tommy would have her all to himself.
Somehow, even though they did next to nothing, he
convinced himself that the day had been too busy.
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Dorrick was glad he was the one who got the last sleep
with TongSu, Tommy and even Jason had been mingling with
the other guests during Nightday and by the time darkmeal
was over, they were nowhere to be found. Neither he nor
TongSu had really tried to meet anyone else that day. They
were actually too engaged in the hunting stories told by
several of the guys who had brought in the coriax. They were
dangerous prey on the glacier-clad peaks only a two day trek
from here.
They went out onto the deck to look out over the valley
once more as Nightday evening wound down. They were at
least a mile above it here, by the light of stars the fields of the
valley floor were a layer of black silver in the black velvet of
the mountainsides. They clung to each other in the cold. As
this day in darkness ended, the frost was thick, the puddles
solid.
"It's a charming view luv, but the fire's calling me,"
TongSu said and pulled him back inside.
"There's a fireplace in my room," he reminded her. There
would still be yarns spinning at the inn's main fireplace.
"Yeah, let's do that, those taps are pretty busy down there.
I've got a skin I can bring up."
"Not that I need it."
"Well I might," she said. He was beginning to understand
that yaag isn't about the taste and not even about the
recreational value. Most people of this world were casual
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about it in general conversation, but if anything were to come
between them and it, that would be a problem for most of
them.
Because of the ridiculous exchange rate, they had taken
the three best rooms at the inn. They could have bought the
inn with a standard aluminum heat sink from the reactor in
any of the instruments in their cargo. With everything, the
three of them combined might spend one copper bb at this inn
during the dark half of this week.
They went up to his place and got a little fire going. She
got close to it and undressed. This seemed to be a common
part of social interaction between the sexes here. He admired
the fine details and smoothness of all her curves. "I'm going
to miss you the next time it’s Tommy's turn," he said while he
dragged the cushion close for them to lean against. There
needed to come a time when he had a serious conversation
with her, sometime like now when the remainder of the party
was not present. Did he hope at that time she would reveal
significant feelings for him? She had called him sensitive and
caring, but she thought Tommy was good lay. Was there
anything more? She had mentioned being together as long as
they would be on this journey might give feelings a chance to
grow.
And when would he have a serious conversation with
himself? When would he get himself to understand that he
was still thinking in terms of the wife and help mate? Wasn't
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he expecting that he would eventually find a partner here? A
subservient partner? Was he expecting TongSu to chose him
because he was the leader? In Centorin society it is
understood that the women choose in order of their rank and
choose men in order of rank, to do otherwise is to invite
gossip. The keeping of lesser or greater harems by the great
Houses is well entrenched. Even in lesser clans, the head of
the clan beds the women of his choice and the others of the
clan get any leftovers he permits them. All children of station
in Centorin society are sired by the head of the clan, at least
in theory. If they are sired by someone else, they are common
men and are not in the line of succession. Worse, at eighteen
years of age they are put out of the house with their
belongings and as much pocket change as their parents can
scrounge.
Was he really the leader? At times he didn’t feel it. Their
mission was to deliver Tommy to Borlunth, but did they serve
Tommy or Borlunth? Didn’t he feel intimidated by Jason at
times? He was nervous about telling Jason that he would not
refuse TongSu. Jason had backed down, he had to. If it wasn’t
for the Instinct, would he have fought to keep them away
from TongSu? To enforce Christian virtue as he saw it. Or
was he enforcing something else; male ownership of the
womb?
In some ways the culture they sought at the end of this
journey was like the great Houses of Centorin in that all the
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line was sired by the head of line. That culture seemed more
like it should be in some ruins on Centorin. Of course
Centorin had been settled by people living outdoors just
thirteen hundred years, the dome was broken in 2519. The
Pikosas have been extinct for four thousand. Centorin already
had an advanced mechanized economy by the time there were
five hundred million residents. He wondered when the
population of this world had been five hundred million. He
wondered how far back in time the population of the Borlunth
basin had been five hundred million? The first time. It's
written history didn't go back that far, it only went back nine
thousand seven hundred odd years to 5939bc.
TongSu expelled a quick sigh, and curled around him.
"You're such a tenderheart, in spite of your size and strength."
"I can't help it, you're an attractive and interesting woman.
You're exotic but comfortable."
"Thanks I guess," she said and squeezed his shoulders and
kissed his cheek. "I'm thinking you find me exotic just
because you're from Centorin."
"Are you an average girl here?"
"Average for a descendent of a group of dark Enurates
who stumbled into Elven lands in the late 43rd."
"Is that how old you are?"
"Oh no, that was my grandmother actually who goes back
to those days. She moved to the Yakhan area in the 52nd, I
wasn't born til then. Not long after that my grandmother
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moved on, so I remember very little about Lumpral."
She was about twenty three hundred Earth years old. She
felt about twenty three in his arms and he could also tell she
was ready for some erotic stimulation. She liked to pet for
hours, she would converse most meaningfully while you
fingered her.
"Yeah," she said when he started, "Now this is cozy." She
slowly rocked and rolled her hips. "Is this what you meant by
comfortable?" she asked.
"No, it's more your plain speech, you don't feel you have
to measure your words with us."
"Oh I know I should," she chuckled, "it's just that I don't
know how."
"I'm glad you don't."
"But I'm getting the feeling you’re trying to coax me into
monogamy with you."
She sure was sensitive to that, even the slightest thought
of it. "Wouldn't you like someone special in your life?"
"Well," she said, "I did have several special friends in my
life, but not a monogamous sex partner. Even if I was to have
a spouse, we would not be monogamous."
"You would allow your life partner to have relations with
other women?"
"I'd want to show him off to all my female friends, show
them what great sex I'm getting."
"So life partnership is all about sex to you?" he asked.
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"No, not at all. Monogamy is all about sex to me. The guy
would have to be so good I never had an urge for another guy
again."
"So how many guys do you find attractive?"
"Most males," TongSu answered. "I've never been known
for turning down sexual opportunities. I might have
mentioned that I don't get as many as I would like."
"Are you getting enough now?"
"Yes, yes, I finally am. It took you Centorin giants to do
it, but you aren't overcome by my size so while we've been
flying, and with you in the inns, I've been nicely filled."
"But you like Tommy's more than mine."
"I think I'm getting over that because I have to be careful
with him. He constantly whines for mouth and I'm not into
that."
"I never even thought of asking that of you, but I would
lick you on a moment's notice."
"Just do what you're doing right now but pinch my nib a
little bit harder, they're hard enough to enjoy more pressure
now. Yes, I'm really enjoying myself. I just wish Jason didn't
have a problem with it."
"You want him too?"
"I'd love to lie here like this for a few hours with all of
you and whoever's hard, roll over and bring it on in."
"I can supply a nice long grind right now," Dorrick said,
"and another later I believe."
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"Mmmm, why don't you, lets put a couple more logs on
and couple up for awhile." He tended the fire as she reached
around him and relieved him of his shorts, caressing his boner
lovingly as she did so. "Now slide on in here nice and easy
and let me rock you slow, I don't want to come for awhile."
He never got around to pleading his case for going thru
that pass the second sleep of the dark either.
It wasn't til Morningday actually arrived and her balloon
had actually risen from the ground with them all aboard that
the subject of where they were going actually came up. It had
not been easy convincing TongSu to come up this way. She
was quite wary of the mountain passes and probably with
reason because the creature was clearly swollen to get to
these heights and the chance of being dashed to the ground by
a storm was much greater.
But this was much quicker if he was to stop and see his
friend Alton who was working a day's hike up into the hills at
the far end of this pass. The map in his comm was the latest
update they had of this area. This map had been reconciled
with the best maps the natives had and were found to agree.
The pass was at every point at least a quarter mile wide and
the altitude never went above a thousand feet Earth
barometric, the creature's altitude limit. Once thru the pass,
much of the land was below sea level again, as it had been
most of those weeks, sometimes over a mile below.
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They were now well into a defile in those mountains, a
forest-carpeted glacial valley, mountains on both sides of
them, more ahead in the blue distance. The peaks were
jagged, snow still clung to them though they were halfway to
noon. That snow could only be permanent glaciers, even
though they were within ten degrees of the equator.
"Looks to me like up ahead is as far as I can go," TongSu
said.
"The map says that's the divide," Dorrick replied.
"No doubt it is but we can't get over it."
That was obvious, those peaks were at least another mile
above them. "There should be two valleys coming together
there, there should be a valley going northeast and one going
south, take the one to the south. I think when you get up here
ten more miles you'll see it."
"Weather could whip up off these mountains on a
moment's notice. She couldn't take any of that in here."
"Be ready to set down," Dorrick suggested.
"Too rocky, she'd get ripped to shreds. How much more
altitude?"
"Not more than two hundred feet."
"We're not that high now."
"Is she limited out?" Dorrick asked.
"I don't want to hurt her."
"No, of course not."
"Well, she might expand a little bit more, but it would
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help more to drop stuff at this point. Generating more
hydrogen at this point might just increase the pressure, there's
a lot of belly in her body right now." The gas bag was at least
forty feet high, maybe even fifty.
"We're still a ways above the ground, please, we've come
this far and it will save us two weeks."
"Oh I didn't say we had to turn back, I'm just thinking we
won't make it. We have quite a breeze against us."
"But it's too warm to be coming off those mountains, so it
must be coming thru the pass."
"Yeah, so we'll go have a look, but I'm keeping an eye on
the weather." She climbed out in the net to the edge, and then
thru the net and up the net strap til she was up above the gas
bag. Her presence caused a big dimple in it, but it wasn't
possible to see once she was above. The life form had many
hydrogen cells within it, separated by semi-transparent green
films that acted like leaves. Once it was more than five or six
layers thick, one couldn't see thru it. She climbed back down
a minute later, "Looks good so far, but I'm going to keep
looking."
They kept going, the weather held and they worked their
way up this valley, although more and more slowly. The
breeze became stronger as they neared the head of the valley.
Over the next few hours the land gradually rose til they were
only thirty feet above the tallest trees. Trees were thicker here
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than a few miles back. TongSu pressed hard on it's control
stalk, driving it forward as fast as it was able. They reached a
point where they could see that the valley to the south was
much wider and deeper than this one, they just needed to get
over the lip and into it.
Tommy spotted a brook running the way they were trying
to go. There was a small defile out of the wind. "Take her
down thru there," he suggested.
"That's awfully narrow, we don't have much maneuvering
room."
"Can we get over there?" Dorrick asked. Even if we don't
get down in it, it might give us a break from the wind."
The valley floor was not a smooth U at this point, it was a
little wider with hills and ridges in it. They had to drop back
around one to get over there. They soon found that to make
any progress, they did have to get down near the ground and
in the shelter of the next little ridge. The brook had worn
itself a gully a couple hundred feet deep a little further on.
They managed to find enough shelter to make their way into
it.
"Watch her tails for me please," she yelled back to Jason
who was still back in the cargo net.
"You're good," he yelled back.
"Keep watching and yell if you need to," she yelled. "She
wasn't bred for threading needles," TongSu said to them in a
normal voice. Her tension built as they descended into this
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gully. They had to make a turn to the right, then to the left.
"Too close to the right," Jason yelled.
TongSu twisted the control stalk.
"It touched a tree," Jason yelled. "Not too bad, it didn't
seem to hurt it."
"Uuu," TongSu groaned. She had to back off on the
control. She slowed down as much as possible. There was
still some wind in here so they had to drive just to stand still.
They reached another turn to the left. Another stream came in
from the right and a deep and narrow defile spread before
them. "This is really bad."
"Do we have to go lower?" Dorrick asked, stay up here
where it's wide.
"'Can we move?' is the question."
The defile lead down into the valley ahead, but they were
able to get the modified plant they rode to rise up toward the
wall. They should have been able to go over it, but the gusts
of breeze were too strong. It wasn't enough to really call
wind, but the creature was so light and so weak for it's size
that it didn't take very much to overcome it. Here in this small
defile the wind swirled and changed. Suddenly they were
moving sideways toward the wall, faster than the creature
could avoid.
With a short screech, TongSu did something they didn't
expect. She turned the thing toward the hillside they were
being blown toward, and then turned it up. All the while she
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was keening with a wordless noise that bespoke her fear and
sympathy for the creature.
"We're going to take the brunt of the impact," Tommy
said.
"We're each a hundred times tougher than she is. If she
rips open, we walk from here," she said.
"The maps says it's about thirty miles to the nearest
habitation," Dorrick added. That would probably be a two day
walk in wild country. Then he realized it was two days for
anyone. They would be further from civilization than he had
ever been in his life.
"Uuuu," TongSu moaned, they all heard her teeth grate as
the branches reached up for them.
As they were blown into the hillside, the gust abated just a
bit so they landed in the treetops somewhat slower than they
were going previously. The nets caught at the leaves and
branches, Jason yelled in the back, a mighty curse, then, "I'm
OK, but that's going to leave a mark."
"What about the girl?" TongSu bellowed.
The breeze or the creature's swimming still pushed them
along, more foliage tore at them.
"I can't see the bottom of the fins," Jason yelled back.
They were slowing, but reached the top of the ridge,
plowing thru one last treetop. The eddy let go of them, and
ahead was the valley heading south. Now they were in the
breeze again, but it felt lessened here, they were a good
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hundred feet lower in altitude than they had been before.
TongSu tried to have it fly up, but it slid on it's belly down
the treetops into the new valley, it's swimming noticeably
weaker and a thousand foot drop in front of them. "She's hurt,
we have to put down."
"At the end of this valley there are villages," Dorrick said,
consulting the map again. He knew he was going to have to
hike to the village where Alton was working, the path to it
was down there.
"She's bad hurt, we need to put down now, find any
clearing at all or we'll be hanging in the trees with no way to
help her, she'll be lost for good."
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11. Downed
TongSu was vibrating inside with the fear and pain her
balloon was going thru. It was as if she felt her own belly
ripped open and her intestines pulled out. She could see a lot
of her skin fluttering as they descended. She already had all
the Up she could take, generating more hydrogen now would
just waste it in the breeze.
The guys were all looking with whatever optics they had.
Her girl felt as much like a parachute as a floater at this point,
they would never get to anything miles away. It was a good
thing they weren't dropping like a rock because once they
were over the lip, the land dropped off almost a thousand feet
in a single cliff.
"There's no place to put down," Tommy said, looking
around urgently with the scope. "Wait, there's a little meadow
at the base of that waterfall." It was almost at the base of the
cliff, impossible to see until they were clear of it.
"That'll be where all the local thongga and theirops
congregate," TongSu said.
"I don't see anything else but trees until miles down the
valley out that way," Dorrick said.
"It has to be there," she grunted and pointed at the base of
the falls. "You guys better get out those crossbows as soon as
we land because it's lively around these water holes any time
of the week." She knew that from experience in several
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basins. She talked to her balloon also, "Come on girl, keep
going just a bit more this way. We're coming down easy now,
just keep swimming, you've still got sun on you."
There were tears in TongSu's eyes and her hands trembled
on the control stalk. "You think it's pretty bad don't you,"
Tommy asked.
"I feel it, I know most scientists don't believe she can feel
it in the way we understand it, but I feel it."
"I'm really sorry," Dorrick said, and put his hand on her
back.
She brushed it off. "You brought us here," she hissed,
unable to keep her hurt from bringing out anger. "You wanted
to save the two weeks it would take to come around and back.
This crash will take longer than two weeks, if we survive at
all."
"I'm sorry," he mumbled and moved away.
"I'm going to need the med box," she said, "It should be in
my duffel, near the bottom. I need to get any patches I can on
so she can start filling again. I know I can't get them all, but
Noonsleep just went bye-bye."
"Will I be able to help?" Tommy asked.
"We'll probably have to lift each shred. I hope we can
patch her up."
There were animals in the meadow they would land in.
There were a dozen along the pool the falls made and more
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scattered across the carpet of ribbonleaves. A cloud of birds
wafted into the air, including a couple of dactyls that could
have been trouble if they weren't scared off. There were
lentosaur, thongettes and some form of big highknee that she
wasn't familiar with. All the small stuff scattered, even the
biggest ones looked up with some concern at the floater
dropping on them. Before they were very close, they also
scattered. "Lentosaurs," TongSu said, "nervous ones." She
spoke to the floater again. "O.K., just straight down now, just
come on down and rest and heal." Then to Dorrick, "Did you
find the med box yet?"
"I'm not even back to the aft net yet."
They settled toward the ground, her fins stopped beating.
There was a little brush scattered around this clearing, but for
the most part it was scraped pretty bare. It looked like they
were drifting down slowly until they were quite close to the
ground, then they saw they were dropping pretty fast. TongSu
squealed loudly for the last few feet and showed them they
had to stand in the net. When they hit, it was quite a jolt and
they were all driven to the ground.
"She's hurt bad." was all she said, feeling the pain of that
landing.
"Many of these instruments are fragments," Tommy said.
"I won't even bother to unpack them and check until we're
ready to leave here for good."
She knew from the view she had as they descended that
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the only way they were getting things in or out of here was
either re-float her girl or pack it on their backs. If they had to
walk out, they might have to camp rough thru a dark, and
they would be leaving the broken gear behind.
They had to crawl out from under it, it was half deflated
already and shrinking rapidly. TongSu stomped and sobbed.
"The med box?" she sobbed and made them think of Jason.
He wouldn't have seen them stand up, he might not have been
looking down.
Dorrick was the first one to go back under.
"She's shredded," TongSu cried, but before she began to
inspect the damage. "Her big cells are torn." She got down
and went back under the rim, looking for the damaged areas.
"He's alive," they heard Dorrick's voice, "but
unconscious."
"Oh no, Jason!" TongSu sobbed all the louder.
Tommy came to her and held her. "Please," he said.
"We're all alive so far. We have an injured floater and an
injured crewmen, but I think we can handle it if we stay
calm."
"YOU don't know where we are," she yelled. "We're a
two-day hike from the nearest settlement, but we have about
twenty four hours of daylight left, maybe enough to set up a
secure camp."
"Huh?" Tommy said, "If the natives are two days away,
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who's going to bother us?"
"This is not a heavily human-infested area here. You just
noticed there's plenty of meat available. Don't you think there
would be something around to eat it?"
"Now that you mention it, yes, there would have to be a
top carnivore in this environment."
"And there is, and I don't care what planet you're from,
you've heard of theirops."
She knew there was hardly a sci-fi movie made on
Centorin that didn't have a digitally animated rendition of a
theirops. Since Kassidor had first sent radio signals, the
theirops had been the planet's ikon in the Centorin popular
mind. In popular culture it seemed like millions of people
must be devoured by them every year. The true figures are a
few hundred humans fall victim to theirops and a few
thousand theirops fall victim to humans every year. There are
about fifty to one hundred million theirops still at large on the
planet, maybe a billion lesser theiropsoids, preying mainly on
large herbivores like those that were here before the airship
landed.
She knew what the animal was like. They weigh between
twelve hundred and two thousand pounds when mature. They
have six long legs, two arms with lobster-like claws, a long
narrow head with one large upper fang and two lower fangs at
the front, five large manes and a long brilliantly plumed tail.
It is capable of bursts of speed up to thirty five miles per hour
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and can leap up onto a ten foot boulder. It is agile, fast, and
intelligent. Even the high technology civilization in the past
had not been able to exterminate the theirops.
"Yes, I've heard of them. What should we do?"
"Get up in those trees," she said. "Drag the nets up there
and sling them between some limbs and stay up there thru the
dark."
"What about the floater?"
"It's a plant. The theirops isn't interested. We don't want
them walking on it, but we're going to have a lot more trouble
with the lentosaurs over that. If we spend the dark over there
in those trees, the thierops will stay over towards us and not
walk on her."
Not long after that Jason regained consciousness. He had
quite a concussion and massive bruises, but was able to crawl
out under his own power. Dorrick dragged out the medical
supplies for humans as well as the floater. There wasn't much
they could do for him but leave him quiet.
Tommy and Dorrick went to work on the nets, untying the
end ones and gently pulling them out from under while
TongSu crawled under and worked on the tears that were
exposed, moaning and cursing all the while. Everywhere she
looked there were huge rents, she was going to have to give
up some cells because she didn't have enough patch.
They checked on Jason frequently and passed around
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some waybread and mignons for meals a couple times.
TongSu stayed under the balloon until she ran out of patch. It
was the middle of Afternoonday.
"There's way more, I'm going to have to make more patch
out of some of her. She may never lift again, if we fly out at
all we might have to leave stuff behind."
"A lot of it was destroyed in that landing anyway,"
Tommy told her.
"Uu, I'm sorry, was it worth a lot?"
"Every one of those devices cost far more than your
weight in aluminum."
"Eeee.” she went into overload. She couldn’t comprehend
it. If she had known this stuff was worth that much she would
have never come up here. It was probably Dorrick who made
that decision not to tell her they were carrying an immense
fortune in lab equipment. She wouldn’t take it out on Tommy
however, all she said was, “I'm really sorry."
"Don't be,” Tommy said, “it was Dorrick's decision, one I
might have made myself. We should have spent the two
weeks going around."
"I would've. This end of the Ttharmine's not what it was
these days, it’s really nothing to be scared of any more, not
like it was when legends were young. The Hotbloods have the
swamp pushed back out of the bays and you hardly ever see a
dactyl big enough to bother you up this end any more, but I
would have manned the crossbows anyway. I know it ain't so
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calm down the other end, the one we would have had to cross
past Hrrst if we made it that far."
"You think we're done?"
"Can you go on without your gear?"
"We sent half our gear back already because we couldn't
fly a shuttle."
"What's that?"
"A short-range spaceship, one you can fly to the gateship
or to other points on the same planet, or up to Narrulla or so."
"That sounds like fun, I wouldn't mind driving one of
those. It doesn't sound to me like that would have trouble with
wind except when you take off and land. How long would it
take to get to Borlunth in that?"
"A couple, maybe three hours altogether," Tommy told
her.
"HOURS!" she stopped dead in her tracks.
"It takes an instant to get from Kex to Kassidor Yakhan."
"Hours," she repeated. They were over near where the
nets were hung by now and she noticed how they were hung.
"Woah, you can't do that. That theirops will be laughing about
having screaming city kids for dinner as it snips these ropes."
she pointed to the nearest one that was looped over a large
limb and then tied near the ground.
"We have to bring everything back down to fix that, we
can't hold that weight while we re-string those ropes."
"Those cleats on the cargo-net'll hold, just take one off,
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clamp a rope, re-tie it and go on around. Actually, you guys'll
probably hurt yourselves doing that. I've done this kind of
thing before." She stopped to drain a canteen of water before
proceeding to take the cargo net apart as she described. She
climbed up, put the clamp on the rope and tied it tight, pulled
it so the old rope had some slack and tied it off. "Now take
that trip-rope up and toss it to me." She took that and tied it
around the tree, having to climb around the trunk to do so.
These are shaftwoods, these lowest limbs are twenty feet
above the ground and that is because they are on the edge of
the clearing. A few rows in, the lowest limbs are eighty feet
above the ground. The rings of branches on these are six feet
apart so she had something to hold on to. She went to each
corner of the net in turn and did the same thing, all Tommy
and Dorrick had to do was untie the ropes at each corner of
the triangle as she got to it.
By the time they were done, they were completely
exhausted. They had all missed Noonsleep. "We better not eat
anything we could use while we're up in that net for the dark."
"Is Jason going to be able to get up there?" Dorrick asked.
"I can hear you and I can get up there. I'm seeing one of
everything now. I can climb that net."
“I'm glad to hear that,” Dorrick said, “but I think we
should have some food.”
TongSu heaved back to her feet. "Yeah we should, hand
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me that crossbow and get a fire going."
TongSu sat behind a tree at the edge of the clearing and
shot the next small animal that came down to the stream. It
was a myonvik, it was about twenty pounds but once it was
butchered she found only four or five pounds worth eating. It
was boney and skinny, with twelve long legs that had knees
well above it's body that were too thin to do anything with
and a huge gut full of partially digested straw and other
stubble. Still it was a meal, and tasty but chewy.
The guys were pretty horrified by the whole procedure
but they ate more of it than they did of their trail rations. They
stayed with it and the fire and emptied her yaag skin with the
last of the light. As soon as the dark started to move in, they
climbed the net and settled in as best they could. They
arranged their gear so they could all get comfortable.
She had no problem sleeping in the net, the swaying of
the trees reminded her of sleeping on the blimp. They were all
too tired for anything more sexual than lying close and having
the comfort of each others presence.
She woke before she was really ready for Nightday, even
though they had slept right since dark. She heard something
in the dark, even over Jason's snoring. It must have seen her
look it's way because it quieted right down. She didn't think it
was coincidence, any of the major theiropoids understand
something about their prey. That would be typical of them. It
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wasn't silent however. Everything around it was, but now and
then she would hear a leaf move or a twig snap. Once she was
sure there was something nearby TongSu put her hand on
Tommy's shoulder and her lips to his ear. "There's something
out there, get the crossbows, I'll tell Dorrick. She had to crawl
around Jason to get to him. She did it as silently as possible.
When she reached Dorrick she shook him and her breath on
his ear said, "There's something out there, should I tell
Jason?"
"No," he breathed back to her. "What about Tommy?"
Tommy was quietly squeezing around her, "It's closest to
your tree," he whispered and silently passed a crossbow over
TongSu's back. They were all between it and Jason who was
near the corner tree. They could see nothing, a few spots in
the sky were not quite solid black, everything else was a
visual zero.
"It's too quiet," TongSu whispered, "The lumins smell
something nearby."
They all stared in that direction but could see nothing of
course. They could hear almost nothing, a tiny scurrying now
and then, maybe a tiny flutter as of wings. Some tiny creature
who did not believe there was danger nearby. She didn't
believe that. The theirops knows we can't see it, knows all it
needs to do is take it's time and be as quiet as possible.
An hour passed. If it wasn't time for Nightday, they might
have gone back to sleep. They didn't dare talk. She made sure
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everyone was on top of the quilts, no one was dangling a foot
or arm thru the net. She felt around to make sure Jason wasn't,
breaking the rhythm of his snores but not waking him.
She wondered at the futility of this. They could see
absolutely nothing. Tommy was going to bring out a pocket
light and take a look around with that, but had enough sense
to ask with a breath in her ear, "How well can it see in this
light."
"Not details, it can't see that we have weapons."
"I have a pocket light."
"That would provoke an attack."
"Shh," Tommy said. "Something moved right here on the
far side of this bush. Gimme the crossbow."
So started another long period of silent waiting. The forest
was still ominously silent. They dared not make a sound.
They heard only the tiniest sounds, even the breezes were
still. She knew their sweat was fragrant in the still air of dark,
sweat born of nerves because it was already quite cold. She
knew how sensitive the theirops sense of smell was, how they
could tell more about our emotions than we can.
She thought she heard something right at the base of the
tree in the corner of the net where he was. She concentrated
on that spot when she heard a heavy clack, right there in the
brush at the base of this tree.
"What was that," Dorrick whispered, "It sounded heavy."
"Where?" she whispered.
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"Right below us by that big fern-bush."
Tommy couldn't stand it any more and went ahead with
his light. She guessed being deprived of his most important
sense was too stressful. He slammed his light to full spot and
flicked it on and they saw the immense claws and fangs
looming ABOVE the bush, much too close and coming
closer. Tommy had to drop the light to raise the crossbow as
TongSu screamed.
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12. The Heart of Darkness
The hours of staring into the black had put Dorrick in a
trance. The interminable waiting reminded him of the night in
the ruins of a Talstanian bunker, holed up by that four
hundred year old, malfunctioning, Tibetan skirtcraft firebase.
This crossbow certainly wasn't the late model Makov he was
carrying at the time. He wished he'd had more practice with it
in daylight til he could handle it by feel, he couldn’t yet.
Dorrick and Tommy had both been in the wilderness on
more than one planet, this was the third. There was no doubt
in anyone's mind regarding the difference in the seriousness
of their situation. This is the only planet in human space
where all dangerous predators are not extinct. On Centorin
you are never more than an hour from an airborne rescue
squad. On Earth, it depends on the local government / warlord
/ official, but it is an hour or two, if ever. Here, it was the
whole light of a week to the nearest human. If there was help,
that help would have to hike in by the light of the next week.
The native phone worked only if there was a high-rise
building in sight but had no signal here at all, and never
worked during the dark. The satellite phone would reach
anyone on Centorin and it’s colonies, or at least their call
center, in a matter of seconds. To have Klevin reach someone
in that village a week's hike from here might suffer from
excessive degrees of separation.
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On Earth, Naiho and Centorin, one packs high-tech
rations til you get to a chain restaurant. Here it seems one has
to hunt it and kill it and cook it over the camp fire. They had
somehow slipped back into the history Tommy studied. No,
the Pennsylvanian civilization of a thousand years ago was
close to nature and superstitious, but never this primitive.
This journey was becoming all too real to him.
On top of that, he had damaged his rapport with TongSu
enormously, maybe irreparably. Both the professional and the
personal relationships were hurt, the personal most of all. He
didn't understand the relationship that had been developing.
Though she still promised Tommy his turn every other
Noonsleep, her friendship with Dorrick seemed closer. Now
that was gone completely. There had been no screaming since
the crash itself, but the change was unmistakable.
He was roused from his thoughts by a heavy clack just
below them. "What was that," Dorrick whispered, "It sounded
heavy."
"Where?" TongSu whispered.
"Right below us by that big fern-bush."
Tommy was right there, and focused his pocket light right
on the bush. They were all looking at the bush, it took a
fraction of a second to see that the threat was looming over
the bush.
TongSu screeched, "It's way TOO HUGE!" The glare of a
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tossed pocket light dropping into safety mode illuminated a
massive example of the beast that has symbolized Kassidor
on interstellar game boards for centuries. Like dragons, their
presence on game boards is much more sedate than their
presence in nightmares, especially those that are probably
real.
Dorrick was nearly paralyzed with fright looking at it. He
saw Tommy get an arrow in it and saved the rope on his
corner of the net. That hadn't killed it, though the end of the
arrow must had broken off in its armpit when it landed on it.
It looked like that made it VERY mad for it spread the plume
of it's tail over the light and shook it violently.
Dorrick was fumbling around with his crossbow,
frantically trying to get the bowstring on the trigger drop now
that there were a few photons of light. TongSu reached for it
and snatched it out of his hand before he knew what was
happening. The monster slammed into the tree it had tried to
cut the rope from and he thought he heard a root pop. TongSu
raised the crossbow and it lunged for her, fangs first. She
managed to get a bolt into it's neck before she jumped out of
the way of its charge. It snagged the net and he pictured them
all being pulled down on top of it, but it only tore a few
strands with it's savage pincer and then ran off, pulling the
arrow out of its neck with its left claw, but gushing purple
blood from the wound.
It dropped only a hundred yards on, it thrashed a little
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farther, knocking over brush like a bulldozer, then dropped
again, twitched a few times and was still.
"Yeah!" TongSu yelled. "YEEAAH!!!" The whole net was
swaying from her jumping in it shouting. Jason was awake
and held his head. "We just knocked the top off the food chain
in these parts. Lets get down there and cut ourselves some
fresh steaks. Theirops is goooood eat'n." With that she had a
knife out of her duffel and was strapping it on her left arm.
Right after that she let down the remaining corner of the net
that they used as a ladder and went down to retrieve Tommy's
light. "Well come on guys," she said when there was no one
else down there, "It's time for a Nightday feast."
"I take it they don't hunt in packs?" Dorrick said.
"If they ever see another of their kind they either fight or
fuck, depending on whether they've seen another theirops that
decade and the only difference between theirops fighting and
fucking is when they fuck the loser gets an egg instead of
getting eaten."
"They are not social animals."
"To a fault," she said.
Tommy was then down the net after her. "I've heard they
taste like Earth's lobster," he heard Tommy say. They moved
off thru the brush to the downed animal. Dorrick hoped it was
truly dead, thought he heard her say something about
checking. She cut off it's middle eye to check.
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Jason could not hold it any more, he retched right thru the
cargo net. Dorrick was immediately at his side with a hand on
his back. "Easy there, you must have a worse concussion than
we thought. I'll try to get thru to headquarters, it's getting
toward morning there now. We'll get some competent medical
advice at least."
"It's not the concussion," Jason told him after he wiped
his mouth, "I've got a pounding headache from that and
nothing more. My vision is fine now."
"You wouldn't be vomiting if you were fine, or is it from
what we ate?"
"That's closer," he said. "Maybe something we will eat."
"I never thought about food allergies."
"Right, I guess I'm allergic to a savage girl killing and
butchering my food before it eats us."
"That thing was going to kill and eat us, without the
cleaning."
"Dorrick, I know that. Any child recognizes the
'nightmare of the galaxy' and I was no exception. I had toy
ones as a kid like most of my friends did, we used to fight
them for lunch cookies in grade school. I remember I had a
ZYW10 chip for mine, I don't know why I remember such a
stupid thing. I was ready for the toy one, I guess I wasn't
ready for the real thing."
"I know, the fear was paralyzing. I couldn't make my
hands cock that crossbow when it attacked us. TongSu had to
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rip it away from me."
"Our jungle Amazon." Jason kept himself from looking in
that direction. They could hear knives at work. He wondered
at Tommy for diving into this the way he was, but then this is
a lot more like eastern North America than western. "What
have we gotten ourselves into?" Jason asked.
Dorrick took a deep breath. "More than we bargained
for?" he paused a bit. Jason let him continue. "I don't know. I
thought this journey would be long and tiresome. I thought
we would be terminally bored sitting for months on end under
an airship. I'd imagined there would be a cabin of some kind
until I saw it. Even when TongSu tried to tell us what we
were getting into, I guess I wasn't hearing it. I guess I couldn't
believe anyplace could ever be so ... untamed."
"Untamed? Is that all this is?” Jason asked. “Untamed?"
then went on with, "Dorrick, this is savage. A group of armed
human beings in danger from a predator!"
"But on Earth we were constantly swarmed by bloodsucking insects, and they got a lot more blood out of me than
this did."
"Right, but at their worst they drove us indoors," Jason
said. "We were not in this kind of danger."
"The danger there is from the humans."
"I don't think I came prepared for this type of security,"
Jason said, "especially practically unarmed. I can't take on
such a thing as a real live theirops with martial arts moves.
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The security you needed on Earth was what I was trained for.
I've studied what's known about the societies on our way and
the Torilites are the only ones that pose any risk at all, there is
some chance that they may pose some risk to our property,
but none to our persons."
"You've performed your assignment. Protection from the
wildlife is not part of your mission. If anyone, that falls to
TongSu."
"A lot of our mission is in her hands."
"Up until now," Dorrick said. "If this balloon never lifts
again, we may part ways. We may part ways over the fact that
I brought her in here."
"I'm sorry that seems to have come between you."
"I can't imagine having a serious relationship with a
native woman anyway," Dorrick said, but wondered if Jason
could see how little he believed that tripe.
"I can't see how I can have any relationship with one.
They don't seem to have relationships at all. It sounds like
whenever they want sex they just drop in at an orgy for
awhile and grunt with whoever happens to have a hard on and
then move on. Do they even exchange names? I think each
person's soul must remain profoundly alone doing that."
"I understand it isn't always like that for all of them. The
stats are that sixty percent of the population shares a home
bed with a long-term partner."
"It certainly doesn't seem that way."
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"That is because even though they may have a permanent
partner, they are always open to some amount of
extracurricular activity just for the fun of it."
"I don't think I could ever accept that. What would make
my wife special to me in that case? If she's still sleeping
around, I haven't won her have I? She would be just using me
for my home."
"They say the partnership is deeper than mere sex,"
Dorrick told him.
"I've read the literature," Jason said. "I didn't come here
blindly. I may be young, but sixty three is not an infant. I
have some sense of responsibility."
"I'm sorry if it sounded like I was lecturing."
"Do you believe their propaganda?" Jason asked.
"What's not to believe? It's their opinion, their culture."
"Do you think it's right? Do you support it?"
"Supporting it and believing that it is real are two
different things. I can accept their way of mating and enjoy
the pleasure of it without thinking I want our world to adopt
it. I hope to return to our own society some day and have a
wife or two who are faithful to me. I think I could have a
friendship with a local, maybe out of curiosity, but I don't
know how deep it can go. Their minds have been altered,
you're not really talking to a human being when you talk to
them, there is something missing, a level of reserve. Maybe it
comes from the latent threat of violence in any interaction in
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our society? Whatever it is, people have less reserve here."
"They may not be violent, but they are savage," Jason
said. "They are closer to animals in some ways. The veneer of
civilization is very thin and simplistic here, we think we are
dealing with an old and deep civilization but if you ask me we
are really dealing with billions of neolithic peasants that have
a few wizards with advanced genetic science lording over
them and engineering them into their playthings."
"Their arts and cuisine are high culture."
"And what do they use for finance? Metal beads. Physical
metal beads. While they have a world-wide data system, they
finance their whole economy on little metal beads."
"There are negotiations going on about better financial
connections," Dorrick said.
"And will they take as long as the study of shuttlecraft?"
"You have a point," Dorrick said.
"I believe I AM right," Jason said. "Look at what we have
here, a population modified by the wizards to remain
primitive. A society put into a closed loop there within a few
months travel of their pyramid, but look at what we have
here, savagery."
"We are still within lands that TongSu considers civilized.
This is just any patch of woods anywhere on the planet moist
enough to sustain large animals," Dorrick said. "We haven't
reached the uncivilized parts yet."
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He stared at that idea for awhile, then said, "Dorrick, this
journey doesn't make sense. If we are kept to this technology,
those ruins we seek are just as inaccessible to us with the
stargate as they were without it. If we just accepted the fact
that it was going to take years and went by water, we might
have been able to afford some comfort and enough gear to do
some good once we got there."
"You are probably right, the decision to come by air was a
mistake that I accept responsibility for, but we still would
have needed a native guide."
"I think we will need more than one as this gets longer,"
he said. What if we have to go on by water from here?"
"We cannot get out of here by water. We're two days from
the nearest human habitation on foot, the only other
transportation available. From there we believe we can get an
animal-drawn coach."
"Dorrick, this is unbelievable. It's 3818ad and we have to
hike two days to get to an animal drawn coach. How are we
going to get out of here?"
"She will heal the flying plant and it will rise again, but I
am setting out for that habitation with light. I’ll spend the
next dark at that village and the one after with a friend who’s
already working out here."
"Who are you taking with you?" Jason asked.
"I was planning on going alone."
"How will you even find your way?"
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"The heights that ring this valley are visible from
anywhere in this valley. The waterfall that stream makes
when it leaps the fault line is a marker on where we went
down."
"I wasn't looking at that, a tree-trunk knocked me out
when we came over that ridge."
"You told me."
"That's right, when you pulled me out from under that
balloon. Thanks again for that, and I apologize once again for
being such a poor excuse for a security operative."
"I tried to tell staffing that you were not the kind of
security we would need but they have less ears than the
average field-stone retaining wall."
"I wanted to get off-world again," Jason admitted, "I had
my dad pull some strings. I'm ashamed of this now, but proud
of it then. I was going to get more off-world experience. I
already understand what that will mean as Centorin becomes
the hub of an expanding network of worlds."
"You did well on Earth."
"I understand the Caribe tribesmen that roam the Ellay
basin today. I can use the right amount of force and restraint
to earn their respect but not animosity."
That ‘right amount of force’ had left a wall of corpses
around their knock-down one horrific night. "He should have
pulled some strings to get you back to Earth."
"I thought he was, but when I heard I got an assignment
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here and I found out about the way the natives had been
modified to prevent violence, I thought getting away from the
munitions of Earth and Centorin would be cushy."
"Not as cushy as you expected is it?" Dorrick asked.
"As I was just saying. It's not cushy, but instead of it
being a difficult assignment where I can work hard to earn my
pay, it is a difficult assignment at which I’m a burden on the
team, the injured one."
"I don't think you are a burden on us now."
"I just hurled thru the net we sleep on." He turned towards
Dorrick, "The fact that the assignment was with a leader I
respect and call a good friend overwhelmed my misgivings
about my fitness for the mission."
"Thanks," Dorrick said and patted his shoulder. Jason
nodded his appreciation but said nothing. Dorrick continued,
"It's Nightday now, possibly late in Nightday since we all
slept in until the theirops woke us. I think it will be too cold
to sleep away from the fire, in fact I think we should go get
one going. TongSu seems to think it's much safer now that the
theirops is dead."
"I'm sure it is," Jason agreed.
"Can you climb down?"
"Yes, I can climb down, but can you tell me what is going
to become of us?"
"No life form knows it's ultimate fate," Dorrick said, "I
think we have just survived our greatest challenge. We have
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known for centuries that the theirops is the worst this planet
has to offer."
"There is a breeding population of an even larger
carnivore in the wilds of a basin four thousand miles
southeast of here."
"We don't see that in children's entertainment," Dorrick
said, "and four thousand miles is a long way from here. Some
species of theirops is found in almost every land that humans
can inhabit."
Jason had made it to the bottom of the net by now.
Dorrick had his light on illumination rather than spot. They
went back to the circle of stones where they had cooked the
previous meal and began to find small sticks again. Jason had
never thought that security on the world with half the humans
in the known universe would include getting a campfire
started, in his past he would start one by blasting a log.
Dorrick was better at campfires, having grown up in the
lowlands and only arriving in Kex when he was a hundred
and fifty one Earths of age, back in 3752. He'd first worked
with Jason when he joined him and Bulf working for House
Betyamin on the upper south side of Nevorkensville. He had
been a talented paramilitary operative in those streets and
alleys. They hadn't shared their deepest thoughts til a long
moon-lit night when they were pinned down by an armed
band of Caribes in the Ellay basin, years before the firebase
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incident.
Dorrick had trained in desert survival, but how can
anyone train for all the landforms they would see on this
journey? As it was he was able to make kindling of the
dropped fronds of the local trees. They were flat and brittle.
There was plenty of evidence this relatively dry upland
experienced fire with some regularity or there would be a lot
more of these twigs around.
The bigger fire wood was farther up the frond. It was not
too difficult to do this with trees who's fronds dried so brittle.
With concentration they were able to get a nice fire going by
the time TongSu and Tommy came over. They were dripping
dark blood, it looked like blueberry schnaps in this light.
TongSu couldn't help but see the face Jason made as he tried
to keep from retching again. "All I really took is a couple of
the trianguloids." she had them skewered on the arrow that
had brought the beast down. I know it's more than we can eat,
but we'll be able to chew a few more pieces off that for our
brunch. We'll have to move camp next light because of this
rotting."
"I can imagine," Tommy said. He used a native knife to
cut another frond to hold the arrow over the fire. Dorrick and
Jason each had a Centorin commando-issue carbon fiber
knife, the one Tommy was using was a type of glass. It had a
very keen edge in spite of that, and the heft to carve wood.
"Keep that fire steady and find as much of that alowax
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twig that you're using as you can," TongSu said, "its smoke is
the best tasting of any around here. We probably want to
smoke-roast this for about an hour." She was now on her way
to the stream, using her native light instead of one of the chippowered ones.
"I should wash up too," Tommy said, and followed
TongSu.
"I think she has cut the rotation down to one," Dorrick
said to Jason, listening to the murmur of their soft voices
from the stream.
"She may get over her anger."
"Or she may not."
"It's nice that you can feel dejected about a love problem
with a native woman while we are downed in the middle of
this hostile jungle wondering if we can butcher enough of the
local wildlife to survive and hoping it doesn't eat us first."
"I was surprised at the size of that animal," Dorrick said,
realizing that Jason had a good point. A little less dick
exercise was pretty trivial in a life-and-death situation. "That
thing could have cut the rope in that corner of the net and
pitched us all to the ground if Tommy hadn't put that arrow in
its armpit."
Jason repeated his question, "What have we gotten into?
Especially if this is just a patch of woods in a civilized area."
"I understand your point. While I hike out maybe you can
convince Tommy to convince TongSu to tell us just how
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much adventure this trip is going to be. If she can't lift again,
there should be some kind of help here by the end of the light
after next. I'll send anyone copper can convince."
"You wouldn't be leading them back here?"
"I have to press on another week deeper into the hills."
"Then I will come with you to lead them back."
"That will leave only Tommy and TongSu," Dorrick said.
"Let them fuck each other stupid, what do you care? You
can't be seriously thinking about any kind of loyalty from a
native woman? You did read the training materials didn’t
you?”
"You're right, and she is very pissed off at me."
"It's my balloon," she said as she walked back into the
camp. "I followed your direction but I hurt my balloon. I'm
going to be pissed. I heard you talking about hiking out?"
"I need to see my friend Alton who is already in these
mountains. I would have had to hike a week each way if you
made it to the village down there. This way it is two weeks
out and one or two weeks in."
"How is it one?" TongSu asked.
"If she rises in time to meet me at that crossroad village."
"Unlikely," TongSu said. "I have to cut her shreds up for
patch. I'm going to run out of enzyme before I do much of
that and I don't know if that will be enough to make her lift.
I'll run out of enzyme by the end of next light. If she doesn't
rise by the end of the light after that, she probably won't."
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"That will be when I get to Alton's. So if you aren't in that
village when I get there, you aren't going to be."
"I don't know what I'll do if I can't raise her," she sounded
very matter of fact about this. "I don't think I've thought much
about how to live without a balloon. I don't know if I could
stay on the ground again. It's heaven up there. You know,
you've been there."
"To me heaven would have a nice bathroom," Jason said,
and got Tommy and Dorrick to chuckle. Dropping it thru the
net over unpopulated areas was not what Jason considered
proper toilet facilities.
"You could never take the cargo you wanted,” TongSu
said, “and a tub with water in it, in the air, it’s just not
possible, at least not since the Energy Age, I can do without
little things like bathrooms to be up there and see the world
spread below."
'Little things like that,' Dorrick thought. 'What does
separate man from the animals?' He always thought plumbing
was one of the big things. He'd always desired a certain level
of basic creature comfort. Normally his assignments did not
interfere with that, even their field camp on Earth had toilets
and showers, air conditioning, an autochef and dishwasher.
He was painfully aware that if they had been on the water
they would have been able to carry their gear and live
comfortably with toilets and showers and mattresses.
Sleeping in a cargo net made of quarter inch ropes tied three
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inches apart was trying after the month they had been doing
it.
He had never really camped before, had he? Centorin
might consider their base at Ellay a camp, but few homes here
had those conveniences. There was slow-acting, dim lighting
in the city near the gate, but at least rooms had light switches.
There were no light switches in that fancy inn where they
stayed last dark, only lanterns and candles, lit by hand. They
hadn’t seen a light switch since the New Midlands. Their
quarters at Ellay had been in a knock-down flown in from
lower Tibet.
A couple times with a school group he had slept outdoors
when he was a kid, but while it was technically outdoors in a
protected area, there were uniformed guards patrolling just
out of sight and aircraft standing by. This was like camping in
the 35th century only worse because there were never
dangerous predators on Centorin. Housecats, dogs, wasps and
spiders were the only other predators besides humans.
Centorin had the minimum number of species that would
support human life. This was like camping in the remotest
wilds of Earth back when the year began with a one. To him
that was as much as a fantasy, something from virtual reality.
Now it was thrust upon him, he was stuck in it and he couldn't
get out.
Strips of animal flesh crackled and sizzled over burning
dead branches, a scene out of the age when humans were
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somehow brought to this planet. It must have reminded Jason
of that age also because he asked, "How do you think people
got here?"
"Some unknown third party."
"Why didn't that third party colonize the planet?"
"Maybe they did, maybe they are the reason there was so
little coal and oil on this planet, and so little metal. Maybe
they moved on and left their pets behind, or at least the ones
that went feral on them."
"No fossil record," Jason said.
"There are some artifacts," Dorrick said, "that can't be
explained."
"Their Energy Age," Jason said, "though it didn't sound
like much of one without much fossil fuel."
"How do you think they got here?" Dorrick asked, since
he didn't like Dorrick's theory.
"I believe in the spontaneous wormhole theory. I believe
lost worm holes constantly wander thru space and are
responsible for most of the people and objects that randomly
disappear. You might get sucked thru to anywhere, those that
were lucky enough to get sucked thru to a place where they
could survive, did so. Humans must have been the only Earth
species where a couple was sucked thru together or all of
Earth's biosphere would be here also.
"I can't speak for Kinunde,” Jason continued, “but on this
one its connection to the stone age is obvious. They've spent
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thousands of years perfecting a late stone age way of life and
never moving on to a modern way of life.
"Look at those strips of animal flesh roasting over an open
wood fire." Jason ranted on, Dorrick listened in silence. "You
can see veins hanging out and torn off, other anatomical
details I can't classify. There's juices bubbling out. I have to
fight to keep my stomach down. And this will be our dinner.
Twenty five thousand years and nothing much has changed."
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13. At the Crash Site
It would be several more weeks before her balloon took to
the air again. By the end of the first week, she had gained
enough hydrogen to get some shape back. TongSu got to
crawl around and find other wounds as she regained some
shape. She and Tommy had two lights and a dark together,
and she made the most of that. He seemed to have a good
time in spite of not getting sucked, and by late the second
Afternoonday, opened up to her a lot more than he had. He
was young enough to remember his childhood and his mother
and spent some time talking about that. He was much
younger than Dorrick, but had been born to a small House, as
a grandson of the Alpha from a lessor wife of the son of a
lesser wife. He had been wealthier than she in all aspects, and
never knew the threat of ephemerality the way Dorrick had.
Still he had no future in the House because he was two
generations down and not a direct son of the ‘alpha’, the head
of the household. During that lecture she began to understand
that hierarchy is hundreds of times more important in
Centorin society than in hers.
TongSu didn't understand the penchant of Centorin
women to flock to the very wealthy in harems, even if the
alternative was poverty. She probably just couldn't internalize
what poverty was like in a world with violence, you would be
a victim all the time wouldn't you? Everyone would soon die
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off. Of course that had pretty much happened, there was less
than two billion people on the whole planet while this planet
had four basins with over four billion each.
He lived in a huge rambling house that was all rickety
plank-up decorated with lots of paint. It had lots of wings
when he drew a map of it in the sand. There were crews of
carpenters always at work in this part or that. He went on and
on about what was where, what the rooms were like and
where the secret passages were. He watched her watching,
looking as lost as she felt when she first got to Zhlindu.
Without saying a word she picked up the tiny stem of a
coswiche leaf and put a tiny square in the sand about as big as
the width of his finger marks that now covered all the sand
around them.
"What's that?"
"The cabin where I was a child. It was about twelve by
twenty feet, plus the cooking porch. Our shower was out past
the porch and our outhouse was out beyond that,” she used
the point of the leafstem to draw tiny little rectangles adjacent
to one side. She thought about drawing where they hung the
dark-pot on the back of the outhouse for the light but thought
that would only move a half dozen grains of sand so she
stopped there, “that's about all I remember of my childhood."
The cheeseapple had grown to enclose the cooking porch and
she had put in a plumbed toilet where the out house was by
the time her mom left ten centuries later.
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They knew Jason should be getting back any time now,
but she wasn't about to get dressed. It stayed pretty warm here
until just before dark, the sun would be on them for another
hour at least. They were laying in the sand by the brook. The
theirops was gone but they were keeping a crossbow handy
for whatever came next. Tommy had put his shorts back on
but was sitting with her. They were pretty sated by this time
and she had closed up her opening.
"Do you remember your mother?" Tommy asked.
"I do, because we stayed together so long. We were a pair
from the 52nd to the 104th. After twelve centuries you sort of
wear a permanent groove."
"Why'd you leave her?" he asked.
"She left," TongSu said. "I kept the place, though it wasn't
much."
"Why'd she leave?"
"I don't know, good grief it was in the 104th and I didn't
write it down. I know it took me a long time to understand
she was gone for good this time. She used to go on
walkabouts of a year to a decade every now and then, I didn’t
let it get to me."
Tommy got out his Centorin device and poked it. "Whoa,
that's four hundred years ago, maybe five hundred."
"It's over two centuries here, it was pretty early in the
104th."
"What was she like?"
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"Sexier than me, long torpedo hooters, waist like a
highknee." She didn't know if he knew what a highknee was,
if he didn't he could ask. He probably wasn't really interested
in her mother anyway. For over a century she hadn't been a
subject TongSu had obsessed on either.
They heard Jason approaching, she wondered if he would
be offended that she was nude. She didn't really care. She
heard more feet and then voices. Once they came out of the
forest on the far side of this clearing, she was glad she hadn't
gotten dressed. He had returned with a hunting party, and they
were all big, well-muscled guys, the kind who might not be
intimidated by her.
"I see you brought help," Tommy said.
"I also found some of her enzyme, I got a copper's worth."
She wondered if that meant she should expect more
crashes in her future, that would be enough to sew her whole
balloon back together, if she had the six hundred feet of patch
it would take to use all that. She wasn't going to get to work
on it til she was introduced to the hunting party, but she got
up to see how her patch was doing. She was keeping it on
reeds a little way out in the water. Some pennyfish had taken
a few bites out of it, but it was still live. While looking it over
she got a little closer and got to move and turn so the guys
could get a good look at her.
"Looking at her I can almost believe what they say about
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the Yakhan," she heard one of the guys say.
"She's our pilot, TongSu," Jason said, a little louder so he
could be sure she heard him.
"What do they say about the Yakhan?" she asked.
"That the women there are outstanding beauties," he
replied.
"Even if I ain't Elf?" she asked.
"Who cares?" one of the other ones said. "A shape like
yours would do a woman of any race proud."
They were now about halfway across the clearing, it
wasn't necessary to speak up. Jason made introductions and
TongSu paid attention, especially to the one she had already
picked out for Dusksleep. She probably would have taken
another round with Tommy if they were alone again this
sleep, but with someone new around she would probably be
ready by the time they turned in.
Once she had more 2.41GammaReColonialase, her
balloon's resurrection could be only a matter of time. She
spent the last few hours of daylight putting on as much patch
as she could until she couldn't see well enough to continue.
By then all the guys were around a campfire. One of them
had no problem finding a lenta for supper, and TongSu had
gathered a good quantity of woodcress earlier in the day.
They had each brought a small skin of something augmented.
By now it was cool enough that she put on a mountain shirt
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and full-length leggings, but she left the shirt open and sat on
the log next to hGosto, her target for the sleep. He had been
the second one to speak to her.
"You got any of that you can spare?" she asked about the
yaag skin. "Mine ran out yesterday."
"I got Skyquake in mine," he said, "so don't drink it for
thirst."
"I'll try to be careful, but that's not a brand we have in the
Yakahn." She took a sip. It was bubbly and fumy and shot
right to her head with quite a forceful boost. "Wow, that's
scientific all right."
"Scientific?" he asked.
She didn't know that was a term specific to the Highlands,
never having needed it in this basin before. "Yaag that's had
some processing done to it or additives added. Nothing you
could home-brew."
"No I didn't home-brew this, it's the most potent liquid in
Valindor."
"It is not," Pedray, the guy on the other side of hGosto
said. "You can get drops of liquid tpsii in Valindor right near
the dice district."
She had been to Valindor before. It was a century ago
now, but Valindor looked a lot like it did in the 14th century so
she figured the dice halls were still in the same place they
were a century ago.
"Yaag," hGosto said.
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"They put tpsii in that," Pedray said.
"One tenhundredth, less than nitrous oxide, way less than
carbon dioxide."
"Like you know the formula for Skyquake."
"I found it on the Eye." hGosto was wearing a vest, shorts
and half leggings. Her breasts were keeping her mountain
shirt open and since his arm was bare, she leaned close
enough to get in contact. He immediately tuned to her and
said discretely, "Wow you feel good."
"So you don't mind if I entertain us a little?" she asked.
"Not at all. How available are you?"
"For Dusksleep, for one, very available. We didn't have
much else to do the past couple weeks, so I'm not ready for an
orgy."
"Oh? Will you be?"
"Not really, I'll make the rounds of anyone who wants me
sleep by sleep, but a cozy four way is the only group stuff I
do. I hope that's all right with you guys."
"Oh sure, we didn't come out here expecting any sex at all
so anything is a welcome bonus. Just sitting close with you is
more than I expected."
"Oh I like close," she said.
"How close may I get here by the fire?"
"I've got nothing against showing you guys what I've got
and how I handle, but I don't want to give anyone the notion
that I'm taking on all comers here by the fire this evening."
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The other guys, including Jason and Tommy were in a
discussion about what wildlife was around here and when
they would see it. "They aren't even watching," he said and
reached for her breast.
She wasn't going to turn that down unless someone
complained, but she turned toward him and pressed his hand
between them. "Good, because I'm in the mood to enjoy this."
Tommy had fun with them at first but grew bored long before
she did. hGosto put his arms around her and gave her a good
workout. She had to concentrate at times to keep herself
polite. Even so, Jason couldn't completely hide his glower
when he looked her way.
"Maybe we should go somewhere a little more private,"
she suggested.
"This disturbs Centorins?" he asked.
"They're monogamous," she said, then lowered her voice.
"At least he is."
hGosto let go of her, not the way she wanted to solve the
problem. "Not all of them?" he wasn't quite quiet enough and
she saw Jason was paying attention, even though he was
sitting with those discussing the upcoming hunt and he
needed to know the most about it.
"Not really. Tommy doesn't care at all, for him it's
exercise and nothing more. Dorrick will share but doesn't
really want to."
"Dorrick was the one that went on up the coach road?"
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"Dark thick hair, really short beard," TongSu said. She
figured Dorrick had stayed in the town til the dawn.
"Yeah, I met him. They are all big guys, two long legged
Trolls and the Salvadoran Dwarf who lead us here."
"They're all Centorin," TongSu told him.
"Hah, never thought I'd meet any. They are a bit different,
but not so bad, not like you see on the vids."
"That's all acting and special effects," she said. "Tommy
lived in a big rambling house with servants, Dorrick had an
apartment no better than the little townhouse I sold back in
the Yakhan, Jason had one only a little better. They took the
tubes everywhere when they were home, but this is their third
mission thru stargates."
"And how did you wind up here?"
"Dorrick wanted to get thru the pass, but we didn't make
it."
"At least you got that theirops out of the way. That thing
got three guys out here since Elves started keeping records.
We've come after it several times but it stays away from us
when we come in force."
"Yeah, they will," she said. There are times a floaterrier
gets caught in the wilds and has to camp in theirops-infested
country, one has to know something about them. "So you
don't want to leave the fire?"
"Where can we go?" he asked. "It would be stupid to
leave the group now that it's pretty full dark. There are
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certainly a few hyadunes left in these woods so I wouldn't go
into the forest and we can't go behind the balloon with that
theirops carcass seething away over there."
"I was thinking about a hammock," she said, with a quilt
around us instead of the fire."
"I'm not ready for dusksleep yet. The dark is long out here
and I should be paying some attention to the plans they're
making. If you want to go now why don't you hit on Spivey,
he's the quickest with a bone around here."
"I guess I'm just too beat to listen to two or three
conversations at once. I can wait up, unless you'd rather sleep
alone?"
"Oh no," he said, "I'd love the company, but I'll be up
awhile yet. I was thinking about another shot."
"Yeah," Pendray heard that, "Let's pass that thing around
one more time."
"In that case," TongSu said and reached for it also. She
also got up and added a jersey tube to her attire. Only then
was Jason able to give his full attention to the hunting
conversation. Kulba was doing most of the talking and he had
a small flask of flavored lantern fuel that he passed around.
In a few minutes they were just listening to him tell the
tale of a hunting trip turned into a comedy show with a series
of mishaps, he might have even been talking about a movie
for all she knew. That last shot of yaag had been the launcher,
and she had landed in the audience. Now it was fully dark and
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no one was paying attention to them. She turned a little more.
With her mountain shirt covering it, he could get his hand
back to work on her and that was all she really wanted for
now. Since there was no one over there and the jersey tube
would cover it anyway, she went ahead and enjoyed a nice
smile. She didn't even dare contemplate suggesting that he
trace those lips up their source with his fingertips. So far
Dorrick was the only Centorin that had obliged her that
delight, so the others would probably go freak if they saw it.
She wondered what hGosto would think of it. She realized the
next two guys she would be with would not have enough light
to see her flower.
A few spots in Kulba's story were funny enough to make
them laugh, the motion felt great and she was mighty fine
stoned for just those two shots. She'd have to remember the
name Skyquake. She felt him let go and started to meow, but
then felt his hand coming up inside the sheath and started to
purr instead.
"Wow," he said when he got there, "I won't have to
fumble around in the dark with you."
"No, but in the dark you can't see that it's decorated with a
rim the same color as my nipples."
"I can't wait for daylight," he said.
"Are you an admirer?"
"Of almost all aspects of the female form."
"I enjoy this aspect," she said, "and you do it well." He
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had three fingers on her, the ones on her lips stoking them
slowly, the one on her clit moving gently but quickly.
"This art comes from ancient Kshoned," he said.
All she knew about Kshowned was that it was located in
the quarter of the planet that her floater couldn't reach. She
was laying back on his knees with her legs over the log they
were both on. She could look at Kulba by leaning back upside
down, and was somehow conscious enough to know she had
to grab her hair to keep it from dragging in the mud. He was
just about to get to a punch line when they started hearing
thudding. The thudding was getting closer rapidly and it was
right behind Kulba. Kulba stopped talking and started to turn
around. TongSu saw movement behind him. He stood up,
looked again and then started running in front of the fire.
TongSu was still looking at the scene, upside down and on the
far side of the fire, righteously stoned, when a monster face
burst out of the brush.
She snapped right-side up and to her feet. It was as tall as
she was at the shoulder, it's head was a few feet above that,
she could run under it's chin without stooping. It's face was
bulbous, with three big nostrils, the middle one closed but the
others gaping and breathing like a human's. Its eye tentacles
were short and thick. It's lips curled here and there, revealing
rows of strong, square teeth. It's body was big and fat, it's ten
legs were thick and straight and they were busy galloping
straight at them. It turned at the fire, kept one eye on the fire
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as it went by. The other two eyes continued to look ahead as it
lumbered on toward the balloon.
"A poondemba," Kulba said, "I didn't know if there were
any left alive."
"At least one," Pendray said.
In only the light of the stars and a sliver of Narrulla,
TongSu saw the beast get way too close to the balloon and her
heart flipped. For a couple seconds she thought it was going
to blunder right thru it. It didn't touch her girl however, but
ran as close to it as possible. It stopped at the theirops carcass,
exploding a flock of nightbirds that were feeding on it. Then
it turned it's tail to the carcass, though it's tail was little more
than an antenna. Then it defecated loudly, a messy splatter,
not a pud like something from the lentos class. Then it
sauntered leisurely away into the dark of the forest. They
laughed harder than they would have if Kulba got to finish his
tale.
"Why don't you tell us how you really feel," Kulba yelled
after it.
That animal started honking like a bad lween on full
plazmoid turned all the way up. Sure enough it same charging
back.
"He's going to shit on you now," hGosto said.
Kulba stood up again. The beast came back by, skirting
the fire the same way with the other eye assigned to watch it
this time. It's head swiveled as it went by Kulba, the lips at
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the sides of it's mouth curled up, revealing teeth. It's body
kept moving but it's neck was limber enough for it to snort at
Kulba twice as it went by. Everyone gave it's footfalls time to
die away in the distance this time before they said anything.
"I wonder how close I came to dying just then?" Kulba
asked them.
"Not very close," hGosto said, "they aren't carnivorous.
They eat the mold and grubs out of rotting wood."
"One arrow won't stop that," Kulba said. "And there's no
way to pack that much meat out of here."
"Somehow I got the impression that animal understands
that concept," TongSu said.
That called for the lantern fuel to go around again and
TongSu didn't write down any more of the late campfire talk,
only that hGosto found more ways he could get inside her
clothes and arouse her without offending the Centorins at the
campfire. She found herself more at ease with this than she
had been with them. She wasn’t feeling that uneasiness so
much around Dorrick, even though he had been the one to
lead her to this crash. She and hGosto were among the first to
head for the hammocks.
The hammocks were now up in a few smaller trees far
enough off the ground to be out of the reach of smaller
carnivores and ground leeches. A hyadune could get at them,
but not without waking them, and a hyadune was smart
enough to know it didn’t have a chance of getting out alive if
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it tried to snare a human out of a hunting camp. Suitable trees
were scattered in this clearing, so they were reasonably
spaced along the brook. He got to look at her smile in the
light of waxing Narrulla, then bungee-corded the edges of the
hammock over them so they couldn't fall out and they
proceeded to loosen the roots of the trees it was tied to.
With six males and no other female within two days walk,
her twat actually got tired out during the week they stayed. It
started with a few extra trips to the hammock during
Nightday. There were quickies against trees and sessions in
the pool at the bottom of the falls. Two darks and a light made
five sleeps and the five males who were willing each spent
one in her hammock. Both Dawnsleeps it poured and they
had to be careful of the poncho over the hammock. Any
extras during the day didn't count in the rotation.
It took only a few hours to get all the meat they could
carry, and they put a lot of scraps on the theirops. It was hell
working on her balloon that week because of the stench, but
she was able to get down to fairly small wounds. Her main
cells were already half full by that dusk.
Then there was yet another week of Tommy all to herself.
They had Jason's social, but not sexual company, he was
sticking to his serial monogamy rule. Tommy took his
quickies against the trees, there had been many long sessions
in the pool the first week. Tommy was back in her hammock
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that Noonsleep, but he was whining for a suck once again.
But the dusk after that is the first one Dorrick could be
back. She wondered if he would be, or would he wait for her
in town? She wondered how mad she was, how much did she
have to punish him? When she was afraid she would never
rise again, that was very serious. Of course Dorrick could buy
her a new floater with a plush sedan and another freighter to
tow. Come to think of it, if he gave her her weight in
aluminum, she could too.
Tommy had told her a lot about himself the first week
they were here, but he'd listened to only a few sentences
about her. She was already flying when he was born, she had
seen a good deal of the Highlands, all of the New Midlands,
and parts of four more basins. But instead he babbled for
what seemed like hours about the floor plan of the house he
grew up in.
Late that Afternoonday the breeze shifted and the nose of
her girl was free of the seethe of the rotting theirops. Kortrax
was edge-on to the cliff now, parts were pinkish orange, some
were deep purple. Even poondemba wouldn't scare her off of
country like this if she was to move to this area. She didn't
want to, it was deliberately old fashioned here. There were
couriers on galloping kedas instead of data service to some
towns as large as thirty thousand urban folk.
In spite of the idyllic setting (now that the theirops was
gone) and the fun she'd had, it was not the same expedition
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without Dorrick. Only hGosto was a noticeably better lay
than Dorrick, and Dorrick had been a natural friend from the
beginning, in spite of the misunderstandings. Dorrick was the
one who really talked to her about what this whole journey
was about. Dorrick had trusted her as their guide right from
the beginning. She could relate to Jason about video games,
and spent more time with that than sex once the hunters were
gone. It never ran down if there was sunlight on it’s charging
strip. But Dorrick was closer than sharing a video game, and
his absence made her feel that.
She knew that how she felt was connected with what her
girl felt. It may be too simple a creature to know it was hurt,
and that is how rudimentary the lonoid nervous system is in
all but the bnaths. If that is true, then Dorrick has been
punished enough. If that creature has a soul that is in agony
from being disemboweled and then glued back together
without anesthesia, he deserves more punishment. Come to
think of it, she was the one who operated on her balloon
without anesthesia.
Of course she and her mother both used to weep over
plants in the garden. Their fire-stick clump was twenty
centuries old when she was born but it's roots rotted from the
inside and big glow-worts grew from its center in its last
years. They still got five more years of sticks off it after the
core split, but eventually it died. That was her first serious
experience with death. And firestick is a shaftwood, it has no
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nervous system at all.
Her balloon was not dead, in fact she would probably lift
after one more week here. If her balloon had suffered, she
also knew she was on the mend. Of course anything could
happen while she was still on the ground, they probably had
two more darks to get thru til she rose again. She hoped she
could sort out her attitude toward Dorrick by then.
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14. A Friend in the Mountains
Dorrick took a whole 'light of the week' hiking down the
valley where the floater crashed, spending too much of that
time defending TongSu and her society to Jason. All the while
Jason tried to console him for his loss with downgrades of her
promiscuity and her lack of culture. Meanwhile Dorrick hurt
from screwing up a friendship that was becoming important
to him. He tuned Jason out most of the time, and felt he
understood more of the native culture that sex is a sport now
that it has nothing to do with procreation. This must be the
result when a society fully understands that at a gut level.
Not that the different biosphere didn't have a lot to do
with it. In a biosphere where the chances of being
promiscuous and staying disease free are zero, society
develops in different ways. Here where there were no animal
hosts for any human disease, sexual or not, vastly different
behaviors can develop.
He also tuned Jason out when he tried to convince him to
turn back. When they stopped for Noonsleep and had chewed
all they could of the dried, smoked theirops, it began in
earnest. He had a hard time refuting some of his arguments.
"...it is really just the three of us," Jason said. "Our guide has
no idea how much we don't know and what we might be
susceptible to. We don't even know what this catch-as-catchcan food is doing to our health..."
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"Until now our food has been the best the galaxy has to
offer."
"Yeah, but what about from now on? You keep telling me
this is still the civilized part of the planet."
"TongSu says that, but it is also the only part of the planet
she knows. I have a feeling that her knowledge has more to
do with it than any actual lack of civilization."
"I think you're rationalizing."
"Maybe we will need another guide for the next part of
the journey. Maybe we will need one for each basin or
culture-zone or whatever they are called."
"I think we will get to places where guides run out. We
are logistically farther from civilization than it is possible to
get on any other planet.” That was probably true now, but
wouldn’t be when Kinunde was connected. “How do we
know the Kassikan even knows what we are going to find out
here?"
"The data systems reach across the distance. We’ve
already communicated with Professor Viosaign. Borlunth is
another great city with industry and culture. There’s
commercial chemical analysis labs and earth-moving
equipment manufacturers. He assured me our quarters will be
comfortable with light and plumbing."
"But what good is that if we don't get there?"
"Would you rather take the time to go by coach and ship?"
"I'd rather take the time to turn back and wait until there
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are tubes, real tubes, not those creaking relics."
"That could be centuries."
"I think we should time our explorations to where the
tubes reach."
Dorrick stopped. He was hoping to get some sleep. That's
hard enough when it's brilliant daylight, rather hot, noisy
from chirping wildlife and dangerous from who knows what.
He could see that Jason's mind was made up. "You know, I'm
glad to have an old friend along on the expedition, but we
really don't need military protection. TongSu thinks you can
get a coach back to the Yakhan from this village so if you
want to do that, you have my blessing."
"In other words, if I want to chicken out?"
"Like you said, you weren't trained for this and the
training you do have is of no use to us."
"What if TongSu wants to go back?"
"That's her choice. I think you know well enough that
there is nothing I can do to stop her if she decides to turn
around."
"Except not pay her."
"If she wants to turn around, I'll be fair enough to pay her
for how far we've come. I think we've come about a quarter of
the way so far."
"Or maybe one fifth," he said, "And look what we're into
already. You think we can go even three times as far as we've
come already?"
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"As long as TongSu is willing to push on, I'll continue. If
she decides to turn back and Tommy is willing to push on, I'll
try to find another guide and continue."
"You are a fool," Jason said.
"Maybe," he said, "But I am finding this to be the
adventure of a lifetime. Except for this crash, this expedition
makes up for the miserable time I had on Earth." Jason made
a face after that but turned away and acted like he was going
to sleep. Dorrick wondered if that hurt because Jason had felt
needed and competent on Earth. "I hope you know it wasn't
your presence that made Earth miserable, you were the only
thing that made it bearable."
"I appreciate that," he said without turning back toward
him. "I'm sure it's the native customs that you enjoy here."
Dorrick could have listed many things about native
culture that he enjoyed besides that to which Jason alluded.
Good food, music and cinema, safe and comfortable
accommodations, friendly taverns, and that was just to get
started. But he also wanted to get some sleep. He placed his
comm where he could see the time and watched at least half
of the next six hours count down.
When they reached settlement, it was nearing dark, but it
was a real town of quite a few hundred on the coach road
with businesses and professionals. They spent the Nightday
finding the supplies TongSu needed. The really good news
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was that there was a local supply of the enzyme she needed
for patching, it was used for patching roofs also. Jason got
checked out for his injuries and was pronounced fit. They had
to make a decision whether or not to hire people to pack their
gear out. They decided that since money is so meaningless
here, why not give four guys a chance to earn a copper each
hiking back and forth and a second copper if they had to hike
back with heavy baggage.
They spent the evening of Nightday in the tap-room of
their inn signing up those four guys. It was a group of hunters
that were interested. Each had been out there before and
would bring back a pack of meat if they didn't have to unload
the floater.
Jason left with them early the next Morningday to get
back to the camp, more afraid to be seen as a quitter and
coward than he was of the jungle during daylight, especially
when he had four armed and experienced men with him. Men
who assured him there was nothing to worry about now that
the theirops was dead. Maybe he would get some of the
training he needed to help out on this expedition during the
hike?
The next coach on this road was not due in for a week,
and all the seats were spoken for. It would delay him another
week to wait for it, if a seat became available. Dorrick had
another week's hike uphill to get to where his friend Alton
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was digging. It was actually a pleasant journey during
Morningday because of the wonderful scenery, much of that
scenery was the beautiful girls who lived along this path out
in the fields doing the garden work while it was still cool.
They often wore the one-piece garment covering the torso
and leaving the limbs bare that is called a ‘worker’ and they
usually fit well and were often made of decorative knotcraft,
a textile technique with elements of macrame, crochet and
lace. For some of them it was open enough that it was little
more than a net showing where the covering was supposed to
be. Most of the time is was denser in strategic areas, but on a
couple of them it was not. There were three or four girls who
chose to forgo the thing altogether and one of them was close
enough to the road that a couple guys had stopped to chat
with her.
This valley was much narrower, but more settled because
this was a pass that had a coach road thru it instead of the cliff
the floater had come over. The other valley was wilderness
because it dead ended at the crash site and no one had reason
to go that way except to hunt. There was little traffic on this
road, a farm wagon every couple hours, a woman he hiked
with for the first three miles. Her worker was a thin-knit with
some embroidery around the edges and as a grill pulling it
snug around her middle.
In that hour he learned about the differences and the
similarities between this and the area where the gate is. He
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knew already that this was the ancient Elven homeland. The
architecture and cuisine is different. People are more religious
here, believing in two holy trees representing the sun and the
moon, the mother and the father of the universe, or mother
nature in our mythology. They are more primitive, there are
no light switches, powerboats, or cities over a million people
until Valindor, a thousand miles the other way via this road.
There are no corporations or the equivalent, everything is
small scale. He knew that the culture had changed deep in
history. This had once been the most advanced area of the
planet, but had slid backwards and now had an almost
superstitious aversion to technology.
It was similar in that many people drank yaag, often
copious quantities, but not as much as in the city of the gate.
It was similar in the promiscuity it seemed. He asked about it,
just to learn about the culture and found that right over these
mountains was where that originated and would he like a roll
now that they had reached her home? She was, as always, a
pretty girl, willowy and slant-eyed with thin lips, a little
pointed nose, long straight golden hair and a hint of yellow in
her tan, so he was tempted. He didn't want the delay, but most
of all, he didn't want the man of the house, who had already
waved, aware of the whole thing. He tried to explain this to
her but saw that she understood only thru courtesy.
He spent Noonsleep rough again but sheltered from the
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road behind a hedge and sheltered from the wilds by a large
field of ribbonleaves with clumps of stalks growing out of
their centers. It was a staple called thesh that had been
domesticated in these hills more than ten thousand years ago.
He wondered if he would have been more comfortable as
the third in a bed? He was still sure he was not ready to get
that deep into native customs, but he also remembered that
the same things had happened in ancient cultures on Earth,
but that was before Christian missionaries searched the globe
determined to extinguish any rumor of recreational sex.
It was nearing lunchtime of Afternoonday by the time he
finally dragged his sore legs into the tiny hamlet where Alton
was staying. This was little more than a way station on the
coach road where they might stop for a meal.
The path had been in a gorge most of the way since
Noonsleep. The gorge was thirty to three hundred yards wide
at the bottom, the banks sloped up steeply and were covered
by brittle spindly brush, a very different microclimate than
the wider and wilder valley he hiked the previous week. The
flat bottom of the gorge was fertile and held a little brook.
There was a nice meadow here at the way station / hamlet
with a couple kedas and quite a few karga in it.
The village was built into the bank, cut from the rock
some infinity in the past because erosion had sunk inches into
the rocks since they were cut. It was peopled by pure
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Mountain Elves with long flaxen hair and amber eyes with
smooth supple bodies of a beautiful ocher color. The girl who
greeted him at what seemed to be the only public house here
had small even teeth and more curl in her hair than average.
"Ah, a solo traveler?" she asked.
"Yes, in search of my friend Alton Singcler of Kex
University."
"Ah! He is found, he is staying in an oldhole thirty paces
up that wash." She pointed to the bank to the left of this
building.
"Thank you. Now if you would be so kind as to fill a skin
with something to greet him with."
"He took a small cask up earlier in the day. If you are also
from Centorin, it is in anticipation of your arrival."
"I am." Dorrick said. "He must have got the message
Klevin left him.
"Welcome to CornerHoles," she said, "I am Ithill."
"Dorrick," he replied.
The oldhole was a chamber hollowed out of the ground,
once roofed with stone, but that had since fallen in and been
scavenged, probably over a thousand years ago. What
remained was a wall of cut stone that was set into the bank on
the side of this path. The stone was at least three feet thick
where it walled back the path. Alton had roofed it over with
native plastic sheeting tied to the sturdier brush, and held up
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in the middle with propped-up planks tied to the heavier
furniture. It was impossible to tell from the outside that this
wasn't a native home, it even had a native speaking tube bell
modified into a knocker. Inside he must have taken all the tall
cabinets and chests and screens that came this way to divide
the space into rooms. It was all well lit by the light thru the
plastic sheeting, which was clear but frosted. This door
opened into a small foyer made out of three large wardrobes
arranged near the door. On the left corner a kitchen was
visible, on the right, a sitting area.
Thru that opening Alton appeared. "Well if it isn't Dorrick
O'She himself, the intrepid adventurer." They hugged and
thumped each others back. Alton was looking a bit younger
and had let his beard grow in the months he had been here,
obviously intending to fit in as much as possible. He was
looking good actually, he had been a bit of a sad sack when
Dorrick had known him best, as a junior clerk in the UK
archeology artifact labs.
"Yes it is," Dorrick said while they were hugging and
thumping. "More adventure than I wanted."
"I heard you had some of that on Earth too." Alton let go
and led him inside. He had slimmed down a little, and maybe
firmed up, but then the gravity and lack of motors would have
done that. His place was well furnished and the bare stones
were hung with tapestries. The plastic tent roof let in plenty
of light. Drainage canals lead from it's edges out of the
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compound. The kitchen was part of the same space under the
tarp. A plastic tube chimney snaked out between the folds.
"How'd you hear about that?" Dorrick asked about his last
adventure.
"I was talking to Klevin last week," Alton said. “There's a
geosynchronous up and I can get a voice channel almost any
time now.”
"He's still talking about the time those Caribes pinned us
down?" Dorrick asked about Klevin.
"No, I heard about that years ago, at that dinner after your
Ellay Assignment, I was still in Kex then. You must have
gone back to Earth to work in the Stans after Ellay. So central
Asia is still seeing armed conflict?"
He'd heard about that? Dorrick had only been over there
the last four months of his Earth tour. "It's more the robot
weapons that can’t be deactivated. Now that Tibet’s turned
inward, there’s no one to recall whatever old caches of their
devices get loose. I was too close to something like that, I
think it was called a skirtcraft firebase. It's threat assessment
systems had clearly malfunctioned."
"How'd you get away?"
"I was excavating in the Uzbek ruins of the 2800's at the
time. We ducked down a scary rusted-out thousand-year-old
spiral stairway into a bunker I was excavating and that
hovercraft couldn't give chase. It seemed to have no working
systems any more other than the 30-caliber machine gun and
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basic mobility."
"So you were holed by a thousand year old war robot?"
Alton asked. It was clear that he didn't expect to see any of
Earth's ancient technology working.
"They had extensive self-repair capabilities, and it was
more like four hundred years old."
“You’ll have to tell me the all the details but we should
have some lunch first.”
They had a sort of salad or slaw, heavy on beans and
seeds, from a garden behind his quarters, while Dorrick gave
him all the details he could remember of his months in central
Asia. Then he went on to the adventure of getting this far,
highlighting the crash and the theirops attack. After that they
caught up on gossip and political opinions for an hour before
talk got to his findings here in the Old Lands.
"We’ve used some coherent magnometers to locate some
large deposits of iron oxide. They turned out to be remains
from an Energy Age site built under the Numindor age site
that the Kassikan had already excavated below this one.
There were remains of something out of a steam-punk fantasy
down there but there was something else that caught my
attention.” He went over to a set of shelves, removed
something from a cloth wrapping it. There were two glass
spheres with flat bottoms wrapped in it, at first he thought
they might be paerweights. “How would you explain these?"
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Alton asked, holding one of them out to him.
Dorrick took the beautifully made glass sphere with a flat
base with a little hole in it, like a dimple in the glass. It was
surprisingly light, so it couldn’t be solid glass. It refracted
light strangely, not like plain glass. "Beautifully preserved, it
doesn’t seem to have even picked up a stain."
"That," he pointed to the dimple, "is a quantum-mode
optic fiber I/O channel. We know that because any native tech
can hook it up and show you that it works. When connected it
is a data terminal the like of which the natives can only
simulate even today, and is illegal for Centorins to possess.
The detail in the display is perfect, it pans and zooms by
detecting where your head is. It doesn’t need any external
sensors to do that." Alton next dragged over a heavy wooden
box with reinforced corners that he had in a corner between
kitchen and living areas. "I think, from the sediment around
them, that this is as close to the box they came in as I can find
on the local market today."
"These were in the Energy Age strata?" Dorrick asked,
holding it in his hand and looking into the interior of the
glass. There was some kind of trick refraction in it, you
couldn't actually see anything thru it, it bent all the light that
fell on it so it seemed diffuse near the center, no matter what
direction you looked into it from.
"Yes." Alton said. "Finds like this are the only known
source of these 'pre-starship' or 'genuine' 'eyes' as the natives
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call them. There was a supply here, thirty one of them
altogether, packed twenty four in a box, in straw I think. I've
only kept these two and sold the others to get them back into
use."
"That's pretty amazing, you can find these things in the
ruins..."
"In the soil of decayed packing material."
"...dust them off and put them back into service?"
"The oldest ruins are the only known source."
"Where did they originally come from?" Dorrick asked.
"The standard tale is that they were manufactured during
the Energy Age. There have been a few found in Saggothan
sites, packed in similar boxes at times, but the standard theory
is they were hidden there after The Fall. Almost everything
else we know about that time is what we see displayed by
these 'eyes' if they can communicate with the big one in the
Kassikan. This is the only site excavated in recent times under
supervision of the Kassikan. Only a few know this is here for
obvious reasons." Dorrick didn’t think the reasons were so
obvious, but Alton must have guessed from his look of
puzzlement because he went on. “The only steel artifacts ever
found. There was probably a half-ton of iron, maybe a like
amount of nickel, probably some tin when you re-refined the
rust. A million-credit find by native standards. The only one
in existence that hasn't been melted down for 'irons', or
‘nickles,’” Alton said. “The relics of the whole Energy Age
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civilization was melted down for cash in the first few
centuries after The Fall.”
"This is older than the pharaohs," Dorrick said, still
looking into the little crystal ball. He knew that for a fact, it
wasn't a question. This was part of the basics of history that
had come across before the gate. "They used mirrors and
other clever optical devices before they made these
palantiers," Dorrick said, he knew that from the studying he’d
done preparing for this trip.
"There is over a thousand year gap in technology between
the most clever signaling devices made up of mirrors and
lenses and resonant tubes, and this device right here. Actually,
I think there is much more. This..." he held up a wooden box
he took from the same work table as the palantir crate, and
flipped the cover open. It had a microphone connected by a
hose. It had a lens on it, like a camera or projector, housed in
what looked like some kind of circular wood housing, very
highly finished, but still reminiscent of being installed in the
cavity of a hollow snag found in a swamp somewhere. "...is a
replica of what is actually a very sophisticated device. If you
look here you see that this comb has little dots of mirror on
the ends of the teeth of harmonically varying length. This
comb produced a frequency transform of the sound. This
prism divided the light into frequencies that spread across the
mirrors, arrayed by frequency. When this light was collected
in this fiber bundle and seen on the far end, or to a distant
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tower thru the air. Many people could be trained to recognize
the words, even quote it in near real time. Thus the
'sunspeakers' were born."
"Touching tale, the point?"
"There is a tremendous gap in technology. This is a very
clever device," indicating the finely crafted comb and prism,
"as I have just explained, but nothing any good home
hobbyist couldn't put together in his shop today, on this planet
as well as Centorin. We go from that, directly to something
our science can't even interface with, much less duplicate. We
can't even come up with a good theory of how these things
really work, even on the quantum mechanical spook frontier."
"So you're saying their Energy Age did not build these
devices?" Dorrick asked.
"Right."
"Then who did?" Dorrick asked.
"Unknown."
"A hard thing to prove."
"We have a proven unknown," Alton reminded him. "We
have known of its proof all our lives, we knew there were
humans on Kassidor since we were children and knew they
were here from prehistoric times since we grew up. Now we
are here on the soil that proves there is an unknown. Humans
are here in numbers that don't support being landed here in
the silicon age, even if we didn't believe their records."
"Right," Dorrick agreed. "That's so recent that my pilot is
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older than that." He twinged with regret when he said that.
What if she really was his former pilot? "She read about the
Angel and Brazilian starships in the news,” he continued
anyway. “She remembers that time and calls it the Starship
Age. We agree some unknown brought humans here at least
twenty five thousand years ago, we don't dispute native
science on that point. The mechanism is unknown but can be
assumed to involve some technological device." 'Unless you
believe stargates can just naturally occur on corresponding
sunny hillsides from time to time,' Dorrick thought. Heaven
forbid someone opening one on a sunny hillside where the
other side has about eighteen psi less air pressure.
"A civilization that built these things could travel from
star to star," Alton said, waving the palantir.
If they functioned as Alton said, that could very well be
true. He was almost hypnotized by the thing, but handed it
back to Alton who put it back in the box and put both boxes
back on the table. Even the replica of the signaling device
was quite interesting and he would have spent more time
looking at that.
"You said this was a Kassikan site?" Dorrick asked after
they sat back down.
"Yes, I arranged this visit with them. This rust is safe with
someone from Centorin, they can be sure of that. Our
coherent magnometer found the new cavity. It is seven
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hundred years older than the other parts of the dig."
"Have you told them about it?"
"Oh certainly, they are the ones who told me to sell off the
other Eyes. They're sending out a guy named Ulsnahn to take
a look at the room I found these in. He's on a route that
should get him by this way in about three years."
"Local years?"
"Right," Alton said. "I find I've almost gotten used to the
native calender after three local years in it." Dorrick was
finding a place to sit in Alton's cluttered home. He had
already seen half a year of the native calendar, their year was
ending. Alton had adapted much more easily to the conditions
of this world than Jason. "A school here claims to have found
evidence in the Christian Bible that a ship from the Energy
Age reached Earth. They were called necromancers because
their ships were sewn from the stomachs of kranjans and their
plumbing from the intestines. It was said to dry as hard as
fine plastic in the vacuum of space."
"Do you have any idea what a kranjan is?" Dorrick asked.
"Had to look it up. Gigantic carnivorous monsters from
the plains of Zhlindu about four thousand miles southeast of
here."
"The way we didn't go," Dorrick said. "There's a pass we
couldn't fly over on that route."
"How'd you do getting over this one?" Alton asked.
"We didn't make it. The rest of them are back with the
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floater trying to heal it. I walked the whole light of last week
getting to that town at the end of the valley and most of this
week's light to get here."
"You're on a floater but you’re downed?" Alton asked.
"Yes, back in the south Dryvan wilderness, a week's walk
from the coach road." Dorrick didn't want to get into
TongSu's distress at the injuries her girl had suffered. She was
grafting patches on it still, he thought, and would probably do
it again all the next light with the enzyme Jason brought back.
"Who's with you?"
"Tommy M'Kaster, researcher out of Archeology and
Jason Harmz as my security man. He's trained for Earth,
security against insurgents, infiltration and neutralization, that
kind of stuff. Here that's less useful than network security. He
wasn't ready for wilderness security. We have a native pilot
named TongSu who's been with us since Kassidor City."
"The Hub, as they say here."
"Everyplace we've gone has a little different slang term
for that city," Dorrick observed. He reached into his pack and
brought out the packages Alton had asked for. "So what
studies do you want to conduct on that with this?" Dorrick
said and tossed the thickly foiled bricks he taken thru security
for him to the table next to where Alton sat.
"There's no way you can study the palantir's with that. A
palantir has even been atom sliced before and nothing much
has been learned except that it is filled with a silicon froth on
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the scale of visible photons."
"Then why'd you have me bring that out?" Dorrick asked,
"I took a big mouthful of shit getting that past the
gatekeepers."
"It's for a buddy who does some mining."
"Where?"
"More of the ruins of that time I was just telling you
about. These are the Old Lands in their legends," Alton told
him. "This area was part of a megalopolitan complex of
industrial cities that stretched along the coast for seven
hundred miles. This was a suburban satellite town with a
station on the slides, as they called the tracked vehicles of the
time. This pass was the route from Valindor to upper Thulia in
Dempala."
"What years are we talking about?"
"The mine he wants to assay was closed up in their 20th
century which lasted from about 3150bc to 2925bc. Nothing
much new around here since then."
Dorrick worried what a radioisotope assay was going to
do to the ground water in the region. He knew no one would
ever think to test for it, the only radiation here was from 61
Cygni. Alton knew these things as well as he did, he wasn't
going to waste the time or the mood lecturing on it. Instead he
said, "It's too bad I only have Nightday to stay here, I would
like to see what remains of this slider."
"Crumbly concrete towers, weathered granite splinters at
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the tops of some of them. Only four towers of the bridge
stand today, there were probably eight at one time to cross
this valley. There are traces of it's route in the hillsides. It's
historic route is known. It’s actually goes by here about a mile
that way,” he pointed back toward the main road, “and under
fifteen feet of sediment.”
"TongSu was adamant that I be back to the town at the
valley mouth by three weeks,” Dorrick said. “”That would be
the soonest she could lift again and wouldn't want to wait
longer than that. If she's never going to lift again, she'll know
by then."
"She can pluck you from the trail if you're late."
"I think I am three thousand feet above her ceiling here."
"You'll have to hike down out of the canyon first I guess.
So anyway, thanks for getting this for me. My friend will
thank you also. Now I have one more thing I'd like to show
you before we start preparing a nice Duskmeal."
"Oh?"
"Yes, I'm sure you've had some of this already if you've
come all the way from the Hub, but I've come across a small
cask of it recently. Lets have a sip before we go." Alton hadn't
gotten deep enough into local custom to expect one to have
their own cup with them. That is said to be very much the
custom in some areas of the planet.
"I'm getting adjusted to this slowly."
"I think you're not really 'here' on this world yet if you
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don't have a yaag buzz on."
"Sometimes my lips get numb."
"You'll get used to that," Alton said. "So anyway, would
you like to spend Noonsleep with a lively little dark-haired
girl who likes to take the top?"
If he had lost TongSu he would have to move on wouldn’t
he? "Uh? Have you reserved one for me?"
"Shinat, I've talked of you and told her you were coming
to visit, she'd welcome the chance to be able to say she's done
'multiple' Centorins. I guess scoring a Centorin is a sign of
sexual prowess for some reason?"
"Maybe because we come from a monogamous culture?"
Dorrick speculated. "We think a sexual encounter is
something sacred. The locals view a lunch break sexual
encounter with a co-worker like we would view exercising on
adjoining treadmills with that co-worker. They say it’s all part
of being in the same species."
"There is some of that on the surface," Alton agreed as he
poured, "but I think I see more to it than that. Sex opens the
door to the next level of intimacy in the local culture. In ours
it is the ultimate level of intimacy."
"It seems like a big demotion to me."
"You’re right," Alton said. "I think, all-in-all, sex is less
important in this culture than it is in ours."
"Yet we call them sex obsessed." Dorrick understood
what Alton meant, sex was not so important in this culture
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because there were few children, dominance was not such an
issue and thus the whole 'ownership of the womb' issue was
irrelevant. The locals shamelessly used sex as entertainment,
but it wasn't as important. Nothing was really as important to
them was it? Dorrick wondered if this meant that the way
their minds have been altered had cheated them of their
purpose?
"You haven't really given me an answer."
"Sure," he said. "I seem to have screwed up my chances
with our pilot after nagging her to go thru the pass where we
crashed, so I could use female company."
"You have not decided to remain celibate?"
"By the Angels no," he said. "Tommy and I were taking
turns with the pilot til the crash. Jason opted out."
"But you are OK with it?"
"When in roam, is my motto. I guess you have adopted
native ways also?"
"In a way. I have developed a pretty regular relationship
with the lady who lives in the next hole, it is her friend who
wishes to be considered as your Dusksleep companion."
“You have adapted to their ‘variety’ thing?”
“Yes, it wasn’t easy, but once I was sure Yeskai would
return to me and I was sure I would have plenty of variety of
my own, I was able to adapt. You know I was never popular
on Centorin, but I’m doing OK here.”
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“I didn’t think I was even in that game at home either, but
I was starting to think I was doing OK until this crash.” If he
was going to be any company to anyone else this evening
he’d have to find a way to talk about somehting besides
TongSu. “So what are these people like?"
"Typical native girls, Shinat's hair's a little darker than
average for the neighborhood."
"What do they talk about?"
"They'll talk about you mainly, they'll squeeze you for
more stories of Centorin. Shinat herds karga so we'll probably
roast one up at her place, that's just up out of this wash on that
side," he had stood up in this narration and was pointing up
over the tall back wall of his 'oldhole' to the hillside above his
garden. "A cub is just the right size for four. So what do you
say we go next door and pick up Yeskai and stroll on up there.
It takes about four hours to clean and cook one."
"We don't call first?"
"Neither of them have ever used a phone, there is one data
terminal in this village and Shinat has never touched it."
Yeskai was a tall, slim but shapely girl with ochre skin,
hair the color of freshly threshed wheat, now pulled back in a
fluffy ponytail that revealed her thin, smooth ears with
noticeable points. Dorrick was convinced there were plenty of
Mountain Elves remaining in circulation, probably not
billions, but probably a few hundred thousand to a few
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million, not an endangered ethnic group. She was wearing a
very low-cut and well-filled fringed suede Pocahontas
costume with a drawstring at the bottom, just below her butt.
There was no doubt that she and Alton had a relationship
from their greeting. "So this is the other Centorin," she said,
turning to Dorrick.
"We seem to be easy to spot," he answered.
"Most tall buildings are," she answered, "and being in the
canopy myself, I have the angle to tell who's really above the
crowd and not just closer." It seemed to be pre-arranged that
they were going up to Shinat's because Yeskai just grabbed a
small bag and joined them. Dorrick got a quick glimpse into
her space, it was the same overall size as Alton's but much
more cluttered with lofts and crawl spaces and overlapping
levels built of hundreds of tied sticks and logs and carpeted
with thick rugs.
They hiked briskly up the path thru this wash, then
climbed up a series of roughly-squared and deeply worn
stones set into the side. Yeskai pressed herself on Alton on the
way, until they reached this stairway. Three paths radiated
from the top of the stairs, they followed the one that lead
toward the open hillside.
Shinat lived in a standard native home, for this area, a
rambling collection of whitewashed split-stone, thatch-roofed
rooms that surrounded the little courtyard at the end of her
path. She wasn't as tiny as Dorrick had feared, about five four
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and sturdy enough. Her skin was a shade darker ocher than
Yeskai's, her hair was long and loosely waved and two shades
darker than Yeskai's. She was dressed only in a pair of tight
shorts that were very attractively filled. Her cute, normalsized and evenly tanned chest bouncing free, "You don't even
have to tell me," she said in a hearty voice with a touch of
rasp in it.
"Yeah, another Centorin," Yeskai said, "so let's have
another karga roast."
"Hup, hup, same deal as last time." She came and looked
Dorrick over very carefully, even smelled him while pressing
closely against him and giving him a good feel of how firm
her pretty chest really was. "If I feed you," she looked
Dorrick right in the eye, "you have to promise to spend the
sleep with me."
With what had been said he had to understand that the
relationship he screwed up with TongSu wasn’t about sex,
that the sex was almost immaterial to the friendship, and that
nothing he could do here was going to influence that
friendship. It’s OK to feel guilt, but saying no to this girl and
hurting her feelings was not going to do anything to atone for
that guilt. "I promise," Dorrick said, and smiled warmly and
tried to put TongSu out of his mind for the time being.
"Lets have a long and slippery four-way," Yeskai said.
"You guys are friends."
"That's really not part of Centorin culture..." Dorrick
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started to say.
"Ah, don't worry about that," Shinat said, "We'll get you
so stoned you won't remember."
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The Year 1102343
As the stargate begins to bring more people into Kassidor,
more of the local population become aware of the other world
and its fundamental difference from the traditional 'other
worlds' that are really other basins on the planet Kassidor.
They have become aware that the Centorins possess technical
and economic powers like those of the Angels of the Starship
Age in their history, when they were being visited by Angel
and other silicon age starships.
Until now Centorin had been 'two decades away by
suntower.’ All but the most remote hermits were within a
week by suntower and courier in the 110th. Now Centorin is
suddenly 'here'. Centorin's data is available just as fast as
local, and actual Centorin people are being spotted in other
basins of the planet besides the environs of the Kassikan.
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1. The Ruins in Question
A hint of lavender touched the sky, so it must be late in
the after lunch. Eight different hours had colors down here
and Dettamythrin was already learning to read the sky in
these deeps. She was finally experiencing first hand the area
who's history she had studied and taught her whole career.
She was on the streets of Borlunth at last, with all her
mishaps, it had taken her almost a year.
A light vapor was already starting to fill these streets only
a block from the Lower Harbor docks. The building she stood
in front of was old stone at the base, as were most down here,
but shaded by crystal reinforced old-growth canopy above, a
history text come to life. The stone looked like it had been
reclaimed from something of the vanished people of the
Dalthite age. These blocks were fine-cut and polished thirty
centuries ago, but now the veins in the gneiss were etched
deep by the fecund tropical air. It had been many centuries
since they were last re-faced. No doubt this had once been the
inside face. Rebuilds done in early modern times turned the
eroded outside faces of the blocks inward and chinked the
gaps with pounded clay. There was plenty of hangleaf-root
holding it all together now.
The main walkway here was two floors above the front
door of the Thumping Stump, the first tap she saw. This was
technically on the cargo level of this block, but here two
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blocks back of the docks it was possible to walk without fear
of a wagon and team twining to get out of the crush of the
docks. She was one of a large crowd walking up the cargo
level from the big flats-raft that brought her here. Wisps of
the steamy mist clung to them. Many pressed into this
tavern's doors with her.
This door was framed in timbers a century or two ago,
strapped and shaped to the erosion in the stones when they
were first put up. The hangleaf roots had grown around them
and held the grey husks of those timbers in burly bark now.
The stone walls did not extend to the upper floors. The scraps
of pillars and beams from older upper floors still clung to the
base of the hangleaf above them. That hangleaf was the main
part of the building now, maybe twenty stories of rooms,
maybe six of them occupied. Today these old stones were
little more than basement.
There was a fireplace right across from the door, banked
low with little cooking in the middle of the afterlunch. There
were taps along the near wall that were already pretty busy.
On the far side of the room there was a window barred with
thick, twisted roots looking into an alley darker than the room
inside. There were a few tables and chairs, half of them taken,
often by a guy standing on one leg with the other foot on the
chair and leaning over the back of the chair with his cup
talking to someone in the aisle.
"Grimy place ain't it?" she asked the guy who squeezed in
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right behind her, exciting her senses as his body pressed on
hers. They were briefly pressed together in such a way that
she could tell he was hung. He was pretty good looking, but
not the haughty, debonair, big-chinned hunk that usually
excited her lust. It had been so long since she had anyone
even this attractive that she didn’t seem to need that just now.
He didn't seem to think she was talking to him because he
looked behind him before answering, "My first time here, I
haven't..."
"Oh? Where did you come in from? I didn't see you on the
raft from Elarippa?" She certainly would have noticed him, he
would have been by far the best catch aboard.
"First time here at this taproom, I live a few miles south
along the lon front."
"Oh?" she asked. She was a bit anxious to hook up with a
local, the journey hadn't been as sexually satisfying as she
had hoped. Dettamythrin is reasonably attractive, a bit short
and plush, with reddish-brown waves of hair and a thin-knit
halter top that she stretched nice and tight. She kept a bit of
her attention on the corners of her eyes to see who else was
watching her halter-top bobble into the room.
"So you're from out of town?" he asked. He was in shorts
and a thin-knit, midriff-length tee. It was very tight and his
well defined but smooth muscles showed clearly through it.
There was no one checking her out that looked any more
interesting, so she was already answering, "Yes, I just got in
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from Prvest basin, Lake Booltong area."
"Ah, well, welcome to Borlunth." They had squeezed
their way up to the taps, "What can I get you?"
"The greenest they got, I need to unwind, I've been
pulling sail on a lon barge since Elarippa." That was three
hundred miles toward the Prvest basin if you could fly a
straight line, which the river can't. “But I can pay,” she added.
"Have you got a place to stay?" he ignored her ‘pay’
comment.
"Oh I'm sure a city this big has a public house," she said,
but let the fact that she didn't really want to resort to one
influence her tone of voice.
"You can get everything from hammock space to palace
here," he said. "You can't see it from here but Borlunth is
much bigger than Elarippa."
From looking at the map she had thought Elarippa would
be a little bigger than Kastas, instead it was a smokey pit of
several million, more than ten times bigger than Kastas with
the same total amount of money to divide up among those
people. "This isn't what I expected," she said. Borlunth was a
dense urban jungle all along the river, overlooking an endless
plain of lon.
He was busy pointing to the green for the tap girl and
handing over their cups, but still asked, "In what way?"
"Surely you know what Borlunth is known for thruout the
worlds?" she asked him.
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"Yeah, but did you think a city of twenty eight million
would have the sex museums on the waterfront?"
Speaking of things sexual, his forearm was right in front
of her on the back of an empty stool and she wasn't going to
miss a chance to practice one of her favorite fetishes. She
moved in close and let him feel that her bosom was quite firm
as well as large while they waited for the cups. Once that
contact pointed her, she brushed her nipples over his forearm
just enough to tickle him while she said, "I guess not,"
knowing he could feel those nibs right thru the thin knit. She
could tell his hormones were flowing because she could feel
them in her own and that meant she was going to have a hard
time staying in control. She was amazed that this much
pheromonal stimulus was coming from a guy without the
usual cues in chin and ass.
"You might find that other than that one period, Borlunth
is a pretty normal world sexually. I hope you are not
disappointed if you don't discover a new sexual position or
practice while you’re here."
She laughed, hers was the first cup filled and she enjoyed
pressing against him harder as she leaned back for a deep
draw from it. Her laughter still moved her as she leaned back
and leaned against him, and she felt that move him deep in
his pants. "I may be satisfied with the ones I already know,"
she said as that happened.
As he leaned over to get his cup and hand over four
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pennies, he pressed firmly against her again and she noticed
the smile in his eyes and she enjoyed it. As he followed her
out of the crowd she let him watch her. Her butt was shapely
and firm also and lightly covered in a well fitted slink-skin
skirt that began where the concave curve of her waist met the
convex curve of her hips, and ended just below the cheeks of
her ass. She walked hot enough to leave flames on a pond.
"Shall we find a place to sit?" she asked, "There might be
some open over there by those long tables."
"Sure," he answered.
There weren't any tables open, but they found a small
bench and two chairs. She bid him sit first on the bench and
squeezed in with him with his arm around her. He was big
enough that she could snuggle in under his thick shoulder.
"It's crowded in here," she said, leaning back on him and
settling her shoulder into his chest. She drew his arm over
her, but didn’t place his hand on her right away.
"There's a pretty big pointstone tournament here this
evening," he told her. "I've heard there's some big bets in the
house." He let the hand on the arm that was around her get
comfortable on her breast of his own free will. She was
thrilled with that and put her hand over his to welcome him
and try and remain decorous. She turned a bit so his other
hand slid down to her hip.
"Uhh," she said. She knew what pointstone was and didn’t
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want to get into it, in spite of her lust. She wanted to
concentrate on him, or at least let him think she wanted to
concentrate on him. If she watched a match it would let him
watch her drool at bigger ones. Pointstone is, two or four
players balance a heavy pointed stone between them and
when the money of the formal bets rolls out of it, meaning
they have it straight up, they try to push it over. The side
where it touches the ground loses. They play in the nude or in
kilts, it’s sissy to strap your sack during a match, especially in
Borlunth. Women sit close on the floor around them, so close
some have been hurt when the stone falls. "Do you play or
bet?" she asked.
He chuckled, "You're being a bit of a clown. These
muscles can barely find profit on the docks, much less play
point-stone professionally. I might bet a little because I know
someone in the early rounds, I don't know enough about the
guys on the top of the card to take chances on them."
"I never even noticed the signs," Detta lied. "Is that the
floor over there?" she pointed to the far side of the kegs
where the space did continue into the next building. Actually
that looked like it was the dance floor if they ever had an
amplifier band in here. Where she was from there are halls
with balconys with assigned seating, but down here in the
Borlunth basin, there's just a patch of floor with a platform on
one end where some guys stand up and play like they're
trying to convince you they're really from the Zhlindu blast
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scene.
"No, it's upstairs," he said about the pointstone floor. "The
money drains down into that booth right there." The coin
booth was on a floor that was at the level of the taprail and
open so the boothman could look into the upstairs between
two of the big roots. The desk was the top of the kegs. She
could see the money hose working its way down thru the
thick limbs now. "So I'm D'har," he said.
"Dettamythrin," she told him, while enjoying the press of
his hips on hers, "But I've been called everything from Detta
to Rinny out of that."
"And which do you prefer?"
"Depends on my mood, I'm changing from Mythrin to
Detta right now."
"Oh?" he asked, "What is the difference?"
"Mythrin does all the business and makes sure the duties
and chores are done and Detta gets stoned and enjoys the
music."
"There won't be any music in here this evening," D'har
told her.
"Not if the pointstone court is upstairs." Even if they
could find a band with amplifiers that could overcome the
thunder of a four hundred pound stone falling to the floor
above them, taking two or three two hundred pound men with
it, who's ears could stand the pain? "No wonder these roots
are so thick."
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"Yeah." he said. It was true these lowest limbs were as
much root as limb, some hangleaves could re-root their limbs
and these were all rooted at all walls. This root content helped
their flexibility also and being at least two feet thick made
them strong enough. "So what brings you to Borlunth?" he
asked.
"The ruins," she said.
"Which ones?" he asked.
"The Pikosas, the famous ones in the preserve."
"The naked ruins? The temple of the giant genitals?" he
asked and she answered with a nod. He continued with, "By
the word 'preserve' you must mean the ruins where the owner
doesn't allow anyone to live. There's a crazy professor from
the old days on the far side of the hill that owns a patch of
ruins like that not far from where I live."
"Yes, those. I have a commission from several archeology
departments all over the Prvest basin to protect those ruins
from the Centorin teams coming thru the gate."
"I see." He looked her over more intently. She wondered
if he even knew of Centorin and the stargate that had popped
up in the ground under the Kassikan? She wondered if he
believed in it? She did.
He must have some belief in it for he asked, "I don't see
how anyone coming through that gate could get near the ruins
for years?"
"They have infinite amounts of money," Detta told him.
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"They can buy up all the floaters in the Yakhan. All they need
is one to get here."
He laughed, "And if one could possibly survive the rigors
of getting here on a floater, then what? Why do we care? Why
did they send you all the way from Prvest?"
"There's a fear they might try to destroy the ruins because
they think they are immoral."
"They are immoral, slavery was always immoral, even
when it was possible."
"Because they are about sex, the Centorins still practice
slavery don't they?" she asked.
"I didn't think so," he answered, but she could tell he
wasn’t real sure and might be worried if it turned out they did.
"But so what?"
"The gateship can drop things on the ruins."
"Why?" he asked.
"They are not like us," she said, "I have learned
something of them. They come from a cold planet that is not
the one humans originated on, they were brought to their
world back in the starship age."
"Yeah, I saw that, it was in the press. I've kept up on the
stargate story as much as I could." She was surprised to find
someone in Borlunth who even knew of Centorin, this wasn’t
a science hot spot. She really didn't know that much, just one
write up more than what was common knowledge from
literature and the few movies that had come over the
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interstellar suntower. "Since you're new to Borlunth you
might not have heard of the Keemostrah?" he asked.
"I've seen the name on a lot of magazines, what is it?"
"It is to news what the Kassikan is to research."
"Ah," she said, not arguing but not believing him since it
was local to this basin. They had both just raised their cups
when there was a tremendous thud as of a quake starting and
dust fell from the ceiling in curtains. "I would say the matches
have started."
"These early ones are more likely to be people who have
trouble keeping the stone upright, never mind pushing
someone out," he said.
"When you want to go up just let me know, maybe I'll tag
along and see what this looks like, but I can already imagine a
lot of very big men."
"There is that."
"I bet you can smell the sweat." She would lose control of
herself if she was in that environment and regret it in the
morning. Pheromones were worse than alcohol for her when
it came to hangovers.
"By the time the important matches start," he said.
"And you like that?" she asked, wondering if he was gay
and in it for a bull.
"Not in the way you're looking at me."
"That's good, I wouldn't want to celebrate arriving in
Borlunth, of all places, with a gay guy."
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It took him a couple seconds. If he was smart enough to
know of Centorin, he must be smart enough to figure out her
intention because he said, "You won't be celebrating your
arrival in Borlunth with a gay guy if you stay with me."
She turned and pulled both his arms around her in the way
she enjoyed as she said, "Good." She had seen heads turn
already. "I'd love to take this top off but it doesn't look like
anyone else has in here."
"No one else here has such a magnificent pair to display,
but I think you would get a lot more people watching. With
your arms over mine we're not being too blatant, but this is a
pretty serious crowd in here this evening. So tell me about
Prvest," he asked, like they were just having a casual
conversation while she enjoyed her nipples swelling into the
crack between his fingers.
"I don't really get into the city itself that much. I live out
on Lake Booltong in a little city of about a few hundred
thousand called Kastas. It's not quite as cold during Kenduul,
Hareenduul and Kveshnat up that way. Prvest is at least four
weeks south on a fast lake runner."
"The only great lake I've seen is Blixak, about six hundred
miles south of here at the feet of the Trollwoods."
She might have even been a little lost in his hands
because she was slow in her answer "I know of it from maps,"
she said, while pressing him even deeper with her arms. "I've
seen a few pictures of Borlunth and these deeps before,
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though I've seen little of it yet."
"There is enough light to see the ruins you seek at dusk
silhouetted in the reddened sky."
"Would you rather do that than watch the matches?" she
asked.
"They're on the way to Duskmeal and my place," he said.
She got up and pulled him by the hand.
*
By the time she had been in Borlunth a couple weeks,
Dettamythrin was beginning to figure out the map. Urban
Borlunth was now the whole of a gentle spur of land that
came out into the last great lon basin on the Karedarzin. She
now understood why 'The Ruins' was a stupid thing to say
about any particular part of Borlunth, nearly every part of the
city was rebuilt from or over a ruin of some age or culture
that had once built somewhere on this site. The modern city
was grown over the ruins using very little crystal. There were
no tubes here, only a confused system of streetcars. Kedas
were all nice and quaint, and many parts of Prvest along the
lakes still used them for tourist rides. Borlunth was still using
keda-drawn streetcars as arterial urban transport. The trip
across the city took hours. Their service was problematic, and
when they did show up, traffic often blocked them and
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swearing matches between drivers were common.
She had not been back to D’har’s tiny muskrat lodge (she
actually thought ‘hoin hole’ but we translated with the closest
approximation) since that dawn. She had used him up
unmercifully, he might not have wanted a woman til about
now. She knew one time she bit down so hard when he came
that she left a mark. She apologized, but the guy did have a
pretty good pheromone system and she got pretty drunk on
them thru both sleeps and Nightday.
She already knew that the 'ruin' she was sent to document,
and protect if possible, was the temple of the cult of Pikosas,
the god of male virility and dominance. Dettamythrin had
been attracted to the study of this culture in the first place
because the phallus was their symbol and they used it
everywhere. Anywhere in the city you might find old walls
covered with friezes of them, stone handrails with lines of
erections as the balusters. Or they could be upside down with
fat coconuts forming the rail. The back of a tall, robed monk
with a shoulder-length page-boy haircut was a common
symbol. There were countless layers of ruins in these ancient
piles, and that was only one theme. Empire after Empire had
come and gone. The stylistic change in the ruins between the
pre-Energy Age Dalthite people and the people of Troll
extraction that had settled here after the Energy Age was
more obvious then the change between the Pikosas and the
other Troll-derived empires such as the Klagg that preceded
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them and the Borl that came after them.
The view from the ruins was not as spectacular as she had
hoped. For the most part the growth of the modern city
masked the view to the west and too much of what was
obviously the work of the Klagg was still in daily use by the
city's poor. A lot more had been covered over by modern
growth and that was also in use, and only a dozen acres or so
of the hillside comprising the Temple of Pikosas had been
cleared for study. It was probably good that only this was left
uninhabited, that might help protect the remainder from the
Centorins.
She hoped they would care enough about the millions of
lives and refrain from just destroying the whole city. She
knew they could do so from the heights of outer space, but
that didn't seem to be their plan or they wouldn't have sent a
crew with explosives. By sending a crew they destroyed only
what they meant to destroy. The Centorins were powerful,
rough, arrogant and authoritarian, but they were not wantonly
cruel to innocents from what she understood. They had a code
of honor in their way, let's face it, a wantonly cruel people
could never rise to the task of building a stargate. They didn't
seem as bad as the ghosts from YingolNeerie, but they weren't
as soft-hearted and jovial as the Brazilians from
YingolNeerie.
It seemed that Professor Viosaign didn't really belong to a
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University as such. It seemed that in Borlunth, studying the
ruins of the Temple of Pikosas on the far side of this hill
seemed a little like contemplating one's navel. The fact that
they live on a pile of ruins is so patently obvious to everyone
here that it seemed abstract that anyone would ever want to
study it. 'Aren't all cities built on piles of the last fifty
centuries of ruins?'
Only the intellectuals in this city were aware that the
ethnic group that built the Dalthite ruins had been extinct in
this basin from the 20th century to the 40th and there are few
representatives of their ethnic group on this side of the
TduunZhorp in recent times. The current ethnicity in this
basin was primarily Troll and Dwarf, but in prehistoric times
this whole area had been settled by a people who's only living
descendents were now called Tduun Tundrites. The bigger,
stronger, more aggressive Trolls and Dwarves had come
down this ridge into the lowland here. There was fossil
evidence that this had once been the maximum extent of the
polar sea, that would have also been a factor, along with the
Energy Age, in the changing makeup of the population.
Most of the foot traffic in modern Borlunth is now on
plank-walks at the tops of the 'roots' of the trees that are the
current city. The main streets were built and grown up above
the roots at a level where the trunks were straight. Those roots
knotted and clawed two stories deep below 'street level'
before you could actually say they'd gotten themselves into
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the ground. In that sub basement there might be some clear
ground between the trees where freight wagons and streetcars
could rumble. Below that the people found that by digging
out the mud and debris that fell from the trees into the ruins
below, there were often three more floors below that. Much of
those five floors below the plankways was excavated and/or
planked in by the current poor. There were still enough ruins
below that that any water found, or eroded, a way out.
She stood in the middle of a square that had been
excavated to the level of Pikosas time, about three and a half
stories below the current street level. The buildings that lined
it were completely encased in wood and root, the roots were
definitely holding up the ruined stone put back into service
down here. There was a resurrected street in the ruins, here
below the roots of the modern city that covered it. Ruins that
had once been filled in by sediment and dead leaves and
branches from the city above were now the 'cellars' of the
city. The only thing special about this particular resurrected
square was the museum that took up one side of it.
It looked like the museum had probably been built in
some Pikosas-era ruins that had been re-shaped to make their
symbolism a little less obvious at some point in the past,
probably by the Borl at the dawn of modern times. The
building itself was tall and round with a ridge leading up the
front and a rolled, curved roof around it. There were just too
many roots around it for it to be as obvious as it once was.
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The door, which was off to the side, was still very convex, but
the framing around it had been re-chisled in the ancient past
so that it was very formalized. It was an imposing edifice, but
nothing more than an excavated ruin itself. The stones had
been excavated for centuries and were knotted with limewort,
even that was heavily etched by centuries of weather. There
was no doubt in her mind that this building had once been put
up by a bully group, and it did have the signature style of the
Pikosas under all the re-work. She had seen photos of this
very building in the texts.
The columns around this courtyard had been stylized to
be symmetrical and carved to points at the bases also, but
somehow that only served to make them look like those
double-ended dildos some lezzies use. In their heyday, when
the Pikosa temples had been in use, pelts of Corgox were
positioned over most doors. Even the stains from their
decomposition had washed out by now, but the scientist who
ran this museum had posted an article on the suntowers of
doing a chemical analysis of this rock to determine that was
how realistically they were decorated. The door of the
museum had been decorated this way once again.
Historic times went back to the 10th century here, at least
ten more centuries than in her own world, not that the people
she had met here so far were interested. Most people here
thought time was a circle, not a line, and the cycle of Kunae
was the biggest circle they could comprehend, even when
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they'd seen three of them. That was something even
Dettamythrin knew was not possible. She remembered when
messages telling of the gateship's coming were received, and
now, a century later, the gateship has arrived. All worlds will
be irrevocably changed because of that. This had not
happened before in the past, unless you thought starships
were as effective as stargates. There had been two cycles of
Kunae since then.
She finally entered the institution where most knowledge
of this culture had come from for the last twenty centuries,
the Pikosas Museum and Laboratory. The front portal to this
museum was done up as doors were in their day. The
capstone of any great door in the Pikosan era was a lovingly
detailed clitoris portrayed in full arousal. The more realistic
and detailed, the better. The whole front door to the museum
was decorated as a vaginal opening with lushly carved panels
of smiling lips for doors. As she walked up the front step she
saw that they were parted, and that the grossest detail of
Pikosean doors was left intact in this restoration. There is a
hole in the clit, one's stiletto was the key to the gates of the
aeries of the Pikosan Kings. One had to be a tall man with
long arms to reach it, no Dwarf could do it.
The front portal opened directly to the main exhibition
space. Inside this hall were preserved specimens of their
culture in perfect condition. The space was dominated by a
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gleaming marble erection more than three stories high,
extending up into the skylight of the space sheltered in here.
It was one of the great penises from the Grand Promenade in
those ruins, but carved in perfect detail, you could almost see
the pulse in the veins. From the way the center of the shaft
stood out, she knew he was on the verge of ejaculation.
The finish was so smooth and soft she wondered how
long she could keep her hands off it, then her face and mouth.
It was flanked by two six foot members, both of similar
quality and finish. They were three different penises from
three different men. There were forests of smaller sculptures
and various other artifacts, many depicting sexual extremes
Detta had never contemplated.
Not all artifacts were sexual, away from the main table
there was a case of weapons from the period, vicious looking
swords, axes and lances. There was a well-preserved thirty
eight foot, twelve-oar canal boat, the dreaded raiding vessel
of the period. There was a model peasant's kitchen of the
period set up in one of the back rooms, the kitchen windows
were set up with paintings and dioramas of what one would
see out a kitchen window. It was amazing how much it looked
like the view out the kitchen window of the place she found
to stay. The air shaft was about as large as a diorama, and it
had also been painted with pastoral scenes not very much
different, but hers were much more difficult to see in the dim
light.
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The next of the back rooms held racks of clothing from
the period. There was lots of rough leather and fur. There
were lots more thongs and thongwork. They did not have the
aversion to strapping up that athletes in Borlunth did today
and there were elaborate cups and straps with intricate
leatherwork, thongwork macrame and large gems. There were
also very fine weavings of beautiful silks in dazzling detailed
patterns. It was equal to anything the most advanced autolooms could do today.
There were two trysting beds in the final room, one for
the willing and one for the unwilling. The unwilling woman
was strapped to a wooden horse to present her at a convenient
height to the man(or men) walking up to her. Her thighs were
obviously twisted behind the posts next to where the male
stood. There were straps for her waist and shoulders, and the
board she was strapped to was a little wider under her
shoulders. It was shaped to support an average woman's hips,
spine and shoulders. It was plain wood and unpadded. It was
smoothed and oiled, but the grains said that was done by long
use and not design. There were poles nearby with straps for
her hands and feet also if she was that uncooperative. The
exhibit was complete to the floor stained with cum, spit, urine
and blood.
On the other side of the room the bed was heaped with
silks and pillows. The floor was carpeted in thick Coriscamp
fur all the way down from the Fronzhorps. The diorama was
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of a second floor porch with ornate bentwood railings and a
beautiful painting of the temple mount as it must have looked
from a distance in its prime, marble gleaming in the sun over
the clay tile rooftops of that age. Now she knew that this
museum itself was a distorted replica of that palace.
There was a stairway and sign that said 'more exhibits
upstairs'. The first room upstairs was a library. The ancient
Megnish people fanfolded their paper like most ancient and
all modern civilizations. The later civilizations of Troll and
Dwarvish peoples used scrolls up until early modern times.
There were racks and racks of scrolls all along one wall.
There was a sign, 'Please ask permission to examine any of
the ancient documents. Help and the use of the tools needed
to study these precious documents is free of charge to all
serious scholars.' The racks in front of them held
transcriptions.
The other back room on this floor held various tools of
the time, farm and workshop tools. The use of crystal had
come late to this basin. Crude hand-made plowing stones
were exhibited from centuries up to the early 50's. The
kitchenware was nice thick glass, low temperature home glass
casting had come into use relatively early in this civilization,
from the Dalthite race that lived here before the Energy Age.
She took the stairs to the third floor and found it was all
one room open to the top of the main room. It was cluttered
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with worktables, all of them occupied with projects, but only
one person. The person's back was to her, but she was sure
she was a woman for she had a beautiful figure, from this side
any way. Her snug but supple silky wrap in a blue floral
pattern was too feminine for a male. She had a fall of shining
hair, a little too gold to be called silver. It wove and curved
and curled in thick waves to her waist.
She turned and stood up at the sound of Detta's entry. Her
skin was like fine ceramic, not quite white, like eggshell or
bone, but lighter than beach sand. Her chin was small, her lips
full, her nose small and her eyes huge in proportion. They
were a beautiful lavender in color and the lids were velvety
and half drawn. Her figure was stunning, her waist tiny and
her top nearly as full as Detta's own but proudly pointed with
nipples dark and erect enough to show plainly thru her wrap.
"I was looking for professor Viosaign?" Detta said, trying
to control her stare.
This maxed-out sexpot was already walking toward her as
she said, in the voice of a brook meandering through a sunny
meadow, "I am professor Viosaign. How may I help you?"
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2. An Evening in Valindor
"So here it is, Kveshnat already, when we could have been
here Lmonteira," TongSu told him, naming weeks of the year
he still wasn’t familiar with.
"And I would have been six weeks to Alton's and back,"
Dorrick said.
"I would have flown you, we would have gained two
weeks if we'd gone around."
"I'll never doubt your judgment again," he said.
"Sure you will," she said, "probably when you see the guy
I'm spending the sleep with."
"Oh, who's that?"
"I don't know," TongSu said, "I haven't even started the
hunt yet."
"But you will?"
"Yeah?"
He shouldn't expect any less, he should be grateful she
accepted him back on her balloon, in spite of the fact that she
gouged him any way she could about the crash. She was tart,
but in a way she seemed a little closer since the crash. Maybe
because she had been with the others for some time. Jason
was friends with her because he had a video game. Such a toy
was very expensive for her, more than she got for her house.
She took sex from Tommy, but he was getting to the point
where he was turning her down because he couldn't get a
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blow job. He was out getting one now, even if he had to buy
it. Jason was chatting with a girl, no doubt ready to pretend he
was starting a serially monogamous relationship, one that
would last until they came back down to the tap room.
This tap room was ancient, older than the dome where the
tube comes out. It was intricate cut stone, except for one wall
where a massive crystal pillar went thru to the thirty stories
above them. Valindor was like that, an intricate maze of
ancient sites underneath a crystal city contemporary with the
dome over the interstellar tube station. The new parts of the
city were three thousand years old. There was little of the
grown structure, which was the newest architectural style on
the planet. The crystal structures were said to resemble the
city as it had looked during the Energy Age, when it was
second only to Dempala. Almost none of the original from
seven thousand years ago remained because it had been
destroyed in The Fall, but eight and nine thousand year old
temples and other sacred spots remained, as well as some
inns, schools and tap rooms.
This place claimed to have been open since the 14th
century, which began in 3640bc. That was about the time of
the industrial revolution in this area. It was said that little had
changed in what went on here since that time, the Elves of
this area were already openly promiscuous. Compared to
Kassidor City, this was very staid, no one was naked, or even
topless. There was some petting going on, but couples left
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before it got serious.
They were sitting at a large and thick wooden table and
had only recently finished duskmeal. The temperature was
starting to get pleasant, it had been over one hundred earlier
in the day. They weren't sitting very close and were not in
contact with each other, indicating that they were available to
others. TongSu was working diligently on her second cup of a
potent and fumy golden yaag. Dorrick was still nursing his
first. She was scanning the room, hoping to spot someone big
enough to chase, and not finding any. There were a few
Mountain Elves here in the city, and even fewer Highland
Elves. Most of the people seemed to be pale, dainty and darkhaired Wood Elves, the second most common were the short
and pot-bellied Lorian Elves.
Now that the meal was done, quite a few sets of mageemaigee were out and most of the guys were studying them.
The game reminded Dorrick of chess in that it took a lot of
careful study. The board was a map of the Old Midlands as it
looked in colonial times, about 3200bc. The powerful pieces
were armies, diplomats and entrepreneurs. The lesser pieces
were farmers, miners and carters. Dorrick idly watched the
game at the next table. TongSu wasn't interested because all
the guys were Lorian Elves and none would have to bend
over to suck her nipples.
A Wood Elf girl came by, holding a large cup in both
hands and breathing the fumes coming off it. She looked at
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them closely, and Dorrick looked back at her. She was cute,
with a wide smile and sparkling eyes. Her figure was nice and
showed well thru the light and airy thinweave sheath she was
wearing. Her hair was dark and thick and long except for the
bangs, and she was a little darker and taller than most of the
people in here. Since they had been in the Old Lands few had
started conversations with them, but this girl said, "I have to
ask, are you from somewhere distant?"
"Centorin," Dorrick answered.
"The Yakhan," TongSu told her.
"I'm not familiar with Centorin," she told Dorrick, "and
you don't look like a Highlander," she said to TongSu.
"I'm Enurate, from the Lumpral basin."
"Is Centorin in the Lumpral also?" she asked.
"No, it's thru the stargate," he said.
"Stargate? Oh you mean Centorin like in the movies?" she
slid into a chair at their table while she asked.
"That Centorin."
"Get out?" (Idiomatic translation).
"Yeah, I kid you not."
"Are you trying to tell me that stuff is real?"
"All too real at times," Dorrick said, knowing that the
movies Centorin exported were violent crime dramas for the
most part, or tales of clashes between the Great Houses.
"So the stargate is already open?" she asked.
"Eleven years already," Dorrick told her.
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"I don't keep up with the news," she said. "It's been a few
decades since I've been to an Eye room. Is Centorin really
like that?"
She knew of it only from some old classic films,
Unification Soldier, the Lady Jessea Story, Knuckles, and a
few more like that. He spent quite a long time telling her of
the reality. He talked more of the university and academic
community than the political situation or the plight of the
poor. He knew he was filtering it a bit, but he didn't want to
bring up the aspects of his world he was ashamed of.
After a few minutes of it TongSu got up and announced
that she had seen someone she had to do and went off to the
far side of the room. Dorrick followed her with his eyes to a
table where some guys who looked like sailors were playing a
domino-like game. By the time he had narrated enough of
Centorin to satisfy this girl’s curiosity, he didn't see TongSu
any more.
"So what's your life like?" he asked.
"I'd say, 'Would you like to come see it?' but it is very
near the whole day from here, even if you use the streetcar."
"So you'll have to tell me."
"Let me get another cup first, and you must be thirsty
after all the quizzing I put you thru. I have enough to buy
them both." She held out her hand. Dorrick thought it was
silly for her to buy it when it was free for him, but she
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insisted.
She moved ever closer to him as she told her story. She
was a farm girl named Anjlin from a whitewashed stone cabin
twenty miles out of town. She and her partner fed themselves
and sold lots of prickleberry, which seemed to be a fruit with
natural carbonation so that they popped when eaten and the
juice prickled the tongue. Though she had a man at home, she
was spending the sleep in town. She explained that if she
wasn't in town she would often go nymphing for Noonsleep
anyway. Dorrick wasn't sure what that meant, but guessed it
meant her 'marriage' was as open as those in all the Elf
country they had seen so far.
Dorrick already had his arms around her and was casually
petting her by that time. "Where are you staying?" he asked,
hoping it was somewhere decent because the low-priced
rooms were small dormers with shared bathrooms.
"I don't know yet," she said.
"I have a room upstairs, would you like to share that?"
She put her hands over his and squeezed, "I'd be delighted
to accept that invitation."
Dorrick had the feeling she never had any thought to
obtaining a place to stay other than the means she'd just used.
Since he and TongSu both looked foreign, there was a good
chance they had a room. Was he being taken? Such a ploy on
Centorin would also involve the girl charging him for an all276

night, but she wouldn't be anywhere near this cute, or engage
him in ten percent as much conversation.
There was also the chance that TongSu was in the room.
They had taken three rooms with the understanding that
TongSu would share his for Dusksleep and Tommy's for
Dawnsleep. But TongSu said she was not going to share his
bed this sleep. "In that case, we should go up and get the
room first."
"From that woman you were with?" she asked, but got up.
"Yes, she's my pilot," Dorrick said and got up with her.
Her eyes said 'and then some.' "So you are the airship?"
she asked orally.
"You must have guessed if you saw it."
"As soon as you convinced me Centorin was real, I
figured you'd have a Mace or something like that."
"The Kassikan won't let us bring them thru."
She stopped and thought. "I guess I can see that, the
Kassikan was founded to cure war."
"If the armaments were removed, a Mace could get us to
Borlunth in four hours." Except there were no fuel depots, no
landing fields, no ground markings.
"Borlunth?" she said, "You're going there? Why?"
"The Pikosas cult. We want to understand how sex slavery
could have existed on this planet on such a scale."
"Sex slavery is like an addiction, a lot of us use that
expression."
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"In the 35th and 40th centuries it was real. The men of the
Pikosas raided the whole Borlunth Basin for young maidens."
"I'm not that much of a history buff," she said. "I know of
the Energy Age and the Troubled Times and the saga of the
lake but not a whole lot more."
"There's a professor who has studied it and published
several texts."
"Didn't see them."
They were toiling up the steps now. Today’s Valindor is a
city of a few million with a few miles of crystal buildings up
to three hundred feet in height, but there didn't seem to be a
single elevator anywhere in the city except for freight lifts
pedaled by the operator. Because of that they had taken rooms
only three floors up.
"Ah, you're staying in Old Town,” Anjlin said as she
looked around the room. “But then if you aren't tourists, who
is?"
"Do you get many tourists here?"
"More than back home," she said, "but ours is just a
village, there's no particular history, it wasn't started til the
43rd."
The fall of Rome occurred during the 43rd, Centorin had
no multicellular life forms at the time. This room was older
than that, about the age of Atlantis according to Tommy's
instruments, and looking a little Minoan in some respects.
Even some of the woodwork was that old, polished so many
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times that the grain stood out like driftwood. The structure
was stone and it had not been subjected to erosion, but all its
surfaces had been softened and smoothed by eons of hands.
There were several modern oil lamps in the room, modern
meaning they were probably less than a thousand years old.
The pockets in the stones to set torches were still there, but
they sported racks to hang clothing on today. He lit one of the
lamps and Anjlin looked around at the room's tapestries.
"These are recreations," she said, lifting the edge of one.
"The originals were done just after the fall of Numindor. This
one is autoloomed."
"I thought you weren't a history buff."
"I like tapestries. We have three in our cottage but the
condiments shelves are in front of one of them because we
had no place to put it."
"Are yours originals?"
"Are you kidding? My nicest one, the one that takes up
the whole back wall that you see when you first come in the
door, shows the black tower in a maelstrom of clouds looking
almost like blood in the light of Kunae, which was twice as
bright in those days. The clouds are pierced by the sunsword
blades of Althart and Keithying as they battle atop the tower
at the start of the War of Magic. It cost me three and a half
coppers and I picked it up and saw the Konavike label. It took
me a while to research that. Well it turns out that brilliant
artwork from our past was made on an autoloom in Zhlindu. I
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could get change back from a copper if I was in Zhlindu."
"Is that far from here?" he asked.
She was touring the room studying each of the eight that
were hanging in here. Only one took up a whole wall.
"Probably four years, and Hrrst is miserable I hear, muddy
and hot, I mean stay-in-the-water hot, not 'a little sweaty' like
Valindor." If this was 'A little sweaty,' 'hot' would be
dangerous, especially where air conditioning was unknown.
He was afraid Hrrst was on their way. "I think once you get
past that it's a pretty decent sail. I think there's a city called
Kyeb on the Kimoneea that’s a world in itself."
"You've never been?"
"I've never been outside the Valindor basin except by
screen, I'm not sure any of it even exists. I believe it as long
as it's not self contradictory."
"So you believe in Centorin?"
"I used to," she said. She turned around, she was near the
lantern now having completed a circuit of the room. She
began undressing. "But you're changing my mind."
"What? How?" Here he was a full blooded Centorin in the
flesh.
"The story's not consistent, here you say you're from
Centorin but you haven't done anything to get the Instinct,
even when I grilled you about it. You never even raised your
voice. And you've been affectionate, maybe not as much as a
Highander, but as much as normal, and you’ve been polite
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and treated me like an equal."
"I've had several weeks in the Highlands to get used to it."
"Girls always want you to watch them undress in the
Highlands don't they?" She was removing the last of her attire
by now, her sandals.
"It seemed that way, is that part of the custom here?"
"Not really, but it was nice that you watched me, it makes
me feel appreciated. The Highlanders I caught taught me that,
I kind of like it but you can see I don't spend as much on my
body as they do."
"You have no need," Dorrick said. He was also
undressing. The bed was a satiny material, well ventilated
under them. There were a few wraps in the room, even a
couple quilts in one of the chests. He wouldn't have been
surprised if they had been in there since the room was
opened.
"Yeah, what are Centorin women like?"
"We have our Nordics, Trolls and Enurates, there are no
Elves. The lands I came from were mostly Nordic. They
undress for our entertainment only if we pay them, they are
seldom as well formed and smooth skinned as you." His
hands were beginning to caress that skin, she rolled toward
him onto her stomach but got up on her elbows. "Many are
too fat and many are too skinny," he told her. Her ass was just
right.
"All they need is an apestat adjustment, they're not even
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an iron for a small tweak, an iron and a half if you're like half
again what you want to weigh."
"The Great Houses think that would be a bad marketing
policy because it would generate less revenue than larger
volumes of junk food." There was almost no junk food to be
had anywhere he had gone so far. There was produce, fresh
and preserved meats, and hand made meals with fresh
ingredients, but the whole planet's supply of packaged snacks
was probably in the vending machines at the consulate.
"What about everyone else? You don't need a Great House
to sell a pill?"
"You need a pharmaceutical license from the government
to sell pills, the Great Houses control the government so you
don't get the license until you abide by the current marketing
policy."
"What a downer," she said. "We better not talk about
Centorin any more."
"No, the women of Kassidor are prettier on average, the
most extreme are the same in either. You are way more
beautiful and sensual that average and I'm glad to have your
company."
"I never heard of a flower-mouth from Centorin."
"I thought we weren't going to talk about Centorin?"
"Right," she said. "I'm glad you've proven either you don't
come from there, or it's not real."
Dorrick wasn't going to quibble about the flaw in that
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logic, he stopped all further conversation by locking their lips
together. Anjlin made doubly sure they couldn't speak by
tying their tongues together. They both began passing their
hands over each other. All she talked about after that was who
from where did what to her when. He took each of them as an
invitation to act out.
In a little while he was in her, holding her butt as he knelt
on the bed. She was still mewing sweetly. His back was to the
door. He heard it open, but before he could turn, it closed
again. He lost his rhythm. Eventually he and Anjlin had to
start over, and it didn't have the same thrill it did the first
time.
Dorrick was the first one of them down to breakfast as
Nightday began. There were a few others there already, and a
cook he hadn't met. He had various meat strips that Dorrick
tried to think of as bacon, and fried mashed something or
other. There was a row of shakers full of various colored
granules and flakes you could put on your fried mashed, and
the 'bacon strips' came in three flavors. He took one of each,
guessing no more than one would be inedible. He did a strip
of each of the flakes the same way, but figured he'd pass on
the granules because one shaker looked like it was full of fly
heads.
Anjlin had woken him when she left, hours ago, saying
she had to get home on the first streetcar and thanks for a
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wonderful sleep. In his half-awake state he said 'likewise'.
Not til he woke up for the day did he think about the pouch
with the best part of a hundred coppers in it that he had left
casually on the shelf by the door. It was untouched. He was
really kind of surprised, he had been just a bit suspicious of
her all along.
Jason was the next one down, with a positively precious
looking Mountain Elf with long yellow pigtails and eyes like
daisies and a nose the size of a candy kiss. He went thru the
rituals with her as they had breakfast, wait for me and I'll be
back to continue this, etc. She looked at him sideways and
edged away from him the whole time he was giving that
speech. She practically gulped her breakfast and ran.
"The same as the rest of them," Jason sighed, "Just shut
up and fuck me."
"I found a nice one, more talkative than anyone we've met
since the New Midlands, cute, smooth and well turned body.
Not as cute as yours, but still very nice."
"They are human beings, not prizes."
"They are talking about us the same way and she was very
human. I think she was as open with me as any Centorin girl
ever was."
"You never had a serious relationship? You told me about
several."
"But no Centorin girl reveals her true self til after the
wedding..."
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"Or at least until the pre-nuptial agreement," Jason said.
Dorrick didn't come from the kind of money that worried
about pre-nuptial agreements. "Right; well there's been none
of that here."
"On the beach I bet there was, we just never followed any
of them up to see if their tales were true. I think we met too
many career girls and not enough farm girls."
"Because they were hours away," Dorrick said.
TongSu was the next of his expedition to come to
Nightday breakfast. She was alone. She took only the bluishgreen flakes, sprinkled them on heavy, and only the reddest of
the 'bacon' and was soon pulling a chair up to their table.
"Tommy'll be down later."
"So you wound up with him?"
"Not really," she said, "He found a pair of pro's who
would oblige him and his balls were sucked down to vacuum
sealed boogers by the time I gave it up and got to his room,
but at least there was space on his bed."
"You opened the door?" Dorrick asked.
"Yeah; but you were busy so I didn't stay."
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3. Drifting Over Hrrst
Valindor was twenty five hundred miles and six weeks
behind TongSu and her cargo of starmen. It was dusk of
Kadezak, they were over the steamy plots of the Hot East
now, barely more than a thousand miles south of the equator
and able to move slowly during dark. For darkmeal they
should descend into town and get something cooked, use
plumbing, bathe in the coldest water they could find, and
make it back to the sky before daylight returned with heat that
could kill them. Dawnsleep wasn't even comfortable for them
in this land, but much more pleasant a mile above in their sky.
Right now they were somewhere over the Kimoneeya
between eighty and a hundred miles from the parting of the
waters and technically over the edge of the city of Hrrst. They
would be near the center of the city by darkmeal. Though her
balloon could fly, it was slow and getting slower, and against
a slight breeze, so they weren’t even making ten miles per
hour this dark.
"I appreciate this invitation," Dorrick said when he
crawled thru from the cargo net.
She hadn't taken him back to her bed easily, but he'd had
no trouble finding company every place they stopped so she
hadn’t been punishing him, she’d been punishing herself. It
wasn’t just because a big woman like herself had more
trouble finding companionship than he did, it was because she
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missed a companion she was really comfortable with. From
here on she wasn't worried that he would reject her for
someone casual wherever they set down, most of the new
year he wasn't going to be seeing pretty Elf girls hanging
around the taps. The last town they stopped in hadn’t had
anyone interesting. "It's your turn. We're aloft again and she's
healed. If she can heal, I can heal." She hoped he didn’t need
more explanation than that, she would have had a hard time
putting those thoughts into words.
"You are more attached to this blimp than I imagined."
"Dorrick, with my balloon I feel like a goddess. I loft
above all concerns of petty groundlings with the aloofness of
a cloud. I am my balloon, more than I should be, but this is
me. I can be up here on a dusk like this where it's eighty one
degrees instead of a hundred and seven. When I'm in the
Yakhan and people grub for a square inch of daylight, and a
whole race lives without the sun, I lie off the high towers in
the open. She is my wings. I said it before, I don't know how I
could live on the ground now."
"If this one was lost to you, is there no way you could
ever get another?"
"It takes decades to grow one this big. What do I do while
I'm waiting?"
"You could not stand even that?"
"I shouldn't have to," she said
"I agree, but did you invite me to this net to bring up that
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pass again?"
"I'm sorry," she huffed, "that is cheap of me. I should feel
bad that I took it out on you so much when I could have just
refused and said it will save four weeks in the long run
because of the crash."
"I'm sorry," he said with more feeling than she did, "that I
lead us to that crash."
"I am the pilot and navigator, I should have known. I
should have told you that to protect your investment of my
weight in aluminum it would be safer to go around and incur
the two week penalty."
"You did."
"Then maybe I should have employed some kind of
hearing aide?"
"Maybe you should understand that your fortune for this
trip is not in so much danger. I would not have changed pilots
if you had refused to go thru the pass."
"Dorrick, I know that. You are an honorable person, you
are very fair. It is I who have been unfair." Unfair to take it
out on their personal relationship. Unfair to them both.
"I'm not the ride that Tommy is however."
"I enjoy our couplings just as much,” she said. More in
truth, but she didn’t want to tell him that yet. She needed to
guard her heart at least a little until she saw if he would
forgive her. “Humans are omnivores,” was what she told him,
“we need a variety of foods."
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"So you are always single?"
"No, my favorite is to be multiple like we are on this trip."
"So you never live with one guy?"
"I might share a home with just one guy for long periods,
like the time from when your planet first received interstellar
signals until it launched the first Gateship. But no, I never
limit myself sexually to just one guy, it ain't healthy. It’s good
to see you getting out and about more yourself."
"I spent two sleeps with a farm girl up where my friend
works. I've had companionship in every town we stopped but
one."
"Good for you, how was the two sleep girl?" She
wondered if he would be comfortable with someone of
normal size. It might also be good to know what he liked for
variety so she could help steer them his way.
"You want to know about that?"
"Yeah, was she raunchy? I heard Mountain Elves are."
"She was plain spoken but not really raunchy, not as much
as her friend. She was heartily lusty and very frank about
what she wanted."
"How did you feel about leaving her behind?" she asked.
He would probably read a lot more into that than she meant,
she just wondered if he was one to fall quickly.
"She did not have enough intellect. She had no interest in
Centorin other than to brag about scoring two of it's natives."
"Why is that something to brag of?" He seemed a bit put
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off by the way she said that. Now that she thought about it,
she could see how he would be, he was insecure about his
prowess. She only meant that they’re relatively normal,
considering where they come from.
"She thought it was, Alton says he thinks that she thinks it
means she's sexier if she can bed a Centorin because
Centorin's are monogamous. Or maybe she’s looking for an
alpha male and thinks any Centorin who can get her is an
alpha male."
"Only one of you is monogamous and you are actually the
least dominating even if you are officially the leader."
"In the reality of Centorin civilization the only people
who are strictly monogamous are the women in the harems of
the rich, and even they are not at times or there would be
nothing to base romance novels on."
"What's that have to do with romance novels? We have
plenty of romance novels this side of the gate without needing
monogamy."
"In the Centorin genre the heroine is always a lesser wife
of a great House who falls for the dashing young fill-in-theblank who's come to do business with her master. They go
thru trials to see each other, the younger suitor eventually
finds some way to win or buy her from her current husband
honorably and they live happily ever after and found a great
and noble House. They're all take-off's on Lady Jessea."
"I've read that," TongSu said, “but this conversation sure
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has gotten far from our purpose."
"You want to get on with it?" he asked, starting to caress
her.
"I don't want Nightday to find us still talking."
And later, as she drifted toward sleep she asked him, "Do
you ever miss the chase?"
"The chase?" he asked.
"Yeah, where you have to chase the female and she tries
to resist and deny her attraction. I've read some of those
novels by the way. Few movies were sent in the Suntower
Age, but publishers from your planet did send books."
"The Suntower Age?"
"Yeah, up until now actually. There's been some
suntowers since the 51st, before I was even born, but they
didn't get common until the 100th and they didn't reach other
planets til the 103rd. Oh I remember there was a little
suntower contact with YingolNeerie in the early Starship Age,
the hundredth. But anyway, the chase?"
"I always hated the chase," he replied. "I was never good
at it and it wasn't even entertaining reading about it to be
honest with you."
"It seems like that line of literature has regained it's
appeal," TongSu said.
"Yes, but among a population of single women who may
give a wink and a nod to that form, but are only slightly less
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promiscuous than Elven women. The important thing is that
they do not verbally agree to sex. They must maintain
deniability. Either that or they take money. Thus among the
poor almost all sex is technically rape, so no one listens to a
women who really meant no. Among the rich the man will
lose his life if found out, unless the wife admits it was
consensual, in which case she will generally lose her life. In
rare cases she will be punished monetarily or put out on the
street to fend for herself."
"We are beyond the realm of Elven women now.” They
were making good time, it usually took more than a year to
get out of Elf country from the Yakhan and that was without a
major crash. “I am not an Elven woman," she added.
"But you are a native of their culture are you not?"
“Yes, I know what you mean, I have an Enurate body but
my life is Highland Elf. But Hrrst is Goblin country, Sweat
Goblins, you’ll smell ‘em soon enough. You may find the
opposite problem among the Goblins. The woman may be
only too willing to consent to sex, but she may be beholding
to a male. Now he can’t beat her because of the Instinct, but
because males own just about everything in Goblin society,
he can punish her in other ways.”
“I’ll try and remember that. Are there any cultures on this
planet like Centorin, where the the woman is required to fend
off suitors?”
"There might be somewhere in the depths of the Lumpral
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but I don't think there are any mainstream cultures remaining
in any of the worlds of Kassidor where a woman is going to
get very far pretending she has a treasure of epic proportions
in her crotch. Playing ‘hard to get’ doesn’t work very well
when most everyone else says ‘yeah, love to,’ and gets up to
lead you to a room.’’
"That's what I don't miss about the chase," Dorrick said,
"the hypocrisy of it. Granted, everyone wants to make the
best match they can..."
"Why is that?" she asked.
"The other half of the genes in your offspring."
"Your culture has not fully embraced the 'I am my
offspring' mantra has it?"
"Most have not done anything more than poke that
message with a stick," Dorrick said. "Ninety percent of
Centorin's population is too poor to cure their aging and one
third of those who can afford it refuse to do so for religious
reasons even today. All those that can and do cure their aging,
still want to reproduce to add to the glory of their house."
"So sex is still about reproduction in Centorin society?"
"For some, for the upper classes. For the remainder of
society, reproduction is a disaster. Few can afford enough for
themselves in the lower classes. At least a third of babies born
to lower class women are abandoned."
"What?" she was amazed. "Centorin society is so strict,
how could that happen?
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"You know only of Centorin's upper class I think. Have
you read Dai Lancy?" he asked.
She shook her head, the sounds were random.
"She writes of Navorkensville's south shore, where I grew
up. I doubt her work would have made it out over microwave,
but you can look it up now. Three quarters of Centorin's
population lives a much meaner existence than the worst I've
seen here. The average person here is poor and very, very few
are very rich, but the poverty here is not so mean."
"How is it mean?"
"The lives of small farmers are made much more difficult
by bugs than here. If Earth's insects get loose on this planet
I'd hate to think what would happen, your society would be
helpless. You need to be on guard constantly thru the entire
growing season of every crop."
"What you usually do for bugs is get a virus specific to
the species and sprinkle it around. You want to pay extra and
get it from a reputable lab so it won't mutate, but it's still only
gonna cost you an iron for a year or two until the plague is
over."
"So there are bug problems here? I never heard of any."
"It makes the news when there's a plague somewhere.
There was one up in the New North not three decades ago
that was so bad they were still finding some damage on the
third year."
"Maybe Earth's insects wouldn't be so damaging."
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"We'll see," she said, "because with that gate open they
will get here."
"I think you're right. I hope you're right that they can be
dealt with."
"Trust me on this about society in all worlds of Kassidor
I've visited, if there's a plague and a sample of the offending
species get's to a lab and the plague is bad enough that even a
hundred people are going to pay an iron for relief, they'll run
an analysis and market a packet. It's no harder than working
up a better breast contour or rebuilding a drug-damaged liver,
work for which they give change from your copper every
week of the year."
She saw that made him stop and think a bit. She was glad.
Her world didn't build stargates, not even the wizards of the
Kassikan, but there were plenty of other things that seemed
more important to day to day life like growing food that all
the worlds at this end of the stargate seemed to have under
better control than they did. After using the data systems from
there, TongSu was now sure that the ones from this side of the
stargate were way ahead.
"What do your people do about bugs?" she asked.
"Viral or recombinant agents aren't allowed," he
answered. "The rich feel the poor deserve to live in misery
and allow only what are called 'organic' methods. That
includes a few other animals that prey on them to thin them
down and picking the bugs off with their hands day after
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day."
"We don't have that 'aren't allowed' thing here to prevent
fixing the problem." She wondered why Centorin was the one
to build a stargate first? Maybe because they couldn't solve
the basic mechanics of human life and to go out among the
stars to find someone who could?
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4. Goblin City
It was dark and all Dorrick could see thru the net was
torches and their reflections off black water. Nightday was
winding down and they needed to find a place to get some
food, supplies, a shower, a real toilet. TongSu said the city
extended onto the Ttharmine Ridge somewhere ahead at a
place called ‘The Parting of the Waters’. Jason had the scope
and said he could see it. Now that Nightday was late, TongSu
had come down far enough that he could see the ground. It
was still stiflingly hot and made more so by the fact that the
air was more than twice as thick as that of Kex.
Tommy was looking thru the camera on his comm. He
had also managed to keep it charged. Dorrick must be using
his too often because it soon ran down in the dark, like one of
the native devices. They would only run for a few minutes in
the dark and he still had a problem with the fact that the
whole system went down when the sun set.
“We’re out of Elf country,” Tommy said. “In a way I
never thought it would happen, but the people down there
aren’t Elves.”
“TongSu said there are Hotbloods and Goblins in this
climate, the Hotbloods are the ones with heavy clothing.”
“Plenty of those, but they look more like Elves than the
other people.”
“Those would be the Goblins.”
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“I see why they used ‘Goblin’ as the translation,” Jason
said, “they look just like they did in the movie.”
“I’m sure there were pictures transmitted before the
movie was made,” Dorrick said.
Jason joined them, “When I was reading up, before we
got here, I found out that Goblins and Gnomes are least
affected by the Instinct.”
“What does that mean?” Dorrick asked.
“I’m not sure,” Jason said. “As I remember, they said they
have less levels of abstraction in their definition of ‘harming’
someone. It was like two neural levels less, whatever that
means.”
“Not a very concrete definition.”
“I feel at a disadvantage,” Jason said, “that same text said
Centorins are affected the same as all other races.”
“Something to beware of,” Dorrick said.
Dorrick got the scope for awhile. They were following a
river, but the river’s course was almost arbitrary because it
was swamp on both sides. There might have been some solid
ground under the tallest of the hangleaves, or there might not,
there was no way to tell. Masonry was almost non-existent.
The paths were all rope bridges and plankwalks, the buildings
were all hangleaves that looked way too skinny to be the
structures they were. In Elf country people also lived in trees,
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but they were substantial. Here they swayed and creaked loud
enough to hear from five hundred feet above.
The smell of the torches was strong and greasy, even from
up here. Some of the smoke might be cook fires, some might
even be for heat in Hotblood households. The smell of the
swamp was strong also. Damp and muddy and slimy. He even
caught a whiff of sewer, but thankfully it wasn’t strong.
Jason came and lay beside him. “What you see?” he
asked.
“In a way I’m reminded of the pits of hell,” he answered,
“with the throngs of the dammed.”
“It is pretty crowded down there, in spite of the dark.”
“I think it’s because of the dark,” Dorrick said. “It’s the
only time cool enough to move around. Goblins aren’t
Hotbloods you know, they try to run the same biology we
do.”
“They must be different if they are less susceptible to the
Instinct.”
“They can also digest rougher fare and have a possessive
attitude toward women, at least more than the Elves,” Dorrick
said.
“From what I saw thru the scope, I’m not going to be
looking for women here.”
“They may come on to you.”
“I’ll try and be polite,” Jason said, “as long as they take a
polite ‘no’ for an answer.”
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Dorrick didn’t say anything about that. They had seen
worse on Centorin and Earth than the Goblin women. It was
the local year of looking at Elf girls that made these seem so
homely. They actually had better figures than the Centorin
average, but then just like Elves, Goblins didn’t age.
“It doesn’t seem like this plant can go much farther,”
Dorrick said.
“We probably don’t have to, this torchlight can be
deceptive, but I think there is some elevation over this way.”
“That’s still a few miles away.”
“At this rate that could take a couple hours,” Jason said.
They were still moving, but hardly faster than a walk. Dorrick
passed him the scope since the high ground was on his side.
He looked at it a while before he said, “It’s definitely higher
ground over there, in fact I think it’s a little higher than we
are now. It’s not as densely populated as it is along the river,
but there’s some streets with enough lanterns to tell me
they’re open for business.”
“I think she’s turning in that direction.”
They were soon over swamp, but densely populated
swamp. There was a little more smell of sewer here, but still
not as bad as the back side of South Navorkensville. There
were very few lanterns, only a few candles. A candle is a very
tiny thing when you are five hundred feet above it, especially
if there is a roof over it. The light of Narrulla told them a lot
more than the candles. The limbs of the houses were even
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skinnier here, half the roofs were fabric, often multiple layers
and probably often torn if what they saw in this light was
correct. Many homes were isolated, some were connected
together with very thin rope bridges or sometimes only a
single rope and pulley.
“You said they have a different attitude toward women
here?” Jason asked.
“That’s what TongSu said, males own most of everything
and can make trouble for women who get out of line.”
“And what is out of line?” Jason asked.
“We were talking about sexual variety. TongSu said
Goblin women may be very willing but their men are not
willing to let them.”
“Sounds more normal to me.”
“I wonder...” Dorrick said. “You know it is the Kassikan
that had the microwave link. It is the Kassikan that runs the
planet’s data system. It is the Kassikan that has the stargate.
All the information that we have about this planet has come
thru them until us. We may be the first Centorins to see any
part of this planet but the Elven Highlands without the
Kassikan’s filter. We may think Borlunth is so unusual for this
planet, but it may only be unusual for Elves. After all, the
only Kassidorians we have really interacted with have been
Elves.”
“I get it,” Jason said. “What you’re trying to say is that
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the Pikosas may be much more normal for this planet than we
think.”
They were quiet a while, he continued to look thru the
scope. “There’s some stone structures up there, but there
wouldn’t be swamp up on that ridge anyway. I just wonder
what other surprises do we have in store for us here?”
“This is as far as TongSu has ever been. She said she
toured the low city and didn’t want to go back. She said the
biggest danger is structural collapse and bad yaag.”
Jason turned the scope on the ground below them. “I
wouldn’t want to put down here,” he said, “crowds like that in
standing water give me the willies. I don’t care what planet
this is, those people have got to have worms.”
“I bet they name them and keep them as pets,” Tommy
said, “eat their favorite foods on their birthday...”
“Shut the fuck up,” Jason said and knuckled his shoulder
as Dorrick couldn’t keep a straight face. “I bet she wouldn’t
even tell you that if she knew it.”
“I bet she would, but she didn’t.”
“I still think they must have them,” Jason said. He handed
the scope back.
Dorrick couldn’t see much in the dark, even though her
scope had a wide collector. There were tents and planks on
poles above the water, lots of tiny boats, not as many leaves
as there would be in an Elvish settlement this dense. Not that
he knew of many Elves who liked to live in standing water. It
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was when he saw the motion of a bucket in the moonlight as
it was hauled up into one of the camps that he wondered if
Jason wasn’t right. He already knew that both roundworms
and flatworms had come to this planet with humans, probably
in humans.
He remembered that they were leaving what TongSu
called the civilized parts of the planet. He worried that there
might be a lot about this planet that even the Kassikan didn’t
know. Or was it that there was a lot about this planet that the
Kassikan wouldn’t tell? The visions of the Goblins teeming
by torchlight on the rickety bridges and plankways reminded
him of the damned once again.
There was a rooftop court they settled into when the
balloon was pointed toward the wind. In the late hours of
Nightday it had cooled to less than one hundred Fahrenheit on
the surface, no mean feat for the city of Hrrst he was told. The
building was solid masonry up to the court they stepped onto.
It had a solid rectangle of hangleaf around it, and there were
two other floaters settled into here, each a little less than half
as big as TongSu’s. The court they stepped onto was smaller
than the rectangle, a light well went down four more floors, a
bridge went from this court to the main building.
The landing site was associated with a very swanky inn
with a pair of uniformed Goblin porters who were there to
meet them and actually bowed as they arrived. Jason looked
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jumpy, no doubt it reminded him of the stops in the Indus
Delta on the hovercraft flight into central Asia. The
exaggerated courtesy masked murderous intent there. He
wondered how many layers of indirection the Instinct
extended and what that meant. Did it allow one to reason,
‘I’m not hurting this person, it’s just my ax that’s hurting this
person,’ and swing again?
From the stairway in the main building they could see out
onto one of the main streets that lead over the ridge. There
was a surprising amount of mossy brownstone and quite a
few actual lanterns along the main street only four floors
below them. In the people on the streets there were as many
Lorian Elves as Goblins. There were only a few Hotbloods
and they were in thick shirts and pants, very well fitted on the
women. They had a very sleek, almost oiled look, their color
was a little off somehow, but it could have been the
torchlight.
The porters beat them to the desk, which was incredibly
ornate and manned by a very proper Lorian Elf with a fringe
of beard along his chin line and a forehead so high it went
well into his dome. His hair was a dark charcoal, his skin was
light golden ocher. His voice was as smooth as oil on still
water.
“You have arrived by air have you not?” but he didn’t
expect an answer, “you will expect and receive nothing but
the finest hospitality here my good folk. Will you each be
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having a suite?”
“I think we can get by with just one...” Dorrick said.
“Two,” Jason said. “I’m not waiting for a shower or
getting in anyone’s way.”
“Two,” Dorrick told the man.
“If I could trouble you each for an iron?”
Dorrick dug them out, waved Jason off. The Elf gave a
quick nod and smile and the two Goblins trundled back to the
third floor with their baggage. The Elf handed Dorrick the
key, “That is for one sleep, after lunch we will reclaim the
suite unless you would like to continue at an iron a day?”
“It’s only one sleep,” Dorrick said, and they moved off
after the porters. This may be the coolest part of the week and
the coolest part of the city, but he was sweating rivers and
feeling woozy.
The unheated water was warmer than he usually set his
shower when he had to use a heater. It wasn’t really bad,
compared to the air it was cool, and it was nice to be able to
re-start the sweat buildup on the skin. He felt a little better,
some decent food would make him feel better yet. A crisp,
cold beer would be even better yet, but the nearest one was
probably half a year in the air from here.
The room was in a substantial hangleaf, more like those
of the Elven lands than the ones they’d seen from the scope.
There was a small balcony, TongSu was sitting out there
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nude.
“I’m convincing myself it’s a little cooler out here.”
“Couldn’t be more than ninety five,” he said and slumped
onto the little balcony beside her. Watching the hotbloods
walk by in long sleeves just about melted him.
Tommy had gone over to be second in Jason’s shower, so
they were alone in the room. It was too hot to even think
about using the bed.
“I didn’t notice a dining room at this inn,” he said.
“I’ve been looking up and down the street,” she said,
“There are plenty of places to eat. From what I remember the
food is better up here than down in the wet.”
“I’m not surprised. I was reminded of hell when we were
flying over there.”
“Hrrst is not a major tourist destination,” she admitted.
“For Hotbloods it’s damp and raw, for Sweat Goblins it’s
their black hole and for Lorian Elves it’s a place they can feel
pretty. This is the nicest part of town right here and you notice
Valindor has more in common with the Yakhan than here.”
“Why does anyone stay here?”
“Mostly because they’re Sweat Goblins and this is the
center of their civilization.”
“Would they be turned away from the Yakhan?”
“No; but they wouldn’t find a lot of sexual opportunities
until they had something done. They wouldn’t make friends
as easily, they wouldn’t find their music, their dice parlors,
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clothes wouldn’t fit them right.”
“I haven’t heard any music here,” Dorrick said.
“That’s fine, they have Hotblood stuff from Darceen, it’s
all bleeps and squeaks at about two hundred beats per minute,
there’s some Collapse like out of Yondure, not that much
better, but they get some good stuff out of Zhlindu and
Kyeb.”
“What about local?”
“If they’re Hotblood they play their tight shit, mostly on
lween and lshi. If they’re Goblin they don’t have much
musical talent so they play whatever tapes they can get.”
“There’s a lot of Lorien Elves around.”
“They play those haunted harmony laments we heard in
the Old Lands, plain acoustic. We might hear some of that
without me complaining.”
“This city is making me change my attitude about this
planet.”
“Well, get used to it, we’re out of Elven lands now. Yeah
there’s still some Elves around, but they’re not the majority
any more..”
“I used to think the poor on this planet had it so much
better than on Centorin, but here I’m not so sure.”
“You know, I’ve seen a little of what info goes out to
Centorin, or what Centorin knows about this planet. As a first
order approximation Centorin has a pretty good picture of the
Yakhan, a vague notion of the Highlands and complete
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ignorance that the other two thirds of this planet even exists.
The more I know you guys, the more amazed I am that you
ever heard of Borlunth, much less the sex slavers there.”
“So am I,” Dorrick said, “and never more than when we
flew over that city this Nightday.”
“Yeah, Hrrst is a sight,” she admitted, “but I didn’t say it
was a pretty one.”
Tommy walked into the room, “A fascinating one
however,” he said. “I took a few minutes to blow up some of
the pictures. That place is all tied together with ropes.”
“I have a feeling Dante was here,” Dorrick said.
“It’s a pretty common name among...” TongSu started to
say.
“With all those torches it really was the scene for it wasn’t
it?” Tommy said at the same time. “Now if that oily water
was just in flames, it would be perfect.”
“All that crip-crap they use for a street grid here would go
up in seconds,” Dorrick said.
“What a scene that would make,” Tommy said.
“You can look it up. There was a big waterfront fire here
in the 104th,” TongSu said. “It burned miles of river-front on
both sides of the Imoneeya and miles back into the tightswamp. It’s still not rebuilt, there’s nothing but tell marsh
there now and that used to be the exact center of town.
There’s a few weed-covered stones near the channel of the
river now to mark the place. Anyway, when the eye’s are back
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on you can look up the video of it. Three and a half million
homeless, over a hundred thousand died. The Angels videoed
it from space. It’s one of the biggest disasters in modern
times.”
“I’ll have to do that,” Tommy made a note on his comm.
“So what keeps people here?”
They repeated what TongSu told him.
“But they are free to go if they choose?” he asked.
“Of course,” TongSu said, “how could they not be? If
nothing else they can pack what they need in a duffel bag and
start hiking. They could reach East Golibar in a year.”
“Can anyone afford commercial transportation?” Tommy
asked.
“I imagine the people who live up here can, but I don’t
think many in the wet city could even think about it.”
“So to some extent they are trapped,” Dorrick said.
“If they don’t hate it here bad enough to hike out,” she
said, “you might call them trapped. If they hate it bad enough,
they’re not. No doubt many here dream of being someplace
else, but most of them only dream. They’re used to it here,
they have friends, they know how to cope. I’m sure there are
quite a few who say, ‘any year now,’ but then they meet a new
boyfriend and forget those plans.”
She already knew about residency permits and other
travel restrictions on the poor on Centorin. The descendants
of the immigrants being brought into the Dlondai mining
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district would never be permitted to live in any other part of
the planet. On Centorin, as here, the poor would never leave
the planet.
Jason entered their room, “I feel like a new man,” he said.
“It would have been better if the water was cooler, but at least
I can lay down a fresh layer of sweat.”
“So shall we eat?” TongSu asked.
“Shouldn’t we put some clothes on?” Tommy asked.
“We could, it would give us something that will stay wet
when we pour water over ourselves, but I can tell you from
experience that even up here most people are nude during the
light and half during the dark as well.”
Dorrick liked to pick up local clothing wherever they
went. The main garment here was either a loose and
shapeless, dirty pullover or a breechclout, often a very small
one. About a third of the women on the street were more or
less nude, not counting sandals, shoulder-pockets and jewelry.
About half the males had only a strap, about one in ten was
nude, again, except for the sandals and shoulder-pockets.
Quite a few had little or no pubic hair, while everyone did in
Elf country.
Dorrick put on a clout, Tommy and Jason went with jams
and TongSu got out a tiny little strap that was intended to
insure everyone that she would keep the furniture dry, but
took only a wrist bag and two-strap sandals on her feet. Down
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at street level the heat was not really any more oppressive,
Dorrick guessed it might be down to ninety two by now,
something that wouldn’t be so bad with a portable a/c and a
cold six pack. But this was the dark in a crowd.
On the street, the crowd was weird. There was a very
pale, nude Goblin or Lorian Elf girl with a huge fan-shaped
tiara sparkling with gems, another with five antennae of
jewels bobbing from her head, also nude but in big platform
heels that were quite an athletic event on the cobblestone
pavement. Not one in ten here was a Hotblood, but they were
up here in elaborate nightcoats like back in the Yakhan. There
were some Wood Elves, Silvan Elves and even a naked
Mountain Elf, one of the cutest women in the crowd. Almost
all the Elves had kept their pubic hair.
There was little vehicle traffic on the street, and what
carts there were, were all animal drawn. The biggest ones
were drawn by kedas, all kinds of similar but smaller animals
drew the smaller carts. Thicker bodied animals carried packs,
they were more common than carts. They were lead in trains
of two, three or four by big bull Goblins, and they were
packing mainly foodstuffs in sacks.
They didn’t have to go far to find food, there were three
sit-down eateries on the corner, they picked the one with
outdoor service and clean tables. Darkmeal was in full swing
and the place employed Goblin girls as waitresses, but the
one who came to them was actually cute, even though she
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was turquoise in color and four foot two in height. The
system here was that meals were coming up at certain times,
she had a list and the number of portions unclaimed. They
paid for five portions thinking that at least one of their orders
would be previously claimed. As it turned out two were, they
doubled up on the fish chowder with tell dumplings because
there was plenty of that left.
The place was starting to empty out by the time that was
all set. Dorrick’s blenth steak and lash would be out first, he
would be sharing a lot of it, then pick at the later dishes as
they came. Their table was right on the street but up two steps
and behind a rail.
A Goblin girl came by on a two-wheeled cart like a sulky
with a fringed tent roof . There was seating for two facing
forward, with kick-out footrests. The animal pulling it was
probably a little more than five hundred pounds. It had the
common eight-legged body plan, but it was tall and short, the
legs were well-coordinated to miss each other so they seemed
to ripple as it moved. It had three eyes on long tentacles, the
middle one was bigger, and there were long floppy manes
behind them. It’s head was long and wide, it’s neck was long
and thick, it’s tail was short and thick and it was entirely free
of fur, having wet, speckled, green skin like a Leopard Frog.
The big middle eye looked at them, then looked at the
Goblin girl and she came over to them. “I’ve got tours of the
city,” she called, “I’ve got insiders views. Once you see what
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I can show you, you’ll never think about Hrrst the way you
did before.”
She was another who was quite cute for a Goblin, but she
wasn’t turquoise and she was closer to five two. She was
pretty dark, not as dark as most of Earth, but darker than he
was. Her nose was long and pointed in shape, but rather small
over all, and her eyes were huge and a luminous blacklight
purple in color with lashes at least an inch long. She also
wore a tiara of three long waving antennae that sparkled with
tiny gems. She had a tiny wrapskirt on, but it was open at the
front and she was another without any pubic hair at all, like a
child. He wondered if that was a sign they were not sexually
active?
“We’re having dinner,” Tommy said, “we’ll probably be
here two hours,” he looked around the table, but mostly to
TongSu. She nodded but wasn’t real sure. He knew she had
been in this city before. It was in her recent life, but it was
before Centorin science was able to build a star drive, much
less a stargate. Not one of Dorrick’s great grandparents was
born, Centorin’s population at the time was less than the
number of Goblins in this basin in all likelihood. Centorin’s
population had passed the half a billion mark in the 3600’s.
“I can wait,” she said, “I won’t even ask for a plate.” Her
teeth looked a little sharp and pointed, Dorrick thought, but
their waitress had already brought the first round of cups by
the time this happened.
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“Why? You need one?” Tommy asked.
“I ate a little yesterday,” she said.
“Can you park your cart and come up here?” he asked.
“I’d need a penny for the lot down the street but I haven’t
earned one yet today. I never had a meal from a place like
this, I don’t know if my stomach could take it.”
“She’s probably right,” TongSu tried to whisper to him.
“Here, go park,” he said and gave her two pennies, “and
see that your critter gets fed. What is that thing anyway?” he
asked.
“That’s Harzie,” her face lit up like he was her brother, its
small eyes looked at her while the big one looked at Tommy,
“the blenth my ancestors saved in The Breakout. He’s been
with the firstborn woman of the line ever since. He’ll thank
you for the penny for his dinner while we’re on the tour.”
She disappeared, no doubt with his two pennies.
“She’s taking you, you know,” Jason said.
“I don’t give a shit,” Tommy said, “if she takes me for all
the money she could imagine spending in forever it will be as
much as I lost on football last week, which is about what I’d
spend on breakfast if we were home. I’ve still got some dress
blues from House Betyamin in my duffel somewhere. If I
popped a button off there and gave it to her as a tip it would
change her life forever.”
“You got that right,” TongSu said. “Like if you actually
did pay me my weight in aluminum for this trip.”
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Dorrick noticed a lot of people look around when they
overheard that. He noticed TongSu notice it too. “Had you
believing it for awhile didn’t I?” Dorrick said for the
audience, with a wink for TongSu.
“Not really,” she said. “My weight in what’s been scared
out of me, maybe.”
He lowered his voice, “You’ve been here before, are we in
danger? There was that two levels less of indirection in
response to the Instinct thing.”
“I barely had copper on me then,” she whispered, “I
earned three for that whole voyage out, not even one for all
the work I could find on the way back.” She went to nearly a
conversational level of voice, “I brought down game from the
air to eat on the way back I was so poor for awhile.”
“I’m sorry to hear that, but yes, we’ll have to eat more
frugally from now on.”
“It’s OK,” she continued to act out. People were losing
interest again. Of course Tommy telling the world he could
give her all she could ever imagine spending and not miss it
had probably been the start.
The girl came back about the time Dorrick’s meal came
out. She sat next to Tommy, tried to get pretty close. Dorrick
was not going to say anything but he could see that she knew
what it was as soon as she saw it.
With glistening eyes and a slight tremble in her voice she
said, “Did you know, that among the blenth, as among all the
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animals with eight legs, a herd meeting is held to determine if
there is a need for reproduction. There are voting procedures
and signals for re-tries. Once the need for reproduction is
established, there are campaigns for egg and brood parent,
and herd elections determine the lucky pair. The whole herd
participates in raising and educating the offspring. There are
procedures for gaining admittance to a new herd, and
procedures for expelling an individual from a herd.
“Did you know that before the arrival of humans, the
average life span of the average individual blenth was twenty
four hundred centuries, but since the arrival of humans the
average is less than one century. That is because most are
raised for meat and very few for work.” Dorrick could see she
was fighting hard to keep from bursting into tears. “Harzie
may have watched the first humans get released on this
planet,” Mfmbble continued, “by whatever plutonic power
brought them from YingolNeerie. There are a few who have
decoded one or another keda language, but none who know
any language of blenths, or karga, or lentosaur or thongga.”
Dorrick was touched, but it was already cooked so he was
not to be deterred. Jason and Tommy passed plates. “So you
will not be having any of the blenth. And listen, I am sorry, I
honestly wouldn’t have ordered it if I knew what a blenth was
at the time.”
“How could you not know?” she asked.
“I know what a blenth is,” TongSu said. “Not everything
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in the Lentos class has advanced social organization, and
those that do, follow the framework she just outlined. What
she just described is the social order for kedas, not blenths.”
she looked at the Goblin girl, daring her to call her on that.
“Blenths are very similar, not as complex, yes, but they
have the same structure to their society.”
“You can eat the lash right?” Dorrick asked.
“What are you getting?” she asked Tommy, but did take
one stalk of lash.
“One of the fish stews,” he said.
“Chileeth are without souls,” she said, “and they are soom
so one can eat vedn and thesh and all the sweet fruits with
them.”
“So tell us what there is to see on your tour?” Tommy
asked her.
She composed herself, like she was rewinding a tape.
“You get to see the black hole of the Sweat Goblins, the pit
that we are all sinking into. We talk of escaping to East
Golibar or some quiet plot within a few weeks of Klonznopft,
but more of us come here than escape. More Sweat Goblins
die in Hrrst than are born, but more move in than die. And do
you know what most of them die of?” she asked all
melodramatically.
She would not continue until someone said, “What?”
“Dice,” she said, “and their addiction to them.”
“That I gotta see,” Tommy said, “and record,” he held up
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his comm and showed that there were still three bars of
charge left in it. Dorrick figured his own battery just wasn’t
holding anything any more, since his Centorin comm was
dying within a few hours of sundown. He could get a new one
delivered to the stargate in the Kassikan in a day at the most,
but he was already most of a local year out on the fastest
material transportation on this planet. This comm battery was
all he was ever going to have in his Centorin comm, ever. He
was going to have to get much more proficient with the native
system. He had been leaving that to TongSu a lot.
As the meal wore on, Tommy and Mfmbble were on one
side enjoying each other’s company while Dorrick, Jason and
TongSu were discussing Jason’s video games on the other
side of the table. He had just downloaded one that had to do
with the recent action over Vorster and how it related to
romantic interludes as thinly disguised take-offs on some of
the more notorious great Houses of Centorin. By Kassidorian
standards the sex scenes were pretty lame, but by Centorin
standards it challenged the great Houses in ways that
wouldn’t have been dreamed of before the gatekeepers guild
backed the Senate.
When the meal was done, Tommy announced he was
going on Mfmbble’s tour of the Hrrst waterfront. The
temperature had fallen to a positively invigorating eighty nine
by now and he was recharged and ready to go. True it would
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still be in the upper nineties down there in the swamp, but
what bothered Dorrick about it was when he heard Tommy
ask if he could get any head on this tour.
“Sure,” she said, “I’ll suck all the cum you’ve got at no
extra charge and I can find you some really big-titted whores
that will suck even more.”
Tommy looked at her one more time. She was exotic, with
her long pointed ears, nose and chin. Her long, long
eyelashes, great big eyes and small mouth that would have a
hard time even holding his cap.
She must have noticed his critical appraisal. “You might
not think so to look at me,” she said, “but I can deep throat
quite a salami.”
“See you later guys,” Tommy said, “I’m going to get a
tour of the swamp side of Hrrst while I’ve got the chance. I
know I was sent to study Borlunth, but I think we all know by
now there is much more to study on this planet than the
Pikosas. We might find we have been seriously mislead by
thinking the Pikosas are very unusual for this planet, and it
seems to me this city is a very big lead on that question.” He
was already getting up. Mfmbble was getting up with him, or
even getting up before him.
“You have to be back by dawn,” TongSu said. “The
temperature will rise rapidly and the air is much thicker than
you’re used to.
“I don’t think you should go alone,” Jason said as they
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stepped down onto the street itself.
Mfmbble was already clutching his arm, but turned and
said, “My blenth can only pull two people, anything bigger
couldn’t be taken on the plank-walks.”
“Hey, you didn’t want to see the city,” Tommy said as
Mfmbble lead him away, “you said the heat isn’t worth it,” he
told Jason. Dorrick guessed they must have talked about this
in his room before dinner. “Well I think it’s worth it, this is a
culture we have never seen before, that Centorin science
doesn’t even know of.” In a way he was right, in video
dramas places at all like this were presented as fiction. “I just
wish I could get better pictures.”
“Take the main camera,” Dorrick said, “I’m pretty sure
it’s charged.”
“Too cumbersome,” Tommy said. “I’ve got my comm.”
They were already almost out of earshot on the busy street.
He waved, then looked forward and disappeared from view.
“I should have gone with him,” Jason said. “He is the
principal of this expedition after all.”
“Where are we going to get another cart?” TongSu asked.
“It’s not like there are roving carts for hire around here.”
Indeed there weren’t, there weren’t even unburdened pack
animals.
“That thing you read didn’t say that Goblins aren’t
susceptible to the Instinct,” Dorrick said, “so he’ll be OK as
long as he doesn’t get lost. He always has his comm.”
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“I still think it was a bad idea,” Jason said grimly.
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5. Tommy’s Missing
TongSu had been to Hrrst once before. She had been
pretty green at long distance flights at the time, that was her
first trip out of Elf country. She was ready for it now, the
greasy torches, the rickety rope brides with big gaps between
the boards that let you see the rope bridges below you. Huge
reinforced hangleaves made up most of the city, some only
shells, some held together only by the thick mats of vines.
Some propped up with poles and bound with rope or tape.
She, Dorrick and Jason were still sitting at their table,
having the second cup of what was really a very fine yaag.
They were on the ridge, the swankiest part of Hrrst by far, in
a place where they were dropping their third iron. They were
served by a cute but turquoise-blue Goblin girl, with long
pointed chin, nose and ears, skinny legs and arms, big belly
and small chest. Their digestive systems are the best of
mankind, and in modern times a mod is available to them that
allows them to digest cellulose like a supergut.
"What is the population of this city?" Jason asked.
They were sitting on the patio of this restaurant, on the
crest of a hill where they could look down the street and see
the parting of the waters less than five miles away. The
ghostly lights of the docks on the faces of the buildings lining
the waterfront was visible to the naked eye. Her scope would
let him count the twenty to fifty floors. "It used to be more
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than Zhlindu altogether,” TongSu told him, “but it's all out
along all those rivers and canals, probably as far as where we
were at dusk. The fire technically cut the city in two so there
is really a north and south Hrrst, but add the two of them and
it is now smaller than Zhlindu."
"It looked to me like most of this city is built in a
mangrove swamp," Jason said.
She had no idea what a mangrove was but a swamp was
what we have here as soon as you get down off this ridge. It
was known as tight-swamp in the only language she knew.
Small trees and shrubs, shallow water and thin strap-ups over
large areas. Everything stuck out of the water, looking for any
cooling available. The trunks of the trees had docks leading
into them with boats so small they could barely see them tied
up at their bases. Almost the whole city was a forest of tight
swamp, leading back into smaller and smaller channels for
miles until it reached the ridge.
She has seen movies from the city of Trenst on the far
side of the world, even farther than Borlunth, where there was
swamp a little like this. This was more dense, that had lon
ponds all thru it. That had more plankwalk, here there was no
way to get around but kayak and canoe except in the high city
along the main channels of the Imoneeya and Kimoneeya
rivers and a few swaying stick and rope bridges. Here there
was a significant fraction of the population living in their
kayak or canoe.
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"Mangrove swamp scaled up by a factor of forty." Jason
said. "I make that waterfront as averaging four hundred feet
high." He was looking at the parting of the waters with her
captain’s scope. TongSu knew there were many levels of
walkways linking the buildings along all the main
waterfronts, and almost no elevators. Four hundred feet
seemed about right, she had seen as many as fifty stories a
century ago, they probably hadn’t all fallen yet.
Late on a winter Nightday it is comfortable to walk the
upper streets of Hrrst if one stays wet and she had done so the
other time she was here. She would show it to them if they
asked, but wasn’t going to volunteer. Many parts of that
waterfront have technically collapsed, but they are tied
together with vines and propped up with logs. The whole
thing sways when streetcars come by with creaks and groans
that can drown out conversation. Tommy had gone off to see
it in a blenth cart with a skinny little Goblin girl who agreed
to include head in the deal. She could tell they were worried
about him. It was getting late and this place was probably
going to shut down.
“We should probably get going,” TongSu said.
“Yeah,” Jason said.
“We could go to a tap nearby,” Dorrick said, “I think I
saw one back by the paved path.”
In the high rent district of Hrrst where there is actually
some solid ground, the paths are seldom paved, but at least
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you’re not walking on rotted boards that break and drop you
to the black water below. Up here on the ridge there are quite
a few Goblins, in most of the city there is little but Goblins
and Hotbloods. It is the second largest Goblin city after
Dzintiss, and the Goblins of Dzintiss do not count themselves
as the same race as the Sweat Goblins of Hrrst. While
superficially similar, the Goblins of Dzintiss are an ancient
race and adapted to cold. The Sweat Goblins arose out of the
Elven lower classes during the Energy Age and are adapted to
heat.
“When do you think we should expect him back?” Jason
asked Dorrick.
“If that girl will grant him what he wants,” TongSu said,
“you better hope he has enough sense to come back by dawn
or he’s going to get fried, boiled, broiled or baked. We might
as well go back to the balloon for Dawnsleep.”
“You can sleep with him out there?” Jason asked her.
“He’s not in danger til dawn,” TongSu said, “and I have
no intention of giving up my Dawnsleep for him.”
“Maybe we should see if we can find him,” Dorrick
suggested.
“You’ve looked thru the scope,” she said to Dorrick, you
know what’s down there, it wouldn’t make any sense unless
you knew where he was.”
Dorrick didn’t have to answer. Though they could only
see it by torchlight, there was so much of that strap-up that it
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was hopeless to search it. Level after level of rickety, torchlit,
rope and plank strap-up extending along the Kimoneeya
nearly a hundred miles. The scope could not pick out
individuals at this distance, but the blur of motion was
apparent.
“He has his pocket-eye,” she said.
“Yes, but who knows if it’s still charged, he could have
run it down.”
“It’s good that yours is charged,” Dorrick said.
“I’ll try him,” Jason said, and poked some buttons.
Centorin pocket-eyes establish voice channels as a matter of
course. He must have responded because Jason said “hi” and
then asked, “Where are you? When are you coming back to
the ship?” He listened, asked, “Right on the river?” then
“what floor?” Tommy must have explained something,
because Jason said, “There’s no building codes around here
and TongSu assures me buildings do collapse in this city.”
More from Tommy, Jason frowned at it. “The heat gets
dangerous as soon as it’s daylight. If you’re indoors and
locked into a dice game, you might not notice that daylight is
coming. Keep in mind that it could take some time to get
back here.” Tommy said something. “What happened to her?”
More from Tommy, then Jason said, “How do you know you
can find another in time?” He endured a long lecture after
that, rolled his eyes at Dorrick.
“He’s in a dice game?” Dorrick asked. Jason nodded.
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“Along the river?” Jason nodded again. “Many stories up?”
Dorrick concluded to another nod.
Jason went back to the pocket-eye, “I advise you to get
out of it as soon as you can and try to find transportation back
to this ridge. You do know we’re on Breakout Climb don’t
you?” a short pause, “you better write it down before that cup
gets away from you. Try to focus, wrap it up and find
transportation.” He said his goodbyes and broke the
connection.
“Well?” Dorrick asked.
“He’s in a dice game about twenty stories up overlooking
the river. He says he’s winning pretty big and it would be bad
manners to try to get out now. He bought himself a cup, says
it’s a real fancy one from Zhlindu, and it sounds like he’s
breaking it in in a big way.”
“Shit,” Dorrick said.
“He’s going to have to just get up and leave,” Jason said,
“He might have to walk back.”
“It’s only five miles or so, he’s in good enough shape to
do that, even in this heat.”
“It’s seven, he’s across the river and a couple miles from
the nearest bridge. The girl with the cart bolted on him as
soon as he gave her an iron.”
“She’s probably never seen a whole iron in one place
before,” TongSu said.
“There are streetcars down there aren’t there?”
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“Not really,” TongSu said. “There are some in the
plankways along the river, but I’m not sure there is a
plankway that will take one between here and the river. There
are river boats that go up and down the rivers, but they don’t
go back into the swamp. His best bet would be to hire a
gondola to take him to Breakout Climb and walk from there.
There are a few streetcars up here, he might catch one before
he walked all the way.”
“We may have to pick him up,” Jason said.
“My girl’s drained, she won’t be able to swim until there’s
sun on her.”
“By then it will be over a hundred again,” Dorrick said.
“Probably,” she agreed. “Tommy was the only one of us
who thought this was a good idea.”
They waited thru another cup at another tap, but then slept
on the balloon, there was nothing else they could do. They
had rooms but they just used them for the facilities, they were
a little cooler here in the air. They did not pay out all their
rope getting into the sky to get a couple more degrees of
cooling. Instead they left the ladder down in case Tommy
found a way to get out of the dice game.
Dawn found them still here and Tommy still gone. The
dawn was sticky and sweaty, but when Kortrax hit them it
was like a heat ray.
Jason tried his pocket eye again. He got a robot message
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in Centish. “Comm unit 119718NDA1881J-A07 is no longer
operational,” he told Dorrick.
Dorrick’s eyes got big and he started to sweat even more
profusely. “Now we are faced with the dilemma of going after
him and risking losing him if he comes back here.”
“If he makes it here before lunch time,” she told them,
“he can survive up here on Ttharmine ridge. He won’t like it,
but he won’t die. It’s five to ten degrees hotter down there
along the river and much more humid, if he stays there after
lunch time, he probably will die.”
“How do the Goblins stand it?”
“They can survive hyperthermia up to about a hundred
twenty degrees. If their body temperature gets up to one
eighteen they feel feverish, but they recover. Also their sweat
is slightly more volatile, that’s why they have that funny
smell.”
“I’ll go get his things from the room,” Dorrick said. How
long until she can swim?”
“Take your time,” she replied.
They both went, TongSu stayed with the balloon. She
wondered what they could do. If he was indoors they had no
chance of finding him. If he was outdoors, they might see
him, but he would be exposed. They wouldn’t have much
time to find him. She wondered if they could find the girl
with the cart, she could at least tell them where she left him.
But the girl would not be out today and they had no idea
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where to find her.
They cast off as soon as the guys came back with the last
of their bags. Her balloon wasn’t really awake yet, but the
drift of the air was taking them closer to where they thought
he was. They drifted off of the ridge, she rose a little as
Kortrax heated her, they were about three thousand feet above
the water when they reached it, a thousand feet more than the
height of the ridge. There is only about a mile of low city in
tight-swamp before the big hangleaves begin along here. It
was scary looking at how high these Goblins strapped skinny
little sticks of hangleaf. The rails were either ropes or tied
sticks, barely strong enough to give you a tactile signal, much
less hold you up.
As Morningday began the place was teeming. From all
the way up here she could hear ropes and sticks creaking as
the throngs moved about. Goblins are lovers of bureaucracy
and all their companies are full of it and inefficient. Way
down at the docks there were a few people making the soap
or shoes or canoe paddles that the company made, while all
the attention was focused on the levels above in the buildings
with marketing and advertising and finance and strategic
planning that happened at the ever higher levels.
She could see the rope bridges swaying, seemingly in
time with a marching work song. The upper leaves fluttered
only a few stories above the highest floors in use, where the
wealthy lived surrounded by dozens of servants. Armies of
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other servants constantly toiled brings bags of food and water
and fuel and yaag up to the higher levels of the city. More
armies of servants constantly cleaned and propped up the
penthouse levels, and logs were already being lifted with
tackle high into the city to prop up those that had rotted.
Woodworms were a common ingredient in rolls at fancy
eateries.
She noticed that here and there were high flat roofs,
constructed on flimsy trusswork above the highest fronds.
They appeared to be observation platforms or possibly floater
berths. If they were, none of them were in use and though
these platforms were rare, they were ten times more common
than floaters in the Hrrst urban area. She noticed that some of
them didn’t even have rails, but all of them had an access
hatch.
Her best guess was that they were for observing the river
traffic, but that didn’t explain a few that were quite a ways
from the river with views that were blocked by taller
hangleaves closer to the river. Then she spotted one with
someone on it, trying in vain to open the access hatch.
She turned the floater, “Guys, we have a rescue mission
coming up, someone got shut out on the roof over there.”
Jason said. “Someone could die in this sun.”
It took a few minutes to swim over there. Her girl was
waking up and the air was sluggish enough that they were
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able to come right over to him and lift him into the net.
After many repetitions of way too self-deprecating thanks,
she got to ask, “So how’d you get stuck out here?”
“I tried to leave with my winnings,” he said. “I was at
Lito’s and everyone knows he’s crooked, but I was up almost
a copper. It was late, I was trying to cash out but I must have
drunk more than I thought because the next thing I knew I
was waking up here with the dawn.”
Dorrick and Jason were looking at each other the whole
time he told that story. “We have to check them all,” Dorrick
said to TongSu.
“Within about seven miles of where we were,” TongSu
said, “at least to start.”
“Why, are you looking for someone?”
“A friend of ours was playing dice, we told him to cash
out and come home before the dawn caught him.”
“I need to get home,” the skinny, greyish Goblin said. “I
guess you’ll have to drop me on the docks, I don’t see how
else I can get off.”
“We’ll lower you on a rope,” TongSu said, “but we’re
looking for Tommy first.
They went up and down the far side of the river a few
miles in each direction. The heat built by the minute. By the
time they had gone seven miles in each direction, they had to
wet themselves down and they were still three thousand feet
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above the city. The man they saved had the grace to sit quietly
out of the way and wait, even helped them spot more of these
platforms, what he called ‘lockouts.’ They lowered their
charge to the ground, then tried the side of the river toward
the ridge, wondering if Tommy had been mistaken. They did
not find him. They went back to the far side and searched for
roofs like that farther from the river. As they passed over a
platform they had examined already, they saw a prone figure
trying to wave to them. He must have tried to climb down and
saw them flying around.
He seemed to be barely alive, he was buck naked and in
the direct sun. The air temperature was only one oh five so
far, but the dark surface he was on was hotter and Kortrax
was already a couple diameters above the horizon so the
surface was starting to pick up some heat. Earth and Centorin
are at the stars YingolNeerie and VarstonNeerie which put out
much more light in proportion to the their heat than Kortrax,
they might not be worried enough.
He was on one of those platforms with no rails. There
were a few fronds above his platform, just enough to make it
impossible to get the net close to him. Jason insisted on
taking the rope down to him. The platform swayed and
sagged as Jason got onto it. It was a good thing those trusses
were made with green wood. Sweat was pouring off him now,
he was red in the face and his stubble hair was not protecting
his head at all.
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Still he looped Tommy into the rope. Tommy was
conscious but just barely. His lips were cracked and his eyes
were cloudy and wouldn’t focus. It wasn’t just the heat that
was affecting him, it had to be something that he drank.
TongSu hauled him up. She was handling the heat a little
better than the Centorins, but not very much. She just ignored
it and pulled. Tommy could barely crawl into the net when
she got him up there. Dorrick was able to help him in and get
him water, TongSu let the rope back down to Jason.
As she did the hatch opened and a big Goblin man came
out of it. “You have no right to do this,” he yelled. “That man
tried to cheat me, he’s being punished.”
“How does the Instinct let you do this?” TongSu yelled
back. “He’s almost dead.”
“He was fine when I left him here. He had passed out in
my dice hall, leave him,” he yelled and tried to poke at the
balloon with a stick.
Jason immediately jumped for him, and was immediately
paralyzed. His momentum knocked the Goblin down and they
both fell to the edge of the platform. The platform swayed
and tilted and they very nearly both went off. The Goblin
grabbed at one of the fronds to save himself, but both Jason’s
arms were paralyzed and he seemed helpless to stop his slide.
She screamed, but he crooked his knee around a frond and
hung by that, his useless arms dangling over ten stories of air.
Dorrick was gasping for breath but was tying the rope to
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his waist when Jason regained the use of his arms. The
Goblin meanwhile had crawled back onto the platform and
was cursing profoundly, but holding the edge of the hatchway.
The platform was swaying so badly that TongSu nearly lost
her water over her fear for Jason. The Goblin got back into
the hatchway as Jason climbed back onto the platform.
Dorrick let down the rope to Jason, then collapsed into the net
from this heat.
He crawled to the edge of the net and helped TongSu haul
Jason up. As soon as he was in the net, she fed her girl all the
Up she could take and they all collapsed into the net to wait
for the altitude to tame the heat.
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6. On a Spire in Ttharmentodl
The ruddy light of Kunae and a fitful candle on their table
was the only light. Both TongSu and Tommy had found
themselves a warm blood, they were easy to spot in this town
because they were naked. Dorrick was naked, Jason had
boxers.
The view was nice. They were atop the tallest spire in
Ttharmentodl, a city of nearly eight million, almost all
hotbloods. Kunae twinkled in the waters of the harbor, but did
not twinkle in the sky even two and a half miles below sea
level. Thin clouds were a veil with scraps of rag thrown on it.
The harbor was fourteen hundred feet below. The mighty
crystal spire they were on swayed a few feet with the breeze.
The ale tilted in their cups. Dorrick had finally bought his
own cup in Illtale, back in week Fendeveermon, Jason was
still using house cups, though they were getting harder to
find.
Jason gripped the table, which was mounted to the
balcony with strong vines. Dorrick could tell from the size of
his eyes that he was thinking about the fact that there were no
such things as building codes on this planet. Instead of
bringing that up he said, "She couldn't fly in this if she had
to."
Dorrick glanced at the balloon only a few feet above them
on the downwind side of the building. It was bobbing on the
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tether, but didn’t seem to be in danger. "We have to wait here
to time it right, the prevailing winds are against us so we're
only making a bit more than three hundred miles a week. She
wants to cross the Ttharmine in the light. I understand we
might see some action there."
"Dactyls," Jason said, "she's told me about them. We were
actually able to find an Action-compatible game that
simulated an attack on an airship like hers."
"Nice, I'll have to try it."
"It seems like good training," Jason said. He stared at the
city.
It was barely visible, emitting less than one percent as
much light as a Centorin city this size would. It was easier to
see it by the light of Kunae than the lanterns of its streets.
Few outdoor streets were lit at this time, people figuring
Kunae was light enough.
They had finished darkmeal, dinner of Nightday, and were
lingering on this balcony as Dawnsleep began. They could
see the balloon from here, they would be sleeping on it,
where there was more air than the rooms. The next dark they
would not be landing at all but nosing the fringe of the
Ttharmine on a long tether.
"You didn't want to bed another native?" Jason asked him.
"I was spoiled by the girls in Elf country," Dorrick mused.
"They aren't as blatant here," Jason said.
"Do you want one?"
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"No, I'll take one when I need one but I can get by another
week. You know I actually liked the customs on Earth better."
Dorrick didn't. Women were either stolen from guarded
compounds or they were prostitutes. Neither of them had had
a female friend or a native friend as close as he was with
TongSu. They'd freed a harem of Caribe women once while
they were in Ellay, and one of them had stayed with Dorrick
for a few weeks. Jason had eventually driven her away with
his complaints of keeping a wild animal as a pet. At least
TongSu had a civilized side, Margeet had not. "I guess I'm
getting soft, but I like this better."
"On Earth it was never hot at night."
"Sometimes it was where Tommy worked," Dorrick told
him.
"I mean where we were."
That was true, but it was hot during the day. "I'm not that
uncomfortable now."
"No, but I'm still sweating. At least it's doing some good."
They were silent for awhile. There were lanterns on ships
moving in and out of the harbor. They seemed to move as
slowly as icebergs when seen from this distance. They were
big as wooden sailing vessels go, hundreds of feet in length.
"You still think we can make it?" Jason asked.
"We've seen the worst this planet has to offer and come
thru that."
"Barely," Jason said, "and we are now beyond the places
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TongSu has seen."
"This city seems more civilized than the last one,"
Dorrick said. He would always remember Hrrst as the
Kassidorian word for hell. All those platforms proved that
execution was a viable threat in that culture.
"So did Shasbeek," Jason said. That was a dusty old city
in central Asia with hanging monorails that emitted sparks
and bullet-pocks in every wall. It made the south side of
Navorkensville look positively affluent. "I wish we never put
down there, as out of place as I felt in Elf country, I’d rather
that than the Goblins."
“I bet we’ll think Goblin girls are cute once we get to Orc
country,” Dorrick said.
"So when do we get there?"
"With the dawn we'll fly the last of the Imoneeya to the
Ttharmine. The next dark we'll anchor at the source of the
Imoneeya, the next light we'll cross the Ttharmine, then we’re
in Orc country."
"When we reach that we’re half way to Borlunth?"
"We have the Pewpsway, the Knidola and the Prvest
basins to go, none of them are major basins like the
Highlands or the Ttharmine. And I don't have any detours I
need to take."
"You shouldn't have brought him that shit," Jason said,
"he's going to contaminate the groundwater trying to tag
ores."
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"I'm sure he knows what he's doing," Dorrick said, but
thought about the fact that there were no agencies of any kind
to monitor what he was doing.
"I hope you're right,” Jason said. Jason took out his
comm. Dorrick didn't know how he had been able to keep it
charged. He wondered if he had put his big charging strip on
top of the balloon. TongSu wouldn't like that because there
would be a wire running down next to the root tray and water,
attracting lightning. They could still reach the
geosynchronous, but Jason was only using his mapping app
locally. “Do you know that once we pass that swamp, we
have over two thousand miles of Orc country to cross?"
"I'm sure they won't be as bad as they were in the movies,
there's no wars going on anywhere on Kassidor. I'm sure the
Orcs will have the Instinct. Besides that, she thinks we can fly
over the tribal plains and miss most of that."
"And miss civilization also?"
"There isn't much to miss in that area from what I
understand," Dorrick said.
"There are three thousand miles of that 'Tribal Plain'.
That's at least five native weeks," Jason said. "It will probably
take us longer because we'll have some kind of setback. We
can't carry enough supplies for that long."
"We can buy supplies, she looked that up."
"And you trust that information?" Jason asked.
"I think the information on the data system is real, I’m not
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saying everything’s gospel, but it’s what they know."
He couldn't access the native system from a Centorin
device and the native system was not operational in the dark,
so he couldn't look up any information about the area other
than the map that Almon's Crossing had made of the planet's
surface. It had a lot fewer places named than the maps on the
native system. It was still a good map. Dorrick's comm was
dead but he'd stared at the maps enough to remember what
that prairie looked like on that map. Jason was staring at them
now. "It's like the high prairies in the south of the Navorken
Basin all the way from the Valera uplands to Stebbensville.
But with dangerous predators."
"Not as dangerous as the dactyls in the Ttharmine."
"That's a point I was about to bring up."
"Once we get past that, the really hard parts are over."
"I still think we're suicidal to go on, especially unarmed."
"You've become quite proficient with that crossbow."
"But it's still a crossbow," Jason said. "What if we do
meet a tribe without the Instinct..."
"I don't think the laws of physics..."
"Yes they do," Jason said. "Can you imagine taking on the
Caribe with two stinking crossbows."
Dorrick remembered the bodies piled on the cement dust
plains of Ellay and had to agree with that. "No, you're right."
They'd needed all the juice their camp's thermonuclear
generator could give them to stand off that attack.
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"Well we could be in such a situation this time."
"The Instinct," Dorrick said, "and there are no firearms
anywhere on this planet." The Caribe had ancient long-nosed
projectile weapons that were deadly from a half mile away.
The meat in their diet was mainly coyote. "And if we do
encounter hostile tribesmen, we'll need your skills once
again."
Dorrick knew he didn’t believe it because if he did he
would harangue on about their pitiful armaments. Jason had
always preferred Sciblast in spite of the weight and bulk. The
crossbows were actually heavier and bigger, a couple one
twenty pound draw, ratchet action bolt throwers that actually
intimidated Dorrick more than a cop’s Barringer.
The warmbloods, that is, anyone with a body temperature
more like ninety eight than one thirty eight, stayed on the
tallest towers and come out for the evening of Nightday more
than any other part of the week. These towers were built to
reach into cooler air to cater to the warmblood trade. Way up
here it could get below a hundred Fahrenheit during
Nightday. Any warmbloods that were here, were only passing
thru. Surviving the heat was their main interest for the
remainder of the week.
That meant it wasn't unusual that a pair of Lorian Elf girls
walked by and said, "You guys must be a long way from
home, how are you surviving the trip?"
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"We're from that floater, we get two miles higher in the
sky during the heat."
"That must be nice," the first one said, then asked, "where
are you headed?"
"Borlunth," Dorrick said. He looked them over. They
weren't five feet tall, and rather slender also, probably not
even a hundred pounds in this gravity. He'd never been with a
girl that small and wondered if there would be a problem.
They were both naked in this heat, but standing close as if
they didn't think it was too hot for an encounter. Their faces
were wide with big eyes and small pointed noses but not
exaggerated enough to call them Goblins. Their bodies were
actually rather plush, but their legs and arms were a little
skinny, but again nowhere near as bad as a Goblin girl. They
seemed to be twins, the first pair he had seen here.
"So you believe in Borlunth?" the other one asked.
"We're going to make sure, it seems a little too
unbelievable to us also," Dorrick said.
“I think it’s the overblown deep, damp atmosphere that I
find the most phony,” the first girl said, “what about you?”
“I think it’s so unusual for Kassidor?” Dorrick said.
“Well it’s a deep, it’s not as deep as parts of Lumpral.”
“The culture,” Dorrick said, “the sex slavers called
Pikosas.”
“Yeah,” she said, “I guess it was the most extreme sex
slavers in all the lands, but there was a band in the East
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Golibar in the 25th that was pretty bad and sex slavery was a
way of life in the Goblin Deep north of Korst,” she said, “and
not unknown in these parts.”
“So there were other cultures like the Pikosas?” Dorrick
asked.
“That’s the ones that I know of. I’m sure there were more
in the Lumpral Basin but I don’t know of them.”
The other girl took up the narration, while sliding into the
chair nearest Jason. “Before the Peace Plague there were a lot
of dominant men, women used to seek them then.”
“What’s the Peace Plague?” Jason asked.
The other girl sat in the remaining chair. “It modified us
females to seek less dominant males and avoid the dominant
ones.”
“But it’s not the Instinct?”
“Oh no, it got here ten centuries before that, it took at
least a century for the alpha males to die out and for eternal
youth to get here.”
“To Ttharmentodl?”
“No, I’m just passing thru,” she said, “I’m actually from a
small city about a hundred miles from Issridel.”
“So alpha males died out because of the Peace Plague?”
Dorrick asked.
“Like we just said,” the other one said.
“And there was other sex slavery?” Dorrick asked.
“There was even a gang in Klonznopft up until the
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Instinct.”
“Why have we only heard about Borlunth?” he asked.
“I think it has to do with publicity,” the one on Dorrick’s
side said.
“They built some enormous stone erections,” the other
one said, “and there was a very exciting book about their
raids and how they paraded the captives up the penisway.”
“Like I said, it was more publicized. The Sweatlands
Goblins are kind of ashamed of what they did back then, they
certainly don’t advertize it.”
“If someone wrote a book like that about them I think
they would burn any copy they could find.”
“But what about the Kassikan?” Dorrick asked. “We’ve
read what they publish and I saw very little mention.”
The one on Jason’s side said, “The Kassikan is really only
interested in Elven history and they try to clean that up a lot.
Even so, I don’t think Elves ever had sex slaves.”
“We’re all sex slaves,” her sister said. “I’m loathe to go a
day without it.” She did give Dorrick a look while she said
that.
“If we’re willing, we’re not really slaves,” the other twin
said. “To really be a slave, I think you have to be doing
something you’re not willing to do. Since Elf women are
always willing,” she looked at Jason, “we can’t be sex
slaves.”
“Are you willing to give head?” Jason asked her.
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“Well, I guess Elf women are known as unwilling for
that.”
“So if you were forced into that you would be sex slaves,”
Jason said.
“True,” the one on Dorrick’s side said.
“But since the Instinct no one can be slaves of any kind,”
the other said.
It was clear that these girls weren’t enjoying talk of sex
slaves and giving head. It was clear to him they were
available and while they weren’t as attractive as TongSu or
the average girl they’d seen the past year, they were still too
attractive to be available on Centorin. “You’re the first twins
I’ve seen,” Dorrick said, he was about to say, ‘on this planet,’
but didn’t want to have to admit they were Centorin if he
didn’t have to, so he said, “in this area.”
“We’re not twins,” one said.
“We’re clones,” the other said.
“I know it’s a little strange that clones would hang out
with each other,” the first said.
“But we’ve found a way to get along.”
“Who’s the original?” Jason asked.
They looked a little shocked. It was probably bad
etiquette to ask that. The one nearest Dorrick said, “If we
could remember, which we can’t because it was almost ten
centuries ago and we don’t have enhanced memories, we
certainly wouldn’t tell anyone.”
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“So how’s Issridel?” Dorrick asked to change the subject.
“It’s not as much fun as Knidola,” she said, “but better
than anything in between. We don’t live in Issridel, but we’ve
gone down for a year or so a few times.”
“We have a townhome and take in sewing for our
income.”
“We do alright, we’ve got modern plumbing in the house
and a gas burner on the cook porch.”
“The house is an archwood on a little knoll in a row of
homes like it. We can see down the street from the front
porch, and all the porches are covered because it’s a pretty
rainy climate there.”
“Much more than here.”
Which was Amazonian in precipitation and humidity.
"Are you from the Zhlindu?" the first one asked, "you
look like Trolls to me."
"Or Nordic," the other one said.
"A mix," Dorrick said, "but we're not from the Zhlindu
Basin."
"Ah? The Kyeb?"
"The Navorken originally, on Centorin," Dorrick
admitted.
They both started laughing. "You might get us to believe
in Borlunth," the first one said, "but there's been plenty of
Stargate movies before.”
“Especially since the Starship Age,” the other one said.
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“The Centorin series is hardly more realistic than the
Secret Universe series."
“Almost the same plot,” the other one said.
Jason hadn’t been warming to the girls at all thru the
whole conversation, while Dorrick was thinking he would
scooch a little closer. He still wasn’t sure what his place was
with TongSu, and this might be the last chance to find
someone even this attractive for some time. But he could see
Jason was clearly ticked off by that exchange. "We should
have tried harder to sneak a brace of blasters thru," he said.
"You know about the Instinct?" the first one asked.
"It doesn't work on Centorins," Jason said.
"He's right, I saw it on Invasion From the Financial
Sector," the second girl said.
"Come here and let me show you," he said and reached
for her. She shrieked and darted away, far too fast for Jason to
even touch her, as lethargic as he was in this heat.
The one near Dorrick also jumped up, saying, “No
wonder you were talking about sex slaves.”
"So you must believe in Centorin after all," Jason called
as they walked briskly away, keeping an eye on them the
whole time. They didn’t reply to that.
"Way to score a couple chicks," Dorrick groaned.
"I didn't want to score them," Jason said, then looked
over. "Why, did you?"
"I might have, since we'll be here long enough."
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"They were barely better than Goblins," Jason said.
"I guess if a woman is interested enough to offer, I'll do
my best to oblige."
"How noble of you," Jason said.
"You still don't like it do you?"
"Romance is an adventure with a purpose, the quest for a
mother for your sons, not just a wrapper for your penis."
"So you think sex should be about reproduction?"
"No, I think love should be about reproduction. Casual
sex should be a business transaction."
"It is not much more than that here is it?" Dorrick asked.
"It is less," Jason said, "there isn't even money involved. I
bet some people do it without ever looking each other in the
eye."
"TongSu told me about a room to the south on Third
Canal where it's cave dark and you go in and find someone by
feel."
"Exactly," Jason said.
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7. The Ttharmine Crossing
They were off with the dawn, gaining altitude slowly as
they rose from the Ttharmine coast. TongSu thought about
how it was such a deceptive view from here, vigorous waves
on a wide sandy beach. A hundred miles of open water
stretched before them, sparkling in the rising sun, the thin line
on the horizon lost in the glare. It looks inviting but the sand
is already over a hundred degrees though Kortrax still lingers
on the horizon. That obscured line on the horizon is actually
the steaming hell of wildhull that covers almost all of the
Ttharmine Sea.
She had her balloon rising to the limit of her height. She
was pretty sure that was above the ceiling of any dactyl, but it
would take her hours to reach her ceiling from two and a half
miles down and they couldn't wait til then to begin the
crossing. It would take almost every hour of light, nearly six
hundred miles across just this quiet little southern arm of the
Ttharmine. She could not remain at that altitude in the dark,
but then dactyls don't fly in the dark as a rule either.
There was a shipping channel cut thru the wildhull
between the Imoneeya and the Pewpspway back in the mid
50's that has been kept open by the Hotbloods ever since.
They have cleared a channel at least ten miles wide, nearing
forty in places. She intended to follow that, but from three
miles above. She was still only a little bit over one mile above
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it by the time the wildhull was readily visible. She was alone
in the nose net with a crossbow. Tommy was in the bedroom
with another. Dorrick and Jason were in the cargo net, lying
in the forward part watching the growth over the water as
they moved toward it.
This was the first time she had really seen wildhull
herself. She had seen the Ttharmine before, but the sea
canyons off the Old Lands were cleared of wildhull by the
Hotbloods that now inhabited most lands around there. From
up this high the wildhull jungle looked a little like a thick mat
of algae on a pond. She put her eye to the glass and saw a
very different story.
The modified vines that grew pods big enough for boat
hulls were created in the Highlands for use on the lake and
canals. By the 43rd century it had begun to grow wild on the
salt water of the sea, not needing any root to land. By the 45th
the sea was lost. In the intense heat and fecund water of the
Ttharmine, wildhull had mutated to sizes crystal ships could
barely match. With the endless supply of water, leaves lost
control of their transpiration and the humidity was actually
increased. Forests grew on them, animals arrived to inhabit
them and predators to stalk those animals. It was the only
environment the great land predators can't penetrate. That
created opportunities for predators attacking from the water
below and the air above, as well as in the trees themselves.
The tentacles that reached from the water were the main
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things that prevented humans from climbing around in that
environment. The dactyls that attacked from the air were her
main worry up here. The dactyls of the Ttharmine might not
be as big as some from the deeper basins, but they were more
likely to fly this high and were more than big enough to cut
her balloon to shreds. The telltale bare snags on the tops of
some of the tallest trees were roosts used by dactyls. They
were far too common. The scope was scary, it brought a
Violent Greenstripe that was actually four miles away, much
too close. Proof positive that the dactyls were there.
"You guys keep your eyes open for big wings," she called
to the others. "The dactyls got no control on 'em out here. We
got about forty more hours to the far side and if one gets a
claw in us, we're going down. Let me also remind you that if
we do go down and don't make it to open water, the only
place we're going after that is down something's gut." It had
taken an attack by a theirops to get the Centorins to really
understand what 'getting eaten' means. It seems there is no
animal that can take on a human on Centorin and not enough
to worry about on Earth. Since they saw that theirops, they
paid much closer attention to the wildlife.
They plowed on in silence for hours. This end of the
channel is the narrowest, only about ten miles.
"I see one coming this way," she heard Dorrick call. "It's
way below us but it's coming up."
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She saw it, coming from the right bank. The wildhull was
two miles away and a mile and a half below over there. It
looked like another greentail, much bigger than the one she
had seen earlier. It's gliders were between fifty and seventy
feet each, she guessed, it's drivers at least fifteen and
pounding hard. The long tail with plumed rudder was there,
but the greentail gives it's name to a whole family of dactyls,
that with the second largest members, after the drip-jaws. The
only one with a green tail is properly called the Lesser Green
Tail and is only fifteen feet in length with twenty inch jaws.
Any healthy human can fend one of those off with a sturdy
piece of stick.
The one below was too big to be a Violent, it had to be a
Sheildbelly. These beasts keep the crews on the ships plying
these waters from peaceful Noonsleeps, but she really thought
they were too heavy to lift their bulk this high. This was a
lean one however and she could hear it's drivers pounding,
boom-boom-boom-boom-boom-boom-boom like a wind
wheel piston pump on a brisk day.
"If it finds a thermal it might get up here," Jason yelled.
"I'm worried about that. We can still get up another half
mile or more but not for awhile. If it gets close, don't miss."
Jason relayed that to Tommy while Dorrick said, "It's not
very close yet."
She had nothing to do but watch it as it came closer. In a
few minutes she felt someone else entering the front net, she
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turned, expecting Dorrick, but found it was Jason. "Dorrick's
gone back with Tommy, it was his idea."
"And you'll help out at this end?"
"You know I can shoot one of these," he said, picking up
her crossbow.
He had trained with it hard since coming back with the
hunters to the crash site. He had been much more ready to
take wilderness training from them. She had to admit, those
guys were into it. She only knew what one had to know for
camping, those guys fed others with their skills. "You shoot,
I'll drive," she said, but what's Dorrick going to do for
Tommy?"
"Pass him arrows and apologize for winning you back."
"He still gets his turn."
"He had you to himself while I was gone, before the
hunting party."
"He sure didn't have me to himself during that hunting
party and Dorrick had nothing to do with that."
"Right, but because we are so far out of our culture,
Dorrick feels guilty about Tommy losing you."
"He didn't loose me, he could be up here if he wants, you
can take the tail defense with Dorrick."
"Because he once had you to himself and now does not,
he feels like he has been... 'divorced' is our word for it."
"You have talked with him also?"
"Yes, a little. Not in so many words. I don't hear it in his
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words, I see it in his looks. He's pretending he doesn't care,
pretending he isn't hurt."
"Why hasn't he said something? I had no intention of
hurting his feelings. If anything he seems more casual than
ever."
"Exactly," Jason said, "That's what I just told you. He is
acting more casual because he is hurt."
"Why not act hurt?"
"That would be weak, you understand that much about us
don't you?"
"Yes, I understand that you are weak at expressing your
true feelings. Dorrick is not as weak as you and Tommy, but
even he is not good with it, but I’m not good at it either to be
honest. It seems that you may be better at expressing your
feelings than Tommy."
"I wasn't fully honest with you then," he said. "I talked
about the culture shock, but I didn’t admit I was afraid I’d be
hurting the way Tommy does now."
"But don't you understand that your desire to possess a
woman is only your DNA's desire to be sure her offspring are
yours?"
"It's more than that, it's about emotional commitment,
about feeling special to someone."
"Why is emotional commitment connected to sexual
monogamy other than thru offspring? My mom and I had an
emotional commitment to each other for longer than your
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planet's been settled and sex was not a part of it." She didn't
need to tell him about the evening a neighbor brought over
some really weird drugs.
"It's an intimacy that should not be shared with another in
my opinion. I wish you could accept me as a person in spite
of that, can we be friends without being sex partners even if
we are of opposite sex?"
"Well yeah, it would be like if you were gay or
something. I know you're not gay, I was just using that as
another example of a different sexual orientation. Monogamy.
I can understand the word, I know what it means, I guess I
have some problem knowing how it feels. I'm sorry I can't
cross that cultural gulf either, but you're right, I can still be
your friend. If you were an alien that looked like a spiny treeworm, I could still be your friend, even if you didn't have that
game set."
"I always thought monogamy was the opposite of
homosexual," he said. "Homosexuality is one of the most
deviant of sexual orientations."
"If you personally don't have homosexual feelings, don't
play, but I think you put a little too much color on the word
'deviant'. All that means is how small a fraction of the
population practices the practice. I have had a few
homosexual experiences in my life but few extended periods
of monogamy. You wish to give it the color of evil, not
unpopularity. For evil practices, I think those who use
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violence and pain are the worst, the ones you go to study."
"True, but I don't see what monogamy and homosexuality
have in common?"
"They both deny us union and they are both sexual
minorities," she answered.
"Here," Jason said. She figured he meant 'here' was any
place this side of the stargate, not 'here' as the front net of her
balloon. These guys often did that, tried to get her to speak
for all the people of all the worlds on this end of the stargate
and tried to pretend one could generalize all the worlds on
this whole planet in some way. They were beginning to see
just how little one could generalize. Yeah, most of them are
inhabited with some kind of humans and they'll all have
liquid water at least some of the time. The gravity will be the
same, she knew that was different on different worlds on the
Centorin stargate system, but little else was.
The dactyl closed the distance between them rapidly, but
the altitude slowly. In a few minutes it was nearly below
them. It was a nasty greentail, only an eight foot body, but
three feet of neck and three feet of jaws, six feet of tail and
two feet of claws. Big muscles drove the fifteen foot drivers
and the muscles of the sixty foot gliders were big enough to
exert a lot of force if they had to. It was a bit greenish all
over, but the tail scales were iridescent. All four wings were
translucent, the gliders almost filmy. No dactyl could fly
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higher than one of these things.
"If it get's a thermal, it's up here," he said.
"That thermal will lift us a bit also, but I hear what you
say. Think you can hit it?"
"From here?" he asked.
"You guys bought plenty of arrows. If you sling a couple
at it you might hit it and if you do, it will have a harder time
staying up here. That thing is straining for us now."
"We're early in the flight and we have twenty arrows, ten
here, ten with Dorrick. We seem to have the advantage now,
but I would be ready if it gets a thermal."
"This is an easier shot."
"Have you ever battled a dactyl before?" he asked. “This
isn’t acting like the ones in the game.”
They always swooped down from above and behind.
Clearly the game designers had never encountered a real
Ttharmine dactyl before they wrote their code. Of course
being on Centorin, they would have a hard time finding a
Ttharmine dactyl, and they were no better at flying than a
keda in the thin air of Centorin. "No, and I don't want to battle
this one. Right now it's a fish in a barrel."
"I'll waste one for range," he said, and went to do her
bidding, though his attitude questioned it. There were no
boats below at the moment so anything else the arrow might
hit was probably hostile anyway. He thought about the angle
and windage. He would have to shoot way above his target
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because the arrow would drop a long way.
She watched the arrow. It was short, but not way short. It
passed thru it's left glider a third of the way in and a foot back
of the leading edge. "What a shot..." was all she said before it
veered, dived, and beat it's drivers at three times their former
speed, then looped back up in an arc.
"That's got it riled," he said.
"I guess you were right, we should have let it tire itself
out waiting for a thermal. It's in a berserk rage now."
"That games not very accurate about their behavior, you
don't know what to expect from that."
"I guess I do now," she said, feeling more stupid than
when she let Dorrick talk her into that pass.
It leveled out of it's loop uncomfortably high, and, if
anything, the beating of it's drivers was reaching a crescendo.
The arrow had gone clean thru it's glider wing, the small hole
didn't seem to hinder it much at all, in fact it gave a couple
strong heaves with it’s gliders, climbing another few feet with
each of them. It was coming at them broadside, moving three
times as fast as her girl and nearly as large. Jason climbed to
the side of the net and cocked another arrow. TongSu aimed
her balloon up and goosed her. She heard the snap of Jason's
bowstring, she thought she heard an echo. She watched the
arrow, no arrows, in flight going toward the dactyl as it was
closing in. It looked like it was going to get the altitude it
needed and it looked like it was coming at them twice as fast
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as the arrows flew.
It was another of those slow-motion scenes like she had
with the theirops. It ran into the arrows more than the arrows
hit it. She heard the slap when the first one hit and a snap
from the second as it began to writhe. One hit the flank below
a driver, the other was in it's glider shoulder on the same side.
It might not die of those wounds, but it dropped now,
screeching, it's jaws missing her balloon by at least forty feet.
She felt the gorge in her throat from the adrenaline. That
was too close. "This journey to Borlunth was a crazy stunt
wasn't it?" she mumbled.
"That was my argument to Dorrick," Jason said. "He's
single minded in getting Tommy to Borlunth by the fastest
available means." TongSu knew that from many mid-sleep
conversations. "He will go on without me if Tommy will, and
he will try to convince Tommy to continue," Jason said.
"Why?" she asked.
"That's his mission."
"I think he only does what is asked by the one called
'Klevin' that he communicates with on Centorin."
"He is our 'boss' I guess you could call it, but Dorrick has
a lot of influence and I think Tommy might have more."
She couldn't really comment on that. They watched the
dactyl descend at least a mile. With the scope she could see
both arrows remained lodged. It would have to come to roost
before it could even try to remove them, it might not survive
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the infections from these arrows, or they might scab in and
remain there til they rotted. "I think we'll be safe from dactyls
after this," she said.
"I'm glad to hear it. I should go congratulate Tommy on
his shooting."
"Congratulate yourself. I haven't done that yet, how
callous of me, I was too scared to speak for a minute there."
"You did tell me not to miss, and the shot was more
horizontal than the last, I've practiced those." He was starting
to leave the front net already on his way to the tail.
"Thank you, you and Tommy saved us there. Tell him so
and send him up, I need to talk about monogamy with him it
seems."
"Be discreet," he said as he began to pass between nets.
"As possible," she said to his retreating feet.
It was probably another hour before Tommy actually
showed up. "Thanks for the shooting," she said as he crawled
across the net rope.
"That was Dorrick," he said. I was taking a whiz when
Jason poked that hole in it's wing. Dorrick was cool as a
cucumber this..."
"What?"
"A vegetable from Earth that grows in cool climates,
sorry. Anyway he followed it in, waited til it was close and
nailed it right below the flapping wing. That crippled it bad."
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"Oh it felt it," she said. "Jason must have been the one
that hit it in the glider shoulder and I'm sure it felt that too."
"They can feel?" he asked, "they are not simple
machines?"
"Dactyls probably feel things," she said. "I don't know if
I'd say they have a soul, I think they have a 'me' of some
level."
"So how intelligent are they?" Tommy asked.
"Not as smart as a hyadune normally."
"How smart is a hyadune? And what about abnormally?"
"The smartest hyadunes are as smart as the dumbest
people in some ways. In lurking overhead they are smarter.
There are stories of mutated dactyls used as weapons by the
Elves even in later days, even in the time of the Kassikan.
There are stories that some escaped into the wilds of the
Ttharmine and bred."
"That hasn't been in the scientific literature has it?"
"There is no hard evidence that dactyls were
experimented with, much less used as weapons, but in the
popular psyche it's been a theme since the 40's. It is one of
those things that is very difficult to disprove, especially when
they can sometimes show some intelligence."
"That would be your 40th century?" he asked.
"And the others that start with '4'. I'm no history scholar,"
she repeated. "I've read some novels with that theme that
were written then."
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"So how did the novel go?"
"A swarm of intelligent and organized dactyls bursts from
the swamps of the Ttharmine determined to take mastery of
the world. There was tacky dialog and no mention of the fact
that Ttharmine dactyls can't function when the temperature
goes below 90° or the atmospheric pressure goes below
18psi."
"So it's a superstition?" he asked.
"Brought on by the heat if you ask me." She was probably
more sensitive to that than most, and the Centorins were all at
least as sensitive to it as she was.
He went back to watching. “How much more of this we
got?”
“About thirty four more hours.”
She let a few minutes pass, when he had no more small
talk she said. "You know why you were sent up here?"
"Jason made me think you two can't get along."
"Jason says you feel like I've divorced you," TongSu said.
"'Divorced?' he taught you that word?"
"It's a Centish word, it means something about demotion
of affection or dropping from monogamy."
"The severing of a marriage bond, which is a formal
arrangement between a man and a woman to be faithful to
each other."
"A public monogamy pledge?"
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He thought thru the translation. "Right, divorce is the
renunciation of a public monogamy pledge."
"And you feel that I have done that to you? Like because
we were the only people there for two lights and a dark? I
wouldn't count that as a public monogamy pledge. Our
monogamy was pretty much enforced for that week and a half
and there was no one to witness any pledges that were made.
In my memory of the time, none were."
He didn’t answer right away, instead of answering directly
he said, "You seemed to enjoy it."
"I enjoyed our lovemaking before and after we were alone
also. Although I do admit that it has been more casual since
then.” In truth she was getting less attracted to him all the
time, but that was more from what he did and said and
nothing physical. “You talk about public pledges, but you are
the most casual of the three of you."
"Isn't that what sex is here?" he asked.
"Even when you are not seeking a partner," she told him,
"you should at least be friendly and close. When we shared
that time, your words still stuck to the facts, your feelings
were private."
“Women aren't interested in men’s feelings,” he actually
said. “You look to us for strength.”
"Not quite true," she replied. "I am interested in the
feelings of all who share my space, especially those of a
partner. I think a strong person can have feelings also. Love is
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an emotion of strength, not weakness."
"You didn't share many feelings during that time either."
"I shared what feelings I had. My feelings ran high about
my balloon during that time. I thought it was rather weak of
me to wail so stridently."
"You didn't talk about your feelings for me."
What was she going to say now, that her feelings were
less than ever, that his bragging about his palatial estate was a
turn-off? “Because there aren’t that many,” she finally said.
“There was no monogamy pledge. I've been happy with the
casual relationship you seemed to favor. Being the only ones
there for that week and a half was fun, but when we talked
about how we felt, we were commenting on what our gonads
were experiencing and not what our souls were. I know the
depth of your mind is focused on your studies and people are
just tools to use in your studies.”
"They are not. People are the reason for my studies. I
study the roots of the human condition." She didn’t want to
argue with him, the more she knew him, the more she
understood that he was looking thru everyone he met. After a
few seconds he said, “You really have no feelings for me?”
“You are closed, you expose only a surface, you are
always playing the game of social position with intent to
score.”
“Isn’t that the game here, Score? And what does that have
to do with any feelings you may have for me?”
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“I only have feelings for people who aren’t playing the
game, who just are who they are around me. Playing the
game of social dominance is keeping a layer of deception
between us.”
“No one ever completely loses that.”
“Then I guess with most people that layer of deception is
too thin to notice.”
“Or too well-crafted to notice,” he grinned.
“Yours is not,” she said.
“To my detriment it seems.”
She had no immediate reply. She was still keeping watch
for big wings and looked around for that. While she was
scanning the horizon he said, “You know Dorrick isn’t really
the dominant man here.”
“I know you’re the scientist and he’s your logistics guy,
but he reports to some guy in the pocket eye.”
“Right,” Tommy said, “and Klevin reports to me,
indirectly.”
“OK,” she said. She had been all the way around, she put
the scope down, “are you trying to tell me that you can have
me fired because I’ve ‘divorced’ you?”
“I wouldn’t do that,” he said, “even though I could. If I
thought there was a better aircraft I would, but not because I
want you as a sex slave. I couldn’t care less about that
actually, especially since you so adamantly refuse to show
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any appreciation.”
“You mean submission?” TongSu asked.
“You know,” he said, “whether your culture likes to admit
it or not, deep in every woman’s soul is the need for the
security of a powerful man, one who can protect her, provide
for her and take control of her life.”
“That may be true on the end of the stargate you came
from, but that condition was cured in the 32nd century in the
Highlands and it spread to all the worlds on this end of the
stargate by the 40th.”
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8. Fang
They not only made it to the far shore of the Ttharmine,
they still had over half of their arrows. They used five more
slowing dactyls that came their way but that was late in the
week when they lost altitude as dusk descended.
They kept going thru Dusksleep, Dorrick in the fore-net
with TongSu, looking at a thin cloud deck in the light of
Kunae. The valley these clouds covered was over a hundred
miles wide, as far as they could see in this light, even from a
mile above it. They knew they weren’t over the Ttharmine
any more by now, but they had not been able to see when they
actually made the transition to flying over land or some
approximation thereof, the land was still swampy and tidal.
"I wish we could see the river," TongSu said, "There's a
town where we can stop for darkmeal along the river. It's a
few hundred miles upstream so we haven't missed it yet, but
she's not going to be able to swim for many more hours so
we'll have to just anchor in the jungle if we miss it."
"Is it that late already?" he asked.
"I don't think so, Narrulla's not up yet and that should rise
early in Nightday this year."
"Even over here?" he asked.
"That's right, we're a quarter of the way around the planet
of all lands by now, Narrulla will be ten hours behind."
He would have thought it should have been earlier, but
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since the moon traveled faster than the planet rotated, she was
right. "So let me see," he said, and brought out his comm.
Tommy’s old comm had a spare battery that fit it, so he could
go a few hours now. Since Tommy’s old comm was lost in
Hrrst, he wouldn’t be needing the battery, instead Tommy was
forced to use his larger multipurpose comm that he usually
only used to interface with his equipment. Dorrick had an app
to convert Kex time, that his com still kept, to Kassidor city
time. Then he had to add twenty one hours to get the local
time. "It's eleventh einl," he told her, "in Nightday."
"Plenty of time yet, maybe it will clear."
After a little pause he said, "Thanks for forgiving me,"
one more time.
"Don't push it," she said, "or I might try some Orc meat
after all."
"Go ahead and try it," he said.
"I thought you were so glad I took you back, now you
want to give me away again?"
"I'm so glad you forgave me. I'm more concerned with
your friendship and trust than your awesome lovemaking."
"Huh? What is that supposed to mean."
"It means I think I'm starting to understand the society
here, I think our friendship is deeper than mere sex."
She looked toward him, but in the dark he could not see
what her face was telling him. "There is the matter of hiring
me and my girl for the price of my weight in aluminum."
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"Is it only that?"
"I wouldn't call that an 'only', I take an expedition like this
very seriously, especially since I have to play guide as well
and our lives seem to depend on it with some regularity."
"I've never confided in a woman as much as I have in you
before."
"From what you and Jason have told me, a Centorin
woman wouldn't have a chance to be in this business."
"It would be rare. How many floaterriers on Kassidor are
female?"
"How would I know? I don't know all the people who
flew in the Yakhan, but about a third of us were female, but
most of the females flew passengers. I only knew three or
four other girls in freight and they were more muscle bound
than I am."
"Well, on Centorin a woman seldom has a chance to run
any business. The law would allow it but she would never get
funding, never get contracts and have many problems like
those. An ugly daughter of an important House could do so,
and Houses can be left to women. One of the most important
Houses, the Texassi, is run by an ancient cyborg woman."
"Well here, this is my business and you're the richest
contract I've ever had."
"And nothing more?"
"It's been good, except for that pass, I admit."
"And what am I to you?"
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"The best contract administrator I can remember."
"Oh? How many contract administrators have flown with
you?"
"About one out of four."
"And how many have you shared a sleep with?"
"I guess all of them who would let me, that would be
more like one out of three. I did all that flew with me and a
few more. There was one who flew with me who I was not so
interested in, but he had some really good fermented
gloribard nectar so he looked better as the evening went on
and I took him to the back net after all."
"What if you want to do business with someone and not
have sex?" Dorrick asked.
"I'd have some guy with me already. He might have to go
out to the deck if the negotiator wants privacy, but he would
know I was taken. I could also just say we have to sign the
papers and run because I'm meeting someone. There's lots of
ways to be at least a little polite about it. Everyone sees right
thru it but if the guy wants the business anyway, it lets him
save face and sign the papers anyway."
"And you've never done that?"
"With me it's usually the guy bringing a girl."
"I can't imagine that," Dorrick said.
"You can't imagine being two inches shorter than me and
thirty pounds lighter?"
"No I guess not."
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He guessed he was being stupid if he saw more in her
than a friendly business relationship with a little bonus just
for exercise. Anything more than that was all in his mind
wasn't it? The fact that she could talk about herself and her
life was just the native way. People would get like that when
no one can report them for anything they say.
It was many more hours before they reached the town. By
then the balloon was barely moving forward. The town wasn't
much, but there were lights along the dock that shown thru
the thin cloud veil, even though Narrulla had reached them
and was now well up in the sky.
The cloud deck hung only a couple hundred feet above
the tops of the buildings, and the tops of the buildings were
barely more than a hundred feet above the harbor. Below the
clouds a mist was falling and both the temperature and
humidity were flirting with three digits again. It was a brisk
and refreshing 86F just a thousand feet above. There were a
few great ships tied up in this harbor, but the harbor itself was
even more rickety than that of Hrrst, and the activity was
sluggish. Most of the light was grease torches, a few windows
held candles, many sat on rooftops in the light of Narrulla,
most of them were drinking and the smell of frothy ale and
oily whiskey reached them even up here.
"The Eye said there was a floater park here," she said.
"It looks like the town goes on up the river for a ways, it
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might be up that way."
"I got to give her more up, once she got wet in this drizzle
she picked up a lot more weight." TongSu had to crawl back
into the main net to drop hormones into the creature's root
tray. She was very agile at it, reminding Dorrick of a spider,
something he hadn't seen since he left his apartment in Kex. It
really seemed like nothing could be really threatening or
spooky here because of the lack of spiders. That seemed to
have at least as much to do with the difference in spookiness
as the Instinct.
Dorrick had watched her enough to know how to turn the
creature up-river, and turned the bulb in that direction. The
ship was still losing altitude, it wasn't going to stabilize in
time, he had to get away from the larger trees of the town
center. He knew he had to move the bulb forward sharply to
do that, the creature's response was sluggish, it's reserves
were low so long after sunset. He steered for a space between
the trees, a wide street with quite a crowd and some really
rough music being played.
They were starting to level off, but only thirty feet above
the crowd. He could see people looking up, he heard someone
say “...floater buzzing the show...” and “...they're getting too
close to that torch...” when TongSu grabbed the bulb out of
his hand. "You did great to get us here," she said, "but now
we have to keep her tail up, that's the torch they're talking
about." She scrambled to the edge of the net and looked over.
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With the balloon she made a maneuver of lurching forward,
then right, then forward again, but Dorrick saw it was only to
make that one fin move around the torch. After a couple close
calls, it missed and they did not drop into the crowd,
screaming, under a hundred foot ceiling of flame. The crowd
let out it's breath, slowly they began to rise again.
He got a good look at the people watching this show.
Many were hunched, their legs were very short, their mouths
big. They had large bellies and sallow complexions. Their
hair was like thatches of moldy straw. They were wet and
dressed in shirts and short pants, even in this heat. Some had
amorphous bags in their shirts that might have been breasts.
Many had enlarged canine teeth. For all the beauty he had
seen in the Elven lands, this was the antithesis.
"Orc's huh?" he asked.
"'Fraid so."
"And you want to spend the sleep with one of them?"
"Of course not, it was a joke, but obviously one you won't
get if you're from Centorin. I wouldn't be surprised if none of
us find sexual satisfaction here."
The town went on for a few more miles, the floater park
turned out to be a mast in a field a half mile out of town.
There was only one other floater there and that had enough
rope ladders hanging off it to make Dorrick suspect it was in
long-term parking. There was a torch across the field and the
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sound of a drunken argument coming from beneath it.
No one came to receive them, in fact the two guys may
not have even noticed them come down. TongSu hollered
back to the others, "Can you guys take the tail ropes?"
By now they were all familiar enough with this airship to
roll out of the nets, hang for a beat and then drop to the
ground while they were still twelve feet up. Dorrick freed the
nose rope on his side and swung down on that, misjudging
only a little, being only a couple feet farther down the rope
than he should have been. He was able to lift his legs high
enough to clear and step down at the start of the backswing.
They made enough noise that the guys over by the lantern
noticed.
"Hey, what's you doing out there?"
"Looking for a place to tie up, you've got an entry on the
Eye saying there's a floater park here."
He heard the other guy break out one of those extreme
sucking air laughs. "I'll be right with you," the first one said,
and began staggering their way.
Dorrick thought it would be a good idea to tie the balloon
out of casual reach.
"She won't make any more distance in this air,” TongSu
said, “we might as well find some darkmeal and sleep here.
You want me to throw any of your bags down?"
"Is there an inn around here?" Dorrick asked. He wasn't
sure he wanted to chance it, from what he saw of the town,
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they might be more comfortable in the nets. It was all plankup in the trees, instead of grown in the trees. It looked more
like kid's tree forts from his grandfather's day.
"There has to be, the map says Glekskoff has over fifty
thousand urban."
"We haven't seen much of it then," Dorrick said.
Tommy and the attendant arrived at the same time from
opposite directions. The attendant was the one who spoke.
"This here's Torrid's floater park. Sorry that the mast is full
but you got it down good here in the yard, that'll be just fine.
It's an iron a week, no short times."
It was too dark to see TongSu's face. Dorrick gave the guy
a rusty iron ball bearing about the size you'd find in a cheap
bicycle. His eyes popped, clearly he hadn't expected to get it.
He dropped his pouch trying to get it in and Tommy had to
retrieve it for him, fearing the guy would not be getting back
up. Three of the domestic animals called blenth's came over,
this park must double as their pasture. They were probably
braying over being woken in the dark. They were skinny and
skittish. The one he had seen in Hrrst looked plumper and less
ornery than these.
"Is there anywhere we can get a nice darkmeal?" Jason
asked.
"Darkmeal? Jeboo right here," he pointed beyond the
torch, "will make you all darkmeal for another iron."
"Can he fill a cup?"
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"Hoo-wee can he fill a cup. Keep it away from open
flame."
"Any yaag around?" TongSu asked.
"Well yeah, down at the main street." That was also
beyond the torch. "They got real cooks down there too," he
said, "and some fine ales too, but nothing like the spirits that
Jeboo does."
"That's fine," TongSu said, "I want to be able to find my
way back."
"I'd never find my way back on that yaag they got down
there," he said.
"Sounds promising," TongSu said.
They were soon back to the torch. They could see that
both these guys were skinny with knobby joints and shorts
that were way too big for them. At first he thought the other
one had longer canines, but it only looked that way because
those were the only teeth he had left in front. He also had all
but the first joint missing on two of the fingers of his left
hand. They had a board out and were playing some kind of
game with daggers.
The main road was farther than they thought, nearly a
mile from where they landed. They used the flash on Jason's
comm to snap a few landmarks where they had to turn. The
paths were narrow and muddy. Each dwelling was right up to
the path, most were rough planks strapped to saplings and
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some had cracks large enough to let them look inside. There
were a few with a candle going, but he heard voices from
some that were totally dark. She figured they didn’t need to
see if they already had their jug in their hand.
The main street had a plankwalk along the side. There
were torches in front of some of the businesses and candles
inside those that were open. The signs were simple, 'Ale' was
the most common, followed by 'booze', 'yaag', 'stew', 'roast
and greens' and a few like that. Most places were open to the
plankwalk. In one place the plankwalk spanned the street on a
plank and rope bridge and there was a platform wide enough
to call a plaza almost up to that bridge. There was even a stew
that smelled edible in a booth on that platform. They lined up
for that. Dorrick already had his when he noticed the cook
was just refilling the bowls returned without even draining
them, much less washing them.
"I don't think I can do this," Tommy said, "especially with
those egg drops in it that you'll never be sure aren't snot."
Dorrick returned his bowl untouched. The cook handed it
to the next guy in line who paid his penny and left with it.
"Let's see if the roast and greens looks safe," TongSu
suggested.
It was actually pretty decent. The greens were a little cool
and soggy, but the roast was great and perfectly done. Dorrick
made the mistake of trying the ale. It was sour, bitter and
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served at ninety degrees Fahrenheit. TongSu found the yaag
barely serviceable, but got it down. After they ate, the others
had gone to take a lap around the plaza looking for a better
cup of anything, leaving Dorrick by himself hoping the ale
would evaporate. Instead the barely detectable drizzle was
watering it down. He shouldn't curse the drizzle, it made the
heat bearable and cooled the ale down into the 80's.
"Hey, lonely one," a voice said. He was afraid it was
female in spite of being deeper than his. He turned and looked
and found he was right. A few weeks ago she would have
been the ugliest woman he had seen since he left Centorin,
but here she might be the prettiest woman in town. Her belly
was almost flat and her breasts didn't hang. She had the
muscle definition of an aging athlete, her hair was a wild
mane that may have held several small animals but he didn't
actually see any and it wasn’t moving on it’s own. It wasn't
dry as straw like most.
"Actually I'm with people, they just went in search of
something for their cups."
"You haven't done much damage to that ale," she said.
"It wasn't what I expected."
"So you don't want it?" He handed it to her. That was
when he noticed she did have teeth like a wolf. "I'll bat this
down,” she did it in one gulp, “and we can get something
more to your liking." She burped loudly and thumped her
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shapely and firm chest, then looked at him funny. He guessed
she found that ale to her liking. He could smell that it wasn't
her first drink of the evening. "What's your pleasure?" she
held out his empty cup to him.
He knew better than to even suggest something refreshing
and cold. The last cold drink he'd had was at Goan's resort
before the crash. "How about a nice, clear, sweet yellow."
"You mean like a cream lager?"
"No," he said, "yaag."
"Ah," she said, but looked a little disappointed. "That
booth," she said. "But I'm more of a mind for another ale."
They parted. She wasn't stumbling, she seemed too well
practiced for that, but she was walking pretty carefully.
They all met back at the table, "These the people yer
with?" she asked, "you must be travelers."
Dorrick made introductions, and found out she was called
Shirra after someone famous whom Dorrick didn't know.
They announced they were traveling to Borlunth.
"How far up-river is that?" she asked.
"My measurement of the map says we have the better part
of seven thousand miles left to go," TongSu said.
"Farther than I'm going, I've been a thousand miles up
river, that's all. So where you from?" she asked.
She listened to the reply with a blank expression that
would have gone just as well with, 'from the spirit world' or
'from virtual reality.' There was no doubt that her brain didn't
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reach that far.
They probably would have left her after that cup but she
managed to steer the conversation toward sexual preferences
and discovered Tommy's frustration with the preferences of
Elf girls and said, “I’ll take a swallow of father’s milk any
time you want as long as you wash it down with another cup
of ale.” Suddenly she had Tommy’s full attention, in spite of
the fangs.
TongSu turned to him and said, "So, it looks like it's you
and me again."
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9. Camp of Dark
TongSu was glad when the boring weeks along the
Pewpspway were finally behind them. They spent three darks
in nondescript little towns no better than Glekskoff. The area
had simple food, simple acoustic entertainment and people
who's conversation left a lot to be desired. Most of the Orcs
and Yroquai that survived the wars of magic had eventually
settled there and that ancestry left today's inhabitants short on
both intelligence and beauty.
There was a sizable population of groundhands along the
Pewpsway. They've been modified for longer arms and
shorter legs so that they can reach the ground without bending
over. That might be more efficient for tending crops, but it
certainly wasn't attractive. She doubted they even found each
other attractive. There were also some other mutants, four
arms, super-guts that can live on wood and straw and even
some cross breeds like a tribe of four-armed groundhands
with superguts. She didn't know why these people had settled
here, most of them had been created in experiments in the Old
Lands or the Old Midlands back in the late 20's during the
Numindor Empire.
That hadn't seemed to bother Tommy much, he'd put it
in any mouth but a supergut as it turned out, just as long as it
was a woman servicing him for his pleasure, he was gratified.
Most women along the river would suck for any gain at all.
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Most of the groundhand women would trade a load for a cup
and Tommy was so long they hardly had to bend over.
TongSu had been with Tommy for only an occasional
Noonsleep since she accepted Dorrick again and only one
since they talked above the Ttharmine. Talking about it hadn't
helped.
Two weeks ago she turned south across the plains of
Borgoth while they were still more than two thousand miles
west of Knidola. The Borgoth is a half million square miles of
rolling ribbonleaves, fifteen hundred miles long as they
would fly it, with only scattered trees along the few
watercourses. Human settlement was even more scattered. A
few villages along the watercourses and the occasional
nomadic band were all one found. This was a short cut around
the northern two thirds of the Limeface, they wouldn't save
much time, but she wanted a chance to meet a Borgoth, since
she knew they were incredibly strong. She also knew the
Limeface was Dwarf country and she didn't want to be a head
taller than the men.
TongSu knew the balloon would go limp with the
temperature dropping as it was. They were near the level of
the Yakhan, hugging the heights because it kept them closer
to the direct line and not a thousand miles out of their way
down into the Limeface. Last dark they had found a solitary
herdsman and his daughters, they had water and a little food
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they could sell, and a feed shed they could huddle in. Still
they had been more attractive people than they had seen
previously, and the daughters had taken Tommy and Jason to
their beds for Dawnsleep. They were both over two and the
older one might have been over three.
This dark their course had left them far from habitation.
They all took turns with the telescope scanning for lights or
any other sign, but nothing showed. Tommy complained that
the whole current civilization was just about invisible
anyway. The starmen were clearly concerned that they would
have to camp for the dark, especially Jason. As they
descended in the gathering dusk, he took the scope and
scanned the hardest of all.
Tommy was glad to jump from the net and get a rope
around a substantial shrub. Jason also dropped from the net
and they quickly cleared the area of anything that might
puncture her balloon. There were a few dead sticks that they
tore up, working together if they needed to. The shrubs
themselves were harmless, the leaves were just the cushion
her balloon needed thru the dark.
"You think we're low enough to avoid frost?" Jason asked.
"It's possible,” Tommy said, “but it's dry here. We might
get it because of that."
"Is it your turn with TongSu this sleep or next?" Jason
asked.
"Better to have company next," Tommy said, “but I think
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I'm ready to step out of her rotation completely also."
"Oh, why is that?"
"Boredom. All the natives are willing, other than this dark
I don't need to be in a rotation, I can sample new delights
every week."
"Native week?" Jason asked.
"Yes, we've been here over a year already according to
their calendar. We might as well get used to the life."
"I don't think I can get to the point of sampling new
delights in every port. You'll probably get bored with that too
after another local year, but maybe we’ll be lucky enough to
reach Borlunth by then."
TongSu had crawled back into the 'bedroom' when she
overheard that conversation. She was there to let down two
more ropes that connected to the harness that went around
this beast at each side of the tails. Her tails were barely
beating in this cold and dark. TongSu had already
administered sleep hormones to the balloon as it deflated, its
tails might wave back and forth a couple more times as they
brought it to rest on the ground.
She guessed that Tommy didn't think she could hear them,
or maybe that was his way of telling her without having to
face her. If so, she could accept that. Saying no to someone is
never the easiest thing to do unless they truly deserve it. All
that meant was, she was left with Dorrick alone, unless she
prospected for some variety, a useless effort here. Being left
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to Dorrick wasn't that bad a situation. He might not have the
longest, but he was the most involved when they joined.
Tommy seemed convinced that sex really was nothing more
than exercise and only participated to that depth. Their pillow
talk was nothing more than questions and answers about the
land and culture they were near.
Dorrick was more personal, more involved with her as a
friend and compatriot, not just an employee. She should
really let him know that she felt that way, but she was afraid
he would then expect monogamy, and even though he was a
good friend already, she wasn't going that route. For one thing
it ain't healthy. Since the Species Immunity Complex was
released, sex is how one maintains eternal youth. She was
ready to consider him as more than just a friend and
employer, and wondered how she should go about that with a
Centorin. They were doing fine now, she probably shouldn't
say anything or change anything in case that screwed things
up.
"Grab every inglethor you can find before it gets too
dark," she said as she swung down. "I've heard they have
stem-knotters here, look for fat spots in the branches."
"Then what?" Jason asked.
"Crush it and whatever's inside. They're edible and we
don't have much camp rations. Get all of these big berries
too," she pointed to some sprays of wild asgard that his
lantern showed under the floater. "We need them for food and
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to prevent them attracting more inglethors under her. We need
to get that all done before she settles, we can get the camping
gear out after."
"What camping gear?" Jason asked, more of Tommy, but
TongSu was walking toward the nose of the creature, where
Dorrick was hopping to the ground to go after inglethors and
berries.
The camp was set up before total darkness set in. There
was nothing in the sky but common stars in multitudes. She
and Dorrick lay wrapped in their quilts and each other, gazing
at them. Tommy and Jason had first watch and were sitting by
the fire mumbling to each other. She and Dorrick were on the
balloon side of the fire.
"That one right there and that one right there," Dorrick
said, pointing to a couple modest yellow stars in the
Constellation Vela. They stood out only because Vela is a dim
area in the sky.
"YingolNeerie and VarstonNeerie," she told him.
"Sol and Alpha."
"In your language, Centish."
"Yes. So you already knew those stars are Earth and
Centorin?"
"Yeah, most kids see that in a text by the time they're a
decade. Kinunde is behind us at Apexia and Naiho is at that
little one right between those two bright ones."
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"Tau Ceti, we just call it Tau."
"It never had a name, we've always known it as Naiho."
"Do you know how Kortrax looks in our skies?"
"I believe it is invisible in the skies of all worlds."
"Nearly," he said, "But how did you know that?"
"There has been contact for some time. Half my life we've
been able to contact Earth, Naiho, Kinunde and finally
Centorin by suntower. We never could converse or look stuff
up but books were sent across."
"What was sent regarding Kassidor was not as detailed. I
didn't know what the sky of dark looked like here. It is a thing
of great beauty."
"Is it much different?"
"Narrulla is the difference. Earth has a large moon and
Centorin has a massive accretion ring that is much brighter
than anything in either sky, and a companion star Bea that is
brighter than that, so bright that you can go walking in the
woods if it is up. This is the first time I've seen the stars so
clearly."
"They are this clear on the lake. They are this clear from
the tops of the towers in the Yakhan or from a field outside
the Yakhan."
"They are not this clear under the street lanterns of the
Yakhan."
"No," she agreed, "and they are not this clear down in the
Old Lands or the Sweatlands or even the valley of the
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Pewpspway."
"I guess not. The last place we camped we weren't
thinking about the stars."
"True," she said. She didn't want to be reminded of that
time. She shifted around, looking for a softer spot in the
ribbonleaves. "We're going to need fur for Dawnsleep," she
said. "It's going to be well below freezing judging by the way
it is now."
"Will she die?" he asked.
"No, but she may not lift til Morningday lunch."
"We should have gone around."
"We'll be beyond this high ground next week," she said.
"We'll have to stop for next dark too, but after that we'll be
into the south end of the Knidola basin and then the Prvest
basin, two thousand miles of Dwarf country, and then
Borlunth. We're getting close now, we might make it in as
little as five more weeks. We could get there before winter."
"If we're not stopped by weather again." They had been
grounded by storms in insufferable heat along the Pewpspway
in two separate weeks.
"There doesn't seem to be much weather so far. I think
late summer is pretty calm in dry regions. I couldn't find
much info on the specifics of the climate here."
"It's not a high traffic area," he guessed.
"Yeah. It would have been nice if there was even one little
hamlet out here. They might have let us sleep in a barn
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again."
"I don't find this bad," he said. "These leaves are
surprisingly soft."
"It's next sleep I'm worried about."
Nightday brought a chilling breeze, not a dangerous biting
wind, but just an annoying chill that kept them sitting in their
quilts. Dorrick and Jason made a desultory attempt to hunt
after lunching on some dried lon. They were going to have to
be sparing with the water, there was none nearby, and they
were finding firewood running short already. Instead of
talking with her, Tommy decided he would range afield and
find more firewood. Narrulla had just come up and gave a
little light, but not as much as the electric lantern he carried.
She sat and kept the fire alive, that wasn't much work and
she remained very still. Motion brought cold air into the quilt.
A purple-stripe seemed to be attracted to the fire and was
nearly oblivious to her presence. It's eyes coiled nervously, it
could probably smell human presence but it couldn't tell she
was a human wrapped up as she was. As soon as it strayed
close to the fold her hand was behind, she grabbed for it. It
almost got loose but she kept its tail as she jumped up and
grabbed it. It bit her good in the web of her thumb and she
cursed, but held it by the tail and smacked it's head against
the largest rock in the fire circle. It wasn't much, but it would
turn out to be all the meat their hunting netted that day. A few
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bites to go with the dried lon and a cup of water.
Dorrick and Jason were dejected that they had caught
nothing, but the cold kept them from doing much talking. She
was worried about the balloon, it was much colder than she
expected, it's cells were good for a few degrees below
freezing, but not for twenty or thirty degrees below.
Well after lunchtime of Nightday there was a sound of
something approaching, and there were whiffs of the smell
from some kind of tentacloid animal. The Centorins thought
they smelled like new tires, but no tire she ever had new. The
sound was of dead sticks hitting the ground, like a
quibartanoid but she knew quibarta would not approach at a
slow walk as these were. She knew there were several similar
species and that they were large, much larger than the record
quibarta. In all likelihood they were herbivores but she
reached for the crossbow anyway. Jason noticed and reached
for the other, then stood with his back to the fire, looking in
the direction she was listening.
"Ease friend," came a distant voice from that direction.
"We saw your light. You came by sky beast did you not?" It
was a man's voice, sing-song and accented.
"We did," she hollered back.
"We have trade goods," she thought he called next, "May
we approach?"
"Come friend," Dorrick said, "Though we have little to
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trade. We are just passing by."
"They're Torilites I bet," TongSu said quietly. "Watch they
don't steal nothing," she said to Jason while poking up the
fire, "But they'll be polite I think. I haven't heard of them
killing anyone since the Instinct."
The plodding hooves came closer until their fire gave
enough light to see them. The beasts they rode were
something from nightmare. They looked like huge, slow
moving quibarta with much wartier and sloppier skin. It
brought the image of a ball of boogers to her mind. They each
had six long stick legs that were like ten foot claws growing
from a globular body standing ten feet off the ground like a
giant, super-tall quibarta. Each had a person riding in a sling
beneath the body, protected by an umbrella from the dung of
the animal. TongSu had never seen or heard of such a creature
and would have been perfectly fine to find out it was from
Naiho or Kinunde.
The people all had black hair and beards and wore thick
jackets covered with embroidery, ribbons, tassels, straps and
pins enough to cover every inch. They had tight leggings of
what looked like hakken skin with the fur and plumage still
on them that came up to the waist but left the crotch
uncovered. They wore braided sheaths on their penises and
sacks with long decorated tassels hanging from them. On
their heads were thick-brimmed caps trailing what had to be
theiropsoid plumes that covered their backs, though their
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colors were of a breed she had never seen.
Dorrick was close to her, "I never saw anything like this
in all the info I have ever seen about this planet," he
whispered.
"Now I know how Marco Polo felt," Jason said, also in a
low voice.
"I've heard of them," TongSu said, "some genes I bought
might have come from these people."
"They have that Instinct also?" Jason asked.
"Definitely," she said.
They heard some nasally speech from those approaching.
It was not in Common Tongue. Then they heard, "Greetings,"
from the guy on the left rear. "We are Alagz the Vaik and his
sons Magior and Olaface. We greet you with wares of the
Vaik. We can help you with the cold."
"What are these creatures?" TongSu asked, nervous about
such a tall and big-jawed creature approaching this close. She
had the crossbow standing idly at her feet and she had not
stood up, but it was aimed up toward something from above
them. She wondered how far this quiboid could retract it's
legs? It certainly couldn't feed on ribbonleaves from up there.
The creature's beak was not as strong and ragged as a
carnivore's, but it looked big enough to pick large fronds off
substantial shrubbery, something that was only found along
the watercourses and there was none for a hundred miles.
"They are called gruul by those who brought us the first
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eggs. They are native to the highlands a couple thousand
miles south of Fmaklar. These beasts are ephemeral on a
cycle of Kunae. They are too stupid to do anything more than
go where you point them and cannot graze anything but
frondwood so they are captive to the food supply we carry."
That made TongSu realize how little she knew about that
part of the world. She had never thought to learn about it
because there was no way she could reach it in flight. There
were several basins including Norbin and Ydlontrostl and
even a great swamp in that part of the world that could not be
reached because there was no passage that wasn't miles above
the ceiling of her balloon. "Fmaklar's about as far from here
as you can get isn't it?" she asked.
"It is, but there are peoples like us over there."
The one in front, not the one who spoke, slapped his
mount with a long ornate switch between the front shoulders
and it abruptly stopped, leaving him swinging like a baby in a
strap seat. The others were only fractions of a second behind
in stopping their mounts likewise. They remained in their
triangular formation.
"How could you even know that?" Dorrick asked them as
they stepped down from their seats together.
The Torilite didn't understand the question. He talked with
the others, neither of whom appeared to know Common
Tongue, before he replied. "When we use addresses from that
side of the world with our distant friends, the message
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reaches them and they reply."
"By mail?" Dorrick asked.
"Ba, yes." the guy responded.
"Dorrick is a Centorin, they have only had mail for a
couple centuries," TongSu said. "They haven't had time to
learn much from it."
"When they first came on the suntowers two decades
away?" the tribesman asked. The one in front had unstrapped
a large roll of cloth from the back of his slingseat that he set
down and unrolled a few feet in front of Jason's feet.
Jason had set the crossbow down, as had TongSu by this
time. The beasts appeared to be perfectly trained, incapable of
doing anything but breathe unless commanded. That was to
be expected in a brain as small as that of a quibartanoid. "I
guess you guys had mail a little before that didn't you?" she
asked Dorrick. "How long have you been using eye-mail?"
she asked the one who spoke Common Tongue.
There were five of the jackets like they wore rolled in the
cloth that the first man had unrolled. They were new and of
exquisite workmanship. They were thick and dense. She
wanted one in this cold. She wanted one for her balloon but
that would be hundreds, if not thousands of these.
They had very little with them in the way of foodstuffs, a
few hard vedn cakes and several sticks of jerky. Nothing fresh
at all. They would probably take them, but she was hoping for
something a little more appetizing.
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"I personally never used one until I was about four
decades, that was the first time we were in Pellamaiya after I
was born and suntowers were already in use. My brother
Magior used them since..." he conferred. She knew
Pellamaiya from a map, it was a high prairie town of about a
hundred and forty thousand that was about four hundred
miles north at the headwaters of the Elerron, well beyond a
plateau she could not cross. She could see his brother thought
the question was off-the-wall, but answered. "Since the 53rd,
but eye-mail and look-ups were very expensive the first few
centuries so he didn't use it very much."
Dorrick didn't even have to poke his device, she could tell
by the look on his face that the century as they reckoned it on
this side of the stargate was before his world was habitable. "I
understand," he said. "You have more time."
"Yes," Olaface said, "the journey from the far side of the
world was epic, two generations of gruul, sailing eggs across
the entire Trenst basin. But it was not really done
intentionally. There were expeditions to tribes on the way."
Dorrick was staring open mouthed. TongSu didn't believe
it, especially when Olaface couldn't keep a straight face. He
could see by her face that he didn't believe it.
"The Trolls of the North Prvest Prairie have them." he
admitted to her stare. "They got eggs shipped in from the East
Trenst basin where they are found naturally."
"That makes more sense to me" TongSu said. "There ain't
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any wild ones out this way are there?"
"A few might have..."
Alagz was still squatting in front of his wares, he
interrupted and delivered Olaface a lecture in their own
language. It went on for paragraphs. Finally Olaface turned
back to them, "I have been neglecting my manners. The head
of our band presents our handiwork for your inspection," he
gestured toward the jackets, "and may we use your fire to
make you some tea?"
"Oh certainly," TongSu said, "I should have put some on
when I saw you coming. I was expecting kedas and a
caravan."
"We do not caravan by dark my dear, kedas are just too
damn independent. Since the gruul became available we keep
only a few champion young kedas for speed."
Kedas are not ephemeral on any cycle. A young keda is
one born within living human memory. Most kedas were born
when humans were ephemeral. The ones born before any
humans ever reached this planet are especially disrespectful
and strong willed, even devious. She wondered how much of
this Dorrick knew but didn't have time to ask.
Magior brought a chainpot and set it in the coals. He stuck
beautiful stemcups in front of each of them. He had quite a
few left over so they were ready to talk with a larger group.
"We do not have much to trade for a jacket," she said, "but I
would certainly treasure one."
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"The sky beast carries freight," he said, telling Alagz in
his own language also.
"Scientific instruments and supplies."
Alagz must know at least some common tongue because
he was shaking his head before the translation. He gave some
other instruction. "We have no use for scientific instruments
and cannot give you proper value. We believe that you have
need of our wares in a dark such as this and would trade them
for metal coin if that would not be impolite."
"Not for me," TongSu said. "I'll put one on as soon as the
tea is ready?"
"What does that have to do with it?" Dorrick asked.
"We can't really make the deal official til then," TongSu
said.
"It would be impolite of us to sell you something without
serving you. We also have some dried quazail that we journey
with. But you may try it my lady, if you like," he said,
indicating the jacket.
She reached for one, when she felt it she noticed for the
first time that the lining wasn't silk but fur of a finer texture
than she had ever felt. Each diamond in the quilting was
actually a separate hide. She could feel even more structure
within it. How many patient stitches had gone into this? "This
is all hand made?"
"It is difficult to transport automated machinery across the
plains in a gruul-drawn caravan. The herds give us plenty of
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time to stitch in the sunshine."
"I've heard of your craftsmanship. Your reputation is
deserved. I've heard of your strength and hunting prowess
also."
"Alas even our prowess has not availed us a feast to put
before you this dark. Our own grow thin this year and we've
roamed farther."
Alagz delivered another lecture. Magior sprinkled a few
leaves in the stemcups sticking out of the ground in front of
them.
Olaface thought awhile before responding. "I'm too
chatty, he wants to tell you the price. It is a copper and seven
my lady, I am sorry, but many hands of the tribe worked..."
TongSu swallowed hard, if she was working for her usual
rates that price wouldn’t even earn a laugh, but it was small
compared to her weight in aluminum. There was so much
labor in this from hands trying to maintain some sort of
human foothold in these wilds. She took out a copper and the
rest of her cash, three irons and an assortment of pennies from
cities all the way back to Valindor. Olaface showed them to
Alagz who kept the copper and waved off the change. Magior
filled the cups, then sat by his to the right of and behind the
Vaik. They lifted their cups. The Centorins lagged behind, but
novels set on the Borgoth plain had been popular a couple
centuries ago and she'd always devoured cheap reading.
Because of that, even though she was many weeks beyond
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her previous personal experience, she wasn't lost in a Torilite
tea ceremony.
So Jason not only picked it up, but took a sip. He didn't
down it, just took a little slurp off the top. Alagz looked at
him like he'd just shoved a red hot sword three feet up his
bowels. He laid into Olaface in their language.
"You're not supposed to do that yet," TongSu told him.
"It's all part of a formal business transaction that gives us a
mutual interest. Tribes are tribes because they've codified
their interaction with non-tribe, they've created a tribal
boundary."
"Oh, sorry," Jason said.
"What's he saying?" Dorrick asked TongSu.
"I don't speak it," she answered.
"I should have told him you were Centorin," Olaface
answered.
"We are all Centorin but me," TongSu said.
Olaface translated that. The three of them gripped their
hands together and beamed. Alagz said something to Olaface.
"You are forgiven," Olaface said. "My father understands
your plight. You were merely testing it for your charges."
Jason grew question marks over that, but didn't say
anything.
Now that they were all sitting with their cups up out of the
ground and a path to raise it without the stick poking
someone else's eye out, Alagz raised his and downed it. A
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fraction of a second later Magior and Olaface did likewise,
TongSu was a fraction of a second after that. Jason was
swallowing his down thru a funnel-lip and Tommy looked
like he was going to sip his. Alagz spread his lips and took the
tea leaves off them, spitting them back into the empty cup, as
his sons did. TongSu had to spit a few more times than they
did. Tommy used his hands to get the leaves off his teeth,
Dorrick had downed it leaves and all and Jason was chewing
his leaves when he noticed the others were spitting them out.
Alagz shrugged his shoulders.
"Would anyone like more tea?" Olaface asked.
Magior laughed out loud and jabbered at Olaface.
"Someone is going to have to stay up with that one," he
pointed at Dorrick with his chin.
Alagz delivered a long dejected lecture.
"He is sorry."
"For what?" TongSu asked
"Confusing the visitors from the stargate."
"They'll be fine. Dorrick'll probably miss Dawnsleep but
by Afternoonday he'll be laughing right along with Magior."
"How strong is this stuff?" Dorrick asked her nervously.
"How's your heart?" She watched his eyes go white.
"Only kidding." He wanted to slap her. "It'll keep you up, way
up. You shouldn't swallow the leaves but that might not be
that much stronger. Don't have another."
"The leaves are spent anyway," Olaface said, "you'll be
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fine, don't worry about it."
"How did this ceremony originate?" Tommy asked.
Olaface conferred with his family for awhile. There were
some short arguments. Alagz delivered two long lectures.
There was another argument after that. They conferred some
more. Finally Oliface spoke. "The deepest roots can probably
be traced to a philosophy first expounded at a conference held
at the Eign Mangaaia in Yondure in the century after the fall
of the Overlords. It was entitled 'exploring the tribal
boundary' and lasted over a year." By this time Tommy had
taken out a note book and TongSu had put the quilt over her
new copper jacket and sidled a little closer to the fire. "In that
conference 'ground rules' for a tribal boundary interaction
ceremony were laid out. The ceremony must be designed to
be unique to the tribe, so tribal members and non tribal
members alike know that a boundary interaction is taking
place."
Tommy began asking esoteric questions about the
dynamics of the boundary, he began using the term 'designer
tribe' to denote the society the Torilites built. That got into the
whole concept of tribal theory that would keep them all up
until nearly Dawnsleep eating jerky, her little inglethor, and
drinking tea and a couple skins of a very potent yaag/alcohol
mix while discussing it.
TongSu was glad they found something to talk about that
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she didn't have to be in the middle of. She drank too much
and must have nodded off by the fire and had a wild dream of
being carried off beneath one of those animals.
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10. The Ride
It was the electrical fringes around everyone that first
made Dorrick notice what was happening. He looked at them
more carefully and noticed they weren’t really electrical, they
were a blue-white aura, but more the shape of flames than
sparks, lively little flames. He glanced at the fire and saw
every flame had an aura of these smaller blue-white flames
around it. He became mesmerized by the fire and the fire
burning on it.
He noticed it was really the flame in a brazier embedded
high in the rough stone walls of the Sorcerer’s Gathering
Hall. Even the stones of the wall and the tall conical plumed
hats in the sorcerers procession had those blue-white flames
around them. The blossoms strewn by the flower maidens
sparkled and glittered the most of all. They were shining
golden mirrorblooms, picked just that dawn.
Next the carriage of the regents came along, its team in a
precise shuffle-step to keep with the dignified pace of the
procession. The carriage was shaped like a starbloom, done in
finely detailed purplewood with sets of fresh lumin tails
adorning almost every filigree. Every cranny not covered in
plumage was encrusted with gems. Gossamer streamers
fluttered from spikes representing the stamen of the
starflower. The regents themselves were in their finest furtrimmed jeweled robes, sporting elaborate headdresses
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representing the pistils of the starflower, five as in the flower
and the most ancient custom.
Finally the carriages of the delegates glided by. They were
not as lavish as the carriage of the regents, but they were also
covered with fresh plumes and decorated with delicate
patterns laid out in smaller gems. The delegates were from all
corners of the surviving world and dressed in their local
finery. The Goblins of Dzintiss in their furs, sweltering in this
unaccustomed heat, the men of Hbanan in obsidian armor
with flufftail plumes in their helmets and shining insignia on
their breasts, the regal robes of the scholars of Hiatrath, the
austere cowls of the Doan and the elaborately tooled leather
kilts and vests from the Illiyang. There was even a delegate in
plain linen with a wide shiny belt with large buckle and big
buckles on his shoes. Dorrick couldn't make out the details
because of the glittering blue flames, but it looked like his
buckles were metal and finely detailed in the style of Lannoz.
There was another single delegate, a tall and elegant woman
in layers of gossamer all the way from the land of the Bordz,
and one more in a fine wool coat from the camp of the
uttermost wilderness.
The conference room was a parabolic dome taller than it's
width, done with hundreds of small columns, getting smaller
and smaller at the top of the dome. Each column was ornate
in a diamond pattern, with bas-reliefs of historical scenes
raised on them. The spaces between the columns held famous
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paintings if they weren't openings or galleries. Dorrick was
standing near a fresh one depicting the city during the fall of
the Overlords. There were many dignitaries coming and going
on the galleries above, some would shout comments. There
were circles of seats on the floor, comfortable ones with side
pockets and writing arms in which the delegates sat. The
Goblins were out of their furs and in thin muslin now, which
was soaked with sweat.
The speaker was at the very center, and he had the
strongest blue sparkling flames around him of anyone but the
woman from the Bordz. He was lecturing in Lystic, a
language that had been all but forgotten when the Elves ruled
the world. "Now that we've seen why the boundary is
important in defining a tribe and should be maintained, we
should begin to look at how that boundary is maintained:
Symbolism." He turned and spoke to the other side of the
room, the side Dorrick was on. "Symbolism is very important
in defining the tribe. Our previous speaker made a very good
case for the hereditary, social and economic unity of a tribe,
and I support his arguments. We agree that the tribe is mainly
a legacy of one alpha male, is lead by a single alpha male and
not an Elvish-style council. That concentration of power in
the hands of an alpha male is the primary difference from
Elven governments. But no matter how much sexual, social
and economic unity there is, the tribe will have to support
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some interaction with other tribes."
The speaker turned and looked the other way again,
toward the participating delegates and not the curious
observers. His flickering blue aura brightened. "When tribe
interacts with tribe, the tribal boundary is maintained if the
interaction is more tribe to tribe than individual to individual.
To implement this, formalities are adopted, and when tribes
wish to be more distinct, the formalities can be elaborate." He
held up a piece of glossy fanfold, "In section three of my
handout you will find some examples of these formalities or
ceremonies conducted when meeting people from outside the
tribe."
Dorrick listened to the lecture as it went on and on. He
couldn't remember why he had been sent here, he didn't
remember even signing up for this class. Finally that sage
wrapped up his presentation and took questions. Those went
on a long time, the blue flaming aura around them all was
fading, except for the woman from the Bordz. He wondered
where she was having lunch, but then a delegate to a
conference like this would probably not be having it in a
place accessible to a mere novice.
It was the woman from the Bordz that offered to show
them an example of this theory in action. They were
transported far to the south on lumbering animals of some
kind. They were the first things he had ever seen that didn't
have an aura of blue light around them. The woman walked,
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and he walked with her. Others called to them but he ignored
them, her aura was too bright. He was carried after her on
some kind of current, or maybe some other type of beast. It
was all a dream anyway so it didn’t have to make sense. It
was such a mass of blue electricity that he seemed to be
floating on ball lightening.
The woman in the white sheers in the mass of blue flames
was lecturing, "...in addition to the boundary ceremony, tribes
will assert their cultural identity thru common themes in their
art and architecture, and if they are nomadic, in their camps,"
and as she said that, a glowing cluster of tall draping tents
rode their coronas of electric blue fire out of the darkness. All
in fabric there were pillars and curtains and cupolas and
colonnades. Greasewort torches cast light that contrasted with
the electric blue, perspective was off, he seemed to walk up a
flight of steps but there were only two. Inside there were
carpets, lanterns haloed with the same coronas. The patterns
were intricate, sensual. Most of the rugs were ovals, racks and
shelves stood on sticks driven into the sand between them.
Everything was draped in bright fabrics in detailed designs,
sometimes exact copies of photographs.
Orgys, corridors, refreshments, a feast. Dorrick could not
remember ever eating an entire meal putting off electric blue
sparks before. The woman had changed into tribal garb and
curled her hair while they feasted. She moved closer and
closer to Dorrick as the evening progressed. He felt the
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electric blue corona she wore when he caressed her. Someone
he should have recognized was on the other side of her.
Someone from deep in his past, someone from before the
tribal boundary ceremony.
"How do you know you won't be stuck in the tribe if you
spend the sleep with her?" he asked Dorrick.
"Oh no," she interrupted, turning toward the guy he
thought he should know, "there's much more to it than that.
There's pills you've got to take, training, testing, oaths.
Spending the sleep with me is not going to get him into the
tribe."
"But Dorrick's still pretty dizzy from that tea."
"The evening is young," his guide said and lead him away
from the table.
"See you around," he said to the guy he thought he should
know, who waved, hiding a look of disgust.
There was a corridor between curtains of sheer fabric, to a
chamber twelve feet square. Attached to that was a chamber
seven feet square holding an air mattress in a platform with a
small oil-lamp to heat it. Dorrick didn't notice how bundled
up he was til he got in here and she lit the oil lamp. He took
off his quilt and found he had a jacket underneath it. It was
beautifully ornamented, and still carrying an electric blue
corona. He took that off too. He found his mountain shirt and
a tee shirt under that, but didn't take them off right away.
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She took her outerwear off and opened her top. "We can
just get cozy in here while you work your way thru that first
cup. I shouldn't be too far behind you, I had two cups this
evening."
Now that she had on only a soft and puffy blouse, he
could see that she had a lot more muscle than he suspected,
and long flares of blue sparks radiated from them. "Do you
see blue sparks or flames around everything?" he asked.
"Well yeah? That's just to warn you that you're high and
might get sucked into things."
"Am I really here in this tent or is it all a hallucination?"
"Well, to be perfectly honest, in 100,05,44 Sorceress Ava
of the Kassikan released a proof that it is impossible to know
if you are in a simulated universe, and a hallucination is a
form of simulation isn't it?"
"Will it be here tomorrow?" he asked.
"You will see, I don't think you should journey back in the
dark."
He lay with her and they began caressing. Soon they were
undressing each other, the blue sparks were felt as well as
seen. While their bodies were occupied in molding to each
other he said, "I thought you were the delegate from the
Bordz."
"Bordzvek? Yeah, I'm originally from there, but I've been
with the tribe since the 103rd."
He guessed the part in Yondure was hallucination. He
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thought what he was feeling must have been hallucination,
she was much denser than normal flesh. She could lift him
easily, bore his weight easily. She could roll over with him,
she even put him in a scissors hold and lifted him up with
only her shoulders and elbows on the mattress. He didn't even
notice that they were already joined until she did that.
This sent him back into the realms the tea did, because
suddenly he was over a thousand years in the past again. He
was an Angel playing with a cherub as they were described in
the literature of the time. Seconds later he was in zero gee in
the axis of a gateship, rolling in a tangle with this
hallucination. They spun from one side to the other, like a ball
of blue lightning bouncing lightly off the cabin walls. They
were laughing and yelping as they grappled with each other.
Her electric heels on the bottom of his butt pushed him
completely inside her, so that her mouth on his and her arms
around him were all part of her vagina to his altered state.
And then he sparked, violently, thousands of amps arcing
from his pin to her socket. She felt it, and would have flung
him across the room if she hadn't been locked onto him. She
thrashed violently, he went limp and blacked out.
He was out in the rain, it wasn't as cold as when the
tribesmen arrived just before darkmeal. There was some light,
he wondered if dawn was breaking. He was pretty soaked, he
shouldn't have fallen asleep out here. He opened his eyes and
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instead of a grey sky he saw a really pretty girl with tough tan
skin dripping water onto his lips.
He sat up, at least he tried to. The room spun and he
flopped back down again. "That stuff really hit you," she said.
"I've never had a guy black out during orgasm before."
"Huh?" Then he remembered the dream he had, the
delegate from the Bordz who took them all to see an example
of what the conference was about. He reached out and
touched her cheek, took a deep breath and said, "Yes I guess
it did. The blue flames are gone."
"There's grey in the east," she said.
"I don't believe I even asked your name," he said, "As
crass as I am, I don't believe I've ever done that before."
"Yhroenne," she said, "from the external affairs cadre."
"If I'm remembering right, we had quite an affair."
"It was fun, and quite satisfying, but I was starting to
worry about you."
"I'm pretty wiped, and not just from that workout. What is
that stuff?"
"Jelbush tea. It mimics the effect of tentacloid brain.
You're pretty susceptible, you might want to remember that.
They told me you swallowed the leaves."
"I didn't know."
"That's the whole point of a boundary ceremony,"
Yhroenne said.
"Somebody could get hurt."
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"Nobody ever ate the leaves before. I know we've got
some unique aspects to our tea ceremony, but it's still a tea
ceremony. Don't you guys have any tea ceremony's where
you're from?"
"The last place I saw a tea ceremony was central Asia on
Earth, and the leaves were not in the cup there. The ritual was
to see who could take it the hottest. It was so cold Nightday
that I was glad for the heat."
"Just so you'll know, in any boundary ceremony, whether
it be tea, a feast, a sporting event, it is usually best not to go
first if you don't know what to expect." She had put away the
wet rag, she passed a candle in front of his eyes and watched
them. "Can you move everything?" she asked.
Dorrick experimented. "Yeah, but I'm weak and
exhausted."
"That'll get better unless you have adrenal problems. Just
take it easy and don't push it. We probably have a few hours
until everyone gets up. The gruul will have to be fed before
they can take you back anyway. I don't think you'll be
walking back today, even if I tease you."
"You're not wiped by it?"
"I'm all for sleeping a few hours and won't be walking
back to your camp either."
"Sorry to keep you awake," Dorrick said.
"Other than the last hour I wouldn't have missed it. You
were a riot on the walk over."
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"I was in Yondure."
"The stuff can make you suggestible. Here, lets get close,
the heat lamp is out and it's still below freezing outside."
"I neglected to tell you how desirable you are too,"
Dorrick said as he put his arms around her.
"No you didn't, you demonstrated it."
"Oh, how?"
"By chasing me. That was fun too and helped keep us
warm in the cold."
"What happened to TongSu?" he asked, "And Tommy and
Jason?"
"Two of your friends came with us, the tallest man and the
woman. He was going to spend the sleep in the circle, she
went with Olaface to his tent. The shortest and widest of you
insisted on remaining with the balloon. He did not seem to
trust us."
"There are guidebooks with that advice."
"They are old," she said, and pulled his hands to her chest
and snuggled in closer.
"Will us being together cause trouble with your people?"
Dorrick asked.
"It is my duty," she said, "but in your case it is duty I
enjoy."
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11. In The Tent
While TongSu was sleeping by the fire, the swaying made
her think she was in her balloon. As she slowly came awake,
the first thing she realized was that she was in too much
clothing and the air was far too cold to be floating in her
balloon. The next thing she noticed was that she was in
someone's arms. That made her come fully awake with a start
and look at her surroundings. Dorrick, Tommy and Jason
were each strong men, but she could tell this man was
stronger than they were. She turned to see it was Olaface,
holding her on his lap. They were under the animal, traveling
thru the cold of dark. In the ruddy light of Kunae she saw
Tommy walking beside them, and Dorrick stumbling and
shouting after a girl who had not been there when she fell
asleep. It was still early in Dawnsleep by Kunae, it rose late
in Nightday in mid-year this decade.
"Oh good, you're awake," Olaface said.
"Where are we going? What's happening? Where's
Jason?"
"Yhroenne came out and suggested we bring you to our
camp because this dark is so cold. Jason stayed with the fire
and the balloon. He doesn't seem to trust us."
"Borgoths have been known to lift things."
"There are some," Olaface said, "but we are not that way."
The girl was leading Dorrick on a merry chase across the
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prairie. He was stumbling and staggering, bumping into
things that weren't there and tripping over things that were.
The other guys were both calling to the girl in the Torilite
language, and she was shouting back to them, but still
scampering around way ahead of them and telling Dorrick
some story about tribal theory in action.
"He's gonna get hurt out here, you better let me go gather
him up." She tried to get down, but Olaface held her.
"Are you sure you want to get down now, you had a full
cup of that jelbush also, and just came around yourself."
Dorrick was slurring so bad she thought he might have
been speaking what these people were, or trying to. She
couldn't really see the Borgoth girl, she had long dark hair
and a thick rock-scamp fur around her, not one of the coats
they brought to sell.
Down a small incline they came to a lavish thick tent that
looked like it covered two and a half acres and was up to
three stories tall. If it hadn’t been down in this dell they
would have seen it before they landed. It surrounded a
courtyard in which a couple greasewort torches were still
burning. There were columns and cornices made of light
fabric and brush twigs. The floor had been excavated in levels
so there were actually a couple steps leading up to the entry.
These people were technically nomads, but it looked like they
might stay in the area for a year or more.
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Their herds were all fenced for the dark and there was a
sentry up. There were sounds from inside, like there might
have been quite a party going on this Nightday evening.
There were large potted plants in the courtyard, TongSu
guessed from the fragrance that they were the source of the
tea. They were met by a thin man with a gaunt face who lead
the gruul back out to the livestock pens. She found he was
right about walking, if this was alcohol making her this
unsteady, she would be hurting tomorrow. This was when she
noticed the torches had an aura, and found that when she
looked close everything else did too.
There was a main room with a fire in it with a light crystal
hood over it. It seemed that most of the tribe was in here, and
about half were engaged in a vigorous orgy that also involved
lifting each other, passing people overhead, making human
pyramids, using all possible erotic contact. Those not actively
participating in the orgy were watching while sitting by the
fire involved in more casual cuddling.
"Let me introduce you to some others who speak
Common Tongue," Olaface said.
"What do you speak?" she asked.
"Eastern Torilite actually," he said. "It’s a Borgoth
language and thus traces it's roots to Janek and from there
back to Lystic."
"I've heard of that, but I don't think I know a word in it."
She noticed that all eyes were on them. Dorrick and the
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girl he chased were attracting the most attention, because he
was swivel-heading at everyone involved in the orgy. She
seemed intent on getting him past that, but Tommy stayed and
watched for a few minutes.
They were lead to a feast of dried fruits, breads, some
stew-filled pastries, a nut mix and some toasted prairie shells.
It was pretty well picked over, but there were few people still
eating. There were some tables, Dorrick was sitting with the
girl he’d been chasing, Tommy was across from him. She sat
between Olaface and Magior at the other end of the table.
Alagz sat at another table that seemed to be the chief and his
top men. Alagz wasn’t actually the chief, she could see that,
even though she couldn’t understand a thing they were
saying. It was obvious there was one chief and Alagz was one
of his inner circle of boot lickers. These people were
definitely into that kind of thing, she could tell that without
speaking the language. Maybe it was even easier to tell
because she didn’t speak their language.
This table seemed to be the one with the people who
spoke common tongue, because most conversations here
using it. Magior seemed to be the only one at this table who
didn’t speak it at all. Olaface and Yhroenne spoke it fluently,
most of the others were understandable, a few were not.
“So most of the tribe were born in the tribe?” she asked.
“Why do you think so?” Olaface asked.
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“If most of the tribe doesn’t speak common tongue?”
“Ah, do you think you would speak it if you hadn’t used it
in a century?”
“Enough to get started, I would think I’d be fluent again
in a few days.”
“Maybe it’s the tea?” he responded.
She wondered if they had a pill or tea that would make
you forget Common Tongue. If she asked that directly he
would probably get uncomfortable, and would probably lie.
Instead she asked, “So the people at this table have joined
more recently?”
“No, the people at this table are involved in external
relations, so they must know Common Tongue.”
“So you have a special group of people who do all your
external relations?”
“For the most part. Regular members are not forbidden to
interact with outsiders, but it is discouraged because they are
not experts in maintaining the boundary.”
She didn’t want to endure any more discussion of tribal
theory, so she just said, “Ah,” and kept eating. The stew
pockets were really good. She figured they probably did have
a pill to unlearn Common Tongue, that would be an excellent
way to discourage regular members from interacting with the
outside world.
From your looks I’m guessing that Dorrick is your usual
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bedmate?” Olaface asked her.
“The other two opted out of the rotation and left him to
me.”
“But you are happy with that?”
“Yeah, pretty much. He’s the one who confides in me the
most. Tommy talks about himself or his work, Jason has some
cool screen games but I guess I’m a little closer to Dorrick.”
She was about to complain about the crash but decided not to.
She felt that she was starting to sound like a whiner about it.
“It looks like Yhroenne will show him hospitality this
Dawnsleep.”
“He looks too fucked up to fuck,” she said.
“That is not the way of Jelbush, it never interferes with
sexual function.”
“Tommy looks pretty interested in the sexual functions in
the front room.”
“Yes, I hope he’s been told he is welcome to join them.”
“It looks like he’s trying to talk Dorrick into it also, but I
don’t think Dorrick even recognizes him.”
“How are you doing?” he asked, looking a little
concerned.
“I’m still seeing those blue flames around everything and
feeling like I’m not really here but just watching it. Other
than that I’m fine. The food was good.”
“So would you like to go out to the front room. There are
many men...”
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“I might watch, but that would be rude.”
“Not at all,” he said. “Anyone who didn’t want to be
watched wouldn’t be in the front room. They want to show
everyone what they can do.” That would explain why it was
pretty extreme. He took her hand and lifted her from the seat.
There was a wide opening from the dining area to the sex
pit. The pit was excavated two steps down, the sand was built
into benches for the spectators. The torches were purplewood
which burns red and slowly. There was a six foot wide
spectator’s gallery around the pit with a dozen people
standing around or lounging on the benches. The pit was
about twenty feet square and had seven large shapeless
cushions in it. Those cushions were being moved around by
anywhere from one to five people each.
“As you can see, our great strength and toughness allows
us to perform sexual acts that others cannot.”
“I can see that,” she said, “It’s amazing the way that girl
can hold her body out like that, and with all his weight on the
end of it too.”
“Yes,” Olaface said, “you can see he has only one point of
support as he performs that move.”
“Ow.”
“But you have great strength?”
“Not like that there. I could do that,” she pointed with her
chin toward a couple on the cushion behind them. “Or that,”
the foursome in the other corner of the pit.
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“There are still two empty cushions,” he said.
“Eh. I said I could watch, I didn’t say perform.” She had
never heard of performing sexually as being required by the
Torilites, and the texts she had read were fairly recent, late
last century.
“As you wish,” he said.
“You’re too polite.”
“I wish to show you hospitality,” he said.
“Like the hospitality Yhroenne will show Dorrick?”
“It would be the highlight of my career with the tribe,” he
said. “I believe I am capable of showing you all the
lovemaking secrets of my people, as much as you want to
experience.”
“I hope I’m good on the strength, but certainly not some
of the toughness I’m seeing here.”
Meanwhile one of the girls who spoke Common Tongue
lead Tommy into the room. She introduced him in their
language, and then said something more. Three girls got up
and started toward him, all curled and wiggled their tongues
at him, one started to get to her knees.
While that was going on, Olaface paid no attention and
continued their conversation, “I will use that knowledge in
making love to you. We can use many interesting positions
that are never painful.”
“My limbs are fine, I’m in a wrestling league, but my lips
couldn’t take that,” she indicated what a girl and two guys
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were doing all the way across the room.
“I don’t have the strength to do that,” Olaface said, “it
isn’t as easy as it looks.”
“I can imagine,” she said. “I don’t need to watch longer
unless you want to.” She really hoped he didn’t.
“Why don’t we retire to my tent?” he asked, “where I will
provide excellent hospitality to my distinguished guest.”
“In Elven lands they’d call that flower mouthing.”
“Flower-mouthing, I’ll have to remember that. I guess my
fluency in Common Tongue is not as complete as I thought. I
have met many Elves before but never heard that expression.
But you are not Elf.”
“I lived in the Highlands all my life.”
“Ah,” he said, then, “this way.” It was a silk corridor with
a firm but not hard sand floor. There were draped openings all
along it. The blue flame around everything was not quite as
bright as it used to be. It was probably the fifth opening
where he parted the drapes and ushered her into an adjoining
tent. She stopped right inside the door, it was pitch dark. He
ducked past her and flicked a sparker at a torch planted in the
sand just inside the door.
Most of the floor was taken up by a large oval braided
rug, braided runners covered the sand at the sides of the bed.
There were many clothing racks sticking out of the sand, all
but their stakes screened by more light and colorful curtains
that hung from the upper tent frame. TongSu was beginning
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to wonder just how nomadic these people are.
The bed was inflatable, but tough and comfortable. It was
raised on a light-weight, collapsible framework at just the
right height. It was covered in furs, they were probably
something from the scamp class, but not coriax, probably
something native to this area. There was a headboard to keep
the pillows on the bed and he had lots of them and they were
very soft. The colors and patterns in this room were not quite
as bright and vibrant as in the reminder of the ‘camp’. There
were more straight lines and more smooth color transitions.
Their strength did allow them to perform sex acts that
would have been impossible or at least difficult for other
people. He was able to lift her easily, and wasn’t afraid to let
her lift him. He was true to his word and didn’t suggest
anything that was at all painful, but it was still a very exciting
workout that they were able to continue, on and off with short
naps in between, til dawn threatened. It was quite an
experience, but fun more in the way a wrestling match was
fun rather than a meaningful romance. When they were both
totally sated she fell into an exhausted sleep that she didn’t
wake from until Morningday was well along.
It was cold in the tent early in the week, the heater had
gone out and it must have made a lot more difference than she
thought. The second thing she noticed is that there was a
definite fallout from the tea of the day before. It wasn’t the
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languidity of the day after a very heavy yaag binge, but a
feeling that nothing mattered. She knew her big green girl had
been subject to quite a heavy frost during Dawnsleep, but she
couldn’t make herself feel it as an emergency. Normally she
would have to be up and checking her as soon as she woke,
but today she just stayed wrapped tight in a thick fur, thinking
about nothing but its tangy smell and Olaface’s hard body.
Someone walked thru the drapery hall with a tiny little
bell, “That’s the last call to breakfast and we should take it
because we have been short this year,” he said.
She still couldn’t feel much urgency, but she noticed
feeling more about missing breakfast than about her balloon,
and that was not normal for her. She should have been
alarmed about that abnormality, but she couldn’t seem to
think it was enough to actually worry about. She could heave
herself from the bed for breakfast however, that much
survival instinct was still working. Of course there really
wasn’t anything she could do for her girl if she was frost
damaged. Frost was responsible for most of her mottling
already. It got this cold in the Highlands with some regularity.
“Yeah, I’ll get up.”
The sanitary facilities were a row of portable all-in-ones,
but relatively modern, better than any bathroom they
encountered in Orc country. What they had for breakfast was
a wild thesh stew with some of the tiniest bits of inglethor
she’d ever seen anyone cut. The broth was flavorful and the
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wild thesh was hearty. They had only some rockwort chips for
soom and while it tastes a little like rinko, it is very chewy.
She soaked hers in the broth and that made it so she could
bite thru them at least.
She saw that Tommy was still here and surrounded by
what seemed to be the same three girls who got up when he
was introduced. She and Olaface brought their bowls to the
same table. Tommy and the girls were all done eating but had
not gotten up to bring their bowls back yet. They had more
tea in their hands, it was still pretty fresh. She could tell from
their faces that it had an effect more like yaag than the rubber
tea with lvinch the Centorin’s preferred.
“Ah, our pilot,” he said to his hospitality crew.
“TongSu,” she said to the girls.
“Jeezike,” “Marsack, and “Painagost,” they said their
names but she had no way to write them down. He had
Jeezike, the most beautiful one, on his left side and the other
two on his right. The two who were next to him were pressing
him with their curves.
“I’ll pour you some rella-rar,” Painagost said about the
tea.
“I better not,” TongSu said.
“Oh this isn’t like jelbush,” she said, and poured anyway.
TongSu knew it would be rude not to drink it. She poured for
Olaface also, who nodded and gave her that ‘v’-shaped smile
these people are so good at. At least it was hot. It tasted like a
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very thin early yellow actually, with a nutty aftertaste.
“Have you seen Dorrick?” she asked Tommy.
“Yeah, they ate and went back to her tent for one more,”
Tommy replied.
“Yhroenne is being quite hospitable,” Marsack said with a
crooked smile.
Olaface talked to the girls in their language for a few
sentences. From the faces involved, she guessed he was
admonishing them for something.
“We might have to stop and study this culture for awhile,”
Tommy told TongSu.
“Is that what Dorrick thinks?”
“I haven’t told him yet, I’m just thinking about it.”
“I thought Dorrick was the boss of this expedition.”
“Technically it’s Klevin back in Kex, for the U.K.
Department of antiquities but I am the scientist he is supposed
to transport to Borlunth and my House is the primary
benefactor for this expedition. In reality, I am a close scion of
House M’Kaster, Klevin is from a lesser branch of House
Millen and O’She doesn’t have a house. If I determine this
culture needs further study before we proceed to Borlunth, I
can make that become official policy.”
“How long would you study them?” she asked.
“Maybe as long as we can devote to Borlunth, an Earth
year. Maybe less, maybe only a local year.”
She didn’t relish the thought of staying on this plain even
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a local year, especially if her girl would get frost bite every
dark. She wondered if Dorrick would mind that? She was
having difficulty believing that Tommy was really in
command. As gleefully as Dorrick had chased that girl last
evening, she could well imagine he wouldn’t mind staying
with the Torilites very much. She wondered if someone
would be assigned to provide hospitality to Jason, someone
who would remain monogamous to him as long as they
stayed here.
The tea was probably something related to pipeweed from
the Old Midlands, the original source of the gene that had
been so successfully transplanted onto larorlie. It didn’t make
her want to gab however. Most of the conversation at the
table was between the girls with Tommy and was in the tribal
language. Olaface laughed at some of it, but didn’t translate
for her. That was something that she would have a hard time
with. At least the people of Borlunth spoke Common Tongue.
At least she was pretty sure they did, she’d seen an article that
told her that only a tenth of the city’s population could speak
any Borl at all, she assumed the remainder was Common
Tongue, but what if it was a whole list of babbles like the
Forty Cities in the Lumpral?
“If he decides to remain here, we will bring your balloon
to the encampment,” Olaface said.
“We’ll need it to find and visit other encampments,”
Tommy said.
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“We could use it to scout for a new camp site where the
herds are thicker,” Olaface said.
Rather than get into an argument now about the climate,
she asked, “How long does it take you to move this camp?”
“We can get it done in less than a year,” he replied.
“So you don’t follow the beasts on a seasonal migration?”
“We send hunting camps out for the season, they bring
back furs and jerky.”
A lot of time was spent in the mechanics of breakfast. The
girls asked Tommy if he would like another blow job before
they left, but he said he had nothing more to give. No doubt
he’d indulged his fetish to his heart’s content the previous
evening.
Dorrick and Yhroenne appeared and joined them. The
people were all somewhat similar in appearance, Yhroenne
was a little darker than average, and her jawline was more
defined. Her hair was curlier, even more than TongSu’s.
Dorrick was in a real fall-out coma, just going where
Yhroenne lead him. She sat across from Olaface, Dorrick was
across from her.
“Hi,” he smiled.
“Top of the morning and all that. Can you tell me how
you feel?”
“Not that sore,” he answered.
“Mentally?” she asked him.
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“Mentally?” he asked. He spent some time thinking about
it. “I would say I feel like my mind’s gone to sleep and it
feels a little paralyzed but still awake.”
“You really shouldn’t swallow the leaves,” Yhroenne told
him sympathetically. “It might take all of today for them to be
completely digested.”
“I’ll be used to the blue flames by then,” he said.
“What would you think of studying these people for
awhile before we go on to Borlunth?” Tommy asked.
“There’d be nothing left of me.”
“Oh Dorrick, you can’t mean that,” Tommy said, “I think
we should stop here and study this culture for a time.”
Dorrick looked like he was really too foggy to discuss this
now. “Any more of that tea and I’ll be a drooling vegetable.”
“I admit, I probably shouldn’t have any more of that
either, but this is a culture that is far different from what
we’ve seen so far. This might be a variation that has a
relationship to the Pikosas. There seems to be a much greater
differentiation of sex roles in this culture than in the
mainstream.”
“We didn’t study the Goblins of Hrrst either,” Dorrick
said.
They had been using Kassidorian enough already that
they had not switched to Centish for this conversation. That
meant that TongSu was able to add, “But the girls giving the
blow jobs here are attractive.”
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Dorrick laughed heartily and the girls giggled, proving
that they could understand the basics of common tongue.
“It isn’t about that,” Tommy said.
“There’s pretty girls who suck cock in Borlunth,” TongSu
said.
“It’s not about that,” Tommy said with a bit more force. “I
think this culture is related to the Pikosas.”
“Are you saying the Pikosas was another designer tribe?”
Dorrick asked. That was one concept he was able to
remember from the day before.
“How do we know it wasn’t? The Pikosas were founded
over a thousand years later than the Torilites, and they also
bred for great strength. We know that this tribe was deadly
before the Instinct.”
“How long are you planning on staying here?” TongSu
asked.
“Oh it could take a year, I mean a standard year, I’m sure
I can get our funding extended. It won’t cost them another
interstellar ticket,” he said.
“My balloon can’t take many more darks like the last,”
TongSu said, I should get back to her and get some salve on
her. If it wasn’t for that tea yesterday she knew she would be
walking back already.
“Is there somewhere you could take it?” Tommy asked.
“How long is a standard year?” TongSu asked.
“Six of yours.”
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“You mean ten?” TongSu asked. Before he could answer
she said, “I guess I could go down to Knidola if you give me
a partial advance on my weight in aluminum,” she asked
Dorrick.
“Of course, but it’s not that simple, I was hired for a
mission, to get Tommy to Borlunth.”
“That’s where I wanted to go at the time, now I see I have
to study here first to trace the roots of that culture.”
“The Torilites aren’t even Trolls,” TongSu said. “They’re
ethnically related to the people of Trenst, closer to Enurate
than Troll.”
“I see similarities in the culture,” Tommy said.
“Yeah, they suck cock,” Dorrick said.
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12. In the Museum
Some weeks had passed since Dettamythrin met Professor
Viosaign, or ‘Vio’ as she called her now. During these weeks
Detta had become totally immersed in the study of the
Pikosas. Vio seemed really ecstatic to have a student and
spared nothing in transferring her knowledge. She went thru
the notes, the maps, the measurements, the stratification, the
chemical analysis. She welcomed review of her methods and
math. Vio had labored long and hard, had taken on many
disciplines and progressed in each, all to further her study of
the sex slavers of Borlunth.
This was the infamous culture that made the word
‘Borlunth’ a synonym for the most extreme in sexual excess.
The Pikosas had flourished from the late 34th century to the
end of the 40th. It had been the scene of the cruelest
domination of women that all the worlds have ever known, a
society of the Alpha Male gone berserk.
It was brought down by the spread of Elven genetics
using this same inborn human lust that was glorified in these
ruins, but working with females instead of against them. It
was a plasmid that made females as sexually adventurous as
males, carrying a lust she was often a slave to, a lust that
made it so difficult to imagine what life in Pikosas times
actually felt like.
Detta learned more about the Pikosas than she would have
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guessed when she first got to the museum. Vio's current effort
was in nailing down just what parts of their phenotype
descended from the Klagg. The Pikosas were famous for
spilling blood and significant quantities had been preserved in
various artifacts. The Klagg were no more bloodthirsty than
average for their time and race, but their blood was available
in quantity also. She was running experiments that had
detected Orc genes in some of the Pikosas blood, but not the
Klagg. Other than that the Pikosas and the Klagg were almost
identical genetically.
As well as history, they had come to know each other in
those weeks. While still in their first meeting Detta had
learned that Vio loved the life-size relics for sport. By the end
of the first week Detta began to suspect the extent of her
involvement with them. After keeping an eye on her a couple
times when Vio wasn't paying attention, Detta came to the
conclusion that Vio indulged in them several times a day,
sometimes almost absent-mindedly. She heated them in hot
water, she had ratchets in the handles of some to make them
vibrate when cranked.
Detta was no prude and had played with sticks all her life,
but averaging less than once a week. By now Vio could tell
that Detta was already jaded to her collection. Until the
previous evening, Detta had been almost nowhere but to her
tiny compartment and a couple cooks since she walked into
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Vio's home and museum. Last evening Vio had treated her to
a cock hunt that included a pointstone match and dinner in the
more modern central part of the city. The guys they met were
a pointstone team, personable in spite of their over muscled
bodies. Detta had been rendered almost unconscious from
pheromone overdose and probably made a fool of herself, as
Vio had. The guys had only left a little while ago and Vio had
broken out a big jug of very dark gold and rinsed out their
morning cups.
“I’m taking today off,” Vio said. “I’d have to go out for
more lantern fuel if I was going to see enough to do anything
productive and I haven’t got the energy.”
“That jug will make sure of that.”
“Yeah, well. You?" she asked Detta about the yaag.
"Sure, we don't have anything scheduled this Nightday do
we? So what did you think about last sleep?"
"You keep chugging cum like that your going to get fat,"
Vio said.
Vio had discovered the depth of Detta’s oral fetish while
the guys were here. They had amazing stamina and had
delivered more than half a dozen loads of semen each. "Pppp.
When I was working at the school in Kastas I had a club of
eighteen guys who would compete to see how many times a
day they could come. I had one guy who could do twenty and
would always give me at least six of those. But when I asked
what you thought, I meant what you thought of them, not
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me."
"What I thought of Hissmale?" Vio asked. She looked like
it was a distraction.
"Yeah, and Kotrain. Didn't you do him once?"
"I think so, we were pretty wasted by then, I could have
imagined it."
"I think it was real, they were still here at wakeup."
"Yeah, but that doesn't mean everything I thought we did
was real."
"Do you remember when Hissmale twisted that scalawag
in you?" Detta asked.
She made a disgusted face and said. "Uh, yes, I'm sorry to
say I do."
"So wud ja tink?"
Vio looked annoyed at the cutesy-troll accent, she’d have
to try and lose that habit. "Good fun, Hissmale is as dumb as
that stone but a lot more lively." She pointed to a stone she'd
left out on the kitchen windowsill. There were so many stone
cocks around the place that one laying around with a handle
on it didn't attract notice. "Kotrain seemed to have a little bit
more to talk to."
"Yeah," she said, "Enough for a day or so."
"Did you have fun?" Vio asked.
"Oh sure, but I don't think it was anything permanent."
"I've found that nowadays men are something to be
enjoyed like a meal or a cup of yaag," Vio said. “The Peace
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Plague and the Instinct have deprived them of all but their
sexual value.”
“They’d have the same value as any woman if they didn’t
have a cock on them.”
“They seldom give birth or nurse,” Vio pointed out.
“That hardly matters any more.”
Vio looked at her funny, but it was true. If there were no
births at all it would take ten centuries before the population
dropped enough to notice. Vio thought awhile and finally
said, “Yeah, I guess you’re right. But did you ever notice that
there are three sexes in humans?”
“The third must be pretty rare.”
“Actually the third sex, the neuter sex, the worker male, is
pretty common. It is the second sex, the truly fertile male, the
alpha male, that was rare and has now been rendered all but
extinct by the Peace Plague. Some say they were one in ten
males, some say they were one in a hundred. You don’t know
it but that is what you are seeking,” Vio told her, with your
oral fetish. You are seeking a dominant male, one who will
possess you, take responsibility for you and your life, give
you a position of dominance in the world in his shadow.”
“Quite a lot of psychiatry for a professor of history,” Detta
told her. Actually, Detta had heard the ‘three sex’ theory
before and believed in it in some ways. There were certainly
men who bore more powerful pheromones than others. She
had already read papers on the ancient evidence for an alpha
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male pheromone that was separate from the human male
pheromone. Since there were no alpha males left on this
planet, the Centorins would provide valuable opportunities
for study. If any of them lived long enough to study them.
“There is a lot of psychiatry in history,” Vio said.
They left the apartment and started to stroll slowly across
the museum floor toward the loft where Vio usually spent the
day. They had only one small lantern for light that Detta was
carrying. It was enough to keep from bumping into the
exhibits, all but the closest were just dark shapes hulking over
them in the dark of Nightday. Vio could walk across here in
pitch darkness by feel, she had been here so long. Detta
would get to that point in a year or so.
"So you never did tell me what brings you here?" Vio
asked.
Perhaps it was time to tell her the root of it. "We are afraid
the Centorins may try to destroy this site."
"Oh?" Vio said and clutched her heart.
"Yes," Dettamythrin told her, "there is a group come thru
the gate that are said to be on the way here."
"Yes, I got an eye message from them just about a year
ago.” Detta was shocked, but Vio went on, “They said they
are interested in studying the site. They asked what
equipment I had. I'm afraid I have none of the technological
equipment they were looking for, we might learn something if
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they brought any, but they are going to travel by floater all the
way from the Yakhan so they have a weight limit."
"You have communicated with them?" Detta was
genuinely flabbergasted by that. She would have expected
them to come in stealth.
"Yes?"
“And they’re coming all the way from Centorin to study
this?” Vio had done a great job with this, especially the loving
restoration of hundreds of life-size or slightly larger, stone
penis models. She fully understood why she was enthralled
by Vio’s arts and science project, but that didn’t mean she
understood what interest Centorin men would have in them.
“So they say. They sounded like serious scholars, they
didn't seem interested in destroying anything, but talk is
cheap and eye messages aren't much more expensive these
last ten centuries.
“I’ve read a little on Centorin and it's people,” Vio
continued. “They’re not real fond of wilderness. Once they
discover the difficulties in getting from the Yakhan to
Borlunth, I doubt they will continue. I’m happy just to get
someone from Prvest here."
"Of course they wouldn't say they were going to destroy
your work." Detta said.
"But why would they have asked about my equipment if
they didn't intend to study?"
"As a cover?" Detta wondered. She had to admit that
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coming here openly to study wasn’t what Yolan lead her to
expect. She wondered if they were known to the Kassikan.
She could go to an eye room and probably look it up, but the
inquiry could only be made after mid Afternoonday. She
would have to write herself a note.
"But what makes you think they would want to destroy
anything here?" Vio asked.
"First, there is their history," Detta said. "They were
founded by the Angels and we know from history that they
were hostile to anything sexual."
"The Centorins are human and they have been free of
Angel domination almost ten centuries," Viosaign said. Vio
was also a history scholar and though she didn't specialize in
it, she was familiar with the Starship Age and YingolNeerie
and the high points of the history of the other major human
planets in the galaxy. The Starship Age happened half way
thru her studies here. She didn’t repeat that now, but said,
"You also know that the Centorins were ephemeral until we
could reach them on the suntowers. That means that for them
the Angels were in the distant past. They might not even
know what they were and think they were actually
supernatural."
"I don't think the Centorins are that superstitious. If they
were, how would they ever build a stargate?"
“Look at what the Pikosas did,” Viosaign told her, waving
her arms at everything. They had wandered halfway across
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the main hall by now, “and they could not read or write. What
they had,” she said, “was drive, something that is lacking in
this culture since the alpha males have been removed.”
"They were in no danger of building a starship much less
a stargate, no matter how hard they were whipped."
"They built everything in this building and the building
itself."
"Nothing out of the ordinary for the 40th, in fact their day
to day life looks a little primitive for the 40th," Detta told her
while looking toward those rooms. "It looks as primitive as
the 30th in my homeland." Even then, the people were literate.
The alpha male was less differentiated in the Dwarves than in
the Trolls and Nordics. With so few in existence today it was
difficult to pin down just what physiological changes went on
in the alphas of each race. A unique pheromone was
suspected, but as most of the response to the alpha had been
in the female and that had been reversed, this was an area of
study that wasn’t making much progress.
"But they still managed to get things to work in spite of
their belief that the high priest, the Pikosa, was divine," Vio
told her.
"They didn't need science to build anything they made,"
Detta said, "it was all still craft work, at least as far as I can
see."
"You’re right, the Pikosas never had science, but few
primitive cultures did."
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"The Elves were curing aging at the time the Pikosas were
raiding the lon plains," Detta pointed out as they strolled
slowly by the boat they did that raiding in.
"And removing our chance to ever be sexually satisfied.”
“I can be satisfied several times a week,” Detta said.
“That’s what I mean, if you were truly satisfied you
wouldn’t need it again til the child was weaned.”
Detta thought about that a while. If sex was still about
reproduction, we would be celibate or we would be pregnant
and nursing all the time. “Do you have a guess what the
world population would be if we still reproduced like
ephemerals?” Detta asked her. “I reject the whole idea of
going back to reproduction.”
“No, satisfaction. You could have the satisfaction without
the child,” Vio said. “We are not satisfied because we are
mating with equals, we are more like the Elves, in that our
men are equal. They still have bigger muscles, but they have
no more rights than we do, no power over us. In the old days
we could mate with equals, the workers, or with superior
beings, the alphas. Better still, our children could be the
children of alphas, superior, not just equal. We both miss the
superior male, and we both have tried ways to make up for
our void.”
“Whether they used their powers for good or ill is a
matter of opinion. My point is, the Elves were ages ahead of
the Pikosas at the time.”
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“Yes, I know that,” Viosaign said, “but that was worlds
away. Try to imagine what it was like before the suntowers
and eternal youth, when it could take a lifetime to get to the
Kassikan and back from here, if you were lucky and strong.
Few here believed in the Kassikan when I reached this basin.
The reality of the Species Immunity Complex reached this
basin before the rumor of eternal youth did. And I wasn't
trying to say that the Pikosas were a materially advanced
people. I have pointed out in my writings that they were not.
They were a tough people and a violent people."
"Since they couldn't write, that must make the
investigation very difficult."
"Very," she said. "Many in the surrounding cultures could
write. Some were still using the Klaggate runes and some had
even learned Elvish already. The problem with relying on
them is you have only an outsiders view."
"I've read some of your work, you take an insiders view."
"I've tried," Viosaign said. "I have very little to go on but
the artifacts and parallels with better known cultures."
"So I know we do have documented accounts of them
slave raiding?" Detta questioned.
"Yes, most of the scrolls you saw, if you were in that
room, are contemporary accounts of raids. Most of them are
in Klagg, can you read it?"
"No," Dettamythrin admitted.
"I could show you the ones in Elvish. I have seven of
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those, and I have a first person account from a woman who
escaped from them."
"That must be interesting."
"Most of it is the escape itself. I have matched up her
journey to the water with the map of the temple and city that I
have upstairs," Vio meant the master map, the one thing that
tied her whole study together. "She was one of the girls taken
from their families and forced to suck so many cocks they
derived the bulk of their nourishment from cum alone."
"I read that account," Detta said, "That was in your 52nd
century book wasn't it?" Vio nodded. "There are sleeps when
I dream of being one of those," Detta said with a dreamy
smile. She noticed they had both skipped over the part about
the girl’s teeth being removed.
"You are that oral?" Vio asked.
"I genuinely love the delicate taste of cum. I wish I could
get bottles of it to use for sauce. I wish men were like they
must have been in the days of this culture. I imagine them as
nearly unending fountains of cum on which more than one
woman could nourish herself. My fantasy is a guy who could
spend an hour a day ejaculating."
She said that with a straight face while looking her
directly in the eye. Vio tried to play down the strength of her
reaction. There was a nerve there, something about male
power. The Pikosas breeding program produced superb
natural power, some of the most highly developed fighting
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musculature the human race had produced until the advent of
genetic science. Actually there was no evidence their actual
male prowess was enhanced because there was good evidence
that all preparation was for battle.
"You are looking for a sexual supermale, but they would
have been only equal to the most virile natural males of our
day. The Pikosas were not fountains of cum by the biological
evidence, though they did breed for strength. There is a mod
for that on the market today, enables the man to produce up to
two quarts of semen a day and maintain an erection for
twenty eight hours without harm. That was invented in the
fifty fourth in Trenst, but it only sold well here in Borlunth."
Viosaign told her. "The male Pikosas were all alpha males,
but they were not supermen. The difference was in females."
"How?" Detta asked.
"A woman's goal in those days was to own a promise of a
man's support for hers and her child's lifetime before opening
her vulva."
"How could they enforce that..."
“Women were very good at denying their desires in those
days, even to themselves, and before the Peace Plague their
desires really were different than what we know today. You
are like me," Viosaign continued, "with the instincts you have
been given by the Peace Plague, and having never met a
dominant man, you cannot imagine how such a culture as this
could have existed.”
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“That doesn’t explain their violence to themselves,” Detta
said, “their initiation contests for example.”
“You have never met anyone who remembers meeting
anyone who was ever ephemeral, am I right?"
"Yes."
"No matter what you did, how you lived your life,
whether or not fortune smiled or frowned, even if you were a
dominant man,” Vio sighed as they ambled across the floor
toward the stairs, “if no sickness or accident befell you, you
had fifteen to twenty two decades and you were done, taken
by God to the other side of life, death, in their beliefs.”
“No, I've never been able to feel that,” Detta said. “I can
store that fact, I can think of it as a scary movie and be glad
when it ends, but now what? The idea that the universe can
construct a self-aware soul and then universally extinguish it
just does not fit inside my mind."
"The tentacloids..." Viosaign said.
"Are as self-aware as clockwork," Dettamythrin said,
"No, the universe can't allow it."
“But it did for untold centuries. We know the facts since
the Starship Age.” They reached the stairs, Vio continued to
lecture as they started up them. Detta believed she heard most
of it. “Humans evolved on a planet at YingolNeerie where all
major life is ephemeral. Most are still ephemeral on the
planets beyond the stargate.
“It has been one of the hardest bridges to cross for me in
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understanding the soul of this culture,” Vio continued,
starting up the next flight of stairs, “in understanding any
primitive culture for that matter, even the Centorins. To think
that I have now been engaged in the study of this culture a
hundred times as long as any of it's people ever lived. I have
been engaged in this study thirty times as long as it was
feared by its neighbors, what could be considered the height
of the culture. My restoration of a tacky later imitation of the
Great Temple has now stood three times as long as the
original Great Temple did,” she waved her arms as she
reached the second floor. “But to the people of its time, the
Pikosas temple was a thing of permanence, a hall hallowed by
many generations of high priests.” They didn’t remain there
but went on up the stairs to the third floor.
Vio went on, she really should have more students.
“There were eighty nine high priests altogether from the time
the cult was founded until it disappeared. Some ruled for less
than a decade, some for up to ten. How many organizations
today outlast their founder? Even at the Kassikan, it is said
that four of the five founders are still on the Supreme
Council.”
Detta was silent all this time, trying to absorb the import
of that lecture. Vio gave her a couple minutes to reflect on
that. They were a good way up the half-flight of eroded stone
steps before she continued. "Until you can feel what that was
like, you could never know what life was like for them. Life
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was but an event, a single game of chance and skill, a dart
that had to be aimed in childhood and who's only target could
be survival and reproduction or the species would disappear."
"I can sooner imagine myself building a stargate,"
Dettamythrin said, reaching the landing. "If I felt in my heart
I only had twenty decades, why even bother? Why even eat?
Why even piss? I wouldn’t have time to learn my trade, you
could have barely got started at this study. Why not just sit
there and open my wrists and get it over with?"
"Anyone intelligent enough to understand that never
reproduced." Viosaign said, starting up the last half flight.
"and that put an upper limit on their intelligence. Look at the
tentacloids. Look how they deal with life compared to the
Celluloids. Does a tentacloid need a brain, I mean beyond
enough to coordinate it's body? No. A celluloid on..."
"But humans have a brain,” Detta interrupted, “at least as
good as that in any celluloid. My mind knows intellectually
that in ancient times we used to be ephemeral, I'm not arguing
the facts, I'm just saying my gut can’t go there. I'm not able to
feel the difference. I can’t imagine cheap life. I would
imagine many of them spent large amounts of time
contemplating their demise," Detta said.
"There are such writings, I even read one a few decades
ago, one from this basin back in the time of the Borl, the last
ephemeral people here. I read it in its original dialect where it
is really very eloquent. The translation wouldn't do it justice,
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it was very poetic in it's own language."
They were up to the workroom now, but stood near the
top of the stairs. Vio held up the lantern to look around,
probably looking for a place they could sit without moving
too much stuff. Detta used the pause to say, "I read several
dialects of Troll, babem-ze knu?"
"Ples, borl inamobzek inda deelum?"
"I'm afraid I'm not that well spoken in that one," Detta
admitted, "and what I can say is pretty pig."
"Anyway,” Vio continued, walking toward the rail
overlooking the exhibit hall, “It was a tear-jerker of a story,
even if you don’t speak Borl. It was called Diary, and
apparently many people wrote similar stories, the tale of their
whole life. I could only read one. He was a child at play, he
learned his trade, which was seafaring on the Blixak, which
was much bigger in those days. He pursued that career three
decades before it was too much for his body. He took a shore
job and had children of his own and by the time they were
grown he was old, which seemed to be like getting sicker and
sicker until he caught something he died of. The later third of
the book is only about his illnesses and what he thought he
knew about life. But he never told you about dying, the last
entry was, ‘I’m really too sick to write today,’ and there was
nothing more.”
"My brain rejects going there,” Detta said. “I know the
fact, I thank the Wizards I was born after they'd done their
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work. I'm glad I can escape from that book, come back to
current reality and continue living as a person that remains
reasonably constant."
Vio turned and faced the workroom, leaning on the rail
over the main exhibit hall. "I'm glad I can too," Viosaign said,
"It's difficult enough just thinking back how different things
were when I was young. But I think I have developed some
feel for what it was like in their day, why so many turned to
God. Everything of your own was temporary. You never had a
chance to build anything up. People passed things on to their
children yes, but they always had many children because you
never knew which ones were going to live."
Detta shook with revulsion.
"But that was an integral part of this culture. That was
what allowed them to have their death rites at initiation, what
allowed them to use girls to death, use them violently. It was
all because of the big cruel joke on us, we were all going to
die anyway so what did it matter?"
"I hear you, but I'm much more their student for their
symbolism than their philosophy," Dettamythrin said. "I'm a
student of their art. What you have on display down there
mesmerizes me."
"I'm glad you like it."
“What brought you to this study?" Detta asked,
wondering if plentiful toys was the real reason.
She hesitated a while. For a minute Detta was afraid Vio
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was too lost to hear the question. "It was a personal thing,"
Viosaign finally said, “to start with I was fascinated with
Borlunth because my people once lived here, I felt my
attraction to the Klagg and then the Pikosas was sick, but
there was something that kept pulling me toward it. I guess it
is my own fascination with the dominant man, the one the
Peace Plague has removed from our population.” She stopped
only a second, then turned to Detta and asked, “What about
you?”
"Their art excites my lust," she answered. If they could
hunt together, she could confide in this woman couldn’t she?
She could show Vio she didn’t need to keep aloof from her by
baring some of her own soul, and this was as good an
opportunity as any to let her know how important this organ
was to her. "Right from the first time I stood in your main hall
I wanted to caress and even lick those members. Hard cock is
just something I can never get enough of. I've never been able
to understand that there could ever be a culture like this, one
where there was too much to go around. I guess in some ways
I wished I could have lived then." She turned back toward the
main room and leaned forward over the railing.
Viosaign looked over her shoulder at the cap of the thirty
foot erection, barely visible in the dim light cast by their
lantern. "I guess it is somewhat the same for me," she sighed.
"They use the phallus to symbolize man's strength and
courage, his unbending courage in the face of death. I can get
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enough of the cock itself, especially here in Borlunth, but it
isn't easy to find a man who really excites me. Something is
always missing. I think it is the pheromones that are only
secreted by the dominant man. I think the Peace Plague was
not complete with me and there is still a part of me that can’t
be fully satisfied by an ordinary man."
Detta should have spent more time thinking of that and
what it means, but like ephemerality, she was unable to get
her intellect to excite her feelings. She’d never thought that
there was something missing in most men. Anyone who could
get hard for her was satisfying to some degree, some were
more satisfying than others but almost any guy who wanted to
could bring her to deep orgasm and anyone energetic could
give her that complete relaxation after. Her superhero was just
one who could give it to her more often, like six or eight in
the mouth and a couple up the vagina. Other than that she
didn’t have that much interest in guys unless it was career
related. She favored brief, intense encounters. She was into
sex on a much more physical level. "Do you admire the
beauty of the organ itself?" she asked.
Once again Vio thought awhile before she answered, but
Detta had a feeling the question she answered wasn’t the one
she really asked. "If you knew the hours I put in cleaning and
restoring them, centuries, almost every phallus has been at
least a year, some of the freak works I’ve also worked on as
long. You know it is said that the alpha male has a larger and
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harder phallus because he is the alpha male, he is not the
alpha male because he has a bigger dick. It is the selfconfidence of knowing you are the leader that triggers the
physiological changes that makes one into a true male, a
dominant male.” She looked at Detta as if to challenge her to
disagree.
Vio was free to lecture on all the theories she wanted,
Detta was a historian and archeological technician, she knew
nothing about physiology other than she was reasonably
healthy at the present time. Detta was even willing to believe
there might have been three sexes before the Peace Plague,
but that wasn’t something that could be settled by looking at
artifacts, especially when there are so many other class
distinctions to contend with.
“But cleaning out this old ruin was the most work of all,”
Vio changed subjects, “I'm glad these claw-woods have left it
standing." She referred to the trees that had grown above the
building since, now twenty stories tall with at least four floors
of rooms above a street that was grown into the trees on the
floor above this railing. “There was so little grown-wood here
when I began these excavations, the roots have grown down
the walls as I dug them deeper. Of course this was miles
beyond the edge of the city then and these claw-woods were
wild til they were twelve inch trunks already.
“I had already put a year into each of the six footers,
before I even found the well-preserved big boy." She gestured
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with her chin at the top of the great dong reaching up toward
them as she also turned toward the hall.
"They put so much care into the detailing," Detta said.
"The veins, the texture of the skin."
They were both looking over the rail now, side by side.
Viosaign kept her voice soft and husky. "They were not in
that condition when I found them. I have uncovered a few
more since then, they stand in the ruins today. There were
shapes of detail in which they seemed to have been very lifelike before they were weathered. And in restoring them I've
added what I suspected was there before weathering took it
away. Over an inch of diameter has been taken from some of
them, they had all withstood the elements for at least ten
centuries before I got to them. The ones that have remained
outdoors in the preserve have withstood twenty centuries
more.”
"You've personally done the restorations?"
"With these hands," Vio held them up. Detta looked at
them dubiously. "You may not think I look up to it, but I am
and I've had plenty of time, I've been here over twenty
centuries."
"Yes, I am familiar with your work, I was surprised when
we met because you've never attached a picture."
"My person is irrelevant to my scholarly pursuits,” Vio
stated with a hint of finality.
After a polite pause, Detta turned again, "You know, I
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imagined you as a male, a banged-up, wild-haired, bigheaded thing that I would fall in love with but would use me
as his assistant and hardly notice me."
"No wonder you were so shocked to see what I really
am."
"Yeah, but that's the danger of preconceived notions."
"Speaking of preconceived notions,” Vio said, “might not
Centorin hostility be another one?"
"I admit that I may be erring on the side of caution. All I
know," Dettamythrin told her, "Is that someone in the gate
crew detected explosives and was told to let them go. Those
explosives left with guys that are heading this way. A year
and a half later he detected nuclear materials, again heading
this way, to see you.”
That seemed to bother her a little but she let it go. Instead
she said, "Did you ever think of their culture and what they
are like?" Vio said.
"They are an alpha male society with large harems at their
highest levels, a monogamous pair society in the middle and
their poor are mostly single males."
"And what is that like?" Vio asked.
"The Prvest kingdoms in the 30's had monogamous pair
societies, but no harems and few single males."
"Monogamous societies were common in ephemeral
times," Vio said. “Child rearing was the biggest industry in all
of them. Any one where it wasn’t, soon went extinct. The
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Elves ruled the world because their babies are tiny and no
Elven women die in childbirth, not because their armies are
better equipped, trained and motivated.”
"Yes, I know," she said, "but as I said before, I have no
feel for it."
"Who else are the Centorins like?"
"You mean like here? Like the Pikosas?” She thought
about that. There were harems here, there was a great
difference in society between the dominant and the inferior,
Centorin women were often taken by force, as were all
women among the Pikosas.
Vio drew a breath and leaned back. "Did you ever think of
it this way, what if they are on their way here to resurrect
Pikosan ways?"
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13. The Great Blue Worms
Dorrick’s gruul was roped to the one ahead of it and he
was swinging in the strap-seat below it, being carried over
gravel covered with straggling ribbonleaves. He was listening
to the stomp of its stick legs below and the patter of pellets on
the umbrella above. It was getting warmer now that Kortrax
was a couple diameters above the horizon. He wasn’t very
aware of much else. Well, the gruul that held TongSu, also
being led by a rope, and the two gruuls that carried Olaface
and Magior.
He was finally pretty confident this wasn’t a
hallucination. He was not at all confident that the previous
evening and sleep weren’t all hallucinations. He was actually
pretty confident that Yhroenne was a hallucination, that he
had really been with TongSu last sleep but she had been
unusually frisky.
When they saw all the frost on the balloon, TongSu said,
“Uuuu,” and jumped from the sling and ran to it. It hadn’t
deflated much, and appeared to be intact. She ran her hands
gently over it and mumbled some soothing words. The frost
was already melted on the side in the sun.
Jason came around the balloon, his eyes were in pits, he
was still holding the crossbow. Dorrick was now close
enough to hear them once he got to TongSu. “I couldn’t do
anything about the frost,” he said, “but I saved her from the
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big blue worms.”
“What?” Dorrick asked. He could follow things, but he
hoped he didn’t get in a situation where he had to think fast
for the rest of the day or he would probably fall down.
“No shit,” Jason said. “They started their attack not that
long after you guys left. Huge things, eight feet long and
three feet thick, glowing with blue flames. They came in a
pack, I don’t know how many there were. Sorry but we’ve
only got three arrows left.”
That didn’t sound like Jason, he had never been fooled by
a hallucination before. Olaface was translating Jason’s tale for
Magior. They talked.
TongSu stood back from her balloon and into Dorrick’s
arms, “I think she’s going to be all right. I’m afraid she’s
going to have a few more dead spots but I don’t think it’ll be
enough to slow us down too much more.”
“Did these ‘giant worms’ have manes over their legs?”
Olaface asked.
“They had taller blue flames on their back over each leg, I
haven’t been down to see what they look like in daylight.”
“Do you know where they’ve gone?” he asked.
“The two I shot are lying down the hill about two hundred
yards,” he pointed beyond the balloon. “The blue fire goes
out when they’re dead but they’re still lying there.”
Olaface was already translating. They goaded their gruul
in that direction, leaving them with the other two who stood
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there like idling motor vehicles. Dorrick watched them, it was
far enough over the hill that he might not have been able to
see them if it weren’t for the height of the gruul. He wasn’t
sure there was really anything there, from Jason’s description
it sounded like a hallucination. Magior dismounted however,
and Olaface turned and lashed his gruul into a sprint. The
creatures can’t really sprint, it looked more like a spider
scuttling, but it was the fastest he had ever seen one go. He
was willing to believe that whatever Jason had shot was good
to eat, and that Olaface had been sent to fetch the butchers.
It would be hours before her balloon could lift, they
started a fire and wished for something besides waybread to
cook over it. Once TongSu was done salving all she could
reach of the frost damage, she put on some of the tea she
brought.
“If we had used this yesterday, things might make more
sense,” she said.
“I’ll say,” Dorrick said.
The local sun was now far enough above the horizon that
they weren’t shaded by the balloon. He no longer had to sit
next to the fire to stay warm, but it was still more comfortable
with the tribal jacket on than off.
No doubt Tommy was talking to his family over the
geosynchronous, no doubt while keeping the hospitality girls
busy. Jason was on the mattress in a deep sleep, lord knew he
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needed it. He knew Jason didn’t want to stay here, this was
far too deep into the frontier for him.
“Would you have to stay up here with Tommy?” TongSu
asked.
“I don’t know, it depends on what my boss wants me to
do. He may agree with Tommy, he may not. M’Kaster is not a
large House and Tommy is not high enough in the house to
command them.”
“I wouldn’t mind a few years in Knidola on vacation,”
TongSu said. It’d be fun if you could come with me. Even if
you can only come down for a year or two once or twice. It’s
not much more than a thousand miles from here, we can make
it in two weeks if the weather’s with us. I’ve heard of
Knidola, it’s got great beaches, decent weather, pretty and
sturdy Wood Elves, complex rhythms in their music and good
beer and yaag. It’s almost as well kept as the Highlands and
there’s a tubeway line and another building. Prices aren’t bad
and with one aluminum we could buy a nice place
overlooking the beach with a nice club on the ground floor
and maybe even a boat to play with.”
“Sounds tempting.”
“You don’t get comments if you wear clothes on the
beach and I know you guys will like that.”
“Oh I’ve gotten to enjoy looking at beautiful nudes on the
beaches,” Dorrick said. “I don’t think I’ve done very badly
adapting to local custom.”
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“No you haven’t,” TongSu said, “and most of the girls on
the beach are nude, you just don’t have to be.”
“What’s the plumbing like?”
“Water spray, local brands but like the Yakhan and the
Midlands, better than the Old Lands. The all-in-ones the tribe
uses were probably made there as porta-potties.”
“And how’s the food?”
“Elvish with some Dwarf influence, didd pots and
ribbons, zhlindu rolls, lon and rinko, cleaned inglethor strips.”
meaning the heads, claws and guts had been removed, “I’m
sure you’ll like it.”
“Sounds very tempting,” he said. If he stayed under the
influence of this tea, he would think so little of his obligation
to the university that he would let Tommy have his way. A
year’s beach vacation in one of the civilized parts of this
planet sounded very tempting, especially with TongSu. He
hoped Jason would come with them also and leave Tommy to
the Torilites and their hospitality ladies.
It was just about lunch time when they saw Olaface in the
distance, coming from where the tribesmen were working on
the carcasses of the animals Jason had killed. “Greetings,” he
called as he approached. “The Vaik offer thanks and
sustenance in honor of the kills of your great hunter.” He held
out a sack at arm’s length.
His gruul was at a slow walk, it was another minute or
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two before he was close. “I have been sent to present you
with the left fore nicitator, the prime cut of the blue scrub
scamp. It will make you a good lunch I am sure. I have also
been instructed to invite you to a feast in your honor for
Noonmeal of this week. You have given us our best catch of
the year. We will forage far and wide for delicacies to
compliment it. We would be honored by your presence.”
“Thank you very much,” Dorrick said, “we are also
honored. We would be glad to attend.” No doubt this was the
only way they had any chance of getting Tommy back.
“I need to get my balloon out of here,” TongSu said.
“Oh?” Olaface asked.
“The cold,” TongSu replied, “she was damaged in the
Dawnsleep.”
“I believe you can be well away by the coming dark.”
“We can’t very well leave Tommy if he doesn’t get the
mission plan altered,” Dorrick said. “Do you think we can get
to low enough ground using Noonsleep and Afternoonday?”
“Maybe,” TongSu said, “I’d have to check the maps, but
I’ve got to make sure Tommy understands that I can’t delay it
any longer than that.” She moved closer to Olaface, conferred
with him privately for a moment.
As she stepped away he said, “Certainly, it would be my
pleasure, fine lady.” With that he snatched her up onto his lap
and switched his gruul back toward their camp. TongSu’s
gaze tried to send him a message when she looked back and
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blew him a kiss, but he wasn’t able to decode it.
After a late lunch Dorrick tried to get Klevin on the
geosynchronous to tell him of Tommy’s desire to stay here.
He still wasn’t as coherent as he wanted to be, but the three
second turn around gave him time to think.
“Has anyone approached you about changing our mission
objective?” Dorrick asked.
“There’s been talk,” Klevin said, “but I haven’t heard
anything official yet. I know the M’Kaster has been talking to
a couple of the regents, but I don’t know what about.”
Dorrick filled Klevin in with everything he knew. With
the turn-around delays and Klevin’s questions it took at least
twenty minutes. It was three seconds for the signal to go to
the geosynchronous and back twice, an eighty four hour orbit
is quite far from the planet.
“No, I haven’t been given any of those details,” Klevin
said. “It’s sounds like the logistics of the site are difficult.”
“We are a day’s flight from civilization,” he said. “We are
on a prairie where even the experienced natives are having
trouble finding food. The dark is too cold for our pilot and her
balloon, it was hurt during the most recent darkness. We are
nearly out of water. The subjects he wants to study are known
thieves and they brew a tea that is hallucinogenic and
debilitating. I doubt that Tommy mentioned that in his
reports.” He thought about going on to mention the sexual
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aspects of the situation, but worried that might sound petty. It
was important though. No doubt many other scientific
inquiries had been derailed for personal reasons, but that
didn’t mean Dorrick wanted to see it happen here. Of course
in some ways what Tommy was saying made sense. A group
of people deliberately setting themselves apart from society
could very well move well outside the social norms.
But then he thought that at the time the Pikosas arose, the
journey from here to Borlunth was even more arduous than
today. There were no airships. The land was peopled with
bandits, hostile armies, suspicious kings and even more wild
animals. These people are not ethnically related to the
Pikosas, and he very much doubted the first Pikosas had been
all the way to Yondure to attend a conference on tribal theory.
He looked it up and saw that the journey from Borlunth to
Yondure and back would have been a lifetime’s quest at the
time, and the Pikosas were illiterate.
While he thought, the three seconds passed and Klevin
came back on. “I’ve made notes of that. I’m worried about
that tea, you were all told to watch out for things like that.
Psychoactive drugs are a major problem all over the planet,
you just can’t be careful enough. Do you think it is effecting
his judgment?”
“It could be that, it could be other personal issues.”
He had to wait for the three seconds again. He probably
shouldn’t have said that, but he wanted everyone to know
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what was going on. Of course it could be the tea, it could
effect different people in different ways. He worried about
what his next answer should be. Should he be specific about
the oral sex or try to remain vague? He worried about that
thru the whole turn-around.
“We can’t allow our science budget to be squandered for
no good reason, whether it be drugs or any other interference
from his personal life. But as you know, I don’t make the
decisions. I’ll pass what you’ve told me up the food chain and
see what happens. You had better stay in touch, can you get a
good signal there?”
“It would probably be best if one of the regents told the
M’Kaster that Tommy is making this decision for personal
reasons. I can get a signal, our progress around the planet is
just about keeping up with the eastern geosynchronous
working it’s way around it’s orbit. The tight-beam points just
about at the horizon, but I’m only getting eight percent retries so I hardly notice. We have pretty much committed to
stay here til the middle of daylight, that’s at least eight hours
from now, so I’ll be reachable.”
In a way he was glad Klevin hadn’t asked for specifics, he
didn’t want to feel like a tattler. He wondered what he really
hated about staying here? It wasn’t just the logistics, with
TongSu’s balloon they could solve that. He was confident
they could fly supplies in and get back out in the light of a
week. After the delay, all Klevin did was say his goodbys and
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sign off. He did likewise, but doubted Klevin waited for that.
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14. Hospitality
“Thanks for taking me in early,” TongSu said to Olaface
as she tried to make faces to Dorrick asking him to trust her.
“I hope this won’t get you in trouble with your tribe.”
“It is my duty to make our interactions with non members
as pleasant as possible. And I admit, a little extra hospitality
will be quite pleasant for me.”
“Thanks,” she said, and turned to kiss him. She turned
toward the front, let Olaface hold her. Now that it was light it
was warm enough to open her jacket and get down to the
standard jersey sheath with a lace front that she wore
underneath it. “I hope this is pleasant duty?” she asked.
“Most pleasant,” he said.
“How would this duty be if you had to show hospitality to
a four-armed groundhand with a supergut?”
He stiffened, very formally said. “It is always a pleasure
to perform my duty for the tribe.”
“Would it be hard to hide your disgust?”
“We have trained well I think. It is unfortunate that you
are so attractive that I cannot use you to prove it.”
“How would I know?” TongSu asked, “if you are that
well trained.”
“We are trained, I would do my duty with perfect tact. I
would function impeccably, she would have a profound
sexual experience. I would be very considerate of her sleep. If
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that describes the sleep we had, then you can say I am too
well trained for you to know if I am being truthful with you
or not.”
“The profound sexual experience was there but I wouldn’t
call it polite and proper. ‘Great romp’ doesn’t do it justice
either. I’ll admit I got pretty excited, enough so I asked for
more.”
“I am so delighted,” he said.
It takes at least an hour for a gruul to walk to their camp,
especially a heavily loaded one. They aren’t as fast as a keda
even with one passenger, but don’t burn their feet on the hot
sand that showed wherever there weren’t enough
ribbonleaves to shade it. They didn’t talk as much as she
hoped, she wanted to know more about how much the girls
did Tommy of their own desire and how much of the tribe’s.
Instead they spent the time petting and then having a
reasonable facsimile of sex while she was on his lap in the
sling seat and they were a mile from the nearest observer.
As it was, they didn’t get to talk until after they’d had
another exhausting session in his tent. If anything it was
better without that tea in the way, but would have been even
better than that with a cup of gold. It was still the middle of
the afterlunch and there were plenty of people around. It was
a little disconcerting because they could certainly hear
everything they did, even if they couldn’t really see it. Last
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evening she didn’t really think about that, maybe that was due
to the tea also?
“So you really didn’t have the choice to say ‘no’ once I
asked for more hospitality, did you?”
“I can refuse, but it is discouraged. I would never refuse
you, even if I was discouraged.”
“What about the girls? Did the one who pursued Dorrick
have a choice?”
“Yhroenne is one of the highest ranking women in the
tribe, she was quite enthusiastic in her pursuit of your
companion.”
“What about the girls who were with Tommy?” she asked,
last but certainly not least.
“Marsack and Painagost are avid swallowers but Jeezike
might be a little reluctant. She is the one Tommy is most
interested in however, because she is unnaturally beautiful
while Marsack and Painagost have two of the plainest figures
among us.”
“Most of them are no plainer than I am,” TongSu said.
“Part of the tribal genetic makeup that makes us stronger
usually strengthens the breast ligaments and labia as well.”
“Does Jeezike have the right to refuse?” TongSu asked.
He let out a long breath. “When you get right down to it,
we all have the Instinct so no one can force her to do
anything, all the tribe can do is make it in her best interests to
do so. Jeezike is in a touchy position with the tribe. She has
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not been with us long, not even a century, and she was in
what you would call a ‘burn out’ when she got here. She’s in
a carefully watched position because she interacts with
outsiders. She’s still retained a good command of the Elvish
language and is very beautiful so we have to use her in that
capacity. She also enjoys most forms of sex so most of the
time she’s happy with the job. But she has a history of trouble
back in the Trenst and Borlunth basins. It wouldn’t take much
for the tribe to expel her.”
“I wouldn’t think the Instinct would let them turn a lone
woman out on this bleak prairie.”
“Oh they’d never do that, we would send her to town on
the next mail party. She would be given enough money for a
year.”
“Do people have their own money in the tribe?”
“No,” he said, but even she could tell he was lying when
he said it. So they did but it was secret.
“What about you?” she asked, not wanting to make it
seem like she was interested only in the girls around Tommy,
“are you ever compelled to perform acts you’d rather not?”
“A Torilite band is more than an economic unit. A tribe
must have a common belief system and I am an enthusiastic
follower of ours. In our beliefs, only the anus is unclean and
all other parts of the body may be used for as much pleasure
as one wishes. I delight in stimulating all other parts of my
charge’s bodies in whatever way they desire, or whatever way
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I suspect they desire if they do not tell me their wishes.”
“I’m glad I didn’t tell you my wishes. You took me well
beyond any wishes I could have thought of.”
“Thank you, I take pride in that.”
Yes, a man likes to take pride in his work, she thought,
and entertaining her was certainly his work. It was good that
she had encountered such a fine craftsman, but she didn’t
think she had encountered a true friend. He was doing his best
to be friendly, but he had an agenda and that was the tribe’s
agenda. Their external relations operators were diplomats
weren’t they? Ambassadors to independent sovereign nations
of one, the non-tribesmen they encountered.
He was called to lend a hand in the preparations for the
feast hours before it was to start. “You may stay and wait for
me,” he said. “We will have the feast for noonmeal. I don’t
know what it will be, but it will be a special preparation of
scrub scamp that we will all remember. I would be honored to
have you accompany me.”
“What should I do? Can I help you?”
“I am reluctant to say it would not be permitted,” Olaface
said. “You are a guest, only members have the right to
perform the labor of the tribe. I have several books in Elvish,
I apologize but I do not have a music player, not even an inear.”
“I can’t walk around?” she asked. She wanted to go look
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up Jeezike and see what she had to say about life among the
Torilites. Maybe she wasn’t quite as well-trained as Olaface.
“Please do not, there is a lot of hustling about to get ready
for the feast and for noonmeal. You would be in the way, you
don’t even know the language.”
She slumped onto the bed and crossed her arms.
“Relax, I will be back to take you to the noonmeal feast
before you know it.”
“If I get too bored I’ll walk home.”
“No TongSu, don’t do that in the heat of noon, it’s almost
four miles.”
“I’ve run farther than that.” She also thought about telling
him that if he hadn’t been to Hrrst he didn’t know what heat
was.
“I’ll take you as soon as I can get away from sorting duty.
Three carts of forage have been brought in, we need to pick
the tender shoots for salad and leave the remainder for the
animals. It probably won’t take more than two hours.”
He was usually such a good liar that she couldn’t tell, but
this was another time he wanted her to know he was lying.
“I’ll give you two hours then, where’s those books?” He
pointed to a small case holding about thirty six on three
shelves. “I hope you’ve got some nice wet ones.”
“There’s one on the sex slaves of Borlunth,” he said. “It’s
even in Elvish,” and with that he was out of the tent.
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She found the book Olaface mentioned. It was by the
professor the guys were going to see, they already had copies
of it, in much newer condition than this. She’d leafed thru it
while they were still over the New Midlands.
Now of course she wasn’t actually locked in here, she
could push the curtain aside and walk out of here. As strong
as she was, these people were stronger, even the slender
women, but they could not actually harm her if she tried to
leave. They could block her path, but she could run through
the fabric of this camp in any direction if she chose to do so.
She couldn’t actually be in real danger. If they had a gas like
that tea, as strong as Dorrick had it, she could be in trouble.
Since that didn’t actually ‘hurt,’ the Instinct probably
wouldn’t stop it.
About all they could do if she went out in the halls was
cause a ruckus. That wouldn’t really hurt her, but it wouldn’t
get her a chance to talk to Jeezike either. Since the heat of
noon was building, she would probably attract less attention if
she stayed naked than in the Yakhan style jersey she arrived
in. Everyone was probably known to everyone else in the
tribe, but there were enough with her build and coloring that
from a distance she might not attract notice. She found it was
easy enough to duck under the tent walls from the men’s to
women’s corridors, but it left tracks in the sand. The ground
wasn’t real soft here, it hadn’t been sand til it had been
shaded by these tents a few years.
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Once in the female section, she attracted less notice.
When she saw one of the harness and straps the women wore
laying unattended, she borrowed it so she could look a little
less out of place. It didn’t cover anything, just provided a
harness for pockets and clips. She came close to a couple girls
on an intersecting aisle, but the only one who looked up just
nodded and continued her conversation.
One thing she was very thankful for, Borgoths might have
their own language, but they did not have their own alphabet.
Since she knew the name of the girl she was looking for was
Jeezike, she could find that on the name tag by the door. Hers
was beautifully embroidered on stone print background.
“Jeezike, I would speak with you,” TongSu said when she
was at the curtain separating her tent from the hallway.
“You may enter,” she said, “I was just hanging this
wrapskirt, it’s grown too hot for it don’t you think?”
“Compared to where we’ve been this is a mountain
vacation,” she said as she lifted the curtain and stepped thru
into her tent.
TongSu had to admit that Jeezike was very pretty, with
shining loose curls, a sensuous mouth and lips, prominent
breasts and butt, very smooth skin and an excellent figure.
Her strength hardly showed, just in the unnatural firmness
and buoyancy of her parts. She was nude when TongSu
entered her tent, which was printed with a scene from an old
stone castle. She was one of the few blonds in the tribe, she
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looked more like a Highlander than a Torilite from a distance.
“Ah, you are the girl with the starmen aren’t you?”
Jeezike asked.
“Yes, I’m TongSu, their pilot.”
“What are you doing here?” she seemed pretty surprised
to see her, like maybe there was a search going on.
“I wondered if we could talk?”
“I... I guess so, at least I’m authorized for external
relations, but who let you in?”
“Olaface.”
“Ah,” she said, a little more comfortable but still a little
leery, “He did not come to introduce us.”
“He told me about you, but then he got called away for
the feast preparations.”
“Yes, we are like an opened ytith nest with it aren’t we?
I’m sorry we are so thoughtless.”
“No harm done.”
“How did you find me?” she asked.
“Olaface was about to bring me here when he was called
out. I waited awhile and then came to find you.” She could
see that Jeezike was about to ask how she could do that, so
TongSu explained, “You use the standard alphabet so I could
read your name.”
She was still a little unsure, but said, “Please come in, let
me get these things out of your way.” She reached for a few
items on the bed. It looked like knitting supplies and a small
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in-ear music player, but she couldn’t be sure. “Are you also
from Centorin?” she asked. “You look Enurate.”
“I wouldn’t think you’d find many Enurates here.”
“I was Enurate,” Jeezike said. “The Marheens near the
Forty Cities have many Enurate blonds.”
“That’s a LONG way from here,” and she looked a
LONG way from Enurate.
“Farther than you can know from any map,” Jeezike said.
“Oh?” TongSu said.
Jeezike put away those things and looked around the
room for more. TongSu didn’t think she was going to
elaborate and wondered what to say next, but Jeezike said,
“The physical distance was the smallest part of my journey to
who and where I am today. The journey in time was greater, I
was in the Marheens in the early forties, I spent most of my
life in Trenst. The spiritual journey to get here was the
longest.”
“Is your tribe evangelical?” TongSu asked.
“No, I’m sorry. No, it is difficult to get in, there are many
tests one must pass, survival, obedience, fitness, patience. It
was quite a struggle for me, especially the obedience and
patience. I take pride in making it.”
“Congratulations.” There were two folding sling chairs in
her tent, as well as the large raised and curtained bed. Her
braided rugs complimented the castle scenes printed on her
tent walls. TongSu went to the taller of the sling chairs and
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parked on it. “Has the reward been worth the trial?”
“How do you mean?” She was idly hanging clothes from
the floor and bed, she stopped and looked at TongSu.
“You worked hard to become a member of the tribe. Is
your life as a member of the tribe enough better than your life
before you were a member of the tribe to make it worth the
effort to become a member?”
“Are you thinking of becoming a member? Olaface was
very impressed with your sexual prowess and enthusiasm by
the way.”
“That’s good to know, but I was talking about you, about
you becoming a member of the tribe.”
“It was some time ago. The 105th I think?” Jeezike had
run out of random articles of clothing to put away. She
checked her lamps and they were full, then reclined on the
bed facing TongSu. “Surely you didn’t single me out to ask
about getting entry to the tribe, unless you recognized
something of me as Enurate?”
“No. I knew of blond Enurates, but your nose isn’t
Enurate, the width of your mouth isn’t Enurate, your chin
isn’t Enurate. If you started off as an Enurate, you’ve taken a
lot of pills.”
Jeezike frowned and blushed, right thru her perfect golden
skin, which was much too smooth to be Enurate. “Like I said,
I spent most of my life in Trenst and my spiritual journey has
been the longest.”
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“Torilites aren’t going to save you from pills,” TongSu
said. “I may not be a Torilite, but that doesn’t mean I don’t
know they use pills.”
“Are you here to belittle us?”
“Not at all, I salute what you’re doing even if I’m not here
to join it.”
“Then why are you here?” she asked. She was lying on
the bed propped up on her elbow. It was remarkable how little
her tits sagged, and that was a property that was certainly not
Enurate. But then TongSu had also taken something to cure
her own floppy Enurate tits, so that just meant Jeezike may
have taken a bigger dose.
“Tommy,” TongSu answered.
“Ah. Did I not provide him adequate hospitality?”
“You provided him such excellent hospitality that he
wants to remain with you for the next ten years.”
Jeezike took a long time with that one. Her first reaction
was to freeze solid for almost five seconds. Then she very
stiffly said, “I am very pleased that I pleased him.”
“How about you, how well did he please you?”
“It’s my duty, my pleasure is not required.”
“Would you have given him head if you had met on the
streets of Trenst?” TongSu asked.
“I was there many centuries,” she said, “I don’t have them
all written down. I lost all my records, pictures, everything
from the 50th to the 101st when my home collapsed into the
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Myassa. I barely escaped the dartfish alive and could save
nothing. I know I was pretty wasted at the time because it was
decades before I started writing things down again. If I wasn’t
giving head for pennies during that time in that place, I would
have been unusual enough to write news articles about. I
don’t know why I was living in such a scrounge
neighborhood.”
“Not very scrounge here,” TongSu said, looking around.
Yes it was a tent but she had lots of space, decent furnishings
and plumbing nearby. She’d seen some of the worst
neighborhoods in Trenst in movies and they did not have
decent plumbing.
“I did not remain in scrounge neighborhoods. I was
somewhat rich and famous when I left Trenst.”
“Oh, then why leave?”
“Because I was rich and famous. I had rooms full of
servants, every indulgence and was decadent as Borlunth. I
had no peace, no grounding. I think I lost my mind, it was
probably the drugs but I have never been the same since.”
“So you came here?”
“No, I went to a sanitarium, I hadn’t squandered all my
fortune. That was early in the 105th. It was the next time I
started to get famous as a sex entertainer, in Borlunth no less,
then I came here.”
“So that’s what you were?”
“Yeah, I didn’t get these mods to come here, though I like
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the way I look better since I got the strength also.”
“So do you still consider yourself a sex entertainer?”
“I feel like this is more than that. I admit a large part of
my duty for the tribe is providing sex entertainment, but it has
more purpose when I do it for the tribe and not just me and
the club owner. I don’t have to do nearly as much. We see
outsiders four or five times a year and one of the tribal
members asks me for something extra about once or twice a
week.”
“So it is a job to you?”
“Oral is, not that I really mind it. I make sure I keep my
nutrition balanced for it and test for pathogens regularly,
every time with an outsider. I like sex, vaginal sex, I could
actually do with more of that sometimes, but most of the male
members save that for their regular girl, they just use me for
some quick relief as they need it.”
“And you’re OK with that?” TongSu asked.
“It’s my duty.” She looked at TongSu, her expression said
one thing, she said another. “I enjoy the petting also. I’m
made available to outsiders for their enjoyment and as long as
they aren’t rough I enjoy that. I am permitted to say ‘no’ to
the men of the tribe if they pet me, but I don’t. Quite often I
can give them, and myself, a quick thrill that way.”
“So you enjoy some of your duty?”
“Yes, I enjoy most of it. I don’t like oral but I have to
please the client. When the outsiders are other Torilites it is
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worse, they fuck for the honor of their band and not just their
own pleasure. There is one with so much in his sack he nearly
drowns me.”
“Can you ever say no?”
“To lower ranking members of the tribe, yes, to outsiders
or the council of elders, no, not really if I want to stay in the
tribe.”
“How far can it go, how much can they make you
endure?”
“For the elders of this and allied tribes we can be used any
way they see fit to the limits of the Instinct.”
She did not like hearing that. There was a time she
thought she admired these people. That was from a distance.
Now she was not so sure. Yes, the sex with Olaface had been
awesome every time, but she did not like what she was
hearing from Jeezike. That made her wonder if any of what
they had done was involuntary for Olaface, in spite of what
he said. When people are acting instead of being genuine, she
had no chance of knowing what he really felt.
“What if I was to ask you to stop giving head to Tommy?”
TongSu asked her.
“It would leave me quite conflicted. I am an external
relations operative, so I am trained to do what I can to grant
requests from outside individuals. That would mean you and
Tommy were giving me opposing requests. However, I take
my direction from Alagz, so he would decide.”
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“You have no choice in the matter?”
“Why should I? If I was serving only who my individual
self wanted, it wouldn’t be duty would it?”
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15. Left At Camp
Dorrick wondered why it bothered him so. It had to be
just his pride. How many times would he read too much into
his relationship with TongSu? How about every time? He
thought they had gotten over the crash. He thought Tommy
had also given up on her. He thought they were getting to be
soulmates. He had certainly never had such a close friendship
with a woman before, not even the two he came close to
marrying.
He hadn’t had much lunch and soon after it started to get
a little hot in the sun. There was a bit of shade under the edge
of the balloon but the hard ground and the heat didn’t make it
any easier. The worry over TongSu, over Tommy’s plan to
stay here a year, over the health of the balloon and the
distance to the nearest supplies also worried him.
He wondered if they would be given rides back to the
feast? He wondered what TongSu was up to. No doubt she’ll
have a very entertaining afterlunch. He hoped that’s all it was,
but she was trying to tell him something she didn’t want
Olaface to hear. His best guess was that they were going into
Dwarf country where she didn’t expect to get many sexual
opportunities and therefore she’s making the best of this one.
They weren’t yet close enough to be able to do a mind link
thru their eyes and see each others thoughts.
He wondered if Olaface and/or some of the other
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tribesmen, could thrill her enough that she would give up the
balloon. He already knew that she had taken this ‘shortcut’ so
she could meet this tribe face to face. This delay was going to
cost them at least half the time they saved by not going down
into the Knidola basin because they would wind up losing a
week.
He had promised Klevin a call before business hours
ended, that would be before dinner time today. It didn’t seem
like anything could change before then. Until then he could
just lie here and listen to Jason snore.
He noticed that he wasn’t snoring and saw him
rummaging in one of the supply chests he’d brought with him
all the way to Earth and back. “We’ve still got a few of these
left,” Jason said and passed him an insta-bite.
It was a meatloaf and mashed potatoes with green beans.
Dorrick marveled at how alien this packaging looked to him
now. A local eye could get no clue that this tapered box was
food. He popped the seal to start it heating. “We’ll need to
find something next week, one way or the other.”
“She’ll be back,” Jason said with his mouth full, “she
won’t leave her balloon.”
“No,” Dorrick said. He wished he had some coffee, he
wondered what the tea TongSu brought was like. He
wondered where she had packed it. Back in the Yakhan they
had a tea that was close enough to coffee to get by. “What do
you want to do if Tommy gets his way?”
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“I’d just as soon not be stuck here,” Jason said.
“It reminds me too much of Caribe country.”
Jason snorted. “No seared mountains in the distance, no
lava-filled craters, no crabs on the women and no long rifles.”
“Desolate scenery, no nightlife, no food or water in sight
and just over the hill, a tribe I find it hard to trust.”
“I see your point,” Jason said. He was still wolfing down
his insta-bite and spoke around mouthfuls. “To be honest I
think I’d trust the Caribe more than these people. At least
with them you knew where you stood.”
Yeah, if they could see you, they would shoot you, and
they had exceptionally sharp eyes. “I don’t know, I think
there’s something to be said for this ‘Instinct’ thing. I think it
keeps us a bit safer.”
“I’d feel safer with a SciBlast 1150 over my shoulder,
even with the Instinct. I don’t think a little Barringer would
bring down that theirops or any of the dactyls we fought or
even those blue worms from two nights ago.” Jason couldn’t
bring himself to say ‘sleeps.’
Yeah but a SciBlast like that would weigh twenty pounds
and there was nowhere to charge it. “Were you in danger from
those worms?”
“How the fuck would I know? They were coming this
way. I thought they were most likely a hallucination brought
on by that tea but I wasn’t taking any chances. I wasn’t sure
they were real til they were still there at dawn.”
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Dorrick’s insta-bite had finished it’s heat cycle so he
ripped off the lid and dug in. The knife and fork provided
were pretty flimsy, but worth enough to buy an upscale home
in a good neighborhood in any large city on the planet, just
for the aluminum coating on the plastic. The aluminum
packaging foil was worth a major business enterprise or a
modest sized village in a prosperous area. They had to be
careful of it.
“If Tommy stayed here a year and TongSu and I went and
got a place in the nearest modern city, would you want to
come with us?”
“Whew, what are we getting into here? Are we going to
have to take native jobs or something?”
“You are holding a fortune bigger than your life savings in
you hand.” Jason looked at the insta-bite package. “If we find
ourselves short, we can remove the heat sink from one of the
instruments that was destroyed in the crash and buy the
largest company in any big city.”
“Yeah, I get your point. I’ll save the wrapper.” He began
folding it flat, squeezing the last of the gravy out. “I just don’t
think a year of vacationing looks good on a resume.”
“No doubt we can find cultures of our own to study.
TongSu said there are unexplained ruins in that basin.”
“How far would that be?” Jason asked.
Dorrick pulled up the satcomm and showed him, the
native pocket eye was probably hundreds of miles from a
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signal out here. “Probably three to five weeks each way.”
Jason chuckled. “Before I came here I thought five weeks
in the air wasn’t possible. It brought to mind stories like Ring
World and Earth Harvest. And here we are, over a local year
in the air and a little more than halfway to our goal.” He was
folding the insta-bite foil into a very small square. He idly
wondered how a Torilite would do at that. He knew he
couldn’t find out, they could not resist taking off with the
aluminum.
“Would you rather stay with Tommy?”
“No.”
“What would you rather do?”
“No offense, please, but I would rather go back in time to
before I came here and see if I could get assigned to Naiho.
There’s ever more talk of action over there every time I look
at the news. Novo Grosso is still claiming sovereignty over
the whole planet and House Texassi and House Demers are
sending troops. There’s more uninhabited land on that planet
than there is habitable land on Centorin and you know how
nature abhors a vacuum.” He looked around for a place to
stash the aluminum, but it was still dripping a little gravy
mixed with the water from the string beans. Dorrick idly
wondered how many years the food had sat in that pouch.
“I’ve had my fill of it,” Dorrick said between mouthfuls.
“Action that is. If I never have to kill another person that’s
fine with me.”
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“Besides the action, on Naiho the women have normal sex
roles, even those from Novo Grosso.”
Dorrick chuckled, “Don’t be too sure of that, Novo
Grosso and the Kassikan is more than an alliance of
convenience.”
“More normal than this. Tommy called to tell me you and
TongSu were on the way. He told me about last night, the
orgy pit, the hospitality ladies. He didn’t want to but he
wanted to. He didn’t want me belittling him or using it
against him, but he wanted to brag about his score.”
“I know,” Dorrick said. To Tommy sex was just a score.
He should have fit in well here, but if TongSu’s reaction was
any indication, sex on this planet really was about more than
just the score. It might not look like it to one who is just
running up a score, but to one who cares about the people he
meets, the women here are more than just a score. Was he in
denial, saying that to himself while TongSu wasn’t here?
“Tommy doesn’t seem to mind that the women were assigned
to entertain him.”
“I think he gets off on that,” Jason said. “His father
bought him and his brothers each three wives for their twenty
first birthdays. At least there were no reports of any of
Tommy’s dying, but I don’t think he ever mentioned that they
are still languishing in his wing of the mansion, should he
ever come home and get the whim to play with them.”
“No, how did you find out?”
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Jason held up his comm, “House M’Kaster doesn’t have
the tightest data security in human space. They’ve got an
Action(itm) compatible console in their domain with the default
password and external access enabled. I could read
everything in the House.”
Less than four miles isn’t really a brutal hike and ninety
one Fahrenheit isn’t really that hot. The problem was he had
spent over a month in air almost twice as thick as this, and
this was the first real exercise he was getting in this thinner
air, other than the dark when he was so stoned he didn’t know
what he was doing. It was well after lunch now, but he still
felt sour from that insta-bite. At least he had enough water.
Jason insisted on staying with the balloon this evening
once again. There was just about nothing left at camp for food
but the meat Olaface had left. Jason promised to cook it for
his supper. There were a few more berries at the bottom of the
small ridge they were parked on top of, and he still had three
arrows in case something came by. Dorrick realized that he
should really be the one to stay with it this time instead of
leaving Jason out. He was really only doing this because of
TongSu wasn’t he? He really thought she would be back by
now. He was afraid something had happened.
It was time he called Klevin anyway, and once he was
walking in the open with nothing to distract him, he put in a
call to the satellite. The tight-beam antenna had to hunt busily
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to correct for his movement, but he’d had it on their bigger
solar mat for hours so there was plenty of charge.
“You’re late,” was how Klevin greeted him, “It’s quarter
after and my daughter is expecting me for dinner. I haven’t
heard anything all day. The regents don’t seem to know
anything is happening. I have no instructions other than to
assist you in reaching Borlunth any way I can. I don’t know
what I can do from here without the use of shuttlecraft.
Almon’s Crossing is now up to full power and set up for
voyage. Most of the contact crew have left the ship and the
voyage crew is already in command. There is a shuttle left at
the Narrulla’s Tear station, but they are not going to oppose
the Kassikan.”
As soon as he was sure Klevin was done, he began his
reply. “We are already committed to remain thru one more
meal here. Our pilot is currently visiting the tribe and is
overdue getting back. Tommy is still with the tribe also. I am
on my way to investigate now, Jason is guarding our camp
and the airship. I believe Tommy is having some trouble
getting the M’Kaster to push for his plan. I wouldn’t be
surprised if the Alpha sees thru his ploy and knows it’s all
about the head.”
The three seconds didn’t matter when he was hiking, he
could just continue to cover ground. It was only a few steps.
“Shouldn’t Jason be with you? If you expect foul play by
hostile tribesmen I think you would have your security man
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with you. I know you’re good with a blaster too but what
have you got with you there? Since I left you off, I heard the
heaviest thing they have there is a crossbow?”
“I’d rather face the sting from a cop’s Barringer than the
bolt from one of the RikRath 125 quarter-ratchets that we
picked up in Kassidor City.” He knew Klevin didn’t want to
know the word ‘Yakhan.’ “Doesn’t matter, the Instinct, we
can’t use force to hurt another human here. You get paralyzed
if you even try to throw a punch. So I’m going to see what’s
happened to our pilot and maybe cancel the dinner plans
Tommy made with the tribe if I think we have a situation.
Unless you tell me different, I will attempt to get us out of
here and back on the way to Borlunth as soon as reasonably
possible.”
He took a few more paces thru the delay. “Do not
endanger yourselves. I don’t think I would trust that ‘Instinct’
virus or whatever it is, you better take whatever you can with
you. You have no way of knowing they aren’t as bad as what
you ran into on Earth.”
“I don’t think you’ll get any gore stories out of this,
sorry.” Klevin was constantly telling of their adventures with
the Caribe. “When should I call you again?” He stopped, the
hunting of the antenna was draining his comm quickly. He
took the tight-beam from his shoulder and put it on solid
ground. That took three seconds.
“I’ll be up til eleven at least, let me know what happens
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with the tribesmen if you can. Wake me if it’s something
important, if not, let me know in the morning.”
“If I don’t, it’s because I didn’t have a chance to charge
my comm. I don’t have a solar mat with me and it’s only got
four hours left on it now.”
He waited again, it seemed so much longer when he was
standing still. “Save your power, I’ll say goodby, don’t
answer if you have nothing more.” He didn’t, he shut down
and put the tight beam away.
The tracks back and forth to their camp were easy enough
to follow, but he couldn’t see as far as he wanted. The gruul
seemed to like to stay between the ridges instead of atop
them. If TongSu had left their camp on foot, fucked up on that
tea, she could have easily gotten lost. Whatever those giant
blue worms were, he worried that she was out here unarmed
and high. He wanted to see as far as he could. He knew he
was only pretending to worry about that, he knew his
Centorin hind-brain was more worried that she was ripping
sheets in Olaface’s tent once more. He was glad to see, that in
his deepest thoughts, he’d rather she was safe doing that
rather than out here with potentially dangerous wildlife about.
The ridges weren’t very high or steep, that wasn’t slowing
him down. Maybe he was still somewhat impaired from that
tea. Whatever it was, it seemed like an awfully long four
miles. It seemed like he had been hiking two hours, but his
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comm told him only an hour and a half when he finally
spotted the close-packed cluster of tents that was the Torilite
camp.
There was a fair amount of activity out in front of it,
wagons were being drawn up and unloaded, gruul were being
hitched and unhitched, fed and watered. There was a pen of
them off to the side with platforms to feed them. There were a
dozen of them in there. It hadn’t been visible in the dark but
he figured there had to be something like that.
The camp was in a small dip, everyone there turned to
watch him come down, even those who had to squint directly
into Kortrax. There was more contrast in the lighting here
than there was in the thicker air. He was conscious that he
really didn’t have much of an agenda for being here. He
hoped he could convince them to stop giving Tommy blow
jobs, but he couldn’t really do much more than ask and say
‘please.’
Once he was close enough to talk, he asked if anyone had
seen TongSu. They babbled in response, this different
language thing was definitely a problem. The brochures say
almost all inhabitants of the planet use Kassidorian as their
everyday language, but most of the people writing those
brochures had never been beyond of the Kassidor City tube
system. The really intrepid wealthy on holiday get a good
translator app, do a two week coach ride to a quaint country
inn in the Yakhan suburbs and think they’ve seen Kassidor.
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The wilds of Naiho are closer to Kassidor City than this is.
“Does anyone know Kassidorian?” he shouted, and saw
blank looks, “Common Tongue?”
“Elvish dojooste?” a girl close to him asked.
“Elvish,” he shouted.
“Sorry, soon, someone,” a guy on the way to the gruul pen
shouted. He said something to someone with him who took
off running into the main tent shouting in the tribal language.
Dorrick continued walking down the short slope. He was
in front of the main tent at the bottom. Three girls were taking
bales of leaves from a cart, it looked like a form of wild
rinko, something that was going to need a lot of washing.
They were carrying stacks of bundles that had to have been a
hundred pounds with such ease that they chatted as they
walked with them. They smiled shyly at him, and he tried to
show a peaceful face to them. They were all dressed in a very
brief harness, just enough straps to hold pouches and pockets
on the thighs and shoulders. They were all good looking girls,
but with more definition than TongSu and just as much bulk.
Each looked like she could break bricks with her abs and
open coconuts with her butt cheeks, but they did have pretty
faces and long thick dark hair that they tied in a single pony
tail high on their heads. If they were sisters Dorrick would not
have been surprised.
In less than a minute Yhroenne came jogging out the door.
She wasn’t required to wear the harness since she was not on
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manual labor, so she had on only a thin wrapskirt and a
midriff loose knit tee top that let her bounce naturally. She
had a kerchief tied over her head, but most of her hair trailed
out of it. “Dorrick, I didn’t know you were coming, TongSu
never mentioned...”
“I expected her back, she didn’t say she would be gone so
long,” he gave as his excuse for being here early.
“We convinced her to stay til the feast.” Yhroenne said.
“Is she here now, is she all right?”
“Yes, she’s in Olaface’s tent and I’m sure she’s perfectly
fine. She’s quite direct in stating her limits and Olaface would
never cross that line.” Dorrick looked mystified. He really
wasn’t sure what she was talking about. Limits at what? The
tea? Sexual excess? Both? “We could go to my tent til the
feast.” She started leading him toward the door.
The knit of her tee was thin enough that he could feel her
nipple on his arm. “I’d like to see TongSu,” he said.
“Let me be sure she’s not busy,” she said as she lead him
into the tent. The twenty foot tall fake castle gate made out of
light silk was more convincing by torchlight than by the light
of Kortrax. The tied-stick skeleton probably wouldn’t hold
back a strong house cat, and it was obvious no one climbed
up those slender twigs to hang the fabric, it was put on and
then raised. Two of these men could probably carry it forty
miles to a new encampment on their shoulders and chat
casually while doing so.
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Yhroenne crossed the main tent, walking beside the long
feasting tables that were being set up in the area that had been
the orgy pit last darkmeal. She went down the men’s hall,
took a turn and called at a curtain in Kassidorian. “Olaface,
are you accepting visitors?”
“Certainly Yhroenne, please enter.”
Olaface and TongSu were naked on the bed, but they
didn’t appear to be engaged in sexual activity at the moment.
They didn’t just stop either, he knew TongSu couldn’t put
hers away very quickly at all.
“Dorrick,” TongSu said.
“Hi,” he replied. “How’s it going?”
“It’s been interesting,” she said. “We should take a long
walk and talk about it. She started to get up from the bed and
reached for one of the harnesses like the girls outside were
wearing.”
“That’s Janka’s strap,” Yhroenne said, “she’s been asking
around for it.”
“Sorry,” TongSu said, “I felt funny in Yakhan fashions
around here.”
Yhroenne looked like she was swallowing a smelly
ungutted fish but she let that pass. “She wants it back, we sell
those for four iron and twenty.”
“I’ve got it back at our camp,” TongSu said.
“Just don’t leave with it,” Yhroenne said. “I want you to
understand that we have taken nothing from your camp, nor
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will we, even if our code now makes you fair game. Vaik
Band does not steal.”
TongSu was pretty embarrassed over that and said
nothing, instead she took Dorrick by the arm and lead him out
into the hall. “We can’t talk here,” she whispered, and kept
walking.
Yhroenne came after them. “Where are you going?” she
asked.
“We need to take a walk,” TongSu said loudly enough to
carry to Yhroenne.
Both Yhroenne and Olaface started following them down
the hall. “This is a time I’m glad these people have the
Instinct,” he said.
“You shouldn’t go out by yourselves,” Yhroenne said.
“A gruul could get loose and they don’t know you.”
Olaface said.
“There may be more scrub scamps out there,” Yhroenne
added.
TongSu ignored them and kept walking. They kept
following and pleading. “What are they trying to hide?”
Dorrick asked.
“Lets go sit on the next hill and take in the view,” TongSu
said, and tried to poke him without making it obvious. That
meant she knew something that she didn’t want them to know
she knew.
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It took a staring contest to get them to give up. Dorrick
was about to come right out and ask if they would be allowed
to speak to each other alone or not. It didn’t come to that.
Yhroenne stopped outside the front gate with her hands on
her hips. Olaface followed only a few more paces. He and
TongSu climbed up the same small hill he had just come
down.
At a spot where they could see anyone coming this way,
she sat down, facing the encampment. Dorrick sat next to her.
“So now can you tell me what’s up.”
“The girls servicing Tommy are pretty much sex slaves.
Olaface is a sex slave. They are required by the tribe to
provide sex to outsiders and to high ranking members of the
tribe. There are drugs required for admission to the tribe.
There are obedience trials. Their will may not be their own. I
hope when Tommy hears this it will convince him to get out
of here.”
“From what I’ve heard from Jason, it may give him even
more reason to stay. Jason says he already owns three wives
back on Centorin.”
“He never told me that, he said he never had anyone
important on Centorin.”
“That’s probably true, they wouldn’t be very important to
him, they were bought women.”
“Like prostitutes?”
“More like sex slaves.”
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16. Tribal Feast
TongSu was horrified to hear what she did about Tommy,
but by the time everyone was here for the feast, she could
believe it. She watched how he entered the room, how he was
greeted by the same three girls as previously. She could
definitely see him comfortable with being pampered, he
carried himself like one entitled. She understood slavery was
not necessarily brutal, it just meant the slave did not have a
choice in his or her situation. Tommy had not been brutal
with her, just callous.
It did not appear that Yhroenne was happy to have
Tommy, and was glad when the other three girls came out to
meet him. She immediately came and took the other side of
Dorrick, so they wound up seated that way.
There were long tables and benches, lots of contact
getting in and out. She was between Dorrick and Olaface,
with Marsack beside him. On the other side of Yhroenne was
Tommy, then Jeezike, then Painagost. The ‘tribal elders’ were
on the far side of the table, almost six feet away. The table
was probably the bed of a big freight wagon with a thick
weaving over it. The benches looked like the sides of that
wagon. There were three other tables like this and most of the
remaining tribe sat at them.
Scrub scamp is not the best eating of the scamp family.
For her, that had always been axio. Some people think the
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Highlands must be loaded with scamps of all kinds, but they
are rare and to dine on a fresh one is an expensive treat. But
in the back of Elevnos, they are too common and talrinkeepers shoot more axio than they can eat. Scrub scamp tastes
more like rock scamp, Centorins say it tastes like tuna, but
they also say her twat smells like tuna so that kind of put her
off.
It was prepared as thin quarter-chops, probably hand
cloven with a five pound cleaver swung overhand. The
skeleton had been charred out, leaving just a blackened rind
to hold it with. She could see right now that this was not
going to be a meal for fine clothing. She didn’t like the idea
of handling the char, much less the dangling and dripping
steak. Still, this is a camp, a tribal one at that, and she’d seen
the same thing among the quite civilized people of Elevnos,
so she just had to bear it. It would have been nice if they let
her keep the straps she stole, she wouldn’t get marinade on as
much clothing that way, but she was back in the Afternoonday
jersey she had picked up down at Fourth Canal just a few
years ago.
She wondered who got chosen to be the serving crew? It
was probably those who hadn’t worked on the preparation,
but it might be that some were workers, some were sex slaves
and some were the beneficiaries. It had happened before that
tribes had been founded for the sole purpose of benefiting the
founders.
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“Painagost seems lonely down there on the end,” Dorrick
said.
“I know,” Yhroenne said, “if only she wasn’t so plain. We
tried to get her a better figure the last time we were in a city,
but she wouldn’t accept.”
“So she has that choice?” TongSu asked.
“Of course, we would never ask anyone to take a
modification they weren’t comfortable with. I understood her
much better once she explained her logic. The heritage she
was given by her parents is important to her, she’s less than a
century, so she remembers them.”
“What about the pills she had to take to join the tribe?”
“She was born to us,” Yhroenne said, “She took nothing.”
“What about you?” Dorrick asked, “how did you join the
tribe?”
“I learned of it from that conference we told you about. I
ran across that in a history course. I did a trip to Yondure to
see the Eign Mangaaia. The site is still there but it’s in terrible
condition, its foundations were underwater for over a half
century during the 35th. While I was there I found that some
of the tribes founded from the blueprint laid out at that
conference were still in existence so the next time I got bored
I came down and looked them up.”
“How difficult was it for you to obtain membership?”
“One of the ‘elders’ took a liking to me. I didn’t really
mean to do it that way, but that made it a lot easier. I still had
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to pass everything, but I was coached and had people pulling
for me.”
“Any trouble with obedience and patience?” TongSu
asked.
“Obedience was trivial, there is no excuse not to score
perfectly. I was less than perfect at patience, nearly perfect at
survival and passed the strength tests.”
Tommy asked, “Have you heard of the Pikosas?”
“Of Borlunth?” she asked.
“Yes,” Tommy said.
“Jeezike has been in Borlunth, she might know something
of them,” Yhroenne answered.
“I want to know if there is any connection between you
and them?” Tommy asked.
“None,” she said, “I may not know much about the
Pikosas, but I know they were not chartered from the Eign
Mangaaia or I would have seen it. The Pikosas were at least
ten centuries later. Even before the Instinct the Torilites did
not take people by force, did not have fights for membership,
much less fights to the death and did not attack their
neighbors. They did fight if provoked and were cannibals,
feeding on the bodies of their attackers. That practice was
abandoned in the early 40’s.”
“What about the cultural similarities?”
“You should ask Jeezike, I know nothing more about their
culture than they took women by force and attacked their
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neighbors and carved huge stone phalluses all over their
territory.”
“Is there any ethnic connection?” he asked.
While they were talking, she could see that Jeezike and
the other girl were both interested in what they were talking
about and having their own conversation. TongSu couldn’t
hear what they were saying, especially since the scamp was
seared crispy on the outside and her teeth were getting plenty
of work. They were probably speaking Borgoth anyway.
Yhroenne said, “We are Trenstian, ethnically. More
closely related to the Enurates of the Lumpral basin than any
of the major races but that would be at least two hundred
centuries ago. Our ancestors left the Trenst basin long before
history. We were pushed out of the deeps by the Dalthites and
later the Dwarves and were already on the high plains of
Knidola and Prvest basins before written history began. We
were ignored by the ancient Elves because we had no forests.
I believe the Pikosas were Trolls and they began to move into
the Borlunth basin during the Energy Age when the Dalthites
were driven out. There was probably at least a thousand miles
between our people and theirs at all times.”
“I still think this tribe is part of a milieu that produced the
Pikosas,” Tommy said. “You may not be directly related, but
some of the ideas seem to be shared.”
“Like what?” Yhroenne asked.
“Like the great strength, and what they’re talking about,”
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he pointed to Jeezike and Painagost.
“What is that?” Yhroenne asked.
Jeezike turned and told her, “Servicing the male.”
“We are serviced as much as we serve,” Yhroenne said.
“As you say,” Jeezike said, and lowered her eyes.
TongSu saw one male external relations operative and
four female. Olaface had not complained of having to service
members of the tribe. Jeezike didn’t need to say anything, it
was right there in front of everyone at this table. It really
wasn’t necessary that she state it. TongSu just hoped they
wouldn’t be punished for it. Jeezike had also talked to her,
she wondered how much danger she could be in?
One of the elders on the far side of the table chimed in.
“Every decision in life is a cost/benefit analysis. The woman
derives other benefits from membership in the tribe besides
sexual satisfaction, even if we do have the highest level of
female satisfaction of any ethnic group in All the Lands.”
She wasn’t sure she believed that. She’d had some
wonderful adventure, but it was little more than that. She
wished the people she wanted to talk to weren’t so far away.
While Dorrick, Tommy, Yhroenne, Jeezike and the elders
across the table had their own arguments about his statement,
she could talk to Olaface and the girl beyond him. “How
often are you asked to service high ranking members of the
tribe?” she asked Olaface.
“None of them are homosexual.” He started out loud
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enough that he thought we might be in the same conversation,
but then noticed he wasn’t and simply addressed her, “None
of the Torilites are homosexual, any are asked to leave the
tribe.”
“So none of the tribal elders are female?” TongSu asked.
Olaface was embarrassed. “It is tradition, the tribe is
actually older than that conference that was discussed,
prehistoric.”
“How about you?” she asked Marsack.
She was a compact and wiry woman with a medium
brown page boy, amber eyes and a very firm figure. “They
seldom chose me, it is Jeezike or Yhroenne if they request
anyone from External Relations. They as often chose from the
Foragers or Cooks as from us, and from the Entertainers most
of all.”
“What do entertainers do?”
“What the member asks, they ask for what her body is
best at.”
“What about singing, dancing, telling jokes?” TongSu
asked her.
“City things? Some can do that, the Entertainer’s Choir of
our Vaik band is well respected at the Great Gathering, and
we have a group that does skits and shows. They have both
the guys who are in Entertainment.”
“So most of the Entertainers provide sex to tribal
members?”
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“Yes?” She was wondering why TongSu would have to
ask such a simple question. Olaface was embarrassed and
shaking his head.
“She isn’t supposed to answer these questions is she?”
TongSu asked him.
“No,” he carefully replied.
“Huh?” the girl said, staring at the elders across the table,
clearly terrified.
Olaface quietly gave her quite a long lecture in Borgoth,
no doubt having to do with tribal secrets and what can be
done to her if she is brought before the Elders. Once they
were finished, TongSu went right ahead and asked them, “So
what happens to the women who are not entertainers, do they
get sexual satisfaction?”
“Yes,” Olaface answered.
“Is it consensual and voluntary for both in all
encounters?”
“Yes, and there are always the orgys, they are open to all.”
“That’s public info,” TongSu said, “that’s what allowed
me to find you on the map.”
“There are many areas, we can take any land too dry for
permanent settlement. Several bands have already migrated to
the Traguzars and the Itigon foothills. Others are in the
northwest of Prvest.”
“This is your heartland is it not?”
“We used to stay in the depths of the south Pewpspway
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but the Western Traygoths have taken up most of those
prairies now.”
“How would you rate your sexual satisfaction?” TongSu
asked the other girl.
“Well over a hundred percent,” she said.
“Very well put,” TongSu said.
Olaface said something more to her in Borgoth, then
turned back to TongSu. He spoke quietly, close to her ear,
“Please,” he asked, “the Elders are here and Marsack is an
auxiliary operative with us. She knows only to be helpful and
provide whatever is requested of her. She doesn’t understand
that your questions have a purpose, and that purpose is to
harm our tribe.”
“It is not!” TongSu said, “I was the one who wanted to
take this high altitude short cut for the privilege of meeting
you and your people. I appreciate all you’ve done for me.”
“Thank you,” he said, “but your questions seemed aimed
at harming our people. You seem to be trying to find ways we
are using coercion, and treating women unfairly. How do we
know you and your people are not making a lurid expose that
will be splashed all over some news magazine that will cause
the lowlanders to be hostile any time we come into town.”
“We’re just stopping by on our way to Borlunth,” TongSu
said. “Our ‘agenda’ is to get back on the route to Borlunth and
stop Tommy from telling all of Centorin you’re a later-day
Pikosas.”
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“Huh?” They both said at once. The table had gone quiet.
Tommy leaned forward and glowered at her. “I am not
trying to prove any such thing. What I think I might be
finding is that all cultures on this planet might have been
more like our own before those modifications done by the
Kassikan. Maybe what we think of as ‘Kassidorian culture’ is
really just the culture generated by the Kassikan? Granted, it
followed us quite a ways from the gatehead with very little
change, but what we’ve seen this year is far different than
what’s happening at the gate.”
Tommy continued, “What Rastanl said about choices is
true of all human societies, everyone has to balance between
his individual needs and his societies needs. No woman’s
sexual choices are made strictly for their entertainment value.
“What I’m trying to say is that the Kassikan is the
unnatural society and what we have here is more normal.
What we see here is repeated in New England villages today,
the Pacific Islands in the Age of Exploration and the pioneer
towns of the old Navorken. It might be given different
window dressing, but the facts remain the same. In spite of
what the Kassikan has done to a huge section of this planet,
male and female are different. They are biologically
predestined to different roles. Take away the Kassikan’s
meddling and they will come back to those roles.”
TongSu had forgotten the names of most of the tribal
Elders but Rastanl seemed to be more equal than the others
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and did most of the talking. Alagz seemed to be one of the
least equal of them and hadn’t said a word yet. Of course it
could be that none of the rest of them could speak any
Common Tongue at all. The others conferred with Rastanl,
Tommy wound down in his lecture. Dorrick looked at her but
didn’t say anything with Yhroenne between them. It gave the
people on this side of the table time to get a few bites of their
dinner down. It wasn’t bad all in all, the marinades made the
scrub scamp taste more like coriscamp if not axio.
“We think it would harm our image to be compared to the
Pikosas,” Rastanl said. “We agree with Tommy
philosophically, but we live here and must trade with the
Dwarves and the Elves for much of what we need and the
Elves and the Dwarves of the basins that border us are very
much under the influence of the Kassikan’s way of life. We
need that trade to be favorable. The Elves and Dwarves do
not look on the Pikosas favorably and we have to consider
that.” He looked hard at the girls who serviced Tommy. He
looked hard at Yhroenne also.
“Thank you for that observation,” Tommy said, “I will be
mindful of your needs during my studies. None of my
findings will be released on this planet, none will be released
in Kassidorian, much less Borgoth, all published findings will
be in peer-reviewed scientific journals in the Centish
language. That way none of the people you will deal with will
see it. Even in Centish, even in the scientific literature, you
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will not be associated with the Pikosas in any way except as
another example of a society that is not under Kassikan
control.”
“We have the Instinct,” Rastanl said.
“That’s not even from the Kassikan,” Yhroenne said.
“She’s right,” TongSu added.
“The Peace Plague is from the Kassikan,” Yhroenne said,
“as is the pill-lickem-pill technique of genetic intervention.
We have both of those. They didn’t make things contagious as
a rule, they wanted to sell it at a profit.”
“The Instinct was Brancettrabble’s defense against Lbront
Nevn,” TongSu told them.
“We may live in the wilds,” Rastanl said, “But we have
seen texts on modern history.” She had to remember that
Olaface had a brother that had been using eyemail since
before electrons were herded on Earth and Centorin was not
even imagined by the humans from YingolNeerie. The
Centorins were the youngsters here, even she had been born
long before the planet was settled. He turned from her and
addressed Tommy, “What do you want to study of us?”
“We would like to take your history, the economic
operation of your culture, your symbolism and religion.”
“The penis doesn’t seem to be an important symbol in this
culture,” TongSu said.
“It’s not,” Yhroenne was the first to answer, echoed by a
chorus.
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“It wasn’t the only symbol in Pikosan society,” Tommy
said.
She looked around, what symbols could she find? A few
name tags, artful drapery? There were no great seals, no
banners, no statues or portraits. Even the most beautiful
tapestries showed eerie scenes of the deep desert at sunset,
herds of lentosaur and things like that. There was no obvious
symbolism. She didn’t see any badges of rank on the Elders,
their embroidery might be a little fancier and their persons a
bit more embellished, but she didn’t see anything in
particular.
She was beginning to wonder if there might be something
to Tommy’s theory. Genetically they aren’t close to the Trolls
of Borlunth, but when one could change one’s race with a pill
for the last fourteen centuries, what does that matter? It might
be only a few Pikosas who escaped to the Borgoth, the cure
for aging existed on the far side of the world at the time, the
laws of physics allowed it to get here.
Tommy continued to list what he wanted to study. He
studiously avoided their sexual habits. He so pointedly
avoided it, that it became obvious in everyone’s mind that
was the only thing he really wanted to study. Rastanl
translated what Tommy was saying to the others. They
conversed while those on this side of the table went back to
their dinner. From what she could see from here, Tommy
looked a little nervous.
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Rastanl listened to his companions while he also got a few
more bites of the feast in. The serving girls came by and
refilled their teacups. This time it wasn’t the jelbark but
something quite a bit closer to a very light yellow, just
enough effect to notice if you were looking for it. TongSu was
glad since her last skin of Ttharmentodl green had run out the
week before.
“It seems that it was our sexual culture that first garnered
your interest in our tribe,” Rastanl began, “yet you don’t
mention that in your studies.”
“Frankly,” Tommy replied, “I was under the impression
you didn’t want me studying that part of your culture because
it could be compared to the Pikosas.”
“Is that all you see in our sexual culture? I assure you
every woman who has seen to your wishes is much more free
than any in even the highest circles of Pikosas society. I’ve
read the professor’s book, the first one anyway. Someone
brought a copy with them when they joined us in the 52nd.”
“So I’m not the first to make the connection,” Tommy
said.
Yhroenne started to say something, but even she could see
Rastanl’s embarrassment. He had to confer with his partners
in Borgoth. They all looked grim. “Mistakes often repeat
themselves,” was all Rastanl would say on that.
Instead he said, “Our sexual culture is about the
athleticism more than domination. We celebrate sensations
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that can be had when one has the strength and toughness to
experience them.”
Tommy asked, “Is that the part of your culture you would
like us to report?”
He didn’t answer, instead the Elders put their heads
together. People at other tables looked their way. TongSu
cleaned up the last of the marinade with some chips of crispy
wild rinko. She’d missed lunch, this made up for it. Yhroenne
was picking at the rinko chips also, and staring at her
fingernails. Dorrick and Tommy were arguing in Centish, the
Elders were arguing in Borgoth, Jeezike was pulled back out
of the way, her feast mostly done, her rind was a little thick,
but she got enough nourishment. She had pushed it away.
“I know what they are going to do,” Olaface said. “They
are going to have a council, they are just arguing about the
terms now. Tneknk is telling the girls to wheel out the middle
table.”
“We were going to get back to our camp when this feast is
done,” TongSu said, “I need to get my girl to lower ground
before the dark returns.”
“This feast is done but for the cleaning up,” Dorrick said.
“Who does that?” TongSu asked.
“Still the investigative reporter,” Olaface answered. “It is
the serving staff. Everyone pulls that duty, some receive extra
in punishment for transgressions. The elders do not pull
serving duty or latrine duty, but everyone else does, to show
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that we are all equal and none of us are above it.”
The two parts of the sentence didn’t agree. “Do they train
you from a manual you have to memorize?”
Olaface laughed hard, it took him a while to get it back.
Yhroenne and Marsack looked at them. When he could he
said, “I understand where that comes from. Elvish is not my
native language, so my speech is overly formal.”
“You grew up with Borgoth?”
“No, with Pringkleel, a language common in the hollows
northwest of the Misty Woods in the Trenst Basin. It is more
like Borgoth than Elvish in that there are articles and
conjugations and words of many syllables.”
That was when Rastanl spoke up. “You have asked us
some important questions this evening. We need to give these
proper consideration and not try to continue a festive
occasion such as this.”
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17. Tribal Council
Dorrick was dumbfounded when Tommy insisted on
leaving. He and Olaface had quite an argument, with Olaface
insisting that Tommy was needed for the council. The whole
group of them carried it on all the way to the main portico of
the tent where Kortrax was getting ever closer to noon. After
dumb shouting, it turned out that Tommy really just needed
some more time alone with his phone, it was obvious he
wasn’t getting the support he expected from home. Once
Olaface told him he could have an hour, he agreed to appear
at the council.
Tommy was probably in more trouble with his family than
the tribe. There were rumors that fortunes had been offered
for genuine Pikosas artifacts in good condition. There was a
good chance that House M’Kaster was interested in much
more than knowledge from professor Viosaign. The way
prices were here, he would probably sell priceless artifacts for
a few beads of copper and The M’Kaster probably saw a
quick profit in them. He may even be using the university as
cover. He was probably actually funding the trip and claiming
it was a charitable donation to the university. Dorrick would
have loved to ask Tommy if The M’Kaster had asked him to
bring back a few ‘nice samples’ and not tell the university. He
probably wouldn’t tell Dorrick either.
Yhroenne turned to him, saying, “Tommy has asked me to
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join him while he talks to his pocket eye. I’ll be back for the
council, my duty to be here is clear, I don’t even need to ask.
You don’t need to ask them to wait for me, I will be here
before they get to anything important.”
With that she was out of the tent in a whirlwind. Dorrick
turned to TongSu and Olaface standing at the end of the
hallway. “That was quick,” TongSu said.
“She really didn’t have much to tell me,” Dorrick said.
Olaface tried not to appear interested. TongSu made a
‘yeah, right’ face but didn’t say anything. Dorrick didn’t
know what to say. So much was being left unsaid here this
evening that he wondered if he should even tell her that
Yhroenne intended to be here for the council in front of
Olaface. He thought that her mentioning it probably meant
that she knew she would be asked to stay with Tommy if she
asked. He would tell TongSu, but not while Olaface was here.
He wished she knew a little more Centish, that would have
been convenient.
As soon as they got back to the main tent, Jeezike
attached herself to him. In some ways she’s prettier than
Yhroenne, but she is so obviously enhanced that he was a bit
put off by her. She was quite a timid person in some ways,
and he didn’t want to reject the tribe’s hospitality by pushing
her away.
He also never got a chance to talk to TongSu in private.
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Olaface wouldn’t actually come out and say it, but he made it
obvious he was sticking to TongSu to the limit the Instinct
allowed. He could tell Jeezike was under orders to be the
same with him. The message that Yhroenne would be here for
the council was not important enough to go thru the effort it
would take to deliver it, but important enough that he wasn’t
going to mention it where a Torilite could hear.
They waited in the outer lobby where the middle table had
been taken and stripped. It was a flatbed wagon with pigmy
wheels and no sides. While they sat here waiting, Jeezike told
him what she knew of the other bands of Torilites they
commonly dealt with. This band is known for their orgies and
not their prowess on the athletic fields. They are not a high
status band at the Great Conclave and often have to camp a
mile from the chieftain fields. Neenpadda is the most
important of the Elders, and he did come from Borlunth in the
early 40’s. He has aims to improve the status of the band and
he intends to use the hospitality girls as a means of doing so.
She made sure he knew that he held her safety in his
hands because they would surely expel her if they knew she
told him. He warned her there could be people listening right
behind the tent wall. She insisted than no one could hear thru
tent walls. Dorrick wondered if there was some kind of
genetic control in them to make their minds block out what
they heard thru the tent walls. If there was, he was sure the
Elders didn’t take it.
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Back in the dining hall all the benches were brought
around and lined up in the space between the two remaining
tables. The elders remained where they were, now facing the
crowd across the table. The Centorins, their crew and their
hospitality workers were now in the front row.
One of the Elders near the middle of the table stood up
and began to harangue. Olaface and Jeezike began to whisper
a translation.
“I have brought the Vaik together this evening to talk
about the proposal these Centorins have made to study our
tribe.”
He droned on quite a while about that, relating what he
thought were the facts and figures about Centorin, facts that
were current about a hundred and fifty standard years ago. He
could see that most of the tribe was listening to him the way
one listens to a storyteller. The people in Hospitality were
listening and sweating however. They were pretty sure
Centorin was real. Yhroenne knew it was, had known before
they met. People who didn’t know Kassidorian and didn’t get
outside news probably thought he was reading them a novel.
This camp wasn’t bad, not primitive and much more
comfortable than Hrrst or the along the Pewpspway, but it
was a long way from tubes and stargates, a year’s flight from
the nearest light switch, at least a couple week’s hike from the
nearest plumbed toilet.
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He related the conversation at the head table from earlier,
the theory that the Kassikan has spread an unnatural
civilization over most of the planet. Most of the tribe laughed
at that. Of course they laughed before Jeezike finished the
translation, so he was a little prepared. To Dorrick it sounded
like these people thought that was so patently obvious that
there’s no need to state it. Dorrick hadn’t thought of that at
the time.
He turned the floor over to Rastanl, who would conduct
the council with the outsiders in Elvish. He sat and Rastanl
stood and leaned over the table. “We are here to decide if the
Vaik will allow itself to be studied by the men of Centorin.
What benefit will come to the tribe from such study?” he
asked Dorrick. Olaface translated for the others.
“I am not the one who wants to study you, that was the
one of us who has gone to take a phone call.” Olaface
translated for him also, using a slightly deeper voice.
“He cannot argue his case if he is not here, I assumed he
left you as his spokesperson.”
“No sir, I believe he only wants to stop here for personal
reasons. I believe the people who sent him are trying to order
him to continue on to Borlunth.”
“What personal reasons could he have?” Rastanl asked.
“I believe is is the excellent hospitality shown to him by
Jeezike, Marsack, Painagost and Yhroenne that has captured
his heart.”
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There was muttering about that even before Olaface
completed his translation. Rastanl conferred with the other
Elders before continuing. “Very touching,” he said. “Then
you do not approve of his motive?”
“I’m being paid to get him to Borlunth and take care of
the logistics once we are there. The logistics would be a
problem for us here, her balloon is in danger once winter
returns. We have contacted the professor in Borlunth and he is
preparing for our arrival. I also think Tommy’s House expects
artifacts from Borlunth.”
“If your employer directed you to assist him in studying
us, would you?”
“To the best of my ability, but it would be difficult. We do
not have the specialties to study here. We have very sensitive,
fast and accurate dating probes, we have some fine collapsed
metal stonecutting tools, a portable electron microscope, a
few things like that. None of us is an ethnographer or even
much of a sociologist for that matter.”
“But you would do it?”
“To the best of my ability,” he repeated. He’d have to hire
a wagon and driver, maybe a fleet of them if it took weeks
each way.
“But you can see no gain for us?”
“They could make you famous in the Centorin
underground cinema with scenes from the orgy,” TongSu
said.
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Olaface took his time translating that one and seemed to
need twice as much Borgoth as Kassidorian to get the point
across. The Elders conferred a minute. “What is the
connotation of what you just said?”
“Showing nudity and sex to someone who hasn’t paid for
it is illegal in Centorin cinema,” Dorrick told him. “It can
only be seen illegally, or by people rich enough to pay for it.
In the underground cinema there are scenes like your orgy,
but they are obviously staged, there is no viewing walkway
around it, the actors and actresses are nowhere near as
attractive, nor are they as strong, nor are they able to
accomplish the sexual feats and positions you people find
easy.”
“It sounds like a fuck flick,” Rastanl said.
“Formatted as a documentary,” Dorrick said.
“I hardly see that as beneficial to the tribe,” he said. “One
of the reasons we live on the high plains is to discourage
sexual tourism. The Trinkatas haven’t been as lucky and look
what happened to them.”
Dorrick had no idea what he was talking about. “You ever
hear of the Trinkatas?” he quietly asked TongSu.
She spread her hands in mystification.
“Tommy was only going to show it on Centorin,” Dorrick
said, “and I know what it’s like for a Centorin to get here
from there. You might find five sexual tourists on all of these
plains between now and when they allow modern
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transportation around here.”
“Allow?” Rastanl asked. Olaface wasn’t able to translate
it and discussed it with the remainder of the committee in
Borgoth.
“The Kassikan wouldn’t let us use shuttlecraft,” Dorrick
said. “We could have flown to Borlunth in three hours.”
As soon as Olaface translated that, all present laughed
heartily again. Dorrick intervened, “Once again, I don’t think
there is any real benefit to your tribe. I don’t think there is
any benefit to Centorin science either. There could be benefits
to both if a team with the proper skills and motive was sent to
study. I think if you were to withhold hospitality from
Tommy, he would have no more interest in studying here.”
The Elders had a long talk about that. There was a bit of
shouting from the one who had started the whole show. He
called two people over from the other table. They talked, then
they went back to their table. Alagz made quite a fuss when
they were gone. Finally Rastanl turned back to them, “We
need to consider what is best for our hostesses also,” he said.
“They all take pride in their work, it is an honor to them that
he has been smitten.”
“I think they would give that up if they had the chance.”
“What makes you say that?”
“Let’s hear from Jeezike,” Dorrick said. Olaface
translated, but Dorrick could tell almost a third of the council
understood and were already mumbling about it.
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Jeezike herself was shaking her hands in front of herself.
“Is not my place,” she said to him under her breath.
“Her duty is clear,” Olaface translated the gist of their
replies. “She only wants to do her duty,” he added after a
couple more council members spoke further. Either Borgoth
was a very inefficient language or he was translating only a
fraction of what he was being said. Rastanl just stood and
scowled. Dorrick assumed most of them were saying
essentially the same things.
Dorrick spoke to Jeezike. “I do not question your
dedication to the tribe and your willingness and ability to put
the interests of the tribe ahead of your own. I am also looking
to the interests of the tribe, and I don’t think making the tribe
into an entertainment feed is in your best interest. If it was in
the best interest of the Borgoth people to stop catering to
Tommy’s oral fetish, would you find it difficult to stop
serving him?”
“If it was in the interest of my people, of course I could
stop serving him, I’d jump up in mid orgasm if that was when
I was told.” She looked, imploringly, to the Elders as she said
that. In most cinema about robots, they show more
independent will than this woman did right now. He
wondered about mind altering chemicals among this tribe
once again. He wondered how far they went with him, he still
didn’t feel quite right from the time he ate the leaves.
This was when Yhroenne reappeared. She entered the
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main tent quietly, but not stealthily. One thing he was sure of,
Yhroenne was not as altered as Jeezike, if she was altered at
all. Another thing he noticed is that there was a hierarchy
within the tribe, and Yhroenne was closer to the rank of the
council than she was to Jeezike. There was no proof Jeezike
was altered, she could have been born that way, most
engineered Kassidorian traits were passed on and the tribe
had been chartered around 2200bc.
Yhroenne came to the table and slipped onto the end of
the bench near Painagost. Alagz glowered at her, but she
didn’t wilt from it. She didn’t say anything, and waited for
them to go on with the council.
“It is touching,” Jeezike said in her endearingly accented
Kassidorian, “that you have concern for me,” she touched
Dorrick lightly on the knee with her fingertips. “That is
honorable. You Centorins and the Highland girl are all
honorable people. I thank you for your concern and I thank
Tommy for his gentleness and politeness. I will do what my
leaders decide is best for my people, but I am not
complaining of ill-use.”
The council thanked her, commended her. Dorrick
thought one of them was going to look her up after. Dorrick
hoped she wouldn’t want to complain of ill use after that. It
could have all been in his head, but there was something
about the vibe in this tribe that was more like Centorin than
the general population of most basins they’d seen so far.
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They questioned Yhroenne as soon as that was over. “He
wanted oral only, never asked for anything else. He’s got
stamina too...”
“This council is not concerned with the exact details of
providing hospitality to the Centorin scientist,” Rastanl said,
“we want to know what you learned about the study he
intends to conduct.”
“I think he wants to study the orgy pit in depth, and
explore exactly how far our hospitality will let him go. I was
sorely pressed to pretend I was enjoying it when he wanted
deep throat. He’s already figured out that we are under orders
to give him anything he wants and he wants to explore the
boundaries of that.”
Dorrick thought he was going to get the Instinct when he
went to break Tommy’s nose. Still, if he had been a child of
privilege he would know no other way. He remembered the
scandal about House Veeburton. They had been rounding up a
few young landless girls from the upper south side every
week to use for sex and splatter parties out at their weapons
range. It went on for years until the outrage built to the point
of pitched battles with the locals. The Navorken government
eventually stepped in and made them pretty much stop, or at
least limit themselves to serfs on their own ranch, but no one
was ever punished for it. He wouldn’t volunteer to tell
TongSu about that tidbit of Centorin history.
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The council drew their chairs into a circle behind the
chairman’s table and talked amongst themselves in their own
language for some time. Dorrick wondered what was the
worst that could happen to them. The scientist he was guiding
could be lost forever, or practically forever, addicted to the
‘hospitality’ that puts him in a ‘Great White Hunter’ fantasy
among these muscle freaks.
He couldn’t be sure that the Borgoths couldn’t put them in
danger if they were determined to. One spark and they had no
more balloon unless Jason could take it up before they could
get close enough. Only the chance of killing him would
protect the balloon, the Instinct would not protect the balloon
itself. Without the balloon, and no one to trade with, it was no
sure thing that they could walk out of here alive, even if there
was no carnivore like they met back in the Old Lands.
“Sure wish I could speak that shit,” TongSu said under her
breath.
“We couldn’t tell what they’re saying from here anyway.”
“But we could tell what the people around us are saying
about it.”
A man was called up to the council, he went out of the big
tent. Olaface leaned over to them. “They’ve sent for Tommy,
they want to hear his opinion of what his studies will do to
us.”
“I don’t see that it will have much effect on you at all,”
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Tommy said once he was back. “You already know of the
greater world around you. It’s not as if you are an uncontacted
tribe. I think you are significant enough that you should be
documented for Centorin science.”
“That means our way of life will be seen on the eye?”
Rastanl said.
“Yes,” Tommy told him.
“Do you have a pocket eye?” he asked.
It took Tommy a short pause to translate, “You mean a
comm?” he said as he held his big workbench tablet up.
“Let me see what you have already put on there,” he
asked and held out his hand. There would be no pretense that
Tommy would seek their permission to put up whatever he
could get. Rastanl needed help with the user interface and the
two guys who helped him looked like they were probably his
sons. His lab comm had a big enough screen that they could
all see it. Olaface also tried to help with it. Eventually they
found what was already on the university’s system regarding
the Torilites. There were facts and figures, biological data
with chemical analysis, pictures, video that Tommy had
already loaded in, using the geosynchronous bridge to the
native system in the Yakhan. Alagz and Neenpadda came up
and went thru it also. They probably had not been aware that
the Kassikan already had all this information on the tribe
available for a query. Dorrick could tell when they came to
the new part about the hospitality crew. He could tell when
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Tommy finished it. Yhroenne had not kept her treatment
secret, he respected her for that.
Dorrick could tell they were furious. The comm got
passed to the whole council of Elders. One after another they
began to harangue the remainder of the tribe. There were
quite a few evil stares passed their way as the meeting went
on. At one point Rastanl threatened to destroy the comm and
Tommy tried to grab for it, causing the Instinct to paralyze his
whole arm. That made them all laugh.
He did give the comm back to Tommy however, and in a
little while everyone settled down. The Elders talked to each
other, people in the room did likewise. “We need you to
translate this text into Elvish,” Rastanl commanded, “none of
us can read Centish.” Tommy held up the comm, looked up
his data again and set the text language to Kassidorian,
shamefacedly passed it back.
Rastanl was rather stunned that the text was now all in
Elvish except those labels that were embedded in the
drawings themselves. He read thru it, fumed, passed it to
Neenpadda who puzzled at it. Rastanl took a deep breath
before translating to Borgoth. Dorrick didn’t like the looks on
their faces as the narration went on.
Neenpadda questioned the hospitality crew at length and
with vigor. Amidst the shouting in Borgoth he noticed the
words Borlunth and Pikosas were frequent. ‘Doth’ and ‘lunth’
by themselves came up often. There were a lot of looks their
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way, a lot of looks at the hospitality crew from the remainder
of the tribe sitting behind them. Dorrick felt pretty exposed,
TongSu might have also because her hand sought his and
found it. Her grip told him that whatever happened, she was
with him, not the Torilites.
A few people in the row behind began arguing with the
hospitality crew. It sounded rather hostile to him. They
seemed to be concentrating on Yhroenne, but she also seemed
to be the ranking member. A few were trying to get Olaface
involved but he sat there facing the Elders and would not
become engaged.
“What is this all about?” TongSu asked him.
It looked like he was not going to engage with her either,
but after a minute he turned his head and said, “Tommy
characterizes us as a primitive throwback to an earlier genetic
type that was certainly capable of supporting a society like
the Pikosas.”
It took another hour, thru which the hospitality crew
translated little. Thru it all the remainder of the tribe sat and
watched. There were whispered conversations and a few
dared shout out something that seemed to be pertinent to the
argument among the Elders. Olaface put his hand on
TongSu’s shoulder during part of it, and held her til the Elder
who was shouting sat back down. There were a few groans
from the remainder of the tribe.
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At one point they were all patted down by the hospitality
worker nearest them, it was obvious they each had to report
that they were free of weapons. He wondered if they were
afraid the Instinct didn’t apply to Centorins, they had run into
that rumor twice already on this trip. He was more worried
that they could use that rumor to get past it themselves. If this
was a council on Earth, he knew he had to be thinking of
some way to fight their way out of here. He wished Jason
were here.
Neenpadda addressed the tribe at some length. When he
was done there were a few groans and people began to leave
the room. Everyone wanted to sit and watch, as if what he
said to the rest of them couldn’t be heard thru the tent walls
and passed on. When all were gone, he began to lecture the
hospitality crew. It sounded like he started with that
conference in Yondure and went on thru their whole history,
line by line. Dorrick, Tommy and TongSu sat thru the whole
of it, not getting anything out of it at all. There were a few
questions, a few protests from Olaface, but they were
summarily hushed. As soon as he no longer had their
attention, Olaface quietly left the room.
Jeezike was singled out for an especially harsh few
paragraphs. Her face looked like she’d been sentenced to
twenty lashes. She had such an innocent face, it was hard to
imagine anyone getting angry at her, but Neenpadda
obviously was. He wasn’t in a spitting rage, but his clipped
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and forceful manner made it clear, even in a language Dorrick
got nothing from.
All that probably took another hour altogether. Dorrick’s
ass was getting sore and they all had to pee. But before they
could do that, Rastanl stood before them and said in
Kassidorian, “We have reached our decision. If we were as
crude as your scientist says, we would turn you out without
food or water. But no, just because we do not choose the
Kassikan’s way of life, that does not mean we are heartless
savages. We will give you water sufficient for the noon. We
request that you depart and take your scientist with you. As
soon as your water skins are filled, the band of Vaik, and all
of it’s members, will no longer trade with you.” With that he
turned and all the elders also filed out of the room.
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18. Back to the Sky
They all had to walk back to the balloon and TongSu
worried they could miss it on this featureless prairie. There
were rolls in the ground, several to the mile in places, and the
distance was almost four miles. They had to follow the tracks
the gruul had made on this ground all the times they had
followed this track. They hadn’t followed it exactly each time
but there were enough to make the track easy to follow. Up
where the gruul stood, they could probably see the balloon
from here.
By the time they could see the balloon, they could also
see a gruul standing behind it. For a second she worried that it
was eating her balloon, but it was probably fifty feet beyond,
standing near their firepit. It was quite warm now but there
was no wood for another dark, they had to shove off as soon
as possible. Her balloon was still pretty plump, she wouldn’t
have to generate much to lift off. The lip of the little rise they
were on would let them gain altitude from the ground without
rising.
“I hope Jason’s got everything aboard,” she said.
“I wonder who’s the gruul?” Dorrick asked.
“Who would go against a shunning order?”
“Dammed if I know,” Dorrick said. “I can’t say I
understand much of what these people think. I’m just glad I
figured out they would send us away if they thought the tribe
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would be harmed by his studies. I could tell they certainly
don’t want to be compared to the Pikosas.”
“Who would?” TongSu said.
“They had power,” Tommy said.
“So did the Dark Lord,” TongSu said, causing them to
walk in silence the remaining distance to the balloon.
“Olaface!” she exclaimed when she saw who it was.
“You are surprised to see me?” he replied, getting up from
the rock by the cold fireplace where he had been sitting.
“You were at the council.” TongSu asked.
“I left as soon as it ended.”
“We were expelled from the encampment and cut off from
trade,” Tommy said, mostly to Jason who was just reaching
them. He had been packing his duffel in the nets.
“As I expected,” Olaface said.
“He told me,” Jason said. “He’s been here about half an
hour. I got everything loaded up already.”
“Thank you,” TongSu said. “I’m glad you aren’t fighting
us on this,” she said to Tommy.
Dorrick shot her a look, but she wasn’t leaving everything
unsaid like this was Centorin or something. We’re not armed
and we have the Instinct, we should be able to speak our
minds without fear.
“Maybe I learned as much as I need to,” Tommy said.
There was something behind what he said, but before she
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could ask, he went on, “We can’t learn anything if they won’t
cooperate.”
“I’m glad you see it that way,” Dorrick said.
“No hard feelings,” he said and clapped Dorrick’s
shoulder. Dorrick gave him a quick smile in return but it
didn’t take an experienced diplomat to see that the smile was
phony. She wondered how much of Tommy’s attitude was
good sportsmanship and how much was the assurance that he
would find plenty of oral sex in Borlunth?
“Sorry there really is no tie-in,” Dorrick said.
“Oh we’re not leaving because there is no tie in,” Tommy
said, “we’re leaving because they threw us out. We aren’t
equipped to study a people that do not want us to study
them.”
“It would be like trying to study the Caribe,” Jason said.
“Except the Torilites have no long rifles, hold rational
discussions, bathe, and have reasonable sanitation facilities,”
Dorrick said.
“Yeah, but I’m not the one who tried to keep one as a
pet,” Jason said.
“I thought the Caribe were a tribe of humans?” TongSu
asked.
“I made that same mistake,” Dorrick said as he started to
stow what he was carrying.
She would have to ask him about that some day, but right
now she said, “I’ll be right with you,” then said to Olaface, “I
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have to give my girl some Up, make sure she’s got water and
things like that before we take off.”
“I understand, it is a trifle,” he said and sat back down on
one of the rocks next to the fire pit.
It really was only a few minutes. The guys had learned
how to stow the cargo by now, she didn’t have to even check
it really, but she did. Her balloon was floating above it, but
not lifting it yet. TongSu administered a healthy dose of Up,
popped her tail tethers but left the nose tether for now, it
would be a few minutes before she generated enough
hydrogen to pull it free. While the guys rolled up the last of
their gear, she went over to Olaface.
“What are you doing here?” TongSu asked him, “I
thought we were off limits?”
He stood before speaking, “They did not hobble my gruul
or tie me in my tent,” Olaface said. “We Torilites are not
chemically controlled, we voluntarily do some things we
don’t personally benefit from for the good of the tribe, but we
still make the decision each and every time. The worst that
can happen is we will get expelled from the tribe.”
“Have you been expelled?” TongSu asked.
“No,” he said, and stood and took her hand. “I have
fulfilled all my duties and have done nothing to harm the
tribe.”
“Would you be expelled if they knew you were here?”
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“No, they might have harassed me if they knew before I
left, but they will know I have been here and why.”
“Why?” TongSu asked. They had moved behind his gruul
by now, but it’s stick legs didn’t give them much privacy.
“I never properly said good by,” he said. He removed a
thin pack from the back of his jacket. In it was an elaborate
knotcraft harem dress that was polite enough for public but
with plenty of ways to reach into it. She had a weakness for
clothing like that, but didn’t remember mentioning it. She let
him watch her put it on, this tee had done more than it’s duty
in the last couple days and there was nowhere to fill a
washtub here. He stood two paces off and watched timidly.
She had to remember this wasn’t the Yakhan, where studying
girl’s bodies was the favorite sport of a large section of the
male population. She leaned toward him and asked, “Want to
try it out?”
“I think not,” he said.
“Oh? So your duty is done?” She wondered if he had been
acting for the benefit of the tribe.
“Yes, my duty is complete, I do not have to hide my pain
any more.”
“What pain? Those positions were a lot harder than they
seemed weren’t they? Are you OK?”
“No TongSu, and you misunderstand my pain. My body,
with you, knew nothing but pleasure. Sweet pleasure, the
sweetest in memory. You were the joy of summer flowers to
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me, the most delightful outsider I have ever guided.”
“Then?”
“You are an outsider, not one of us, you are leaving,” he
said.
The guys had put everything in the nets, her girl was
barely off the ground, the hundred foot elevation of this little
rise was needed. She would be sluggish, she’d had quite a
shock the previous dark. Dorrick called to her, “You said we
had to be in the air as soon as she would lift.”
“Climb aboard,” TongSu yelled back. “Leave me the last
anchor rope.” Then she turned to Olaface. “I thought we are
enemies of your people?”
“We think you have published lies, you don’t understand
what it is to give up some free will for the sense of
belonging.”
“Oh I do, I’ve been on wrestling leagues. I know it’s not
one percent as deep as being a Torilite, but I know what
direction you’re coming from.”
“You are not our enemy TongSu and Dorrick, you are our
friends. In my mind you have offered us a bit of constructive
criticism. Our leaders may not want to hear it, but our
members do. We all worry that our clan is becoming too
zealous in our allegiance to clan and not enough in our
allegiance to self, after all, the individual must survive to help
the tribe.”
She worried about Jeezike, “Yes.” She knew she shouldn’t
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but impulsively she asked, “Would you like to come with
us?”
“I am sorry, but this is my place. That causes the pain I
must bear. You have your life and people, I have mine. I am
grateful that our duties let us meet and sorry that they also
make us part.”
He had started walking toward the balloon. There was
only the one tie rope left, the guys were in the nets already.
Dorrick was in the front one. The Up was having an effect,
the cargo and passengers were already off the ground. In a
few more minutes she would pull her tether if they weren’t
off. TongSu took hold of the ladder before she yanked the last
stake from the ground.
Still holding the rope, she took him in a hug and kissed
him, it lingered, but when she felt him stir, she broke it. “I
had a really good time too. As a wrestler I had fantasies of
meeting a Torilite. The real thing was better than the fantasy,
thank you.”
“Thank you,” he said, the rope was beginning to tug,
between the sun and the Up she was ready to lift TongSu off
the ground also, so she pulled it but remained on the ladder.
He stood there, smiling so pleasantly, adorned in the fancy
jacket once again, standing in front of the tall and passive
shape of his gruul as TongSu drifted away on the ladder
dangling from her balloon. He blew her a kiss, and stood
watching them fall into the sky til he was just a dot on a small
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rise on the horizon.
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19. The Lockmaster’s Daughter
Dorrick was up early, even before the dawn began to
creep into the corners of the sky. The turret they were tied to
was on a tower of the inn they stayed in. It was in a
magnificent setting. The inn was on a crag above a small city
at the end of a long lake that disappeared over the horizon to
the west. The lock in this town was large, taking ships up to
three hundred feet long and one hundred wide. The whole end
of the lake, the crag the inn was on and the town between was
all between higher ground on each side. Those hills loomed in
the pre-dawn opalescence that came up the valley from the
thick air of the Borlunth Deep to the east.
They were in an inn on the courtyard at the gates of the
lock that led out of this lake and on toward the Borlunth
Deep. This was probably that last dark they would stay at an
inn, in the deep she could fly around the week. Anticipation
was part of the reason he was up so early. Though it would
still take many weeks to reach the city itself, they were on the
edge of the basin here and he was getting excited. It had been
a difficult trip to say the least, making their drive thru the
ruins of Talstan seem like a trip to the market on the South
Side.
Their room was in an attic, the second attic in turret on a
large chalet-style building that comprised the bulk of the inn.
It had thick cut-stone outer walls showing about three
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thousand years of erosion, and a roof that seemed to be thatch
grown in place. From their tiny window balcony he could
touch it, it felt like grass, all laid flat to shed water, greener on
top, older on the bottom, many layers thick.
There had been snow this dark and it remained on this
deck, so he didn’t linger enjoying the view. He got back into
the room without waking TongSu, he wondered if he could
get out of the room without doing so. A native would have
britches and knee socks on at this time of week, as well as
sleeves and vest. He managed to get into all of that while she
snoozed on. The ale had been pretty strong last Nightday.
The hall found stairs just beyond the chimney. The
stairway got wider as it passed the larger rooms of people
who didn’t have a balloon they wanted to stay close to. There
didn’t seem to be anyone up there either. The stairway ended
on an outdoor stone court a few floors above the waters of the
lock. Even as warm and inviting a space as this flower-decked
garden overlooking the town lock had an eerie quality in this
light. It was like the lights of Kex coming up out of the valley,
out beyond the lock, but in the air itself and not a swarm of
artificial lights.
There were booths all around this court, fanciful signs
advertized them, but their shutters were closed. It was easy to
see which were the more popular booths by the wear on the
floor in front of them. On one end of this court was the main
wall of the inn, with booths cut into the base of it’s walls.
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There was a lantern lit in there.
The light was coming from a kitchen that was right inside
the mats. Only one mat had been drawn up and there was a
gossamer over it. The woman inside had a candle with
reflector that focused the light down on the kitchen
workbench where she was matting some nice-looking lon
crispies. There was a cheery fire on the little kitchen hearth
and sure enough, crispy-flats sizzling on the griddle over it.
He lifted one edge of the gossamer and poked his head in.
“Excuse me, would you know the schedule for breakfast?”
“Soon’s it’s done,” she called over her shoulder. She had
thick curly orange-gold hair and a round face. She had a thick
tunic on, but it was snug enough that he could see she was
quite shapely, if a bit wide. “C’mon in have some,” she said.
It sounded like she was already chewing on some of the lon.
“Wanna go up and see if you can get my dad up?” she asked
as he approached the door. “It’s right thru here and up the
stairs,” she pointed. “Just tell him that breakfast is on and
there’s traffic backing up.”
“I don’t mean to invade your home, I was merely
inquiring?”
“No invasion but no problem, yer new around here ain’t
ya?” She said as she really looked at him for the first time.
She put the second batch of three-layer crispies on the
griddle and disappeared into the hallway. He had been
overwhelmed when they reached the ethnic region that
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cooked these. If he was to remain trapped on this world
because of gatekeeper quarantines, he could settle here
because of the cooking and the sunny women. Then he heard
her bellow, “Hey Poopsie, I got breakfast on and there’s
traffic backing up.” She came padding back into the room,
her legs and feet were bare, showing that she was strong and
smooth. He noticed a dusting of freckles across her cheeks, he
didn’t know that both Elves and Dwarves could carry that
trait until they got here.
It had taken them two more weeks to get across the plains,
from then on they had been in Dwarf country. They saw the
end of the Limeface and a small city in a cave. They followed
the Knidola River down into the Prvest basin and thru a series
of long narrow lakes. It was the perfect antidote to Orc
country. The food was great, the women were beautiful, if a
bit short and wide. The music was lively and well played, the
inns were comfortable and snug and the laughing, bearded
face and jolly belly of eMostee, the god of beer, presided over
everything. They’d had no trouble of any kind for the last two
thousand miles, just lazy days flying over beautiful country
and fun-filled darks at the inns. In a way he was sorry to see it
end, but excited to be nearing their destination at last.
“He should be right down,” the girl said as she reappeared, “we didn’t drink that much last evening.”
“Do you cook during Nightday?” he asked.
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“I cook every day and he operates the lock every day and
we take off every sleep.”
“What do you do for entertainment?”
“The cutest guys from any boats that show up between
knocking off and going to sleep.”
Dorrick stopped that line of conversation, TongSu had
used him all up before they slept. “You live here with your
father?”
“Yeah, but it’s not really right to entertain yourself with
that close of kin.” She was poking the crispies as they sizzled
to make sure they didn’t stick. He could smell the fried thesh
already. She was as good as any fine restaurant they had
dined at since they had been in the region of the long lakes.
“What if you want to go away for a couple weeks or a
day?”
“Kdembe will cover for us and bring one of his girls to
cook.”
“What if you wanted to have a party or something here?”
“Plenty of help then. It’s not like there’s a lot of traffic
going thru here. If the innkeeper didn’t give us the free space
I don’t think we could survive on what we get here. See what
I’m making for a first batch this dawn, hoping there’ll be
eight of us.”
She went out to the deck beyond the kitchen. The snow
was just starting to melt out there. It was still pretty dark but
Narrulla’s light reflected off the water, she might have seen
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silhouettes of ships in that. Once she was back in, she turned
the crispies. Perfection in a fried lon-mat. “In a real big
hurry?”
“We’ve been two years on our way already,” Dorrick said,
not wanting to claim Centorin origin if he didn’t have to.
“Where?”
“From Kassidor City to Borlunth.”
“You Centorin?” she asked.
“Why?” wondering what had given him away.
“I heard that’s what they called the Yakhan.”
“They might have picked it up from us,” he said, also
truthfully.
She poked the crispies again. Dorrick was salivating. She
took a large knife and quartered them, then ducked back into
the hall. “It’s on the table.” She came back and made that the
truth. “Come eat,” she said, “It may be just us. He might have
kept drinking after I went to bed. I’m having mine now before
the rush starts.”
Dorrick slid onto a bench across the counter from this
woman and as he did, there was the thud of feet on the steps.
“Only one more cup,” the man above those feet said. “You
don’t have to worry. And thanks for cooking.”
“Oooo, showing off for company,” she chided. “His usual
comment is more like ‘should eat something’.”
“What’s up with you this morning?” her father asked.
“The brisk dawn air.”
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He looked at Dorrick and said, “Yeah.” The countryside
lay under three inches of fresh wet and fluffy snow. He
wouldn’t have walked barefoot on it across the deck. “It’s a
nip, winter on the dawn of Knmonaweep.”
“There’s no Kenduul this year so it’s just a week early.”
“Good thing we got the yoonberries in.”
Dorrick was already up to his cheeks in the lon-crisp. It
was a very grapey flavor of lon, the thesh was exquisite. He
tried to tell the woman what an artist she was between bites.
Her father bragged of training her well and she chided him on
never training her at all and complaining of her getting too
fancy. Dorrick tried to smile politely and not take sides. He
felt a pang of guilt that the others were missing this, but they
would be down eventually. He wondered if she lavished as
much attention on the tenth batch of the day as the first.
The father went into the toilet after breakfast. “He’ll be in
there awhile,” she said and pressed up against him, her large
firm breast on the back of his hand. “We could grab a quick
one if you want?”
He could tell by the motion of her hips what she meant by
‘quick one’. “I’m afraid I’m never quick. I need to spend a
romantic evening...”
“You sure you’re not Centorin? You have an accent.”
He wasn’t going to get away with it and decided to come
clean. “I am Dorrick O’She, a fieldwork coordinator from the
University of Kex.”
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“Sounds like a title, and from Centorin.” She stepped
back and looked him over. “You’re tall enough to be a
Centorin from what I hear.”
“I am Centorin, I have two countrymen with me, as well
as the pilot.”
“We could have had them up for breakfast.”
“They’ll be along, they’ll all eat here I’m sure.”
“I have cooked for almost twice that.”
Dorrick could see they weren’t getting rich off the trade of
some of the customers at this little inn. The town where they
spent the dark was about twenty five thousand. “They must
charge quite a toll for the lock?” he asked to keep
conversation going.
“It’s iron. Many wait till the lock is full to split the fee.
There are auto-locks for local kayaks right beside the
spillway over the other side of the gatehouse. They don’t
charge for them but it’s nine of them to get down as far as this
one takes you. We get almost another iron a day from the
compressed air we get out of this lock.”
As soon as she opened the curtain, a couple guys came in,
she served them and exchanged a few pleasantries but didn’t
stay with them. The guys were tired and seemed to know her
as well as they would a sister. “Is it lonely here?” Dorrick
asked her.
“Ah, not too bad,” she said, “but I didn’t have no one in
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here this Dawnsleep and I do like it when I wake up.”
He hated to tell her ‘no’ in a way, but if he took up every
invitation from an attractive women since they reached Dwarf
country, he’d be sore all the time. He wanted to tell her she
was certainly attractive enough, but didn’t know how to start.
Instead he asked, “How far is it to the next lock?”
“Seven miles. There’s charts of the whole Boishute right
there, a penny for the paper, ten for the waterproof plastic.
They’re up to date, the locksmen did the bars and snags just
three years ago. If you come this way often, I’d get the
plastic.”
In spite of the fact that they were flying, they could use
updated maps. The view from the geosynchronous was sharp,
even that far around the planet, but since Centorin
geographers knew almost no names in this region, it didn’t
tell them much. “This is what I have for pennies,” he showed
her.
“We take Coachman’s Bank,” she said “and these from
Hybic and Sons Bank. I’ve never seen any of these... This is
from Hrrst right, Pribilar Holdings?”
“It might be, I think we got it somewhere near there.”
“Let me have that, I don’t think I have one of those. Grab
a chart, you get a plastic one, this is a ten.”
“We’ll never be back that way, that coin is worthless to
me.”
“I collect them. I have fifteen hundred different pennies
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from remote places in the world. This is probably the seventh
tenner I’ve got from the Hrrst basin. I think I have the
complete set of Prvest pennies as of now, plus a few obsolete
ones...”
“You might as well take all the ones from places we’ll
never be back to. That could be all of them.”
“They’ll take these all the way down the Boishute but not
much after that,” she gave him back some they had received
only recently. I’ve never heard of any of these others.”
“Most are from small towns thousands of miles away.”
She was looking at a few. “Most of the ones that say
‘merchants’ are like that.”
A couple came in, also someone she obviously knew well
because she set them up with flats, syrup on them, morning
cup and a sprig of parberry without saying a word. The
couple were arguing and said only a brief ‘thanks’ to the girl
before they tucked in, still glowering at each other.
Dorrick was done, he went to the wide rail just outside her
curtain. There was a table out here, and now that the whole
sky was a little lighter, not just that beyond the lock, he could
see the courtyard better. He figured TongSu, Jason and
Tommy would probably use it rather than the narrow bench
and counter inside, in spite of the fact that it was still pretty
chilly. It might be more than an hour before anyone was
down, the beer and ale in this basin had been outstanding, and
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was poured cold. The kegman who had poured it the evening
before was already out, scraping up snow for the coming
week. He had a big insulated cart to keep and carry it in, and
a wide scoop to scrape it from the pavement. He had already
done the area around this table, figuring it might be the first
to get trampled.
There was some melancholy in the day also, because this
had been a nice five weeks. Dwarves had legs and arms a bit
shorter, an adaptation that had made them better adapted to
this planet’s gravity. Few women approached them when they
were standing, but when seated they were accepted and both
he and Jason were happier here than in Orc country or or even
Torilite country. TongSu didn’t fare quite as well because she
was a head taller than most, so she had been with him a lot
more than usual.
This basin was the first place he had seen anything that
looked like brick on this planet, and they used a lot of it. They
were bigger than Earth standard, half as thick as wide, but
they were red brick and looked enough like brick to be
familiar. Of course all the brick structures had been so
overgrown with vines that hardly any showed. They were
used for homes, offices, bridges, roads, fences, just about
anything. They were sun-baked using reflectors, but most of
them were far older than Centorin.
There were lots of beer courts along the lakes with music
and good food. This was probably the last one they would
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see, and they didn’t usually turn the music on til the dinner
hour. They certainly knew how to make an awesome roast leg
of some beast in this basin. The food had been good
everywhere but Orc country, but this area was especially
good. People lived in sturdy brick houses too, not in trees,
and the streetcars had posted schedules. It was said there were
tubes in the great city of this basin, but that would have been
four or five additional weeks out of the way, in addition to
whatever time they spent there.
The women had been buxom and as friendly as always.
There were lots of redheads and freckles. Most people were
educated and knew where Centorin was and something about
it. They certainly knew more of it than he knew of their
homeland before visiting it. He had never heard of it before
arriving here and would probably never see it again, yet it
was a land of hundreds of millions of people and a society
with a history as long and tangled as Europe's.
If the whole journey had been like the last five weeks, it
would have been great. If the Elven lands lead right to the
Dwarves land without the Goblins and Orcs and Torilites in
between, it would have been a pleasant trip all the way. Of
course they still had nine hundred miles to go, at least three
more weeks, and a lot could happen in that time.
The girl who cooked here came up and sat next to him,
but remained facing the kitchen and not the lock. “So what’s
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it like where you come from?” she asked.
“The Igjarmines in the Old Lands is the closest we’ve
seen, but the mountainsides are forested with trees like the
shaftwoods. The climate is like the Yakhan, but not as
extreme. The light is eleven hours, the dark is ten and a half.”
“Is there winter there?” she asked, looking at the snow in
the court which had not yet been scraped up by the kegman.
“It can be this cold any dawn of the year,” Dorrick said.
“How is this as a winter dawn?”
“Typical,” she answered, then asked, “Are there lots of
people coming thru the stargate?”
“About a hundred every hour.”
“So almost as many as go thru this lock on a busy day. Do
you walk thru or what?”
“You arrive in a tube car.”
She was blank a moment then knew what he meant. “OK,
like the vacuum lines in the city.”
“Yes, only it’s Centorin scale, twelve foot tubes instead of
four. I warn you, the traffic will increase. The gate and the
tubes thru it can handle millions of people per day, as many as
the Yakhan’s city tubes.”
“We call that a vacuum in this basin, that’s why I keep
getting confused. If millions of people come thru every day,
won’t there be a population problem?”
“We’ve seen more wilds on this world than on Centorin
and Earth combined. It is almost wild here,” he waved at the
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lush hillsides still dark in the creeping dawn. We would call
this rural.”
“There’s a little town down there, a still, a sawyer that
uses most of the air we compress with this lock, an
agricultural analyst and a tool shop.”
“You should be the local cook.”
“Too much work,” she said, “it’s easier just doing this
little hideaway on the lock where my dad works. Prettier too.
But I know there are more people on this planet than any
other. As much as all others combined is what I heard.”
“This planet is much bigger. It might be as big as all
others combined. It is more fertile.”
“So how many people do you think will come here?” she
asked. “Do you think everyone from all the other planets
will?”
“No, I’m sure they won’t all come here, in fact I would
think more people would move from here.”
“Why would people go there? I’ve heard other planets
don’t have the Instinct.”
“I would think that would be one of the main reasons
people would leave.”
“So other people could hurt them?” she asked.
“There is no getting ahead here.”
“Ahead of what?”
“Ahead of others, in control of others.”
“Quite a few people will work for money, maybe most of
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them, some will work pretty hard if they have a life goal in
mind.”
“Do you have any life goals?” he asked.
“Nothing big, I haven’t been to the city in decades.”
“A family, kids?”
“Had kids,” she said, “Two of em, just about at once, not
even half a decade apart. There were a couple times I had
both tits busy.”
“Where are they now?”
“Both dead.”
“I’m so sorry,” he said, feeling like a heel.
“Me too. Maybe I should do it again, see if I can get one
that’ll last more than a century.”
“They were adults at the time?”
“Oh yeah. I hadn’t seen Jillrene in twelve decades. She
gone off to Trenst and got on the wrong side of drugs like
most do who wind up there, or Zhlindu for that matter. Leky
wasn’t but thirteen decades. Coriax with pups got him about
eighty miles out up the south slope,” she pointed to the range
of hills that bulked over them in the gathering pink.
“I’m so sorry.”
“Well, at least my daddy got one that took. We’ve been
together the five centuries since he spawned me, and an
adventure it’s been.”
“I hope it’s been fun.”
“I’ve had my fun. Been down to Borlunth once, had some
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fun there.”
“Tell me of Borlunth.”
“It’s all either grown or ruins. Only about half of what’s
grown is inhabited I think. Some of it must have got wild
because we went exploring for a day thru roughed-in empty
rooms high in many of the trees. The poor live in the ruins
beneath. A lot of it’s been dug out and re-inhabited. There’s
many layers of ruins there.
“It’s poor,” she continued. “Tough to find much good
work. The poor have nothing in the ruins, just what they can
find. Those better off are in the trees but don’t have much
either, just some public screens around some decent taps. The
food’s good and the music is sort of an imitation of Zhlindu
with some Trenst influence.”
That last part meant nothing to him. Poor he could
understand. The people who lived along the Pewpspway came
to mind. Could Borlunth be any worse off? “Are there any
rich in Borlunth?”
“I hear there are some on the north shore. I never got up
there.”
“What about the Pikosas museum?”
“The what?”
“The sex slavers.”
“Oh, I think I know. There’s a museum with a giant stone
cock in it and the door that looks like a woman’s sex. I saw
that.”
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“Is it as spectacular as it’s reputation?”
“Well, that big dick is big, and they are all very well
crafted. There’s some really gross figurines though, and the
diorama’s are a bit tacky.”
“We have come thru the stargate and all the way from the
Yakhan.”
“To see that museum?” she asked.
“Yes?” he asked as a question.
She couldn’t answer because she was laughing
hysterically.
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The Year 1102344
As news of Centorin contact spread, so did interest in them.
For over two Kassidorian centuries people had known of
Centorin, but it had always been something distant and almost
theoretical because it could have no direct interaction in
anyone's life. Now it was possible to access data there
directly and it was even possible that people in the Kassidor
Yakhan area would meet a Centorin. Few would in other parts
of the planet because the tube systems longest line now
reached a hundred and ten miles southeast of the Kassikan.
The Kassikan had reached a compromise regarding local
transportation. The Kassikan would invest in long range intercity tube lines with all possible haste while the use of heavierthan-air flight remained strongly discouraged. Because the
gateship was already boosting for Kinunde, the gate was now
the only connection with the 61 Cygni system, and it
remained inside Kassikan space and under their control,
where it would remain for its entire life.
The fact that some of the planet's major cities could be
connected in a local century, two hundred twenty nine
standard years, did nothing to help those already on the planet
and interested in reaching some distant landmark. They could
ride thousands of miles from their home to Kex in an hour or
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two, traverse thirteen light years in an instant, still in the
comfort of a twelve foot lounge car, and then find themselves
years of toil and trouble from their destination.
On Centorin and its colonies, people really had no concept of
distance. Things thousands of miles away or even light years
away were often closer in time than a house on the far side of
town because of the speed of the lines in use. No place was
very far away, not even if it was on the planet Rendellyn or
one of the modern cities of Earth like Patagon or Lhasa. Even
remote outposts on Naiho were accessible in a day over
world-wide levrails with hostesses and bathrooms.
Here there were still places that were years away and would
remain so for centuries. Anyone from Centorin or any other
connected world who traveled away from the environs of
Kassidor Yakahn was completely outside Centorin influence,
often in a region where Centorin was still only rumor and
only among the literati.
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1. Conquering Instinct
The dark was oppressive, warm and damp and thick. The
air was like soup, breathing was slow, sound was heavy. The
creatures of the dark kept up an incessant racket, causing
Carsir to give up trying to sit out on the second floor deck. It
was very dark anyway, nothing but the stars and the few that
showed were dim and jiggly in this atmosphere. They were in
yet a new layer of hell now, where the sun was dim and dawn
and dusk were over six hours long.
The endless locks were over, they were in a flat lowland
now, a land of marshes and the floating leaves called lon, one
of the staple foods of this world. They had passed another
large city the week before. The women here were bigger, but
even less respectful than ever, so he had not allowed one to
accompany him. He was even less interested in the free
whores today, they and the other abominations he had
encountered made him much more interested in practicing
control of the assassin dart.
The dart was only slightly larger than a hand grenade, but
the body that contained the explosive was covered in rusty
ragged shrapnel. Twin rotors of atom-sharp collapsed metal
allowed it to fly at nearly supersonic speeds. On the lower
end was a large and complex fish-eye lens, only one of the
instruments it used to navigate.
It had been hacked by geeks employed by the warlord of
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Sayan to respond to programming in Stannish and to allow
new voice prints to be added to it's report list. While they
worked their way down all those locks, Carsir was able to get
it to add his voice to its list of superiors. Since then he had
been exploring the boundaries of what he could do with it.
He found that he could not directly order it to kill
someone, if he tried that, his voice was paralyzed. He found
that quite disturbing. What he was really exploring was the
boundaries of how he had been modified wasn't he? He sat
with it in his hand. Such a terrible thing. It had been used by
the Tibetans to assassinate hostile leaders. It could infiltrate
heavily guarded areas, fly thru ductwork, dodge infra-red,
cancel radar and recognize faces. It operated in two modes,
kill, it would explode, and intercept, it would not.
He found he could not command it directly to intercept
another human being, he was paralyzed again. That had been
embarrassing because LaPointe had called him while his
throat was still paralyzed. He had laughed at Carsir then, said
it was so Quaidic of him to try to find a way around the
wizard's 'Instinct' with that dart. Carsir only became more
determined.
Carsir had to admit he hated LaPointe, but he would never
show it. He pretended he took all his jibes in good humor.
There were even some he really didn't mind. Laughing at his
initial failures with the wizard's Instinct was fine, but
insulting his religion in the process was not. His manhood
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and his religion were the insults he couldn't take. LaPointe
had better keep concrete between them when they got back to
Earth.
eBonnet was different. He could almost respect him. He
could show backbone at times, even when it wasn't
warranted, like that pass. He could take things seriously, it
wasn't a continual joke. There would be nothing to settle with
eBonnet when they returned.
He still wished to help eBonnet with his mission. There
was a photograph in one of the professor’s publications. It
showed an extremely stylized and abstract work of sculpture,
but it clearly symbolized a penis entering a woman’s vagina
and coming out her throat so that she was licking the tip at the
same time. There was a collector in Tibet who was offering
West Sayan’s annual budget in Centorin government notes to
anyone who could retrieve that artifact. There were several
others of contorted or brutal sexual acts that he would also
pay to retrieve. That was just the ones from the publication,
who knew what else he would find once he got there? If
Carsir judged the site properly, a hundred pounds of artifacts
from this museum could net up to five annual budgets into the
treasury of West Sayan.
For this evening's experiment he would have to go back to
the foredeck. There were two crewmen on the main deck
taking soundings. As soon as they saw him come out, they
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waved and went back inside. No doubt they were really out
here to share a bottle or each other. Their new crew was
mainly steady couples. That, rather than singles, generated the
least raw sex among the crew, but they still didn't always keep
it in their cabins.
This evening he was going to try something he was pretty
sure would work. He activated the dart with a few code
words, then instructed it, "Remain on station at this canal
intersection for one minute, then return to me." He held the
probe away from his body and it's rotors came to life. They
were quite quiet in this air, once its circuits corrected. He
wondered if the pilot had heard anything.
He could not be sure of the probe of course, he couldn't
see it, and once it was thirty feet from their vessel the
creatures of dark out its sound entirely. He didn't doubt that it
had done what he asked. There was no one nearby so what he
was doing could not be considered harming anyone. This
proved that he could get the dart activated and in a position
where it could be dangerous. Their instinct can't prevent that,
they use dangerous machines all the time.
It soon returned to him. He held out his hand and it
perched in his palm and folded it rotors, a little like a falcon.
He felt affection for this ancient device. The Tibetans had
crafted well, it was too bad they slipped back behind their
mountains and took their learning with them.
The canal they traversed had only one bank, the other side
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was the floating leaves. They approached a small settlement,
a few native homes, a few lanterns were lit. There were four
people together near the little dock. One of them waved as
they passed by. No doubt LaPointe waved to them and made
lewd gestures to the women.
"Remain on station behind us for two hundred forty
seconds, warn anyone who approaches with the word
'Danger'" He spoke that word in Kassidorian. He tossed the
probe in the air again. It flew around to the back of their boat
and remained there the four minutes requested. It sounded
like no one approached, because it never warned anyone off.
But he was exploring the boundary. He could set the
probe up to be deadly. There was a single house along the
bank soon after the dart made it's way back to him. His heart
pounded as he sent it out again. "Remain on station six
hundred seconds, warn anyone who approaches with the word
'Danger'. Intercept any who attempt to pass."
Ten minutes is a long time in an experiment like this. He
was really hoping to hear it warn someone off, but he heard
nothing. Of course, after ten minutes they were well ahead of
it, he might not have heard it over the peeping creatures. A
couple in a kayak went the other way. He knew it would not
interact with them because they were coming from it's
'friendly' direction.
They passed a larger village. He was glad the dart could
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home on their vessel from many miles away if it had to. There
was music going here, and people were watching the canal.
They watched the dart come back to his hand and several
started to ask him about it. They did not pursue down the
bank however and Carsir remained silent until they fell
behind.
LaPointe must have heard them, he came out onto the
foredeck. "You still playing with that thing? You're going to
get us in trouble."
"How can we get in trouble?" Carsir asked. "There are no
police, no one can hurt us. What can they do?"
"Refuse to let us buy food, make us pick our own out
here."
"How would that be organized? We can pay whatever
they ask, who would continue a boycott if we show them
copper? These people will sell their grandmother for a small
bead of copper shot."
"Still, I wouldn't be playing with that where people can
see you. Who knows what might become of it."
"What will become of it, is I am going to find a way to get
some control over these people."
LaPointe laughed again. "You been holed up too long," he
said, "Come on out and smell the flowers. We are never going
to get control of anything here. Not us, not the Centorins, not
even the Tibetans could get control of this place."
"You like it here don't you? You especially like the free
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whores don't you?"
"If I could aspire to a family," he sighed, "Maybe I'd feel
different, but after my time in the mines, I'd only sire
monsters. Why not enjoy what I can of the consolation?"
"You could be cleansed."
"Maybe you're right, after we get back I just might have
the money to do that. If we get back, if we are ever allowed to
go back."
"I'm not living the remainder of my life trapped here."
"The gatekeepers, Centorin's department of health and
Centorin's military are still not sure about that."
"I will shunt directly to Earth, we can do that now," Carsir
said.
"Not from here," LaPointe told him. "They still aren't
letting anyone to any planet from here."
"There will be a way. Do you think the wizards will want
people coming here who can't return? They have too much
population here already, they'll never let that happen."
"They don't have a choice. If you leave here, you go into
quarantine."
"Do you want to stay here?" Carsir asked him. "Are you
looking forward to that?"
"Living here in limitless wealth vs. a life in quarantine, I
would elect to stay."
"The quarantine will end," Carsir was confident.
"If it does," LaPointe said, "and I can return wealthy, I
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will return."
"I will return," Carsir said.
"You wouldn't hate it so if you could lighten up."
"I prefer to retain a soul."
"You know what I think, I think you are one of those
people that will be miserable no matter what conditions you
are in."
"When surrounded by twenty strong sons I will be
happy."
LaPointe waved his hand down at him and went back
inside.
When Carsir had calmed himself, he launched the probe
on one more mission. "Remain on station thirty six hundred
seconds, intercept any who attempt to pass. Return
immediately after any intercept." He lifted his hand and it was
up and away.
He had done it hadn't he? Perhaps it was his distraction
with LaPointe that made it possible. He had launched it on a
mission, he had left out the warning. He hoped there was
some traffic this dark. His heart hammered.
A little while later eBonnet joined him. "LaPointe tells me
you've been working with the assassin dart?"
"I have," Carsir said.
"Where is it now?" he asked.
"On station."
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"You put it on station?"
"I will prevent anyone from passing up this canal for the
next..." he checked is watch, "forty nine minutes."
"Why?"
"Exploring the boundaries of this Instinct."
"How?" eBonnet asked.
"Seeing how far I can go before my voice is paralyzed."
"To what purpose?"
"So we can get some control, so we don't have to treat this
population like a swarm of gnats."
"And how will we get control?"
"With this dart, I have found that if I give people a choice,
I can program the dart to make them take the choice we want
them to take."
"That will work on only a few at a time at the most."
"We may need it."
"We may regret it," eBonnet said.
"Why do you say that?"
"Those wizards in that pyramid are wiser and have much
more power than we can dream of. A whole planet's evolution
is under their control. The Centorins will never control this
world, may not retain control of their own."
"I believe we will soon have a start. With the powers and
the intelligence the Tibetans put into that dart, I think we have
something those wizards didn't plan on."
"Never the less, I am requesting you not to use that dart in
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public any more. I don't want to cause alarm and I certainly
don't want to attract the direct attention of those wizards."
"It will be done sir," Carsir said, "But you will have
power at your disposal should you need it."
"Thank you," eBonnet said as he went back inside.
It was probably a half hour altogether before the dart
returned. It was close when he heard it, he might have dozed.
He could have never heard the distant scream when one of the
guys from that party tried to make his way home. He snapped
awake and held his hand out to it. In the light of a forward
porthole he could see a few drops of bright red blood still
clinging to it's rotors.
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2. The Basin of Borlunth
They were drifting high in the sky, Dorrick was by
himself in the aft net trying to wake up from Noonsleep.
TongSu had gone to the fore net to find out how far they had
drifted from their course while they slept. Once into the main
net, he lay on his stomach watching the scenery below as one
always did in this net under the flying plant. Tommy and
Jason were waking up, they would each take a turn in the
back net before anyone dug out something for breakfast.
Dorrick was wondering why the Pikosan culture was so
interesting to the university, or was it really just to Tommy or
his House? Tommy said their interest was because the Pikosas
culture was so different from that of the planet today and so
different from most of the themes of Kassidor's cultures. It
reinforced the lesson that this huge old world had a long and
complex history of it's own. They had certainly found plenty
of the unexpected on the way. What he had the hardest time
with was that so much of the written history of the Elves had
so much in common with certain legends from Earth.
It had taken them a while to forgive Tommy, especially
for his treatment of Yhroenne, but it was still better than a
lesser wife or concubine purchased from the landless could
expect on Centorin. After serious contrition and all the
pleasant weeks in Dwarf country and now two more weeks
crossing the Borlunth deep, things were finally getting back
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to normal.
Tommy still maintained that there were important
parallels between the Torilites and the Pikosas. All Dorrick
thought was going on was that before there was technological
intervention in human nature and lifespan, this planet had
been a lot more like Earth or Centorin in culture. He was
confident they would find closer parallels to the Pikosas in
the history of Borlunth itself. It was considered an old basin,
settled in prehistoric times. There was probably plenty of
other history there, the Pikosas were just the most debased.
By now he was so deep in this world that Centorin, Earth,
Naiho, Rendellyn, Vorster and all the swarm of indoor worlds
seemed like little rooms in a childhood memory. Earth was
the only one with even close to as much history as this one,
all the others were Centorin colonies and more like each other
than the New Midlands was like the Highlands of this planet.
Earth had become nearly one culture before the
Extermination and even today had far fewer different cultures
than they had come across here.
It was nearly two local years, but after two years of flying
adventure under this balloon he was now over the region that
had known the raids of the sex slavers of the Pikosas period.
These quiet ponds in the flatlands, separated by an occasional
meandering line of trees and stone following the contour, had
known the longboats of the Dominant Men of the Pikosas
temple.
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Most of the surface was covered in a layer of water
eighteen to seventy two inches deep and a layer of lon that
was often two leaves thick. A lock might grace the center of a
clump of trees marking a village here and there on the
meandering dikes. There were always people in their kayaks
harvesting during daylight. This extended to the horizon in
every direction he could see and they were at least a mile
above the ground. A few miles above them, clouds would
form as the long daylight progressed. Below, the air was as
clear as air over twice as dense as that at Earth's sea level
could be. As clear as Lake Bayam in the polar ice. The
telescope showed him people and boats, his eye spotted
villages and larger towns, the thicker vegetation along a river
in the distance.
Once they descended into this 'deep' as the natives called
it, the redheads and freckles vanished. Bushy black hair was
common, and noses were more bulbous than before. People
were bigger, but not Centorin size. There were wider jaws and
thicker teeth. It was said the people were mainly of Troll
ancestry but they were slimmer and lighter in color than those
he had seen in the Highlands. There were still a few Dwarves,
even a few Elves and a few of the extremely light skinned,
dark haired people called Tundrites.
Somewhere ahead this endless flat basin had a far shore,
one they would reach before dark. On that far shore were the
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ruins of the culture they were here to study. Unlike most
native basins that had been much more peaceful than Earth's
cultures, this culture was one of the bloodiest known to
historical scholarship. Like the worst reigns of the Aztecs and
Americans, this culture had been based on brute force.
The trials of manhood in this culture was like no other in
the history of the planet, or any known human planet to date.
To aspire to the priesthood, to Dominance, as their word
'thlax' would be translated, one had to go thru the trials of the
arena. One entered the trials needing to win three. All
entering were matched to weed out the obviously weakest
against the obviously strongest first. Of course anyone who
questioned his strength just gave up his balls and went off to
grow lon and didn't take his chances in the trials, or at
reproduction. Many youths of the time took their chances in
the wilds or escaped to other tribes during those days. The
professor's texts told them that for over two hundred Earth
years every vagina evolved of Earth within three weeks
journey of this city had been owned by the cult who's only
admission was this trial. This trial allowed only one out of
every eight who entered to pass. He who passes lays claim to
eight second generation or better daughters of the tribe as his
entry right. He may win more by his strength, wits and ways.
He owns all of their issue, til the sons win trial or give up
their testes, or the daughters are bought in marriage.
Father's raised their sons only for the trial, how to get the
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best placement, who would be coming up with him, how to
train to overcome each one. You went into the trails, into the
arena, needing to win three in a row. Win three in a row, duels
to the death, weapon of your choice and you are a Dominant
Man. Besides the eight from the tribe, you get to own as
many women as you can subdue in any way you desire.
Rather than raid those of other Dominant Men, the thing to do
is to train many of the women to build swifter machines of
war and raid farther into the lon fields and hillsides for the
finest young maidens thruout the lands.
They were gathered in great droves, broken and trained by
the hundreds by seasoned professionals, all without testes by
nature or design. Unless the raiding warrior selects one as his
own booty, they are graded by appearance and temperament
into entertainers, breeders, laborers and sacrifices. The
sacrifices are, of course, killed in hideous rites that Dorrick
couldn't allow his mind to think of.
Great canals thru the lon sped the longboats on their
missions out into these parts of the land. Most of those canals
remain in service today, he had already seen one of them. The
songs the rowers chanted as they raced thru the canals in
search of tender maidens has come down to us as chants of
fishermen's children because the word 'kicheeth' which
translates as 'Pretty stolen virgins' rhymes so nicely with
chileeth.
Today this land/water hybrid they flew over is pretty and
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life is as slow-paced and casual as it had been everywhere
this telescope had searched. If anything, it was more
lackadaisical here. They had seen a couple guys repairing a
stone dike where a wooden temporary section had nearly
rotted away.
It is the same as on dry land, the small clumps of trees are
villages, the open spaces are fields. The fields here are almost
all floating leaves. The land is nearly flat, but here and there a
lumpy stone and brush line follows the contour, sometimes
one or two per mile, some times one every few miles. The
canals and bigger locks that had once sped the raiders on their
way now toted barges laden with the dried leaves of these
ponds or other trade goods. They were not over one of those
main trade routes right now, just drifting over the countryside
between them. Each contour had one or more villages on it
every mile. Each would have a few acres of dry land around it
somewhere, intensively farmed. From the last time they
stopped for supplies, he already knew almost all the meat in
the diet was fish. There were few locks, it looked like most
people would portage to the next level.
Except for scale and speed, it reminded him of heavy
growths of beavers on Earth. Tommy had worked in areas like
that and had showed him pictures. Some of the villages
weren't much more technological than a beaver lodge
however, and would have performed much worse in a North
American winter. He understood that there was no winter
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here. He understood that there was no summer here either.
Under this much pressure the temperature would have been
over two hundred degrees if they were near the equator. Here,
at 59.7° south, the temperature was between seventy and
ninety Fahrenheit at all times, varying ten degrees per year
and ten degrees per week. He knew the facts. He knew that a
mile above here they would sink in the dark because the cold
would cause this creature to deflate. They had a long time til
dark however, and down here the creature would remain
thinner than it was wide.
Down this deep in the atmosphere the sun was hardly
much more than a red smudge in the sky. It's purple curlicues
were indistinct and wavered in this air. The climate at this
latitude was more like a Siberian winter at the altitude where
the pressure was one atmosphere. It got above freezing in
spots some time during the week in the summer. That altitude
was uninhabited in these latitudes. They now realized, as they
still flew a mile above it, that they might have had significant
health problems if they could just take a tube here. The air on
the ground here was more than four times as dense as the air
of Kex, almost three times as dense as the air where they first
got out of the tube. The time it took to draw a breath in this
air might have panicked them, making them think they
weren't getting enough air when they were really starting to
get dizzy from hyperventilating and getting too much oxygen.
Then he thought of a more immediate concern. Had a
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shuttlecraft ever been tested in air pressure like this before?
they were designed to deal with ever thinner air than that of
Earth since their design and manufacture had migrated to
Centorin. If the seals all blew inward, the craft could not take
to space again and Almon’s Crossing would have been cut off
from the surface. Dorrick now began to feel the wisdom those
wizards may have acquired, being over six thousand years
old. They had all experimented on themselves in ways to
make themselves smarter for much of that time. They've had a
data system neither the Angels, the Brazilians nor even we
singularity-wielding Centorins have the ability to understand,
implanted in their minds via mind-link helmet, since the Earth
year 1398. Maybe they do understand a little more than we do
about some things and had the wisdom not to use shuttlecraft
for transportation on a planet where the air pressure varies by
this much. Maybe they'd seen it the last time a civilization
with shuttlecrafts sent ships here. Dorrick silently thanked
them for getting here alive. For getting into another world
that looked like they were on yet another different planet in so
many ways.
In spite of being too far south to be habitable at sea level
pressure, it was warm on the surface. The temp up here was
eighty eight Fahrenheit, but felt cooler when the air was this
thick. He could see that most people lounged in the shade in
the hotter part of the week, it was ninety three down on the
surface.
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He could see that each village might be four to fifteen
homes, that they would be connected by at least rope bridges
to each other and usually walkways. The walkways were high
enough to allow one to paddle at will anywhere among the
trunks of the houses and under the walkways of the houses
unless they were in one of the islands of dry-land crops
around each village. The houses were all grafted from trees
growing out of the water. The places that were cut, were cut
into the trees. There were spaces enclosed by branches
grafted together holding roofs made of ever smaller branches
and leaves grafted together. This had been the technique all
over the planet, but the style here was more open with rooms
farther apart and long stairways spiraling up trunks more than
he had seen in other areas. The roofs were lost in the canopy
above them, but the humans were clearly visible.
"Things sure aren't as fancy as back there," Jason said,
meaning the previous basin.
"No, their stats list this as the fourth poorest basin, and
that one we just left as the seventh wealthiest."
"How many are there?"
"There was about seventy I think, but some are subsets of
others and some have various other asterisks. There's got to
be at least forty though."
"What's the richest?" Jason asked.
He had to look again, "One called Bordzvek, The one
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with the gate is second."
"Oh, OK. That wasn't bad there, different, but when you
get right down to it, it was more modern and civilized than
anywhere either of us was on Earth in everything but energy.
At least they have light switches."
"No, we haven't seen them since," Dorrick said. "Nor
have we seen another tube system, though the largest city of
the last basin is said to have them. There are none in
Borlunth."
"And how big is it?"
"Just over twenty eight million at the start of this century."
"And how do people get around?" Jason asked.
"There are some alcohol-powered buses and a few
powered boats. There are some long commercial conveyor
belts, one is over a mile, but for the most part it’s animaldrawn carts, sailing ships, kayaks and feet."
"And that's what we're come all this way to find! Why
couldn't it be another city like the one at the gate?"
"We might have put the gate there,” Dorrick said, “if there
was another like it. When there is only one city on the planet
with light switches, I see why they put it there."
TongSu had just come back from the front net. The
middle net wasn't really a lab and wasn't really a kitchen. It
was technically the cargo bay but because the cargo was their
gear, this became the main room. They had recently picked up
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some big wicker bins to put most of their gear in that were
easier on the nets than the corners of the cases. "I got to start
getting this girl down," she said as she worked her way thru
this area. "See that land ahead?"
"Actually no?"
"You see it in the clouds. It's just a coating of puffballs
except over that way where they seem to roil a bit. That will
be the Borl Ridge coming down to the basin floor. I've got to
get her going down."
The creature that they were flying under has a curious
organ where it should have a belly-button. It's wild relatives
collected the dew that formed on them as their source of
water. It drains down their skin into a sophisticated organ to
collect and trap the water condensing on itself and feed it to
its roots. That organ is the ceiling of this room. Guiding the
creature down involved squirting a couple eyedroppers full of
hormones into the crack that ran all around it's edge, where it
was fed.
TongSu didn't stay, but went back to the front net and
Dorrick followed, picking up a few fruit nut bars and a water
skin for their breakfast. Tommy had told him one evening in
Dwarf country, that he wished that he hadn't decided to stop
taking his turn. She and Dorrick had become closer now that
Tommy had dropped out. Even when they stopped, they
sometimes stayed together. By giving away their 'turns' they
had given TongSu to Dorrick. It was a bit strange because
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normally in Centorin society the woman goes to the ranking
male and since Tommy was from a House, she should have
gone to him.
When they finally reached the city the clouds had
dissipated a little and they could see most of it at one point. It
looked like nothing more than a few thick patches of jungle
with some clumps of docks where there was some open
water. The jungle was exceptionally thick with very few
clearings at all. Any there were, were mossy ruins. The main
channel of the Karedarzin reached the city from the northwest
and looped out and around, then back to the city before it
turned to the southwest. There was a wall of jungle along the
docks along the northwest and southwest sides of the city,
between them there were tiny homes and farms along the
river, with tall trees right along the shore. There was a lock at
each harbor, but it looked like the drop was four feet. There
was a mile or few of dry crop lands along the riverbanks, the
remaining country to the north, west and south was flooded
for lon and dotted with houses and villages. There were less
houses and villages close to the city, and the lon was well
plucked for several miles out from anywhere thick jungle
reached the shore.
Several miles into the hills, the jungle was on jagged
peaks. That meant there was some carbon-reinforced glass
structural elements. It was nothing like the city scape back at
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the gatehead, this was a few spots along any one of the main
canals of Kassidor City. But it was something he could
recognize as a big native city, the third largest he had seen so
far after Kassidor City and Hrrst. The stats said that was the
fourth poorest basin on the planet, but this was the second
poorest city. It did not seem as menacing as Hrrst, but being
fifteen to twenty degrees cooler probably had a lot to do with
that.
As they got lower and closer, he could see more of the
people and architecture. The streets were elevated in many
places, looking like planked walkways above the tangle of
roots the great trees stood on. There was little pavement and
no significant canals thru the city. Unlike the city of the gate,
there was little stonework, little crystal, just a few big
structures near the docks and commercial centers.
There were a few areas cleared of trees with stonework,
he began to focus on those. There was an area of low-slung
sandstone buildings incised with intricate geometric patterns
along the northern fringe of the thickest canopy. There were a
few people out on it, the scope wouldn't resolve what they
were doing thru this much air. There was an even larger area
filled with tiny rough-stone rooms right near the river, a far
more primitive ruin than the other. There was another stand of
great blocky buildings built of cut stone, the roofs had fallen
in and they were teeming with squatter’s camps.
"You got any idea what side of town he's on?" Dorrick
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yelled back to Tommy.
"Take a lap around, look for the ruins, we know they're in
a preserve."
"I wonder if he has a dome over them like back at the
Kassikan?" Jason asked.
"Don't know, I think we'd see a dome that big from here,
this is a big city but not close to as big as the one at the gate."
"That jungle patch is about twelve miles across," Jason
said, measuring it optically. That raised patch on the middle
ridge is probably the main business center, it's a few square
miles by my measurements.
He yelled up to Dorrick and TongSu, "We need to get
closer to the cleared areas, one of them has to be the ruins. I
can't see well enough with this scope."
"The way I hear it," TongSu yelled back, "There's a row
of dicks thirty feet tall. You should be able to see that from
here with that scope."
He began scanning any opening, then he remembered that
they had to be on the waterfront. He knew the river level
changed here, but it wouldn't have moved miles. He followed
the coastline. He found three sites close enough to tell they
were cleared ruins. He couldn't tell if the people working
there were studying or redeveloping the site. Some had
helmets.
He scanned up and down the coast, farther away. He
thought he saw what might have been a penis cap away to the
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south. "Head down toward the south side," he told TongSu. "I
might see one there," he said louder for the others benefit, and
pointed toward what he’d seen.
There was a small opening in the urban trees less than a
mile from where the tiny farms began. The city extended
along the edge of the lon as far as they could see but only in a
thin line, likely only one block on the shore. He could see the
trees were more sparsely inhabited here than in other regions
where they were used as urban housing, here homes might be
separated on the tree, some small homes were even out on a
limb.
It was agonizingly slow getting there, though it was only
minutes after these four long and desperate months. After
only a couple minutes he was sure they had found it, but they
came all the way up to it and circled it. It was a clearing of
only a few acres. There was a wide but crooked street down
the middle of it, lined as the legend said, with thirty foot stone
penises in full erection. Only a few of them still stood. There
were a few more partials and some that had fallen over the
foundations beside the road. There were complex warrens of
foundations, it reminded him of aerials he had seen of the
excavations at Knossos except this wasn’t very rectilinear.
Some were very crude, as crude as the Early American ruins
Tommy had photographed. This site was not quite as large as
Knossos, but it had not been marred by any attempts at
restoration. There was a gridded section along the north edge
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of the site with some wooden trays stacked nearby, indicating
that Professor Viosaign still had excavations going on.
"I ain't no archeologist and I don't have a scope," TongSu
hollered, "But I think this is the site. I'm going to find a place
we can tie up."
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3. Destination
TongSu wasn’t going to come with them to the museum
the first day, thinking that she would want a chance to prowl
the sex clubs and see if the boners were as big and common
as in the legends. As it happened they got enough chances to
see them last dusk while looking for a place to have a
duskmeal that didn’t include small wee-flutters stuck to the
marinade. They had blundered into a couple clubs on the
search and witnessed several men displaying theirs for groups
of admiring women. The big, tough Centorins were so
embarrassed it was comical. Even Tommy could see he was
no match for the average guy showing off there.
Some day she would go back and watch some of the
contests that the guys were too embarrassed to go near. There
were few she would be interested in playing in, she didn’t do
public sex, especially oral. She couldn’t fit many of these
guys even though few had described her as ‘tight.’ She didn’t
think getting semen all over her was great fun either, but she
was curious enough to watch.
But after two years of travel, she was also curious to see
what had brought them all this way, even if they didn’t give
her weight in aluminum to do so. It wasn’t too far from the
inn with the floater park, and they walked rather than trying
to take a streetcar. The street was a wide plankway above the
ruins and roots of the great apartment trees. Booths of all
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kinds lined the rails of the bridge, propped up, hanging or
supported some way she couldn’t see in the dark. None had
more than a candle, but business was brisk and the din of
haggling was everywhere. Thankfully, most of it was in
Common Tongue.
The aromas were strong in the thick air. The plumbing
wasn’t always working properly. Some of the beasts of
burden on the warrens below were from the mrang family
judging by the smell. The candles were sometimes grease,
and it seemed like all the torches were. Vapors wafted in
visible layers thru the thick trunks of the trees. Scraps and
dust rained from the balconies in the canopy.
Proprietors or hired shills barked advertisements for the
wares in larger retail enterprises in the lower stories of the
great trees. Some of those would have a full-sized torch over
the door, but only the two fanciest burned fuel that wasn’t
spent cooking oil. The entrances to apartment trees were
usually ornate, but dark. People came and went with their
own pocket torches or by feel.
They knew they had to have their own knife here, at least
for table use, none were provided anywhere, and at duskmeal
they’d all had to share TongSu’s hunting knife. She had no
immediate need to purchase another, but the guys all stopped
and picked up fancy dining knives when they passed a shop
that sold them.
While the guys were buying knives, she loitered at the rail
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of this plankway and saw that below this walkway were
others, even more dimly lit, twisted and narrow, but at least as
crowded. If she watched, she could see that on those levels
business was conducted without the aide of booths or
counters. There were even deeper, darker levels of passage
thru the stones below that, but only the occasional torch
moving thru them allowed her to see them at all.
It took a while to find the museum, it was down a side
street, also a plankway and then down into the foundations
under the bases of the trees. They passed it the first time
because the plankway went almost over it. While taking the
stairway down she noticed the shape of the building and the
shape and decoration of the portal. It was exaggerated to
make the building a little more practical, but the symbolism
was obvious. She thought the effect was a little tacky, but
kept that to herself.
Inside was a large room, but just one large room. The
featured exhibits were a thirty foot phallus and a well
preserved raiding boat. While the boat hadn’t been restored,
the stone objects in the room were all pristine and polished.
The light was from six mantled lanterns hanging from the
ceiling, the most advanced lighting she’d yet seen in
Borlunth. Still the room was large enough that it was difficult
to read some of the descriptions and hard to tell just what
color some things were.
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The guys were examining some of the most disgusting
objects, depicting horrors she didn’t want to know the details
of. Impossible perverted fantasies that almost made her get
the Instinct just looking at them. They were examining them
and talking about them in Centish. She could tell Tommy was
fascinated and Dorrick was disgusted. He wouldn’t touch
them. Jason looked a bit bored, but not as embarrassed as
looking at the giant erections.
TongSu noticed someone look over from a balcony above.
She was a heavily modified Tundrite she thought, with white
hair like a helmet-user that shown like spun pyrite in this
light. She had a small round mouth but wide lips, much too
dark for her complexion, huge violet half-lidded eyes with
lashes that looked an inch long. She was tiny, but with an
amazing figure, purple-black tundrite nipples swaying a
handspan in front of her and a waist that looked like it was
too small to fit her spine. Her hips were probably slim but
looked voluptuous under that waist. She looked like just the
sort of girl a professor who would study this stuff would keep
around.
Dorrick looked up and saw her also, called to her in
Common Tongue, "Hello. I believe I corresponded with a
professor Viosaign at this address. Do I have the right place?"
"Yes, I believe you are Dorrick of Centorin, I believe your
friends are Jason and Tommy, also of Centorin, and it looks
like the Enurate woman is with you. Come on up, there's a
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stairway on either end." She pointed to the doors between the
passages to smaller exhibit rooms.
"So is the professor in?" Dorrick asked.
"I am Professor Viosaign." She let them all stare in
disbelief for far too long. She spoke again, "Sorry, no long
beard, no pointy hat, just a tricked-out Pixie with a strange
hobby. I'm so excited that you've come all this way."
Jason and Tommy both spoke at once in Centish. Tommy
laughed uncomfortably and Jason frowned at him. "We'll be
right up," Dorrick said, then spoke to them in Centish as they
started toward the back stairway.
The girl, or Professor Viosaign if this really was her, ran
across a catwalk across the top of the room while they headed
for the stairs. TongSu hoped she was actually going to get the
real professor after all. By the time they made it to the open
workroom that took up all of the third floor, the girl was back
with a patterned silk wrapped around her chest. It was glossy
material that shimmered rhythmically with the swaying of her
torpedoes every time she moved.
She was very polite with introductions and pressed
everyone, even TongSu, as well as squeezed palms. "So; you
have come all this way! Would you like me to show you the
exhibits first? Would you like some refreshments?"
"You are professor Viosaign?” Tommy asked. “You wrote
about the booty rituals? The Oxy orgies?"
"I have published three major texts based on the work I've
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conducted on the Pikosas cult. I think you mentioned them all
in your correspondence."
"That seems to be almost all that is known, except for a
few statistics and entries on time-lines here and there,"
Tommy said.
"May I mention that the Kassikan has not found the
Pikosas culture to be of much interest and there are so few
institutions of higher learning in this area that there has been
little research done other than mine."
"You seem to have done a lot. We have also seen a
preserve?" Tommy asked.
"Yes," Vio said, "it is the other side of the hill behind us,
but there is actually a tunnel thru the back," she pointed
toward the door, "that brings you right there."
"On the third floor?" the one named Jason said.
"Yeah, you'd only have to climb back up this high in a
couple blocks anyway."
"So what is all this paperwork?" Tommy asked, waving at
the seven aisles of racks in the back corner of this room.
"My field notes from those ruins. I did most of the
excavation there myself with some pick and shovel guys now
and then, mostly to cart out a tailings pile when I had one."
"You must have been at it awhile?" Dorrick asked.
"Since the 50th I think."
Tommy pulled out a device and poked at it. His eyebrows
went up, then he shook his head. They conversed in Centorin.
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"Yeah, that's a while," Dorrick said. "So you are of some
age?" he asked her.
She thought for some time. "I was born in the 43rd I think
but I must have had a big burn out sometime in the late 40's
because I really don't remember anything before that."
"We are not yet familiar with your times,” Jason said.
“We have to translate it to periods we know from our own
history."
"We have to borrow from Earth's history," Tommy said,
"Ours doesn't go back that far." He turned to her, "In your
hundredth century our world was first settled."
"That was the Starship Age and I was already here by
then, I'm sure of that. I think I already had most of the temple
grounds cleared by then. I know from my records that I had
already published a text before the 50th ended. I think I had
published all three by the 100th. I have been here since well
before your planet was founded."
"And that doesn't freak you out?" Jason asked.
"No, as I understand it your planet is artificial, it was
made by some company."
"It was transformed by two companies and one political
party. The planet itself is 4.1 billion years old but had very
little atmosphere when found, it was given an atmosphere and
seeded with life from Earth. It originally had only
underground microbial life, the atmosphere was too thin for
liquid water on the surface. Most of the water was in the
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icecaps. They bombarded the icecaps with comets to free the
water and gases and then added life to free the oxygen."
"That's more than I ever knew about it," Viosaign told
him. She chuckled a bit and said. “I had pictured building one
out of crystal and stone with people in space suits attaching
big beams. I thought it would be hollow for some stupid
reason, just never actually thinking about it probably.”
They all got a small chuckle out of that. Vio lead them to
seats near the central work table.
"Who pays for all your research?" Dorrick asked.
"I do," she said, "I have some income from earlier in my
life."
"You have done this all on your own?" TongSu was in
awe of that.
"I've been at it a long time," she said, "it's not so much if
you think that thru. Have you ever spent that long at
something?" she asked.
“I was twelve centuries on the same acre and a half,”
TongSu answered, “that’s as close as I come.”
Tommy was looking at his device again. "Dorrick is fifty
three decades, Jason is fourteen and I am forty four decades."
Vio looked at Jason. "You are so young, and already way
off here thru a stargate and all the way from the Yakhan."
"The journey from Centorin to the Kassikan was
minutes," Jason answered. "The journey from the Yakhan to
here is more traveling than my entire previous life combined,
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both what I have done, and what I have read about. You are
very far from the Yakhan here."
"Yes, we are. But why did you go on such a journey so
young in your life?"
"I'm sixty three," Jason said, using their galactic standard
years. "That's not considered young for this assignment.
Many like their security men to be young enough that they
haven't needed treatments yet."
It was Viosaign's turn to be confused. Dorrick saw the
blank in her eyes and said, "Centorin genetic companies
would never make their treatments for aging contagious or
hereditary," Dorrick told her, "that would cancel their source
of income."
"What happens when you go home?" Vio asked.
"We aren't sure about that,” Dorrick answered. “So far
everyone who has returned has been treated by the Centorin
government, but there are protests going on and worries that
someone could override their car's destination and go on to a
non-government station and escape onto Centorin. The
Centorin government is also suing the pharmaceutical
companies for the costs of the screenings. There are also suits
on Naiho claiming it is illegal for the Centorin government to
intercept the traffic returning from this world to Naiho. Then
there's the Kassikan's control of the gate that has both the
major political parties calling for action. Who knows if we'll
even be allowed to go home."
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"I see,” Vio said, clearly confused. TongSu had been
listening to this talk for two years now and still had no
satisfactory understanding of what they were talking about. “I
didn't know there was so much politics involved in the
stargate,” Vio said, “but I can see how there would be. Both
sides are afraid of what the contact will bring. There are
interests on both sides that stand to lose."
"Yes, it's all very delicate, much more so than Naiho."
Vio probably hadn’t heard of Centorin til they called her
and she looked it up. From her blank look, she probably had
not looked up Naiho. "So what did you come to see?" she
asked them all, appearing a little nervous.
"I think I'm am most intrigued by all these notes," Tommy
said. "That is more field notes than I have seen in a whole
departmental storage. How are they organized?"
She hopped up and went over to the racks eagerly. "I have
them by physical layer and not by actual time of origin of the
artifacts or remains. What I have dated, is noted, but I confess
I have not re-cataloged them by period. Other than that, I just
have them in order as I dug and cut. The lower tier are all the
plot diagrams and measurements, the upper tier are the
ancillary observations and photos. I admit I've scratched more
notes around the edges of the charts than you might find
professional. I think working by myself so long has made me
a little sloppy."
Tommy had followed her and was looking at one of the
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charts. He was just holding the pages up while it was still on a
rack. "I'd be glad to show it to you," she said and brought it to
the nearest table. "This was actually in the slaves quarter's
kitchen I think. Some of this was tough because this slab I've
shown here was in the way of these measurements."
"The pages are by depth," he said.
"Well how else would one do it? I used this thin stuff here
so I could trace, then I just clip the page under when I'm done
with that level."
"We're in luck guys," he said, using Common Tongue so
she was included. "She may not look like we always pictured,
but there's nothing wrong with her work. It's all here, all
readable, all indexed." The he turned to her. "I'm sorry we
were taken aback by you at first."
"Many people are. More in the other direction, people I've
met out and about often ask 'not that Professor Viosaign?' and
I have to say 'yeah, that's me'."
"How many writings of the time have you found?"
Tommy asked as he flipped thru more notes on adjacent
racks.
"I believe the Pikosas priesthood were entirely illiterate.
They could make crude diagrams and count. They looked
upon such things as lowly and menial, the work of lawyers
and accountants, all of whom were castrates in their world.
They have some symbols and numbers carved near some of
the doors in their grounds."
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"I think you had mentioned that in one of your books,"
Dorrick said. He had followed them over to look at the charts.
"The numbers are photographs,” she said. “Some of my
older charts you'll find the photographs stuck to them, but I
soon found that to be a bad idea, so they're in with the
observations on the smaller paper."
"You've been quite industrious,” Tommy said. “It looks
like you have been very thorough. It's too bad they didn't
write."
"There are a few writings from that time. I have them in a
room on the second floor. They are very fragile." She pointed
at the room below. "I have translations with some of them,
but there are many I haven't translated yet. Most of the scrolls
I've recovered from that time were business contracts,
agreements to buy a minimum of so many bales of this and
that and head of this and that at what prices in what year.
They had lots of signatures and stamps and such but not much
info on the society of the day."
"It was functioning and organized enough to have
business contracts,” Tommy said. “Not everyone was always
hiding their maidens in the basement."
"No doubt none of the signatories on those contracts were
female," Viosaign told him. From his expression it seemed
like he hadn't thought of that.
They didn't actually spend their time looking at her
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documentation. It seemed that once they knew that the
documentation existed, they were satisfied that she was a real
professor of archeology. It seemed that they needed to check
her fieldwork technique first or something like that. Yes she
had studied up on techniques of excavating and cataloging.
Behind the public rooms she had two more store-rooms.
They were the first rooms off the tunnel that lead to the ruins.
She lit the lantern in here and let them see the unrestored
artifacts. They all went in but TongSu, who watched from the
doorway.
"These are all severely weathered," was Tommy's first
comment.
"I'll say," Dorrick added. Looking around the room,
TongSu wasn’t sure some of them were even artifacts, just
rocks that had been in a stream for a while.
"You have certainly found enough artifacts however."
"This is not all. This wooden tableware that I've saved
over here, the dumps were full of it, I think it was almost
disposable."
"It looks like a dried leaf."
"It is," she told them, “they are still in use among some of
the poor today and people use them in the wild."
He had picked it up and turned it over. It was a nice
wooden soup spoon from the front. Now he saw why it was
part of the Pikosas culture. The way the stem was attached to
the leaf looked exactly like a penis in a vulva when viewed
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from the back. She had cleaned it, but not restored it. Enough
of the paint showed to determine what was painted there.
"Well," Tommy sighed, "I've got some studying to do."
"Not til we have a base camp," Jason said.
"And some supper in us," Dorrick added.
"I can find some space for you here in the museum, but I
don't think I can promise you much daylight down here."
"We can afford space," Dorrick said, "it will be close by."
"May I at least invite you to Darkmeal?" she asked,
looking to Dorrick for her answer.
"We could use a guide," Jason said. "We only got here this
dusk."
“Where are you staying now?" Vio asked.
"At Aerodrome Komaiass,” TongSu answered and
pointed. “It's a couple miles that way and at the top of that tall
tree." There was just enough light in the upper branches to see
it. Many of the trees were unoccupied in their upper levels
and totally dark.
"Yes, it would be. I know a place very close by there that I
find palatable. I will go make myself ready and meet you
downstairs?"
"Sure?" Dorrick said. "Are you guys ready?"
"It has taken us months to get here," Jason said. "We need
to get set up before we start any serious work."
"Can it wait til after dinner?" Dorrick asked him.
"Certainly, I'm just saying I don't think we need to get
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started on the studies today."
"So lead on," Dorrick said. "We will meet you downstairs.
We can take a look at some of your exhibits while you're
getting ready."
She went to the catwalk as they went to the stairs.
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4. Viewing The Preserve
"So are these ruins restored in any way?" Dorrick asked,
gazing down a great but ruined promenade with great stone
erections lining it on each side. Only six were whole and
upright, but fragments of enough lay on the ground for him to
know that this whole avenue had once been lined with them.
In the dark of Nightday he could see only silhouettes against
the sky, but their shapes were quite distinctive. The moon and
the companion star were both above the horizon, but in this
thick air the companion was twinkling and the moon was a
fuzzy spot, but they made the sky light enough to see their
shapes. The light from the city added a little to it, but cities
are not as brightly lit as on other planets and this one was
dimmer than any they had seen outside Orc country.
"If you mean," Viosaign asked as she clung to his arm and
wriggled, "did I find this here exactly as it is and just declare
it a preserve and put that fence around it? No."
"What condition was this site in when you found it?"
"See the city to the east," she pointed. He tried to
understand, gradually he did. "This area wasn't grown over
with twenty stories of city like today, but the promenade in
these ruins was still in use, the grand peni were draped with
roots, there were cooks set up all in here." She waved at the
courts set off by the peni from the promenade. "Down there in
what I believe were the breeders warrens was a feed lot
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raising karga.” She pointed into the dark, they would get this
tour again in the light so he didn’t worry about it. “The
owners never shoveled and the ceilings were barely high
enough for karga at the time I bought it."
Tommy pulled a dating probe and touched it to the stones.
"Most were cut more than four thousand years ago, but this
one has seen less than three thousand years of air on it's face.
Do you know what is different about this stone here?" he
asked.
"Yeah, I think that's one of the ones I had to replace.
There was a young apartment tree rooted here if I remember."
‘You can't remember back then,’ he thought. He couldn’t
remember the names of his teachers or who he was friends
with as a child and that was less than a tenth of that time.
“When did you clear this off?"
"Starting in the early 50th," she said. "By the end of that
century I had the promenade cleared and my first text out.
Some of the carvings were only ten centuries old when I got
here."
Once again, he had to pause. Just when he was starting to
get his mind around the antiquity of the place, some new fact
comes up and distorts the scale all to hell. "So you have been
studying these ruins for three quarters of the time since they
were built?"
She seemed to contemplate that for a few seconds. "Yes,
that's about right."
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All this world's history was made in the distant past. Long
ago there was a time when this world had the march of time,
progress, the rise and fall of cultures. Then it had all stopped,
humans had been altered and history had very nearly stopped.
He kept thinking of that time as the time of the Angel
civilization. No, he needed to remember that this world has
been stuck in this stasis for four thousand years. For three
thousand years this woman has been investigating this one
extinct culture that lasted a little more than two hundred
years.
"These ruins have weathered more since you have studied
them than they did before you got to them?" Dorrick asked.
"I have restored and protected many artifacts, as you have
seen."
"The surface weathering on these stones is severe,"
Tommy added. He had his light out and had put it on spot to
look at a sculpture that was probably a man entering a woman
from behind, but only twenty eight inches high, meant to be
used as a bench it seemed.
"It would have been just as severe from the trees if I had
left it in use."
"I understand," Dorrick said, "I'm sorry, we're coming at
this from the wrong angle," he said. "I am remarking on the
length of time you have been here, long enough to watch the
weathering of the rock."
"Trust me, I’ve tried everything."
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He put his hand out to her, having learned enough of local
custom by now to know this was not impolite in this situation.
In spite of her extreme look, she was under five feet and
couldn't weigh a full hundred pounds. Her shoulder was so
small. "Professor, I'm not accusing you of neglecting this
preserve. I am overwhelmed by the work you have done and
especially the length of time you've been at it."
She put her hand over his. "I am rather in a rut about it
aren't I? I should have found new interests and moved on long
before this."
"Dedication. You have dedication."
"Trust me, I remember dedication, that was centuries ago.
What I'm in now is a rut."
"Whatever it is, I'm thrilled to have this site all set out in
front of us." He turned toward it, barely visible in the
starlight.
"I thought of restoring it once," she said, starting to walk
again. The others were ahead of them, he and Vio had fallen
behind.
"And it would now need restoring again wouldn't it?"
"That was in the 55th so yeah, that was eleven centuries
ago." she paused only long enough to let him know the
subject had changed. "Getting fellow scientists from the
stargate is the biggest event in my life since then I think."
"We are a big event in your life?"
"In my life personally. Since the Starship Age, yeah."
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Since Centorin was settled. "Forgive me for asking this,
but how have you been able to keep your concentration so
long?"
"Like I said, I'm in a rut. I've been stuck here waiting for
someone to take an interest in this. I need to pass it on to
someone or it would all be in vain."
"No one else has paid attention?" he asked, amazed.
"There have been a few, a few local teachers, a guy from
Prvest about four centuries ago, a group from Elarippa back
in the 103rd. None of them were as important as someone
from the stargate."
"That makes us important?" he asked.
TongSu, Tommy and Jason had wandered ahead of them,
Tommy was probing more of the ruins with his light. The sky
provided just enough light to allow them to walk in the open.
TongSu was more interested in the site than he thought she
would be but was inspecting them by the dim light of the sky
and by feel.
"If you have come that far to see this,” Vio said, “it must
be very important to you. That is what makes your arrival
important to me."
"It is important to us. Tommy is the one who actually got
the grant, I'm just along to provide logistics and finance."
"And Jason?"
"Security."
"What is that?" she asked.
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"On Earth it was to protect us from other people. He is
good at that. Here he doesn't have to protect us from anyone,
but his skills include understanding people's motivation and
reading their mannerisms."
"Like a truth sayer?"
"To some degree. Not very exact. He was trained to gauge
people for the purpose of knowing if they were a threat or
not."
"There isn't much use for that here."
"We should have had someone to protect us from the
wildlife," Dorrick said. "That is a bigger danger."
They were walking down the middle of the promenade,
slowly, arm in arm. She was so small that he was amazed that
he could feel her breasts as well as he did. She wasn't being
blatant about it, but those pleasant points seemed to always be
in casual contact with him. "So I am curious to know," she
asked, "what makes this site important enough to you, or to
Tommy or the university that sent you?"
"It is an extreme culture. We want to know why. We want
to know why a world that has produced nothing but peaceful
societies would produce something like this."
"Ancient history was far from peaceful. Even the Elves
were involved in wars until the 25th."
"Have you investigated? Do you know why this culture
came to be the way it was?" he asked.
"It is my belief that early cultures were violent because of
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ephemerality and dominance. If one is always going to die,
why is when such a big consideration? You've read my books,
you know about their rite of passage?"
"Only one in eight lived."
"Right," she said. "This was not the only culture to have
trials for manhood of that nature. The Trolls were especially
violent all thru their history, but their initiations did not
always end in death, one could surrender and would normally
be spared. Troll women were not equals in their ancient
societies, they were property of the males, livestock. I can see
the roots of the Pikosas in the Klagg."
"Were women equal in other ancient societies?"
"The oldest folk tales among the Elves say women were
more than equal. They were, if anything, superior because of
the power of the womb. Among the ancient Megnor there
were separate, different but equal roles. Many Dwarvish and
Nordic people used a simplified separate but equal society.
Among the old Nycoba there was almost perfect equality and
very little difference in roles other than birth and nursing."
"Your science is easily capable of generating males that
can lactate."
"Who's science? I'm a historian and archeologist, I barely
understand which pill the geneticist is telling me to take."
"Your, Kassidorian."
She had to feel the word. "Pertaining to all the lands, not
Kassikan, all the knowledge. I see. Because you have come
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from the world beyond the stargate, you are using me to mean
the genetic science on this side of the stargate?"
"Right."
"Well yeah. On this side of the stargate we have
geneticists that can implant a person’s brain into the body of a
keda. Now stop and think about that. You have different
biologies entirely that don't run the same reactions. Human
blood can't flow thru keda systems and keda blood would be
like penetrating oil in the human system. A whole
intermediary form of life had to be devised..."
"So why don't males have tits?" Dorrick asked, guessing
that she could lecture him on many details of that procedure
that he wouldn't understand.
"It's a social thing," Viosaign answered. "I suppose there
have been some who have been stranded with a child who
have chosen to have them grown, it's probably not a terribly
expensive procedure." She stopped, pointed down a small
alley they were about to pass. "But do you have time to take a
small detour?"
"If it's not too long,"
"Five or ten minutes."
"Guys," he called, "I'm going to take a look at something
down here."
"With TongSu right here?" Jason asked in Centish.
Tommy laughed.
"She’s welcome to join us," Dorrick yelled back in
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Kassidorian.
He heard them continue to converse in Centish, then said,
“Wait up, we’re all coming,” in Centish.
"Are they less comfortable in Common Tongue?" She
asked. She had a small lantern of her own that she lit, it was
actually just an attachment to her lighter it looked like. It gave
off enough light to see in this tiny side alley that was
somewhat shaded from the sky.
"Kassidorian is not at all common on Centorin," Dorrick
said.
"Common Tongue is the most common language in most
worlds this side of the stargate and is spoken by most people
in most basins and some people in all basins. Mythra is still
the most common language in the Lumpral basin. It has over
three billion native speakers, making it a more common
language than Centish."
"There are 4½ billion speakers of short Han on Earth,"
Dorrick told her."
"But is that really a language or a pidgin?" Vio asked him.
"And Mythra?" he asked
"Mythra speakers still call 'Common Tongue' 'Elvish'.
Mythra's roots lie in the western deeps of the Lumpral basin.
It is derived from Pre-Megnish..."
"The Lumpral basin is what and where?" Dorrick asked.
"Almost directly across the pole from us, just as far south
as us. It is a huge basin, bigger than the Borlunth, Prvest and
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Trastrab basins combined. Bigger than the Zhlindu basin."
"I'd need an atlas."
"I have one back at the museum, I can show you
sometime.” But Tommy had caught up with them and pulled
up the atlas on his comm, giving off more light than Vio’s
lantern. At least the Centorin mappers knew the names of the
basins. The Lumpral was huge, as big as Eurasia on Earth or
the entire Navorken basin on Centorin.
“But this is what I wanted to show you now," Vio said.
They had walked only a few doors down this narrow
stone alley. The walls were pretty rough, almost like the Early
American ruins where Tommy had worked in eastern North
America. They were made of unshaped glacial stone, simply
placed. There had once been mortar, but it had lasted not ten
percent of the time this had been here and only a few deposits
of limewort held them together today. The path was only
about eighteen inches wide in spots where the stones on both
sides were especially lumpy. Dorrick got his own pocket light
out to look into the room she was showing him. The
chambers were about eight by eight feet of floor, the walls of
piled stone tapered so much they were sixteen feet square at
the ceiling. Smaller stones had been piled to make crude
shelves and niches.
"I believe this was roofed over when in use," she said,
"and there were probably more rooms above built of plank.
But you see the five post holes in the floor?"
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He turned his light to spot and followed her pointing
finger. "Yeah, you mean these,” Tommy said, getting down to
look closely and feel the stone. “It looks like they were
hammered in."
"There was damage from the karga hooves of later
inhabitants, and the ever present damp. They were chiseled.
I've dug them out before but they fill up again. They were
pretty well-chiseled with a gemstone drill I believe.
Remember the restraint bench in the museum?"
"Yes?" Tommy said.
"Every chamber has these five holes unless the stones
have been replaced. I believe this must have been a breeding
factory."
"Of the unwilling."
"Childbirth in those days was so difficult that I wouldn't
think any woman would have been willing. Gestation was
over four years in length back then, babies weighed six or
eight pounds at birth, tearing was common. The Pikosas
seemed to use the same medical techniques as the tentacloids,
especially on the women, you either heal or die."
"What were these shelves for?"
"I have found little residue on them. There may have been
foodstuffs, they may have been piled up at a later time."
"Your display in the museum seems to say that horse was
used to immobilize a woman for rape. Yet now you seem to
be implying these were birthing rooms."
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"They may have served a dual purpose, put the baby in,
take the baby out."
"Would the woman have lived here?"
"I think they were quartered in rooms above, at least I
hope they were."
They were back in the aisle. Dorrick counted fifteen of
these rooms. "It takes quite a large city to keep fifteen
birthing beds busy. And that would make as miserable a
birthing bed as trysting bed."
"I think you are right on both counts," she said. "Up to
fifteen births a day, that would be a city in the hundreds of
thousands even in ephemeral times. That would account for
Pikosas motifs showing up all over the southwest quarter. I
think that the woman who weren't pretty enough for the
nobles but were otherwise fertile and healthy were bred like
feedlot animals, good for what they produce and thrown away
when they stopped producing."
"That is not a common theme here," Tommy said.
"Here in the Pikosas ruins?"
"Here on this end of the stargate," he clarified.
"Slavery was common among the Klagg, but it was
practiced on both females and workers. There are inscriptions
that say male slaves were sterile, the Klagg were literate, and
they had a three sex social structure very much like the
Pikosas with alphas, workers and females."
"The Klagg were a more advanced culture than the
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Pikosas?" Dorrick asked.
"In many ways. The Pikosas were ahead in military
power, the Klagg never had armies much more advanced than
mobs with hunting weapons and the nobles’ guards. The
Pikosas had those advanced vessels, for their time at least,
and canals with fortified outposts. They had well crafted
weapons and armor and strong pain killers that they took
before battle."
They started strolling down the promenade again. She
was still pressing his arm during her animated conversation
and he instinctively drew back when he caught sight of
TongSu coming toward them.
"Were we going to a Darkmeal?" Jason asked now that
they were all out of the narrow passage and together again.
"Yes, of course," Viosaign said. "We have plenty of time
to look at these ruins during light. We were only going to
stroll thru them on the way to your quarters," Viosaign told
TongSu. Dorrick had slid away from Viosaign to TongSu,
who pressed up to him with her fuller, softer shape, up at his
elbow not down near his wrist. Viosaign slid between Tommy
and Jason and took their arms. "Strichy's is only a few blocks
down once we get up these stairs."
"She seems pretty excited," TongSu said as they fell in
behind them.
"Too excited. She's been here a long time," Dorrick said,
"She can't be an objective observer after all this time. This has
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been her obsession thru the last couple civilizations of my
people."
"Maybe on your side of the gate. I thought she was here
since the 50th?"
He got out his comm and poked in the numbers. "That
was over twenty eight hundred years ago on my end of the
stargate."
"It's still part of the modern ages," TongSu told him.
"It's still too long for a person to concentrate on one
thing."
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5. The House of Elill
Detta had determined weeks ago that Borlunth might be
poor and backward, but it was really no more dangerous than
any other big city. Falling over a rail while intoxicated was
probably the biggest danger. She’d overheard Tommy, their
scientist, say he wanted to go to Elill’s. To be polite to Vio
she would not confront them in her museum, but she didn’t
feel that it was disrespectful to her host to confront them in a
distant part of the city. Elill’s was in The Reclaim, a chic
enclave within a group of neighborhoods frequented by
people of no means, often with mental problems. They were
sometimes dirty and smelly and annoying, but one was not in
danger there, except maybe from structural collapse.
The neighborhood was down beyond the crop docks on
the northern end of the Klagg Coast. She found those docks
frequented by average people of little means or education but
relatively good cheer. This is what passes for middle class in
this basin, she had decided already. Beyond was a deeply
shaded neighborhood of crooked narrow plankways
connecting large but inexpensive retail operations and the
people who tried to make a living behind them.
In less than half an hour of wandering in that maze she
found a stairway down to The Reclaim and in only a few
minutes more she was standing in the doorway of Elill's. She
went in and looked around, telling the hostess she was
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meeting someone. She wandered around the ancient structure,
noticing that much of the restorations had kept a lot of the
Klagg motifs.
There was a large dining room that would have been the
common dining hall in the original building, but there were
no Centorins present in it. The taps and sex were in separate
rooms that would have been the throne room and ball room in
ancient times. She was distracted for quite a few minutes by
the the boners on display. There were several that she could
not fit the whole cap in her mouth and only a few thin enough
for her to deep throat. None of them were attached to a
Centorin however.
The upstairs held two corridors of private dining booths.
In Klagg times there would have been sleeping quarters for
male children of a decade or more, who were raised militarystyle as with the Pikosas. They didn’t train for three duels to
the death however, but as field hands and laborers, tough and
strong and loyal to their masters. Among the Klagg, raids for
women between one clan and another were put down by the
king’s men. They were users of women, with or without
consent, but were bound by honor to marry and support any
who became pregnant. Many were harsh, a few were brutal,
but some were loving for she had seen many lines of beautiful
poetry written by Klagg men to their women. Of course it had
been translated to Common Tongue.
Even in these rooms, there were no Centorins, so she went
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back down to the front hall, hoping he would come later. She
didn’t worry that she might have to wait a long while, she
knew people did a lot of waiting in Borlunth. Even in this age
where she had worn one on her left index finger for a century,
almost no one in Borlunth had a timepiece. But it wasn’t long,
she was still examining the age-old stones of the clan’s entry
hall when two monstrously long legs wrapped in blue denim
tubes came in the door.
He probably didn’t recognize her, Vio had kept them apart
so diligently. They had been quickly introduced once, but his
eyes had never left her breasts. Still he might recognize those,
what she wore today was thin and tight, much more revealing
than the worker she’d had on that day. His eyes passed over
her breasts again, but she was on the far side and there was a
crowd. He looked more carefully at the structure itself. He
was letting people pass him to the desk while he looked at the
vaulting in the ceiling. The last resurfacing was a few
centuries ago and it had thinned and shaped the archstones
enough that they didn’t look characteristically Klagg any
more. He wouldn’t know, he hadn’t known the word ‘Klagg’
til he spoke to Vio.
She decided to approach him before he went to a table.
"So, you are one of those here from Centorin to study the
Pikosas ruins?" she asked as she got close.
His eyes took her in, she let her hips turn and put her
shoulders back so that the clingy, shiny wrap she had on did
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not hide any detail in the shape of her nipples. "I beg your
pardon?" he asked.
"I think you are one of the Centorins here to study the
Pikosas ruins." Just then there was enough of a crowd that she
had to move close. She took his arm in hers so he could feel
the firmness of her breast as well as it's size. She took a deep
draft of his scent and wow, the tingle of pheromones was
powerful.
"How would you know that?" he asked.
"Well," she squirmed shamelessly against him, this was
Borlunth after all. "Forgive me for noticing that you are
Centorin, your height and accent." She was only about five
one and next to his six three, that was quite a difference. Her
breast was as close to his wrist as his elbow and she was
grinding and smothering his forearm, lost in the
pheromone/hormone rush. His musk was so strong, even
though it was masked with cologne, that she thought there
might be something to Vio’s theories. He was using his
forearm to push back and that was gratifying. "Professor
Viosaign told me that she has had contact with you. I believe
you are the scientist of your group. We were introduced
briefly and I saw you from across the hall yesterday."
"You’re her assistant?"
His eyes said he should have recognized her chest, but she
was way down here, now that she was standing next to him.
"I've been working with her lately,” Detta said. “I'm interested
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in your expedition also."
"I see. You also study the culture?"
"Yes, and hope to protect it," she said, trying not to be
hostile about it, maybe not quite succeeding.
"I think that culture has been extinct for centuries."
"I mean protect the artifacts," she said. She had turned
toward him and pressed her points against his belly. They
were only a couple inches above his belt. She wished he
would play with her nipples but she knew Centorins were
reserved about public displays of affection.
"Are they in danger?" he asked.
"You left the Kassikan with nuclear explosives."
"I did?" He was completely dumbfounded. He stepped
back from her and bumped into the rough stone wall.
"The gatekeeper told his girlfriend who told me," she said.
He had to know his game is up, he was found out, he had best
confess.
"That we had an atom bomb?" he was still acting
incredulous. "We came here by floater, we couldn't even bring
all our instruments. A don't think that floater could lift an
atom bomb."
"Your gatekeepers detected radioactivity," she said with
finality.
"Oh," he said, "that. Dorrick brought a nuclear
permeability assay kit to one of his friends we passed on the
way. It's used to trace groundwater passages. He dropped that
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off a year ago. I'm sorry if he scared you by doing that. It
emits enough radioactivity to be detected with sensitive
instruments like they have at the tube station."
Very glib, she thought, but anyone could make up a story.
"I need to be certain that you aren't here to blow up the
Pikosas site."
"We have no plans to harm any artifacts or sites.” He
patted her shoulder. “That was such low-level radioactivity
you'd have to sleep with it in your pillow for a couple years to
get an increased risk of cancer." Without a pause he said, "To
be honest, I feel like I’m at a historical site now."
That completely disarmed her. She might have wanted to
argue, but couldn't, her interest was piqued. She would keep
her eye on him, let him know he was being watched, and to
do that she would have to get as close to him as she could.
Her hormones wanted her pressed against him as closely as
his bathwater. The size of his bulge assured her that could be
fun. Instead of attempting to continue a confrontational
interrogation now, she drew a deep breath and let the
conversation turn. "This was Klagg construction down here,"
she said, pushing back a stray curl of her hair. "That culture
lasted til the dawn of the 34th century in this area, just before
the Pikosas cult emerged."
"What would this room have been used for at that time?"
he asked.
"Probably as it is now, though the use of yaag was not so
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common then." He seemed to be actually paying attention,
either that or he was a good actor. "Times were clannish then
in these parts." She turned but kept his arm nestled at her
bosom as she pointed, even though she was almost so short
she had to pull it straight down. For a second they were alone
in the space and he gave her a nice grab, so quick and firm it
was startling. She put her other hand on his wrist while he
squeezed her and continued. "This would have been the
kitchen of a large clan instead of a public house and it would
have had an open view out all these windows instead of the
aisle-ways between the trunks that we have now."
"How did you find me here?" he asked her. He heard
other footsteps coming and let go of her.
"I saw you from a distance yesterday.” Even though it
wasn’t true she added, “Also, I've been coming down here to
hunt since my second week in the city,” so he would think she
was a competent guide. She did have one lap around the
building more experience than he did. “I should have figured
you would find the Elill before too long if you had any real
interest in Borlunth’s history."
"I found it mainly by just going lower and lower. We are
below the level of the lon here are we not?" he asked.
"I think we are two stories below. There are rooms of men
nearby pedaling water up from here. This area was above
water in the 30th century. Much of the lon ponds of today
were thesh and rinko then."
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"It was built by the Klagg you say?"
"A people of homogenized Troll and Nordic stock. They
began to appear in this area in the early 30th century."
"On Earth the races would have fought," Tommy said.
"Oh they did, for centuries they fought, raided each
other's women, raped the ones they didn't bring home. That's
what most of the 20's were like in these parts. That’s why
there was no longer any difference between them after forty
generations. There’s ruins of a couple cities from the late 20’s
a few blocks west of here.
"This was built when?" he asked.
"I'd guess the 33rd at the latest, but I wish there were more
studies done. A lot of this has yet to be dated scientifically."
Tommy got out his comm to do the calculations. “That’s
the 229 years around 1000 bc,” he said.
“The Kassikan was already at work at the time,” she told
him, “but two or three civilizations would come and go
before their influence reached this part of the world.”
Meanwhile Tommy whipped out a wand from the pocket
of the loose short-robe he was wearing, "I will undertake
some of that scientific study, I have instruments that can take
readings."
"Or destroy them, more like," Detta said, getting in his
way.
“It’s an exposure dater,” Tommy said with a bit of
eyebrow. “Not everything about Centorin is military. I will
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touch this to the stone, see." She started to reach for him but
wasn't fast enough or tall enough. She flinched but it did not
explode. "And it tells me this surface was exposed in the
Centorin year 1500, which is well after the Pikosas culture."
"That would be when Elill last did this place over. He may
have re-surfaced these stones, but he didn't put them here.
This was underwater from Pikosas times til the mid 50's."
Tommy poked his pocket-eye again. “Somewhere
between the discovery of America to the use of electricity on
Earth.”
So he had measured that time with his gauge, the last time
this was resurfaced. Still it was amazing technology,
replacing hours of work with chemicals and test tubes.
"So if not to destroy our history, what have you come
down here for?" she asked.
"Actually, I was in the mood for a fine meal and didn't
want to interfere with my team mates for a few hours."
"It is pricy to dine here, but there are dining rooms that
are very private in what was once the childery, that's very
historic also, though it's also been re-surfaced I'm sure."
"I find one from Centorin does not need to worry about
prices here. Would you care to be my guide for the meal?"
"It's called Duskmeal at this time of the week. But I do
need to trust your assurances that you mean our ancient
treasures no harm."
"Be my guide in any event," he said, "explore this menu
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and tell me what you have learned here from your studies so
far."
"So you'll know which are the more important ones to
destroy?" she said. She might argue, but she was already
leading them toward the grilles. She wanted to protect their
history, but she wanted more from him than that. His eyes on
her ass as she lead him told her that she was very likely to get
it.
"Young lady, you will make both our studies more
profitable if you would come to understand that I am much
more interested in helping you protect these artifacts than
anything else but studying them."
"What is your interest in them?" she asked.
"I think it is so unusual that such a culture could have
flourished here."
“Here in Borlunth? They were a bastard, regressed
offshoot of the Klagg, possibly the cause of the backlash that
were the Borl.”
"Here on the planet of Kassidor," he said.
"There are many different worlds on the planet of all the
lands." He couldn’t possibly pick one tribe from a Troll dark
age and say it is too unusual for the whole astronomical body
that had held all the worlds until the stargate. "I've seen as
much on my way from the gate,” he said. “This city is more
different from the Kassikan than Kex is in some ways."
"The Kassikan is the University, the city is Yakhan, The
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Main Hub of All the Lands," she told him. They came to the
pulpit on the second step of a flight of steps going up to the
childery rooms. "We'd like to take a dining room," she said,
"for Tommy and Dettamythrin. Do you have tongue on the
menu this evening?"
"It is available," the girl replied in a near conspiratorial
tone.
"Can I get it braised and floured, in a white sauce with
well-cooked greens."
"That would be the tongue Alden. And you sir?"
"We'll split it," Detta said.
Though his face darkened, he didn't argue. She ignored it
and lead him up to the rooms. He could see how firm her
cheeks and thighs were as she preceded him up the steep
stairway, she hoped they were steep enough for him to get a
look at her sex. The more macho they are, the more they fall
victim to their own hormones. They found an empty room,
Detta went to give their room number to the girl in the pulpit
while Tommy slid in. He could not stand in this chamber, but
could sit up comfortably if he stayed on the bench. The bench
and table took up almost all of the chamber. There had once
been an opening in the wall, probably a window. No doubt it
was grown in with the back of something else by now.
“What were these cubby holes for?” he asked as soon as
she got back.
“These were the cells of the male children of Klagg
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clans.” They were about eight by six by five feet tall.
He pried between the cracks of the boards covering the
old window opening and found a region of rougher stone.
“This was exposed in 1800bc, plus or minus two hundred
Earth years. I’ll have to remember the word Klagg and see if I
can look that up.”
He would find much more than she had told him so far,
but far less than any culture of the Elvish world in that time.
The Kassikan had a library on each small state in ancient
Thule, but only a few volumes on the Klagg, an Empire
nearly the size of Valindor that stood almost three centuries.
But she wanted to concentrate on her other objective while
they waited. "Cozy in here isn't it?" she said as she slid up
next to him on the bench.
"Yes." She let him slip his arm around her waist. "You say
this dates from Klagg times."
She had no pocket eye to poke in 1800bc, but she had a
time-line that she had some memory of, that sounded about
right for 30th century. "These chambers do, but it's been
redecorated since then. These stones were pretty rough when
they first went in, Elill had 'em carved up and the holes
plugged up when he opened these rooms."
"How old was this place when he redecorated it?"
"Oh it was back above water a couple centuries already,
Elill hasn't been here twenty yet."
"But he's been here a long time?"
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"More than ten centuries," she said, "Wait, I saw it, his
sign said ‘since 54,22,03’ so that's a bit over twelve centuries
now." She moved his hand up onto her chest and lead his
fingers to her nipple, which she had already raised for him.
"I find this a very delightful custom on this world," he
said and squeezed her quite firmly, pinching her nipples hard
enough to make them tingle.
"You mean a couple enjoying the woman's tit's?"
"Yes, that custom."
"That's good, we all like our tits caressed, in any basin
you find, almost any woman. It comes partly from nature and
partly from the Peace Plague. I hope you like it. Do you mind
if I fold my wrap down?"
“That's permitted in here?” he asked. “I don’t want to
cause a scene.”
She had already done it. "Sure, they're used to activity in
these rooms, that’s why they’re private rooms. A little
fondling is nothing new."
“You know; us Centorins must be quite a bit more virile
than the men of this world because my body is going to
respond to this.”
“Nothing wrong with that,” she said, “I think you’re just
not used to it. Swing your leg up this way, and skooch back in
the corner, then I'm in front of you and get to enjoy your
boner more and you won’t have to show it to the waiter.” She
leaned back on him a little more and rubbed her back against
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him. "I hope this is another custom you like here?"
“You don’t understand, if you’re going to start this with a
Centorin man, you have to finish it. Between both our
actions, I think I'll get quite aroused.”
Also a little embarrassed, she thought, but maybe she just
expected it from what she’d read about Centorin. “Good,” she
said, “I like that. I have to tell you, you're bringing forth quite
a nice one there. I really like this.”
“I’ll need relief,” he said and stopped kneading her.
“You’ll get it,” she said, not stopping the motion of her
back, “How soon?”
“Another minute, and you’ll need to take it with your
mouth.” He put his hands on her waist to stop her motion.
“I’d be delighted,” she said, and kept moving in spite of
his hands. He couldn’t squeeze her hard enough to stop her
though he tried, up to the point where he almost got the
Instinct.
“Here?” he asked.
“Absolutely,” she replied. He let her continue and grabbed
her chest again. She put her hands over his boner, wriggling
sensuously and forcefully with her thumbs. She pushed her
tits forward into his hands hard, and he responded with
delightful force. As soon as she felt his ridge get ready, she
spun around. She had his clout open and her lips around it in
seconds, before he could remember her name and say it.
"Dettamythrin, what if someone comes in here?"
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She should have been more sensitive to his culture and at
least explained why she didn’t have to care, but she was
doing things with her tongue and teeth, she was doing things
to his scrote and behind with her hands. "So beautiful," she
mumbled, "so strong."
He abandoned himself to it and soon let loose with quite a
load. It was hot and clean, she took every bit of it and then
licked him clean, still murmuring endearments to his cock. "I
hate to put it away," she said as it softened, "It's so beautiful."
She licked the last drops of gruel off it before she closed his
clout and robe back up.
He was gasping. "Wow! Now you’re a women who
knows how to thrill a guy!"
"My pleasure," she said, "Your taste is very virile with a
delicate hint of strength. Thank you for sharing it with me."
"Any time," he said. Though he was undoubtedly still
taken aback by what she just did, he tried to pretend he was
hard core at it.
“Whenever you're ready,” she said, “I'd love another, but
I think our tongue is coming.”
It was another second before they heard footsteps on the
stairs, but the the aroma had been in the air a few moments.
She laced his clout, but did not put the top of her dress back
up. Instead she folded it and tucked it down below her
breasts. The tongue was on a long platter that almost held it,
the ends overhung. It was sizzling. There were bits of greens
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over it, and a sauce that was more like a white glaze than a
gravy.
The guy who brought it gushed about the beauty of her
breasts. She beamed and leaned toward him to offer him a
feel, which he gladly accepted, bending over to bury his
hands and face in them. Tommy was too embarrassed to
breathe during the whole procedure.
"Nice guy," she said when he left, hoping Tommy could
understand how casual that was. He looked shocked and
angry.
“You don’t know much about Centorin culture,” he said,
“So I’ll try and forgive you.”
“What?” she asked.
“When you are with a man on Centorin, you pretend there
are no other men in existence. To do otherwise is highly
insulting to the one you’re with.”
“To ignore him would be rude in our culture.”
“At least you should do nothing sexual with them,” he
said. “You can thank him and we will leave him a tip, but he
is a server, not a lover.”
“And that was sexual? And he’s some guy, a person, not
just ‘a server’” he had quite a bit of emphasis on that word,
“but not a lover. Most guys don’t need immediate relief if
they enjoy a little tit. And what’s a tip? Tip of what?”
“Tipping, leaving the server some money for their
trouble.”
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“It’s included in the price of this private room.”
“He still shouldn’t get a feel of you, or even a look at you
really, while you are with me.”
“Sorry, but this ain’t Centorin, you can’t expect us to
know that. I don’t think you should expect us to change
either, no doubt you wouldn’t change how everything works
on Centorin if someone from Kassidor was to show up there.”
“No, you’re right,” he sighed, “but you can’t expect me to
enjoy the girl I’m with pressing her boobs in some other
guy’s face either.”
“I’ll try and remember,” she said, but she’d try and
remember to keep him from seeing it, she wasn’t about to
stop interacting with people just for a longer dong.
Dettamythrin slid off the bench, turned the platter and
crouched down. The tip was hanging over the edge. She took
it lovingly in her mouth and bit it off. "Mmmm." she chewed
slowly, then took off another bite with her teeth. "Come on,
eat," she said.
He looked puzzled. "Should I just start chewing from the
other end?" he asked.
"You didn't bring a knife did you?" she asked.
“No,” he replied, “I bought one but I keep forgetting to
carry it.”
"Lucky I always have mine," she fished in her street bag
and brought out her five inch switchblade that she never left
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the room she slept in without. "Here, don't hurt yourself, it's
sharp. This is why you see so many people with shoulder
holsters. It is tradition in Borlunth that one brings their dining
wear with them."
"No plates either?"
"It's on this nice platter, but they'll take that back when
we're done."
"What if we were having stew?"
"Most people take that in their mug unless it's served in a
bread-bowl. You slurp the broth and spear the goods out with
your knife."
"Is that all there is to tableware in Borlunth, just a knife?"
"In Klagg times they were big daggers, in Pikosas times
vicious stilettos. Since the Borl, they are much more polite.
That’s a Dwarvish Hyadune sticker that everyone keeps on
them in my country in case they have to walk home thru the
woods."
He cut himself a piece from the other end. It was a bit
chewy but with good flavor and he noticed how sharp the
blade was, “This tastes and feels more like corned beef than
anything else, but this knife cuts it like it was jello. It’s better
than anything we could get back home.”
She had learned of autochefs from reading a couple
Centorin novels. "You do know that the tongue is the sex
organ of the thonga don't you?" she asked.
"I do seem to recall that, now that you mention it. I didn't
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study the biology of your world as much as history, but I
believe you."
"So you would expect there are legends of its aphrodisiac
powers?"
"I guess I should expect that," Tommy said, "though I
haven't actually heard them." He looked a little worried, she
would have to go easy on him. For one who put off so much
pheromone, he was relatively meek when you came right
down to it.
"There is a quaint tale in the basin I’m from. It is said that
those who eat the tongue from the harvest beast will have an
orgasm for each bite in the upcoming sleep."
"I've taken way more than three bites already," he said.
"Is that your capacity?"
"I'm not sure any woman ever measured my capacity
before," he said, looking first sly, then worried.
"I would be delighted to measure it this Dusksleep."
"This is a big turn-around from accusing me of blowing
up historical sites."
She thought only the blink of an eye, she could answer
that with a pretty good approximation of the truth. "If I keep
you used-up like a keg from yesterday's festival, you won't be
able to hurt anything."
"I'm sure you must understand by now that I'm not about
to destroy anything."
"I'm sure that you must understand by now that you have
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a shmo I definitely want a ride on before this upcoming sleep
is over." She passed her hand over it as she said that.
"I was pretty sure you wanted something as soon as we
met."
"I want something," she leaned toward him. "Will I get
it?" she asked directly.
"I think if we can find a place where we can be alone, I
was a little nervous with what we just did."
"I've been done right over one of the tables in the tap
room here," she said, though it really wasn’t this tap room, it
was one just like it. "But, please don't take offense, I've heard
Centorins are a bit straight-laced." She was beginning to
really rise to this, this big brute superman who put out more
pheromones than a shampoo factory was completely helpless
in her sexual power. She’d read Centorin novels like that, it
was surprising to find some truth in it because she had never
seen anything realistic in them before.
"A bit too decorous to hump you over this table,” he said.
“Wouldn't you want something more comfortable than this?”
“You take the seat cushion and throw it over the table,”
she said. "Anyway, I'm staying at the museum," she said.
"Viosaign's?"
"Yes, but she won't hurt you, she'll hardly notice you by
the time we get there."
"Have you heard of the Red Captain Inn?" he asked.
"I've been by it. My charter from those who sent me didn't
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include staying at places like that."
"I'm staying there. We can go there after the meal."
"Yeah? To a three on one?"
"No," Tommy said quickly, “we each have our own
room.” He immediately tried to change the subject, "But how
are we supposed to eat these greens?"
"Let me show you," she said, and began to fold the
bottom of her wrap up above her waist.
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6. Base Camp
Dorrick was choosing this place whether the others liked
it or not simply because he was tired of living out of that inn.
He could buy it himself if he wanted, two small aluminum
beads and twenty one copper ones was nothing with the
current exchange rate. The fact that Tommy liked it was good
enough for him. "Yes," he told the lean and lovely lady with
the sweeping fall of bronze hair, "We find these rooms meet
our needs very nicely."
There were four large suites actually, each with bed,
separate bath, separate dressing/closet area and separate
toilet. There was a common kitchen/dining/lounge room with
a nice fireplace and an expansive outdoor balcony that
overlooked a small park with the bare stone of the Pikosas
preservation visible in the distance. In spite of being ten
floors up in the trees, this balcony had a pool in it that was
actually large enough to float in. The pool was carved into the
top of an immense stone plinth that the instruments said had
been raised in 1270bc or thereabouts. There was a row of
them and they were used in various ways by the apartment
trees that now grew in this area.
"But I think..." Jason said.
"I think I'm tired of looking at housing,” Tommy said. “I
like the patio in front of the main room here. It's the first one
we've seen with an actual pool and that's all I really need. I'd
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rather have this pool now than one at each of our bedrooms
by the time winter sets in again."
"OK," Jason said, "Dorrick?"
"The last five were good enough for me. This is even
nicer but more homey. I don't mind if we stop looking. I was
thinking I would buy it myself if no one else wants it."
“Fine,” Jason said, “I’ll take the other suite on the next
floor down.”
"Good," Dorrick said. "We'll bring our bags up today and
get our gear down from the balloon over the next few weeks,"
he told Joriss, the woman who was selling the place. "Here's
three aluminum's, you can leave us the change with the spare
keys here on the doorstand." She was a little surprised at this,
but held out her hand for them. He pressed her fingers closed
around them and they both smiled. He felt again how easy it
would be to sink into the culture of this world. He took the
key from her.
"Usually we have a get-together and let all the neighbors
know," she said. "If we don't, how will they know you didn't
steal it from me? No offense, but you guys are big and
everyone who reads will know you for Centorins. You
wouldn't want them to be any more suspicious of you than
they have to."
"When would we do this?"
"As soon as Afternoonday?" she asked. "Is that too much
bother? I can't get everybody together even with that, but
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there would be a few so you'd have witnesses."
"We can make it Afternoonday," Dorrick told her,
disappointed at spending another sleep in the inn. "If we
could stay here as guests this Noonsleep?"
"Oh certainly, may I invite one of you to my bed?"
Dorrick looked at his men, Jason looked at Tommy.
Tommy had been exhausted from Dawnsleep, but hadn’t
really talked about it. He gave Dorrick and Jason an 'oh what
the hell' expression and turned to the woman, "Sure, I be
delighted to share a bed with you this Noonsleep."
Dorrick had found it no problem to settle back into
Centorin ways in regard to TongSu. TongSu was not one to
speak of feelings, and she had a blunt and crude way about
her at times, but she did have feelings and she was getting
quite comfortable with him in her way. He would rather spend
the first sleep in this place with her.
"Consider it a date," she told Tommy and rubbed against
him, "I'll go start making arrangements for tomorrow." She
started toward the door, then stopped. "Do you have plans for
Noonmeal? I've got bins in there I still need to clean out. I can
whip up some lon patters you wouldn't believe were just lon
patters.
"For all of us?" Dorrick asked.
"That would be five altogether. This table seats eight and
there will be more left over. I may invite three more."
"Our fourth is a woman," Dorrick informed her.
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"And I don't need company for my bed," Jason said.
"It's not about that, I just want to get those bins cleaned
out for you. As it is I'm going to be carting a lot of spice jars
out of here. I'm going to have to just leave you a half sack of
fine-ground vedn because I can't see carting it."
"Don't worry about us," Jason said, "We can keep house."
Tommy glared at him about that because Jason did the
fewest domestic chores.
"So; Noonmeal in about two hours?" she asked.
"We'll be here," Dorrick said. "We just want to bring our
bags up."
There were actually between twelve and fourteen people
there when they returned and the aroma of cooking was
wafting out the open door into the stairwell. They had each
agreed to take one of the rooms that Joriss had already
emptied. "Why don't we take the one on this end," TongSu
asked him as she looked around the place. It had been gradual
hadn't it, just little by little she spent less time with others, it
was getting so 'a little variety' was almost an event. Now they
were pretty much taking it for granted that they would share
space. Her way of using the word 'we' was as deeply as she
ever spoke of her feelings for him, but it was significant
wasn't it? He was getting so that was all he needed, no
ceremony, no paperwork. In this culture, this is as close as
one gets to married isn't it?
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He took her in his arms, causing a bit of a questioning
look. He couldn't help smiling when he said, "Sure, this one's
fine," and put his free arm around her waist as they walked
thru the door.
"Let's not dawdle unpacking," she said, but pressed
herself to him pleasantly. "I'm hungry and the smell's put
claws in my stomach."
They threw their bags on the bed and went back down to
the main room. Joriss was right about her lon patters, it was a
honey-spice thing and that she fried them in so little oil. They
met lots of the neighbors, too many to remember in one
evening.
As Noonmeal gave way to Noonsleep, Dorrick was glad
he had TongSu to protect him. It seemed that 'I'd like to see
the downstairs' meant 'inspect your bedroom ceiling at some
length'. It got to neighbor telling neighbor, 'Oh I've seen
downstairs, want me to show you?' and so on. The yaag
flowed, and an alcoholic concoction a lot like a sweet tequila.
Joriss also made up some golden fruits stuffed with what
seemed to be vanilla flavored creme cheese.
When at last they tried to make their way down to their
room for Noonsleep, two other couples along the way offered
to join them for a four way, and when they got to the room
they found two other couples already engaged in a circular
oral four way in it, one of the men in orgasm. He was
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thankful that at least they hadn't taken the daycover off the
bed.
Even TongSu didn't seem to have something to say about
this. Dorrick wondered how these people thought they had an
invitation up here, but then remembered that this sleep he and
his people were still the guests, crashing here after the party.
The place wasn't sold until tomorrow.
The first person to speak was the woman who had just
swallowed a load. "If you want in, you're kind of late." Her
man was still pumping, she bent to lick it up but kept her eyes
on TongSu. Dorrick was still behind her in the doorway. The
man still had his face buried in the other woman's pubis, as
the other man had his face buried in hers.
"We had picked this as our room for Noonsleep." TongSu
said dumbly.
The other woman took the one she was sucking out of her
mouth long enough to say to the man who had come, "Don't
stop, I'm almost there."
"You're the people buying the place aren't you?" the one
who's man was finishing asked. "That's OK, I can finish up at
our place," she told the guy who was licking her.
"Me also," he said.
The other woman groaned when they stopped. She took
her finger and finished herself off while the others untangled
and sat up. She was still gasping and still had her hand in her
crotch as she glowered at them while leaving the room.
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"I guess we should have inquired before walking in?"
TongSu said to him.
"Yeah, maybe. I guess I forgot this isn't really our place til
tomorrow. We didn't get off to such a good start with some of
the neighbors."
"I have a feeling we aren't going to be that close to those
neighbors anyway," she said. "I know Borlunth is supposed to
be the sex capital of the world and all, and I don't consider
myself a prude, but that was kinkier than my interest."
As it turned out, they saw little of the neighbors the next
few weeks. Tommy dived right into the archeology, charming
Viosaign's helper out of the woodwork to repeat
measurements she'd just repeated. Jason had taken to hanging
around the site also and trying to make himself useful. It got
so as Dorrick felt he could spend the day with TongSu since
neither of them was really an archeologist. He asked what
she'd done when they were at the site.
"I ain't been doing much. If it was Afternoonday I might
get in the pool but Morningdays the last couple weeks I
wandered around and bought some food and that rug for the
bathroom."
"Is our larder bare today?"
"If we leave the house at all we should pick something up
on the way home."
"What would you like to do?" he asked.
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"Once I get the place picked up?"
"We can hire a maid, you don't have to do that."
"Then what? Pick my toenails all day? Play with Vio's
artifacts? It's just Jason's shirts and the basket of shalripe
skins. I've lived with slobbier guys than you are and only
Tommy is cluttered. Jason's room is like exhibit space."
"He's always neat, even when camping." He never did any
cleaning in the common areas however.
"Yeah, too bad about the rigidity of his ways, he could
have had more fun."
"He's had a couple encounters since we've been here." His
insistence on serial monogamy was preventing him from
establishing a relationship.
"How's Vio?" TongSu asked.
"Skinny and quick, very forceful." She had practically
insisted.
"Has he done her?"
"Not that I know of."
"He talks a lot about her, more than Tommy does. Have
you noticed that the last couple dinners?"
"I might have noticed him using her name more, I was
just following the history, not the personalities. I should pay
more attention."
"Jason sees something in her," TongSu said.
"It might be her constancy, she has been at this since
ancient times. She has always been Professor Viosaign,
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chipping patiently at these ruins. Maybe he equates it with
monogamy in some way."
"I suspect Viosaign is FAR from monogamous,” TongSu
said. “I suspect she may not care what sex or species her
orgasm comes from. Animal, vegetable or mineral. Anyone
who could spend twenty centuries restoring these artifacts,"
Tommy had brought a few to the house, they were on the
coffee table, "can't be very monogamous."
"Pikosas women were monogamous," Dorrick said.
"Their men weren't, and Viosaign is Tduun Tundrite,
never noted as a particularly monogamous ethnic group."
"Is there a monogamous ethnic group on this end of the
stargate?" he asked.
"My ancestors were and the last basin we came thru,
Prvest, had a lot of monogamy in ancient times."
"Any remaining today?"
"A few people here and there. Well, it's a matter of degree,
some people would call us monogamous. Here we are on our
day off, still hanging around with each other..."
"TongSu, I still would rather hang around with you than
anyone else I've met here. What would you like to do when
the chores are done, and if it's break out of this stifling
monogamy that we've been trapped in for two sleeps in a row,
that's fine."
"Nah, I'm fine with it really. I don't know anyone in
Borlunth. Maybe next week I'll practice my social skills but if
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I mingle once every other week or so, I don't consider that's
far enough from monogamy for me."
"But it's close enough for me," Dorrick said.
"Well, I wouldn't want you to say that. I'm not casual in
using the word 'spouse' either, we've only been kicking
around these neverlands a couple years now. But we're good
together aren't we? I'm good with you, in spite of the stargate
and the crash." She took his face in her hands.
He took hers also. "I'm content with you also," he said,
"You're more real than so many people I've known."
She gave him a quick grin, there might have been more
but only her eyes said anything more on the subject and he
wasn't sure what. Her words said, "Lets go wander around on
that canopy street outside your door his Morningday and see
what we got for neighbors up there. Bring a cup."
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7. The Data
No one had understood what his problem had been with
Yhroenne, and Tommy couldn’t find the words to make them.
Words are cheap, he will show them what he really is. His
problem with Yhroenne was that she lied about what she
liked, she let him get carried away, loose himself in lust and
dominance, baring the worst of his soul. Maybe even feel he
was something of a modern day Pikosas. His upbringing
hadn’t helped. His father was wrong to buy him people as
toys, but when he was twenty one, he didn’t understand that.
Since he had matured, he had ensured that his wives were
cared for. His brothers and cousins hadn’t been so
enlightened, but the three lesser wives, concubines, whatever
the correct term was today, that were under his control were
now set up with comfort and as much freedom as Centorin
law allowed. His grandfather had threatened him with
disinheritance, Tommy had called his bluff. If he had been
disinherited, all he could have done is free them, but they
would have been no worse off than before his father bought
them.
He would be more careful with Detta. She was the most
enthusiastic sex object he had ever encountered. She had
never been anything but eager to go down on him, she often
asked first. She’d only asked for vaginal occasionally, and
that was very good also. She liked it from behind and asked
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him to squeeze her so hard he worried she might be another
case like Yhroenne. He had to talk to her about it, she assured
him the firming treatments she’d taken made her much
tougher and she needed the same amount of distortion to get
the same amount of pleasure.
Detta was the first woman on this planet to act anything
like a woman was supposed to act. Yes, he believed they
should be treated with respect and consideration, but the full
equality they thought they deserved here was unnatural. The
Russians had tried it and to some extent the Americans and
other Europeans. They were all extinct now, bred out of
existence by societies that understand that nature did not
make man and woman the same, that they had different roles
and that they had to stay in their roles for society to work
correctly, and continue.
This society had so few children that if they weren’t
eternal they would disappear even faster than the Russians
had. He had expected to get a much better reception on this
planet than he had, especially in Elf country. He knew this
planet had emasculated almost all their men, but Elven men
even looked emasculated, almost androgynous. He expected
as a dominant man of Centorin, women would be drawn to
him, even against their wills like they were back in Kex.
Maybe if he didn’t insist on a good blow job now and then he
would have done better. But as far as he was concerned, if a
girl didn’t think enough of him to suck his cock, he would
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move on. He wasn’t about to get into a relationship where
there was some question about who wore the pants.
Instead they were drawn to Dorrick, who was in some
ways the least masculine of them. If there was any question of
who wore the pants between him and TongSu, it was whether
or not Dorrick ever put them on. He wore his hair long, he
was soft spoken, he obeyed his superiors and went by the
book. Most of all, he never established dominance with them.
He never did with males either come to think of it. He was
not the boss and had never made a decision other than to
come on this balloon, and the only real decision was that it
would be this balloon.
If Dorrick had worked behind the scenes to sway the Vaik,
Tommy didn’t care. He had what he wanted from them
anyway. As far as he was concerned, his theorem was as good
as proved. He was sure he would find all the human vices of
greed and cruelty, along with all the virtues of glory and
progress in the human societies before the Kassikan wiped
out the dominant men. They already knew that slavery, even
sex slavery, was not confined to the Pikosas.
Besides the sexual role she served, Tommy was glad to
have this girl going over the data with him. They had spent
the whole day on it, and she had been quite a guide, but
always as his servant, not his instructor. Viosaign and Jason
were gone for the day. Vio was acting as a tour guide for him
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in the center of the city, it was almost like they were on a Kex
date here on the far side of the universe. Vio was acting much
more decorous around Jason than she had around him and
Dorrick. Dorrick had taken the day off and wasn't at the site
either, he didn’t know where TongSu was, so just the two of
them were here.
It seemed that Vio had attempted to keep her assistant or
student, whatever Detta was, away from them for fear she
would anger them with her accusations. That was silly, just as
Detta's worries were silly. But he forgave them because these
people had every right to worry when confronted with
Centorin might.
Tommy was glad to get a look at this without Viosaign
hovering close. "This is the master map," Detta said,
unrolling a large scroll on the table in front of him. It was
three layers thick. "It's one twelfth the scale of the plot
sheet's, one forty fourth the ground. I checked a few
measurements and found them to be accurate."
"You've checked them on the standing site also?" Tommy
asked. It was sometimes hard to remember this cute little
cum-bucket was also a serious and educated historian.
"A few, a lot are gone of course because she has
excavated, but I checked a few gross measurements on-site
and checked a few others mathematically. It's as good as I
could have done myself in every case."
"That's good to know. A scholar working alone is a
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dangerous thing. But this is a good map. This is the whole
temple complex?" Tommy asked.
"Yes, all she has excavated, out to the walls on all sides.
There are docks here that date from that age which are here
on the map but gone in today’s world. The water was fifteen
feet above today's level at that time and therefore a mile
closer to us than it is today. There was said to be a few miles
of open water along this coast before the lon began at that
time and ships of size commonly docked at Pikosas pier.
There's a little plaza set up today on what was once the pier.
There's a family cooking there and the stairs to the plankways
come down out of where the masts used to be, so we can’t
check anything she excavated there, but she claims the
dactylboat came from there. The last trees on that side are
standing in what was water during Pikosas times."
"So this entire distance was about eight hundred and fifty
feet?"
"Yes, eight sixty eight I think is her best measurement. It's
within a foot or two I'm sure."
"Four hundred thirty five feet wide at the widest point.
4.78 acres altogether."
Dettamythrin looked at him and said. "That one’s easy to
check. She has all the calculations over in those boxes under
the tables by the back door. I didn't check them but it doesn't
seem out of place."
"Right, it doesn't, she's done a lot of good hard science
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here. It just doesn't match what I saw in her books," Tommy
told her.
"I know what you mean. I read her accounts of the
ceremonies and I pictured something on a scale more like that
of the Guildesplas and the reality here is on the scale of some
new fashion mall a few floors up in the trunks a few blocks to
either side of here. There were thirty of the great peni. Six
still stand on the site and she managed to get one into this
museum and restore it."
"From her accounts I pictured them lining thoroughfares
in all directions," Tommy said.
"There was this main promenade here,” she ran her finger
over the map. “This was the only open air on the grounds, the
courtyard of the columns, the procession of spoils to the high
priest sitting at the top of his great penis tower. That is now
gone and only a few of the building stones remained by the
time Vio got here, but Viosaign dreams of restoring it." In her
books he would emerge from the very tip, jumping like
ejaculate in his creamy white robes on a platform winched up
from below. He would wave his arms as he pronounced his
divisions of spoils.
"So where did the men of the cult live?" Tommy asked
her.
"The artifacts show that all these chambers here, two
floors of them, were children's barracks." She was waving her
arms over a collection of small rooms, twenty or thirty in
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total. "All of these over here were childbearing women."
"I don't see any divisions between them as to who's wives
were with whom."
"It seems if you get one planted, you stuck her in a
nursery. She speculates that once the child was weaned, the
woman went back to the breeding barracks over here."
"Now the upper levels..." Tommy started to ask.
"Are conjecture from the scatter of items found in the
rubble below and the patterns of the foundations. All we can
say with some certainty is that the males had their chambers
on an upper level. She excavated the traces of two landings
pancaked onto the floor in one spot, so she thinks there were
two flights of stairs and two levels of planked rooms above."
"So all the women were sex slaves but just at different
part of their cycle?"
"It appears that way," Detta said.
"And all were kept in these chambers?"
"There were also willing harems in the upper floors.
There are very stylish feminine artifacts in the top strata,
showing that favorites were very well treated. These were
probably the common breeders down here."
"Two courts of eight on a side, thirty two chambers in
all,” Tommy added it up. “How many girls could they put in a
ten by ten chamber."
"Their chambers were large because they would be
entertaining males. The ones in the nursery are only eight by
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ten because the woman is sharing it only with a baby."
"If there was one woman in each chamber, that is thirty
two, not hundreds or thousands. But what is all this stuff?"
Detta pointed to each area in the region he waved at. "All
this down by the docks is military and maintenance. There
were probably no upper floors and if there were they would
have been very rickety. There's weapons pieces and spent
arrow heads in the sediment. The whole second storeroom
came out of here, she has it all cataloged, measured and
numbered. I've never seen anything like this.” Detta stopped
and drew a breath, looked at him like she didn’t know
whether or not she should go on. Tommy urged her with a
hand motion. “It's too bad she didn't do all this work on some
more important site like the Klagg urban belt or one of the
Dalthite city-states.
“She did chemical analysis of the rotted soil and found
they wore lot's of bloke-hide armor.” Detta pointed to another
section of the lower end of the compound, a row of small
stone spaces a little like the ‘birthing rooms’ Vio had showed
them their first Nightday here. “All of these were storerooms
she thinks. There were bits of random stuff from the remains
of old religious artifacts to broken garden tools found in
them. There is no evidence that people lived in them for any
extended time. The compound wall itself is the only one with
a high degree of integrity, much less finish, in this area. I've
been to the ruins and verified that."
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"So you never noticed that the scale doesn't match?"
She answered him with a question, "So what you're telling
me is, you think Viosaign is drawing false conclusions from
the data?" Dettamythrin looked at his face as she said that.
"The capacities of the rooms don't support it. She has
documented the site well, and shown that it could have held,
at the most, a hundred sex slaves, not counting whatever
harems were upstairs. This was THE Pikosas temple. The one
in the world," he said. "I learned that from her, just last
Nigthday."
"So did the slavery really happen?" Detta asked.
"Yes, it happened, but I doubt that it happened on the
scale it did in Viosaign's novels."
"Novels?"
"They would be scientific papers with doubtful
conclusions if she'd published her fieldwork, as it was she
only published what now appears to be historical fiction."
"And what she published reached Centorin?"
"We were able to search it from Centorin once the tube's
network lines were hooked up. Her work is one of the reasons
we're here."
"You feel cheated?"
"In a way," Tommy said. "In a way vindicated. This
culture was not SUCH an aberration for it's place and time as
we believed. It may be that the area she convinced us was
subject to Pikosas rule was really subject to Pikosas raids and
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the Pikosas themselves were confined to a citadel-city who's
walls no doubt included a harbor that has been redeveloped
since then."
"Probably more than once."
"Their walls must have stretched from the temple mount
to the docks. They probably included little more than what is
preserved."
"Those walls are there, but they are Klagg," Detta told
him. “In Klagg times the city was much larger and was
divided into Marshaldoms and there were gates with sentries
at each. She believes this was the textile marshaldom at the
time, one of the last to the south. The Klagg city stretched all
the way beyond where we met, Elill's, another mile."
"What was the population of the Klagg city?" Tommy
asked.
"There's a lot of argument, some say only three hundred
thousand some say a million. But there were vegetable plots
within the walls."
"And when would those walls have been built?" he asked.
"After the T'duun, after The Fall, maybe as early as the
25th, but more likely the early 30's. Some time after the Wars
of Magic in the history of Kassikan's basin."
He had programmed his phone to translate dates, that was
during the Middle Kingdom of Egypt on Earth. His world of
Centorin had only scattered and temporary outcrops of liquid
water at the time. Thebes was not that large, even if the Klagg
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city was only three hundred thousand. This was something
else that had happened here in this far away basin that had
been unknown to Centorin science until he got here. "Was
there time between that culture and the Pikosas?"
"The tribes who would become the Pikosas found only
scattered herds of wild scufscamp scrambling thru the mossy
ruins when they got here. There was Orc in their blood. I'd
always presumed those walls hadn't changed much from then
til now."
"Have you seen these walls?"
"You have too. We go thru two of them between here and
the central district on a streetcar."
"The blocks the roots are holding along the Elewane
down under it's main walkway?" he asked. "Where those
great rope-ladders go up to the trees growing out of it?"
"That's one wall. It's somewhat overgrown, but still down
there. The top of that wall is the cellar path of the Elewane."
"I will have to see that sometime soon." He was wearing
only his cargo shorts today. Morningdays were a bit cooler,
maybe eighty four, but that was still sweltering by Centorin
standards. No place or time since they arrived in Borlunth had
been even pleasantly cool.
She was reaching into those shorts. "For a hot mouthful
I'll take you there now."
He ruffled her hair, "I'll never get blue balls around you
will I?"
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"Not if I can help it. But I want to do it at that wall.
There's a spot you're going to like."
"Can we leave all this out?"
"She's got the place closed all day. I don't think she trusts
me leaving the place open. She's probably afraid I'll sell the
collection to a trader..."
"He'd need quite a large cargo vessel."
"Well, you know. I already know she doesn't sell
anything, not even the spoons."
That was a bummer. The M’Kaster was hoping he could
bring home a large chest of artifacts with him. He was willing
to pay very handsomely by native standards, as much as a ton
of aluminum for the big boy. "Has she ever told you how she
finances this place?" Tommy always enjoyed walking with
this girl because of her great figure and the enthusiasm with
which she used it. She was already pulling him toward the
back hallway.
"She sort-of founded Gorunda, now the second largest
city in the Zhlindu basin, or the largest in the Tduun basin if
you consider it separate. It was a sleepy little fishing village
when she planted a bunch of trees."
"And now?"
"Over nine million I hear. She's a very wealthy woman,
she could live in the greatest palace in this city if she wanted.
Gorunda is so much richer than Borlunth, she might buy the
whole city if she had the time. She has the wealth of a
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Centorin."
"What does she want?" Tommy asked. He was thinking he
really should get a shirt because the solidity of her breast was
going to have him erect by the time they got to the preserve.
Besides that it was a bit cooler in this tunnel.
"She just wants someone to take an interest in her work
here. She wants someone to share this with." She wrapped his
arm around her and put her nib to his palm. This tunnel was
not really wide enough to walk side by side so she leaned in
front of him a little.
"Is that with she has with you?"
"To some extent. She thinks of me as a student."
"And your personal relationship? There is only one bed in
that apartment."
"You are Centorin, perhaps you would be shocked."
"I'm not going to run from you if you're bi, it just doubles
the competition."
"No, don't think of it that way, just think of it as a better
three way for you."
"She's that kinky?"
"Tommy, she's lived at the Pikosas museum since before
your planet was inhabited. Trust me, as long as it doesn't hurt
too bad and there's some aspect of sex involved, Vio's into it.
She's done weirder things than I have."
"What's your limits?" he asked.
"Let's see, I don't usually fuck in public. Only twice that I
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remember and I remembered neither til told about it after. I
don't mind giving a blow job in public, but I'm a little shy
about fucking. I don't walk around in public with cum on my
face. I don't eat shit, that's even outside Vio's range, and I
don't get peed on or drink pee. If it hurts, don't do it. Pretty
much all the standard stuff. I think my only kinks are I love
cum and I'll play with other girls and toys if invited."
"So how deep are your feelings for Vio?"
"About like this," she held her hand up with thumb and
finger a couple inches apart. "She means well but she's weird.
I don't understand all of her, but there's something about her
that's growing on a different foundation if you know what I
mean. We've had some arguments."
"You're not a couple?"
"No, we're friends, but not our main partners. It might be
closer to desperation of last resort at times."
"Who is main partners?"
"With her?"
"No, with you."
"Why, are you interested?"
"We've been spending some time together, I want to know
if I'm getting in anyone's way?"
"No, definitely not. For the past couple weeks you've been
my partner, but I thought it was just because of work. You
seem like you could keep working while I suck you off, not
that I’m complaining." It was actually a turn-on for her but
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maybe she didn’t want to admit that yet.
"My work is pretty much my life, I'm like Vio in that.
Right now my work is Vio's work, and yours too. You and I
are more compatible as people it seems because my work is
also yours."
"Sex is an important part of a relationship, and our kinks
interlock." She grabbed him as she said that, poked him
upright thru the denim of his shorts.
He squeezed her breast a little harder and thumbed her
nipple. “Yeah they do, but don't get me wrong, I love to fuck
you also." He reached down and grabbed her ass also.
"Good, my cervix loves it when you fuck me too."
They had reached the end of the passage and opened the
gate to the preserve. There was no one around at the time and
he was glad because his shorts were bulging after this. "I
should have brought a shirt," he said.
"I'll ease up until we get there. I can still keep my tit on
your arm can't I? That's not enough to make a pole all by
itself is it?"
"I've gotten used to that." He had to, she never walked
with a male any other way unless he complained. She would
gladly drop her top and entertain the hands and lips of anyone
who complimented her. She never wore anything that could
conceal the shape of her nipples and was eager to be topless
whenever it was appropriate and in this area that included all
but formal business offices. He was trying hard to accept this
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aspect of her culture. He’d gone so far as to accept the
exposure, but being pawed over by other guys just wasn’t
going to work for him. She had been trying to keep it to a
minimum, but they’d had some rough patches already
because of it. If she wasn’t so eager with a blow job, he might
have dropped her because of it. He hadn’t really tried to find
out how easily he could get sucked in this town but his
memories of Elven lands were still fresh.
They walked along one of the ruined back alleyways in
the area of the priests temple. "These were the priests
quarters, we think." Every stone was carved in this area,
though eroded til it was hard to tell. The base of a collapsed
stairway still lead to this alley.
He realized that this alley might once have been a hall.
"Was this indoors at the time?"
"Oh yes, the temple covered this whole quadrant. There is
a courtyard over there," she turned to point. She always
seemed to find a way to make sure both her breasts pressed
against him when she did that, "that was open to the sky. This
was all roofed in."
She took a side path alongside a wall that stood. Most
others were down to a course or two of stone. The finely
wrought stones of this area had been plundered for building
material before Viosaign took ownership of the area.
"What I wanted to show you is right here anyway."
Ahead was a much taller wall of much bigger, rougher
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stones. That had been built with boulders squared only on
their mating surfaces. It was nearly twenty feet tall. Gigantic
apartment trees grew from it's top and their roots snaked
down this wall over the uncut sides of the boulders. At it's
base was a ragged wall of smaller blocks, no part of it
standing more than six feet against the side of the older wall.
"That wall was Klagg," she said. "You don't need to be a
history scholar to the see difference in construction."
"Any tourist would comment on it." They had stopped
near it.
There was a table at the base of the wall. It was a large
stone slab, roughly flat on top, fluted on the bottom. There
were still several seats left along the wall, carved into the
stone of the walls. Their shapes were somewhat strange, like
one should sit with one's legs apart, but the erosion was such
that he wasn’t sure what he was looking at. At least they were
spaced to allow each one seated to spread their legs pretty
wide. "Sit here," she said. "Notice how this table is built.
Room for knees under each seat, room for a head under the
table at each seat. I think when important temple business
was being discussed, a man might need some relief."
He sat. There were probably twelve seats at the table at
one time, only three remained. He took one that was about
half way down, the first. The stone of the table was rough
now, and there were large spots of moss. This limestone
dissolved rapidly in this climate so he had to assume the table
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was meant to be flat on top.
Detta walked to one end. "Notice that the table was wide
enough to allow a person to pass between the legs." She was
unlacing her wrap as she said that. She let it come open as the
laces unhooked, her breasts were uncovered already. "That
way while the important ministers were discussing their
important affairs, and an urge arose, a supply of lush temple
girls could be kept on hand and at a sign," she motioned for
him to raise his hand. The wrap had fallen from her by now
and she writhed to show the lushness of this temple girl.
He raised his hand, she slipped under the end of table and
crawled under it. She knelt at his chair, getting her breasts on
the inside of his thighs.
"Now just pretend you're discussing some important troop
placements at the time," she said as her fingers dropped his
zipper. She tried to imitate a man's voice, "We'll need seven
thousand more troops to hold that pass against the Dwarves."
She pulled his shorts open enough to take all his organs in her
hands. She imitated a different voice, "We're stretched too
thin already sir, and the size of the barracks tells us we have
only fifty seven knights fit to ride out of here sir." She cupped
his balls in one hand, stroked the shaft with the other. She
changed back to the first imitation man's voice, "I don't care
what the evidence says, I need mthn thmn moofss," and then
she gave up trying to imitate the sounds of a military meeting.
He put his arms behind his head and leaned back and let it
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grow beneath the eager ministrations of her strong tongue. It
was much more pleasant studying here than in the ruins of
Pennsylvania.
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8. Walking the Streets
Once they were settled in the city, the logistics of their
operation took care of themselves. It wasn’t Centorin, and
some of the cooks didn’t maintain the standards of cleanliness
he was used to, but they had a comfortable home with
lanterns instead of lighting, no autochef but a gas burner,
flush toilets with foot-pump spray, a hot shower if you
remembered to light the burner. There were plenty of cooks,
video screens near some of the taps and an ‘eye room’ only
three blocks away. The ‘pocket eye’ from the city at the
gatehead and the sat-comm both worked well from the
balcony, and they could buy a screen for home use when they
got around to it.
There were cooks and nightlife in the area, the famous big
bare boners of Borlunth were on display in many clubs in the
local area. There were two music halls within walking
distance. The music was rough, but done better than anything
comparable in his home neighborhood in Kex. Most of the
residents were quite poor, but the upper quarter lived pretty
well and it cost about one small steel ball-bearing per day per
person to live that way.
Tommy and Vio’s oral-fetish assistant were getting along
well and were digging into Vio’s data with gusto. TongSu was
settling in as the homemaker, and Jason was practicing to be
Vio’s bodyguard it seemed. He hung around the site anyway,
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and was with the professor more than one would expect for
someone who wasn’t really into ancient history. Dorrick
wasn’t either, but there was so much of it around and not
much else to do. It was what their expedition was about after
all. He had read the professor’s books, he had learned to use
the portable gear.
Today Dorrick was just out walking. He set out to explore
the city and had become so lost he would have needed to ask
directions to get back if it wasn’t for the navigation in his
comm. He walked at random miles into the small hills toward
the newer parts of the city and went into the lower levels
whenever he could. He found many interesting things. The
bulk of the stone had probably been first cut before the
pyramids, by what were called the Dalthites here. That was
three thousand Earth years before the Pikosas, two thousand
years before the earliest Klagg.
That meant that their city had been much larger than any
of the later ones built atop it. That city had flourished just
before and during the time known as The Energy Age. It
might have been as large as the modern city, but so little
remains because so much had been re-used, often multiple
times, by later civilizations. The Dalthites had opposed the
Elves in that age, Dorrick already knew; and so much of their
history had been lost.
He came upon an enormous chamber, it's walls were
slanted slabs of stone three hundred feet long and a hundred
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fifty wide over a chamber the size of a football field. They
had to have been carved from bedrock. His instrument told
him they had been carved between seven thousand and
seventy five hundred years ago. This lead to a street roofed
with smaller versions of those stones. The place seemed to be
a keda market or something, it looked like people were using
the spaces down this street as stalls.
"Are you new with us?" someone asked.
"Uh, I'm sorry?" Dorrick answered.
"We usually just see those of us that are on the crew down
here in Gillik's stables."
"I'm sorry, I've wandered into private property haven't I? I
was just admiring the architecture. Do you know what culture
built this?"
"Not a clue," he said. "I've been with Gillik going on a
century and never heard talk of when this wasn't a stable. I
sort of suspected the Saggothans built it. It's prehistoric old
and is dug into the side of a hill."
"This is much harder rock than Saggothans worked,"
Dorrick told him. He knew the Saggothans were the kedas,
they could hold hard rock in their claws to work limestone
and sandstone. This gneiss was something they would hold to
work that with. "I'm an archeologist, this instrument says
these stones were cut about the 14th century, late Dalthite
times."
"Sounds like you're the scientist, you already know a lot
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more about it than I do." the guy said. A keda came out into
the hall. This was the closest he had ever been to one. It eyed
him with three of it's eyes and raised the side of his chin.
"That's like us gripping palms," he said, "he likes you and
wants you to scratch him under the chin." Dorrick did so, the
fuzz was surprisingly soft and plush. The keda bobbed an eye
and moved on. "That's FourAndTwo, he's not used to
strangers back here so he had to meet you. He likes you."
“He didn't stay long,” Dorrick said, “and how would he
know whether or not to like me”?
“By smell, they can smell if you’re lying or telling the
truth. He only stopped by as a formality, he's going out on a
route now.”
"They know their own schedules?" Dorrick asked.
"They're more punctual than our drivers, except for
NoTwo, we have to go get him up every time."
"Well, sorry to intrude," Dorrick said.
"Oh, no problem, it's not like running streetcars is a craft
with deep secrets," he chuckled. "No harm 't'all. You're not
local are you?"
"This instrument gave it away?" Dorrick asked.
"Yeah, it looks very businesslike, you won't find anything
that serious in the schools around here."
"I'm from Centorin actually."
"Oh? That must be up in the highlands somewhere?"
"Well yes," he said, and decided not to try and explain.
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"Could you tell me how much of this structure remains?"
Dorrick asked.
"This goes all the way thru to the Bilbark on the other
side of this hill. It's about half mile from here. Beyond that,
farther down the hill, there's another complex that Elegoen's
Fruits uses as their transfer station. It's not just like this, they
put steps in the ceilings over there. A few of the old families
have tombs like this along this side of the hill also, but those
aren’t as big as this one room. If you want to look at old caves
you could go on thru to The Bilbark and go left, downhill.
Elegoen's is a few blocks down. I'm sure they'll let you look
around."
Dorrick was interested as he walked thru there. He was
discovering a new culture wasn't he? One that hadn't been
cataloged and scientifically described, at least to Centorin. He
put it on his notepad, took dates, pictures and compositions.
This was probably completed in stages over a period of three
to four hundred Earth years, his instrument told him. He was
progressing to the older end. The underground street took
several turns and he encountered two more kedas and one
more person on that walk. The other end had a chamber much
like the one where he entered, but angled the other way. It
was slightly smaller and was used as the feed barn of the
stables. It was as much as 7850 years old. There were three
tunnels out to a public walk on the far side.
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The Bilbark itself was eight floors up from where he
emerged. It was wide and shady, well up into the trees and
open enough to get some idea of the lay of the land. The
forest sloped down, this street followed a shallow valley
toward the north lon. Dorrick didn't know what that lon floor
was like at the time. That information was known, he was
able to look it up and find out it was lon at that time also, it
had been sea at some time between, dry farmland across the
river at another. This planet's history had seen seas and ice
sheets come and go, deserts turn to seas and then to farmland
on the scale of continents. The map of the planet changed
constantly. Climate change was a given.
He saw the sign for Elegoen's and climbed down three
flights to a small oval door which was open with a welcome
sign over it. Inside he went thru another stone wall at least
five feet thick. He emerged on a broad balcony high in a
chamber like the ones at the ends of Gillik's tunnels. This
space was corbeled, each step a story in height, each
overhang twice as wide as the one before, making a seven
step parabola. This balcony was two floors from the top. Two
story piles of crates covered the floor, but this end had this
broad balcony with several tables and a few people sitting at
them on stools.
One of the woman turned to him, "Got or need?"
"None of the above. Archeologist interested in the
structure you occupy."
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"Hey Jeese," she called across the balcony, "You might be
able to help this guy." A small, very light-skinned girl with
shiny black hair and deep black eyes looked up. "He wants to
know about this cavern." She turned back to Dorrick, "Go see
her, she looked into it."
"You know something about the culture that built this?"
he asked. "I'm Dorrick O’She, leader of an archeological
expedition from the University of Kex on Centorin."
She looked at him, eyes narrow at first, but getting wider
and wider for a second or two more before she spoke.
"Centorin is the stargate people right?" she asked in wonder.
"Yes," he answered.
"And Kex is like your Kassikan?"
"Kex is like Centorin's Yakhan, it is the city at the far end
of the stargate. Our university is like only the student section
of the Kassikan without all the other businesses."
"Still, wow, long trip, all the way across space?"
"Jeese, I assure you that the trip from Kex to the Yakhan
was quicker than my walk back to my dwelling near the
South Lon will be this dusk. The trip from the Yakhan to
Borlunth was greater than all the expeditions I have heard of
in all my studies of epic expeditions."
"Well, it IS a long way to the Yakhan from here. Here,
please take a stool, or do you want to tour the site?"
"You are an archeologist?"
"No, I'm an inventoryist actually, but I looked up what I
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could about these people."
"How much is available?"
"There is some evidence that the walls might have once
been inscribed, but anything conclusive has long since eroded
off. Most casual observers think a Dwarven race must have
carved these chambers even though Dwarves didn't start
moving into this area in large numbers until the 30's."
The 30’s here was the Egypt, Troy, Old Testament time
period.
Dorrick got up and walked to the wall. He had to reach
over some tables and bookcases to reach the stone, but he got
the tip of the dater onto the stone and snapped it. His eyes
almost popped out of his head. This stone was cut going on
eight thousand years ago, almost twice as far in the past as the
Pikosas. Probably a separate but related culture to the one that
built the stables, another culture that probably had never been
scientifically investigated. He walked back and sat down
before he said anything. He had to use the device to get the
native translation of the date. "This stone was cut in the 11th
or 12th century according to this instrument."
"Umm, I think that agrees with the general consensus of
the few scientists who have test-tubed in here."
"Does anyone know what people made this?"
"It may have been a Dwarvish people who quarried for
them, but I believe they were a branch of the ancestors of my
people, now called the Tduun Tundrites. We are the survivors
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of what were once called the Dalthites. Do you know of the
polar sea theory?" she asked.
"I admit I do not."
"Those who believe in the Polar Sea believe that in
prehistoric times there was a polar sea that stretched from the
Megnor lands of Lumpral to Borlunth, The whole icecap may
have melted at one time because all the deeps were flooded.
We think that both Troll and Dwarf served the pale in the
deeps all around the pole deep in prehistoric times. There is
no other way to explain the presence of the Tduun people in
this basin as early as they arrived. There were Tduun here
deep in prehistoric times. The Megnor had great cities and
palaces long before they could write."
"They could sail the seas in prehistoric times?"
"I think it was more like each generation could establish a
fishing village a little farther down the coast. There ARE
finds of fishing settlements in what is now only tundra. There
are even a few surviving villages on the south face of the
Frigerenes."
"But there is no written record?"
"No, it was at least ten centuries into prehistory when the
connection was lost, probably more."
That was nearly eight thousand bc on Earth. There was
little remaining there from that age, the sea level had changed
there also due to the melting of Europe's and North America's
ice sheets. Still, the geological record was clear. "It is clear
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that the seas were there, what is unknown?"
"Scientists don't know for certain what the boundary of
the icecap was at the time. Some believe there was no
connection."
"Then how do they explain the races, is there some other
convenient connection?" Dorrick asked. He was madly
recording this on his comm.
"None. There is no other place where a route existed at a
low enough altitude that our people could have survived it."
"You say you are from an area called Tduun, was that also
on the polar sea?"
"No, our people didn't reach that basin til the Energy Age.
How was not recorded, but genetics tell us that only a few
hundred individuals peopled the whole Tduun basin. Our
population was reduced to a few hundred thousand again
during the breakout."
"And that is?"
"When the Ttharmine emptied out into the Zhindu basin,"
she told him. "It inundated the whole Zhlindu basin floor,
meaning the Tduun was covered in a mile of water. The
waters rose so fast and the distance was so great that only
those with boats had a chance of surviving."
"There seems to be a lot more detail about that."
"It happened in the 30th. The Tduun had been peopled for
four centuries by then. There were three major kingdoms and
a whole list of baronies. The population was over a hundred
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million in the early 30th, all lost. Only one in a thousand
survived that flood. Now the waters are low enough that some
physical evidence of that time is coming to light."
"That is older than the Pikosas?"
"Yeah, the Pikosas were the last thing to happen before
modern times. This," she waved at the building, "is much
older than my people's escape to the Tduun. This was built by
the ancestors of my ancestral people."
Since this girl seemed to know quite a bit, he kept her
talking. "When were the oldest writings in this area?" he
asked.
"In the 5th or 10th century, depending on what you call
writing. The oldest inscriptions are inventories."
"So that's how you fit in with history."
"Yep, one of the first clerical jobs," she said. "But
progress was rapid and by the 10th century there were written
laws, religious texts, philosophy texts, physics texts. It was a
very different society, most kingdoms had a lot of centralized
authority, a lot of study, everything was very refined and
stylish. There were several different sovereign states, this site
was in a lesser one speaking a different language from the
ones nearer the sea,” where their home was. “There were ages
when one state was dominant and then another. There were a
few wars, most of them naval battles. Many different cities
rose and fell in the area, their age lasted ten centuries after all.
The Dalthites discovered pre-scientific technique, all they
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needed was more sophisticated mathematics and the Dalthites
might have established the Energy Age here in the Borlunth
basin.
"They dominated Dwarves and Trolls as far into the hills
as they could climb, at least two miles above the basin floor.
That had been the way of the world since time immemorial,
since way before written history.
"When Illewe's host finally reached this basin, the
Dalthites resisted and held their sovereignty for almost a
century. It was when the Elves armed the Trolls in the late
20th century that the Dalthites fell. The Elves could never
have foreseen the bloodshed that would ensue. The Dwarves
and Trolls undertook the complete extermination of the
Dalthite people. I think the Elves saved a few using
compressed air, I think that's how my ancestors got to the
Tduun. Some more escaped into the Trenst basin, that was
still peopled by aboriginal pre-Enurates at the time. They all
lived under Elven administration at the time, but the Elves did
not exterminate the culture."
"This is fascinating, are there books?"
"I have a rack this long." She held her hands at least three
feet apart. "Most are copies of thesis papers but I have four
actual volumes. Two I brought with me from the Tduun and
one is from Zhlindu, only one was actually published here."
"I keep hearing of Zhlindu, what is that?"
"One of the greatest cities in all the lands like Yakhan,
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Trenst, Yondure and Bordzvek. It is an easy journey of less
than two years from the Tduun."
"Someday I will have to study the globe."
"It's about five thousand miles west of here."
"You are from there?"
"I am from the Tduun. In Zhlindu they think the Tduun is
part of the Zhlindu basin, but we think it is separate. It is a
mile deeper and has a different climate, culture and ethnicity."
"When did you relocate here?"
"I'm just visiting actually, been a couple decades, might
stay a few more."
"How do you like it here?"
"It's poor and lazy. This job is like third or forth in the
company here, in the Tduun you can almost get inventory
work off the boards."
"What is that?"
"Yeah, they don't use that expression much here, they call
it day work. In the Tduun basin businesses post signs with
what they're paying for what work. It’s all paid by piecework
in both those basins plus Trastrab. You can sign in and do it
for awhile to make some coin. You don't get rich doing that,
but you can make at least an iron a day. I don't make that here
unless we have a very good day. I'm on share, not wage."
"Am I interrupting you duties?"
"Nah, I'm just totaling some yearlies since there's no load
coming in right now. I have to wait around for a caravan from
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Blahsreigos anyway and who knows how late they'll be."
"You are a wealth of information."
"You should just borrow the books. Then you'll see how
much I got wrong and out of context. There's a good text on
the Energy Age and The Fall that covers some of the Dalthite
extermination in more detail than I remember. There's a
gruesome description of the ruins of one town. The book is
called, The Loss of the Jewels because it really focuses on the
three crystals that used to be in service."
"What are those?"
"Like they have in the Kassikan. They have one of the
crystals working again, it ran all the suntowers from the 52nd
to the 100th. There's cheap Yingolian crystals now but the
other two crystals that Feanor cast are still missing. History is
pretty sure one was lost with the Dark Lord and most think
the other is buried somewhere in Angband."
"I understand these things are like network servers?"
"Unless you have a helmet, then you just know it," she
said. Dorrick tried to imagine what that would be like. It
might be something like being an Angel wouldn't it? Or at
least feel like that? It would have to use way more than legal
processing power to do that. "There's a better description of
using a helmet in the books than I can give," she said.
Dorrick knew that experiments in linking human minds
with machines had happened on Earth during the time leading
up to the Angels. If it hadn't, the Angels could not have
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happened. "Have you heard about the Angels?"
"Oh yeah, I saw something about them in the news, back
in the Starship Age. I think there's still a few left in Narrulla's
Tear."
"What is that?"
"The little rock above Narrulla that just hangs there. It's
been there since the Starship Age. If you look into it you'll
come to the conclusion that it is actually a pile of derelict
starships. Most people believe it is still haunted by Angels."
"They are right, that is an Angel starship and it is still
haunted by them to this day," Dorrick said. "The gateship
communicated with them."
"Yeah, well I was around when it was discovered. There
was a great debate in the science mags about whether it was
natural or artificial. It wasn't til the Gligzath observatory was
trained on it and found the trusses and the registration
numbers painted on it that the question was finally settled. It
wasn't long after that, that news of the first attack came in."
"There was an attack?"
"It depends on whether you think the magazine was fact
or fiction but there's roaring monsters from the sky and robots
in the depths of the city. Serious investigators said it was fact.
They analyzed the oils that leaked from the robots and
determined they were not manufactured on this astronomical
body. When the friendly starship got here, they said it was
probably likely."
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"This is more than we know of our history. How many
starships came here?"
"There was contact with five and a sighting of an
unexplained object by several reputable observatories. There's
a book in that same library that lists them. They were from
Pan Solar League, Brasil and Talstan."
He had to remember that neither America nor
Pennsylvania was a major culture on Earth at that time. He
was realizing he was talking to someone who had read these
events from his culture's ancient history, 'in the news', while
she was alive, conducting inventories somewhere in this
society stuck in an eternal loop. "Who sent the most?"
"Pan Solar League and Brasil were two and two. One
from Brasil stayed, one went on somewhere. One from
PanSolar League went back and one stayed and the one from
Talstan went on to Kinunde. The Brazilians were the
friendliest but had the most diseases."
The chances were a million to one, but didn't that mean
there could be another planet like Naiho out there, an
unknown Kinunde? For that matter, whoever brought humans
to Kassidor and Kinunde during the ice age could have gone
many other places that Centorin and/or Angel ships hadn't
gone yet couldn't they? What if there were five or ten more
planets the size of this one out there waiting to be explored?
His mind collapsed at that point. He would have to pull back
from investigating the universe and return to investigating
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just the Pikosas.
Perhaps now he saw just how truly small Centorin history
was, like American history. Of Earth, he had to add in his
mind. Dorrick bid his goodbys to this kind woman who had
showed him a box too big to open, namely, the history of this
whole city. He thanked her for her help, didn't tell her it was
in finding the size of the study area he should stick to.
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9. The Margue Arrives
TongSu was wandering around, wishing she’d followed
Dorrick but afraid that she was hovering around him too
much lately. He hadn’t really asked her to come with him. He
seemed to think sharing a room with him in the house was a
little more than it seemed. She didn’t really know how to ask
him about that, about what their relationship was in his head.
Maybe first she should get it straight in her head.
It wasn’t a casual good-buddy with someone who was just
around a lot. There were a lot of things that needed to be
straightened out between them because they were from such
different cultures with such different assumptions. He was
better about that than the others, they needed a woman that
naturally slipped into a subservient role it appeared. That had
certainly appealed to Tommy regarding Vio’s assistant. She
had taken to following him around like a karga pup. He was
lapping it up but Vio was less than thrilled. Detta was more
than an assistant to Vio, but neither of them had openly told
TongSu anything more.
Neither of those women had been especially warm to her,
and partly because of that she was sitting in this waterfront
half-hole today, watching the dockworker’s muscles flex and
trying to drink enough to keep her from sliding into a funk
regarding her own uselessness during this part of the
expedition. She could do like Jason and pitch in with simple
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chores around the site, but she was no scientist, even Jason
had some scientific training, enough to understand his
instructions anyway.
She wondered if she could get some flying work around
here. There weren’t even ten percent as many floaters around
here and what few there were, were little single-tails with a
two seat sedan and chauffeur’s sling.
She called the place a half-hole because it wasn’t dug
deep enough into the dockwall to really be called a hole. The
tables and stools were rickety enough to call the place a hole,
the yaag was as flavorless, the floor as dirty as a place one
would call a hole, but it was just a space between the roots of
one of the great trunks that made up the structure of the
dockwall in this town. The roots were twelve feet thick and
curled around three quarters of the space, which was about a
twenty five foot circle. There was room for four tables as well
as his keg and stand and a small cook’s grill, but there were
only five other people in here.
It wasn’t lunch time but the cook was already busy with
mid-morning snacks. It was inglethor strips covered in a very
sticky glaze. It attracted the dockyard wee-flutters and they
stuck to it, any others in the neighborhood watching see that
their companions had stopped to feed, and swarmed the stick
until it was covered. Most people were picking up their
gooey-strips covered in wee-flutters and leaving with them,
using the tail of the inglethor as a handle. She couldn’t stand
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the thought of crunching into those wee-flutters, still live,
with their feet mired in the sticky hot caramel, but many in
Borlunth thought it was a rare treat.
The other four guys were a dock crew waiting on a
wagon. They each nursed a half cup of ale and played cards
for pennies while they waited. They each gave her an eye, but
she didn’t go provoke them further. They were big burly guys
and might have been fun, but she wasn’t in the mood at this
time of day.
Three new guys came up, carrying travel skins which they
lined up to fill with water. They weren’t dockworkers, except
for maybe the big Troll, and they were talking with each other
in an unknown language. It wasn’t til she met the Centorins
that she really felt the possibility of a foreign language, there
is essentially nothing but Common Tongue in the Highlands,
so she had never been exposed to another language but
Centorin until this trip. On the way here she’d heard many
others, one of them for weeks. However, she knew this
wasn’t any of those.
She tried to place their ethnicity, but they were all
different and what does ethnicity mean today anyway when
it’s all about what type of pills you’ve taken.
One of them was dark, darker than a Highlander, darker
than an Enurate, darker than a Mountain Troll. His hair was
very short and intensely curled, much tighter than a Hobbit’s.
His palms were noticeably lighter than the rest of him. He
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wore a squared off jacket and slacks. They were loose and of
a light material, but still it was Afternoonday and no time in
Borlunth could be described as refreshingly cool.
The big Mountain Troll was up on long legs, sort of like
the Centorins were. He had a black trimmed beard, one she
could see was cut with a mechanical device and not grown to
the desired length. His hair was black also, and thick, but also
chopped with a mechanical device. The Centorins had hair
like that when they arrived and Jason still scraped his face
with a small blade every wakeup and cut his hair to nothing
every week. The Troll was in a harness and denim briefs, so
at least he felt the heat in this deep.
The last of them was the most freakish of all. They were
all tall, but he was a half a foot taller, and it was all in the leg,
reminding her of the gruul back in Torilite country. He had a
nose that was longer than a Goblin’s but hooked down instead
of up, again like the mandibles of a gruul. He also wore jacket
and slacks, even looser than the dark man, and on his head he
had a small cap, more like a doily, that was stuck to his hair
with clips. His eyes were hooded and he looked around
piercingly at everyone and spoke to the dark one when he saw
TongSu was watching. The dark one was the first to fill his
skin, so he left his companions and started in her direction.
She had already formulated an opinion that these guys
had also come thru the stargate. Their ethnicity was nothing
she knew, their language was nothing she knew. Of course
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they could be from the Lumpral basin and the hair and legs
could have come from a pill, but somehow the stargate made
more sense to her.
“Good Afternoon,” he said, with a strong accent, as bad as
someone from the cowboy country of the Korst but different.
At least he knew some Common Tongue. “Would you know
the way to the Pikosas ruins?”
“Yes,” TongSu said, continuing to size them up. He and
the Troll were regarding her with interest, but the gruul-like
one was hostile. He waited, like TongSu was going to
continue on and tell him, but she wasn’t quite ready. She
needed to know more about them, especially if dactyl-beak
was going to continue staring at her that way.
“If you would be so kind as to tell us the way.”
“I don’t know if I can, I’m pretty new around here myself
and it’s pretty complicated. I’m pretty sure I can get there on
the first or second try, but I don’t think I can usefully describe
the way. What do you want to get there for?”
“To study,” he said. “We are a cultural expedition from
the Kingdom of the West Sayans. I am the Margue of the
West Sayans.”
“That’s a ways from here right?”
“It is in central Asia.”
“And that’s not part of the Lumpral basin is it?” she
asked.
“No, it is on the planet Earth at Sol.”
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“YingolNeerie,” she said, “the place the starships were
from.” She had a hard time with it. Borlunth is a rather outof-the-way place and finding expeditions from two different
planets here at the same time was too much of a coincidence.
“We came to this planet by stargate, we came to Borlunth
by pleasure yacht and I assure you it was the longest voyage I
have ever heard of.”
“Yeah, it’s years,” TongSu said.
“So will you take us?” the Margue asked. “We can pay
you well.”
“My weight in aluminum?” she laughed.
“Huh?”
“It’s a joke, I’m sorry. All I need is two things,” she said.
“Yes?”
“I want to finish this cup first, and I want to know why
the tallest of your friends is giving me the evil eye?”
He turned and bawled out the gruul in his own tongue.
“I’m sorry, he has not adapted well to the local style of
dress.”
She looked at him questioningly. Her skirt was relatively
conservative, she would have to pull at it a little to give him a
look at her sex, and all he would see was her muff if she did
because nothing in the current situation was going to bring
anything out. “I don’t understand?”
“In our country women do not show their breasts.”
TongSu sighed, “Well I didn’t bring a top with me. I’m
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from the Highlands actually and I find this weather pretty
steamy. I didn’t happen to think I’d be running into any
prudes from YingolNeerie today so I didn’t think I’d need it.”
“I’m sorry he’s so narrow minded. I’ve had problems with
him this whole voyage. I don’t have your weight in aluminum
with me,” he said, “but I have four in my pouch...”
“I wouldn’t say that so loud around here,” TongSu
whispered harshly. The guys playing cards had looked over
when he did.
“I understand,” he said, also looking around nervously.
The guys playing cards went back to them, but she noticed
eyes turned far in their slots from then on. “I offer them for
your services.”
She hardly knew what to think about this. Her weight in
aluminum had been fun to think about, but she had never seen
it. She had seen plenty of copper on this trip, and lived like a
queen because of it. If he handed her a plain aluminum, with
no paperwork, she would have trouble getting change,
especially in this town where there obviously aren’t that many
aluminums passing thru casual hands. She really wouldn’t
know what to do with an aluminum right now. She didn’t
really want to buy property in Borlunth, she wanted to stay
with Dorrick, at least for now, if he really wanted her.
She also had to wonder if these guys were up to no good.
The one who was speaking with her was fine, the Troll might
even be fun, but the gruul-man was something else. Still, no
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matter who they were or where they were from, they were
subject to the Instinct. She worried a little that they might
want to damage or steal some artifacts, but they had Jason
who was supposed to be able to take care of any of that type
of thing. They had not lost anything to the Torilites. If she did
refuse to guide them, they would ask the next person. She
could delay them for an hour at most by not guiding them. If
she guided them, she could watch and be sure they damaged
or stole nothing.
“How about a copper?” she asked.
The big Troll was named LaPointe, the brown guy
eBonnet, the one with the nose like a dactyl's fang was called
Carsir. TongSu thought she was speaking to his chest, her
eyes were barely above this guy's nipples and she was usually
too big for the men around. "You live here?" Carsir asked in
shaky Common Tongue.
For one who didn’t want her to bare her breasts, he sure
looked at them a lot. "No," she answered. “The last few
weeks I live up near the ruins, before that I had a house out
back of Fourth Canal in the Yakahn, the city at the stargate.”
Carsir jabbered to eBonnet and LaPointe in their own speak.
"Where are you guys from anyway?" she asked when he was
thru.
"West Sayan," eBonnet answered for him. He seemed to
be the only one with a thorough understanding of Common
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Tongue.
"What basin is that in?" she asked.
"Asia, central Asia. But Asia is a continent, not a basin, on
the planet Earth."
"Earth? How did you get here?" she asked.
"The stargate," eBonnet answered. Beyond the cook's
court and between the next two apartments trees, they
climbed a set of wide steps up to the Helek Way.
"So there is one to Earth also?" she asked.
"On Centorin," he said, "We were there for seven years,
that would be seventy years here, more than what you call a
decade."
"A decade is a bit over six of the years that Centorins
use," TongSu knew from her association with Centorins.
"Years of Earth," eBonnet said.
"OK, that's what I thought, though it doesn't make sense."
"So all mankind has the same year, the year we were born
to."
"As I understand it," TongSu said, "more than half of
mankind uses the calendar we use, Elven Standard Date. The
other half is divided between the Centorin Standard year, the
Centorin real year, the Chinese Lunar calender, The Megnor
Calender and the Alquaidic Calender."
"I am beginning to appreciate that my dear. There is no
good way to convey that to the legislatures back home, but
after being here three quarters of an Earth year, I fully
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understand that fact. We are actually on an elevated walkway
aren't we?"
She had taken them by a path called the Halek Way,
which ran three to four floors above ground level, depending
on how many floors were excavated below at that point.
There were enough pedestrians on this main route southeast
away from the docks that not too many merchants dared set
up booths in the path and they walked right along. "Yeah, but
that's because the trees have grown up over so many ruins
that there was no path thru at the original ground level. Most
of the trees are planted in what were once the streets. The
main plankways like this are built above the root knots and
old foundations. The trees on the new side of the street grew
up in what were once the interior rooms"
She had only been here a few weeks, but they were
looking around like they just got off a boat a few hours ago.
Borlunth can be a little much for the unprepared, it was
nothing like she thought it would be. She had pictured drizzly
grey stones on a mountainside with big-jawed Trolls around.
There were plenty of Trolls, but they were dainty as Trolls
went, men of five eight and a firm and compact one sixty five
with dark bushy hair and great big tanned and muscular cocks
that they were often way too proud of.
eBonnet looked around. His two compatriots looked
around and chatted in their own language. It was dark in this
level of modern Borlunth but they were getting into lighter
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areas. A mile back from the lon, about where the museum is,
there are only five or six floors of habitation in the trees. Here
there was still ten but the preservation lets in light. The plaza
at this end of the preserve was also open and the stairway
down to ground level was wide. Three streets met here, as
well as the gate to the preserve. There were two lower
passages into the roots that also came up to this plaza. This
was early enough in the day that the cook family was not
finished setting up, but would be ready to do a late lunch
soon.
"Here we are," she waved as they stood at the gate of the
preserve. She had been here only once before and that was on
a Nightday, but she remembered it, and had heard quite a bit
of talk about it since then. It was built of crude stone, only
piled. There was plenty of carved stone ahead, but as it had
been exposed thru most of modern time, it was badly
weathered. The grain of the rock showed more than the
original surface finish. Even from here the great stone penises
were visible, Carsir and LaPointe continued to converse in
their native tongue and pointed.
TongSu was letting the notion of Earth sink in. She could
pick out the stars in the sky where the planets were, but she
didn't have a real clear notion of the heavenly map. She knew
what a tubeway system was like. The stargate went thru the
ground and came out in Centorin. Her mind accepted that by
thinking that the various planets were connected in another
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dimension. She couldn't do the math to make that actually
happen, but she could visualize it that way.
"I must say, this is in an advanced state of decay,"
eBonnet said as he looked up the promenade.
"The climate is damp here, there's a lot of acidity in the
rain. If things lasted around here they'd be twice as deep in
ruins."
"Am I to assume that under the urban jungle on either side
we are likely to find further ruins?"
"As likely as not," TongSu said. “There have been
everywhere we’ve been so far."
"Will we find unknown or unexcavated sites?"
“I have no way to tell, but to me it looks like they’ve all
been excavated and put back into service. The professor still
uses a dinner plate from the 44th."
eBonnet had to take out a device and poke it and get kedaeyes at it before putting it away. "She says the professor uses
a dinner plate that is older than Attila," he said to his
companions. They must know some common tongue, he
guessed 'attila' was something in their own tongue. She knew
that plate was older than the Instinct, so it didn't matter what
time period attila was in on their world. "Is everything we
find likely to be so weathered?" eBonnet asked her.
"I would think so, but she keeps all the preserved stuff in
the museum."
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She lead them up the promenade to the hill and ruined
tower near the upper end. While they were walking eBonnet
asked, “You sound like you are not from this area, but know
professor Viosaign?”
“I’m the pilot who brought a Centorin expedition here.
They are also here to study the Pikosas ruins, but they’re
spending a lot more time with her in the museum than out
here on the site.”
“There is a Centorin expedition here?” he asked.
“From UK,” she said, “which I think is the student section
of the Centorin Kassikan.”
“I’ve heard of the university, but it is hardly the power
center that the Kassikan is. But can you tell me what artifacts
they’ve purchased?”
“None,” she said. “They haven’t even dated them all yet.
Dorrick was complaining that they can’t find original surface
on any of the restored ones in the museum. The raw artifacts
in the warehouse are from the right period but they can’t
verify the ones on display. Have you guys got those dating
wands also?”
eBonnet looked at LaPointe, said something to him in
Earthish. He shook his head. “I’m afraid West Sayan is not
Centorin.”
Beyond that, she just let them look around. She didn’t
know much more about the place, just where the tunnel was
that went to the back of the museum. It was barred from the
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inside when someone was not out here, and no one was out
here now. They spent some time looking around, wandering
aimlessly into chambers, turning over a few rocks, taking
some measurements of the great penises. She let them take as
long as they wanted. It was over an hour that eBonnet looked
around, the others climbed to the perch atop the tower's
rubble and sat there chatting in Earthish.
eBonnet eventually came back to TongSu. "There are no
artifacts worth reclaiming here."
"The professor has taken everything portable up to the
store rooms behind the museum."
"Perhaps we should go there. But first we should find
some lunch. Is there anywhere nearby worth eating?"
"The cooks should be set up down by the gate. There's a
swanky place down there and to the right,” she pointed. She
knew of it because it was even closer to the house Dorrick
bought and they had been there before, “toward the floater
building. There's a few more cooks around the museum door."
"The 'swanky' place, what is that like?"
"Come in and sit down, people serve you, but it'll burn an
iron for the three of you."
"Can they change a copper?"
"I'm sure they can."
"Back down there?"
"And a few blocks up that way. There's no way thru the
Klagg walls,” She pointed at the giant blocks for him. She
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could climb some roots to the main street above, but didn’t
think they wanted to try it. “We have to go back to the gate
anyway."
He shouted to his men, then said, "Lead on."
TongSu was treated to a lunch of vednd ensal and
charberries. It was WAY above what she usually ate in cost,
even on a special evening out, but no better than what she
could make in the lavish kitchen in the house they just
bought. They lingered a long time and argued in their own
language most of the time. They drank slaps while she had a
fine gold.
By the time she got them to the museum, it was halfway
thru the afterlunch and the light was already beginning to ebb
as it does for half a day and a whole evening in the deeps. She
was not about to stay with them any longer since Dorrick
would certainly be back from his walkabout by now. She
made sure they could find their way back before she even
took them down from the plankway, but she still didn’t think
they were giving that the attention it deserved. They were still
arguing as they approached the museum door. She left them
arguing. She was only joking about the copper anyway, but
she wasn’t joking about them paying attention to how to get
back, because she was heading back to the house Dorrick
bought overlooking this preserve.
There was a sign on the door that eBonnet read aloud,
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"Closed til Nightday after-lunch." That made them shout all
the more in their native language. She was glad she didn't
speak it.
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10. Closed til Nightday
Vio hadn't noticed there was anyone inside when she first
entered the storeroom. She muttered something about leaving
the lantern lit.
"I'm trying to inventory some of this stuff for Tommy,"
Jason said from behind one of the racks. "You didn't leave it
lit."
"Oh," she yelped, startled.
"Didn't mean to scare you."
"I was lost in my own world, I knew the others were out
today, I didn't know this was part of your duty. I thought your
duty was in interpersonal security and truth telling."
"Truth telling?"
"You are trained to know when a person is a threat and
when they have something to hide."
"To some extent, but I wouldn't call myself a truthsayer,
just trained to spot concealed weapons and the intent to use
them."
"Do you perceive me as a threat?" she asked. She could
see the nerves on him.
"You are an incredible threat in your way. You are
unnaturally, supernaturally, sexually potent."
That was strange coming from him, the one who was
reputed to have the least interest in liaisons. "I never claimed
I was natural, my birth stock is Tduun but my mother took
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things before me and I have taken plenty."
"You have the sexual power of the ruins you excavate."
"I may long for that sexual power, I don't feel I possess
it."
"You are female," he said.
"I know, lustfully so," she said. If this one was going to
bring up the subject, she was going to take her chance when
he was without his superior, even if the others said he wasn't
interested. Maybe he just needed privacy?
"So you possess that power over men, you can make us
do your bidding."
"What if I bid you follow me to my trysting bed?"
He paused, he lost his playful tone. "That is something
serious for me, not something I do for exercise."
"Sex in general?" she asked.
"Sexual relations."
"So your people still think of sex in terms of
reproduction?"
"As opposed to what?" he asked.
"A social skill, a recreation."
"We think that thinking of it in those terms is immoral,
just as immoral as what the Pikosas did."
She looked at him like he came from Alpha Centauri.
“How can you compare the two? The Pikosas kidnapped girls
from their families, graded them by attractiveness and used
them in slavery as their grade demanded until they died. I
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know they were ephemeral anyway, it's just a matter of when
and how, they thought, so what can it matter? But I can't
compare that to making sex recreation.”
"There was a lot of that in our ways during that time," he
admitted. He seemed to have forgotten that the Pikosas time
was centuries before Centorin had air. Their year has to be a
negative number to get to anything Pikosas. “Women didn’t
have much of a choice in the old days, and even when they
were given a choice, they chose to be a lessor wife of a man
of wealth and power than the only wife of a man who will
keep them poor.”
"You've hardly had time to change. How old are the oldest
of your people?" she asked.
"About six hundred years," he said. He poked his pocketeye. "That's almost three of your centuries."
"When I was that age, I had had not yet started studying
here. When I was two of your centuries in age I had not yet
started raising the fortune that supports these studies today. I
had not yet heard of the Pikosas. But by 50,03,41 I was
ashore in Borlunth."
He poked his buttons again. "Nine eighty three ad." He
stared at that, drew in a low breath. "I was born in...," more
button poking. "110,05,51 here."
"You're just grown."
"Five hundred years ago I’d be almost elderly."
"Anyone who can remember being a child is just grown.
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For us it is thirty centuries back to ephemeral times. Almost
everyone who made it til the 40th century is still alive. In the
Tduun anyway, it might have been a century later here. The
TduunZhorp were a formidable barrier back then."
He poked buttons once again. "Before Christianity."
"We have a lot of comparative history to catch up on."
She had moved close to him now, he was wary of the press of
her breast. She tried not to chase too hard with it, but was
already longing for the pleasure of social contact.
"There's more than just the facts and figures of history to
catch up on,” he said, “there is the way it feels. Every time I
think I have a feel for the age here, the bottom drops out
again. You were born when Rome was still a world power."
She had no idea when that was, but it must mean
something to him. "I'm sorry, maybe I should have been less
careful sometime along the way. I certainly could have killed
myself raising the big boy in here, I wasn't too sure of the
scaffolding I had up in places along the way. I would have
been only twelve centuries at the time. What does your pocket
eye call that?"
"A bit over eighteen hundred Earth years, not half as old
as my God is today."
"You believe in God?" she asked, "What one?"
"Jesus Christ."
"He's the Crucifixionist Christ from Earth right?"
"Yes, do you know of Him?"
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"As the source of some entries on some pie charts in a
summary I read about Earth during the Starship Age. An
important enough religion to not be grouped under 'other'."
"How much of a slice does He have here?"
"If you mean the individual Christ from Earth, I'm sure it's
essentially none. If you mean all Crucifixionist Christs,
maybe a few million, less than a hundred million. Christians
of one form or another probably make up ten to fifteen
percent of the religious in this basin."
"What is your religion?" he asked.
"I believe that the universe or morality play or whatever it
is that we are in when we’re alive is set up so you just can't
know for sure whether it is random or designed, whether His
hand is at work or not. I don't like that, so I think God is bad,
well not evil, but a bit of a prankster, sometimes heartless.
Some say it’s because he knows deeper depths of your heart
than you do in how he rolls the dice of chance, in your favor
or against. But I believe there has to be a God and a very
powerful one to set things up so that after all these ages, no
science can determine for sure if He is real or not."
"That’s so you can only reach him thru faith," Jason said.
"Obviously that’s important to God. We need a common faith
that binds people together, a common belief in right and
wrong."
"It's a membership in a tribe also," Vio told him. "I see
that, but it’s a different god. That one is Our god, but not
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God.” The pronunciation difference between ‘God’ and ‘god’
in Common Tongue is much more clear than in Centish.
“Belief is the boundary that is totally abstract, the very long
password of the group."
"You think religion is something primitive, something
from a society of newly reformed savages. You are anti-god."
"Not in the sense that I'll preach about it, and I’d rather
interact as individuals than tribes. As far as God, the God, the
God of Unanswered Questions, I haven't got time for things I
can't measure and fit together. It's the mumbo-jumbo, the
impossibility of proof that bothers me. Maybe I can almost
believe in some spirits, but omnipotent I haven't seen. The
soul after death thing, I have a hard time with that, but then I
don’t remember ever knowing anyone who had ever known
an ephemeral, even though I’m ancient. Intellectually I can
understand why they would have to believe in that."
"I make the unknowable known thru faith," he said and
finally put his arm around her. There was a difference in
height, but not quite as bad as with the other Centorins. She
had known taller men than Jason other than the other
Centorins. He was less than six feet and there were probably
hundreds of men in Borlunth over six feet.
"I don't deal well with unknowable," she said, but sank
into his arms, let her breast press against his side. He seemed
to allow that. She found that she could move subtly enough to
enjoy it without spooking him.
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"How well do you deal with unknown?" he asked.
"I've been working twenty centuries on this unknown. I
can go deep into unknown as long as it is something that the
universe allows me to make known."
"You've done a very thorough job here," he said.
"I had the time," she smiled. She was moving slowly back
and forth against him now, letting her body tell him there was
a female interested in him.
He had responded, putting his arms around her and letting
her turn toward him in his arms. He slid his palms across the
cheeks of her ass, she moved into him. "I was afraid you
would do this to me," he said. "I told you I couldn’t resist
your hypersexuality."
"Please don't resist. Please accompany me to my
apartment for awhile."
"You can just close the place?"
"Even if I was going to stay back here in the storerooms
for any length of time I shouldn't leave the door open. I only
have the museum open when I'm working in the loft. There's
not a lot of traffic in here today and it's well after lunch
already. Let me just hang up the closed sign and we can enjoy
the remainder of the day together. Shall we?"
"I may not have the stamina for the remainder of the day."
"Oh we don't have to JUST have sex. I've enjoyed this
chat so far. You are the Centorin I've had the least contact
with so far, but you might be the most interesting. I don’t
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share your faith, at least not yet, but I find it interesting." His
pheromone output meant he might just be the one to test her
theories. She had already blown out the lantern and was
leading him into the hall. She could tell already his faith was
important to him. She could take an interest in it and he
would be much more unable to resist that than the pills she’d
taken to enhance her sexuality.
"I may be the least comfortable here."
“Here in my museum? My bedroom?”
“Your planet,” he said.
She was going to have a hard time getting used to the
word ‘here’ meaning the entire astronomical body that had
held all the known worlds and then some when she set sail
from Gorunda in the last years of the 45th. “Why is that?”
"We were talking about part of the reason back there.
Kassidorians, people from this side of the stargate, are much
less religious than I am, less than the average Centorin, and
many times less religious then the average person from Earth.
"I feel out of place about sex," he continued. "Am I doing
this to be polite? I should get to know you, we should be sure
we're going to mean something to each other before we do
this?"
"If we are on a planet with native microbes set up to
attack our biology and/or it was all about reproduction and we
hoped this encounter would produce a child, that would
certainly be true."
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"I guess that's another reason I'm uncomfortable in your
society."
They had come out to the loft and crossed that to the
catwalk. The catwalk was seven steps above the loft floor and
they had to go single file.
"I also feel out of place in this society," she said, "Like I
have come from afar."
"Yes, you said you are not native to this basin."
"True, I come from the Tduun basin, but that is a three
year journey at worst. I come from afar in time."
"You've studied this culture for an eternity."
"If an eternity is the length of clear memory, I have
studied it many eternities. I have to consult my records to
know what was excavated when. The problem is that I am so
ancient that I come from a time when people were different,
before they evolved into what they are today."
"I thought this world has been the same in all of living
memory."
"But my genes come from an earlier age. Elvish ways had
spread to all worlds by the time I was born, but my family
must not have been a part of it."
"You don't remember your family?"
“As a child?” she tittered. “Hah. My records say I was
born in a village named Aiskaiko on the shore of the Tduun in
the 43rd. Last time I tried, I could find no record that a village
named Aiskaiko ever existed. The shoreline had moved three
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miles when I came back to look for it, over a hundred miles
today and the sea is now covered with wildhull. The site
where I thought it was, showed no trace of it, not a single ring
of stones in the woods, not a fence line, not a trace of a path.
That was three centuries after I was born, just before I first
came here. I wrote that down. Twenty centuries have passed
since then.”
"I have even less feel than the other guys for how long
that is. Your time is orders of magnitude longer than mine,
closer to geologic time."
"Well, not quite that bad." Saggothan time was geologic
time and evolved as the sandstones the great conclaves were
carved in were uplifted. With Dorrick’s date conversion app
she could have told him that Saggothans started making and
using tools about 112 million Earth years ago.
"The sea level changed."
"The levels of seas always change. The Karadarzin or
Blixak has been forty feet higher and fifteen feet lower along
these shores at different times in history. In the Energy Age
Lake Blixak covered the entire basin floor and the Dalthite
cities stood along this shore, fifteen to forty feet higher than
the current riverbank. In the time of the Klagg, the Karedarzin
stayed within it's banks and the basin floor was planted in
vedn and dotted with peasant huts. In Pikosas times Lake
Blixak rose a mile beyond the present banks. Now it would be
down to where it was in Klagg times again if the plains
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weren't diked for lon.”
She loved to lecture and since he stayed quiet long
enough for her to draw a breath, she continued. “When my
people reached the Tduun there was no sea. Then for a time
the whole Zhindu basin floor was covered and my people
lived in the fiords of south Quanwark or the Tduun Wall.
Now it is covered with wildhull and falling again. When I
was young there were still remnants of the Salvadorian Ocean
remaining."
"That sounds like geologic time to me."
"And you are just grown."
"I've been this tall four fifths of my life and a legal adult
over a third."
"Yeah, just grown, fresh, new. Still wet from the womb,"
she teased.
"It's not like I'm a child."
"When you are that tall eleven times as long as you were a
child, you are a century. At that time you have probably
forgotten all traces of your childhood." They were now across
the catwalk, she opened the door and dropped down to her
bedroom floor. It was the third floor on this side.
"I don't?" he asked.
"Your Centorin ways are strong, but are you holding them
in front of you like a shield."
"From what?"
"The first deep love can be painful and shattering. It
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changes a person. You have not had that yet."
"How do you know?" he asked.
"You haven't had time." she said, “I’ve had five of a
century or more, one of them close to three. Each of them is
very faint in my memory now, because the last was more than
a century ago.” She let that sit with him a second. "I have the
Peace Plague, but in some sense I still find third sex men
lacking. They are workers, not lovers, if you know the three
sex theory. But let me go put this sign up, I'll be right back.
Find what you'd like to drink." She had a few bottles in this
room on the windowsills that she waved her arm at. The bed
was on the museum side, the room was a slice of peach in
shape around the circular bed that cantilevered out over the
museum floor toward the catwalk. She noticed she had left a
nine and a half inch black jade tool with two handed leathergrip handlebar lying on the bed. He went past it toward the
shelf she pointed at and she dropped her toy in it's basket as
quietly as she could while she pulled out the 'closed' signs.
The 'til Nightday after lunch' seemed right, so she took that
one out to put up. She wondered if he had noticed the tool and
just hadn't said anything. She wondered if she should blame it
on Detta? She was glad it wasn’t one of her big ones.
Why was it so different because he was from Centorin?
Why couldn't she say, 'You can do better than this, right?' and
kick it onto the floor or set it up on top of the cabinet like she
had when Kotrain and Hissmale were here. Those guys had
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used bigger dildos than that on them during that sleep. She
hurried down thru the kitchen and ground floor room that
they used more as business storage now. She hadn't really
thought much about this Centorin. She knew she wouldn't
have the leader from the first day, but it was only this week
that she was certain that their scientist was lost to Detta. She
knew they had been made for each other the day she watched
Detta suck three loads off him while he sat at a worktable
reading the notes on the oxy orgies.
Detta wanted a guy who wanted a sexual provider. She
wanted as little emotional connection with her sexuality as
possible. She saw in her reflection how she had been so much
like that herself. As she looked around the space to be sure
there was no one in the hall at the moment, she further
understood that both she and Detta needed to need a male
more than he needed them in return. She wondered if the
same archaic gene was expressed in her case also. She was so
many centuries younger and from a much more affluent basin
than the Borlunth, Tduun or Zhlindu. Wasn’t Detta proof that
the need for the alpha wasn’t as simple as a few genes and a
pheromone but something as deep as the whole class of
animals that humans were in, the human ‘mammal’ class.
Named for the breasts, but really all about the dominance of
the alpha male.
The hall was empty. She posted the sign in the window
and bolted the door, thinking about the needing. Was that the
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hunger that kept her here all this time? The hunger for the
dominant man, someone greater than herself? Someone more
virile than she needed, not forty something percent as much.
Someone without the doubts and the fears, someone who was
always capable and always above complaint. Someone who's
standards she had to measure up to? She was setting a
standard so high that she wondered if she was substituting an
omnipotent man for her lack of faith in God?
She extinguished the lanterns in the back rooms and came
back to the room again over the catwalk. He had chosen a
bottle, more for it's looks than familiarity with it's contents
she presumed, for it was just a summer gold with a pretty
psychedelic/holographic label. He was sitting on the
windowsill in one of the little ledges that were far too small
for him. He was sitting in the sliver of almost direct light that
came down the street when Kortrax lined up with it.
"Come on over here," she asked, getting onto the bed.
"We can sit back against these cushions and get acquainted?"
"So you do intend to seduce me?"
"I thought you had already surrendered, you said I had
overpowering sexuality or something like that. So if I do, lets
lie over here so I can get my nipples in your mouth." She was
undoing the laced sheath she was wearing. She remembered
they like to go slow, so she stopped just below her bosom and
spread the top open for him.
"I must say, I've never seen a more pleasing sight."
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"So come on, Jason of mighty Centorin, come cuddle
some Borlunthian soft." She shook her hair out and batted her
eyes.
"You are older than my God and look younger than my
daughter."
"You have a daughter?" she asked.
"Yes, back in Kex. It was a commoner marriage that had
to be dissolved for me to get into the academy. We were both
in our twenties at the time. Jottifer was almost forty when I
left to come here. I know she hasn't seen a geneticist yet." He
poked his device. "That's going on seven decades."
"You wouldn't be telling me this unless..."
"Not all can afford it on Centorin. Maybe if I hadn't been
taken into the military... Well, I hope I can send her
something before it's too late."
"All of you are of such wealth."
"It is the difference in money between our worlds and
yours."
"You mean 'yours' as in all the worlds this side of the
stargate?" Vio asked.
"Right. Because you use plain metal for money, we are
infinitely wealthy here, while we may be dirt poor at home."
"Get her here, she could see a geneticist for a few irons
even in the Yakhan."
"Getting her here costs," he poked his pocket-eye some
more, "fourteen thousand thirty hundred tungstons."
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Viosaign's jaw dropped and she slumped onto the bed.
"More than the entire economy of this city."
"Yes, stargate travel is quite expensive."
"Your worlds are to money what ours are to time."
He had come over to the bed by now, she was kneeling on
the bed and about to wrap her arms around his head and draw
him to her nipples but he stopped. "A very good observation.
Now you know how I keep feeling about the length of time
here. Like how many men have sucked these nipples before
me?"
"You would have to poke that pocket-eye for a while to
figure that out," she said, "But I've showered twice since the
last one."
"Sorry," he said but finally began to suck and squeeze.
One of his hands sought her rump without her asking. She
squirmed into him, knew she would be dripping by the time
he reached between her legs, she could already feel cool air
between her lips. "I may have an exotic look, but I'm not a
porcelain doll. Don't be afraid to let me feel your hands, I
assure you I'm as rugged as any woman this side of the
stargate.
"You don't know our pilot very well."
"I know her well enough." Viosaign was unlacing her
sheath from the bottom also, now she pulled it up so he
gripped her cheeks directly. She reached down, he had one, he
flinched but then let her have it. "Check it out, I'm ready for
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you as soon as you'd like to take me," the front of her sheath
was open, making her flat belly the shape of a heart symbol
with silver and gold curls at the point, a smaller smooth pink
heart smiling in the point of that.
"You are supernatural," he said, "like some forbidden
enchantment from Angel times."
"I am not forbidden, you have total permission," she said
and slid down onto the bed, her legs and arms spread. The
sheath was still tied around her waist, she didn't care, her
social organs were exposed and aroused.
"I know I shouldn't do this," he said, but dropped his
drawers and mounted her. He had been too long without, he
was more than ready. He was nice and long, sliding in and in
and then driving her with impressive strength right up the
pillows and against the wall. She wrapped her legs around
him and arched back, proud that her pelvis was strong from
all the practice she gave it over the years. She was glad that
he was strong and she could abandon herself totally with all
her strength into the act. It was close to what she was
searching for, maybe it was someone who rode close to the
Instinct that she needed, because she often rode close to the
Instinct with her toys. Maybe it was her sessions with her toys
that made her need this. Her vagina spasmed, deep and
forceful, wrenching her whole belly with it's contractions just
a few seconds before he collapsed, gasping, on her chest. She
welcomed the weight, wrapping her arms around his back and
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squeezing for a minute before she had to start gasping herself.
"Oh Jason that was great. Thank you for letting me cut
loose like that."
"I could not have said no."
"I hope I haven't been too insensitive to your culture. Are
you supposed to have a church ceremony before sex or
something like that."
"You are supposed to pledge monogamy to each other,
make a moral pledge, even in the meanest parts of our society.
Among the great houses marriages are arranged years in
advance, sometimes before we are born, and are performed
with great pageantry. Stepping outside those vows is what
half Centorin literature is about."
"I meant no offense, your people's visit is very important
to me and I wanted to consummate your arrival at least once
with each of you."
"You should have chosen Dorrick."
"He already has a woman."
"He has adopted your ways," he said, and rolled off of her.
"And will you regain your senses and run from me?" she
asked, "now that you are released? I would be hurt, I've
enjoyed your company any time I've been privileged with it. I
think I waited quite a long time and I swear I used no
supernatural power on you."
"No, I do not actually feel that I was coerced with
supernatural power. It’s just that you’re so exotic that my lust
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feels supernatural. I'll admit maintaining decorum with you
has been difficult, I knew since you showed me the city that
this had to happen sometime soon." All she got was elbow
that day, but she got plenty of it and used it liberally. He got
up on his elbow a minute and touched her hair. She put her
hand to his. "When you do someone else,” he said, “I will
probably not do this with you again. That is what we call
'serial monogamy' in my culture. That is the farthest I can go
toward the cultures of Kassidor. But if that was our only time,
it was very very special."
There was a standard wasn't there? A man was imposing a
standard she would have to live up to. "That is very fair," she
said, "and as long as I enjoy your company I will refrain from
doing other men. I love your strength and forcefulness, that
was thrilling being ridden like that. You are very exotic to me
also," she said and ran her hands over the stubble on his head
and chin. Should she say how she felt he could prove her
theories? Should she take the readings first? That was the
more correct science. He lay down again, but she was able to
take his hand and press it to her breast.
"I was getting carried away,” he said, “that need had been
building for awhile. You didn't cry out so I guessed I wasn't
hurting you."
"If I cried out it was with pleasure and excitement. You
are so nice and hard." She squeezed his arm when she said
that.
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"I've had a chance to work out again now that we've been
on the ground a few weeks. But how will I know who you've
done?"
"It is the same for me, we have nothing but the trust we
might build in each other on that, and the word of our friends.
It’s the same on your world, I’ve read novels. You will see
that all you need is my word. Every one knows I've always
dropped my skirt at the merest whiff of testosterone until
Afternoonday of this K'shitn, but I will join your culture in
this way to be with you. I will see how long it lasts."
"When either of us must do another, it is over."
"I thought you expected that of me, but males that head
Houses may have many women on Centorin, is that not true?"
"I'm not head of a house, I may not want a harem. I may
find a woman who is all I can handle."
'I know I can be all you can handle,' she thought, but
didn't say that. "I will not hold you to monogamy," she said,
but I will not do another and lie about it, Jason of Centorin. I
will try your culture, as you have been forced to try ours."
"Your culture is very seductive. I am more comfortable
here than I was among the Caribe on Earth."
"I don't know them."
"Armed bands of raiders. They have a grim code of honor.
They control most of North America's deserts and southern
islands now. The opposite of the friendly and trusting people
of Kassidor."
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"You lived among them?"
"I held them off for Dorrick and a scientist called Eddy
Reskell who was with us on that project."
"So you studied there also?"
"I worked that trip and didn't spend as much time learning
as I have on this one so far. I'm superfluous on this one so I've
had more chance to help out with the studies. I don't have to
stand guard so I get to talk with the guys more."
She turned on her side and put her arm over his chest, her
leg over his. She let her still-moist mons press his leg, her
breast fall over his. "You were working until I distracted you
from your duties."
"Like I said, I could never resist so spectacular a woman
as you."
"What if I didn't say I would try Centorin ways?"
"I don't know?" he said.
"I admire the Centorins, from what I know. You have the
power to be much worse than you are. You have the power
and the majesty of the Pikosas but without their cruelty. You
have the science that has conquered space."
"We inherited much from the Angels."
"The ones haunting crystals in space?"
"There were plenty on the ground also. It was fifty years,
that's twelve decades to you, before they went into space."
"What did you study on Earth?" she asked.
"A great city from America’s golden age, it was a media
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center called Ellay. The places they dug were buried in an
Earthquake in," he had to reach over the edge of the bed to his
pants and get his pocket-eye again and poked it's buttons.
"54,52,04."
"That's more like the disaster relief team was slow to
respond than archeology. Most of the instruments I use in my
lab are older than that. My good polarizing microscope was
made in 43,04,41 in Zhlindu, what is now Zhlindu, it was still
called South Karthuum at the time."
He just had to poke that pocket-eye. "That was in late
Roman times. Another civilization on the direct route to ours.
The classical Greeks were the seed of our type of civilization,
then came the Romans, the Americans, the Angels and
Centorin."
"You should write that out. I'd like to remember the basics
of Centorin civilization. After all, if I'm going to live with a
guy by those rules, I should know something about it. Like
where does the culture that was contacted by suntower a few
centuries ago fit in?"
"A branch. Tommy studied them. It's called the
Pennsylvanian culture because the area was first re-united
under the rule of an ancient cyborg known only by the name
'Warlord of Pennsylvania'. The labs that kept him alive also
invented the lev-rail and the furball reactor.
"The warlord's original Empire broke apart into
Heartland, Atlantic City, Pennsylvania, Nwinglan and Kebek
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in 2779 and it was as those states that the civilization actually
flowered. Tommy can talk to you about the various
governments and inventions."
"The tubes," she said. "I understand there is a system
running in Zhlindu and Trenst now, as well as the Yakhan."
"There are tubes running in the Yakhan that I was told
were invented by the Pennsylvanian culture. I keep hearing
the name Zhlindu, but we saw no great cities since Hrrst."
"You came that way? Up the Pewpsway and Knidola?
Since the Instinct you could probably go via Borgoth lands.
They can't very well be cannibals any more."
"They were cannibals?"
"When the Pikosas flourished."
"We camped with them."
"They should be peaceful now."
"They were," Jason said, "but that was the closest to 'on
duty' I felt on this planet. They would have taken things, I
was told."
"They would have," she told him. "Those tribes that
remain today as tribes do so because they need to have a
defined membership and cannot accept their whole species as
their tribe. Among the Torilites, thievery from non-Torilites is
accepted except in market towns. That is part of their tribal
charter."
"I made sure they went to pee away from our gear."
"They respected you for it, did you have someone with
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you who knew their ways?"
"TongSu."
"An important person," Viosaign said. "You did well in
choosing her as your guide."
"She admitted she had never been this far before."
"If she knew her way past the Torilites unscathed, you are
here. All the inhabited lands of Knidola are civilized and
friendly, if a bit rowdy. The Prvest basin is the highest
civilization beyond the TduunZhorps if you come from the
Yakhan. A level of civilization you won't see til Trenst in this
direction I'm sorry to say, and even there, only in the Ring."
"It was as nice as Elf country in most ways," Jason
admitted.
"And this is?"
"I don't understand this area's culture yet."
"I'm not sure it really has one,” Vio said. “Too many
things have petered out here since there was anything
distinctive, and even that was not all it's own. There was Orc
in Pikosas blood you know."
“We came thru Orc country on the way here.”
“The people of the Pewpspway?”
“Yeah, them,” he made a disgusted face.
She had only seen pictures, but she didn’t blame him.
“They’re quarter bred at most,” she said. “The only pure-bred
Orcs were bred from Trolls and Goblins by the Elves to use as
weapons," she told him.
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"Orcs were artificial?"
"You have to understand that genetic science was not as
advanced in the 22nd. It was in the time of the military empire
of Numindor that Orcs were first bred."
"I am not the scholar Tommy is," Jason said. "The history
of this planet is just a blast from a fire hose of facts and
figures that looks like the history of several galaxies to me.
I'm sure there are shelves of books, I'm sure there are more
alphabets than I can count in history here. I still have enough
trouble with the common one. I won't even pretend I can
comprehend your history. Just tell me what I need to know for
the here and now."
"You're probably in the world with the least 'now' of any
'here' on this whole stargate-stop."
"I thought so. What has kept you here all this time?"
"Maybe I've just been waiting for you?" she teased, trying
to make light of how close that might be to the mark. A male
not changed by the effects of the Peace Plague.
"I'm sure it's your business," he said, trying to be
understanding.
“I guess I see the second sex, the dominant man, in the
pikosas and I don’t have any to study in real life. Or you
could say it’s inertia,” she said, “A few centuries of
dedication, a few more of defiance when the Kassikan had so
little interest. After that it is because I had no reason to go
anywhere. This was me, this was how I lived. I'm a teacher
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sometimes, a temptress at others, but I knew no other way.
I've been back to the Tduun twice, I understand my real estate
business is well beyond me now. I let the professionals run
my business there, it is now far too big for me to have any
understanding of it.”
"Perhaps we should get up?"
"You should finish your assignment this afterlunch?"
"Tommy took today off too, Dorrick has gone off on foot
somewhere, be brought a dating probe and the sat-comm. I
am not required to work when they don't, I just had nothing
better to do."
"Because none will try monogamy with you?"
"You don't have to, I shouldn't impose my ways..."
"Shush. I just told you, I admire much about you, let it be
my turn to try your ways. The time you are here is nothing to
me."
"Thank you, it would be nice to have a companion. It
would have been nice to have a guide who did not have sex
with all of us."
"TongSu would, especially in the Yakhan, I understand
many people take a casual boink with lunch there."
"My observations can tell you only that some of the
population takes it out on the public beaches."
"OK," she said.
"So what do you have scheduled for the remainder of the
day?" he asked.
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"I'm meeting Dorrick and TongSu for Duskmeal."
"So am I," he said.
"So we're off until then. We can go together. You could go
for another if we lie here naked wound around each other for
awhile couldn't you?"
"I was afraid of this," he said. "I knew I would be
overcome by your exotic power. I've stayed away from
Kassidorian women more than the others of our expedition
because of my beliefs. I couldn't resist you. I'll be the sex
slave of Borlunth and you’ll keep me in one of the rooms in
the back of your museum."
She giggled. "More like I will become your sex slave and
follow you to your harem on a mountaintop on Centorin."
He really laughed hard about that, "Now that would be a
image to remember. A Kassidorian archeology professor
almost as old as Christ, first in the harem of a new house."
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11. Historical Accuracy
Dorrick arrived back at the house in plenty of time to get
ready for a nice Duskmeal with the Pikosas team. He got a
good soak in the pool, clean clothes and a chance to relax
with a beer before anyone else was home. The beer was
seventy nine degrees, but compared to a good cup of coffee it
was pretty cool, and it was dark enough to drink warm. The
bottle was seven times as much as the beer inside it, but
refillable, and still a tenth the price it would be on Centorin in
a disposable bottle. Of course most of that was the tax and
insurance.
Tommy was the next to arrive, while Dorrick was in the
recliner with the beer almost half gone. Tommy stood in the
doorway, looked around for TongSu. "Alone?" Tommy asked.
"She's gone out somewhere, I’m not sure where, but I’m
confident she’ll be back in time for Duskmeal."
"No doubt she wouldn't want you to watch the exercise
she gets on these walks."
"You are so crude, and so jealous aren't you?"
"You are the one who should be jealous, I've had Detta
just about to myself and Detta loves to provide pleasures
TongSu won't grant. She asks for it, 'any gruel for your sex
slave, master?'"
"You are so crude."
"She's just acting out how it was among the Pikosas, just
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today she showed me another nice benefit their dominant men
had. She studied them from afar also. After a few more
decades she intends to get a good teaching position in her
homeland."
"Have you talked with Vio also, or spent all your time
with Detta? After all, Vio is her teacher."
"Oh I've spent some time with Vio. That first week when
we did the ruins together. Let me tell you we did those ruins
in detail that Afternoonday. She showed me just how many
trysting perches are disguised in the sculpture. She just about
forced me into using two of them."
"She's quite difficult to say no to," Dorrick admitted.
"So you've been done also?"
"Right in the lab, I turned around and her robe was open,
we were in there an hour and it's a good thing there's a sink.
So we agree she's got a bit of heat about her for a singleminded scientist."
"I'm not so sure about scientist,” Tommy said.
“Technician, excellent, but I've discovered a few things that
don't add up. It all started when I did talk with her, on the
walks between trysting sites."
"The gist of which?"
"Here is what she told me," Tommy said. "Just listen,”
Tommy tried to imitate her breathy voice, “'I walk thru these
ruins and envision what might have gone on here. I see from
the architecture what this space meant, what it was used for.'"
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"OK?" Dorrick asked.
"That was the basis of her third book, Pikosas Conquest
Rites."
"Are you saying it is a work of historical fiction based on
no more research than that?" Dorrick asked.
"Not a whole lot. She has the measurements, she did all
her fieldwork properly, and lot's of it. Thousands of hours of
meticulous fieldwork, she deserves tons of credit for that. But
she used it only as a setting, she just imagined whatever she
wanted for events and ceremonies. There are other histories
of the time. Up in the Tracademy Tbolowc there is a
manuscript written by someone who kept a highland manor in
that age, one hundred forty eight miles from this site. That
was a journey of weeks for them at the time."
"You're starting to talk like a native."
"They've had twenty five thousand years to figure out
how to talk about this chronology, they seem to have figured
it out," Tommy said.
"Yeah," Dorrick said.
“So anyway, she took a lot from that one manuscript, but
no one can say how authentic that is, some have said it was
written as a work of fiction.”
Dorrick only grunted. He got them here, the studies were
up to Tommy. Dorrick could hold the light or shovel dirt, but
wasn’t the one to question Vio’s science, much less Tommy’s.
"So where have you been today?" Tommy asked.
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"Just looking around."
"What did you find?"
Dorrick took a breath and looked up at him. "That we
should stick to the Pikosas site and not get distracted by all
the others around here. I wandered into seven and eight
thousand year old structures that were in use, walked thru
huge structures built by cultures unknown to Centorin
science, maybe unknown to the Kassikan. I met a girl who
told me the history of her people, same as Viosaign's but she
was without the mods. We’ve only scratched the surface of
what went on here after the Energy Age, but the Energy Age
is halfway thru this basin’s history. There is just too much out
there, we have to leave it to others."
"There'll undoubtedly be others along. If they were to
lower the fare..." Tommy said.
"Kassidor City would be crowded with Centorins, but
there wouldn't be many out here. Those of us who got thru
first took all the floaters, everyone else is on the ground."
"There is quite a lot of water traffic."
"It couldn’t have brought people as far as Hrrst by now,”
Dorrick guessed. “What Centorin will attempt to cross that
dactyl sea in hundred and eighteen degree weather on a
wooden sailing ship?"
“Good point, but there is another route.”
“Over a treacherous mountain pass. So you stick with the
Pikosas. Are you telling me that you and Detta thinks Vio's
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image of Pikosas times is somewhat overblown?"
Tommy took a breath before starting. "It could have been
little more than a camp of savages who could chip rock, holed
up in these ruins. They could have been a serious criminal
problem to the surrounding area, the area they 'ruled' in
Viosaign's books. We went thru the narrations. There's four
scrolls that tell of actual raids by Pikosas, and seven more
scrolls telling of pretty women being kidnapped. All the
beautiful artwork is in the restorations. The unrestored
artifacts are crude. They're not as weathered as the ones
outdoors so we can still see how crude they were. I think they
never were as beautiful as she has 'restored' them. I think she
is a fine sculptor and craftsman as well as an accurate
excavator. I don't think the others were anywhere near as
beautiful when they were new. I think it's just as likely the
Pikosas could have been little more than a gang of thugs
hiding in the ruins out here. They did some patient stonework
and built a temple that was probably almost as nice as what
Vio has made of her museum."
"How could she have done all of this?" Dorrick asked.
"Time, she has had so much damn time. If she could lift
no more than an ant she could have done it by now. She has
been here since the end of Europe's Dark Ages. The year had
three digits." Tommy took another breath. "We just can't feel
the amount of time. It's like geologic time."
"I can't feel it either. TongSu was born during the
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discovery of America."
"Recent history," Tommy said. He walked over to one of
the cabinets in their lounge room. "I've found the local natives
make a passable pineapple tequila. I stashed a bottle in the
kitchen. Care for a before-dinner shot?"
"It'll probably counteract some of the yaag we'll probably
drink."
"I must say Dettamythrin can pour the stuff down."
"As well as boner juice aye?" Dorrick teased. "You've
been seeing a lot of her."
"Yeah, but what did you do today?"
"I took a walk around the neighborhood with this rock
sampler, typed the reports, did the numbers. Talked with
Klevin for a couple minutes."
"What's new in Kex," Tommy asked.
"Like Klevin's finger is right on the pulse, but this was
media news. Heavy cruisers from a couple of the bigger
landed families put on a fireworks show over Vorster. The
Hunstrake ship was lost with almost all hands, I guess only a
few escape pods got out before it impacted the planet. The
Demers ship was damaged beyond repair but life support is
holding and it’s orbit is good for a few days. All available
shuttles are flying survivors to the surface."
"Sounds grim."
"Not as grim as the fleet assembling over Naiho," Dorrick
said.
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"What is Novo Grosso going to do?"
"They've got flocks of orbitals but nothing like a cruiser
from a Centorin land consortium. Actually they don't need to
worry, the consortiums can't hold more than a few square
miles of territory. Novo Grosso has advanced levrails and
plenty of firepower. They might be able to bring them down
from their orbitals."
"Texassi could hold Novo'Rezonts hostage," Tommy said.
“With their god damned star cruisers,” Dorrick said.
“They should be taking them exploring, for all we know all
the systems without terrestrial planets are just the ones where
we can't detect them. Vorster proves we can use any star that
lights up. Every little red dwarf probably has a planet or two
we can terraform,” Dorrick said. “The consortiums should
send ships to them all.”
"What good is it to send a ship without a gate?"
"There isn't room for enough gates. They need to find
places worth going before sending gates out at random."
"I agree," Tommy said and passed him a filled shot glass.
"But this is a long way from what we were talking about,"
Tommy said while Dorrick downed the shot. He poured
himself one while he said, "I've decided to stick to the
Pikosas investigation for longer then anticipated and fit it into
the surrounding cultures."
"I just warned you, if you start looking into the
surrounding cultures you’re talking about a lot more than a
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one year investigation. I don't blame you. It does seem to be
an important part of their history they’ve ignored but you’re
going to find that you’re taking on no simple task. How's your
loving tongue feel about this? You just said she wanted to go
back to her homeland and get a teaching job."
"Now look at who's talking like a native," Tommy said,
putting down the shot glass. "We talked about it. She's going
to stay here and help, she has no set date to get back. A few
decades is longer than we were stationed on Earth. I doubt
either one of us will make the career of it that Vio has. I do
have to talk with the university and get at least some
funding."
"For ten bucks they can buy enough scrap aluminum to
finance you for a career."
Before Tommy could say anything about that, TongSu
walked in the door, "Good, you're here, I'm hungry," she said.
"What about Jason?"
"He volunteered to catalog some stuff in Vio's storeroom
today," Tommy said. "I expected him before this."
"I hope he shows up soon." She went thru the main room
and into the bathroom.
"She's a real piece of work," Tommy said while she was
still relating that.
"I like her," Dorrick said, "I don't have to pretend a thing
around her, it is just what it is."
"I can see that. I see something of a medieval freewoman
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in her."
"I see something so completely of this world, if anything
of our worlds; an Amazon explorer from the early 19th
century."
"She'll break your heart you know," Tommy said.
"No doubt, but that's what my life is like. It comes with
the territory."
"I thought you were the one who studied up on native
ways."
"Study educates the mind, not the heart," Dorrick said.
"You do care about her, I can see it. It's been worse since
the crash."
"We learned our lesson, she learned to argue with me
more, I learned how important her blimp is to her."
"But you've fallen."
"I think I'm handling it well. I think I've been quite
understanding of her culture and enjoyed it with her. I think
she's gotten comfortable with me."
"I think you're past comfortable."
"I still have a Centorin heart, I can't help that. I think I'm
acting out the love 'em and leave 'em part, but I think she
might feel something for me too."
"Yeah," she said, emerging from the bathroom. "If I heard
you right, do I feel something for you? Is he ragging on you
about us?"
"Nothing serious," Dorrick said.
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"Well good. Because I care about everyone but we've
been close," she squeezed up against him. "You guys both
opted out," she said to Tommy, "it's not that I picked Dorrick,
you left him to me. But fine, we talk deeper than I did with
you guys, no offense."
"None taken," Tommy said. "I'm glad we had you as a
pilot and guide and I can still call you friend I hope?"
"Yeah, OK, but a no is a no."
"It's not always no, but fifty-fifty leaves me confused,"
Tommy said.
"Yeah," TongSu admitted, "I usually do like to have a
main partner, but I did want to be fair and didn't know any of
you better than any other then. But if you want to go on the
variety list?"
Tommy didn't answer that, Dorrick knew he wouldn't with
others present. "He was warning me that you will break my
heart," Dorrick said. "He knows how I care for you."
"Oh?" she gave him a coy squeeze.
"And how attached I've become and how I will hurt when
you leave."
“I live here, or at least on this side of the stargate. But
before I forget, three guys from YingolNeerie showed up
today and wanted to look at Vio’s ruins. They would have
gone in the museum, but it was closed.”
“What’s YingolNeerie,” Tommy asked.
“The star where humans originated,” she answered.
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“Three guys from Earth?” Dorrick asked.
“Also interested in the ruins,” she answered. They got her
to relate the whole story.
“The man who talked to you said he was the Margue?”
Dorrick asked at the end, wanting to make sure he heard it
right.
“I think that’s what he said, West Seiyaan, I think he said
his homeland was called.”
“If the Margue is with them...”
“He was definitely their boss, they treated him a lot more
like a boss than anyone I’ve ever seen. One of them is a big
long-legged Troll but he defers to the dark guy also.”
“If the Margue is even with them, they are not really here
to study. The Margue is in charge of finding and procuring
treasure to be sold on illegal markets. That’s how most of the
West Siberian states make their foreign exchange.”
“They didn’t seem to think they were looking at treasure.
I showed ‘em around the ruins a little, not that I know much
more about them than where they are, but they seemed to
think they were just about eroded away. They will be very
interested in the artifacts in the museum, they are certainly
not eroded away. Well, the museum was closed til after lunch
on Nightday. They cursed a blue streak in Earthish about that,
but went away mad.”
“Vio won’t sell anything to them,” Tommy said, “I
already asked. I picked up a few other trinkets to send back to
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the M’Kaster instead.” He had picked up several artifacts in
better condition and five hundred years older than the Pikosas
at a little curio shop about a mile down the plankwalk
towards the central city, all for three little rusty ball bearings.
He hoped that would keep his Alpha quiet, at least until the
shipment got there.
“One of them gave me the evil eye for only wearing a
wrapskirt, but the others seemed nice enough.”
“Just so long as you know I’ll never give you the evil eye
for that,” Dorrick said, “the Borlunth dress code brings out
the best in you.”
“In your opinion,” she said. “but lots of basins have only
wrapskirts and clouts, Zhlindu and Trenst for instance.”
They waited around for Jason a little longer, Tommy
keyed in some of his observations using the little keyboard on
his comm. They were going to get a native desk eye soon, but
hadn’t gotten that done yet.
"I was going to talk about maybe getting some flying in,”
TongSu told him while they waited, “but I was thinking of
short stuff, not over a week or maybe longer if you also want
to get away for awhile?"
"Tourist rides?"
"Ah, maybe, I mean, if it would really damage your soul
if I went off for a week or two?"
"TongSu, I know how you miss the sky. I will save your
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space in this bed for as long as you ask. A year is short on this
planet."
She took a deep breath, let it out with a sigh, took another.
"Well, you see, these years, after a couple times, any guy who
hasn't been thru a stargate is getting to seem a little mundane.
You know what I mean? I mean, most people on this side of
the stargate don't even fly."
"So you care about Dorrick?" Tommy asked, looking up
from his work.
"Well yeah? I care about everybody. I may not show it as
well as some people, I'm not always rubbing my tits on
everyone, but I care. I'm good with Dorrick, he's really homey
for someone from thirteen light years away."
"But you won't be monogamous with him?"
She looked at him like he came from Alpha Centauri.
"That's not healthy, why would we do... Oh, the Centorin
thing?"
"Right," Tommy answered.
"I've decided to adapt to native custom," Dorrick said.
"Most of the population is in a fairly permanent couple, but
has 'extramarital encounters,' I guess we would call it."
"Something like that," TongSu said. "Most people sleep
with the same person most sleeps, like Dorrick and I, good
for day to day use, but we are not exclusive and are open to
sexual encounters with others on social occasions. It keeps
you young and in the genetic mainstream."
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"So we're like that," Dorrick said, "normal for the time
and place." They were still standing with their arms around
each other.
"So is this official?" Tommy asked, "are you a pair, such
as it is here."
"He probably should see someone about his eyes don't
you think?" she said to Dorrick. "We've been left this way
since we passed the Torilites."
"There is no ceremony," Dorrick said. "In fact we've
never even discussed it with each other as much as we have
with you just now."
"Never really needed to," she said, "it seems pretty
normal to me. What we've been seemed so normal I never
suspected you guys had some kind of a ceremony marking the
'we are a steady couple' boundary. With me I usually notice
about a year after the boundary has actually been crossed, like
the first argument about who's closet it is anyway."
"How long will it last?" Tommy asked.
"Probably til he goes back," she answered, “judging by
how these things usually go with me. "I'm not sure I'd want to
go to Centorin. What he says about the prices and the
weather, I'll stay on this end of the stargate, the Yakhan is
expensive enough and cold enough."
"The wages are higher also," Tommy said.
"For a floater pilot?" she asked.
"For a hunting guide," he volunteered.
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"On Centorin?" she asked. He had told her how tame the
wildlife was so that didn’t make any sense to her.
"You would have to take them here, thru the stargate."
"I'm here already, I'm doing that. Actually right now I'm
sort of on standby for the trip back and feeling a little 'kept'
because of it. Of course, of my weight in aluminum, I've
probably spent half an eyebrow hair by now."
"What if we don't go back?" Tommy asked.
"Are you not going back?" TongSu asked Dorrick.
"Depends on my next assignment. I was only assigned to
get Tommy here and verify the find."
"Are you planning to stay?" she asked Tommy.
"I'm thinking it thru, I have to talk to the University, this
is a hyper-remote site, but it deserves further study.
Unfortunately, I'll need to put it's time in context. Detta has
already told me I'll have to poke all over the city, in poor
people's kitchens and bedrooms, looking for stone of that age.
But we should know, was this a mighty empire built on male
dominance and female slavery, or was it a gang of criminals
hiding in the ruins?"
"And you're going to find that out?" she asked.
"Detta's going to stay here awhile and help with it."
"So are you also a pair already?" TongSu asked him.
He drew his neck in, then his eyes got big. "It is nothing
more than 'do it' isn't it? In the last two weeks we have been
monogamous, what does that mean in this society?"
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"You're a couple of scholars too busy to get out," TongSu
said. "If you want to stay together, stay together, if you don't,
don't. It doesn't have to be harder than that. But where is
Jason anyway? I'll debate my reasons for keeping love simple
over a nice duskmeal, but it is the duskmeal that more
interests me, not the debate."
"We can go by the museum and see what's keeping them,"
Dorrick suggested.
"Vio and Detta were going to meet us there." Tommy said.
"So we'll swing by the museum and meet you at the
Singing Kettles," Dorrick said.
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12. Unexpected Liaisons
The place was smokey inside, the music was throbbing.
TongSu pulled Dorrick by the hand and darted inside because
the doorway was busy. The cooks were on one end of the
space, the band was on the other. The taps were all along one
side and there were the gates and rest rooms on this side.
There was a small loft floor up in the eves with a big guy at
the bottom of the stairs who looked like he was talking about
private parties and written invites.
She looked first to the kegs and spotted what looked like
the same fall of hair on the same exaggerated figure with the
same smoky-white skin she had met only a few weeks ago.
"Hey Jason," Dorrick yelled, noticing him first. TongSu
noticed as he yelled. They were sitting next to each other,
they were sitting with each other. Viosaign was down-right,
'all over him' to be exact.
Viosaign welcomed them, "I think this is the closest decor
you're going to find to what was outside the temples of the
religious at the time of the Pikosas. They wouldn't be playing
this music then, amplification didn't reach the Borlunth basin
til well after the Pikosas, but the cuisine dates from those
times." The place was small enough that they could see what
the cooks had from here. It was a cauldron of stew with some
fried meat strips crossed over the top of it when served in a
bowl of vedn crust. "Its called a crossed stew and was as
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common at peasant feasts in those days as it is in working
class Borlunth today."
"Shall we dine?" Jason asked.
"Nice of you to tell us to meet you here," Dorrick said.
"I left my comm at the house to charge," Jason said.
"The native comm works, but I'm only teasing."
"My stomach's teasing," TongSu said, "I'm getting a
bowl."
"We all are I think," Dorrick said, seeing the others rise
from their chairs.
"Where's Detta?" Tommy asked.
"Not back from shopping yet," Vio said. "We left her a
note, I'm sure she'll meet us here."
TongSu noticed the 'we', why wasn't it 'I left her a note'?
She made the conclusion that Vio and Jason had been
together at the museum. It looked to her like Jason had been
with someone, he was more relaxed than he had been when
he left, just after breakfast. About two orgasms more relaxed.
This would complete Vio's sweep of the Centorins wouldn't
it?
Her nose knew the stew would be excellent while they
were still back in line. There was quite a crowd, two girls
were tearing loaves open and ladling stew into them. Another
took the money and laid the inglethor strips. All of them took
the extra bread. The trick to a crossed stew is to start with the
broth and vegetables, soaking the excess with the extra bread
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before it leaks thru the loaf and onto the table. Then chew the
strips and finish up by chewing the broth-soaked bowl thru a
cup or two of yaag.
While they did so, Vio hit them with the news. She didn't
hear what Vio said, just Dorrick asking Vio. "You're going to
be monogamous?" with a certain degree of incredulity.
"Sorry," she said, "but you have TongSu and I think it's
only fair that someone try to adapt to his culture for a
change."
"But we're deep in a foreign place," Dorrick responded.
"We couldn't be any deeper into your world than we are
here."
"It isn't fair that he should have no one just because his
beliefs are strong," Vio responded.
"Your beliefs?" Tommy asked.
"I am a Christian, in more than just ethnicity."
"Yes, there is a code of conduct," Dorrick said, "But I
think we are way outside it's bounds."
"I thought it's bounds were within me," Jason said. "I am
still Christian even if I'm in a flesh-pit in the Kassidorian city
of Borlunth." As flesh pits in Borlunth went, this was pretty
mild, but the Centorins still got weirded out when they saw
guys showing off, so this was probably the wildest place they
could be comfortable.
"There's nothing going on here you don't see in Gorunda,"
Vio said.
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"Or Kastas for that matter," Dettamythrin had just pushed
her way out of the crowd around their table. They all said hi
to her. She said nothing more but that she was going to get
food. All agreed to push in and make room when she
returned. With a kiss from Tommy, she disappeared again.
"As I was saying," Dorrick resumed, "We have no right to
impose our culture on the natives."
"Nothing was imposed..." Vio started.
"I only said I would couple with her until she did it with
someone else. As long as she did no one else, I would stay
with her."
"So how long can you last?" Tommy asked Vio.
"As long as he wants," she said.
"How long can you last?" TongSu asked Jason.
"When one takes a partner, the ideal is that it last til the
death of one or the other."
"Your religion comes from ephemeral times," TongSu
said, "What is real for you, how long do you think you can
stay exclusively bound to Viosaign?"
"I suspect I will find her tired of it in a matter of weeks,"
Jason said, "I'd be glad to have her as my partner til we have
to leave." He turned to Vio, "I'm not sure, even with you, that
I want to remain on this world."
"Then I shall strive to make you love me so much, you'll
have to take me with you."
Jason laughed and they kissed. "I'm sure a short visit
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would be more than you could take. Interacting with the
software you have to deal with in day-to-day life is like
studying history here."
Jason had to go into a long discussion of that, Vio wasn't
prepared for all the things that are done by electronics in
Centorin society. The main one that interested TongSu was
the fact that there was no 'real money' in their world. All of
them from this side of the stargate had a hard time with the
idea that everyone's entire worth was made up of only minute
quantities of electrons in photovoltaic devices theoretically
representing numbers. Those from this side of the stargate
pretty much agreed this meant that all money in Centorin
society was pretty much imaginary and the proof was that
they had so much of it. Why not, when all you have to do is
make up a bigger number? The three of them were not able to
convince the Centorins that an economy based on a medium
of exchange with intrinsic value was a different thing entirely.
The Centorin's kept saying it didn't matter because it was only
a symbol of worth anyway. That was the point TongSu and
the others tried to make, it is not a symbol of worth, it is
actually worth. This discussion took up most of dinner.
"Shall we stay here awhile," Detta asked them all when
dinner wound down to a second cup.
"I thought you had been to Zhlindu?" Vio asked.
"Yeah, what does that have to do with hanging out here
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awhile."
"Imitation Zhlindu music isn't the real thing," Vio
answered.
"But you were there centuries ago." Detta said.
"I have tapes."
"Why is this imitation?" Dorrick asked.
"Because these guys aren't really from Zhlindu," TongSu
replied. "They’re doing a mash-up of blast and pump
standards and probably no originals at all, only a few I don’t
recognize. Their gear looks like it may be from Zhlindu
however, that crystal-string looks like a Kniydi."
"It may be," Vio said, "but their songs have no interest,
they're nothing but power."
"I'll hang out with you," Tommy said, "But I'd rather stay
here at the table than bump in that crowd over there."
"Aw," Detta said, "That takes all the fun out of it."
No doubt Detta wanted to get into the crowd so her chest
could play and no doubt that was exactly why Tommy didn't
want to get in there. She usually found people hard to figure
out but the moods of Tommy and Jason were always easier to
read.
"What about you?" Jason asked Vio.
"I've never had the energy to wiggle in that much of a
crowd and never liked to sweat like that."
She wouldn't say that, TongSu thought, if it wasn't for
Jason. TongSu didn't understand why one rather rigid
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Centorin was worth changing her plans for. "I'll go to the
floor with you awhile," TongSu told Detta, not even asking
Dorrick his opinion. She didn't think he would object, and
even if his heart wanted to, she didn't think he would let that
to the surface. He had been the most open with his words, but
the hardest to read non-verbally. He had changed in the last
couple years, he had adapted to this planet. The others had not
been willing to. They learned the facts, but they never
changed their behavior.
"You can sit here and watch," Detta told Tommy.
"To be honest," Tommy said, "This is headache music for
me. It's got such a slow tempo that it sounds like some great
beast stomping thru a glass factory."
"So you're saying you don't want to stay?" she asked him.
"Nah, why don't we go back to the house?"
"You didn't even want to watch? No one seems to be
complaining about bare tits on that floor."
"I've already seen them."
There was a misunderstanding there, and TongSu wasn't
sure what it was. What did the fact that Tommy had already
seen Detta's tit's have to do with bouncing around on the
dance floor? Maybe it had something to do with the Centorin
monogamy cult, that she should only show skin to attract a
mate and then stop showing whatever good feature she had
once she had a monogamous mate.
"If you want me to go home," she said, "you have to make
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it worth it." She bent over and rubbed her face on the crotch
of his shorts.
"You know I can make it worth it," he said, but pulled her
upright, looking around this public tap to see how many
people were watching. Two rather skinny women leaning on
the tap rail seemed to be the only strangers who took note,
and that probably had more to do with the fullness of the
shorts than Detta's face rubbing on it.
"You better," was all she said, but stopped to fill her cup
one more time on the way out the door.
TongSu was a little surprised at that, Detta seemed like
she really liked to have fun with her tits and wanted to get to
that dance floor. She wondered if Detta had also entered into
such an agreement with Tommy.
Meanwhile Vio asked Jason, "So one thing you must
decide my dear is whether it will be your place or mine?"
Jason looked at her, thought. "I'll keep both open. We can
stay at your place while this works, I'll keep the room at the
house for the time being also."
"Detta," she said, "I'm sorry but you know what that
means for you? I can find other rooms in the complex."
"Do you guys mind me with you?" Detta asked Dorrick
and TongSu.
"No," they answered.
"Then you could have me up to your place," Detta told
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Tommy.
"Yeah, we could," he said. There was actually a bit of
hesitation there. No doubt Tommy would want his privacy at
times.
"We could spend the evening moving," Detta said, "I
really don't have much."
"I would like that better than this head banging," Tommy
said.
"Would you like to move some things in also?" Vio asked.
"I could get what I need for this sleep," Jason said.
Detta was already leading Tommy away from the table,
"You got the bill Mr. Finance," Tommy said to Dorrick as he
started walking away.
"That's not fair," Detta said, stopping, "It's going to be
over an iron."
"Our money's all fake anyway," Tommy said,
"Remember."
"But the Singing Kettles only takes real money."
"No problem," Dorrick said, and showed that he had over
a dozen irons remaining from the last copper they changed.
"My people deposit real money in EyeCargo KassidorA and
they account it over to here. What the big inter-basin banks
and cargo companies do is no different than..."
'Let's not go around on that again,' TongSu thought.
Detta down-waved them, "I'm not even going to try
understanding. Let's go get my stuff," she said and started
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pulling Tommy again.
"Have fun you two," Vio said, and stood also.
"You going back to the house?" Jason asked Dorrick.
"Don't know," he said to Jason but looked at TongSu.
"We haven't planned the evening," TongSu said, "You'll
probably be at the museum already when we get back there.
Unless you want to get right back?" she asked Dorrick.
"I figure you're good for a couple more cups," Dorrick
answered.
"You know me too well," she smiled, then turned to Jason
and Vio, "So enjoy."
"We don't need to work Nightday do we?" Dorrick asked.
"I'll be over sometime during Night," Jason said,
mangling the language.
"Til then," Dorrick said and Jason touched his brow and
they moved off, separately into the dark from Detta and
Tommy.
"I'm down right mystified," TongSu said, "About all of
this. I understand not one person's motivation in this whole
situation."
"I know Jason well enough, with him it's all about the
monogamy pledge. It's a form in his religion. It makes him
comfortable."
"I'm not real sure Vio actually means it. She could, but
that babe's look spells 'eager beaver' in any sign language I've
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ever read."
"Tommy was telling me that Detta was telling him that
Detta thinks Vio has been investigating this culture because of
her quest for an alpha male. Vio thinks she may have been
born back when women had many instinctive behaviors to
seek an alpha male."
TongSu tried to reason thru that. The alpha male concept
is something pretty foreign. True it was known to humans in
ancient times, even her own ancestors. The ruins that got this
expedition started are proof of that. But that has been gone
since way before she was born, since the Peace Plague. She
was born early enough to have a distinctly ethnic look, but
not early enough to have any feeling for an alpha male. In
fact the dominant (or dominating) male (or female for that
matter) was a negative personality trait in her opinion and
was probably why she’d had the uneasiness around Tommy
and Jason and to some extent Dorrick also. In spite of his
dominant official position, Dorrick seemed the least
'dominant' in personality of all the Centorins.
From some evolution text she'd once read, she knew
intellectually what it was to seek an alpha male. She knew
that was one of the genes that the Peace Plague had reversed.
Because of that, alpha males had been selected out of the
population. She also knew, from history, that the vector that
cancels the alpha-seeking behavior was sexually contagious.
How could Vio have avoiding contracting it? Or was it a
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second layer? No doubt something as genetically complex as
a behavior has many levels. TongSu knew she would never
figure it all out. She knew a long time ago she didn't have the
head to be a geneticist. "There could be something like that
going on," was the best thing she could say.
"So are we going to sit here?" Dorrick asked.
"Until the end of this cup," she said. "But a lot of people
are having a lot of fun out on that floor in spite of the music."
"I see that," he said, and pointed, "That little black-haired
girl looks like fun to be around." She looked, almost all the
hair in this basin is pretty black, but the one he was looking at
was also a lot shinier than most and that seemed to make it
look blacker. She was a little smaller than most and had an
artful way of moving her body over that of the guy she was
dancing with.
"I see. She came with that other long guy over there, but I
think they might be trolling separate this evening. We could
get into a bit of friendly adventure here this evening if we
wanted."
"Go for it," he said, "we'll finish these cups and then you
go lay a block for me while I bump that end around."
"Could be fun," she said and tipped up her mug.
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13. Missing Viosaign
Dorrick found his way back to the house well after
Nightday breakfast. Tommy and Detta were there, up and
done with breakfast, but still sitting at the table. “You eat?”
Tommy asked when he walked in.
“Yeah,” he said.
“How ya feeling?”
“Fuzzy,” he said, “but not too bad, I only had one or two
cups of ale. By the time we got around to anything the girl I
met was stoned enough that she wasn’t such a hellcat.”
Actually she was pretty sweet and languid by then, and the
sleep had been nice, and her place was small but airy and
cute, way up by itself in a treetop. He didn’t want to talk
about her however. “Is Jason at the Museum?”
“He came back up here for breakfast, but went back down
a few minutes ago. Where’s TongSu?”
“I don’t know, having breakfast somewhere I think.”
“You were just telling me yesterday about being an item,
and today you come home from different breakfasts.”
“I guess we celebrated with some friendly adventure.”
Tommy inhaled for a big laugh and looked at Detta. She
knew what he was saying was perfectly normal and Tommy
slowly deflated with only a couple small ‘hee hee’s. He
turned to Detta, “I guess I have to expect that out of you also
don’t I?”
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She looked afraid, and immediately Dorrick worried
about how he had been treating her. Still, he had the Instinct,
so Detta didn’t have to take anything from him she didn’t
want to. “The species immunity complex requires...”
“I know there are ways around that,” he said.
“Tommy, you know how hormones are, someone comes
around who turns you on...”
“And there is no way to resist it?” Tommy asked.
“Why?” she asked in response. “There is no reason for
jealously but the desire to be sure that any offspring I bear are
yours. It is silly today. Are you going to do like Jason, refuse
me if I have an encounter with anyone else, no matter how
casual it is?”
“If it is so casual, why do it at all.”
“The species immunity complex.”
“But we don’t really need that, we can afford...”
“Why pay more and have less fun?”
“For me?”
“Haven’t I been giving you what you need? We are
working together, we’re getting a little juice while we’re at it.
Am I more than that to you? We’ve hardly done much soul
sharing except about our work. I don’t ask more than that,
whatever you’re comfortable with.”
“Fine,” Tommy said, “that’s all this is about anyway, I
like your expression ‘a little juice while we’re at it.’ If I was
to do any soul baring, I admit I like that. When you come
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right down to it, I don’t know if I really could make any
promises without a moral pledge.”
“I’m not asking for promises or anything more than a part
in this project and whatever semen you feel like sharing with
me. But even if we were to become spouses, I very much
doubt we would be monogamous, and I don’t care whether or
not I could do that, I don’t think you could.”
“But...” Dorrick knew what he was going to say, but
Tommy had learned how poorly the harem concept was
received in Elf country, and worried it might be just as poorly
received by this Dwarf girl. He just sighed.
“I’ve been quite happy with how we’ve been up to now
and I think we should just let it keep going that way. We’re a
long way from Centorin and I don’t think we need to get
Centorin rules involved.”
“Right,” Tommy said. Dorrick knew he would be only too
happy to lighten up. Hiding his soul made him feel strong.
TongSu came in soon after that, looking like she’d gotten
a good sleep. “So how’d it go?” Detta asked her.
“All right, we were pretty tired from dancing but it was
nice. I slept like a log, I know it’s late. He can’t cook but
wanted to try. We should have gone out.”
“There’s some lumpwiss left,” Tommy told her.
“Oh I was polite enough to get it down,” she said. “When
did you get home?” she asked Dorrick.
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“Less than half an hour ago.”
“So what’s the plan for today?” she asked everyone in
general.
“We’ll probably be going down to the site,” Tommy said.
“I was thinking of getting a desk eye,” Dorrick said, “it’s
tedious keying reports into a comm’s keypad.”
“You should have picked one up while you were coming
thru Prvest,” Detta told them. “You get a much bigger ball,
better colors and it’s way easier to change the chip. They use
standardized socketing and there’s at least eight factories
making chips. I think there’s only one in Borlunth, but you
might find some imported from Prvest, Trenst or even
Knidola if you’re willing to pay. But there’s no guarantee a
chip from Trenst is going to fit in a Borlunth socket.”
“As long as it will last ten years and talk to a suntower,
it’ll do what I need.”
“At least make sure it connects with your pocket eye,
that’s from the Yakhan right?” One could often tell what basin
a native comm came from by the species of seed pod that was
used for the case.
“Maybe you should come along?” Dorrick asked.
“I really need you to guide me thru those notes,” Tommy
said.
“Mmm, and relieve the pressure that reading them
causes,” Detta added.
“That’s entirely up to you,” he said.
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She didn’t say anything more. Dorrick could tell that
Tommy couldn’t help thinking of her as a wife or concubine,
very much a possession. While M’Kaster was a minor House,
and he was a minor scion, compared to the landless his wealth
and power were boundless. And while Detta might have a
kinky side, she was obviously subservient to no one. No
doubt they were going to have at least as rocky a time getting
to know each other as he had with TongSu. Maybe even
worse because Dorrick was not of the landed, he afforded
youth thru a few lucky breaks and a few bent laws.
He was about to ask if TongSu wanted to come with him
when Jason burst back into the room. “Is Vio here?” he asked.
Tommy answered, “No, I thought she stayed at the
museum.”
“She did, she wanted to sleep in instead of breakfast.
She’s gone.”
“Maybe she decided to get breakfast after all,” TongSu
said, “or brunch I should say.”
“She wouldn’t do that, I told her I’d be right back.”
“Is a monogamy pledge like a pledge of slavery?” Detta
asked.
“No, of course not,” Jason laughed.
“Then why wouldn’t she go get food when she got up?”
“The place doesn’t seem right, she left it open.”
“If she just went to the plaza she would, she would only
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be gone a minute or two.”
“I was there half an hour, I looked all around.”
His agitation convinced them all to troop down to the
museum. "There's stuff missing!" Detta noticed as soon as
they shown a lantern on one of the exhibit tables. Dorrick
hadn't memorized all the exhibits, and Jason probably
wouldn’t have noticed when he was looking for Vio. Once he
looked, he could see things were missing by the bare spots in
the dust.
"All the really perverted objects seem to be gone,"
Tommy said.
"Yeah, and a few of the best life-sizes," Detta said.
"What's this?" Jason said, looking at some marks in the
dust on another table, "It almost looks like writing."
"That's Vio's," Detta said, "She's used some old-style
lettering."
"Can you read it?"
"Let me look," she came around to that side of the table.
" -Thieves from Earth cheated the Instinct with a device
called a... I'm not sure what this is, it’s a proper noun
something like 'ti be tn'... assassin dart. I'm being kidnapped.
Help - Vio -"
Jason groaned and Tommy swallowed hard.
"Assassin dart doesn’t make sense but it sounds bad.
What is it?" Detta asked nervously.
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"An ancient and evil weapon of Earth. It is automated and
intelligent. It's only purpose is to kill."
"Would it have explosives in it?" she asked.
"Most of them had a large charge of plastic explosive
driving ragged shrapnel. Very effective."
"They must be the ones I was warned of," Detta said.
"The ones I thought you might be," she said to Tommy,
"when I met you at Elill's."
"You were warned?" Jason asked.
"A friend of mine at the Kassikan said one of your
gatekeepers there noticed explosives coming thru."
"My gatekeepers?" Jason, of course, had never employed
a gatekeeper of any kind in his life, not even a doorman,
though he hoped to some day.
"A Centorin," she said.
"Where have they taken her?" Jason asked, "Who can we
call?"
"Tell anyone you want," Detta said, "and I have no idea
were they have taken her."
"There must be someone..." Jason stopped. He already
knew there wasn't. They were on their own. There were no
authorities to go to. They were on their own and his eyes said
he knew that when he looked to Dorrick. If they wanted to
ever see Vio again, it was up to them to do something about
it. This was much closer to the type of situation he was
trained to deal with wasn't it?
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"Someone must have seen something," Dorrick said. "We
can't just let them get away with this."
"I agree," Detta said. "I just don't know what..."
"Let's start asking everyone around here if they saw
anything," Tommy suggested.
"We should look for any physical evidence also, see if
they left any clues," Jason said, having been a fan of a video
drama of that form at one time.
"You've had some criminology?" Tommy asked him.
"Just the survey course, we covered take-downs and
hostage negotiations."
"That's what we have here," Tommy said.
"What we have here," Dorrick said, "Is an abduction, a
kidnapping."
"It IS an abduction," Detta said, "Earthmen are aliens
after all."
"What we call it doesn't matter," Jason said.
"One thing is clear," Detta said, "They arrived on this
planet much earlier than you because I had already organized
my trip here and received all my funding by the time you
contacted Vio. I didn't know about the situation until I got that
note from Yolan. Since you got here first and they left first, I
would assume they are traveling by water, not air."
"OK," Tommy said, "What does that mean?"
"We can canvas the waterfronts, but I still think we should
ask all the neighbors first."
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"That leaves me searching for physical evidence?" Jason
said.
"Those courses were more than I had," Tommy said.
"You're an archeologist, you're trained to follow trails
thousands of years old. So are you," he said to Detta.
"Do we know when this happened?" Detta asked.
"Had to be while I was at breakfast." Jason said.
"They're Earthmen,” Detta said, “they have to have
something unique about them."
"If they have a Tibetan assassin dart, they are probably
from one of those petty states that used to be part of Talstan,"
Tommy said. "There's every race from Dravidian to Orthodox
Jew out that way."
“They must be the ones I saw yesterday,” TongSu said, “I
know what they look like. There’s a really long legged Troll,
a really dark-skinned guy with fuzzy hair, and a guy with
such long legs and such a beak he reminded me of a gruul.”
"Devices in a plastic case is another give-away," Detta
said. "Nothing made this side of the gate has that."
"We can make a whole list of features..." Tommy said.
"They use a different language," TongSu said.
Tommy was already grabbing paper and starting to write
this all down. Jason was horrified to see he was using native
script. He was even worse than Dorrick in settling in here.
Tommy and Detta took their list and went off with it,
intending to just show it to people, at least that was a reason
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to write it in the native script.
Jason knew a lot more about this from watching
'Detection Engineers' than anything he learned in that survey
course. How to handle a defendant in a courtroom was all he
ever remembered from that. Dorrick had seen Tommy use the
specradiometer enough times so he was able to operate it. All
traces of fresh organic molecules glowed on it's screen. They
examined the table with it. There were some very fresh prints
around some of the shadows in the dust. They were able to lift
two good ones. Now if he could only send them back to the
UK he could find out who they were. Unfortunately the boost
antenna was back at the house. Jason ran to get it, being too
keyed up to stand around waiting.
While he was gone Dorrick and TongSu looked around
carefully for anything more that was out of place. It was
difficult in the dark with just small torches so he figured out
how to light the exhibit lanterns and got them on. He went
right passed it at first, a spent facial tissue was not out of
place to a Centorin, even after more than two local years. But
TongSu noticed it right away. There is almost nothing
disposable here but the rinds of some foods and damn few of
them. Dorrick picked it up and examined it, all he learned
was that one of them had a runny nose. That wasn't surprising
with air as laden as it is down here.
Another hour brought a scrap of cellophane off the floor,
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a corner of that tissue wrapper most likely. It had a bit of
lettering, Cyrillic letters with Arabian flow, he'd seen a bit of
that on Earth, but he couldn’t read it even if there was enough
of it to mean anything. All they knew from that it was very
likely that the same people TongSu had guided here had
returned and had been inside the museum. With Vio’s note, he
was sure they were the ones who took her.
By now it was lunch time, they went up to one of the
ubiquitous stew kettles that were everywhere. This was a
mush, almost a chili, though it was the color of pea soup, a
color that seemed to be imparted by whatever the meat was in
it. It tasted more like chili than pea soup and the cook
attracted quite a crowd of regulars. They were quickly
becoming regulars.
They asked everyone around if they had seen the
Earthmen. TongSu usually rendered the description. They
found one person who had seen them arrive at the museum
just after breakfast. No one had seen them or the professor
leave. Most of them knew the professor, as did the cook, but
they hadn’t seen her today.
No one had seen any shipping wagons enter or leave the
museum, but her shipping doors were two stories higher and
in the back, but only large enough for a hall cart. The dark
would have made it even more difficult to see anyone going
out that way. They learned nothing more.
All promised to keep watch for the professor or the
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Earthmen. A few of them had been questioned by Detta and
Tommy already. There was quite a buzz about the assassin
dart. He hoped it would draw the attention of the Kassikan,
get them to be more careful with their screenings. He hoped it
wouldn’t get back to Centorin and let bad actors know that
the Kassikan’s screening could be beaten.
Jason joined them, grabbed a bowl of mush on his way to
the the spot on the retaining wall where they were sitting at
the time. The cook had four big torches up and the light made
this little plaza the gathering spot for the area. “I got thru to
UK and got those prints off,” he said as he joined them. I
brought the tight-beam with me,” he held up the antenna, now
folded into a small cylinder, “and I’ll check every hour.”
Just then Tommy and Detta dragged in, looking dejected.
"Not a hint," Tommy said, "It's amazing that we could ask
such a huge variety of people and not find one who saw
anyone with any of these peculiarities."
Tommy and Jason joined in the buzz about the assassin
dart while they had their lunch. There were lots of stone
blocks around to sit on and there was room for many groups
to sit here. The roots of the apartment tree right across from
the museum held them all together and provided a few more
places to sit.
Jason wound up giving them a lecture on the assassin
dart, Dorrick knew it, wished it wasn’t true. Such a thing
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should never have been introduced to this planet. He hoped
he’d never have to face such a thing. In it’s way it was worse
than that firebase that pinned them in that bunker.
In a few minutes, Jason was done with lunch and with
weapons class. They went back into the museum, made their
way to the third floor workroom. Dorrick wondered if they
should try to find a local investigator. Jason paced, Dorrick
knew he was high on adrenaline. This situation was more like
his job, what he had trained for. It was an environment with
rules he hadn’t worked within before, but it was a security
problem. He looked around at them. "I can't just sit here," he
said, "I have to do something."
"You care deeply just because she will be monogamous
with you?" Detta asked him.
"Because of what she said, I've had to adapt to this world,
she's willing to be a part of this world adapted to mine."
"She's been after an alpha male all her life I think. I think
she'd fancy being queen of a harem."
"I'm hardly the head of a great house. I'm appreciative of
someone to be with. We've talked a lot. That first week, all we
did was talk, the most sexual thing that happened was her
holding my arm."
"She's good at that," Detta said.
"So are you," Jason said.
She laughed, "It's just natural I think, do you mind?"
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"No, when it happens I'll try not to think of it in a carnal
sense."
"It's just pleasant contact. Does it break your monogamy
vows?"
"On Centorin it would, I'll try and remember there are
different boundaries here,” he said. “But what more can we
do?"
“The docks are where I first saw them,” TongSu said.
“You said they had to come by water?” she asked Tommy.
“Give me that list,” Jason said, I can't waste the
afterlunch, not with Vio in danger."
"I'll go with you," Detta told Jason, “I was close to Vio
also.” Dorrick was sure Jason didn't need to be explicitly told
that this girl and Vio had been sex partners in some way, and
there were far too many of those carved penises laying around
with handles on them for anyone to pretend he didn't know
what Vio did with them. He didn't doubt that Detta and Vio
played with them together.
"Somebody should stay at the museum don't you think?"
TongSu asked.
"Probably a good idea," Detta said, "You could go there,"
she told Tommy, "in case they come back for more or
something."
"I can't take on an assassin dart."
"Just follow them, carefully, and call us on your pocket
eye."
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"Ok, but I probably will sleep there. I'll wake up if anyone
breaks in."
"Take Dorrick's pocket-eye," TongSu told Detta as they
reached the door. "In case you get separated."
Jason was closer to the shelf it was on and handed it to
her. "I'll show you how to work it on the way."
Dorrick wanted to object but understood the logic of it.
He was here with Tommy, and in twenty hours the native
comm would be working again.
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14. Thief Chase
Tommy was shaking her and Dorrick, she woke confused,
not knowing where she was. They had fallen asleep on
benches in Vio’s workroom it seemed. They had been up late
waiting for word from Jason and Detta, TongSu wondered if
they had kept combing the docks all thru the sleep. She also
wondered if Jason had broken his monogamy pledge to Vio.
"They’ve found them," Tommy said once they were both
awake, "or at least found where they were. They’re at the
dock where the Earthmen tied up. She has a motorboat ride to
go after them. We should be getting the balloon ready now.
"We still have all the broken instruments in that net,"
Dorrick said.
They were still in the bins but they were pushed together
in the middle of the net. “Not a problem in this deep,”
TongSu said. “We're not taking the time to unload. We'll eat
on the way."
Tommy and Dorrick practically ran thru the silent early
dawn streets back to the house. She followed along as best
she could. She woke up harder in unfamiliar places, she
should have gone back to the house for the sleep. TongSu
found that she was the last one to the balloon, but at least she
wouldn't have to defecate on the city. As they lifted, Dorrick
filled her in a little bit more. "They were at the one of the
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closest docks to the ruins. Jason hired a power boat and
driver. We are going to get descriptions of their vessel as soon
as they hit open water and the driver can take the comm."
TongSu took the balloon just about straight up. It rose
readily in the thick air of this basin, in just a few minutes they
were half a mile above the city. Detta called them again and
Tommy handed Dorrick his pocket eye. TongSu could hear it
because the city was still pretty quiet below them, most still
thought it was Dawnsleep. There was a man on it. Dorrick
jotted down the descriptions he gave of the Yingolian’s boat.
Dorrick gave the Centorin pocket-eye back to Tommy and
took the scope and started scanning the miles of river in front
of them, though it was hard to see much in the first grey of
dawn. They knew only that they had gone upstream. Dorrick
told her that their boat was very tall, two pontoons with a
three story plank-up on top of it.
Meanwhile Tommy, who was in the main net, called to
them. “Jason heard back from UK,” he said. “The prints were
left by Carsir Tzebenko, assistant to the Margue of West
Sayan.” She turned and saw Tommy poke his pocket-eye.
“Sure enough, that’s one of those petty warlord states
northeast of Tibet.”
He showed her the picture, “It’s the gruul-man from
YingolNeerie all right.” He poked the device a little more, in
a minute a picture of the very dark guy showed up. “That’s
another one of them,” she said.
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“The Margue himself,” Tommy said.
"So this guy is an officer in a bully group and his job is to
go around stealing artistic treasures to sell on the black
market?" TongSu asked.
"West Sayan is not a large nation,” Tommy told her. “It's
up in the pine forest, there'll be lots of rust up there. There
was industry back in Tibet's time, the 32nd and 33rd centuries."
"That would be the late 103rd and very early 104th here,"
Dorrick translated for her.
"They don't have much going but some trams hanging
from overhead rails that are solid rust and shed sparks."
"Lovely," TongSu said, "the ruins of an Energy Age. I'm
glad I never saw one myself."
After about an hour, Tommy called Dorrick over to where
he was still playing with his pocket-eye.
"You taking up electronics?" Dorrick asked.
"I took a little as a distribution course in science, try to be
intelligent about how the instruments work and that kind of
thing. Anyway, this is the circuit of a basic disruptor, one that
can generate an EMP that will totally disable that dart unless
it's hardened, so it couldn't explode if you hit it with a
hammer." At least they were using Common Tongue and not
Centish for some of the words. TongSu stayed in the front net
and drove the balloon, but listened to them.
"Yeah?" Dorrick asked.
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"If we chain the power supplies from the busted gear
we've got in here..."
"Where you going to get the software?" Dorrick asked.
"Gimme an hour," Tommy said, "I have a little
development environment on my comm that I use to maintain
our gear. I can key in some basement 'C' that can get it done."
Dorrick went to work on some of their Centorin style lab
equipment. She almost gasped aloud when he took some parts
out of it. On them were long flaps of pure aluminum, she
could see them from here. Each one was more than she could
ever imagine spending.
"We need at least fifty volts DC," Tommy said, "to
overdrive the waveguide amp on the GPR."
Dorrick lost a few small parts thru the net, screws and
nuts and things like that. If any happened to fall anywhere but
the lon ponds, it was going to be found some day and if any
of them were aluminum, nickel or copper, it was going to be
someone’s lucky day. He got some parts screwed together and
tied with strings of wire, it took a couple hours. The whole
time Tommy was poking at his pocket-eye and she was
following the Karedarzin to the northeast.
Here and there to the east she could see some dry land
farms, and a few more hours in front of them it looked like
dry land might come right to the shore of the river again, if it
was, it was still pretty flat ground.
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"Where do I hook this up now?" Dorrick eventually
asked.
"Just leave it over here. I've got to get this damn code
working before we bother going any farther."
So Dorrick came back to the forward net and the scope
and more hours of following the river. Of course they didn’t
actually follow the river as it snaked and meandered among
the ponds, they flew as straight as they could and still keep
the river in view. The river was a mile or two wide while they
were in the lon, but narrowed to less than a mile once they got
to dry land. It still wandered in coils, so any powerboat, no
matter how fast, was going to take much longer to cover ten
miles than they were up here. The map showed the dry land
started almost a hundred miles out of the city. The next big
city up the river was Orlontz, she knew nothing more about it
than the name and dot on the map. It was still in the Borlunth
basin so it should be another Elarippa, which looked like the
Borlunth waterfront without the modern city inland of it.
They had another meal of trail rations, they could
probably reach Orlontz by Noonmeal and she was going to
stop for some there whether they wanted to or not. If they
hadn’t caught up with her by then, they weren’t going to, the
boat could have hidden in any number of shady coves as long
as they didn’t get too close. If they had any scope at all they
could certainly see her balloon. The skies in the Borlunth
basin weren’t exactly crowded, she could only see two other
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floaters in all of it.
For a few hours they flew under some worrisome clouds.
Even though she was now two miles above the ground, those
clouds were in an atmospheric layer above them, and they
hardly felt them two miles below. They seemed to have no
flashes or sounds, so she kept on and passed completely
under that band.
Thru all this Tommy poked and cursed, threatened to
throw the pocket eye from the net at one point. Dorrick
started after him, but he held up his hand. “It’s only a figure
of speech my friend,” he said. “I’m going to get this, the
syntax wasn’t quite what I thought it was, I have to re-code
all my pointers and of course since we’re under a time
constraint I haven’t been commenting the data dictionary.”
What they were speaking sounded almost like Common
Tongue but still didn’t make any sense. They might as well
speak Centish and be done with it.
"Ok, I think I see them," Dorrick said another hour later.
He had been hogging the scope but Tommy’s curses had
settled down to some hisses and grunts. They were three
miles up now and and could see as far as the air let them.
“They're on the main river, getting close to the city with the
needle tower."
"Orlontz," TongSu said, "we can be there in three more
hours I think."
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"The boat he described is like nothing around here, so it's
pretty distinctive," Dorrick said. "He was told it came from
Kassidor City."
"Let me see," she said and reached for the scope.
"You can't see much," he said while handing over the
scope, "but he was impressed with the tall and spacious
cabins on it, how much like a planked-up house it was."
TongSu applied her eye to the scope only a few seconds.
"They made it all the way here in that thing!?" she shrieked.
"That's a freaking garden float! You got to give these guys
credit. Can you believe it? They made it all the way here in a
garden float. They don't care what they pay for fuel, of
course. You still have to give those guys credit. They ran that
all the way down the lake, I bet they puked a lot. They
crossed the Tduun Noz in that thing! Who the hell piloted that
into the fiord? And up it!"
"I take it that vessel isn't meant to be used for long
voyages?" Tommy asked.
"Good grief no. The filthy rich back in the Yakhan use
them to tool up and down the main canals, some just use them
for parties without even leaving the dock. Some people
actually live on them. They're not meant to even be taken on
the lake, but if you stayed in the shallows and did the open
parts on calm days you might make it thru."
A couple more hours went by. Tommy had strung wires
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from one of their instruments to the strap-up Dorrick made,
then went back to poking his pocket-eye and cursing, but he
had switched to Centish, presumably because it just sounded
meaner. She could see the great tower easily with the naked
eye now. It looked like a sewing pin sticking up from the
ground. The land even seemed to be higher around it. At this
distance she couldn't tell, it was probably just the trees of the
city around it. There was the black dot of an ancient suntower
on top of the tower like the head of that pin.
Tommy's hour came and went again. They were over the
city now. At the top of the locks is the Grand Canal of
Orlontz, all that’s left of the lake that used to be here. The
dam was originally built by the Dalthites in the 11th or 12th
century. The soaring crystal tower straddles the main lock, but
it's crotch is hundreds of feet above the tallest mast. The
tower itself is fifteen hundred feet high, farther from the
ground than any point in either Borlunth or Elarippa, the
tallest structure in the basin. That height allowed it to see
Klegmendahl, three hundred eighty one miles up the lower
Fronzhorp valley, and reach it with a single beam.
The remainder of the Grand Canal is fronted by a few
floors of stone or crystal commercial space and up to twenty
floors of residential grown above it. There is a bridge across
the canal on each side of the tower. They link the sixth floors
on each side, only the big ships need lower their masts if they
need to move down the grand canal. They don't, they go
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straight across where the Karedarzin winds on toward the
northeast and the head of it's delta onto the plains of Borlunth,
only the lock at Gardile, seventy five miles away, between
here and the locks of Klegmendahl that begin the thousand
mile long, one mile high ascent thru the Fronzhorp canyon.
There were two floater parks in this city and TongSu
made for the one on the right. As they came over the canal,
she could see the garden float immediately near the end of the
Orlontz Canal. It was a grand little palace on twin hulls, all
high and square. There were probably nine foot ceilings in
there.
The building she was tying to was only a few buildings
away from the dock that garden float was tied to. She was
glad she never mentioned anything about the floater or flying
while she was guiding them because they certainly saw her
balloon. There was no attendant here, but no sign that this
was private. Dorrick swung on the nose rope to the building's
top deck and tied them to the floater park. TongSu swung
down from the front net once that was over the platform and
belayed the other nose rope.
"I'm going to stay here and keep working on this
disruptor," Tommy said.
"I'll stay with him," Dorrick said, "to hold the wires or
something."
"Don't show any interest in our quarry,” Tommy said.
“I’m going to stay right over there and poke this scope
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thru those overgrown railings on the other side. I think I'll be
able to see right into the cabin. But first I'm going to tie my
old girl off in parking over here," she was pulling them
around the platform and in line with the next floater, a much
smaller but sleeker one. "Don't drop anything or take a piss,
there's nothing but people's porches below you."
For almost an hour after they tied up, they waited around
while Tommy poked the tiny keyboard that snapped off the
back of his pocket eye. TongSu stayed down at the far
platform rail with the scope, focused on the vessel that they
believed Vio was in. She saw the Troll and the dark one in the
large room on the first floor. She didn’t see them often, they
had to be next to the window for her to see them from way up
here. Dorrick was still sitting near Tommy, hoping to help
when suddenly Tommy swore blackly in Centish, Kassidorian
and some unknown dialect.
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15. On Watch
Carsir didn't really want to be down here in the crew's
quarters in the pontoon of their boat. At least this pontoon
was empty except for him and his prisoner. He thought about
raping her but imagined how badly that would go. He would
be paralyzed from the heathen tampering that had been done
to his brain. Then she would seduce him into some bizarre
form of congress that he shuddered to imagine.
eBonnet didn't mind telling him that he thought this
woman was born before the Prophet. She looked like
something from a video game. No doubt she had a tentacle
implanted in her womb that could unzip his pants and tear off
his organs and drag them up into her slit to be digested. Carsir
had seen far too much since the second stargate to be
surprised by anything any more or to think that reality had
any bounds.
He had an artifact of his own, one he had grabbed off the
storeroom table before eBonnet saw it. It was a bit crude, but
realistic enough to see what it depicted. It was a rather plump
girl standing on a short pedestal in what must have been a
drug induced trance, her arms spread above her, swaying
slightly. The whole piece was four inches high but detailed
enough to show the blood running down her legs from the
unspeakable acts the men and their daggers were committing.
Even for the talking ewes and free whores this was
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blasphemous. But then he wondered if the victim depicted in
this statuette had betrayed her husband and it was he and his
brother punishing her? Even for that, this was too harsh. This
was a true abomination that he felt in his insides.
All he had to do is hold the person in that cabin
responsible for this and he had no problem keeping this
assassin dart at hand. He knew he would extract a high price
from someone for this piece when he was back home. Each
person who bought it had to be too deformed in the mind to
live. He would kill them, reclaim the prize, and sell it for a
higher price next time. He would sharpen his skills so none in
Tibet itself dared purchase it. People would buy it more for
the challenge of it's curse after a time. He would eventually
get himself killed doing that. He wanted sons more than
martyrdom, better to sell it once for an outrageous price and
hope it bears it's own curse.
He knew she was only responsible for cleaning up this
horror, but that didn't matter to him. Carsir would grieve for
the pain each of his wives went thru when they bore him
children. Carsir would make sure none ever spoiled a woman
of his, wife or daughter. That was what he hated about this
world, the womb was so cheap. The womb was a sacred trust
to all mankind, not some girl's plaything. That a girl or
common man should have a say in the disposition of a womb
was contrary to the bond God gave woman with her master.
He turned the artifact in his hand, shuddering at what it
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meant but unable to keep his attention from it. He wondered
at the expression on the girl's face. The crudeness meant her
emotions were almost a caricature, but there was some form
of ecstasy on her features. It must have been some form of
religious ecstasy. She must have been promised martyrdom of
some form. No doubt these people had no notion of the truth
about martyrdom and would use it in such blasphemous ways
as this.
No, true martyrdom is the path to glory for those lesser
men whom God has not chosen to father families on Earth.
Their souls can proceed directly to the glory beyond death.
They don't have the duties of the corporal world that some are
chosen to bear.
Carsir wondered what his destiny was? He wondered
what God could have in mind for him with trials such as he
was undergoing in this world of the damned? Surely this was
a test of faith as great as any the ancients had endured. When
it was complete, his family and name would be great. There
would be mosques with his name in the future.
A pounding on her door. "I need the bathroom," she
called.
She couldn't be supernatural in that case could she? Or
was this a ruse to escape? He started the dart, instructed it to
hang in the doorway and destroy the prisoner if she should try
to get up the steep ladder. He unbarred her door and retreated
to the steep little stairway under the whirring dart.
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The creature looks like something from a cheap sciencefiction movie with swaying pneumatic breasts, a tiny waist,
smokey white skin, shining silver and gold hair and huge eyes
as violet as a black-light. She stared nervously at the dart as
she slunk down the hall. She is unable to walk without
undulating her hips and cross stepping, without her bosom
bobbling in her indecent wrap.
She disappeared within the tiny bathroom in this pontoon,
it was no more than a toilet and finger-cup sink. When she
was done, she deserved to be bent over, entered forcefully
from behind and left to deal with the issue on the streets as
best she could. eBonnet believed she was an important person
in this society. He believed she was known to scholars on
Earth since the time of Great Tibet. Instead Carsir saw the
most blatant whore he had ever met.
She emerged, looked over her shoulder at the dart still
hovering above him, the collapsed-metal blades singing softly
at a pitch almost too high to hear. "How can you look like you
do?" he had to ask in spite of his difficulty with the language.
"It is my ethnic type," she replied. "It was my
grandmother that changed her hair color from the black that is
normal to my race. It was supposed to imitate a helmet-using
wizard I think. Their existence had just become public and
there was a fad at the time."
"Your figure is not natural."
"It is for my race. We're actually a variation of the
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Megnor race but Tduun women are usually much bustier. I
wish you'd shut that thing off."
"So you can escape? I don't think so."
"Fine," she said, but went into the cabin and shut the door
and locked it.
He barred it from this side and shut off the dart, parking it
on the ceiling of the skinny passageway just over her door. He
had to conserve it’s charge, it was down to 57% and once it
could no longer fly, it was useless. "It's off now. I still don't
believe you are natural."
"I'm not going to try and converse with someone who
keeps me here with a devil's device. Certainly not thru this
thick door. You are thieves worse than the culture I studied.
Your nation is thieves as the nation of the Pikosas was. If you
are not, you must let me out and give back my artifacts."
"The Margue judges that leaving ALL your artifacts in so
remote a location where no other members of the human race
can view them is a crime against humanity. So that more of
the human race can view them, we have taken only a select
few to be returned to civilization where others can see them."
"There's six or eight people a week that come to view
them."
"If they were exhibited in Shashbeek they would draw
long lines with velvet ropes and policemen keeping order."
"I can't hear you thru this door and I can hardly
understand your speech."
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She spoke no more. He wondered if what she said was
true, that she was just a normal woman for her race. eBonnet
had been with one. Her hair was darker and she wasn't as
dainty, but he had spent a lot of time with her, learned a lot
about this world. Learned a lot more than Carsir wanted to
know.
There had been a lot of these women back there, before
that glacial pass. What would a man's life be like? There was
little to chose between them, they were all goddesses of
sensuality. This one had been a goddess of sensuality, in this
flesh she was born to, since before the prophet took dictation
from God. Carsir would have laughed at such a thing had he
been born a few centuries earlier, but now it was common
knowledge that pre-extermination knowledge was available
for a price and even a few on Earth remained alive from that
time.
More than three thousand years. Modern science knew it
was possible. Modern science knows the knowledge came
from this planet, believes it was common knowledge here
since the time of the false prophets. Rumors here say it was
uncommon knowledge here since much older than that. Here
there is a naturally occurring kingdom of macroscopic life
forms that don't age. The organism reaches a steady state and
as long as it is not damaged beyond it's ability to heal or is no
longer adapted to it's environment, the individual survives.
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The species retains it's niche without the energy expenditure
of raising new generations. The natives said the genetics of
that life were a little simpler because of it.
How did a woman older than the prophet challenge his
beliefs? One who came from a tribe where it was normal to
look like this? He wondered what it was like to live as a man
there? Forever? His penis ached in his pants, he had to stand
and let it up. When he sat back down he had to lean back in
the chair and stretch his legs out. A land where he would not
be able to find a woman who didn't look like that.
Except that she would have black hair. That was what was
different when they went thru that land. They looked natural
with black hair, even when they had her figure. It was like
some fantasy southeast Asia. With the shining silver-gold hair
she looked like something that should really be a Tibetan or
even ancient Japanese sex-android.
He knew he didn't know everything about this planet, but
he knew the natives had control of genetics, so he understood
at once that the women of her race had been engineered to be
sex robots. Reprogrammed to provide men’s pleasure. If he
was to go in and have her over the little table in that cabin
right now, he was doing nothing more than using her as she
was designed. Not as had been designed by God, but as
redesigned by some evil wizard who wanted sex slaves.
This area was probably the very place where she had been
designed. That was probably why she had studied it since the
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Caliphs. These people hadn't become extinct, they had
enslaved the women of the entire world. If he went in there
and had her over the table she would probably thank him. It
was so evil, what had been done here. It emasculated
masculinity didn't it? Not even the ancient Americans of
Sodom and Gomorrah fame had come up with anything so
fundamentally debased at it's core. This destroyed the very
foundation of hierarchy didn't it?
He could wait no longer, he would have this woman. He
instructed the assassin dart carefully to recognize him as
friend and set it into a mode of defending him on his close
order, left it hanging silently in the door frame as he entered
her cabin.
She was sitting on the bunk, she turned at the sound, drew
back just a bit. Her exotic look struck him again, the china
skin and sunmetal hair. The plushness of her figure, pressing
taut in her thin, shimmering top. "What now?" she asked.
"I will have you," he said, "as is my due as your captor.
As is my due since no man will come to your defense."
"I thought I was beneath touching."
"I would empty my organs into the spoils."
"I am monogamous," she said. "I've made a pact with one
of your fellow Centorins."
"I am of Earth," he replied.
"Whatever stargate you're from. I will do no one else as
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long as he will have me."
"So he won't have you once you have been defiled. It is
more my pleasure." Carsir felt himself against his pants.
"Disrobe and get over the table."
She just laughed.
"I will bring the dart to life."
Her black-light eyes bored straight into his, "Kill me with
it and Jason will find you when you are both across the
stargate. Your puny nation will not dissuade Centorin and
your Margue would give you up before Centorin with bows
and apologies. Your puny weapons will drop in his force
fields and your puny arms will break beneath his blows. I was
born before your Prophet but the only way you'll open my
lips is when I'm dead."
This time he laughed. "You'll give up three thousand years
of life, we'll see," and activated the dart.
"You'll have to kill me," she sat there motionless, staring
at him, "and you KNOW IT." between clenched teeth.
"Dart 58512, this is Carsir speaking for the Margue of
West Sayan. Identify Mwww www kk kk." His hands went to
his throat, not to choke himself, but to feel of it, to wonder
what had happened. "Woo woo, kwoo." he tried again.
Now he had the dart idling in target identify and no way
to give it a target. He knew he was still identified as friend,
but now that it was in identify mode, it was no longer
guarding. He tried to speak "Reset," and that came out. The
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dart dropped into his hand and he jumped back out of the
door and barred it.
She slammed into it, while saying, "As long as you know
you mean to harm me, you can't do it." She was too late by a
fraction of a second at the door. The chair filled the narrow
hallway and the door was not going to budge.
He still had his prisoner, but had been deprived of his
weapon by her stare. His attempt to defile her had gone even
worse than he imagined. He wondered what he had done to
cause these trials. He was the most pious of the crew and he
was the one who was subjected to this.
He was left to this duty thru the whole long day that the
natives call a week with only occasional relief from LaPointe
so he could eat and nap. She emerged only to use the
bathroom, they exchanged no further words. She was fed by
LaPointe, Carsir kept the dart running and pre-programmed.
He could do that. He noticed that he had to program it to take
action against an action that the alien freak harlot had
previously been warned not to do. He could not program it to
initiate action against her inaction.
He understood that they were fencing over the boundary
between this automatic weapon and the mind control of the
wizard's virus. He had lost that round, not because she was
necessarily right about how it worked, but because she made
him believe his orders to the dart would kill her. This was his
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first understanding of that boundary, the viral reprogramming the natives called 'the Instinct' worked via the
human conscious. When you knew you would be hurting
someone, it paralyzed you.
They were now docked in a distant city. It was midday,
but supper was long over. He would surely be left here thru
the sleep in the middle of day would he not? He would be left
to this duty til they either found a way to kill this woman, or
were far enough from her city to release her. There was a
porthole he could look thru if he stood. They were at a small
dock beyond the major ones of this city. He could see only the
sides and masts of other boats from here.
The prisoner was humming to herself and tapping on the
hull. He thought of making her stop, but in truth it wouldn't
be worth the effort. The noise was hardly even noticeable
when he sprawled on the steps. He was even able to get
almost comfortable with his jacket rolled behind his head. If
he left the dart on watch he could sleep in one of the crew’s
bunks, they were narrow, but plush. If he did that however, it
would run uncomfortably low on charge.
He might have even dozed when he was awakened by a
noise. It was coming from the cabin his prisoner occupied, he
thought. He sprang to the door, certainly it was. It sounded
like the chopping of an ax. He heard the splash of water, he
heard voices.
He got the dart and spoke to it. "Kill anything breaking up
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our ship," he told it, hoping he wasn't too late. He found
nothing paralyzed when he spoke those words. He heard a big
surge of water and the sudden list of their vessel threw him
off balance as he threw open the door. The dart flew from his
hand into the tiny cabin, nearly slicing into him on it's way.
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16. The Thirsty Dwarf
"Not gonna work?" Dorrick asked when he heard how
extensively Tommy cursed. He was still sitting with Tommy
hoping he could be of some assistance sooner or later.
"No, it looks like I'm going to have to build a hardware
patch. I wish I had a bigger keyboard than this stupid thing."
"At least you have that, I've only got twelve buttons on
the dumb thing I brought."
"I need a diagnostic adapter, do you remember my round
black cable bag?" Tommy asked.
"Vaguely?" Dorrick said.
"I think it's in one of those bins, on the back side.” He
pointed to the one on the right side of the balloon. “See if you
can find it, yell if you do, don't bring the whole thing out
here, I'll tell you what to look for in it. Meanwhile I got to key
in the hardware patch on these pigmy keys. I need my XHDL
cheat sheet," he mumbled and started rummaging thru a
clipboard.
Dorrick found the bag, was talked thru locating the
adapter, no mean feat since the bag was packed pretty tightly
with some very tangled cables.
While he was doing that Tommy got a call. Unfortunately
he had to close out of the development environment to take
the call. The call was from Dorrick's comm, but Detta was
using it. "That's fine for now," he said, "But take it easy when
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you get to the Grand Canal." Detta must have said something.
"I don't want you rushing right up to them." He paused, "They
have an assassin dart, it doesn't obey the Instinct and it can
kill. They shouldn't have it here, but they do. I'm trying to
build a device to disable it, but don't mention that to anyone
because someone from their boat might encounter the same
person and I'm breaking Centorin law by doing this."
The call ended and Tommy loaded the development
environment into his comm again. Dorrick could tell he was
trying to re-capture his train of thought before the call. He
had to read a few pages of code. He started going forward
again, editing in more changes. Since Dorrick was nearby and
looking in, he narrated, "They didn't have these packages in
an inheritance tree, they were each separately hand-coded. I
hadn't counted on that when I told you to give me an hour. I'm
sorry about that, but I still think I'm doing more good here
than by storming that boat."
"We can't storm it on this planet."
"We could fake it," Tommy said, "Make 'em think we
have an antidote for the wizard's potion."
"With what?"
"We still have those crossbows over there. Why don't you
pretend you're not effected by the Instinct and swing down
with that crossbow onto the deck of their boat."
"I'll leave you alone."
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He went down to see what TongSu had found out. It
wasn’t much, she hadn’t seen Vio, but she’d seen two of the
Earthmen. It was getting toward noonmeal, but they hadn’t
come out yet. More than likely they had food aboard. Dorrick
hoped they would all leave and leave Vio aboard, they could
go get her and be away before the Earthmen finished
Noonmeal.
Detta called again, it seemed they were stuck in traffic.
Tommy crawled thru the nets and down to the platform and
into the shrubbery with Dorrick and TongSu to tell them.
"We're going to go have Noonmeal at a place called the
Thirsty Dwarf. It's right in this building only two floors above
the water. We're going to see if we can come up with a plan."
Once they got down to the Thirsty Dwarf, they found it
wasn't that easy to talk, the place was busy and noisy. As well
as their selection of yaags and ales they had a big karga
hanging over the fire, boiled blumps and lon and a honey
sauce to use as you would. You had to hook the karga out of
the fire and slice off what you wanted. It wasn't a big one,
only about sixty pounds to start with, and it was well
plundered already.
Detta and Jason had come on the needleboat of a man
named Winkly. He was a short, wide man, probably as much
Dwarf as Troll, but not a massive specimen of either. He
looked strung out from driving, they had been in that
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needleboat as long as they had been in the air.
They found a small round table where they could squeeze
in, Detta between him and Tommy, TongSu between him and
Winkly, Jason between Tommy and Winkly. It was a trick to
eat, but pressed close like this they could at least hear each
other and none of the Centorins was wearing a knife so they
were continually being passed back and forth also. Detta was
a visitor to the basin but at least she was aware that in the
Borlunth basin one is assumed to have a knife on them that
meets their standards of sharpness, cleanliness and strength.
Since the modern age began, after the fall of the Pikosas, the
women have carried one also, but in haute society a man
might still show off his knife cutting his lady's meat.
"So we can be killed by this dart thingy?" Detta asked.
"It's propeller is collapsed metal," Jason said. "It slices
thru flesh and bone just as well as air. It's only a thousandth of
an inch thick and razor sharp on both edges. The blade
changes shape as it enters flesh so that it slices without
generating lift."
"The only metal I know is a genre of music," Detta said,
"What kind is collapsed?"
"The nuclei are closer together, closer to white dwarf
density. The strength is multiplied proportionately," Jason
said. "A foot of stone will stop this dart. No armor we can
carry will stop it."
"This thing came from Earth?" TongSu asked.
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"Yeah, their nation is not capable of manufacturing them
any more," Tommy said, "but there are old caches of weapons
in central Asia that date all the way back to dumb and dirty
nukes."
"Earth weaponry from their Energy Age?" Detta asked.
"The one they found was probably made in Outer Tibet
about four to six hundred years ago," Tommy said.
"About the time interplanetary suntowers started up
again," Detta said.
"How does it handle water?" TongSu asked.
"It probably couldn't travel thru water for extended
distances," Jason said.
"Water hasn't been found outside of a pipe on that part of
Earth for a long time," Dorrick added.
"Then we can come at them from below," Detta said.
"How deep is the water here?" she asked Winkly.
"Oh, at least eighteen inches, maybe even forty."
"That dart can go thru a few feet of water," Jason said.
"So that won't help us much."
"What would you do about this on Earth or Centorin?"
TongSu asked.
"Blast it," Dorrick answered.
That caused her to groan, "No really," she asked Jason.
"Really," Jason said, "These kinds of weapons are what
blasters are meant for. You can use them to shoot people like
in the movies, but they are much more effective against
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electronics."
"What does a blaster actually do?" Detta asked.
"Builds up a charge that results in an electrical discharge
thru laser-ionized air," Jason answered
"How can we make one?" she asked.
Dorrick and Tommy looked at each other, but Jason
answered. "If I knew, it would be treason for me to tell you.
Only the engineers at the factory know that and only as they
need to."
"We might be able to disable it's orientation if we covered
it's lens," TongSu said.
"Can you re-work any of your instruments?" Detta asked,
"Produce some field that will kill it?"
They looked at each other again. No one said anything til
TongSu brought her close. Dorrick was beside her and was
able to hear. "They're trying, but it's against their laws in
some way. They really can't talk about it and there seems to
be a good chance it won't even work."
"No help," Detta said.
"We can at least sink their boat," Dorrick said, "I can do
that."
"You’d be taking your life in your hands," Jason said,
“and if anyone should do that, it should be me.”
"I don't see how the Instinct lets them order that thing to
kill," TongSu said, "If you know what you are doing is going
to harm someone, you can't do it. It is in knowing, right in
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your conscious."
"You could probably only order it to do defensive things
or some form of 'if she tries to leave' thing." Tommy said.
“I’ve also found out it is possible to hurt someone if you
don’t know you’re doing it.
Dorrick wished he hadn’t brought that up, especially the
way TongSu looked at him. She didn’t say anything however
and Detta seemed to be oblivious to that situation. It was
unlikely that Tommy had gone over the details of their time
with the Torilites with her.
"So one might get some slack," Detta hoped. "So if we
did sink their boat, they'd stay put at least."
"They can buy any yacht on this waterfront today," Jason
told them.
"They'll have to let her out of the boat to keep her."
"We'd need a diversion if anyone went after their boat,"
Winkly said.
"We’ve still got quite a bit of this karga," Detta said.
"I've never known anyone to get blumps so tender,"
TongSu said.
"It's boiling them at thirty psi," Detta said. "You're from
the Yakhan right?"
"Yeah, but of Northeast Enurate ancestry. Another
highland people."
"You can't cook blumps decently at fifteen psi."
"What if they already killed her, or I mean that dart
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already killed her?" Detta asked. Dorrick stared at her. Why
did she have to go back to that.
Jason clenched his teeth, made a motion of pounding the
table but checked himself. "In my own field of expertise I've
failed."
"You can't do anything against that dart," Dorrick said,
"This is way more trouble than that firebase we ran into out
there. We can't get away from this."
"I think we're safe here," Jason said. "Their programming
wasn't good enough to pick us out without some biometric
input."
"What if we can weight it down?" Detta asked.
"If it's a late megastructural age design," Tommy said, "it
can cleanse itself with it's wings. The Tibetans of seven
hundred years ago did some things with collapsed metal and
nanotech that we haven't been able to duplicate, even in the
laboratory."
"How do we even know they have this dart?" Winkly
asked.
Detta told him, "Vio scribbled a note. -Thieves from
Earth cheated the instinct with a device called a Tibetan
assassin dart. I'm being kidnapped. Help - Vio -."
"And I will be useless because I will get stopped by the
Instinct," Jason whined. "It makes me worse than useless, I
will use my training, because it has become automatic, and it
won't work."
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Dorrick could see Jason was on a bummer because of this.
The gold here was stronger than it looked and he had done a
mug of ale also.
"How does that stop the dart?" TongSu asked.
"If I take out the dart's imprintee, the dart is rendered inert
til it is re-imprinted."
"Providing nobody's found the source code and made any
changes," Dorrick said.
"If one of those post-stanians has been in that source
code, it could easily run amok in the crowd down this street."
"They never had the discipline the Tibetans did," Dorrick
agreed.
"Do," Jason said. "They are doing more with less. I think
they have learned a few things from this planet."
"Did you get over there while I was in Drongool?"
Dorrick asked.
"You would have known before now. I got a few tidbits of
previously hacked webbage from inside. It was advanced but
way too dry. Too mental, what they call mentat, mental
computing. Like this planet, they have re-wired their brains.
If you want a new computer, you buy it as a plasmid in a
pill."
"They have that in the Yakhan," TongSu said, "but I doubt
you can get it here."
Dorrick finshed the cup, didn’t want another. It didn’t
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grant false courage, and another would leave him too
impaired. The place was empty by now, Tommy had gone
back to the balloon, Jason was in a funk and the owners were
wondering when they could clean up. They could see the boat
out the window and nothing was happening there, they might
be settling in for Noonsleep. "I'm going to go find a way to
sink that boat," Dorrick said.
“I should be doing that,” Jason said. The ale was strong
here and Dorrick didn’t agree, but didn’t want to get into an
argument about it. Instead he squeezed TongSu’s hand and
stood up.
“He needs a diversion,” Winkley said, "If you've got the
balls, I have a plan that you can use," he said to Jason.
"Oh?" Jason asked. Dorrick knew he would be glad to do
anything he could to help Vio and the more dangerous it was,
the more he would feel he should be the one to do it.
"If we hurry, there's a costume and novelty shop down the
walk that might have just what you need. Can you act at all?"
He was already getting up, clipping his cup to his belt and
heading for the door.
“Why?” Jason asked, following him.
“We’ll need that balloon of yours also,” Winkley said as
he disappeared down the stairs, Jason in tow.
"I'll see what I can do to help Dorrick," Detta said and
stepped toward the stairway also.
"You need me because I'm the only person who has ever
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actually seen them," TongSu said to Dorrick, hesitating at the
stairs.
“They need the balloon, Tommy might need you too. I
know how to stay out of the way of that dart.”
She gave him a hug and kiss, but then took the stairway
up. He and Detta went down. They came out onto the dock
only a hundred feet from the garden float. They didn’t sneak,
after all, those people had never seen them. He saw no
activity over there. He took out his comm and ran an app that
checked for radar or other sensory fields and nothing came
up.
Detta took them to Winkly’s boat, he left his clothes there
and got into the water. Detta took his comm back and wished
him luck. She knew what kind of a pod their boat would be
made out of. She knew their heads were above water in it, and
knew it would conduct noise. A pedal drill wouldn't make too
much noise but would take a long time to get thru. An ax
however would make a lot of noise, but would go thru in less
time than it would take the crew to get downstairs. Two good
strokes along-side the ribs on each side ought to break a big
enough of a piece out to let her out if he could find what
compartment she was in. Since the floor of the compartment
they were in was below water level, the crew might have
something else to think about than chasing them.
Detta spotted a staging axe left out among the crates along
the dock. There were still a few people out working, but this
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was not the busiest dock, and there seemed to be no one
around who would miss it if he borrowed that ax for a few
minutes. Detta ran over and got it and he slipped into the
water while no one was looking. He was glad this was a
sleepy place for Noonsleep, in some cities the docks work all
week long.
It was full noon now, so he was visible in the water from
those decks far above. He waded close to the boats between
them, keeping as low in the water as possible. There were still
people up on one of the boats and he kept back between the
hulls. One would think, in one of the deepest basins on
Kassidor and after a nineteen thousand mile journey, the
Karedarzin would have reached the temperature of bath water
by the time it gets to Orlontz, but this reminded him more of
the polar cap and the fact that the nearest permanent glacier is
only five hundred forty five miles away (and seven miles
higher).
There was thumping or tapping coming from somewhere
on board. He finally figured out what the pounding was, it
was the beat to the song 'set me free' by 'The Antiquities.' It
was one of Jason’s favorite pieces of music right now, the
theme to one of the ‘interplanetary raiders’ video game series
and something Vio was very likely to have heard. It was
coming from one of the crew's cabins on the deepwater side
of the boat.
He thought that over and wanted to say, 'nah, too obvious,
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no subtle social significance in that' but then pondered the
fact that an archeologist might not give a shit about the social
significance of it if she was being held captive.
He worked his way under and around their boat til he was
on the side where the tapping was coming from. It took quite
a while because he needed to stay out of sight of anyone
looking out the portholes on this side. Once he was in
position, the water was rather deep, but there was no help for
it. As soon as he could find footing he started swinging the ax
for all he was worth, trying to get thru the wall and below the
waterline as much as he could. It was tougher than he
thought, the ax was pretty light and shabby and swinging was
hard in chest deep water. He had just switched to the other
side and the next rib when he heard a woman's voice scream,
"They have an assassin dart." Then the hull gave way at the
base of the porthole and the river began pouring in, sweeping
him in with it.
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17. Disruptor
The Thirsty Dwarf was emptying out, and still there was
no sign of activity from the boat. TongSu, Tommy and Jason
were watching, Jason was working on a big mug of strong
ale. Tommy was still poking at his pocket eye and not really
watching the boat. While they watched she and Jason had got
to that assassin dart again. “So I can understand why the
Instinct won't work on it's electronic circuits, but I can’t
understand how a planet with a government could allow such
a thing?" she asked.
"Oh it's completely illegal on Centorin," he said, "but that
doesn’t mean they aren’t used by the rich and powerful. The
law can’t touch the major Houses. Besides, they might have
had that shipped straight here. They had to bribe their way
past a gatekeeper to pick it up I'm sure."
"Detta said someone had a pass for explosives from the
gatekeepers."
"Bribery is how one gets such a pass," Jason said.
"There's too much money on the far side of that gate."
Neither one said anything about that. They must have
surely come to that conclusion themselves a year ago, she
was only stating the obvious.
“The only thing we have to use against them is the
Instinct and if there is anyone who would find a way to get
past the Instinct it will be them.”
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"Jason;” Tommy said, “they're petty maggots from a
hermit's wasteland. They're probably thinking about the
Instinct in religious terms..."
"As do I," Jason said gently.
"Oh? And your explanation?"
"The circumventing of free will. The wizards
mechanically modified the human soul to prevent violence,
we ask abstention from violence as a proof of a soul's
worthiness."
"Are you ephemeralist by chance?" Tommy asked him,
looking up from his code.
"Would I be in this shape at sixty three if I was
ephemeralist?"
"Sixty three Earth years is the shortest strobe flash known
to mankind when compared to the age of the woman we're
trying to save."
"And MAN does that scare me sometimes," Jason
admitted.
A few minutes later Tommy announced he was going
back to the balloon to continue his work. "the hardware
changes are much more extensive than I was afraid of," he
told Jason and Dorrick, “the function’s spread over three
different substrates.” he said, using the pidgin of half
Common Tongue, half Centish that they had been all day.
Jason had finished that cup of ale, but still stared at that
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boat. Dorrick was talking with Detta and Winkly, she was
going to go join them when Jason started talking. He didn’t
look at her, he might even have been talking to himself, but
she thought it would be rude if she just left.
“I wonder what Vio had for noonmeal? I wonder what
they’ve done to her, what other parts of what instincts they’ve
circumvented. A moral pledge is certainly no match for an
assassin dart. I certainly hope she’ll see it that way. I don't
expect martyrdom of her.”
TongSu didn’t know Vio that well, but it seemed
reasonable that, “She’s twenty three centuries old, she’ll do
what she must to stay alive.”
He looked at her for the first time. “I would forgive her if
she was ill-used. After all, she wasn’t a virgin when we met,”
he said, and stared at that garden float again. She could say
something to that, but why rub it in. She wondered what
Dorrick, Detta and Winkly were talking about. It sounded like
trying to immobilize the boat. “All of my training always
assumed I would be using deadly force on a human
opponent,” Jason lamented. “Because of that training, I’ve
neglected so much else. I’m a liability on this world and I
know it. If I had studied just a little electronics I might be
actually helping Tommy.”
“Your society prefers people who are very specialized,”
TongSu said.
“Some people here are very specialized,” Jason said, “like
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Vio, the famous professor of the sex slaves of Borlunth, the
only person on this planet who ever stepped toward my
culture, and she’s a captive because of me, or at least because
of my people, non Kassidorians anyway. I’m sure there were
no assassin darts on Kassidor before the stargate.”
“It’s not your fault.”
“Cliche,” he said. He felt very much the failure at this
point, and looped on it.
By the time it got late, Dorrick announced he was going
to sink their ship. TongSu was horrified, and Jason
immediately said that should be his responsibility. There was
a quick argument which Winkley won by telling Jason he had
a more daring role for him in creating a diversion. They were
soon all heading for the stairs.
"I'll see what I can do to help Dorrick," Detta said and
stepped toward the stairway also.
TongSu couldn’t bear the thought of Dorrick going off to
do that. She couldn’t stop him, and didn’t want to appear
weak and pleading in the face of their kind of danger. The
only thing she could do was go with him, though she was
trembling after hearing all they had told her about this device.
"You need me because I'm the only person who has ever
actually seen them," TongSu said to Dorrick, hesitating at the
stairs.
“They need the balloon, Tommy might need you too. I
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know how to stay out of the way of that dart.”
She hesitated, wanted to argue, but knew he was right,
they would need air support. She worried about an explosion
downing her girl for good and hurling them all hundreds of
feet to the masts and decks below under a flaming cloud of
hydrogen. She swallowed the vision, gave him a hug and kiss,
then took the stairway up to the rooftop and the balloon.
By the time she was back to the top of the building,
Dorrick was in Winkley’s needleboat and already undressed.
She used the scope and could see that Detta was very aware
of his body as they talked. It was a few minutes before Detta
went to a shed she couldn’t see from here and Dorrick went in
the water. He disappeared beneath the boat and was gone for
a long time.
Tommy called to her. “Jason needs someone to dig out
and shake out his House Betyamin uniform, it’s in his hard
case.”
She climbed up to the floater park and onto the net.
“Which case is that?”
“Dark blue with red belt, bottom of the pile on the right.
I’ve got one last bug to fix here and we might be able to shut
that thing down.”
The case was about impossible to get out, and once out, it
nearly exploded from being so tightly packed. Not everything
in here had been laundered before it was packed either. What
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he was looking for was a military uniform. It was ugly,
wrinkled and had seen more than a little action. She put it out
and found the half-helmet to his video game to go with it. If
someone got close and watched a lot of Centorin video, they
might notice that this was just a toy, but from a distance at a
glance it might work.
Tommy cursed again, but without as much enthusiasm as
he had been. TongSu was going to climb down again because
she really hated not being able to see what Dorrick was doing.
He had been in the water a few minutes now.
She got as far as the front net when Jason came running
up the steps. He crossed the platform and jumped into the net.
“You need to get us down there,” he said as he started ripping
off his present clothing.”
Winkley made it up the stairs, gasping for breath as she
was about to get down and untie them. “Untie that rope,” she
said instead.
He set to it, leaning on it and wheezing. Jason already had
the uniform on and was tugging at the wrinkles. It was a very
light thinknit and tight enough that his body pulled them out.
He was tying the other nose rope around himself. It was only
then that she noticed that Jason had a blaster.
TongSu freed the floater from the building and Winkly
waved them off. Jason asked her to show him how this rope
worked the way she had for Dorrick.
"I hope that rig will work," Jason said to Tommy.
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“It will as soon as this download completes, I’m sure of it
now.
Tommy was still afraid to apply power to it and was going
over all the wiring connections one last time. TongSu brought
the floater around the building, it was descending fast, but not
fast enough to keep her from worrying about Dorrick down
there with that assassin dart. The garden float was now listing
bad to one side, she could hear the sound of distant shouts
aboard it. She wanted to yell at Tommy to activate that thing
he’d been working on most of the day, but she could see he
was concentrating.
Jason was beside her in the front net with the scope
trained on their quarry. She swept around over open water,
falling almost onto the boat, only another hundred feet below.
Jason made ready to swing, holding the blaster in one hand,
winding the rope around his left arm and looking as scared as
he had facing that theirops. TongSu was also afraid, but more
for Dorrick than Jason, she had no idea what was going on
aboard that boat. Tommy came up to the front net that Jason
was about to leave, holding a button and trailing wires.
“I think it’s ready,” he said, “as soon as we get a little
closer we should be in range and I’ll hit it.”
Then there was a dull thump and a flash even TongSu
could see as a hole was blown open in the floor of the cabin
she was watching. A hole was blown open in her heart at the
same time, telling her that Dorrick had been much more
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important to her than she knew.
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18. The Assassin Dart
Vio had looked out the porthole before supper and seen
the floater parked only a few buildings up the street. There
was no reason to suspect it was any one but the one the
Centorins came in. The patchwork and cargo nets were
something she'd never seen before on a floater. That would
mean someone had seen her note. She tried her best not to let
her captors think she had even noticed it.
She was given a Duskmeal of plain boiled lon, cold. She
felt like shouting about this treatment, knew they were eating
lavishly upstairs, this was left over. It was delivered by the
husky guy with bushy black beard. He manhandled her
breasts as roughly as the Instinct allowed when he left it for
her however, without saying a word. She knew she had no
ally in him.
It was much later now, probably into Noonsleep. There
was almost no activity on the docks, and the boat was silent.
She knew the dactyl-fanged one was still down here, she
could hear him if she put her ear to the door. She saw the
great floater start to move. Just in case there was someone
around the boat, she tapped on the hull, the distinctive beat to
a song called 'set me free' that had been one of Jason’s
favorites from his video games. She hummed along with it to
try and fool her guard. He had the intelligence of a garden
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pest, and would never know the name of the song. The only
reason he would complain would be because it annoyed him.
The first thing she knew that anything was happening was
when an ax came thru the wall right beside where she sat,
almost gashing her hip. She sprang up on the seat so her legs
would not be in it's path. Water began to come in. She could
see the man's face thru the porthole, it was Dorrick, not Jason.
He knew how to cut open a hull however and was now
chopping at the other side of the cabin wall.
While this happened, the Earthman outside her cabin
shouted at the dart. In the distance she could hear the other
Earthmen start to shout. She yelled “They have an assassin
dart,” to Dorrick as he switched to the other side of the cabin
wall. As soon as the ax bit thru on the second side, the section
of the hull panel up to the porthole gave way and folded into
the cabin, bringing a wave of water with it and Dorrick’s head
and shoulders, still gripping the ax. On the other side of the
tiny cabin, the door flew open and the dart flew in. "Don't
move," she shouted at him. "That thing is deadly and immune
to the Instinct. They can't order it to take direct action,
because then they know they are harming us. The Instinct
doesn't allow them to do that. It seems like the Instinct does
let them program it to kill us if we do something, so do
nothing, stay frozen still."
"But we can talk," he said. He probably knew more about
it than she did.
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"Let's not tempt fate and at least one of them understands
us."
There was shouting outside the door in their nasal
language. Water continued to pour into the pontoon, the water
was pretty deep on this side of the boat. They would have
been on the ground on the port side already, but it was nearly
waist deep in here now and the boat was listing. The dart
continued to whirr near the ceiling of the tiny cabin, it's
blades only inches above her hair, it's grenade hanging right
in front of her face.
The cabin door burst out from the pressure of the water
behind it. The dart flew to the door, both the spokesman and
the tall thin one barked at it. With the door open, water
crashed down the hallway of this pontoon, causing more to
flood in thru the ax hole and sucking Dorrick the rest of the
way so that he was now sprawling on her cabin floor in the
water.
"Be lon," she said, moving her lips as little as possible.
Any position gets painful sooner or later. This position of
squeezed up out of the way of that ax was closer to sooner
than later.
He did the back float, now he was looking straight up at
the dart and grimaced in horror. The blades flashed too fast to
see, but the sound they made told plenty about their solidity
and edge. Below that hung the belly, a fist sized ball of
wicked jagged metal spines. Inside that belly was the
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explosive that had set off the alarms that someone had written
to Detta about. Below that was a fish-eye lens. It was bronze
in color and looked to be a century or two old. There was a
tiny light near the lens and another in a crack near the blades.
The Earthmen continued to jabber and shout, the
spokesman pushed the tallest one with the hooked nose
against the wall. The dart buzzed out into the hallway and
Dorrick sat up. The water was still pouring in and the ax itself
had washed out the door of the cabin and down the hall
somewhere, she hoped one of them tried to use it on another,
they were in quite an argument now.
Abruptly the dart stopped. Their spokesman squeezed into
the cabin holding it by the ring above the blades, the blades
had folded around the grenade. "It is ordered to protect me,"
was the first thing he said. The thin one was peering in the
door, holding the ax. "You have destroyed my ship," he
shouted.
"You're a thief, I'm stopping you," Dorrick said.
"I'm stopping you," eBonnet said and held the dart aloft.
"You know how thin you are with that," Vio said, "You
know you cannot knowingly harm us."
"We shall see how thin I am, I may be pressing the limits
now," he lifted the ring with a twist and the thing was
airborne. He cursed mightily in his native tongue and went to
the door. From without he said, "The first one in this room
that moves, dies," and with that he sloshed up the hall.
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She heard another set of feet go up the hall. The boat was
listing heavily but resting on the bottom now. The window
had fallen out and the gaping hole in the cabin wall
communicated freely with the Grand Canal. The two who left
were still arguing.
Dorrick was in fact moving, sinking little by little deeper
into the water. He could see that his plan was to get out via
water. His problem would be when he couldn't breath any
lower. Thru it all, the dart hovered. The motion of the ship
with the people scrambling about made enough ripples to
cover his sinking. He spent some time at it, meanwhile she
could tell what was happening on the ship. The booty was
being assembled for evacuation. Large chests were being
grappled over the deck above.
While the one down here was shouting to those above,
she came up with a plan. The dart was probably fairly
immune to sound, and she knew she could yell quite loud
without moving. If she shrieked out the most blood curdling
death agony she could muster while barely moving her lips, it
might do nothing, but their guard might think it had. They
heard more shouts and he shouted back, angry. Good, it was
gruul-man who was still down here. Vio slowly drew a
breath, tightened her belly before she shrieked, then howled
out a death agony ending in a gag. Dorrick slipped beneath
the water. She heard the floundering splashes as their guard
surged thru the door. The dart hummed, Vio dropped as it
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plowed into his beak-like face. When it was right over the top
of his neck, it exploded.
Vio was stung by fragments. She had a survival singleness
of purpose on getting out of the hull. Dorrick was out of it
ahead of her and pulled her thru before she even began to
worry about breathing.
The water was almost neck deep here, but the bottom was
firm. The boat had sunk so low that they could see into the
main cabin. On the floor of that room were several large
crates assembled in a pile. The big-armed one was sitting on
this pile, the floor was blown open above the cabin where she
was held. Their spokesman was using a pocket eye, calling
for haulage. There was no need to fear the dart now, she
would insist these goods were hers with any teamster that
showed up. This would have been a good time to have made
her identity more public, but she had always worried her
work wouldn't be taken seriously if her picture were in the
book.
The big man was calling in his own language. He went to
look thru the hole in the floor and started shouting when he
saw only his countryman's body there. The spokesman and
the other shouted awhile. She and Dorrick had made their
way to the dock by now and she thanked him for his help.
They were just climbing up onto that dock when they noticed
something descending out of the sky above the Grand Canal.
It was the floater. It was Jason who swung down on a rope,
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blaster in hand, to land on the dock in front of them and
reclaim the artifacts in the name of Centorin to be repaired to
their rightful owner.
She would remember that scene. Twenty centuries of her
life were in those restorations. She would never forget his
help in saving them. She ran down the dock, needing to play
out the scene of running into his arms. Twenty centuries she
had toiled for a moment like this. He took her with only one
arm, keeping the weapon trained on the Earthmen. She
thought once again how heroic that was, then noticed the
blaster was fake, a toy-store imitation.
The big man was up from the pile of crates however, and
she jumped to the deck and raced over to it. The first one she
opened was nothing of hers, it was a pile of paintings, canvas
only, no frames, separated by a single layer of wrapping
paper. The top one was a gorgeous work of a lake town
waterfront at dusk with a single cute curly-haired Elven girl
bathing from a dock. There were wonderful cast ceramics in
the next, vinework animals holding lamps aloft, stalagmitestyled steins, abstract gargoyles and a beautifully detailed
miniature maiden holding and straddling a horn that was a
pipe bowl and stem. Another chest held the most outstanding
tapestries, another some of the finest furs Gorunda had to
offer. Finally she found her treasures, all in the same chest.
There were six more she had not opened.
"They have been visiting all sections of the world,
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stealing as they go," she said.
"We have not," the Margue said. "We have purchased our
goods at the very top prices. We never met someone who was
so intransigent as you were."
Jason slid the case with her stuff out onto the foredeck.
TongSu had let down a rope and he looped it thru the handles.
As the artifacts were mainly stone, it took Tommy and
TongSu both to haul it up and they had to add hormone to the
floater.
"We have a dead crewman here," eBonnet shouted to
Dorrick.
"Killed by that device you found and thought you were
smart enough to use."
"I'll not wail for him," Vio added. She was bleeding from
several shrapnel cuts herself. "He died the death he deserved,
the death you all deserve for wishing someone's death on
them. Leave him to the liss."
“You’re quite a woman to outsmart a device like that,”
Jason told her.
“Oh I didn’t have to outsmart that device,” she said, “just
that idiot who tried to use it.”
She went with Jason on the floater, wishing she could be
hauled up in his arms, but climbing a rope ladder herself.
Detta also climbed to the floater net and clung to Tommy.
"Thank you all so much," Vio said to them all, but kissed
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only Jason.
"The main one you need to thank is Detta. She worked
day and sleep since she first found your message, trying to
find any information on what had happened to you. It was
nearly dawn before she got a description of their boat and we
were able to go looking for it."
"And let me tell you," she said, "I'm tired. You can keep
detective work."
"So where'd you get the blaster?" Vio asked Jason.
"Biliby's novelties and costumes. While you were
paddling in the water," he said to Dorrick, "Winkly ran down
there. Pretty convincing aye?"
"Especially in the hands of a Centorin soldier," she said.
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Epilog.
In the Year
1102354
By this time the gate has been open over two Earth years. By
now the media of even the most remote area had made
everyone aware that there is a stargate, but can’t make
everyone believe in it. By this time people from that stargate
had explored the limits of the Kassikan's powers over the
visitors. Some had begun to exploit weakness in the power.
Whatever weakness there might be in the Kassikan's defense
of their way of life was backed up by sheer inertia of the
planet. The huge distances and the immense population lent
an inertia that made it difficult for even the most determined
foreign influence to prevail.
By this time many of the other planets were beginning to get
a better feel for the sheer size and age of the planet they had
connected to. People from the gate who had come thru to this
world were even more aware of the size of what they were
dealing with, even though they never left the Yakhan.
Centorin had still not come up with a unified policy toward it.
They still continued to think of 'Kassidor City' as the planet,
after all, it still had more people than the planet Vorster and
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the most distant city homes way down the canals took longer
to reach than any home on Vorster. They continued to treat the
Kassikan as the planet's government and the Kassikan
continued to act as the world's foreign relations office. They
were never belligerent and relations remained cordial. They
agreed to disagree about what plasmids should be present in
the humans passing thru the portals and each took technical
means to secure their ends.
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1. What’s Next?
Dorrick had packed up everything from the house, most
of it was either over here at the museum or already in the net.
TongSu was up on the balloon, getting that ready so they
could leave here. The remainder of their Earth year had been
rather uneventful. Tommy and Detta had made a good start on
putting the Pikosas culture in context, Vio had been more and
more distant from it, and by now she would only help Tommy
and Detta find their way around her notes. No doubt she was
embarrassed by what they were learning, he wouldn’t have
been surprised if she refused to help at all.
Vio and Jason had been on a few short trips around the
area, more for romance than history it seemed. TongSu even
flew them up into the mountains for a few weeks and had
come back gushing about the beauty of the Fronzhorps,
anxious to take him up there. As of yet they hadn’t found
time, now there might not be time.
Klevin had insisted they sell the house, Tommy might get
to stay, that was not decided, but he and Jason had been
ordered to return, the only expenses UK would pay from now
on were travel expenses to get them home.
"You know that Vio's going back with Jason don't you?"
Detta asked Tommy, making him look up from the catalog
open on the workbench in front of him. They were in the loft
of the Museum, Vio and Jason were still in the apartment to
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the far side of the main exhibits, finding the last of her
personal effects.
"She feels her mission here is done. She's got scientists to
take over, at least that's what Jason tells me. I guess they've
been talking about it right along, although he worries that she
doesn't really mean it.
"I hope she doesn't feel we're driving her out?" Tommy
continued. "I have been rather harsh on her, I'm sure that's
gotten back to her. But we see how it is already, she's been
perfecting her craft as a sculptor all these years."
"I know, I know,” Detta said, “she's done a very thorough
job on this one culture and neglected everything else."
"As I wanted to do at first. The number and variety and
time span of the cultures that have inhabited this one
peninsula is stupefying. But we don't need to do them all, just
those that were contemporary with classical Greece. It really
needs to get done."
"Are you talking to me or to yourself."
"I'm sorry, I'm talking to Jorj Ungwood, head of
Archeology. The fact that I am here is so important. We've
made a huge investment getting me here, we should use that
investment."
"How long did you ask for?" she asked.
"I want to make this my career, decades as you say."
"And me? Can I still work with you?"
"As long as you care to. The funding to live here is no
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problem, that's what's so great about this. Earth is about as
expensive as Centorin anyplace civilized, but living here is
essentially free. We can work together as long as they let me
stay."
"How can they make you leave? It's a two year flight from
the Kassikan."
"I want to keep my position on the faculty. I'm on a
research assignment."
"You are a professor?"
"I'm what they call an Independent Graduate Assistant
Researcher."
"And what happens if you lose that?"
"Then the pouches of copper stop coming and I would
have to earn my way at a native job."
"You could get a University job here, you could apply at
the Manganate..." She trailed off. They could both understand
the difference between three coppers a year and three pouches
of copper a year.
He didn't bother to answer. "I don't think they can fail to
give me a continuance. It's so far to get here, I'm already here.
Please send advanced instruments."
"When do you talk to them?"
"It's many hours before the decision makers have office
duty. Jason may be on his way by then."
"Then it's too late."
"I believe he's going by ship, the most luxurious he can
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find," Tommy said. "He's camped rough long enough, is what
he told me."
"Are you going with him?" she asked Dorrick.
"My contract with UK is up and they don’t have any more
assignments for me here. They want me to come back to Kex
but don’t have a new assignment yet. I’m looking for any
other work I can get in this area."
"You can keep getting pouches of copper a year," Detta
said, “and keep you and TongSu living well.”
"I think TongSu is feeling the ground, she needs the air
again and more than just those short runs she’s done the last
few years. She's not built for the deep."
"Neither are you," Detta said, "You come from higher
than she does."
"But that pill you gave me worked wonders, I never
hyperventilate any more. That doesn't work for her because
she needs to see new ground."
"She just doesn't like Borlunth," Detta said, "there's no
need to think up other excuses."
"Are you sick of Borlunth?" Tommy asked her.
"Oh no, I'll go back up to Kastas again some day, but this
is a great place to dig. The only problem with doing
archeology here is you are likely to be in someone's bedroom
or kitchen doing it."
"We'll have to ask people to let us measure the age of their
walls."
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"Right, what we should do is make a map of every
foundation in the city and determine it's age."
"Let's see,” Tommy said, “twenty eight million people,
between one and ten million foundations. Do you think we
could do three a day? We could work three days a week and
say we get lucky and do ten a week. Call it a half a million
weeks, how many centuries will that take?"
Detta thought awhile, "About as long as Vio has been at
this, I see what you mean."
"We have to spot check, and look in detail where we find
something of the right age."
"A lot of the rocks we find from that age have been
moved," she said.
"Making the investigation all the more difficult. Unless
we find a culture from that age with a good cache of
preserved writings," Tommy said.
"There is no one to read it. Maybe a good comparative
linguist could figure it out from known scripts of the time, but
there are five unknown scripts in Vio’s collection so far."
"I guess we have our work cut out for us."
"Tommy, what if they say no?"
He sighed deeply, "Detta, I can't give up my position with
UK. I guess I'll have to chase Jason back to the Yakhan."
"I understand."
"Don't be hurt," he said, "this thing between us is just
while it lasted. That's the Kassidorian way isn't it?"
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"Yeah, I guess it is," she said with a drooping voice,
"though people do get attached here, on this side of the
stargate I mean, many for longer than your civilization has
existed. When we part, we are still sad. I'll understand. Maybe
I'll even sail with you as far as ValBooltong. But I hope they'll
let you continue, I'd like this to continue, I'd like to do that
research with you."
"Don't worry, they'll say yes. Just let me get my
arguments together today so I can be convincing when they
come in Monday morning."
"If it would help your thought process to empty your
scrote?" she said.
"I'll say it can't hurt," he said, unzipping his pants. She
gave him incentive, a benefit that came with this job that he
didn't want to give up.
Jason came across the catwalk from the apartment. He
had his duffel with him. “Well Tommy, Dorrick, Detta,” he
said, “It’s getting close to that time.”
“You’ve got half a day yet to get to the dock,” Dorrick
said.
“Why prolong it?” he said.
Dorrick stood, hugged him. “It’s been good,” he said.
“Yes,” Jason said. “This wasn’t the right assignment for
me, but it worked out after all.”
“What’s next for you?” Dorrick asked.
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“I’m going back to Kex, I’ve been meaning to start a little
security company and this will give me the cash, as well as
the resume I need. I’ve already picked up a couple small
Houses, Harthrax and Delbeddin, that should keep me busy til
I get established.”
Vio came over the catwalk. She didn’t look happy.
"Jason, why are you getting like this now?" Vio asked
him. Dorrick backed away and sat on the edge of the table
where Tommy and Detta were. They could all see there was
emotion here and they tried to stay out of it.
"Because the time is really upon us and I just can't see
that you understand what you are getting into."
"Is it that, or is it that you don't understand what you are
getting into?"
"What am I getting into?" Jason asked.
"A firstwife who's older than your planet."
"Why does that matter?" he asked.
"You tell me,” Vio said, “you're the one who's balking."
"I'm not balking," he said, "I'm just trying to make sure
this is what you really want."
"We've spent ten years talking about it."
Jason looked at her again, "You would put all this aside..."
"It is in good hands," Vio said and looked at Tommy, who
smiled sheepishly. She didn’t try to pull him into the
argument but turned back to Jason.
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"But's it's your life's work?" he said.
"I thank you for jarring me from the endless rut. It is so
difficult now,” she sighed, “the rain has etched everything so
deep. I look back at how they looked when I first brought
them to light. They gleamed in the sun, smooth and shining,
more like the one I have inside than what they are now. They
would be in better condition under the trees of the city if I had
never preserved them."
"How do you know?” This time Jason looked to Tommy,
who studiously pretended he was going thru some of Vio’s
old notes. “They could have been re-cut into standard
columns. There might have been thousands more that were."
"No, this was miles from the city when I got here. There
were other Pikosas sites and Pikosas imitation sites after
them, but this area was pretty thinly settled when I got here
because of all the old stone in the way. The water level had
already moved back to where it was in Klagg times when I
got here."
"And you would give this all up?" his arm swept at the
room, the museum and her store rooms beyond.
"More like take a break from it."
"The plans we discussed were the founding of a House,
raising generations of children. You can't only dabble at that,
there is no great House now. I will have barracks quarters in
Kex, with a wife we will have a four room. We need to find
property, amass wealth for that and initial construction. We
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need to build a business that can engage our sons." He
paused.
"Yeah?" she said. "I know there will be other wives, I
know that much of Centorin Houses. And I have made a deal
for land,” she looked at Tommy again. He looked up and
nodded. “Tommy's family had a four point three acre parcel
on Mount Jome that he traded for the preserve."
"You sold the preserve?" he said.
"Yes, for that land. He said he once talked with you of
building it and said he could see longing in your eyes. It is to
be my wedding present to you."
He turned and said to Tommy, “You didn’t need to do
that. We can get it together, we can buy property.”
“It’s a fair trade.”
“That preserve is worth what? Three credits worth of
aluminum?”
“It’s worth more to me, and there was some cash
involved.”
"Vio, how? You are Kassidorin, that site is worth
millions?"
"I am Kassidorian," she said, "But I refuse to be
considered common. As soon as an exchange rate is worked
out, you will see what I am worth, may our House equal it
some day."
"You traded the preserve for that lot?" he asked.
"That's right."
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"And the museum?"
"I'm leaving that in Dettamythrin's care, I am retaining
ownership. I think they're going to actually live at the place
you guys bought, but she's going to need a place to get away
now and then."
"We have to sell that place."
"That doesn't prevent me from buying it myself,” Tommy
said. “Don’t think I haven’t noticed that if I buy aluminum on
Centorin with my Centorin accounts and have it shipped here,
I could buy Borlunth.”
“You must have had to pay for that property with a
Centorin account?" Jason asked Vio.
"He worked that all out, this key," she held up a standard
data cube, "opens a deposit box with a certificate called a
'deed' inside. Tommy swears it's all 'official'. You'll know
better than I will when we pick it up."
“It is official,” Tommy told him. “She has the deed, I’ve
kept the money here on Kassidor.”
"The deed’s in Kex?"
"Yes, In Kex at the Mt. Jome citizen's office," he detailed.
"What will you do with the museum when Detta's no
longer interested?"
"Let my real estate managers find someone to run it as a
museum if my shares will cover the cost."
"Why save it?"
"In case I want to come back here after."
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"I thought we were going to found a House?"
"Yeah?" Vio asked.
"When is after?"
"A long time. But the project Detta and Tommy have
undertaken will take them a long time. That could easily take
them as long as I've been working on my restorations."
"I'm sure we won't have that kind of patience," Tommy
said.
"Probably not," Detta agreed.
"You see this is what I'm worried about. You're talking of
coming with me, and your also talking about after. The
founding of a House is permanent. No Great House has
fallen."
"Jason," she said, pressing up against him and fingering
his shirt buttons, "None have fallen YET. Centorin is having
an Energy Age, like the Elves did once and the Angels did
after that. They only last a few centuries and they often end
badly. We both might want to come back here."
And Dorrick watched the bottom drop out from under
Jason once again. His civilization rose in her recent life, when
she was already starting to get bored with this. The
civilization that founded his rose in her middle life, the
civilization before that, Imperial Rome, decayed while she
was relatively young, but still older than he was today. When
she had already forgotten what it felt like to have any other
life but puttering around these ruins, man set foot on
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Centorin. Because human nature had not been modified to put
society into an endless loop on Centorin's worlds, time will
march on. Because society isn't in an endless loop, Centorin
culture will evolve. The time from now til the collapse of
Centorin civilization will be just a vacation from her studies
to her. Maybe that is what he feared.
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2. Where To
Dorrick had gone in to use his pocket-eye alone. He was
calling back to Centorin again. It was business hours there,
but still before breakfast this Afternoonday in Borlunth.
Yesterday she went over some of the gear Tommy couldn’t
use here, stuff that broke in the crash. All of it was packed up
in the nets of her balloon again. With all the metal in it, she
wasn’t about to abandon it, she remembered all the aluminum
in the pieces Dorrick had pulled out of it.
She really didn't expect to see her weight in aluminum
any time soon. If she could grab one last pouch of copper to
see her home it would be nice, melting this damaged gear
down would be suspicious, but she was sure she could get
that done if it came to that. She was beginning to suspect she
was going to end up paying her own way if she did get back
there, and the aluminum in one of their empty cases would be
more than enough to make that easy. Of course she was
getting enough local work right here to make a living, but if
she got a cargo back toward the Yakhan, she would take it if
Dorrick decided to go back with Jason instead of flying.
Tommy had been extended, he and Detta were taking over
the museum. Vio had sold the preserve to Tommy, she was
determined to follow Jason to Centorin, and they had taken
ship the day before.
There was no chance that Dorrick was going to be
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extended by the University of Kex, the next assignment they
had for him was back at YingolNeerie. They would fund his
trip back to the stargate and wait for up to one Earth year for
him to get there. That was the last she knew about the
conversation before this one.
She was so tempted to put her ear to the door to hear what
he was talking about. They were in Vio’s old apartment and
Dorrick was in her study on the lower floor, TongSu sat in the
kitchen. She would be nowhere near as desperate as Vio to
hang on to her Centorin, she would not be as desperate as
Detta. She didn't have any symbolism wrapped up in her
relationship with this man. She'd never given Centorins a
second's thought until she'd already shared a cup with this
one. She knew them personally, not by reputation. He was
actually just a regular nice guy who was big and strong
enough for her. But it had been good, while it lasted, a little
scary in spots but all in all, this had been a good expedition.
Way longer than she'd ever been on before, but interesting.
Centorins are a little bit childlike in some ways, a bit
touchy in others, as a rule, and come from a place almost as
strange as her race's ancestral basin. They were more like the
Yakhan, culturally, than any other basin. In some ways they
were more like the Highland Elves than the Highland Elves.
She liked to entertain the legend of star sailors in the Energy
Age and wondered if maybe Centorin or Naiho had really
been settled from there. After a few generations of starships
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and stargates it would be hard to trace the truth even
genetically. Even now, since genetic code has been
transmitted over the suntowers since the 103rd.
If he was going to part ways from her here, she knew
Dorrick would at least see to her material needs, even at the
cost of his own. A pouch of copper to get her back. She
shouldn't have to work her way back. She could have some
fun picking up hitchikers, especially if she had a pouch of
copper. She'd stop at Goan's again, without trying to fly thru
the Igjarmines.
She hoped they could fly back together. They would have
two years at least, maybe they could dally a little. An Earth
year is almost ten isn't it? She thought there was some real
hope that she could actually get a round trip ticket out of this.
Centorins were not short of money and were short of time.
Dorrick was comfortable aloft, was even beginning to get the
feel of controlling the floater toward the end.
He sure was in there a long time. She was too hungry to
wait, went to start the fire for breakfast. It would be nice if
this old museum could have gas instead of wood for cooking,
especially when she saw she was going to have to open a
fresh bale of sticks. She went to the closet and found there
were no bales of cooking sticks. Detta might be good for
Tommy, but she wasn’t much of a homemaker.
Finally Dorrick came out, his face was noncommittal.
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"What's for breakfast?" he asked.
"Whatever some nearby cook's got," she said, "or
something cold and dry, we're out of cooking sticks."
"Let's go get some of Bedeg's patters in that case," he
said. "We'll be back before Tommy and Detta even get up."
They were still upstairs in the bedroom.
"Should we ask them?"
"Let's leave them alone for now," Dorrick said, and started
for the door.
"Will Vio be able to get back if she needs to?" TongSu
asked as they started down the path thru the ruined old
foundations toward Bedeg’s.
"Unless she commits some crime, and if she does she's
most likely to be deported back here, or to the Kassikan
actually. She might not be able to afford to get back, for the
average person a trip thru a stargate is out of reach, only the
rich can go as tourists."
"Does she know that?" TongSu asked.
"She is wealthy enough to afford it. Now, even with the
rate of exchange what it is. She owns ten percent of
downtown Gorunda."
“I don't know what that's worth, I never got past Zhlindu
in that direction. With the thirst I've got, it's tough to get past
Zhlindu," TongSu said.
They were across the plaza by now, Bedeg's is two
hundred feet down the walkway. The path had a passage
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chopped right thru one of the giant roots of the trees above,
there were people coming the other way and they had to go
single file. They couldn't really talk on the narrow path, but
once they got settled at a table she could ask him how this
conversation with UK went.
"They didn't budge an inch, travel expenses, one Earth
year," he told her.
"So are you going to go by water, or shall I fly you back?"
TongSu asked Dorrick.
"What else would you do?" Dorrick answered.
"If you go back by water?"
"Or didn't go back," he said.
She blinked at that, but didn't chase it. That might be why
he was smiling more than she would have expected. "Well, I
dunno," she thought with her lips pursed. "I'm way around
here on the far side of the world now and you're about to pay
me so generously,” she hinted, “that I don't really have to get
anywhere. I might nose around here and there if I can get the
girl to swim a long distance again." She took a breath. She
should ask him now for expenses to get back, but instead
asked, "But have you decided to stay with Tommy and
Detta?"
"No, I got a new job from an agent back on Centorin. It
pays a pouch of copper a month, that's just a hair better than
two a year, here; deposited at EyeCargo KassidorA in the
Yakhan. For that I get to travel around and report on whatever
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I can find. More general reporting than strictly history, they
can take just about anything I can give them right now."
"Wow, sound's nice. Two coppers a year ain't that bad."
she said, "you can live on that."
"Two pouches of copper a year. I didn't want to be greedy,
I could ask for two hundred pounds and they would send it,
that easily fits in a tube car."
"Two pouches of copper." She said that and stopped, set
her knife down and looked at him.
"To report on whatever I find interesting on this planet."
"You gonna need transportation?" she asked.
"Could be," he answered.

